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Foreword

This is the fifth in a series of Reports
ou Research at the Air Force Cam-
bridge Research Laboratories issuedover the past ten years. With this re-
port, AFCRL concludes the first 25

years of its history, a history that be-
gan on September 20, 1945, when a new
Army Air Force research laboratory
was established in Cambridge, Mass.,
with the unpromising name, the Cam-
bridge Field Station. Over the next 25
years, the laboratory was to make con-
tributions to Air Force operations, to
technology, and to scientific knowledge

1" out of all proportion to its size and to
the Air Force investment in ;ts pro-
grams. This report covers a three-year
segment of the AFCRL history through
June 1970. A most cursory survey of
the report will reveal that the AFCRL
program spans a broad domain. But in
this breadth and diversity, one is re-
turned again and again to a unifying
tonic chord-to the Air Force missions
of surveillance, detection, communica-
tions and navigation. Explicitly or

N .tacitly, the chord is always present in
the text. In examining the report, one

*sees that a sizable portion of the re-, ..... ... search. involAves the aerospace environ-
7 ment. Environmental forecasting, a goal

of this research, may well come to be
recognized as AFCRL's most enduring
legacy. Presently a tentative and im-
perfect Air Force capability, environ-
mental forecasting, if it is to be real-
ized for the Air Force in the full
measure that AFCRL's ambitions set
for it, will be realized through the kinds
of research-electromagnetic-atmo-
spheric interactions, optical and radio
astronomy, solar particle emissions.

studies of atmospheric composition,
chemistry and density-that for the

- period of this report engaged much of
AFCRL's attention.

DALE J. FLINDERS
1' Colonel, USAF

Commander
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I Air Force Cambridge
Research Laboratories

This report covers the research pro-
grams of the Air Force Cambridge Re-
search Laboratories (AFCRL) for the
three-year period, July 1, 1967 through
June 30, 1970. AFCRL is an element
of the United States Air Force and is
the Air Force center for research in
the environmental and physical sci-
ences. The main laboratory buildings
of AFCRL are located at L. G. Hanscom
Field at Bedford, Mass., 20 miles west
of Boston.

The research programs of AFCRL
are conducted within the context of the
following statement: Conducts research
in those areas of the environmental,
physical and engineering sciences offer-
ing the greatest potential to the contin-
ued superiority of the Air Force's oper-
ational capability; conducts specifically
assigned exploratory development ef-
forts involving the environmental,
physical and engineering sciences; par-
ticipates in establishing advanced tech-
nologies whose exploitation will lead to
new Air Force capabilities.

AFCRL, A GENERAL VIEW: Research
in the environmental and physical sci-
ences referred to in the mission state-
ment can be translated to mean geo-
physics and electronics. Geophysics in-
cludes geology, geodesy, meteorology,
upper atmosphere chemistry and dy-
namics, solar phenomena, radio and op-
tical astronomy and the properties of
near space. Electronics research at
AFCRL includes data processing, com-
munications, electronic materials and
devices, antenna systems, plasma studies
and much else.

DISTRBUTION STATEMENT. A

Approved for public release
Dv,:rfrution Unlimited
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AFCRL's main laboratory complex is
located at L. G. Hanscom Field, Bed-
ford, Mass., 20 miles west of Boston.

To carry out this research, AFCRL, in-house programs that separate discus-
as of June 30, 1970, had a complement sion would be artificial.
of 1235 military and civilian personnel Each of the several hundred research
-1058 civilians and 177 officers and tasks making up the total AFCRL pro-
airmen. This represents an increase gram is related to an Air Force re-
of 133 over the total complement of quirement. Among the Air Force re-
1102 three years earlier at the begin- quirements to which AFCRL is partic-
ning of the reporting period. The gen- ularly sensitive are reconnaissance, sur-
eral ratio of military to civilian per- veillance, detection, communications, in-
sonnel-about 15 percent-has re- formation processing and use, environ-
mained unchanged for the past ten mental prediction, and aircraft and mis-
years. The period saw a substantial in- sile operations.
crease in the PhD ratio. On July 1, "Requirements" has close kinship to
1967, the number of doctorates at "relevance." Relevance in the context
AFCRL was 135. On June 30, 1970, of DOD research came into high prom-
the number had increased to 162. inence during 1969 with the passage of

AFCRL is an in-house laboratory. Section 203-the Mansfield amendment.
This means that most of the research This amendment brought with it in late
at AFCRL is conceived and conducted 1969 a re-examination of all AFCRL
by AFCRL scientists. The in-house re- research endeavors-a re-examination
search is supplemented by contract re- that is continuing. As a result, sev-
search. Purely contractor research will eral long-term research programs were
not be reviewed in this report, except marked for termination.
where it is so closely interwoven with But the Mansfield amendment was in



itself only a manifestation of a deep
change in attitudes in many quarters
toward the role of science and the DOD
support of it. Faced with revised cri-
teria against which to judge his re-

search programs, the R&D manager was
forced to reappraise past assumptions.
Should the research of an especially
qualified and nationally recognized sci-
entist, for example, be supported at a
high level even though his research may
be of less direct Air Force relevance 'k
than the research of others? AFORL,
historically, has given an affirmativ ,
answer, the rationale being that benefits
accrue to the Air Force by bringing to
military planning a special expertise in
the evaluation of technical endeavors. AFCRL is an in-house laboratory, its

own scientists initiating and conduct-In this connection, AFCRL has en- ing a research program that spans a
couraged the participation of its scien- large part of the physical and environ-
tists in the affairs of professional so- mental sciences.
cieties. Such participation, it is believed,
lends vitality and substance to a re-
search laboratory and reflects prestige of Aerospace Research, an independent
on Air Force research. One form of Air Force element with headquarters
participation is the editorship of pro- in Arlington, Virginia. OAR was a
fessional journals. As of June 30, 1970, small element, numbering about 2000
for example, two major professional persons, 1200 of whom were at AFCRL.
journals, Applied Optics and the IEEE OAR came into being in April 1961,
Transactions on Antennas and Prop- when the old Air Research and Develop-
agation, were edited by AFCRL scien- ment Command was abolished and
tists, and AFCRL scientists served as separate commands for research and
associate editors on two other journals, development were established. The
the Journal of Applied Meteorology and transfer of Air Force research under
the Journzal of Crystal Growth. AFSC therefore constitutes a remerger

of Air Force reseach and development
TRANSFER TO AFSC: On July 1, 1970, under a single command.

AFCRL was transferred to the Air The purpose of the merger was to
Force Systems Command where it re- effect a closer coupling between re-
ports to AFSC's Director of Labora- search and development to assure that
tories. At that time, AFCRL's previous the products of research will more
headquarters, the Office of Aerospace quickly be translated into Air Force
Research, was discontinued, and all Air technology. It is expected that savings
Force research and development activi- in manpower will also be effected
ties were unified under a single com- through the operation of a single head-
mand. quarters staff, an important considera-

During the current reporting period, tion during a period of declining mili-
however, AFCRL reported to the Office tary budgets.
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ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE: At the Upper Atmosphere Physics Laboratory
conclusion of the reporting period, and the Space Physics Laboratory, those
AFCRL consisted of ten laboratories programs relating to ionospheric re-
plus the Sacramento Peak Solar Observ- search were taken to iorm a new lab-
atory in New Mexico. These laborator- oratory, the Ionospheric Physics Lab-
ies are the Data Sciences, Microwave oratory. The Sacramento Peak Ob-
Physics, Aerospace Instrumentation, servatory was removed from the Space
Space Physics, Ionospheric Physics, Me- Physics Laboratory and became a sep-
teorology, Terrestrial Sciences, Optical arate organizational entity. Concur-,
Physics, Aeronomy, and Solid State Sci- rently, the reduced Upper Atmosphere
ences Laboratories. In addition, AFCRL Physics Laboratory was redesignated
operates a small West Coast Office con- the Aeronomy Laboratory. These or-
sisting of five persons whose primary ganizational changes became effective
responsibility is that of liaison with on March 4, 1968.
SAMSO and with AFCRL West Coast In July 1968, Colonel Dale J. Flinders
contractors. Another small detachment, became the Commander of AFCRL,
Detachment 5, at Patrick AFB, Florida, succeeding Colonel Robert F. Long.
was transferred from the jurisdiction Colonel Flinders came to AFCRL from
of Hq. OAR to AFCRL in November his position as Commander of the USAF
1969. Environmental Technical Applications,
The laboratory structure noted above Center in the Air Weather Service. The

represents a change from that of the AFCRL Vice Commander was Colonel
previous reporting period. Two new ele- Orville J. Kvamme, who reported to
ments were carved from the nine lab- AFCRL in August 1967 and whose as-
oratories of three years ago. From the signment terminated on July 1, 1970,

AFCRL is a frequent host to visitors in
many categories. Upper Left: Three .
officers of the Royal Thailand Air
Force visited one of AFCRL's C-130
flying laboratories which conducted ex-
periments in Thailand. Upper Right:
Under Secretary of the Air Force Dr.
John L. McLucas (1) was at the Sac-
ramento Peak Observatory for the dedi-
cation of the AFCRL Solar Tower
Vacuum Telescope. Center Left: Walter
Cronkite and a CBS-TV camera crew
spent a day at AFCRL gathering mate-
rial which later appeared in two CBS
documentaries. Center Right: AFCRL
Commander Colonel Flinders (1) escorts
visitors from higher headquarters to .
the Sagamore Hill Radio Observatory.
In the background is the 150-ft radio
telescope. Bottom Left: With AFCRL's
Van de Graaff generator in the fore-
ground, visitors from the U.S. Navy AFCRL Commander Colonel Dale J.
listen to a discussion of AFCRL's radia- Flinders (1) assumed command in July
tion hardening research. Lower Right: 1968, succeeding Colonel Robert F.
At an Open House for families of Long. At right is AFCRL Vice Com-
AFCRL employees, a meteorological mander Colonel Charles A. Smith who
radiosonde was sent aloft by balloon, assumed the post in July 1970.



with his transfer to AFSC's Electronic
Systems Division. Named as his suc- TABLE I

cessor as Vice Commander, effective SOURCES OF FY-1968 FUNDS

July 1970, was Colonel Charles A. Smith. OAR $42,406,500

AFSC 4,116,321
ARPA 1,571,700

THE YEARLY BUDGET: The yearly bud- NASA 611,000
gets of the three years of this report are DASA 1,786,356
shown in the accompanying tables. The Army 344,295
figures are the total operating budget National Security Agency 129,397
(except for certain services and sup- Navy 38,000
plies by other Air Force agencies) of Dept. of Commerce 500
AFCRL. The yearly totals cover sal-
aries, equipment, travel, supplies, and TOTAL $51,004,069
those funds going into contract re-
search. The largest single annual ex-
penditure is for salaries which ac- TABLE 2

counted for approximately $15 million SOURCES OF iY-1969 FUNDS

of the FY-1970 budget of $55.1 million. OAR $47,298,146
The FY-1968 budget of $51 million was AFSC 2,027,118
a ten-year low but the budget rebounded ARPA 7,155,188
the following year in FY-1969 to $62.4 DASA 3,954,884million largely because of a substantial NASA '1,664,692

increase in funds received from ARPA National Security Agency 170,000
and DASA. The FY-1971 budget is ex- Navy 114,350
pected to drop to the $50 million level. Army 59,600

headquarters, OAR, and to a lesser ex- TOTAL $62,468,434

tent those received from AFSC, are
used to conduct programs of a continu-
ing long-range nature. More di.ocrecion TABLE 3
is provided AFCRL administrators and SOURCES OF FY-1970 FUNDS
scientists in the expenditure of funds
from these two sources than is allowed OAR $43,495,000
in the expenditure of funds from other AFSC 2,509,493
sources. Funds from other agencies are ARPA 5,665,072
earmarked for specific research proj- DASA 2,302,707
ects. NASA 815,092

AFCRL receives much support from National Security Agency 135,845
other elements of the Air Force. The Navy 40,000
services furnished by AFSC elements at Army 69,742
Hanscom Field with respect to pro- Air Weather Service 19,952
curement, personnel administration, air- FAA 30,000
craft maintenance, by Air Force test AFLC 42,434
ranges with respect to rocket launch AFTAC 21,500
assistance and ground station opera- ESSA 231
tions, and by Holloman AFB, New Mex-
ico, in its support of AFCRL's Sacra-
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mento Peak Observatory and the Bal- the figure include AFCRL's new corn-
loon detachment represent approxi- putational facility which is scheduled
mately 500 manyears of service, or the for occupancy in November 1970. Cost
equivalent of a 40 percent augmenta- of this new building, located within the
tion of AFCRL's manpower complement
of 1235.

More than half of the AFCRL bud-
get during the reporting period was
spent for contract research-mostly
for the fabrication of special instru-
ments or for the reduction and analysis
of data. The average value of each con-
tract is snall relative to that of con-
tracts managed by Air Force develop-
ment laboratories. Of the $55.1 million
FY-1970 budget, $28.7 million was ex-
pended for contract research. As of
June 30, 1970, AFCRL had 601 con-
tracts in effect. Of these, 201 were with
industrial concerns, 208 were with U.S.
universities, and 133 were with foreign
universities and companies. The re- At the Smithsonian museum in Wash-
maining 59 contract documents were ington, D.C., a display on AFCRL's bal-
with research foundations, other gov- loon program was exhibited for 18

months. Part of the display is shownernment agencies and for special pro- here.
curement actions.

The character of AFCRL's contract
program differs substantially from the
contract programs of most other gov- .

erment R&D laboratories. AFCRL .-

contracts almost always call for work
that is in direct support of research car- .

'

ried out within AFCRL. They are mon- .. " "
*

itored by scientists who are themselves
active, participating researchers, and
who plan the research, initiate a line of
inquiry, organize the program, inter-
pret the results and share the workload /
of the actual research.

CAPITAL ASSETS: The replacement cost j
of AFCRL's facilities, research equip-
ment, computers and library collection
would be about $68.3 million. This fig-
ure does not include the five AFCRL
research aircraft. The two KC-135 and
three C-130 aircraft-airframes and Of 1235 AFCRL employees (as of June
interior instruments-have an esti- 30, 1970), more than 600 are scientists

and engineers. Of this number, 162
mated value of $33 million. Nor does hold doctorate degrees.
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main AFCRL laboratory complex, is $2 complex at Hanscom Field and placed
million, in operation in 1968.

The new building is one of two major The largest local site is the Sagamore
facilities constructed during the Hill Radio Observatory in Hamilton,
period. The other is the solar vacuum Mass., where AFCRL operates two large
telescope, towering 135 feet on the radio telescopes, one with an 84-foot
mountaintop occupied by the Sacra- dish, the other with a 150-foot dish.
mento Peak Observatory. This unique Also at the radio observatory are sev-
telescope, described in Chapter II, was eral smaller dishes, plus riometers and
dedicated and placed in operation on other equipments for monitoring iono-
October 15, 1969. Cost of the facility spheric effects. Other local off-base
and associated equipment was $1.5 mil- sites are a weather radar research fa-
lion. Another new building is a small cility at Sudbury, Mass., and a 350-acre
seismic facility located near the main antenna range in Ipswich, Mass. Last,

F -7 r - -r

At the Sagamore Hill Radio Observa-
tory in Hamilton, Mass., are a number
of large dishes and antenna arrays,
many of which are shown here. In the
foreground, at right, is the 84-ft radio
telescope.



in Waltham, Mass., the Laboratory eration in 1968, but because AFCRL in
operates a high-precision millimeter 1970 terminated its lunar-planetary
wave radio telescope (15 to 100 GHz). studies, the use of the facility will re-

Outside Massachusetts, AFCRL has vert largely to the University of Hawaii.
large permanent sites in New Mexico, Because of AFCRL's early funding
Arizona, and California. One of AF- of the Cerro Tololo Observatory in
CRL's two balloon launch facilities is Chile, AFCRL stellar astronomers have
located in New Mexico, at Holloman enjoyed special observing rights at the
AFB; the other is at Chico, California. facility since it was placed in operation
At Sunspot, New Mexico, is the Sacra- in 1967. A programming realignment
mento Peak Solar Observatory, perhaps in the early part of 1970 resulted in the
the most completely instrumented fa- discontinuance of AFCRL's use of this
cility in the world for solar optical as- observatory.
tronomy. A new facility, the Lunar Laser During the period, AFCRL, on be-
Observatory, was established during the half of the Air Weather Service, estab-
period 40 miles north of Tucson, Ari- lished a new radio observatory in the
zona. This observatory, funded in part Philippines. Although AFCRL radio
by NASA, is operated by five AFCRL astronomers periodically use the site
employees and was constructed for the and regularly obtain data from it, this
sole purpose of conducting lunar rang- facility is not on the roster of AFCRL
ing experiments, in connection with re- field sites. Nor is NASA's Wallops Is-
flector arrays placed on the moon by land, Virginia, radar site where AFCRL
Apollo astronauts. The facility has a radar meteorology personnel make ex-
60-inch telescope through which laser tensive use of the powerful radars.
light is passed. The reflected light is In addition to the permanent instal-
then detected by the same telescope. lations which AFCRL operates or uses,

The most remote permanent facility a number of temporary sites are estab-
is the Geopole Observatory near Thule, lished annually for special observations
Greenland, a site that has been operated or operations. In the case of a meteorol-
by AFCRL since 1958. From this site, ogy site at Liberal, Kansas, trailers are
AFCRL has obtained a 12-year continu- transported each summer from Han-
ous record of ',rctic magnetic activity, scom Field to leased acreage covering
auroral phenomena and ionospheric five square miles of wheatfields for
variations. Originally contractor-oper- studies of small-scale meteorological
ated, the site has been manned by phenomena. More typical of temporary
AFCRL employees (usually about field sites were the eight sites set up
three) since 1968. to observe the March 7, 1970 solar

Four additional observatories, none eclipse.
of which are AFCRL facilities in the
sense of those described above, should RESEARCH VEHICLES: AFORL is one
be noted. One of these is a new lunar- of the largest users of research vahi-
planetary observatory with a 24-inch cles in the country. From its balloon
telescope located at an elevation of launch sites in New Mexico and Cali-
13,000 feet on Mauna Kea, Hawaii. fornia, AFCRL during the three-year
AFCRL funded the construction of this period launched 384 large research bal-
observatory which initially was oper- loons, 125 of these being in FY-1970.
ated jointly by AFCRL and the Uni- These balloons carried payload packages
versity of Hawaii. It was placed in op- and experiments for SAMSO, DASA,
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smaller meteorological rockets have
been launched.

Rockets are used to examine almost
every aspect of the earth's upper .
mosphere and near-space environment
-atmospheric winds, temperatures and
densities; the electrical structure of the
ionosphere; solar ultraviolet radiation;
atmospheric composition; the earth's
radiation belts; cosmic ray activity; and
airgow and the aurora. The kinds of
rockets most frequently used by AFCRL
are the Nike Iroquois (NIRO), the Nike
Cajun, the Black Brant, and Aerobee.

Satellite instrumentation in recent
years was somewhat diminished from
that of the middle 1960's. The previ-
ous reporting period, covering two

Eyears, had seen AFCRL-designed pay-
-load packages installed in 25 NASA and

Air Force satellites. During the three-
On July 11, 1968, two AFCRL satel- year period of this report, AFCRL-de-
lites, the OVI-15 and OV1-16, were signed packages were carried aboard
placed in orbit by this booster. 13 satellites. Only five of these satel-

lites were exclusively instrumented by
NASA, the Army and university scien- AFCRL.
tists with military contracts. AFCRL
scientists, however, are the largest
users. The AFCRL balloon group holds
all the balloon records with respect to
maximum balloon size (34 million cubic
foot volume), maximum altitude reached
(161,000 feet), and maximum payload
carried aloft (seven tons)-records as
of June 30, 1970.

During the past three years, AFCRL
launched a total of 166 research rockets
with most of these being launched from
Eglin AFB, Florida (57), Ft. Churchill,
Canada (54), White Sands Missile
Range (14), and Wallops Island (13). 2 " "

In addition ten were launched from Bra-
zil, nine from Puerto Rico and seven
from Kauai, Hawaii. Since the launch During the three-year period of this re-
of its first rocket in August 1946-a port, AFCRL launched 166 large re-
German V-2--AFCRL as of June 30, search rockets, one of these being the

Javelin shown here as it was uncrated1970, had launched a total of 807 large at the Churchill Research Range in
research rockets. An equal number of Canada.



AFCRL uses a fleet of five instru- SERVICES AND SUPPORT: Services and
mented aircraft-two KC-135s and support consist of engineers and ma-
three C-130s. The KC-135s have been chine shops to design and fabricate
a part of the AFCRL inventory for special instruments and hardware,
more than a decade, and the C-130s for computational capability, library acqui-
almost as long. In 1969, one of AFCRL's sitions, logistical planning for field ex-
older C-130's, a plane with a long peditions, travel arrangements and
AFCRL history going back to arctic diplomatic clearances, supplies, editing,
research in the 1950's, was replaced by technical photography, artwork and

a later model. Two of the aircraft, a publications.
KC-135 and a C-130, are instrumented Research productivity is geared-
for measuring the transmission, scat- closer than is generally acknowledged
tering and reflectance of optical radia- -to the quality and responsiveness of
tion in the atmosphere. The other KC- the service and support functions. OAR
135 is used for making ionospheric and broadly delegaced to its Laboratories
associated observations, observations the administrative flexibilities to as-
that take the aircraft all over the world, sure that the services and support func-
but with recent focus being on the arctic tions react sensitively and promptly to
auroral zone. Another C-130 is instru- the needs of laboratory scientists.
mented for meteorological observations, Thus, decisions to sponsor national
while the third (the recently acquired and international scientific conferences
replacement) is used for airborne re- (22 of which AFCRL sponsored during
mote sensing and gravity measure- the three years of this report) has re-

ments. sided at AFCRL. AFCRL has had local

AFCRL's new Computation Center was
occupied in late 1970. The Center houses
a CDC 6600.
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authority for a range of equipment and received by the library, the library
supply purchases and for logistics ac- maintains a translation service through
tions. The responsibility for clearing which foreign journal articles, on the
all scientific papers was similarly del- request of scientists, are translated into
egated by OAR. In this connection, English and made available to the scien-
AFCRL scientists published 183 in- tific community.
house reports, presented 1035 papers at A 1963 search for airglow data, known
scientific meetings, and published 709 to have been gathered by the Fourth
articles in scientific journals during the Lord Rayleigh early in this century,
three years ending June 30, 1970. These led to the fortuitous acquisition at al-
publications and presentations are listed most a token cost of the original scien-
at the conclusion of each laboratory tific notebooks of both the Third and
chapter of this report. Fourth Lords Rayleigh. These became

A service of basic importance is that the basis for the library's Rayleigh
of preparing and analyzing data ac- archival collection. The library's ex-
quired from observations. The basic tensive historical collection (again for-
computer in AFCRL's general compu- tuitously acquired soon after World
tation center during the three-year pe- War II) contains the complete set of
riod was a dual IBM 7094-I and IBM the Philosophical Translations of the
7044 system. In November 1970, with Royal Society of London dating back
the completion of the new computer to 1665, the Histoire of the Paris Acad-
building, this system will be replaced emy dating back to 1699, and the Corn-
by a CDC 6600, a system with more mentarii of the Russian Academy of
memory, faster speed, larger capacity, Science dating back to 1726.
and more auxiliary storage than the ex-
isting system. The CDC 6600 time-shar-
ing computer allows for the placement
of remote terminals in various labora-
tory work areas within the main AFCRL
complex.

The very presence of an outstanding
library collection, such as that of the
AFCRL Research Library, quite apart
from the convenience of ready access
to all needed references, lends a special
quality of scholarship and an added di-
mension to AFCRL's research environ-
ment.

The library's geophysics collection is
exceeded by few research libraries in
the world. Each year, the library ac-
quires some 4500 new monographs and
it regularly receives more than 2200
periodicals. Among these periodicals The AFCRL Library takes special pride
are the scientific journals of Red China, in its historical collection, parts of
making the library a national collection which are periodically placed on dis-

play. A number of science volumes ofcenter for Chinese scientific literature. the late 18th and early 19th Centuries
In connection with the foreign journals are on display here.
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THE CLASSIFIED PROGRAM: This report resources expended on classified work
does not cover the total AFCRL pro- would result in many arbitrary juag-
gram, but only that portion that can be ments since instruments and equip-
discussed outside the constraints of se- ments used for classified research also
curity. About 10 to 15 percent of the serve for unclassified research pro-
AFCRL program is classified, at best grams, and seldom does any one scien-
a rough estimate. An attempt to shred tist work exclusively on one particular
out the relative amounts of AFCRL classified project.
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The Sacramento Peak Observatory is
located atop a peak at 9200 feet altitude
in the Sacramento Mountains in New
Mexico. In the valley below are the
White Sands Missile Range and Hollo-
man Air Force Base.

1*-2 . . ... .. _ __ -



|| I The Sacramento Peak
Observatory

The Sacramento Peak Observatory is
a facility of the United States Air
Force. Established in 1952, it is among
the world's leading solar research cen-
ters. The Observatory is located at an
altitude of 9200 feet at Sunspot, New
Mexico, about 17 miles south of Cloud-
croft. It sits atop a peak of the Sacra-
mento Mountains where clear skies pre-
vail most of the year and the atmosphere
is turbulence-free and transparent.

The Peak is relatively isolated and'
most Observatory employees and their
families-150 people-live on the
grounds. From the Observatory, they
can see the flat New Mexico desert floor
stretching far below. Clearly viewed
are the White Sands Missile Range and
Holloman AFB, both closely associated
with other AFCRL research activities
-rocket launches from White Sands,
and balloon launches from Holloman
AFB.

The Sacramento Peak Observatory is
concerned with the sun's visible spec-
trum, the region to which the eye is
most sensitive. Other AFCRL labora-
tories observe other regions of the
electromagnetic spectrum. AFCRL's
Ionospheric Physics Laboratory (Chap-
ter VI) with its radio telescopes
observes solar radio emissions in the
meter, centimeter and decimeter re-
gions. The Microwave Physics Labora-
tory (Chapter IX) observes millimeter
wave emissions. The Optical Physics
Laboratory (Chapter IV) observes the
infrared. And the Aeronomy Labora-
tory (Chapter VIII) observes x-ray and
ultraviolet radiation. It is unlikely that
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cal reconnaissance, and atmospheric
densities and temperatures and effects
on missile targeting are all controlled
by precursor states of the sun. The
basic reason that the Air Force main-

' tains and supports solar research is the
tactical and strategic advantage that
can be gained from the ability to pre-
dict the level of performance of EM
systems days, weeks and perhaps months
into the future.

TELESCOPES AND INSTRUMENTATION

During the previous reporting period,
the Sacramento Peak Observatory was
administratively a part of AFCRL's
Space Physics Laboratory. In March
1968, it was given separate laboratory
status under AFCRL. In previous

Dr. John W. Evans has been Director
of the Sacramento Peak Observatory
since it was first placed in operation in
1952. .

any other laboratory in the world can
match the scope and depth of AFCRL's
solar observation program or has ap-
proached the problem of solar-terres-
trial effects on such a comprehensive
front.

The sensitivity, range and resolution
of Air Force electromagnetic systems
for radar surveillance, optical/infrared
reconnaissance, communications and
navigation at any given time are pre-
determined by some prior state of the
sun. Throughout this report are ref-
erences to these systems and to their
performance under shifting and chang-
ing environmental conditions. The sun
is the dominant modulating influence
on the environment in which these sys-
tems operate.

The ionosphere and its effects on The two principal Observatory build-
ings at Sac Peak are the Big Dome in

radio propagation, light emissions from the foreground and the more recently

airglow and aurora and effects on opti- completed Tower Vacuum Telescope.
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*11

AFCRL Reports on Research, the out-
standing facilities of the Observatory
were only sketchily touched upon. These '' " ",
past omissions vill b'e corrected in this Ilk.

,sectioh which will be devoted to a rather
complete survey of the facilities avail- ,
able to astronomers at the Observatory.

i. ring the thre, years of this report,
;the single most important 'rdition, to

. the fadilities was th Tower Vacuum
a , Telescope. This iq the m6st important

new solar observing facility constructed
anywhere in the' world within the past
decade. Principal speaker at the dedi-
cation ceremonies on October 15, 1969,
was the Uinder Secretary of the Air
Force Dr. John*L. McLucas. Attending
were,a hundred or so officials.

With the completion of the tower
vacuum telescope, the Sacramento Peak
Observatory now has' four basic ob-
serving facilities. These facilities and
associated instruments are' described, The tower, vacuum telescope is the most

important new solar 'nbserving facility
a below. . constructed anywhbre in the world in

the past decade. The new facility was

TOWER VACUUM TELESCOPE: The Ob- dedicated October 15, 1969.
servtory's tower vacuim telescbpe was , ,
placed in .qperation in October 1969.
It is a unique instrument, the first in
a new, gendration of specialized solatr
"observing instruments. With an instru- "
mental resolving po,.er of less than 0.2
sec of arc, the telescope's acuity matchbs
.that of the most powerful telescopes-
stellar or solar-ip the world.

The, telescope is 365 ft long. 1Of thisvertical length, 227 ft are set in a deep.

haft beneath the ground. The above-
ground portion of the telescope is, en-
closed in a massive conical' tower 138,
ft high. Tlle central core of the tele-
scope consists of, a 321-ft long evacu-
ated tube having a maximurh diameter a ,
of 10. ft. Thb entire opticil system- ,
from the objective porf.at the top of Instrumentation associated with the
the tower to the 64-inch reflecting mir- tower vacuum telescope is placed on a

platform . that revolves in carrousel
ror at tl~e bottom of the shaft-is con- fashidn ps the optical system rotates to
tained in this evacuated chamber. The follow the sun.

a a

a a

I
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telesce was conceived and designed
by a Sac Peak astronomer, Dr. Richard
B. Dunn. Construction of the tower -_ _
telescope began in April 1966.

The combination of the tower and
vacuum features in a telescope of the
size and complexity of the new Sacra-
mento Peak telescope gives astrono-
mers at the Observatory an instrument
of unequaled image stability. The ob-
jective port is located well above most
of the air turbulence and heat currents
that swirl up when the sun heats the
ground. This eliminates a major source
of image dancing and jitter which ob-
scure detail. Further image stability is
achieved by enclosing the optical sys- .
tem in a vacuum, thereby eliminating
internal air currents. This central tube
weighs 250 tons and is evacuated to
.25 torr, a pressure which corresponds
to that found at an altitude of about Vertically aligned within a central evac-

uated optical chamber of the tower tele-180,000 ft. scope are two large spectrographs for
Additional protection against image- photographic and photoeleztric obser-

distorting heat currents across the in- vations.

coming light beam is provided by embed-
ding water-cooled pipes in the concrete focusing mirror 183 ft beneath ground
walls of the tower. By controlling the level. This 64-inch focusing mirror has
termperature of the water flowing in a focal length of 180 ft. It can be tilted
these pipes, the temperature of the to direct light upward and to form an
tower walls can be maintained at equi- image of the sun on one of several
librium with the air temperature out- selected instruments at ground level.
side the tower. All of the instruments are clustered

The vacuum tube is suspended from about the central shaft and rotate with
above like a pendulum and floats on an the shaft. The largest of these instru-
11-ton pool of mercury located near the ments are two evacuated spectrographs
top of the tower. The mercury provides for photographic and photoelectric ob-
a friction-free bearing for smoothly servations. These spectrographs are
rotating the entire core assembly for mounted vertically pointing directly to
tracking the sun. the main mirror. Smaller instruments

The telescope itself has an aperture are located on the 40-ft diameter rotat-
of 30 inches. Light from the sun enters ing platform at ground level.
tirough a quartz window 4 inches thick
and 34 inches in diameter. Two flat BIG DOME: Since 1952, most of
mirrors, each 43 inches in diameter, re- the Observatory's work has centered

t the light (first along a brief hori- around the instruments in the Big Dome
"tal path, then downward) through -- a name informally assigned pending

the 321-ft length of the cylinder to a a more meaningful one. None was
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found, and in time, "Big Dome," came
to be affectionately accepted in its own
right. The structure is not a dome, but
a cone designed to shed snow.

It houses five telescopes, four of which
are located on a 27-ft equatorial spar.
Of the four, three are 16-inch telescopes.
The first, a 16-inch coronagraph de-
signed primarily for observations of
solar limb features, is of the standard
Lyot type but with secondary optics
that correct the chromatic aberration of
the single lens objective. The corona-
graph feeds light down through the
hollow polar axis to form a fixed solar
image in an observing laboratory.

A second 16-inch telescope is used for
mapping magnetic fields in active centers
on the sun. It has a compact spectro-
graph 6 ft long with a 10-inch grating,
equipped with an analyzer for measur-
ing sightline magnetic fields and veloc-L
ities. A moving mirror system scans
the solar image while a digital mag-
netic tape records the electrical signals
from which a computer can map the
field strength and velocity over the
scanned area in the form of a contour
diagram. The Big Dome, completed in 1952, was

A third 16-inch single lens telescope the first major facility ,onstructed at
Sac Peak. Within this facility are the

photographs the sun through a birefrin- Observatory's most sophisticated and
gent filter that transmits either the H varied instrumentation for research on

alpha line of hydrogen or the D3 line of the corona, prominences, and the mag-

helium. netic fields in sunspot groups.

The fourth instrument is a 9-inch
coronagraph with a scanning system An additional 12-inch horizontal fixed

and spectrometer for photoelectric meas- telescope, fed by a coelostat mirror sys-

urements of the intensities of the coro- tem south of the building, forms a

nal emission lines. The signal-to-noise second fixed image of the sun in the

ratio of the photoelectric cells is much observing laboratory. It is a refractor

larger than that of a photographic emul- of 37 ft focal length with an achromatic

sion, and yields a correspondingly lower objective.
threshold of coronal measurement Associated with these telescopes are
through the overwhelming light of the fixed instruments for analyzing the light.
blue sky. Hence the coronal emission A 43-ft Littrow spectrograph is used

can be mapped to greater heights than either photographically or as a photo-

is possible with photographic instru- electric double pass scanning spectrom-

ments. eter of high resolution. Several grat-
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ings are used interchangeably, to
achieve dispersions from 2 to 18 mm . .
per angstrom.

A fast universal spectrograph of
medium dispersion photographs the
spectrum from 3400 to 9000 angstroms.
Its purpose is to study the faint lines
of the corona and prominences, and to
explore the spectrum of objects whose -
characteristic spectra are not fully
known.

The spectroheliograph is unique. It is
basically a scanning scatter-free double
spectrometer which normally photo- -f t

graphs the sun simultaneously in the
light of the H alpha, D3 and K (ionized d
calcium) lines. The level of scattered
light in the double system is very low,
a most important feature in an instru-
ment which takes its light from the
centers of dark absorption lines.

Finally, the observing laboratory has
a dual camera system for photograph-
ing solar details simultaneously in the
H alpha and K lines. A dichroic beam
splitter sends blue light to one camera
through a K line birefringent filter, and
red light to the second camera through
an H alpha filter. Its purpose is to
match the small structures seen in the
two lines, free of the ambiguities due
to small image distortions introduced
by rapid fluctuations in atmospheric
refraction.

HILLTOP DOME: At the Hilltop Dome,
the Observatory's solar patrol observa-
tions are conducted. By solar patrol is
meant the photographic recording of the 'I
face of the sun routinely every minute or
so throughout the day. Video cameras
and magnetic recordings have large roles
in the activities at the Hilltop Dome.
The Hilltop Dome contains a 12-ft spar
that carries patrol instruments and oc-casionally serves as a platform for ex- Four telescopes are located on a 27-ft
casimnal equipes asaplatformforex- al equatorial spar in the Big Dome. Two
perimental equipment. Recorded are all views of the telescopes arrayed on this
major solar activities, particularly the spar are shown.
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flares and associated phenomena re- an astronomer may be there is usually a
sponsible for the radiations that affect TV screen handy showing the disk of
the ionosphere and nearby space. The the sun.
two most important instruments are in
the H alpha telescope and the white
light sunspot telescope. Both run con-
tinuously, photographing the sun on fine
grain 35 mm film at intervals varying
from 10 seconds to 2 minutes (depend-
ing on the solar activity) whenever the
sun is visible. :

The H alpha telescope is a 4-inch
single lens refractor with a half ang- /
strom H alpha birefringent filter and a J,
35 mm cine camera actuated by a timer.
A beam splitter between filter and 2 '4 , ,
camera reflects 30 percent of the light , ,
to a video camera. A programmer
cycles the filter controls to take in series
pictures at the center of the H alpha
line, at plus and minus 0.5 angstrom
in the wings of the line, and in the con-
tinuum 2 angstroms from line center.

The video camera and closed circuit
TV are the sources for a real-time dis-
play of the H alpha image of the sun on
monitor screens placed throughout the r
Observatory complex. No matter where

On a 12-ft spar in the Hilltop Dome are
mounted four telescopes for solar patrol
observations. Associated instrumenta-

At the Hilltop Dome, the Observatory's tion includes a video camera whose pic-
solar patrol act cities are conducted. tures are transmitted by means of a
By solar patrol is meant the photo- closed circuit TV system (lower photo)
graphic recording of the face of the sun to TV screens throughout the Observ-
each minute or so throughout the day. atory complex.
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An important adjunct to the H alpha Littrow spectrograph for photograph-
video system is the videometer. This ing the coronal emission lines at all po-
device dissects the video signal and dis- sition angles around the limb in 8 ex-
plays in real-time the area, peak bright- posures. Normally, one set of exposures
ness and integrated H alpha brightness per day is sufficient to keep track of the
of a flare on a three-channel chart rec- relatively slow changes in the coronal
ord. Previously these data could be ob- spectrum.
tained from a long series of photographs
only by an exceedingly laborious pro-
cedure, long after the event.

The white light patrol telescope is a
simple 6-inch refractor that forms a 22
mm solar image in a second 35 mm cine
camera controlled by a timer. An ex-
tremely fine grain film easily shows the
small-scale granulation of the solar sur-
face in spite of the small image size.
The purpose of the white light telescope
is to follow the development of the
sunspots.

A third instrument on the 12-ft spar,
known as the "quad telescope," consists
of four 8-inch reflectors each of which
forms an image of a small area from a
large solar image through an H alpha
filter on one quadrant of a video camera.
The four mirrors can be pointed inde- 1 .
pendently to show four different active
centers on the sun with a larger scale s...
and better resolution than is possible , , .

with the smaller H alpha telescope. A
standard video tape records the four
images at intervals of 10 seconds. They
can be played back at 30 frames per The first telescopes at Sac Peak were
second providing a cine display of the installed in the Grain Bin Dome (it'sactually a grain bin purchased from
activity for the past couple of hours Sears-Roebuck) erected in 1951. It con-
speeded up by a factor of 300. tains a 10-ft spar on which are mounted

a 4-in spectrocoronagraph and a 6-in
cine coronagraph.

GRAIN BIN DOME: This "dome," a
modification of a Sears-Roebuck grain
bin, is the oldest instrument shelter on The cine coronagraph records a 60-
Sacramento Peak. Erected in 1951, it degree sector of the solar limb on 35 mm
contains a 10-ft spar on which are film at timed intervals. It has a bire-
mounted two patrol instruments, a 4- fringent filter that can be adjusted to
inch spectrocoronagraph and a 6-inch either the green coronal line (5303 ang-
cine coronagraph. Both are used pri- stroms) or the H alpha line. It produces
marily for coronal observation, time-lapse movies of coronal changes,

The speztrocoronagraph has a 6-ft which had been little observed until this
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coronagraph showed surprising bursts with the overlying corona. Here the
of vigorous activity, often associated temperature suddenly increases to the
with parallel prominence activity. The coronal level of about 1,500,000 degrees,
Sacramento Peak Observatory is the with a corresponding drop in density.
only institution to make movies of the Beyond the interface, the temperature
corona regularly.

THE SUN: GENERAL PROPERTIES

The sun is the one sample star near
enough to earth to be studied in detail.
It is an astrophysical laboratory where
magnetic and plasma phenomena on a
gigantic scale can be observed d.rectly.

The sun is a 1.4 million km diameter ' 4$

globe of hydrogen and helium gas, with 'Ai
traces of all the remaining elements,
many of which show up prominently on
the solar spectrum in spite of their ex-
ceedingly low abundances. The thermo-
nuclear conversion of hydrogen to
helium at the center provides the prodi-
gious flux of energy which escapes from -
the surface mainly as radiation in the
visible and infrared regions of the spec-
trum, but with small amounts of energy
which have been detected over the whole
spectrum from x-rays to the longest
radio waves. Another minor fraction
of the energy escapes as a steady flux
of low energy particles that constitute
the solar wind, and sporadic bursts of , '"
faster particles varying in energy from
a few keV to a few GeV.

Observation of the sun is limited to .', )
the transparent solar atmosphere down
to the white surface, which is the sharp
upper boundary of an opaque fog of
negative hydrogen ions at a tempera-
ture of 6000 degrees K. The tempera-
ture decreases through the 300 km
photosphere to a minimum of about
4300 degrees in the lower chromosphere. Hydrogen-alpha photo of the quiet sun
It then rises through the 1000 to 2000 (above) and the active sun (below)

are shown. These photos were taken inkm layer of the chromosphere to about opposite phases of the 11-year solar
100,000 degrees at the abrupt interface cycle.
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and density in the corona gradually de- the chromosphere and corona. Through
crease with no further known discon- the chromosphere, a fur of hair-like
tinuities until they merge with the in- spicules shoot up several thousand km
terstellar background somewhere be- into the corona with velocities of 20 or
yond the earth's orbit. 30 km/sec. All of this action occurs in

The normal solar atmosphere is the the presence of magnetic fields, the in-
scene of constant and vigorous action. fluence of which is not as yet understood.
The white surface consists of bright
granules, the tops of rising hot convec- ACTIVE FEATURES: The steady state
tive cells analogous to cumulus clouds, sun is occasionally disrupted by the
separated by a canal-like network of onset of an active center, a region of
darker downward moving material. The strong magnetic field which excites and
photosphere and lower chromosphere powers a number of spectacular features
are traversed by vertically oscillating known collectively as solar activity. Sun-
waves that probably carry the energy spots are the most conspicuous of these.
that sustains the high temperatures of They are visible in the simplest tele-

The quiet chromosphere contains this
forest of spicules which reach typical
heights of 5000 km and last 10 to 20
minutes. They feed material upward
to maintain the steady flow of the solar
wind and replace coronal losses by con-
densation into prominences.
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scopes and were discovered by Galileo RESEARCH PROGRAM
and Scheiner in 1610. Sophisticated in-
struments that transmit only the light The research at the Observatory is
of a single line in the spectrum like H concerned with the physical characteris-
alpha of hydrogen, reveal a great deal tics (temperature, density and size
more in an active center (as well as in scale) and dynamics of the inhomoge-
the undisturbed regions). The slowly neous solar atmosphere and active fea-
varying features in addition to the sun- tures. The program emphasizes the role
spots are the plages and stable dark of the structure of magnetic fields,
filaments, which generally endure particularly in the active centers where
through the lifetime of the active cen- magnetic fields dominate all other in-
ter, anywhere from a few hours to fluences.
several months. The goal of this research is that of

The most exciting activities, however, forecasting the onset and magnitude of
are the explosive flares and the many those flares which are the source of the
fast phenomena associated with them. explosive emissions that so profoundly
The flare itself appears as an irregular affect the aerospace environment. At
bright patch in an active center, which the present time, families of prediction
reaches its greatest size and intensity indices are elusive. But relatively coarse
in a matter of minutes, and then fades indicators, leading to short-term prob-
somewhat more slowly back to invisi- abilities that events of magnitude will
bility. Associated with the flare may be occur, are available and are useful.
surge prominences and sprays, lancing With the knowledge presently avail-
100,000 km or more up into the corona, able, Sacramento Peak astronomers
and loop prominences surrounded by have assisted the Air Weather Service
abnormally hot (4,000,000 degrees) in formulating prediction criteria for
coronal condensations. its Space Forecasting System. (See

A flare's invisible features are more
significant than its visible ones. Vigor-
ous bursts of radio synchrotron radia-
tion, which vary in form and intensity
over the whole frequency range from
10 MHz to 300 GHz, signal the emission
of corresponding bursts of fast particles
with sufficient intensity to alter dras-
tically the content of interplanetary
space and the structure of the earth's
ionosphere. The x-ray brightness of a
flare often exceeds that of a blackbody
at 100,000,000 degrees. The magnetic
field of the active center is the only
known source of energy adequate for

these phenomena, but the physical
mechanism of the energy conversion is A 6-in telescope projects an image of
not understood, and will not be until the white sun on an observing screen
more sophisticated observational data for quick assessment of sunspot activ-

ity. The positions and sizes of the
from the ground and from space are spots are easily recorded by tracing
available. them on a piece of white paper.
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Chapter VII.) In 1969, the Air Weather between such small structures as the
Service sent observers to Sacramento bright and dark filaments which are typ-
Peak to assume responsibility for the ically less than 1000 km apart (or 1.3
Solar Patrol Program. Under this pro- arc seconds). They are most difficult
gram, the :un is continuously monitored observations, formerly beyond the state
and reports are routinely channeled to of the art, calling for the utmost instru-
the AWS Space Forecasting Center mental refinement, observer skill, and
where, combined with radio and other superb "seeing." Work on this problem
observations, the optical data are used at Sac Peak is only a beginning, but in
in operational forecasting of environ- an area where the earlier information
mental conditions in the ionosphere and was near zero, it constitutes an impor-
near space for the Air Force. tant step ahead.

Using optical data alone, success of
the predictions is only moderate. They
fail to anticipate about 12 percent of
the large solar flares, for example,
while more than 30 percent of the alerts , - -.

called are false alarms. This is better
than nothing, but falls far short of the . (
operational needs. Improvement can . . W
come only through a better understand- .
ing of the physics of the sun. This is
the objective of the research program
of the Sacramento Peak Observatory, A.'-' __ (
selected aspects of which are reviewed "
in the following sections.

SUNSPOTS AND POINT MAGNETIC
FIELDS: Sunspots are the visible mani-
festations of magnetic fields. The ob-
jective of sunspot research during the
report period was to determine the rela-
tion between magnetic fields, mass mo-
tions and brightness in the small struc-
tures of the dark central umbra of the
sunspot and the outer periphery of the
sunspot, the less dark radially filamen-
tary penumbra. Nothing quantitative
was known about these relations, al-
though it was recognized that no real
understanding of the sunspots or their
role in flare production could even begin
without this information.

The necessary observations consisted Photographs in the light of different
of photographs and magnetospectro- lines of the solar spectrum show fea-
grams with sufficient spatial resolution tures at the temperatures characteristic

of the lines. Here the sun is photo-
to show in detail the intensity, velocity, graphed simultaneously in the hydrogen
magnetic and spectroscopic difference alpha (upper) and calcium K lines.
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The most extensive sunspot program that are brighter than their surround-
was based on 13 sets of spectrograms, ings, the bright filaments in penumbrae,
each of which yielded profiles of inten- the bright umbral dots, and light bridges
sity and circular polarization across a across umbrae, have upward velocities
magnetically sensitive line and a mag- and weakened magnetic fields more
netically neutral line at each of 900 nearly horizontal than in the darker
separate points in a medium sized sun- surroundings. Furthermore, the well-
spot about 80,000 km in diameter. The known horizontal outward motion of
observations extended over one com- penumbral material (Evershed effect)
plete transit of the spot across the solar is confined almost entirely to the darker
disk (due to solar rotation) to show its filaments. The spectrographic measure-
characteristics in light varying from ment of this effect was resoundingly
grazing to vertical incidence. This pro- confirmed by the much more definite
gram led to the following results. results from the first photographs

The destination of the magnetic lines through the Observatory's new tunable
of force coming out of a sunspot has birefringent filter.

long been a mystery. It is now solved.
Surrounding the spot are several
thousand highly concentrated magnetic
fields about 1000 km in diameter, pre-
dominantly of sign opposite to that of
the sunspot. The total magnetic flux of
these point fields balances that of the
sunspot. They are necessarily the places
where the lines of force re-enter the
body of the sun. The magnetic loop is
then closed under the surface.

The point fields were also found sub-
sequently with the Sac Peak magneto-
graph and studied in some detail. A
given point endures for at least several
hours and is the origin of repeated out-
bursts of Ellerman "bombs," tiny flare-
like, five-minute brightenings with pecu-
liar spectra which often eject surge
prominences. Occasionally a point also The center of solar activity surround-

ing a sunspot group is a region of in-
produces a small flare, a fact which tense magnetic activity. Small "fibriles"
strengthens the long-standing suspicion lie along the lines of force, and define
that bombs and flares are identical ex- the magnetic field configuration.
cept for the chromospheric level at
which they occur (the flares being TWO UNEXPECTED DISCOVERIES: in the
higher than the bombs). course of sunspot studies observers

noted some rapid changes in the H and
MAGNETIC FIELD STRUCTURE: Magnetic K lines of ionized calcium over sunspot

fields. and velocity fields within the sun- umbrae. They made motion pictures in
spot proper have a decided structure the K line thi'ough a birefringent filter
clearly related with the structure seen and immediately discovered startling
in direct photographs. All structures "umbral flashes" which had been en-
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tirely unsuspected. The flashes are small with an occasional non-conformist of
transient bright areas about 2000 km in opposite polarity.
diameter. They brighten in less than Generally a "neutral lire" can be
a minute and fade away in another two drawn between the large spots, along
minutes. As they fade, they move which the measured sightline compo-
rapidly across the sunspot umbra to- nent of the magnetic field vanishes, and
ward the nearest boundary, and usually it is inferred that the field vector is
a new flash begins the cycle all over horizontal. Characteristically, photo-
again at the same site. At any one time graphs in the H alpha line of hydrogen
several flashes will be in progress in a show a long dark filament (i.e., promi-
large spot. The physical nature of these nence) resting on the horizontal field,
flashes will remain a mystery until more winding its way between the spots like
observational data can be had. One thing a black rope. Occasionally such a fila-
they cannot be is moving clouds of mate- ment appears to vanish from the normal
rial, since the motion is directly across H alpha picture, but reappears when
the strongest magnetic fields on the the filter passband is shifted to shorter
sun. wavelengths. The horizontal magnetic

Another surprise came from the first plateau has suddenly become a high
monochromatic photographs of sunspots mountain, lifting the filament upward
in the light of the oxygen line at 7772 with sufficient velocity to Doppler shift
angstroms. The penumbra is practi- its H alpha absorption out of the nor-
cally invisible, having almost the same mal filter passband. The filament mate-
brightness as the surrounding white rial flows like water down both sides of
surface. A theoretical examination of the mountain into the chromosphere
the character of the 7772 line showed and two bright ribbons develop in the
that the abnormal brightness is due to regions of impact.
the presence of the penumbral magnetic These are the observed facts. The im-
field, the strength of which can be de- pact theory proposes that the impact of
termined by measuring the relative this falling material on the chromo-
brightness of the penumbra. The agree- sphere provides the energy for a char-
ment with the fields measured by the acteristic two ribbon flare, one ribbon
Doppler-Zeeman Analyzer is satisfac- on each side of the original filament lo-
tory. The oxygen line now provides a cation, and parallel to it. This concept
means for actually photographing mag- is supported by spectroscopic measure-
netic fields directly, although the dy- ment of the Doppler shifts in the up-
namic range of this method is decidedly ward moving filament and the down-
limited. ward flow. Ascending prominences at

the limb, with downward moving frag-
SOLAR FLARES: Flare research has con- ments are a familiar sight. Thus ob-

centrated on observational and theoreti- servations suggest a coherent qualita-
cal evidence for the Sac Peak impact tive picture of the primary flare phe-
theory for flare production. An active nomenon. The questions are whether or
region is normally centered on a sun- not the kinetic energy of the falling
spot group dominated by two large material is sufficient for a flare, and
spots of opposite magnetic polarity, whether the pieocess of dissipation by
Scattered around them are a dozen or atomic collisions occurs at the correct
more minor spots, usually with the same level in the chromosphere.
polarity as the nearest large spot but An extended theoretical investigation
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unsatisfactory. It does not provide any
" - s obvious mechanism for the production

- of the non-thermal ix-rays and high
energy particles that are associated with
large flares. The gross energy of the

,, , . 'shock waves is probably sufficient for
these, l~ut the details of its conversion
in the magnetic environment are comr-
plicated and remain to be worked out.
AN additional problem is that seny

flares occur without any visite evi-

dence of an ascening 'filament. Thus itis assumed that the faling material wasoriginally ,raised in some invisible form
(a'.familiar phenomenon in limb promi-

nences), or that there i§ more. than one
flare mechanism, or that falling mate-
ria has othing to do with flares. The
choice will be possible only when more,
detailed, spectroscopic 'observations of
preflare activitytl active centers be-
come available.

GRANULATION:d The granulation seen
in white light phohtographs of the sun
e onsists of small brightareas sidrrounded

thby a network of dlark intergranular
lanes. It was assumed that the granules
are the tops of upwatd moving con
vective columns, but until recently there

| thas been very little quantitative infor-
mation about them.

A fundamental aspect of solar research ' To determine sizes and numbers of
is that of understanding and explain-
ing the huge energy mechanisms of the "granules, Sac Peak astronomers en-
sun, one aspect of which are the prom- larged several good photographs and
ix ences, small and large, shown in these, traced the dark lane network in 'ink.
two photos. In the upper photo, note t.he
extension of the small prominence onto Since a single photograph includes about
thesolardiskasdarkabsorbingmateirial. 10,000 granules, this was an exceedingly

I I

I ______________
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laborious job. The cells thus defined The system can record two images at
were usually polygons with an average .,ightly different wavelengths on either
diameter of 1100 km. There are ap- side of an absorption line. When re-
proximately 6,300,000 of them on the gions are viewed toward the solar limb,
sun at ar.y given time. A study of micro- sightline velocities produce a brighten-
densitometer traces was translated to a ing in one picture as one wavelength is
temperature difference of about 125 de- Doppler shifted away from the absorp-
grees K between the granules and the tion line, and a darkening in the other
dark lines. During its 10-minute life- as it is shifted into the line. The differ-
time, a granule will move only a tenth ence of the brightness in thc two pic-
of its diameter. tures is a measure of the flow velocity

To determine the horizontal and ver- of material in the granule cell.
tic8, flow of materials within a granule, Maximum upward convection at the
the Observatory used what is becoming granule center has been determined to
its most versatile and productive instru- be about 400 meters a second. As in
ment, the tunable birefringent filter, any convective system, this upwelling
The filter has a pass band of 0.25 ang- material (predominantly hydrogen)
strom. flows outward horizontally when it

reaches the upper boundary of the cell.
From a zero horizontal velocity at the
center of the granule, the flow increases
radially outward to a maximum veloc-
ity of about 250 meters a second at a

- h distance of 500 km. At 1000 km from
the granule center the velocity has de-
creased to about 50 meters a second.
The Sac Peak astronomers making the
study found no evidence of a vortex
movement in he outward flow. At the
periphery of the granule there is a mod-
erate downwelling of material.

SUPERGRANULATION: Granules are

the visible manifestations of convection
from the solar interior. Granules are

only surface phenomena, however, ex-
tending as they do only about a thou-
sand km or so beneath the visible sur-
face of the sun. They rest on another
layer of unseen coy "ection cells, cells
much larger and having preferred diam-
eters of about 30,000 km. These super-
granules were first observed instru-
mentally in 1959.

The quiet solar surface has a distinct Supergranules may extend down to
granular strtcture. Individual granules i0,000 to .5,000 km. Their large con-
-- really, convective cells -of upwell-

mg material have an avurage diametel vections suggest a possible mechanism
of about 1100 ki. whereby magnetic fields in active cen-
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ters are carried away and distributed
over the sun by random walks. If so,
supergranulation is a vital entity in the
energy economy of the solar atmo-
sphere. The early observations at Sac
Peak and elsewhere showed that the
bright network in the light of the
chromospheric K line of ionized calcium
approximately uulined the supergran- - - _
ule cells. Because the 1 line tends to be '

bright in regions of enhanced magnetic
field, a supergranule is pictured as a
cell where material from the solar in-
terior wells up and flows horizontally
to the boundary sweeping magnetic L X-'_" k ___

fields to the edges of the cell where
they are concentrated.

Confirmation of this picture required Each day at noon a photograph of the
observations of the vertical motions sun is taken and mounted besidu that of
(very much smaller than the horizon- the previous day. In this way a daily

chronological record extending over thetal motions), the magnetic fields, the last five 27-day solar rotations is posted
horizontal drift of granulation toward for easy reference to daily changes in
the boundaries, and a determination of solar features.

temperature differences along the radii
of the supergranules. All of these meas- and radiant energy in both directions at
ureme;,ts are exceedingly difficult be- a prodigious rate.
cause the effects are very small and tend By what process is the temperature
to be swamped by much larger effects of the chromosphere and corona main-
unrelated to supergranulation. Fortu- tained in the face of this large energy
nately, a supergranule lasts much longer drain? The most promising theory, now

'b.o.t 20 hours) than any of the dis- blessed with considerable observational
turbing phenomena, and it has been pos- support from Sac Peak and other ob-
sible to average the disturbances out servatories, is that the kinetic energywell enough to obtain a rough measure of the convcting granules at the sur-
of the supergranule characteristics, face excites waves in the convectively

Using a variety of instruments and stable photosphere and lower chromo-
approaches, Sac Peak astronomers have sphere. These waves carry the energy
measured most of the characteristics of mechanically into the upper chromo-
supergranules-their vertical and hori- sphere and corona, where they are dissi-
zontal velocities, their magnetic fields pated in the form of heat. The work at
and their temperature cross sections. the Observatory has been concerned

mainly with various aspects of the
CHROMOSPHERE AND CORONAL HEAT- mechanical upward transport of this

ING: The chromosphere and corona are energy, with primary focus being onSregions of very high temperature, rest- vertical oscillations in the solar atmo-
ing on a relatively cold temperature sphere.
minimum below and exposed to the cold Vertical oscillations in the solar at-
of outer space above. They lose heat mosphere were discovered (by Leighton
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and his associates in 1959 on evidence spect to areas which must be recon-
that some astronomers regarded as non- cied. The size scale of the oscillating
definitive. Sac Peak in 1960 and 1961 regions is the index to the size of the
confirmed this discovery decisively and energy source, presumed to be the
defined the quantitative character of the granules which are not generally mov-
oscillations. ing in synchronism. The theory of

Initial spectrographic measurements energy transport into the chromosphere
showed that the oscillations have a and corona will hinge on the correct
sharply defined period of 300 seconds, determination of the size scale of these
and usually last three or four cycles oscillating regions.
before dying out, only to begin again in
the same place. They appeared to be
coherent over areas varying from 3000
km to about 10,000 km in diameter. JOURNAL ARTICLES
They occurred everywhere over the sur- JULY 1967 - JUNE 1969
face of the sun except at active centers.
Superficially, these waves fit the theo- ALTROCK, R. C.
retical idea of mechanical transport of A New Method for the Analysis of Equivalentn . Ba it m n i s anpot yt Widths and Its Application t, Solar
energy very nicely. But it is not yet Photospheric Oxygen
clear that they carry sufficient energy to Solar Phys., Vol. 5 (1968)
heat the chromosphere and corona. Source Functions of Infrared Fraunhofer

Lines from Equivalent Widths
During the period of this report, Sac Solar Phys., Vol. 7 (April 1969)

Peak astronomers greatly improved Interpretation of Infrared Oxygen
their observations by applying the tun- Spectrohcliograms
able birefringent filter mentioned in sev- Solar Phys., Vol. 7 (June 1969)
eral previous contexts to the problem of BECKERS, J. M.
solar atmosphere oscillations. Velocity Variations in the Birefringence of Quartz

Ltr. to the Ed., Appl. Optics, Vol. 6, No. 7filtergrams taken sequentially with this (.July 1967)
instrument could be projected as movies. Some Comments on the Paper, "Ein Neuer
They show the oscillating areas on the Magnetograph Zur Etc.," by G. Brueckner
sun very clearly. Measurements taken Zeitschrift fur Astrophysik, Vol. 68 (1968)
from the film show the average diameter High Resolution Measurements of Photosphere

and Sunspot Velocity and Magnetic Fieldsof these areas to be around 10,000 km, Using a Narrow-Band Birciringent Filter
somewhat larger than that derived from Solar Phys., Vol. 3, No. 2 (February 1968)
earlier spectrograms. Solar Spicules

The Doppler-Zeeman Analyzer was Solar Phys., Vol. 3, No. 3 (March 1968)

also used. The output is a digital rec- Principles of Operation of Solar
Magnetographs and Photospheric Brightnessord on magnetic tape ready for com- Associated with the Solar Supergranulation

puter processing. The computer pro- Solar Phys., Vol. 5 (1968)
gram presented the final results in the The Microstructure of Sunspots

Proc. of Asilomar Conf. on Plasma Instabilitiesform of a motion picture. The 300 sec- in Astrophys., Pacific Grove, Calif.
ond waves dominate the motions shown, 14-17 October 1968 (1969)
and the typical scale of the oscillating BECKERS, J. M., and NOYES, R. W.
regions turns out to be 23,000 km with (Smithsonian Astrophys. Obsv., Cambridge,
some very large regions 75,000 km in Mass.), PASACHOFF, J. M.
diameter. (Harvard Coll. Obsv., Mass.)

As matters stand, therefore, Sac Peak Spectral Observations of Spicules at Two
Heights in the Solar Chromosphere

has several conflicting results with re- Solar Phys., Vol. 5 (1968)L _________
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BECKEMS, J. M., and NOYES, R. W. Polarized Light, Magnetographs and
(Smithsonian Astrophys., Obsv., Cambridge, Solar Magnetic Fields
Mass.), Low, F. J. (Univ. of Ariz., Tucson) Solar Phys., Vol. 5 (1968)

Observational Studies of the Solar Intensity The Infall-linpact Mechanism and Solar Flares
Profile in the Far Infrared Millimeter Regions Proc. of Nobel Symp. IX, Capri, Italy
Solar Phys., Vol. 3 (1968) (10-13 June 1968)

Transits of Mercury and the Sizes of Small
BECKEIIS, J. M., and SCHROTER, E. H. Solar Features

(Universitats-Sternwarte, Gottingen, Ger.) Solar Phys., Vol. 6 (April 1969)
On the Relation Between the Photospheric
Intensity, Velocity and Magnetic Fields HYDER, C. L., MAUTEII, H., and SHUTT, R. L.
The Intensity, Velocity and Magnetic Structure (NCAR, Boulder, Colo.)
of a Sunspot Region L Observational The Polarization of Emission Lines in
Technique; Properties of Magnetic Knots Astronomy VI. Observations and
The Intensity, Velocity and Magnetic Structure Interpretations of Polarization in the Green
of a Sunspot Region II. Some Properties and Red Coronal Lines During the 1965 and
of Umbral Dots 1966 Eclipses of the Sun
Solar Phys., Vol. 4 (1968) Astrophys. J., Vol. 154 (December 1968)
The Intensity, Velocity and Magnetic Structure
of a Sunspot Region III. On the Origin of the HYDER, C. L., and SAITO, K.
Apparent Pi Component in Sunspot Umbrae (Tokyo Astronom. Obsv., Jap.)
Solar Phys., Vol. 7 (April 1969) A Concentric Ellipse Multiple-Arch System

in the Solar Corona
BECKERS, J. M., and STENFLO, J. 0. Solar Phys., Vol. 5 (1968)
(Astronom. Obsv., Lund, Sweden)
Solar Magnetic-Field Measurements Using SIMON, G. W.
Babinet Compe',ators Observations of Horizontal Motions in Solar
Solar Phys., Vol. 6 (April 1969) Granulation: Their Relation to

BECKERS, J. M., and TALLANT, P. E. Supergranulation

Chromospheric Inhomogeneities in J. Astrophys., Vol. 65 (1967)

Sunspot Umbrae Book Review, The Solar Granulation by R. J.
Solar Phys., Vol. 7 (June 1969) Bray and R. E. Loughhead, Chapman and Hall,

Ltd., London, 1967

DUNN, R. B., EVANS, J. W., WHITE, 0. R., and Sci., Vol. 159, No. 3818 (1 March 1968)

JEFFERIES, J. T., ORlALL, F. Q., ZIRKER, J. B.
(TJn,.. of Hawaii, Honolulu) WnoTE, 0. R.
The Chromospheric Spectrum at the Sunspots and Solar Activity
1962 Eclipse Encyc. of Atmos. Sci. and Astrogeol. (1967)
Astrophys. J., Suppl. No. 15 (1968) Inversion of the Limb-Darkening Equation

Using the Prony Algorithm

EVANS, J. W. Astrophys. J., Vol. 152 (1968)

Sacramento Peak Observatory The Inversion Problem in Stellar Atmospheres
Astronom. J., Vol. 72 (1967) Proc. of Specialist Conf. on Molecular Rad.

Color in Solar Granulation and Its Appl. to Diagnostic Tech., Huntsville,

Solar Phys., Vol. 3 (February 1968) Ala., NASA TIX-53711 (January 1968)

Summary of Nobel Symposium WHITE, 0. R., and JEFFERIES, J. T.
Proc. of Nobel Symp. IX, Capri, Italy (Univ. of Hawaii, Honolulu)
(10-13 June 196A" The Analysis of Spectral-Line Profiles I.

A Generalized Theory for the Solar Case
HYDER, C. L. Astrophys. J., Vol. 150 (1967)

A Phenomenological Model for Disparitions
Brusques Followed by Flarelike Chromospheric WHITE, 0. R., and SIMON, G. W.
Brightenings L The Model, Its Consequences R. lution of the Ha Double Limb Controversy
and Observations in Quiet Solar Regions
Solar Phys., Vol. 2 (July 1 ° '; i Solar Phys., Vol. 3 (February 1968)

A Phenomenological Model for Disparitions
Brusques Followed by Flarelike Chromospheric WHITE, 0. R., and SUEMOTO, Z.
Brightenings IL Obsevations in (Tokyo Astronom. Obsv., Jap.)
Active Regions A Measurement of the Solar H and K Profiles
Solar Phys., Vol. 2 (November 1967) Solar Phys., Vol. 3 (1968)
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JOURNAL ARTICLES PAPERS PRESENTED AT MEETINGS

JULY 1969-JUNE 1970 JULY 1967-JUNE 1969

BECKERS, J. M. ALTROcK, R. C.
The Profiles of Fraunhofer Lines in the Non-L.T.E. Effects on Photospheric Ox "gen
Presence of Zeeman Splitting AAS Spec. Mtg. on Solar Astron., Tucson, Ariz.
1. Zeenian Triplet (1-3 February 1968)
Solar Phys., Vol. 9 (1969); and Source Functions of Infrared Fraunhofer
The Profiles of Fraunhofer Lines in the Lines from Equivalent Widths
Presence of Zeeman Splitting AAS Spec. Mtg. on Solar Astron., Pasadena,
II. Zeeman Multiplets for Dipole and Calif. (18-21 February 1969)
Qnadrupole Radiation BEcKERS, J. M.
Solar Phys., Vol. 10 (1969)BcusJ..

High Resolution Measurements of Velocity
Narrow Band Filters Based on Fields in the Solar Photosphere
Magneto-Optical Effects IAU Mtgs. on Solar Res., Prague, Czech.
Appl. Opt., Vol. 9, No. 3 (22-31 August 1967)
(MIarch 1970) High Resolution Observations of Velocity and

Magnetic Fields in and Near Sunspots
BECKERS, J. M., and PARNELL, R. L., 1ST LT. IAU Solar Crroj,,! Symp., Budapest, Hungary
(AFIT, Dayton, Ohio) (3-9 Sentember 1967)
The Interpretation of Velocity Filtergrams Cinematography of Solar Oscillations
I. The Effective Depth of Line Fornation; 127th Mtg. of the Amer. Astronom. Soc.,
and II. The Velocity and Intensity Field of the Victoria, B. C., Can. (20-23 August 1968)
Central Solar Disk The Microstructure of Sunspots
Solar Phys., Vol. 9, No. 1 (September 1969) Asilomar Conf. on Plasma Instabilities in

Astrophys., Pacific Grove, Calif.

BECKERS, P. M., and SCHROTER, E. H. (14-17 October 1968)
The Intensity, Velocity and Magnetic BECKERS, J. M., and PARNELL, R., LT.
Structure of a Sunspot Region IV. Properties (Air Force Inst. of Tech., Dayton, Ohio)
of a Unipolar Sunspot Analysis of Velocity Filtergrams
Solar Phys., Vol. 10 (1969) AAS Spec. Mtg. on Solar Astron., Pasadena,

Calif. (18-21 February 1969)

DUNN, R. B. BECKERS, J. M., and TALLANT, P. E.
Sacramento Peak's New Solar Telescope Chromospheric Inhomogeneities in
Sky and Telescope, Vol. 38, No. 6 Sunspot Umbrae
(December 1969) AAS Spec. Mtg. on Solar Astron., Pasadena,

Calif. (18-21 February 1969)

EVANS, J. W. CLOTHIER, H., and STOVER, R. R.
Sacramento Peak Obser'atory-Annual A Non-Standard Sigma 2 Video
Reports of Obscrvatoriea Display System
AAS Bul., Vol. 2, No. 1 (1970) 12th Intl. Mtg. of the SDS Users Group,

Boston, Mass. (12-13 May 1969)

GILLIAM, L. B., and WHITE, 0. R. DUNN, R. B.
(High Alt. Obsv., NCAR, Boulder, Colo.) Trends in Solar Instrumentation Recent D::
Photographic Isophotes of Solar Fine Spectroheliogramns (Invited Talk)
Structure AAS Spec. Mtg. on Solar Astron., Tucson,
AAS Photo-Bul. (February 1970) Ariz. (1-3 February 1968)

EVANS, J. W.
MUSMAN, S. The Sun
The Effect of Finite Resolution on Solar Fourth Intl. Symp. on Bioastronaut. and
Granulation Exploration of Space, San Antonio, Tex.
Solar Phys., Vol. 7 (1969) (24-27 June 1968)

GALLOWAY, G. A.
TALLANT, P. E. The 1620 as a Data Collector
A Solar Flare Videometer IBM Common Users Group Mtg.,
Solar Phys., Vol. 13 (1970) San Francisco, Calif. (11-13 December 1967)
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HYDER, C. L., and NAKAGAWA, Y. PAPERS PRESENTED AT MEETINGS
(High Altitude Obsv., Boulder, Colo.)JULY 1969-JUNE 1970
The Response of the Chromosphere to Rapidly
Falling Material and Solar Flares, Plagcs, etc. ALTIloCK, R. C.
AAS Spec. Mtg. on Solar Astron., Pasadena, The Empirical Analysis of Triplet Line
Calif. (18-21 February 1969) Profiles

132nd Mtg. of the Amer. Astronom. Soc., Univ.
MAUTER, H. A. t' Colo., Boulder, Colo. (9-12 June 1970)
A Littrow Spectroheliograph
AAS Spec. Mtg. on Solar Astron. Tucson, Ariz. RurF, A. D.

(1-3 February 1968) A System for Making Movies on a Sigma 5
13th Intl. Mtg. of the Xerox Data Sys. Users

RusT, D. M., and MUSMAN, S. A. Group, Las Vegas, Nev. (21-22 November

Two-Dimensional Observations of Solar 1969)
Oscillating Regions STANs, L., CAPT.
AAS Spec. Mtg. on Solar Astron. Pasadena, Real-Time Control of a Microphotometer

Calif. (18-21 February 1969) 13th Intl. Mtg. of the Xerox Data Sys. Users

RUST, D. M., and SMITH, S. F. Group, Las Vegas, Nev. (21-22 November

(Lockheed Solar Obsv., Burbank, Calif.) 1969)

Comparisons of Photospheric Magnetograms STOVER, R. R.
and H-Alpha Filtergrams A Sigma 2/Solar Tower Vacuum Telescope
AAS Spec. Mtg. on Solar Astron., Pasadena, System.
Calif. (18-21 February 1969) 13th Intl. Mtg. of the Xerox Data Sys. Users

Group, Las Vegas, Nev. (21-22 November
SIMON, G. W. 1969)

Supergranules and the Hydrogen
Convection Zone
AAS Spec. Mtg. on Solar Astron., Tucson, Ariz. TECHNICAL REPORTS
(1-3 February 1968) JULY 1967 -JUNE 1970
High-Speed Cinematography of Solar
Granulation BECKERS, J. M.
AAS Spec. Mtg. on Solar Astron., A Table of Zeeman Multiplcts
Pasadena, Calif. (18-21 February 1969) AFCRL-69-0115 (March 1969)

SIMON, G. W., and Wziss, N.0. HYne, C. L., and NA0A.AWA, Y.
(Univ. of Cambridge, Cambridge, Eng.) (High Alt. Obsv., Boulder, Colo.)
On the Magnetic Field in Pores Response of the Transition Region to Infalling
AAS Spec. Mtg. on Solar Astron., Pasadena, Material Associated With Solar Flares
Calif. (18-2 February 1969) AFCRL-70-0273 (April 1970)

TALLANT, P. E. ORRALL, F. Q.

A Solar Flare Videometer Spectrophotometric Standards for the 1962
AAS Spec. Mtg. on Solar Astron., Tucson, Ariz. Total Solar Eclipse
(1-3 February 1968) AFCRL-68-0057 (February 1968)
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Diffraction X-ray pattern of silicon
along one of the crystallographic axes
of the crystal is simulated by computer.
The symmetry of the pattern is a re-
flection of the atomic arrangement with-
in the crystal.
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|II |Solid State
Sciences Laboratory

The Solid State Sciences Laboratory
conducts research on electromagnetic
materials-optical, semiconductor, and
magnetic-and the phenomena they ex-
hibit. The goal of this research is to
uncover novel properties that may be
exploited in Air Force technology.

The general goals of the research of
this Laboratory are those which moti-
vate all electronics solid state research.
These are new componentry of enhanced
reliability and performance and reduced
size, weight, and power requirements.
But the focus of the Laboratory pro-
gram is on the requirements peculiar tothe Air Force. Among these special re-

quirements are materials and devices
that can take high radiation dosages
without performance degradation and

that can operate in high temperature
environments. Laser crystals that can
withstand without damage the stress of
high power operation, and improved in-
frared sensors also fall into the category
of research of special Air Force interest.

The Laboratory's facilities for con-
ducting electromagnetic materials re-
search are outstanding and in some
cases unique. Few optical, semiconduc-
tor, or magnetic crystals of any type
cannot be produced by the Laboratory.
The capability includes both the syn-
thesis of isolated crystals and the
preparation of single crystal thin films
on substrate material.

Coupled closely with crystal growth
facilities are a host of analytical tech-
niques and instrumentation for deter-
mining structure, purity and properties
of the crystals. Fabrication facilities
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and analytical instrumentation are also Almost all of the work reported in t!
available for experimental device devel- chapter is purely in-house research.
opment. For the study of the effects of
ionizing radiation on materials and de-
vices, AFCRL operates an irradiation
facility with a diversity of radiation CRYSTAL GROWTH
sources.

The Solid State Sciences Laboratory
conducts the largest in-house research

C 7 -program on electromagnetic materials
[7 . of any DOD laboratory, the program

encompassing more than 95 percent of
-' " I the Air Force effort. Materials of in-

terest are those with properties that
potentially meet some specific or an-

- ,ticipated Air Force requirement. These
requirements usually exceed those of
products developed for the commercial
market. Ultra-reliability and operation
in high temperature and radiation en-
vironments are examples of specifica-
tions exceeding need in commercial
products.

During the reporting period, hun-
dreds of unique, potentially useful, crys-
talline materials were prepared, most

This building houses several radiation of which were analyzed and tested in the
sources used in support of research by
member laboratories of AFORL, other Laboratory. But the Laboratory also
government laboratories, and univer- supplies custom synthesized crystals for
sities. Within this facility are a 14 other AFCRL laboratories--to the
kilocurie Cobalt-60 source, a 3 MeV
Van de Graaff generator, a 1.5 MeV Microwave Physics Laboratory (Chap-
Dynamitron, and a 2 MeV Flash X-ray ter IX) for microwave acoustics re-
machine, search; to the Optical Physics Labora-

tory (Chapter IV) for laser research;
The Laboratory routinely uses com- and to the Space Physics Laboratory

puters for automated, on-line control (Chapter VII) for energy conversion
and data analysis. In addition to its research.
IBM 1800 process control computer, the Because of its unique skills and facil-
Laboratory is linked by a remote station ities for materials synthesis, the Labor-
to AFCRL's general computer facility. atory often receives requests from in-
Great savings in time and scientific dustry and universities to grow crystals
manpower have resulted as the com- to particular specifications, usually for
puter has taken over the laborious task programs these organizations are con-
of scanning, plotting and analyzing ducting for the DOD. When AFCRL
data. furnishes crystals to outiders, it is al-

Because of its extensive in-house ways with the understanding that a full
facilities, the Laboratory relies only in report on the analysis of the crystal (a
a minimum way on contract assistance. task demanding special skills and much
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time) be furnished to the Laboratory in most first steps, the achievement is note-
exchange. In this way, AFCRL obtains worthy but tentative.
valuable data without cost. Arrange-
ments with Lincoln Laboratory, IBM,
and the Bell Telephone Laboratories
have proven particularly fruitful in this
respect. Such arrangements are usually
made on a scientist-to-scientist basis,
rather than through organizational
negotiations.

GEL GROWTH OF ELECTRO-OPTIC

MATERIALS: Gel growth is a method of
crystal growth in which the initial con-
ditions consist of a gel in an appropri-
ately designed glass container. To this
gel is added the solution from which
the crystal will grow. Growth takes
place in most cases at room tempera-
tures, with the growth period being
weeks or months. The growing crystals
are clearly visible during their growth
period. The method depends on the
slow transport of the solution through
the gel to the site of the growing crys-
tal on which it precipitates. The role of
the gel is to reduce turbulence during
the slow process of diffusion and growth.
The gel growth technique itself is not
new but the Laboratory has introduced
many extensions and refinements, and is
now recognized as the leading center
in the country for the development of
gel growth techniques. During the re-
porting period, gel growth, a promising
technique for many years, came of age.

With this technique, AFCRL has for
the first time grown a particular crystal
that is the best laser modulating crystal
of any kind produced to date. Since
the first laser was fired, researchers
have sought methods for modulating
laser light for communications. In re-
cent years a number of modulating
schemes have been announced and voice The facets of these crystals grown by
and picture information has in fact the gel growth method appear as if they
been transmitted by laser light. Like have been cut and polished.
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an appropriate voltage to it. By chang-
ing the refractive index, phase changes
in the light passing through the crystal
are induced. In this way, the laser light
is modulated.

Cuprous chloride meets all the re-
quirements of a good modulator crystal.
It is transparent to light over a broad
band of frequencies from 0.4 to above

4 "20 microns and its refractive index is
easily altered when voltage is applied.
It has a low dielectric constant and low
losses which modulation crystal must

- have to reduce dielectric heating during
operation.

Most researchers who have tried to
grow cuprous chloride crystals have
used the Czochralski process in which
the crystal is slowly drawn from a mol-
ten cuprous chloride solution. Large
cuprous chloride crystals have in fact

These nearly perfect cuprous chloride been grown by this method. But as the
crystals are shown growing, suspended crystal cools from its 420 degree C melt-
in the gel medium. ing point it undergoes severe strain due

to a phase 4 "ansformaton at about 408
In 1969, AFCRL by the gel growth degrees C, and t'iis strain produces in-

method succeeded in growing large crys- ternal fractures. The crystal cannot
tals of cuprous chloride, a highly prom- then be used as an effective modulator.
ising modulator material. Although The gel growth technique has the ad-
cuprous chloride crystals have been vantage of growing the crystal at tem-
grown by several others, the crystals peratures below the 408 degree C tran-
have been too imperfect for effective sition temperature. The largest cuprous
laser light modulation chloride crystals grown to date are clear,[Most laser light modulation schemes transparent tetrahedrons with facets

use a transparent crystal as a modula- measuring 8 mm on a side.
tor. The light output from the laser is
passed through this crystal. If the trans- FLAME FUSION GROWTH: The Labora-
mission properties of the crystal can tory is also the leader in the application
be readily altered by some external o-' ' flame fusion (Verneuil) method
means, then one can modulate the light ', ,tal growth. In this method, fine
passing through it. The simplest way to ler drops through an intensely
change the transmission properties of na..ed region and falls in a molten state
the crystal is to change its refractive on a seed crystal. The seed is slowly
index. There are a number of electro- withdrawn so that the position of the
optical effects available to do this. By liquid-crystal interface is maintained at
using the Kerr or Pockels effect, for ex- a constant level as the seed is passed
ample, the refractive index of the crys- into a lower temperature region. Crys-
tal can be changed by simply applying tallization occurs at the interface.
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During the period of this report, as is customary, greatex laser efficiency
AFCRL scientists have introduced im- is possible and self-damage of the ruby
proveme uxi into both equipment and may be avoided.
technique. Foremost among these is a
three-tube post-mix oxy-hydrogen
burner. The design minimizes gas tur-
bulence and produces a flame of larger
diameter with lower radial temperature
gradient. The importance of the re-
duction of the radial component of the
gradient is apparent in the unique
growth of 0 degree ruby boules with
regular hexagonal cross section. Laue
X-ray patterns at both ends of the boule
indicate that these boules have an exact
0 degree orientation with the flat sur-
faces parallel to the prism planes of the
crystal.

Experiments have been conducted to
study .he growth interface by alternat-
ing sapphire and ruby in the same
boule. This is accomplished by an The red fluorescence excited by an

AFCRL development, dubbed the "trom- argon laser beam demonstrates the
"which permits interchanging the sharp gradation between sapphire axidruby sections of a sapphire-ruby crystal.ruby feed powder container with a con- White 'spots in the sapphire sebtion

tainer of pure aluminum oxide while (left) are caused by crystal imperfec-
the burner remains ignited. Powder tions.

drop and retraction are momentarily
stopped during the interchange, but the Another technique being employed is
gas feed and temperature gradients are that of seeding from a thin slab cut to a
not altered. In this way, a stable crystal desired orientation. It' is easier to cut
growing environment is maintained, a given plane with precision than it is

Boundaries between the ruby and to grind a cylinder with a given axis.
sapphire part of the boule are less than The process permits the growth of
20 mirometers thick. Laue patterns boules having unusual orientations. Pre-
verify single crystallinity. Longer than viously only three orientatibns were
normal crystals of a single composition grown, with axes of 60 degrees, and 90
have also been grown using the replen.. degrees, and sometimes 0 degree from
ishing technique. These experiments the C-axis. Any orientation can now
have significance to those investigating be grown from a properly cut slab.
semiconductor substrates. Laser physi- Boules of several uhcommon orienta-
cists have also shown interest. A three- tions have been grown for testing as ,
inch ruby crystal with sapphire tips has laser materials atid as substrates.
been provided for laser investigations. The conventional Verneuil process irn-
The sapphire tips have no purpose other troduces longitudinal gradients of over
than to serve as areas to which mounts 125 degrees C per inch and this intro-
are attached. But if the mounts are not duces considerable internal strains in
fitted directly over the ruby material the resulting crystal: To minimize the
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strain it is necessary before the crystal .
is used to subject it to an annealing
cycle. While the annealing reduces the -

internal strains, it also often introduces .
undesirable chemical and structural F
changes. To cope with this problem.
AFCRL has designed, constructed and
operated ain after-heating device which
decreases the longitudinal gradients to
levels as low as 25 degrees C per inch.
Us;ng this electrical-resistance heater
as part of the growth process, it has q_______ .,______-,___ ___.....

been possible to grow 0 degree sapphire
boules with --- emely low strains re-
quiring no post growth annealing treat-
ments.

This complex maze of glass tubing and
valves is an experimental vapor growth

GROWTH OF SINGLE CRYSTAL FILMS: process furnace for the growth of gal-
This progra.m was established to pro- lium arsenide and gallium arsenide.
vide the Laboratory with a thin film phosphide.
capability, both homoepitaxial and het-
erotaxial, in Ge, Si, GaAs, GaAs,..P, adaptable to the preparation of other
and other III-V compounds and III-V III-V binary and ternary compounds.
ternaries. The primary objective of this To date, the Laboratory has concen-
effort is to provide thin films for the trate-I on the preparation of epitaxial
Laboratory's infrared sensor program, films of germanium. Over 200 experi-
specifically for use in the fabrication of ments have been carried out to deter-
Schottky barrier devices. These devices mine the effect of reaction teml.arature,
have advantages over other infrared de- reactant and dopant concentration, and
tectors in the one to two micron region, surface preparation on film quality,
advantages which include 1) fast re- growth rate, and dopant concentration.
sponse time, 2) high sensitivity, and 3) Laue X-ray patterns and electron dif-
minimum cooling, fraction results show that films pre-

For its thin film investigations, pared at temperatures above 650 de-
AFCRL chose chemical rather than grees C were single crystals with a
physica! deposition t,hniques for film high degree of crystal perfection. In
preparation. After examination of the addition, these films are mirror smooth
several chemical vapor deposition sys- and devoid of spurious growths, qual-
tems which could be used for the prepa- ities necessary for photoetching and
ration of the materials of interest, the masking techniques for device fabrica-
Laboratory chose t-rr.al decomposi- tion.
tion of hydrides as thE chemical tech-
nique to be employed wherever possible. WIDE BAND GAP SEMICONDUCTORS:

For the preparation (f GaAs and Silicon is a natural choice for most
GaAs,.,P,, the system has the desirable solid state electronic devices. However,
feature of flexibility in the precise con- there are certain Air Force needs that
trol of reactants and dopants. It is can be fulfilled better by othe: -mi-
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conductors. Requirements for higher
power, high current densities, higher
temperature operation, and lumines-
cence in the visible region of the spec-trum, has led the Laboratory to a searchI

for wider band gaps. Chemical and i
thermal stability is also needed so that j1
the gap can be utilized. A fairly high

degree of covalent bonding is also re-
quired so that crystals can be doped -
both "p" and "n" for the preparation of o
junctions and fairly simple unit cells so
that mobility and resistivity can be in n
a useful range.

Gallium arsenide, gallium phosphide
and mixed crystals of gallium arsenide-
phosphide (GaAsP 1 .x) allow a range of The crystal of cobalt monosilicide be-
band gaps from about 1.4 eV to 2.2 eV, ing examined was grown in the special
permitting luminescent devices in the high power, high pressure, inductively
red and orange regions of 1:.. spectrum. heated furnace, center.

Inadequate thermal and chemical stabil-
ity at elcvated temperatures is likely to A product of the Second International
limit devices made from these materials Conference on Silicon Carbide was the
to environments below 300 degrees C. A formation of the International Commit-
goal is to develop devices capable of tee on Silicon Carbide (ICSiC) com-
operating above 500 degrees C. Another posed of experts from several countries
goal is to develop light emitting diodes (United States, England, Netherlands,
,1ver the full visible spectral range. For Switzerland and Austria). The first
this, band gaps in the range of 2 to 3 two meetings held in New York City
eV are needed. and Vienna in 1969 were highly success-

Scientists at AFCRL have investi- ful in clarifying a number of common
gated the band structure, defect struc- problems associated with the growth of
ture and crystal growth of many of these single crystals of silico:n carbide.

semiconductors over the past ten years. In its Laboratory, AFCRL is inves-Gradually, silicon carbide has become a tigating new methods of growing, sili-
clear choice for intensive investigation con carbide crystals, the preparation of

because of its unique combination of epitaxial and heterotaxial layers of
electrical, thermal, chemical, mechaP.i- silicon carbide, and is investigating
cal and optical prope- 'ies. AFCRL has such basic phenomena as polytypism
conducted or contracted for mo-e than and the beta to alpha transformation.
50 percent of the research conduited in AFCRL is the only laboratory to date
the U.S. on silicon carbide semicon- that has attempted to grow bulk silicon
ductors. carbide into a conical crucible from th6

AFCRL has sponsored the only two vapor. High temperatures are needed
international conferences on silicon -- in the vicinity of 2500 degrees C.
carbide, the latest being in 1968. The With this method. AFCRL, on June 17-
proceedings of this conference will be 19, 1968, had its first successful result.
an important reference for many years. In a slow sublimation run, a cylindrical
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boule of silicon carbide 1.9 cm in diam- promise as a new laser host material

eter, 2.5 cm long, weighing 18.1 grams operating in the 1 to 3 micron region.
was obtained. The boule was imperfect, These new infrared laser frequencies
but it was the largest ever grown. More promise to have military application in
important, the analysis of the crystal reconnaissance and detection.
pointed up methods whereby the fur- When neodymium is introduced into
nace can be modified to obtain large a sodium or lithium germanate glass, it
crystals of desired perfection. has stronger excitation absorption bands

and a fluorescence efficiency comparable
to commercial laser materials. Under
certain excitation conditions, neody-
mium-doped lithium germanate has been

found to produce a strong 1.06 micron
laser line with a higher efficiency than
the best commercially available laser
material. Also, both erbium and hol-
mium have been introduced into sodium
germanate glasses to produce, respec-
tively, strong fluorescence lines in the

-- -- 1.5 and 2.0 micron infrared regions.
Optimum erbium concentrations hav
been determined and other ions such as
ytterbium have been introduced for

energy transfer studies. The strong ex-
citation bands of these ions coupled
with the energy transfer capabilities of-
fer good possibilities for high efficiency

This sample atomic model of a polytype laser materials.
of silicon carbide is being studied in an
attempt to discern physical and chem-
ical imperfections that arise in crystals
during the growth process.

ANALYSIS OF MATERIALS
In 1970, AFCRL hopes to demonstrate

two prototype silicon carbide devices. Somewhat arbitrari!y, this discussion
If this is successful, then a true mile- of the analysis of materials is consid-
stone in semiconductor research will ered separately from the previous dis-
have been reached and AFCRL and ul- cussion on material synthesis. Quite ob-
timately the Air Force will have been viously, there's a very close interaction
rewarded for its long patience and per- among those who prepare and synthe-
sistence in advancing silicon carbide size a material and those who test its
technology, performance and look at its structure.

Such analysis provides the crystal
LITHIUM AND SODIUM GERMANATES: grower with the essential feedback for

Of the new materials that have been improving quality and performance.
announced during the period of this re- The Laboratory employs a range of
port, the most novel are the germanate spectroscopic, magnetic, chemical and
compounds. Germanate compounds microscopic techniques in its analytical
doped wiLh raze earth ions show some work. Once data are acquired, they must
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be interpreted. Noted in the introduc- can accept information in either digital
tion to this chapter was the increasing or analog form.
use of computers by Laboratory mem- The AFCRL automated system is
bers for processing and plotting these among the pacesetters in a trend to-
data. This is an important treud--and ward the increasing use of automated
an essential one, because experienced systems for crystal analysis and char-
technicians and physicists for analysis acterization. X-ray diffraction is one
are seldom available in the numbers de- of several kinds of measurements made
sired. Some crystals can be grown in a by crystallographers to determine the
day; with manual procedures, their scructure and properties of a crystal.
characterization may require a month Although the automated system is pres-
of someone's time. ently being used only for X-ray diffrac-

tion analysis, it is capable of handling
a variety of conventional analytical
processes on a time-slicing basis.
Planned as future inputs are such an-
alytical methods as neutron activation,
mass spectra, and Mossbauer analysis.
Hall effect measurements, electron spin
resonance, and many other techniques
that can be incorporated into the basic
system. The AFCRL automatic X-ray
diffractometer can do a more complete,
accurate, and versatile job in one un-

1. leattended 24-hour period than could be
done manually in a month.

"I X-ray diffraction measurements tell
the crystallographer how atoms have

The automated X-ray diffractometric arranged themselves in the crystal At-
system with the X-ray goniometer is
shown in the right foreground. The proc- tice network. For a particular cry, a],
essor-controller is on the left. the crystallographer may also wan to

know the variations in atomic ordering,
or the degree of preference an atom has

AUTOMATION OF X-RAY DIFFRACTION for unlike neighboring atoms. Often,
ANALYSIS: During the reporting period, very subtle alterations in the crystal
the Laboratory placed in operation a growing process-temperature, rate of
completely automated system for mak- growth, minute increases in dopant ma-
ing X-ray diffraction measurements of terials-can result in gross changes in
crystals. The system is controlled by the crystal structure and properties.
an IBM 1800 computer which can be
programmed to perform all analytical SIMULATION OF LAUE PATTERNS: When
operations. The computer operates a single crystal is used in devices, its
auxiliary equipment for orienting crys- lattice structure must be oriented in a
tals in any arbitrarily preprogrammed preferred direction. The silicon sub-
position with respect to the X-ray strate of the integrated circuit, the
beam. It records data, makes a ,.-opri- quartz oscillator of the frequency stan-
ate calculations, and plots the ac.,..ts, dard, and the ruby laser rod are all
The system is an on-line system, and oriented to the particular direction that
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atomic planes of the single crystal. The
arrangement of such spots on the film
reflect the orientation of the crystal.
Unfortunately, the orientations of non-
cubic crystals, or for that matter cubic
crystals of non-simple directions, are

" • "not easily identified.
As part of the Laboratory's automated

. .. laboratory procedures, a computer pro-
gram has been developed that helps in
the orientation of single crystals by
simulating Laue patterns for any crys-
tal system in any orientation. The sim-
ulated pattern is presented on a digital
plotter. The program produces both
Laue back-reflection and transmission
indexed patterns as well as stereo-
graphic projections. Tihe scientist can
vary any experimental parameter and
the computer almost instantaneously
plots a simulated result. One can thus
generate an atlas of patterns for a
given crystal.

A typical simulated transmission pat-
tern for the (III) orientation of silicon
and the corresponding Laue film are
shown in the accompanying figure. Such
simulated patterns have also been uti-
lized to distinguish polytypes in SiC
and orientations of ruby, quartz, lithium
germanate, lithium niobate, cadmium
and tin crystals.

This computer simulation of the dif-
fracted X-ray pattern for silicon illus- ELECTRON MICROSCOPY OF SiC: Ear-
trates the three-fold symmetry of the lier in this chapter, the growth of sizable
atomic arrangement when viewed along
the (Ill) axis of the crystal. An actual boules of silicon carbide by the vapor
Laue pattern of the same view is shoxn method was discussed. Concurrent with
below, this work is the study of methods for

the epitaxial growth of SiC on sub-
provides the desirable physical prop- strates. This is of course necessary if
erty. SiC is to be fabricated into devices. The

Laue patterns, a symmetrical arrange- problem is that SiC does not readily
ment of points showing the placement bond with other materials.
of atoms, have been used to orient Silicon rarbide comes in two basic
single crystals since the early days of lattice configurations, alpha and beta.
solid state electronics. These patterns Beta-SiC is the structure of interest for
are obtained by recording on film transistor applications. Its resistance
X-rays diffracted from the various to high temperature a,.d high radiation
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make it an ideal material for use in electron microscope provides informa-
Air Force electronics hardware. One tion on the texture of the surfaces, sub-
approach to the epitaxial growth of strate and deposit, as well as crystallo-
bptq-SiC on substrates is to use alpha- graphic data which are used to identify
SiC as the substrate. the deposit and to determine whether it

is polycrystalline or single crystal, and
V-"sJ¢ if it is twinned. This information, when

r .related to deposition parameters, serves
as a guide in choosing proper growth
conditions.

K. .Studies indicate that growth of beta-
, SiC by vapor-phise deposition on alpha-

SSiC can be accomplished more readily
and at lower temperatures when a mol-

- 'i ten metal intermediate is used. The
, metals used, nickel or cobalt, were de-

o- posited as thin films on the substrates
by vacuum deposition. The electron mi-

Al croscope showed that the metal films

react with the substrate at temperatures
of about 1250 degrees C to "clean" the[surface. The deposit of beta-SiC is

9 7 '~' made in the same reaction tube imme-
diately after this initial reaction.

THERMOLUMINESCENCE MEASURE-
MENTS: Thermoluminescence techniques

The JEM-6A electron microscope is cur- are used to study the properties of de-
rently being used to study radiation fects which function as traps and re-
damage in quartz and silicon, combination centers in luminescent wide

band gap materials.
For epitaxial growth to occur on a During the reporting period several

foreign substrate, it is important that features of thermoluminescence emis-
the lattice dimensions of that material sion from chromium-doped lithium ger-
match closely those of the deposit. A manate were explored. These included
further consideration is the ease of thermoluminescence excitation and emis-
preparation of the substrate surface- sion spectra, thermal activation energies
whether it can be cleaned readily or for release of trapped electrons, recom-
etched to accommodate the deposited bination kinetics, and the behavior
atoms in a way to promote single crystal of thermoluminescence glow curves as

growth free of impurities and faults. functions of sample temperature during
Standard electron microscope and dif- excitation and thermal bleaching.

fraction techniques were applied to the In recent experiments studies of
study of epitaxial beta-SiC films de- the thermoluminescence excitation and
posited by vapor deposition on alph-SiC emission spectra k.elped to locate energy
substrates to determine the effective- levels associated with defect centers.
ness of molten intermediate films in Thermal activation energies provided
promoting single crystal growth. The information as to the energies required
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% ( : 2 to release electrons from traps. These
ranged from slightly under 0.2 to over

X 2.0 electron volts. From recombination

/ " '"kinetics and the behavior of thermo-
" ".. ,,7,k , luminescence glow curves as a function

of various bleaching programs it was
' " . •found that retrapping was not occur-

S "" ring between traps at different energy
. - "levels and that defects accounting for

." several of the traps appear to be physi-
.,4 cally isolated from each other.

J-' , i- MOSSBAUER SPECTROSCOPY STUDIES
Thi " . , OF YiG: The Mossbauer Effect was

announced in 1957. In the short time
since, Mossbauer Effect spectroscopy

This electron micrograph shows the tex- has become a standard technique for
ture of an epitaxial film of beta-SiC
deposited on the etched surface of alpha- measuring the properties of magnetic
silicon carbide. materials such as yttrium-iron-garnet

-YiG. The long-pending promise of
YiG for application in oscillators and
filters has yet to be filled. But its prop-
erties and potential are too great to
warrant the abandonment of this ma-

.. terial for lack of success to date in find-

ing applications. (Research on YiG
Sdevices at AFCRL is discussed in Chap-"" ' " ter IX.)

!Jl

The otherwise smooth surface of alpha-
silicon carbide is etched to accommo-
date a layer of beta-silicon carbide. The
etching is accomplished by first deposit-
ing a layer of nickel and heating it to
1250 degrees C in hydrogen. The large
textured globules are reaction products The Mossbauer spectroscopy apparatus
which provide nucleation sites for the is used for the investigation r' magnetic
deposited beta-silicon carbide. materials.
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Many years ago, AFCRL designed sorption lines can be used to reconstruct
and placed into use one of the first the crystalline environment of the Fe5'.
spectroscopic instruments based on the Preferred positions and distributions
Mossbauer Effect. This involves the of the atoms in the lattice framework
emission and absorption of gamma rays can be derived.
from a radio-isotope, with the isotope The object of the research on YiG
most commonly used being Fe5 7 . With materials using Mossbauer Effect
Fe57 in the YiG bound to its crystalline spectroscopy is to establish a basis for
environment, the effect of internal elec- predicting the stochiometry (relative
tric and magnetic fields resulting from amounts of elements in a compound)

interactions with the adjacent positive of a crystal required for a given per-
and negative ions produce characteris- formance. During the reporting period,
tic sets of absorption lines. The energies this objective approached realization.
associated with the position of the ab- The AFCRL experimental technique in-

volved varying the composition of the
YiG crystal, and of introducing certain
amounts of non-magnetic ions into the
crystalline structure. During the pe-
riod, the gamma-ray spectra of 30 dif-
ferent specimen were obtained.

The must productive efforts involved
the study of gallium (Ga) and alumi-
num (Al) ions by substituting these
materials in varying quantities (8 to'1 80 percent of the total amount of Fe
ions admissable in pure YiG). As a
result of these studies, the distributions
of these ions and the magnetic prop-
erties of a compound of varying com-
positions can be calculated in advance.

RADIATION DAMAGE AND EFFECTS

Neutrons, gamma rays and X-rays re-
leased in nuclear detonation can neu-i1 tralize missile, satellite, airborne and
ground electronic systems at ranges
much greater than those at which ac-
tual structural damage can occur. Al-

The AFCRL 3.0 MeV Van de Graaffgen- though vulnerability to this radiation
erator, a versatile radiation source, is damage can be reduced for certain cir-
used in many experimental efforts such
as ion beam spectroscopy, ion implan- cuits such as computer memories by
tation, and neutron damage in semi- using redundant components or with
conductor materials. The analyzing protective circuits that cut off or isolate11, magnet has a deflection capability in the
one to two million gauss-centimeter critical components during the initial
range. transient radiation pulse, a more direct

V
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approach is to build radiation tolerance, The entire Air Force research and
or hardness, into the components them- exploratory development program on
selves. the radiation hardening of devices is the

This is the approach taken by AFCRL. responsibility of AFCRL. The changes
To conduct this research, the Labora- in the electrical behavior of semicon-
tory operates an irradiation facility ductor devices exposed to nuclear ra-
which contains a Cobalt 60 cell, a 3 diation are due to displacement and
MeV Van de Graaff generator, a 20 ionization effects. Ionization causes
MeV linear accelerator, and a 1.5 MeV transient damage effects such as an ex-
Dynamitron. In 1970, the Laboratory cess electrical current surge through
added a high intensity flash X-ray ma- the circuit that decays after the radia-
chine. This machine has an output of tion pulse. However, the ionizing ra-
2 MeV with a 40 billion watt rating. diation pulse may also cause permanent
This high intensity is delivered over effects due to charge build-up in insulat-
a 25 nanosecond pulse length. An X- ing layers. These ionization effects are
radiation dose of 200 billion rads per produced by neutrons, X-rays and gain-
second is generated. (An exposure of ma rays. Massive, complex and perma-
400 to 500 rads of X-rays would be nent damage effects due to displacement
lethal to a human being.) In addition, of crystal atoms from their lattice sites
the Laboratory (luring the period tested are caused by neutrons. The extent of
a number of devices in an actual nu- device degradation in both damage cate-
clear environment during undergro,,.u gories depends strongly on the device
nuclear test programs. type and fabrication methodology.

AFCRL RADIATION SOURCES

RADIATION SOURCE TYPE OF RADIATION ENERGY OUTPUT

Van de Graaff Electrons, Protons 1.5-3.0 0-500 m±a
& Heavy Ions MeV
Neutrons via nuclear 1-14 MeV
reactions

Dynamitron Electrons 0.3-1.5 10 ma
MeV

LINAC Electrons/X-Rays 3-23 MeV 2 -amps
pulsed or
0.4 ma (avg)

Flash X-Ray Sources:

Febatron X-Rays 300 keV 5000 amps

Pulserad Electrons/X-Rays 2 MeV 20,000 amps

Cobalt-60 Source Gamma Rays 1.25 MeV 20,000 curies

Positive Ion Electrons, Posi- 300 keV
Accelerator tive Ions



AFCRL is investigating the full fairly large collection of data on low
- range of possible radiation hardening ene,-gy electron bombardment. One
K approaches-material selection, device AFCRL study was to find out if the

type, doping, geometry, fabrication, wealth of low energy electron bom-
bonding, encapsulation, and so on. In bardment data could be used to predict

this section, only those studies of the the effects of gamma ray bombard-
basic mechanisms of radiation damage ment. If so, much experimental effort
will be reviewed. Development of radi- could be saved.
ation hardened devices will then be coy- In the tests, a Cobalt 60 source was
ered in the next section. used as a source of gamma rays to

bombari a number of metals such as
silver, gold, aluminum, and platinum.
Measurements were then made of the
secondary electron yield per unit of de-

Iposited energy. AFCRL found that sec-
ondary electron emission production
from a surface depended only on the

rate of energy deposited near the sur-

face and not on the type of energy of
the radiation. This means that the
yields of secondary electrons produced
by gamma radiation can be predicted

A remotely controlled attenuator wheel.
on the left, a P-I-N diode detector sys-
tem, center, and a Faraday cup on the
right are used to control and measure
the output of the AFCRL linear accel-
erator. Intense bursts of radiation from
this machine are used to simulate nu-
clear weapons effects in electronic mate-
rials and devices.

SECONDARY ELECTRON EMISSIONS:
Radiation can alter the performance of
an electronic device even when no de- The three and one half foot thick win-

fects occur. One effort is secondary elec- dow permits safe observation and con-
tron emission, sending a high flux of trol of experiments conducted in the

Cobalt-60 cell. This cell houses a 14
electrons surging through electronics kilocurie source which provides intense
circuitry and creating a transient noise gamma rays for irradiating various

signal This electron flux can be trig- materials and devices.

gered by a high energy gamma radia-
tion pulse from a nuclear explosion. by using the lower energy bombard-

Almost no gamma ray bombardment ment data available in the literature
studies other than those at AFCRL for a vast range of materials. This re-
have been done, although there is a search result has eliminated the neces-
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sity for an extensive experimental pro- 4*K 3000K
gram on gamma ray effects. The val- (liquid helium) (room temperoture)
ues predicted from low energy bom-
bardment data were within 30 percent
of those obtained in the gamma ray ex-
perimental program.

DISPLACEMENT DAMAGE: Permanent
damage to semiconductors can result
from many kinds of radiation-high A schematic of a damage zone produced
energy electrons and protons in space, by neutron bombardment at 4 degrees
neutrons, X-rays, and gamma radia- K is shown on the left. This diagram is

representative of the damage structure
tion. Electron and gamma irradiations at any temperature immedist-y after
cause relatively simple defect struc- the collision has taken riace. The ad-

tures. Neutron irradiations cause corn- ditional thermal energy available at 300
degrees K causes this configuration to

plex cluster-like defect structures. The collapse and relax into simpler, indi-
nature and the extent of the damage is vidual defects as shown on the right.
a function of many factors-the kind A and B represent impurity atoms.
of material, its dopant, the growth
method, and its electrical resistance. tice structure. This self-repairing proc-

One AFCRL study involves the ir- ess is known as annealing.
radiation with 1 MeV electrons of Not too much is known about how a
n-type silicon samples doped with phos- crystal lattice goes about repairing it-
phorus. The dominant resultant defect self after the atoms in the lattice frame-
structures are phosphorus-vacancy and work have been displaced by radiation
oxygen-vacancy complexes. It was shown bombardment. One approach that gives
that the damage introduction rate for insight to the process is to bombard
both complexes decreased under continu- a crystal cooled to liquid helium tem-
ous electron bombardment. This may peratures. At these temperatures, the
be due to recombination of mobile in- defects are relatively immobile until the
terstitials with vacancies at defect crystal temperature is raised. By mak-
points thereby reducing the net intro- ing conductivity measurements subse-
duction of the vacancy-impurity com- quent to heat treatments at various
plexes. This effect suggests that pre- temperatures, the temperatures at which
irradiation might result in a device radiation-induced defects become mo-
that would function effectively for a bile and annealing takes place can be
longer time than one having no prior determined.
damage history. In this study, germanium doped with

1018 arsenic atoms per cubic centimeter
ANNEALING OF DISPLACEMENT DAM- was irradated with 0.7 to 1.2 MeV

AGE IN SEMICONDUCTORS: An atom, electrons at 5 to 10 degrees K. Others
dislodged from its normal position in a had noted that two temperatures are of
crystal lattice by high energy radiation, special importance in the annealing
is not necessarily displaced perma- process. Annealing seems to take place
nently. Normal thermal vibrations in predominantly at two discrete tempera-
the crystal tend to juggle the dislodged tures-35 and 65 degrees K. This
atom back in place-or to find a new suggests that two different types of de-
home for it somewhere else in the lat- fects are involved. It also suggests that
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the type of defect produced depends on RELATIVE DOSE IN ALUMINUM
the bombarding electron energy. The NEXT TO GOLD FROM Co6 °y-RAYS

AFCRL study was undertaken to relate 2.0
the defect type to electrnn energy. RELATVE
AFCRL found that the production of OSE
defects that recover at 65 degrees K
increases almost linearly with electron Au
energy. Another finding is that defects 1.5that recover at 35 degrees K are pro- /

duced in greatest quantities by 0.9 to /
1.0 MeV bombardment.

NEW GAMMA RADIATION ABSORPTION
EFFECT: A novel effect involving gam- -Y
ma radiation passing through materials / I i I
-an effect unaccounted for in theory 0 100 200 300
-has been observed by AFCRL scien- THICKNESS (m/cm2)
tists. The effect has implications for
all those conducting research on radia- This figure shows a novel absorption

tion hardened electronic devices. It effect in aluminum of gamma radiation.
The absorption of radiation in the alu-

brings into question the validity of minum is different depending on the

present techniques for measuring the direction of the radiation source, assum-
from gain- ng that the facing material (in thisamounts of energy absorbed case gold) has a higher atomic number.

ma radiation in the active region of a
semiconductor device. At the same time,
it may be possible to take advantage of interface but then drops to a value
the effect to obtain additional radiation lower than it would be if the gold were
hardness by the simple procedure of replaced by aluminum. Thus it was
orienting the devices and their associ- shown that the energy deposited near
ated housing in a preferred direction an interface by gamma radiation is
with respect to the anticipated radia- strongly dependent on the direction of
tion source, or by careful selection of the gamma rays with respect to the in-
the material surrounding the device. terface.

The effect involves the energy depo- Materials such as copper, molybde-
sition by electrons produced by ab- num, silver and cadmium-all with
sorption of gamma radiation passing atomic numbers higher than aluminum
through one material to a dissimilar -wvae investigated in conjunction with
one. When a material of low atomic aluminum. Ail gave similar results,
number, such as aluminum, is placed in although the magnitude of the effect de-
fi *r>i of a material of a higher atomic creased with atomic number. Beryllium
number, such a gold, the amount of and carbon, both with atomic numbers
energy deposited in the lower atomic lower than aluminum, were also tested.
number material is increased by as These caused an increase in the energy
much as 80 percent. When gamma ra- absorbed by the aluminum (which is
diation passes in the opposite direction now the higher atomic number mate-
-th ough gold to aluminum-the en- rial) near the interface when the radia-
ergy deposited in the aluminum is tion passed from the lower to the higher
slightly increased immediately at the atomic number material, and a decrease
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in the energy absorbed by the alumi- egory is that of infrared sensors. Dur-
num near the interface when the radi- ing this reporting period the Labora-
ation passed first through the alumi- tory, at the request of the Air Staff,
num. initiated a new program *to develop im-

Most semiconductor devices are fab- proved infrared sensors.
ricated and housed in such a way as to
experience the spatially dependent ef- RADIATION RESISTANT POWER TRAN-
fcctsreportedbytheseexperiments. Gold SISTOR: During the report period, the
plating, high atomic number metal con- Laboratory developed a bipolar power
tacts, a support for the basic silicon transistor which can withstand radia-
chip, and the enclosure all provide inter- tion levels ten times higher than the
faces which can cause large variations level at which the best commercially
in dose through the active region of the available devices fail.
device. The high radiation tolerance of this

It should be noted that these results bipolar power transistor was achieved
f,- gamma rays are in marked con- by applying the knowledge gained
trast to those reported at X-ray ener- through the Laboratory's more general
gies. At X-ray energies, the dose in a studies of radiation damage rather than
low atomic number material is always through radical design concepts or the
enhanced by an adjoining high atomic use of special semiconductor materials
number moterial independent of the di- or dopants. The power device essen-
rection of the incident X-rays. tially consists of an array of special

high frequency silicon power transis-
tors connected in parallel. The most
significant design feature is in the thick-

DEVICES AND TECHNIQUES ness of the silicon base, which is only
about one-half micron thick. Fabrica-

The "devices" covered under this
heading are for the most part radiation
hardened transistors. There's little in-
centive for the nation's electronics in-
dustry to concern itself with such prob-
lems as radiation hardened devices
since there's obviously little demand by
the commercial market. "Techniques" .

refers to methods for fabricating de-
vices. One such technique is ion im-
plantation. Although industrial con- -

cerns have taken an increased interest
in ion implantation as a means for dop-
ing semiconductors, AFCRL is spon-
soring ion implantation research under . ......
contract concurrent with its in-house
research because the technique may This radiation hardened power transis-
prove a key to the development of radi- tor still functions correctly even after
ation resistant integrated circuits. being damaged by the intense radiation

shown here. This is the result of a de-Another device study falling into the sign with a high degree of built-in
unique-to-the-military requirement cat- redundancy.
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tion of extremely thin layered devices, semiconductor material-usually silicon
however, poses the problem of an ex- in AFCRL studies-with ions. By
cessively high rejection rate-or low shielding or masking parts of the semi-
yield-unless processing is under very conductor from the ion.stream, the ions
good control. are implanted only in carefully pre-

Many manufacturers are also mov- scribed areas of the semiconductor
ing in the direction of thinner semi- material. Ion implantation is an alter-
conductor layers but for reasons other native technique to conventional diffu-
than radiation hardening. Faster sion doping techniques.

switching speeds of data processing cir- In fabricating an integrated circuit
cuits are achieved with thinner semi- by diffusion methods, doping is distrib-
conductor layers and thus the require- uted uniformal!y over the individual el-
ments for speed and radiation resis- ements of the circuit. Ion implantation
tance become the same. These high speed offers the poss;bility of varying the
devices, however, do not have the re- amount of doping from element to ele-
quirement that the thin layers be ment by simple variations of masking.
uniform over a large area-which This is particularly important in the
the power transistor must have. The fabrication of radiation resistant cir-
AFCRL device requires special care and cuits since it permits the designer to
precision in its fabrication, take advantage of radiation hardening

techniques that have been worked out
JUNCTION FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS: for individual elements. With diffusion

AFCRL has shown that the junction
field effect transistor is the transistor Fr-
type presently most resistant to per-
manent radiation damage, either of the
ionizing or displacement type. This re-
search has resulted in JFET designs
that show virtually no degradation in
electrical characteristics after an inte-
grated neutron dose of 105 neutron/
cm 2. The JFET is 10 to 100 more
radiation resistant than the best bi-
polar transistor.

In addition to the research on the
permanent effects of radiation on
JFET's which have led to such dra-
matic improvements, extensive tran-
sient effects experiments have been con-
ducted using the AFCRT, linear ac-
celerator. Data covering a vide range
of JFET designs and elenrical oper-
ating conditions currently indicate that
the transient ionizing efects compare
to those of a bipolar !ransistor. The delicate operation of attaching 1-mil

aluminum wire to tiny aluminum con-
tact pads evaporated onto ion implanted

ION IMPLANTATIONS: Ion implanta- silicon devices without heating is being
tion consists of the bombardment of a performed by an ultrasonic bonder.
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methods, undesirable compromises must
necessarily be made.

At AFCRL the emphasis has been
on high energy (1-3 MeV) implanta-
tion. The results extend the findings of
other investigators working at energies
below I MeV. The high energy ions
have considerably greater penetration
depth. The work has yielded experi-
merital data on the extent of large angle
backscattering of light ions, such as
B+ in Si, which results in considerable
deviation from the gaussian distribu-
tion of implanted ions that has been
generally assumed. Implantation pro-
files have been established for B+, N+,
AI+ and P+ ions in silicon.

The annealing requirements of these
implants have also been studied. An-
nealing of implanted samples is nec-
essary to correct the damage to the
crystal lattice caused by the ion im-
plantation, and to permit the implanted
ions to move to preferred positions in
the lattice framework. Annealing can
be done at relatively low temperatures
so that no appreciable diffusion can oc- -1777"
cur to adjacent areas that have not fW: . .
been implanted. Ion implanted diodes -
as well as bipolar and field effect tran-
sistors have been fabricated at AFCRL.

INFRARED SENSORS: AFCRL's re-
search in infrared sensors dates from These two figures show the phototopo-

graphical response of two Schottky
a 1966 request by the Air Staff. The barrier photodiodes as presented by a
program centers around silicon Schottky unique flying spot scanner system. The
barrier detectors. These detectors are upper figure shows the local photore-

sponse of a uniform diode, while the
capable of extremely fast operation and lower diode shows an enhanced edge re-

extend the useful range of silicon de- sponse. Both diodes are 250 microns in
tectors from 0.5 to 1 micron out to diameter.
0.5 to 4 microns.

The diode is made by the evaporation passes through the silicon substrate and
of metals in high vacuum onto ultra- is absorbed in the metal where elec-
clean silicon substrates. An internal trons are excited to higher energies.
potential barrier will form at the in- Those electrons that have sufficient mo-
terface due to the Fermi-energy differ- mentum in the direction of the sub-
ence of the carriers. These diodes op- strate pass over an internal barrier into
erate in a mode in which incident light the silicon where they are measured as
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a short circuit photocurrint. The de- ties in terms of thermal expansion, bond
tectivity of AFCRL ex1',.,imental di- strengths, specific heat, compressibil-
odes already compares with well-known ity, hardness and phase transformation
detectors and much higher quantum ef- processes. In past years, his studies
ficiencies-from the present limit of 1 have involved simple dielectric com-
percent to 10 percent-may be achiev- pounds. More recently, his attention has
able. turned to metals.

In addition, silicon avalanche photo- The properties investigated by Dr.
diodes operating beyond the cut-off Plendl were the properties that were of

' wavelength have been experimentally concern to the chemists and physicists
demonstrated. At 1.3 microns the diode of the late 19th and early 20th Cen-
operates with 1 percent quantum effi- turies. But with the exciting new world
ciency and has an avalanche gain of 200 of quantum mechanics of the 1920's,
with a narosecond rise time. These physicists were led to a new way of in-Schottky barrier detectors make pos- vestigating the nature of matter, with
sible the use of silicon as a photode- the focus on energy states and rules

tector beyond its normal band gap. of quantization.
These diodes can be fabricated in large- Dr. Plendl's work is based on the
scale integrated circuits. hypothesis that the absorption and

emission spectra of a solid can reveal
much more about the properties of the

THEORY OF SOLID STATE materiai than has been assumed. He
asks, for example, if the characteristic

Complementing some of the larger spectra of a mate-ial can yield infor-
programs described in the preceding mation on the hardness of the material,
pages of this chapter are theoretical on compressibility, on the bonding be-
efforts of a general nature in which a tween atoms, and so on? Can unify-
more complete understanding of the be- ing, general formulas be found for
havior of materials in the solid state is dealing with these properties? The very
sought. The studies cited in this brief asking of these questions was to goi ~section were carried out by three differ- back to re-explore a domain that had
ent individual scientists. largely dropped from fashion.

One of these scientists is Dr. Johan- The approach was essentially empiri-
nes N. Plendl who for the past ten cal. It required that reflection and
years has investigated the properties transmission spectra be obtained on
of solids. Dr. Plendl will retire from scores of single crystal and thin film

AFCRL in 1970. During the past dec- specimens. These spectra are combined
ade he has puolished a score of papers to derive the fundamental absorption
on his research and has gained wide spectra. Once the fundamental absorp-
recognition for the new insight he has tion spectra are obtained, it is possible
brought into the behavior of matter in to calculate, using new formulas de-
the solid state. rived by Dr. Plendl, vibrational modes

of solids, temperature effects, damping
LATTICE DYNAMICS: The problem that characteristics, nonlinear effects of

Dr. Plendl has investigated for ten years atomic binding and much else. To check
is the classic one of characteristic en- the validity of derived values, emission,
ergy absorption spectra of solids and laser-Raman and cold neutron scatter-
the meaning of these spectral proper- ing techniques were used.
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With his retirement in 1970, AFCRL the helium-like atom, the H2+ mole-
will terminate these invest'gations and cule ion, and the p/p mesic molecule.
leave their exploitation and extension In addition to making these bound-
to the scientific community at large, state calculations, the method was ex-

tended to treat the three-particle s('.t-
INTERNAL FIELDS IN MATTER: This tering problem. In treating three-par-

study concerns the behavior of matter ticle scattering for the zero-range pair
in applied electric or magnetic fields. potential, the method produced the
The properties of matter depend on standard result. Studies of electron-hy-
the details of the fields in its interior. drogen scattering in the limit of zero
These fields, which are due in part to incident energy resulted in a cross sec-
the microscopic dipoles that make up tion which agrees quite well with ex-
the matter, are irregular and rapidly periments and the best calculated value
fluctuating over small distances. Con.. using variational techniques.
ventionally, they are taken accourt of
by introduction of the well-known vec-
tors D and H of classical electromagnetic
theory. Because these vectors are not
precisely defined, considerable ambi- JOURNAL ARTICLES
guity and even controversy surrounds JULY 1967-JUNE 1969
them.

A new approach has been undertaken ADAMSKI, J. A.

to clarify this subject. The theory of A Light Intensity Viewig Port
The Rev. of Sci. Instr., Vol. 39, No. 8

internal fields has been reformulated (August 1968)

on a postulatory basis in which all the
definitions and assumptions have been ADANIsIC, J. A., POWELL, R. C., and
clearly spelled out. It has then been SAMIPSON, J. L.Growth of Uncommon Verucuil Crystals and
shown that this well-defined postulatory Their Characterization by Light Scattering
system is equivalent to and clarifies J. Crys. Growth, Vols. 3 and 4 (1968)

the usual theory. In this way, ambigui- AR'INGTON, A. F. and O'CONNOR, J J.

ties and even errors in the classical The A. F. ar Cous
theory have been noted. With the pres- Chloride Crystals

ent approach, this important branch of Natl. Mat. Res. Bull., Vol. 2, No. 10

solid state theory has been put on a (October 1967)

firm basis. The Gel Growth of Cuprous Halide Crystals
J. of Crystal Growth, Vols. 3 and 4 (1968)
Some Factors Influencing the Growth of

THE THREE-PARTICLE SCATTERING Crystals in Gel by the Complex
PROBLEM: The previous Report on Re- Dilution Method

search discussed a new method for view- Miatis. Res. Bull., Vol. 3, (December 1968)

ing the bound-state, three-body problem. BERMAN, I. and COIER, J. J.

The method consisted of writing the total Ileteroepitaxy of Beta Silicon Carbide

wave function for the problem as a sum Employing Liquid Metals

of three parts. Appropriate expansions Matis. Res. Bull., Vol. 4, No. 1 (January 1969)

were developed for each part, expan- BUCHANAN, B., DOLAN, R. and ROOSLID, S.
sions which converge rapidly for sev- Comparison of the Neutron Radiation

eral important three-body atomic prob- Tolerance of Bipolar and .lunction Field
Effect Transistors

lems. Good results, for example, were Ltr. to the Ed., Proc. of the IEEE, Vol. 55,
obtained for several energy levels of No. 12 (December 1967)
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(7-9 July 1968) FIELD, W. G.
Diamond Synthesis from Cobalt-Carbon and Lure and Science of Diamonds
Manganese-Carbon Systems Gordon Res. Conf., New Hampton, N. H.
1968 Intl. Conf. on Crys. Growth (ICCG), (20 July 1967)
Univ. of Birmingham, Eng. (15-19 July 1968) Structural Depezdencc of Refractive Indexes

and Polarization ConstantsDIPiETRO, M. A., O'CONNOR, J. J. and 1967 Ann. Mtg. of the Geolog. Soc. of Amer..
ARMINGTON, A. F. New Orleans, La. (21 November 1967)
The Gel Growth of Neodymium Doped Crystal Growth: Thermal ITmaging Methods
Calcimn Tartrate Crystals Symp. on Crys. Growth Tech., New York
Amer. Chem. Soc. Mtg., San Francisco, Calif. Univ., New York, N. Y. (27-28 March 1969)
(2 April 1968)

FIELD, W. G., and WAGNER, R. W.
DOLAN, R., BUCIIANAN, B. and ROOSILD, S. Thermal Imaging for High Temperature
Srmiconducto- Processing by Ion Implantation Crystal Growth
Conf. on Prep. and Prop. of Elec. Matl. ACA Mtg., Univ. of Minnesota, Minn.
(AIME), Chicago, Ill. (11-14 August 1968) (20-25 April 1967)
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Methodfor Cry. "Growth of High Melting KAIAN, A., BOUTHILLETTE, L., and
Point Materials ot Controlled Atmospheres SPITZER, W. G. (Univ. of Southern Calif.)
1967 Ann. Mtg. of the Geolog. Soc. of Amer., Optical Properties of E!ectron Irradiated GaAs
New Orleans, La. (21 November 1967) Amer. Phys. Soc. Mtg., Philadelphia, Pa.
Thermal Imaging for Single Crystal Growth (24-27 March 1969)
and Its Application to Ruby Infrared Absorption of Irradiated Gallium
1968 Itnl. Conf. on Crystal Growth (ICCG) Arsenide
Univ. of Birmingham, England 1969 IEEE Ann. Conf. on Nuc. and Space Rad.S(15-19 July 1968) Effects, Pennsylvania State, Univ. Park, Pa.

JASPERSE, J. R. (8-11 July 1969)

The Quantum Mechanical Three-Body LwPso?:, H. G. and KAHAN, A.
Problem N-Line Fluorescence at Low Temperature in
Three-Body Sem., Boston Coll., Newton, Mass. MgAO_6 4 :Cr3 + Spinel
(25 October 1967) Amer. Phys. Soc. Mtg., Washington, D. C.
Approach to the Three-Body Scattering (28 April 1969)
Problem
Fall Mtg. of the Amer. Phys. Soc. in the East, LIPSON, H. G., KAHAN, A. and
New York, New York (16-18 November 1967) ADAMSKI, J. A. ET AL
General Method for the Bound-State Three- The Growth and Characterization of Variable
Body Problem, I; and Three-Body Calculations Stoichiometry Spincls
for He-Like Atoms and H2+-Like 1968 Intl. Conf. on Crys. Growth (ICCG)
Molecules, 1I Lecture Univ. of Birmingham, Eng.
Smithsonian Astrophys. Obsv., Cambridge, (15-19 July 1968)
Mass. (12 November 1968)
General Method for the Bound-State MARSHALL, R. C.
Three-Body Problem (in Two Parts) Growth and .3haracterization of a Transition
Winter Inst. in Quantum Chem., Solid-State Metal Silicide
Phys., and Quantum Biology, Sanibel Island, 1968 Intl. Conf. on Crys. Growt.h (TCCG)
Fla. (6-18 January 1969) Univ. of Birmingham, Eng. (15-19 July 1968)

D. Growth of Silicon Carbide from Solution
J S AIntl. Conf. on Silicon Carbide, Pennsylvania
Competition between Trapping and Recom- State, Univ. Park, Pa. (21-23 October 1968)
bination of Excited Electrons in Lithium
Ge-manate
Amer. Phy. Soc. Spring Mtg., Washington, O'CONNOR, J. J., DIPIETRO, M. A. and
D. C. (28 April-i May 1969) ARMINGTON, A. F.

The Gel Growth of Cuprous Chloride Crystals
JOHNSON, A. D., LITTLER, J. R. and Amer. Chem. Soc. Mtg., Atlantic City, N. J.
DUGGER, C. 0. (September 1968)
Thermoluminescence from Chromium Doped
Lithium Septagermanate PENCZEn, R. E., DEANGELIS, H. M. and
Amer. Phys. Soc. Mtg., New England Sec., CARNES, C. P., CAPT.
Lewiston, Maine (20-21 October 1967) Electron Irradiation Damage in N-Type Si as
Trap Distribution as Related to the Bleaching a Function of Dose
of Thermoluminescence Amer. Phys. Soc. Mtg., Berkeley, Calif.
19A9 Mtg., Amer. Phys. Soc., Philadelphia, Pa. (18-21 March 1968)
(24-27 March 1969)

PENCZER, R. E., PREVINSKY, P. J.,
JOHNsOn, A. D. and LITTLER. J. R. CARNES, C. P., CAPT., and DEANGELIS, H. M.
Dependence of Thermoluninescence of Lithium Annealing Behavior of Electron-Irradiated
Germanate on Sample Temperature Daring Silicon Heavily Doped with Phosphorous
Excitation Fall Mtg. of the Amer. Phys. Soc., Miami
Spring Mtg. of the Amer. Phys. Soc., Beach, Fla. (25-27 November 1968)
Washington, D. C. (22-25 April 1968)

PITLA, C. A., ADAAIsKI, J. A. and
JOHNSON, A. D. and LITTLER, J. R. NAINIAN, C. S. (Mithras Corp.)
Thernoluminescence Emission from Site Preference for Manganese in Flame-
Chromium-Doped Lithium Germanate Fusion Spinel
1968 Fall Mtg. of the Amer. Phys. Soc., 20th Mid-Amer. Symp. on Spectroscopy,
Miami Beach, Fla. (25-27 November 1968) Chicago, II. (12-16 May 1969)

.1
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PITHIA, C. A., NAIMAN, C. S (Mithras Corp.) SIHEDD, W., BUCHANAN, B. and DOLAN, R.

Absorption Spectrum of Manganese-Doped Radiation Effects on Junction Field Effect
Flame-Fusion Spinet Transistors
Mtg. of the Amer. Phys. Soc., Philadelphia, Pa. 1969 IEEE Ann. Conf. on Nuc. and Space Rad.
(24-27 March 1969) Effects, Pennsylvania State Univ., Univ.

Park, Pa. (8-11 July 1969)
PLENDL, J. N.

Absorption Line Spectra from Infrared and SMILTENS, J.

Elastic Data for a Variety of Solids Growth of SiC Crystals by the Bridgman-
9th Eur. Cong. on Molecular Spectros., Stockbarger Method from the Vapor

Madrid, Spain (10-15 September 1967) (Progress Report)

Absorption Line Spectra from Infrared and Intl. Conf. on Silicon Carbide, Pennsylvania

Elastic Data for a Variety of Solids State Univ., Univ. Park, Pa.

NATO Adv. Study Inst. on Far Infrared Prop. (20-23 October 1968)

of Solids, Delf*, Tech. Univ., The Netherlands WAGNER, R. W. and FIELD, W. G.
(18-23 August 1968) The Evaluation of Short-Focal-Length Large

PLENDL, J. N., MANSUR, L. C. and MITRA, S. S. Parabolic Mirrors

(Univ. of R. 1.) Ann. Mtg. of the Opt. Soc. of Amer., Detroit,
Mich., (10-13 October 1967)

Temperature and Pressure Dependence of
Infrared-Active Lattice Vibrations
9th Eur. Con. on Molecular Spectros, Madrid,
Spain (10-15 September 1967)

POWELL, R. C., CAPT. PAPERS PRESENTED AT MEETINGS
Thermal Dependence of the Fluorescence JULY 1969-JUNE 1970
Spectrum of Chromium Doped Lithium
Gerinanate ADAMSKI, J. A., and WEINEf, J. R.
Amer. Phys. Soc. Mtg., Chicago. Ill.
(29 January-1 February 1968) Growth of Strain-Free Crystals by

Flame -Fusion
Fluorescence Intensities and Excitation Spectra ACCG Conf. on Crys. Growth, NatI. Bur. of
of the R Lines of Li2 Ge7 Oia:Cr3+ Stds., Wash., D. C. (11-13 August 1969)
Amer. Phys. Soc. Mtg., Berkeley, Calif.
(18-21 March 1968) ARINGTON, A. F.

Transverse Mode-Electro-Optic Materials
POWELL, R. C., CAPT., ET AL AGARD Mtg., Oslo, Norway
Temperature Effects on the Fluorescence (29 September-2 October 1969)
Characteristics of RbJlnFs:Nd3 +
1968 Intl. Quantum Elec. Conf., Miami, Fla. ARmINGTON, A. F., and O'CONNOR, J. J.
(14-17 May 1968) Recrystallization by Shifting the Equilibrium

of Chemical Complexes-The Growth of
ROOSILD, S. A. Cinnabar
Semiconductor Doping by Ion Implantation ACCG Conf. on Crys. Growth, NatI. Bur. of
23rd AIME New England Region Conf., Stds., Wash., D. C. (11-13 August 1969)
Boston, Mass. (17-18 April 1969) BERMAN, I., and COMER, J. J.

ROOSILD, S., DOLAN, R. and BUCHANAN, R. A Resistance Furnace for the Heteroepitaxial

High Energy Ion Impla, tation Growth of Single Crystal [tSiC Through a

1969 IEEE Ann. Conf. on Nuc. and Space Molten Metal Intermediate
Rad. Effects, Pennsylvania State, 2nd Intl. Conf. on Chem. Vapor Deposition,

Univ. Park, Pa. (8-11 July 1969) Los Angeles, Calif. (10-15 May 1970)

C. E. BUCKmiELTER, J. R., 1ST LT.
Resonance Technique for Curie Temperatures

Perspectives on Sil .n Carbide Electron. Div., Amer. Ceranm. Soc., Boston,
Intl. Conf. on Silicon Carbide. Pennsylvania Mass. (14-17 September 1969)
State Univ. Park, Pa. (21-23 October 1968)

CAPONE, B. R., KAHAN, A., and SHANE, J. R.
:.,HAGIAN, C. S. (Unv. of Mass., Amherst, Mass.)

Crystal Growth: Flame Fusion Paramagn.."' !esonance Spectrum of Cr + in
Synup. on Crys. Growth Tech., New York Lithium Germanate
Univ., New York, N. Y. Amer. Phys. Soc. Mtg., Dallas, Tex.
(27-28 March 1969) (23-26 March 1970)
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CARNES, C. P., CAPT., DREVINSKY, P. J., and HUNT, M. H.
DE ANGELIS, H. M. The Analysis of Non-Conducting Solids
Annealing of Electron-Irradiated 1 to 15fl-cm 18th Ann. Conf. on Mass Spectrom. and
Phosphorus Doped Silicon Allied Topics, Sun Francisco, Calif.
Amer. Phys. Soc. Mtg., Div. of Plasma Phys., (14-19 June 1970)
Honolulu, Ha,.,. (2-4 September 1969) JASPERSE, J.

COMER, J. J., and BERMAN, I. Recent Work on a New Method for Analyzing

A Study of the Growth of Vapor-Deposited Diatomic Molecules (Invited)

-SiC Films on a-Si-C Employing Molten-M etf, Theoret. Chem. Sem., Harvard Univ.,

Films as Intermediates Cambridge, Mass. (15 April 1970)

Detroit Symp. of the Electrochem. Soc., JOHNSON, A.
Detroit, Mich. (10-15 October 1969) Thermoluminescence (Invited)

DE ANGELIS, H. M., CARNES, C. P., CAPT.. Grad. Phys. Colloq., Oklahoma State Univ.,

and KIMERLING, L. C., 1ST LT. Stillwater, Okla. (26 February 1970)

Isochronal Annealing of Electron-Irradiat. JOHNSON, A. D., and LITTLER, J. R.
P-Doped Silicon Thermoluminescence Applied to ElectronI Amer. Phys. Soc. Mtg., Dallas, Tex. Transition Studies in Silicon Carbide
(23-26 March 1970) First Ann. Mfg. of the Div. of Electron and

DICKINSON, S. K. Atom. Phys. of the Amer. Phys. Soc., N. Y.,
DSyni of HigN. Y. (17-19 November 1969)
Synthesis of High Purity Ruby Application of Thermoluminescence to the
ACCG Conf. on Crys. Growth, Natl. Bur. of Study of Defects in Wide Band Gap Solide
Stds., Washington, D. C. (11-13 August 1969) 7th Ann. Solid State Phys. Conf., Univ. of

DUGGER, C.0. Manchester, Eng. (6-8 January 1970)

Hydrolysis-Solution Growth of Refractory KAHAN, A.

Oxide Single Crystals Gallium Arsenide Reflectivity Minima
ACCG Conf. on Crys. Growth, Natl. Bur. of Summer Mtg. of the Amer. Phys. Soc.,
Stds., Wash., D. C. (11-13 August 1969) Winnipeg, Manitoba, Can. (22-24 June 1970)

DUGGER, C. 0., GOODRUM, J., IST LT., and KAHAN, A., BOUTHILETTE, L., and

LIPSON, H. 0SPITZER, W. G. (Univ. of Southern Calif.,
LIPSON, H. Los Angeles)
Laser Characteristics of Neodymium-Doped Infrared Absorption of Irradiated Gallium

Lithium Germanate Glass Arsenide

Mtg. of the Opt. Soc. of Amer., Chicago, Il1. 1969 IEEE Ann. Conf. on Nuc. and Space Rad.
(21-24 October 1969) Effects, Pennsylvania. State Univ., University

FIELD, W. G. Pk., Pa. (8-11 July 1969)

Evaluation of the Carbon Dioxide Laser as a KAIHAN, A., and ScnwuTTKE, G. H., BRACK, K.,
Heat Source for Crystal Growth GOREY, E. F. (IBM Corp., Hopewell
ACCG Conf. on Crys. Growth, Nat]. Bur. of Junction, N. Y.)
Stds., Wash., D. C. (11-13 August 1969) High Energy Proton Implantation into Single

Crystal Silicon
GARTH, J. C. Intl. Conf. on Ion Implantation in
Boltzmann Transport Models of Photoemission Semiconductors, Thousand Oaks, Calif.

Summer Mtg. of the Amer. Phys. Soc., (4-7 May 1970)

Winnipeg, Manitoba, Can. (22-24 June 1970) KIMERLING, L. C. 1ST LT., CARNES, C. P., CAPT.,
and Da ANGELIS, H. M.

GIANINO, P. D. Defect Introduction in Electron-Irradiated
Space-Charge Limitation of Secondary P-Doped Silicon
Electron Emission Currents in Single and Amer. Phys. Soc. Mtg., Dallas, Tex.
Double Diodes (23-26 March 1976)
Amer. Phys. Soc. Mtg., Dallas, Tex. LIPSON, H. G., BUCKMELTER, J. R., CAPr., and
(23-26 March 1970) FITZGERALD, J. J.

Comparison of Optical Fluorescence, Electron
GOODRUM, J. W., 1ST LT., and DUGGER, C. 0. Microprobe, and Neutron Activation Methods
Flux Growth of Tetragonal GeO, for Chromium Analysis in Ruby
ACCG Conf. on Crys. Growth, Nat]. Bur. of 21st Mid-Amer. Symp. on Spectros., Chicago,
Stds.. Wash., D. C. (11-13 August 1969) Il. (2-5 June 1970)
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LipsoN, H. G., DUGGER, C. 0., and WAGNER, R. W., and SAMPSON, J. L.
GOODRUM, J. W., 1ST LT. Techniques for the Growth of Improved Ruby
Absorption and Fluorescence of Erbium and Crystals in a Thcrmal Image Furnace
Holmium Ions in Sodum Germanatc Glass ACCG Conf. on Crys. Growth, NatI. Bur. of
Amer. Phys. Soc. Mtg., Dallas, Tex. Stds., Wash., D. C. (11-13 August 1969)
(23-26 March 1970)

LOWE, L. F., ET AL
Effects of High Energy Proton Bombardment TECHNICAL REPORTS
on Single Crystal Silicon JULY 1967 - JUNE 1970
Amer. Phys. Soc. Mtg., Dallas, Tex.
(23-26 March 1970) ADAMSKI, J. A. and YASiNSKI, W. A.

An Automatic Electric Annealing FurnaceO'CONNOR, J. J., DI PIERO, M. A., and AFCRL-68-0528 (October 1968)ARMINGTON, A. F.

Preparation and Properties of Cesium Cupric ARMINGTON, A. F., DIPIETRO, M. A. and
Chloride O'CONNOR, J. J.
ACCG Conf. on Crys. Growth, Natl. Bur. of A Study of Some Factors Which Influence the
Stds., Wash., D. C. (11-13 August 1969) Growth of Cuprous Chloride in Silica Gel

AFCRL-67-0445 (July 1967)
PITHA, C. A., and CII!CKLIS, E. P. (Mithras
Div., Sanders Assoc., Cambridge, Mass.) COMER, J. J., and BERMAN, I.
Non-Destructive Testing of Ruby Laser Rods Electron Optical Studies of Heteroepitaxial
Amer. Phys. Soc. Mtg., Chicago, Ill. Growth of Beta Silicon Carbide Layers
(26-29 January 1970) Through Molten Metal Intermediates

AFCRL-70-0130 (March 1970)
PLENDL, J. N., and GIETSSE, P. J.

PLENL, . N. an GILISS, P J.CZERLINSKY, f. R., and MACMILLAN, R. A.(Univ. of R. I., Kingston, R. I.)
Polymorphism of Solids as a Function of Cation Distribution in Aluminum.Substituted
Pressure and Temperature Yttrium Iron Garnets by Mossbauer Effect
Intl. Colloq. on the Phys. of Solids Under Spectroscopy
Pressure, Ctr. Nationale De la Recherche AFCRL-70-0215 (April 1970)
Scientifique, Grenoble, France FREDEICKSON, A. R.(8-10 September 1969)FEDRKONA.. Backdircctcd Electron Yields from Metals

POSEN, H. Bombarded by 0.4 McV Electrons
Simulation of Lane Patterns AFCRL.69-0144 (April 1969)
8th Intl. Cong. of Crystallog., Univ. of N. Y., FRITTS, bI. J., LOWE, L. F., ROMBALSKI, W. F.
Stonybrook, N. Y. (12-26 August 1969) and WALL, J. A.
The Automated Laboratory-A Case Study An Internally Calibratctd Electron
21st Mid-Amer. Symp. on Spectros., Spectrometer for Acelerator Energy
Chicago, Ill. (2-5 June 1970) Monitoring

AFCRL-68-0408 (August 1968)
RoosiLD, S., DOLAN, R., and BUCHANAN, B.
High Energy Ion Implantation JASPERSE, J. R.
1969 IEEE Ann. Conf. on Nuc. and Space Rad. Approach to the Three-Body Scattering
Effects, Pennsylvania State Univ., University Problem
Pk., Pa. (8-11 July 1969) AFCRL-67-0673 (December 1967)

JIMINEZ, C. M., LOWE, L. F. and BURKE, E. A.SEDD, W., BUCHANAN, B., and DOLAN, R. Low Temperature Electron Irradiation
Radiation Effects on Junction Field Effect Studies in Metals
Transistors AFCRL-68-0377 (July 1968)
1969 IEEE Ann. Conf. on Nuc. and Space Rad. T
Effects, Pennsylvania State Univ., University 1rra Tcnperatur Techniques for ownctr,..
Pk., Pa. (8-11 July 1969) IrradiationsAFCRL-68-0502 (October 1968)

SHEPHERD, F. D., JR. JOHNSON, A. D. and LITTLER, J. R.
Detectors for Laser Systems (Invited) Applications of Thermoluminescence to
IEEE Intl. Cony., N. Y., N. Y. Chromium-Doped Lithium Gcrnanatc
(25 March 1970) AFCRL-69-0171 (April 1969)
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KAPLOW, R. and POSEN, H. POWELL, R. C., CAPT.
The Computer-Controlled Experiment and Investigation of Crystal Imperfections by
On-Line Analysis Me1ans of Lascr Light Scattering
AFCRL-69-0187 (May 1969) AFCRL-67-0648 (December 1967)

Spectrosco pic Considerat ions of Chromium
MARSHALL, R. C. Doped Lithium Gerinanate as a Possible
High Pressure, High Temperature Crystal Laser Material
Growth Systemt AFCRL-68-0370 (July 1968)
AFCRL-67-0656 (December 1967)

RYAN, C. E., MARSHALL, R. C., HAWLEY, J. J.,
O'CONNOR, J. J., TIHOMASIAN, A. and BERMAN, I. and CONSIDINE, D. 1P.
ARMINGTON, A. F. Theo Conversion of Cubic to Hexagonal Silicon
Cuprous Chloride in Hydrochloric Acid- Carbide as a Function of Temperature
Analysis and Solubility and Pressure
AFCRL-68-0089 (February 1968) AFCRL-67-0436 (August 1967)
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Two Optical Physics Laboratory scien-
tists examine infrared emission spectra.
On the table is a model of the Labora-

. tory's KC-135 flying laboratory.



IV Optical Physics
Laboratory

The Optical Physics Laboratory is con-
cerned with ultraviolet, visible and in-
frared radiation-with that portion of
the electromagnetic spectrum that ex-
tends from about 2000 angstroms in
the ultraviolet to about I millimeter
where the far infrared blends into the
mierowave radio spectrum.

"he atmosphere interacts powerfully
with this radiation. A major class of
problems under investigation by the
Laboratory centers on the atmospheric
attenuation of the radiation-the trans-
mission properties of the atmosphere,
its transparency. Atmospheric molec-
ular species absorb this optical/infra-
red energy selectively at discrete wave-
lengths. So one of the objectives of the
research of the Laboratory is to locate
transmission "windows," including those
exceedingly narrow wavelength regions
through which radiation such as from
lasers passes with a minimum of at-
tenuation.

Through thermal and chemical proc-
esses, the atmosphere emits radiation
as well, with the intensity of emissions
varying along the spectrum. Such emis-
sions represent interfering background
noise superimposed on weak optical/IR
signals that a surveillance system may
be trying to detect. Another atmo-
spheric obstacle is light scattering.
The result in the case of photorecon-
naissance, for example, is loss of con-
trast in the targets one is trying to
observe. Scattering is why the sky is
blue, and why no stars are seen in the
daytime sky. The atmospherir mole-
cules responsible for this kind of scat-
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tering-Rayleigh scattering-are small frared systems that operate in or above
in size. Larger molecules, dust parti- the atmosphere must either look through
cles and water droplets in clouds pro- the atmosphere or must look into the
duce yet another scattering effect-Mie optical/infrared background noise of
scattering-that tends to block or shield the sky and space.
the radiation and which must be ana- For this reason, the Laboratory con-
lyzed by different sets of calculations. ducts considerable research on the

The interaction of optical/infrared chemistry and physics of the atmo-
radiation with the atmosphere has a sphere. Studiesofatmosphericchemistry
direct bearing on the development of provide essential insights into the ab-
Air Force optical/infrared sensors for sorption or emission mechanisms. Re-
reconnaissance, surveillance, homing lated atmospheric research, but research
and tracking systems and on the opera- having other objectives, is conducted by
tion of these systems. All optical/in- the Aeronomy Laboratory (Chapter
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Atmospheric transmission at various
altitudes measured by the Laboratory's
KC-135 optical infrared research air-
craft is plotted. The sun was used as
the radiation souree.
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III) and by the Space Physics Labora- craft made extensive studies of atmo-
tory (Chapter VII). In addition, the spheric transmission and emissions at
Terrestrial Sciences Laboratory (Chap- widely spaced geographical locations.
ter V) is a developer and user of opti- AFCRL's laser research program is
cal/infrared sensors in its work on centered in this Laboratory. Laser re-
remote sensing techniques. search is concentrated on high-powered,

Historically, the Laboratory's focus pulsed, solid state lasers, although some
of attention has been on the infrared work is done also on ultrashort pulse
spectrum. It is here that the greatest generation and on tunable lasers.
potential for Air Force applications Among the new important facilities
lies. Specifically, the kind of problem placed in operation by the Laboratory

for which the Laboratory seeks solu- during the period were computerized in-
tions is this: What is the effect of the strumentation for real-time Fourier
infrared properties of the atmosphere spectroscopy, two new molecular beam
and environment on the detection of a
missile at long ranges?

An inseparable part of the Labora-
tory's atmospheric studies is the devel-
opment of more sensitive infrared sen-
sors and spectral instrumentation. Sig-
nals of interest are often so weak and
so buried in background noise that spe- ..

cial processing is often required to ex-
tract them. One such processing method r
is that of Fourier spectroscopy, a field
to which AFCRL has contributed much.
In Marsh 1970, the Optical PhysicsT
Laboratory sponsored the first interna- - .- ,
tional conference devoted exclusively to " -

this new field. This conference, for the -- .1~' first time, brought together the world's -- - -

leading scientists in this field.1During the hree yeasof this report, IRAIONETERS SKY RADIANCE UPPER
eearo WINGTIP CAMERA SCANNERS IRRADIOMETER

the Laboratory launched four rockets PR oJECT

and instrumented one satellite (the FUCM ETERPER ,
OV!-86) in connection with its re- INTEGRATING

search. Fifty-five instrumented balloons NEPIELOETER NADIR CAMERA

were also used. But the vehicles on VERTICAL PATH

which the Laboratory basically relies A MGIICTION METER

on are two instrumented aircraft. Two POBE

of AFCRL's five flying laboratories are
instrumented exclusively for research The Laboratory's C-130 flying labora-
by the Optical Physics Laboratory Dur- tory was photographed soon after its

arrival in Thailand to investigate at-
ing the reporting period, these aircraft mospheric transmissions in the tropics.
made observations all over the world. Placement of instruments for measur-
The C-130 aircraft made two lengthy ing sky radiance, atmospheric transmis-

sion, aerosol distribution, terrain re-
expeditions to Thailand to examine the flectance, and other parameters are

* tropic atmosphere. The KC-135 air- diagrammgd in the drawing.
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generators for studying chemical inter- need restatement. They are checks on
actions, and an updated calibration fa- theoretical calculations, they provide
cility for calibrating spectroscopic in- empirical data from which a better
struments prior to inst&':ation in bal- theoretical undcrstanding evolves, they
loons and rockets. test the performam.-e of new instru-

ments and the effectiveness of new ob-
servational techniques, and all of these,
in a feed-back arrangement, provide the

FIELD OBSERVATIONS basis for new detection schemes and
new instrument design.

With the mobility provided by the
Laboratory's KC-135 and C-130 instru- THE C-130 THAILAND EXPEDITIONS:
mented aircraft, the Laboratory has the Just how well infrared and other opti-
capability for making observations all cal instruments for guidance, surveil-
over the world. Ready access to the lance, reconnaissance and target acqui-
AFCRL balloon launch facility (Chap- sition perform often depends on the
ter XII) provides another observational atmospheric conditions at a specific time
platform for measuring scattering, ab- and place. In Vietnam, for example,
sorption, transmission and emission at atmospheric transmission properties are
various altitudes in the atmosphere. not the same during the dry season as
Laboratory personnel and contractors they are during the monsoon season.
conducted experiments on 55 different The visibility properties of terrain fea-
balloons during the period. tures also differ during the wet and

Four instrumented rockets were dry seasons.
launched from widely spaced geographi- These are the reasons behind the
cal locations-Brazil, Ft. Churchill, Laboratory's C-130 expeditions to Thai-
Canada, and the White Sands Missile land. The first was made during the
Range in New Mexico. Three of these monsoon season in September and Oc-
rockets were instrumented to look at tober 1968, and the second during the
and define the infrared horizon, in con-
nection with satellite navigation and
stabilization systems. Launched in July
1967 was an infrared satellite package
for measuring the infrared background
of the earth and clouds.

In addition to observations made by
iaboratory personnel, an informal co-
operative program for photographing -i j
the twilight sky (using procedures spe-
cified by the Laboratory) at locations
extending from Northern Canada to
South America was established. The
purpose of this program is to measure -

aerosols in the stratosphere, the concen-
trations of which are directly correlated The Thailand experiments required as
with twilight intensity, an adjunct to the airborne measure-

ments considerable ground equipment
The field observation program has and instrumentation which were trans-

many purposes, obvious ones that hardly ported to the various regions.
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dry season for a ten-week period be- ticular target and its background as a
ginning February 14, 1969. function of sensor wavelength, altitude

Participating in the program were 16 and atmospheric condition?"
scientists and engineers from AFCRL
and the Scripps Institution of Oceanog- KC-135 OBSERVATIONS: The Air Force
raphy. The C-130 operated out of the requirement can be stated simply. It
U-Tapao Air Field. Instruments aboard is to detect infrared emitting targets or
the aircraft observed the same geo- sources at the greatest possible dis-
graphical areas during both expedi- tance. However, the atmospheric en-
tions, areas selected for distinct terrain vironment seems deliberately designed
features. These are the Khorat Plateau, to obstruct this goal. The approach is
a region of forest and relatively high
elevation; Lop Buri, with its rice pad-
dies and delta region features; the Ra-
yong area, with its typically heterogene-
ous vegetation on the southeast coast ," ...
of Thailand.

Instruments aboard the aircraft in-
cluded 12 optical and several meteoro-
logical subsystems all mated to a high-
speed data recording system. In addi-
tion to the airborne system, a comple- -0

mentary mobile ground station was ___

used, operated with support from the Q
Thais. The ground station served as a
control for the data collected by the
aircraft and had a duplicate set of in-
struments to observe targets at close The KC-135 flying laboratory has nany
range without the background interfer- observing ports. One port, diagrammed-
ence of the atmosphere. Differences in below, provides an opening for the air-
target resolution between the airborne craft's far infrared spectrometer andheliostat.
instruments and ground-based instru-

ments can be attributed to atmospheric
masking. The airborne and ground in-
strumentations were fabricated and in-
stalled at a cost of about one million
dollars, instrumentation tha in itself Aircraft
greatly expanded the state of the art in En--nmentol Ron
photometry. Chombe

Low light level measurements were with
made over a range of altitudes during Heliostat
both expeditions. From the computer Detector Dewar-,,
analysis of these data, prediction cri-
teria for the performance of optical Electronic Vacuum
sensors in the SEA environment will beR ChamberRoc-
established, giving answers to -the fol- Sectrometer
lowing kind of question: "What will
be the level of contrast between a par-
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to locate those wavelengths-"win- solar elevation angle and latitude be-
dows"-in which the infrared radiation tween 90*N and 55°S.
is not absorbed by some molecular spe- The airborne program to measure at-
cies and in which another molecular mospheric transmittance is being ex-
species does not emit radiation that tended to the far infrared-50 to 300
would make the infrared target of in- microns. The instrumentation, when
terest undetectable. completed, will consist of a heliostat

The flights made by the KC-135 flying in an environmental chamber open to
laboratory during the three years of outside air, a Michelson Fourier spec-
this report were in one way or another trometer, mounted in a vacuum chain-
concerned with the problem of atmo- ber; and a gallium doped germanium
spheric transmission or emission. At- detector operated at 20K. The prin-
mospheric transmission data can be cipal absorber of far infrared radiation
obtained by simply observing the sun in the atmosphere is water vapor.
at various flight altitudes and angles. Water vapor distribution in the lower
Most observations were made with two stratosphere is being studied in par-
interferometers aboard the aircraft to ticular detail.
obtain data in the 1 to 8 micron spectral The KC-135 is also used to observe
regions. These instruments have a res- atmospheric emissions. The aurora and
olution of approximately 15 cm- 1. Us- airglow can provide an intense infrared
ing the sun as a source, data were ac- masking background. Both are subject
quired at various altitudes between to diurnal, seasonal and geographic
18,000 and 40,000 feet as a funczion of variations. Using instruments aboard

the KC-135, the Laboratory is compil-

L ELNGT ing the best data available on the spec-
0 6 L tral, spatial and temporal features of

these backgrounds, data which are es-
0L ATMOSNERE sential to the systems designer.

With respect to airglow, the emis-
0 sion from the hydroxyl radical (OH)

dominates the night sky in the short
(n 0 . wavelength infrared (1 to 4 microns).

Door O0S .'m1

0 00e A major effort has been devoted to ob-
.004, servations of the OH emission during

sunrise and sunset when changes in the
emission are expected due to the solar

020 influence on the ozone. Although the
500 1000 2000 4000 600o00.ooo sunrise/sunset variation in OH emis-
RECEIVER - ALTITUDE (METERS) sion has been observed it has been suf-

n ficcently irregular to preclude formu-Many flights by the Laboratory's air- lto fO hmsr.Tehdoy
craft are concerned with atmospheric lation of OH chemistry. The hydroxyl
transparency as a function of wave- radical has been observed to have large
length. In this diagram, an optical diurnal intensity variations and has
path looking down from an aircraft to
the ground at an angle of 30 degrees also shown major seasonal changes.
with the incident illumination also at Measurements of the type touched
30 degrees is depictod. The clear at- upon here were made during scores of
mospheric model has a ground visibility flights that took the KO-135 from its
of 25 kin; the hazy atmosphere has a
3 km visibility, home base at L. G. Hanscom Field to
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tional description of the earth's limb
radiance (as a reference for space vehi-
cle attitude determination) also carried
spectrometers for obtaining data on
atmospheric emissions.

The first, launched from Ft. Churchill,
Canada, in August 1968, observed emis-
sions from the rotational water vapor
band (19 to 35 microns), the carbon
dioxide band (14 to 16 microns), the
ozone baiid (9.6 microns), the atmo-
spheric and earth continuum in the "win-
dow" region (10 to 12 microns), the near

'I.- W infrared electronic, transitions of hy-
y, droxyl (1.4 to 2.4 microns) and transi-

_.. tions of oxygen at 1.28 microns. The
second rocket was launched from Natal,

One method used to measure sensor effi-
ciency is to place white strips on the Brazil, in March 1968. This probe ob-
ground and to observe the contrast be- served the emission from the rotational
tween the strips and the dark back- water vapor, carbon dioxide, the near
ground as a function of solar incidence,
look angle, and altitude.

observing points over much of North
America. The most publicized single
flight of the aircraft during the period,
however, was one made during the -

March 7, 1970 solar eclipse. During the
eclipse, observations were made over - .
the Pacific, southwest of Acapulco, Mex-
ico. By following the sun, five minutes
of total eclipse were observed. The flight
was made primarily to observe atmo-
spheric chemical processes resulting
from the sudden cessation of solar en-
ergy.

ROCKET OBSERVATIONS: Three of the
four rockets launched by the Optical
Physics Laboratory during the report-
ing period were instrumented to meas-
ure the infrared radiance of the
earth's atmosphere near the horizon. The primary instrument flow'a aboard
The fourth rocket launched from Ft. rockets for meaburing the inf¢,ared hori-

Churchill, Canada, was instrumented to zon is this assembly c-nldining a radi-
measure infrared auroral emissions. omet'r (lower section) and star map-

pers above. The Cnssegrain mirror of
The three rockets-all Aerobees-de- the radiometer can be seen reflected in
signed to obtain an accurate observa- the scanning mirror.
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infrared hydroxyl bands, and the 1.28 New Mexico, and reaching an average
micron oxygen band. The third rocket altitude of 100,000 feet. Most of these
was launched from White Sands Mis- flights carried multiple instruments for
sile Range, N.M., in February 1970. several types of observations.
A new liquid helium cooled detector One series of flights carried as its pri-
was used on this flight and this pre- mary observing instrument a nephel-
cision radiometer provided excellent ometer for observing the polarization
records of the 15 micron carbon diox- and angular light scattering properties
ide, the 9.6 micron ozone, and the 6.3 of the atmosphere for altitudes up to
micron water vapor horizon profiles. 30 km. The instrument consists of a

In addition to direct measurements pulsed xenon light source which pro-
of the infrared horizon, the rocket ex- jects a beam providing a uniform in-
periments produced other information tensity distribution throughout the vol-
-mixing ratios for H20 and Q, in and ume being measured. Five observation
above the stratosphere, the limits of telescopes view the projected beam at
validity of atmospheric models, and the scattering angles of 250, 45, 900, 1300
altitude regime where the concept of and 155. The volume defined by the
thermodynamic equilibrium is no longer intersection of the source and observa-
valid. tion beams contains the air and aerosol

sample whose scattering properties are
OBSERVATIONS FROM BALLOONS: From measured. The series of balloon flights

July 1, 1967 through June 30, 1970, the with this instrumentation yielded data
Laboratory launched 55 balloon-borne which are unique because of the variety
experiments, all from the AFCRL bal- of controlled parameters, spatial reso-
loon launch facility at Holloman AFB, lution and altitude range.

More typical of the balloon observa-
.- 7- tional program was the launch and

successful recovery of a 650-pound pay-
load which reached a floating altitude
of 94,500 feet. This flight involvedii "four different experimental units. The
keystone for this flight was the per-
formance of a biaxial sun pointer. This
instrument, in spite of swinging and ro-
tating motions of the flight platform,
continuously points to the center of the
sun. Performance of the experiments

. depended upon the accurate orientation
with respect to the sun.

One of these experiments was de-
signed to measure the amount of water
vapor distributed in the atmosphere by
measuring the direct sun radiation at

To determine light scattering properties
of the atmosphere as a function of alti- 1.87 microns at which wavelength there
tude, this balloon-borne nephelometer is also an absorption bana due to water
measures scattered intensity and polar- vapor. Another instrument measured
ization at five angles for visible and the sky radiation very close to tle sun
near infrared wavelengths. Measure-
ments up to 100,000 feet have been made. for determination of the vertical dis-
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tribution of aerosols. The final experi- during twilight. Twilight is primarily
ment consisted of two instruments the product of aerosol scattering, and
(spectropolarimeters) for measuring twilight brilliance, intensity and dura-
the intensity and polarization of light tion are governed by concentrations of
coming from the earth and its atmo- stratospheric aerosols. Measurements
sphere. of the spectral radiance and polariza-

tion of the twilight sky can therefore
ATMOSPHERIC AEROSOLS: Aerosol par- provide information on the light scat-

ticles are found throughout the lower tering properties and thus on the dust
atmospheric strata and possibly in the particle content of the upper tropo-
mesosphere above 50 km as well. Haze sphere and stratosphere.
layers in the stratosphere (above about Twilight measurements are made
18 kin) have been reported by pilots routinely by photometers. To obtain
and evidence of stratospheric dust has a continuing record of the distribution
been reported by astronauts from space. of aerosols at widely spaced geographic
These dust particles set limits upo" latitudes, arrangements have been made
how well airborne and satellite instru- with photographers at locations extend-
ments can observe tl,3 ground. ing from Northern Canada to South

The Laboratory has. gathered a con- America to photograph the twilight sky
siderable amount of data on vertical under a set of procedures specified by
aerosol profiles up to 35 km altitude AFCRL.
by means of searchlight backscattering A by-product of the Laboratory's
experiments conducted in New Mexico. aerosol research is that of measuring
An analysis of these measured aerosol levels of pollution in the atmosphere.
profiles has yielded good correlations In recent years investigators at AFCRL
with general atmospheric circulation and elsewhere have started to use laser
and structure patterns. For example, probes routinely for measuring aero-

the 18-20 km dust layer, found in al- sol concentrations at various altitudes.
most all measurements, is directly re- As in the case of AFCRL's earlier
lated to the altitude of the tropopause. searchlight experiments, a laser beam

Concentration variations in strato- is projected upward and concentration
spheric aerosols ;y month or year can of aerosols can be derived from the
be studied by observing sky radiance amount of lig,- that is scattered. When

4
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Long-term variations in concentrations
of stratospheric aerosols are shown in
this plot. These variations are directly
correlated with volcanic activity.
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many independent investigators enter A study undertaken by the Labora-
a new field, an initial consequence is tory in the spring of 1970 concerned
lack of uniformity in measurement pro- the amounts of pollutants injected into
cedures, making it difficult to correlate the stratosphere by SST operation. Con-
results obtained by the different ob- siderable press commentary at that time
servers. indicated a high injection rate. In one

This led to an AFCRL proposal for of the most complete studies under-
the cst.ablishment of uniform standards taken up to that time, AFCRL deter-
to be adopted by all observers based on mined that the increases in stratospheric
considerations arising from AFCRL aerosols resulting from a large world-
experience. If these uniform procedures wide fleet of SSTs would be minimum.
are adopted, investigators can begin to To obtain data on maritime aerosols
collect a consistent body of data. In in the lowei 'atmosphere, Laboratory
time, those using laser probes to mon- personnel in the summer of 1969 made
itor upper atmospheric pollutants will field expeditions to St. Croix in the
be able to plot long-term trends in aero- Virgin Islands and to Puerto Rico. Ob-
sol (pollutant) levels. servations of the maritime air pointed

up the long distance transport of aero-
sols in the lower atmosphere. Dust
arising from a storm in the Sahara
Desert was measured in ocean air off
the Caribbean region. Analysis of aero-
sol data from all over the world pointed
up the marked day-to-day variation in
aerosol distributions at any given loca-
tion. However, the study also showed
that, except for major metropolitan
areas, aerosol distributions all over the
world, on the average, are much the
same.

LABORATORY INSTRUMENTS
AND TECHNIQUES

Most of the programs of the Optical
Physics Laboratory involve spectro-
scopic instruments in one or another of

vtheir many forms. Much of the total
Laboratory effort is spent in the design
and development of these instruments
and related analytical techniques. The

The intensity of twilight illumination instruments designed and developed
is a measure of stratospheric dust. By initially for the acquisition of more re-
photographing the twilight sky at a fined scientific data can often be adopted
given solar depression, aerosol concen-
trations in the stratosphere can be de- with little design modification for Air
rived. Force operational use.
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Data collected by the Laboratory's REAL-TIME FOURIER SPECTROSCOPY:
two research aircraft, from its other Of the many contributions made by
research vehicles and from field ex- AFCRL to science and technology over
peditions are usually returned to the its 25-year history, its contributions
Laboratory for analysis and this often to Fourier spectroscopy must rank
requires special analytical techniques. among its more significant. Fourier
Or sometimes phenomena of interest spectroscopy is a powerful technique
cannot be observed in the natural en- for obtaining spectral data. Its capabil-
vironment and it's necessary to set ities are unique and so attractive that
up controlled environments in the Lab- it becomes quite worthwhile to devote
oratory. In developing new instruments, many hours of computer time to obtain
their performance must be precisely a Fourier spectrum.
calibrated. This need has led the Lab- For AFCRL's real-time system, the
oratory to maintain a special calibra- Fourier spectrum is obtained by syn-
tion facility. thesis rather than by analysis of an

The several new instruments and interferogram. The interferogram is
analytical facilities that were placed produced by a simple interferometer,in operation during the reporting pe- which splits an incoming wavefront into

riod are reviewed in this section. two beams and introduces a delay into
the path of one of them. The beams

,o0 are then recombined to produce theo 7- interferogram. A Fourier transform
0 1 is done on the interferogram.
-x 0 X Fourier spectroscopy has two advan-
10 tages. First, the interferometer, com-

DIGITALpared with the conventional spectrom-
5IGTALeter, views a source with a much larger

0 aperture and this allows more energy
3000 5600 7000 to reach the detector. Next, the inter-

ferometer has what is called thie "mul-
tiplex" advantage, which gives an im-
proved signal-to-noise ratio. These
advantages, particularly in the far in-
frared where sources are weak and

50 detectors are insensitive, lend great
300 5000 700 attraction to Fourier spectroscopy.

The disadvantage of Fourier spec-
10 Rtroscopy was the time that it takes to

TREALTIME obtain a spectrum-as much as a day
on a digital computer. During the pe-

o3 5 riod, the Laboratory developed the
36o0 5600 7000 means for displaying a Fourier syn-

The results of three techniques for thesized spectrum on an oscilloscope
transforming the interferogram (top) immediately after the interferogram is
is shown. The second plot was made by obtained. This AFCRL real-time sys-
a digital computer; the third plot was tern is one that substitutes a highly
made by an analog computer, and the
bottom plot by the AFCRL real-time specialized spectrum synthesizer for the
spectral synthesis computer. computer. The entire system is small

jI
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- AFCRL has also applied Fourier spec-- troscopy to the measurement of optical
constants. Channel spectrum fringes- (also known as fringes of equal chro-
matic order) arise when collimated i.
erochromatic radiation is passed through

- '4any plane parallel homogeneous sam-
, R pie. The fringes are revealed when the[ 1 radiation is dispersed, appearing as a

wavelength dependent modulation of
the intensity in the spectrum. These
fringes, closely related to those ob-
served in a Fabry Perot interferometer,

--- arise from interference between beams
produced by reflections internal to the
sample. The spacing of the fringes de-
pends on the refractive index alone
while the amplitude depends on both

On the right is a variable groove depth
lamellar grating which serves as the index and absorption coefficient. This
beam splitter in an interferometer- makes it possible, in principle, to de-
spectrometer. The electronic package rive both optical constants from a sin-
immediately to the left of the grating
is the detector system used to deter- gle spectrum. This method is applic-
mine the position of zero path differ- able not only to solid samples but also
ence between the two interferometer to gases which may be studied by using
beams. a sample cell with plane parallel ends.

The Laboratory has measured the opti-
enough for easy transport to remote cal constants of numerous plascic, crys-
field sites or for use aboard aircraft. talline and sintered materials.
The system can also be designed in a
package small enough to be carried LIGHT SCATTERING BY ICE CRYSTALS:
aboard balloons or satellites. Clouds are the most obvious obstacle to

With this technique, only selected the transmission of optical/IR energy
points on the interferogram are sam. in the atmosphere. Calculations of
pled and these sampled points are lo- transmissivity of clouds must include
cated at equal increments of path dif- parameters on light scattering of the
ference. The spectrum is synthesized cloud particles. The scattering proper-
by the successive summation of a series ties for spherical water droplets can
of harmonic functions (cosines) whose be reliably computed from existing
amplitudes are controlled by the value theories. Considerable difficulties, how-
of the interferogram at the sample ever, arise in the case of nonspherical
points and whose frequencies are re- ice crystals of the type found in cirrus
lated to the path difference at the same clouds.
sample points. Since an additional co- Ice crystals were formed in a lab-
sine function is added to the spectrum oratory cold chamber and a nephelom-
synthesis each time a sample is taken, eter was used to measure the light
the final spectrum is ready for study they scatter. The nephelometer meas-
as soon as the interferogram has been ures the amount of light scattered at
taken. different angles by the small volume
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frared spectrum. The objective of this
re study is to find a way to calculate opti-

cal properties of cirrus clouds in the
same manner that is now possible to
calculate the optical properties of water- : " '"' i clouds.

MOLECULAR BEAM GENERATORS: For

a chemical reaction to take place be-
.- , . tween two atmospheric molecules, the

,A molecules must collide. Not only must
they collide, but the collision must take
place at specified velocities. If relative
velocities are either too small or too
great, no chemical reaction will take
place. Velocities are expressed in terms
of electron volts, and in these terms the
electron volt range within which mostI chemical reactions take place is rela-

,, tively low-1 to 10 eV.4While charged particles can be ac-
celerated to billions of electron volts,

Po,, ,/the problem of accelerating a concen-
%trated beam of neutral particles to a

""', few electron volts is extremely difficult.
Only in recent years-during the 1960's
-have techniques evolved for creating

__ a concentrated beam of molecules in
SC,,,, N-., athis energy range. During the report-

ing period, two molecular beam gen-
Above is a photomicrograph of ice crys- erators .were placed in operation at
tals grown in a laboratory cold chain- AFCRL. They are based on different
ber at a temperature of minus 17 de- rinciples. The smaller of the two first
grees C. The plot below shows the rela- p
tive angular scattering functions for accelerates ions and these ions are
ice crystals (solid curve) compared with passed through a charge exchange cell
that of water droplets (dashed curve), where they pick up electrons and are

neutralized. The other generator iscontaining many ice crystals. Ice crystal much larger and more versatile because

size and shape can be controlled by beams of almost any species can be
changing the temperature of the cold generated. In this generator high pres-
chamber. sure gas is released through a super-

The results show that the way in sonic nozzle into a vacuum. An aper-
which light is scattered by ice crystals ture in front of the nozzle blocks all
is significantly different from the way particles except those traveling in ancotanig an ie rytas.Ic cysal muhparerane oept veatil beas
in which it is scattered by water drop- axial direction.
lets. Instrumentation is now being de- This second facility is sizable, cen-
veloped that will enable these measure- tering around a large evacuated cham-
ments to be extended into the near in- ber (l0-8 torr) having the general vol-
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ume and shape of a railroad tank car. Most of the effort during the period
Intersecting this evacuated tank to.form was concentrated on checking out the
a T configuration is another cylindrical two generators-understanding the
chamber where one of the beams is gen- mechanism of the beam production and
erated. This beam collides with a sec- beam diagnostics. Of the actual experi-
ond gas in a large spherical chamber ments conducted using the larger of the
and the interactions and products of the two generators, one involved the col-
collisions are then measured. lision of C02 + A -> CO2 " + A, a colli-

sion leading to infrared radiation. The
-1..9, second molecular beam apparatus, when

fully in operation, will be used in high
energy collision experiments that pro-
duce optical radiation. The objective is
to obtain optical excitation functions
for these collisions.

-. CALIBRATION FACILITY: In the Lab-
toratory's calibration facility, optical

systems can be calibrated in the spec-
Ctral region from 2000 angstroms to 15

microns on absolute radiance and ir-
radiance bases, including spectral, an-
gular and temporal responses. In mid-
1970, the facility was being modified to
extend the coverage to 30 microns. The
expanded facility will include the addi-
tion of a liquid nitrogen cooled colli-
mator and a three by seven foot vac-
uum chamber. The chamber will be

- __ _ , used to calibrate radiometers, spec-
".0..l' trometers and interferometers to be

a •flown on balloons, aircraft and rockets.
An important capability of the calibra-
tion facility is a system for measuring
the transmittance of filters in the 4 to
25 microns region at temperatures of
5 to 300 degrees K.

LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS,
THEORY AND MODELS

The goal of research-any research
Two of the Laboratory's molecular -As to understand and explain observed
beam generators ar,; shown. Above is phenomena. Field measurements can
the charge exchange molecular beam
apparatus; below is a portion of the produce some data on the operational
supersonic molecular beam generator. limits of Air Force optical and infra-
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toward the development of nev sys-
tems.

The Laboratory's theoretical pro-
gram provides the foundation on which
the field measurement and instrument
development programs rest. It has
many parts, but basically, it is con-*I Icerned with the energy exchange and
radiative mechanisms of atmosphericUgases. Atmospheric transmission, emis-
sion, absorption and all the factors that
affect the operation of Air Force opti-
cal/infrared systems have their origins
in the radiative properties of atmo-
spheric atoms and molecules.

This oscilloscope trace shows the time ATMOSPHERIC TRANSMISSION-EMIS-
of flight distributions for an argon SION MODEL: A model of the transmis-
beam obtained from the supersonic
molecular beam generator. Each verti- sion and emission properties of the
cal line represents a time interval of atmosphere is being developed. Using
200 microseconds, this model, the transmission of the

atmosphere along any conceivable path
red systems, but such measurements can be calculated with a high degree of
alone cannot provide data for all situa- accuracy. The spectral region covered
tions and do not provide the insights in the model is from the ultraviolet
into fundamental mechanisms for pre- (about 0.3 microns) to the far infra-
dicting these effects. Nor do they, except red.
by inefficient step-by-stcp elimination To attempt a calculation program of
processes, indicate optimum approaches this sort it is necessary to compile

00-

60-

u 40- -Ct'
- Calculated
Sec 0 2 55

20- Altitude 25.8 km

0- , E7,

60 60 6 40 6606 7,00 720 740
WAVE.NUMBER (cmt)

Shown here is a comparison between the-
oretically predicted atmospheric trans-
mission in the 15 micron CO. region
and that observed with a balloon.borne
spectrometer using the sun as a radia-
tion source.
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the fundamental spectroscopic data (in- mogeneous paths such as those traversed
cluding line intensities, frequencies and by radiation in the real atmosphere is
half-widths) of all molecules responsi- a knowledge of molecular abundances
ble for atmospheric absorption in the and the distribution of abundance with
spectral region of interest. Tbe best height. All of the molecules listed above
set of absorption band constants for the except H20, 03, and HNO3 are assumed
atmospheric absorbing molecules are uniformly distributed for this purpose.
sought and from these the required A significant source of uncertainty
spectroscopic data are calculated. in these calculations results from un-

The atmospheric gases included in certainties in line shapes which are a
this work are: C02, H20, 0, N20, CO, function of pressure, temperature and
CH 4, 02, N2, HNO.. Generally these a number of other parameters. In ad-
molecules exist in that portion of the dition to these there are uncertainties
atmosphere where the assumption of related to departures from the usually
local thermodynamic equilibrium is accepted Lorentz shape in the far wings
valid. With this assumption and a of lines which result in uncertainties in
knowledge of the transmission param- continuum absorption in some of the
eters and a physical model of the at- "window" regions. This latter problem
mosphere, the atmospheric emission can will be solved for the present by direct
be computed for any spectral region of use of experimentally determined ab-
interest, sorption coefficients.

The difficulty in the application of The model will also include the effect
the fundamental spectral data to the cal- of both molecular and aerosol scattering
culation of transmission over nonho- on atmospheric transmission at all wave-

.0 lengths of interest.

VIBRATION-ROTATION INTERAC-
TION: The complete development of at-

0.8 mospheric models, as described above,
(II°,°3')z requires a great amount of fundamental

data concerning the molecules of inter-

0.6 est. Spectral line positions and inten-
sities must be measured, as well as

o -line shape and vibration-rotation inter-
5 0action parameters. A quantity of par-
5 0.4- ticular importance is the integrated

band intensity, A, defined as the integral
of the spectral absorption coefficient
taken over the entire vibration-rotation

0.2 band.
A concentrated effort was directed

toward measuring the intensities of
o weak infrared bands in the C02 spec-
2140 2100 2050 2000 trum. Because these bands do not com-

WAVENUMBER (cm-) pletely absorb over long paths, values
The 4.8 micron region of 002 at a pres- for their intensities are important for
sure of one atmosphere is shown here.
Note that the rotational structure of transmission calculations through these
the band is clearly defined, path lengths in the earth's atmosphere.
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The measurements have been carried results of this research. Such calcula-
out in absorption using the high-pres- tions are required for horizon definition
sure, self-broadening techniques which investigations, atmospheric transmis-
had been previously developed for the sion studies, and radiative transport
Laboratory's studies of CO and NO. problems.
Measurements at 1.4, 1.6, 2.0, 4.8, 5.2,
9.4 and 10.4 microns were completed at AIRGLOW AND CHEMILUMINESCENCE:
pressures ranging from 1-50 atmo- Airglow, the faint luminescence of the
spheres, path lengths from 0.5 to 100 cm sky seen on a dark, clear night, is the
and spectral bandwidths from 0.5 to conversion of chemical energy into ra-
2.0 cm-1. diation. The process is called chemilu-

The pressure broadening technique minescence. Strong sky luminescence
is not applicable to studies of water produced by similar mechanisms is also
vapor or ozone, and for these molecules induced by nuclear detonation in the
an asymmetric Michelson interferometer atmosphere. This natural, or nuclear-
was constructed. With this instrument, detonation induced, luminescence repre-
refractive indexes were measured in the sents background noise to optical in-
4000 angstroms to 2.5 micron region. struments which may be used to detect

Another source of absorption data is and track targets. The spectral domain
derived from the study of the energy of airglow radiation extends from the
levels and transition probabilities of visible well into the infrared.
small molecules. Included among these Airglow illumination--chemilumines-
are the asymmetric rotors 03 and H 20, cence-is produced by the emission of
the linear molecules C02 , CO and NO, molecules during rotation and vibration.
and the spherical rotor CH 4. Vibrations that produce radiation occur

Calculations of the absorption coeffi- only in those molecules having a dipole
cient as a function of frequency for a moment-or an arrangement of atoms
wide range of thermodynamic condi- that can be pictured as electrically
tions may be obtained directly from the charged weights at either end of a highly

flexible balanice. These weights oscillate
with periods characteristic of th6 mol-
ecule. The oscillations or vibrations are
described in terms of dipole moment.

The interpretation of chemilumines-
cence requires knowledge of the dipole
moment function of all radiating molec-

., ular species. Following certain reactions,
large amounts of energy are released
into vibrational and rotational states of
the product molecules. Some of the more
important reactions leading to chemi-
luminescence studied by the Laboratory

, , , , are:
... .. .. . .,H + 03 "-> OH + 02

NO + 0 + (M) ->NO 2 + (M)
A near perfect matching of the calcu- N0 2 + 0 --> NO + 02
lated curve and experimental data for
the refractive index of ozone from N + NO 2 -) N 20 + 0
0.38 to 2.5 microns is plotted. N + NO 2--> NO + NO
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All of these reactions leave the prod- molecule which cannot radiate (due toucts vibrationally excited, and from lack of a dipole moment) is transferred

analysis of their infrared emission to a molecule which can radiate. Since
spectra the dipole moments of OH, NO2 , the last reporting period there has de-
NO and N2 0 can be determined. The veloped an increased awareness that in
Laboratory's extensive study of the OH the ionospheric E region N%2 is an im-
dipole moment function is of special in- portant atmospheric constituent in its
terest. The fundamental and first over- own right.
tone vibration-rotation bands of this In addition to providing excitation to
hydroxyl radical were obtained from radiators like CO, NO, and C02, the
the first reaction listed above. The vibraluminescence experiments make
AFCRL analysis showed that the ac- available valuable information on the
cepted valuv of the ratio of the radiative quenching of N=2 molecules. There has
transition probabilities of these two often been speculation that atoms and
bands are seriously in error. The cor- molecules in an excited electronic state
rect value must be six times higher. may react with other species with a
This experiment is the first observation rate constant greatly different from that
of the fundamental band of OH in the of their ground state. Because of the
ground electronic state. great difficulty of experiments testing

this notion, there are few data available
VIBRALUMINESCENCE: In addition to to support it. Laboratory investigations

chemical reactions, another process have shown that oxygen molecules in
whereby molecules are vibrationally ex- the a 'A and b 1 states both react with
cited is called "vibraluminescence." By nitrogen atoms with rates about 100
this process, vibrational energy from a times faster than the reaction involving

oxygen in the 3Y ground state. These
results provide support for the postulate
that the reaction, N + 02 ('A) -- NO +
0, is a principal production mechanism
for NO in the 70-110 km region.

The importance of 02 (a 'a) and 02
(b 11) to defense systems concerns their
roles in the determination of optical
and radar backgrounds in both the
normal and nuclear disturbed atmo-
sphere. For instance, in this case the
molecule NO is an important atmo-
spheric species which participates in
the prominent airglow reaction NO +
O + (M) -, NO2 + (M) + hv, and is a
precursor of the species NO* whose spec-
trum was first observed by this Labo-

50 keV electrons interacting with nitro- ratory in the airglow accompanying
gen at 80 millitorr produce an intense
luminescent beam. The center of the high altitude nuclear detonations.
beam is *,. emission produced by pri-
mary electrons. The diffuse emission
outside the primary beam is due to N.,
excited by low energy secondary elec- ELECTRON INDUCED EMISSION: As an
trons. energetic electron is slowed and stopped
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in the atmosphere some fraction of the LASER PHYSICS
initial kinetic energy is dissipated by
populating excited electronic states of Laser research at AFCRL, qxcept for
atmospheric mblecules. The excited elec- diode laser studies and laser crystal syn,
tronic states, in turn, may decay shon- thesis iii the Solid State Sciences! Labo-

taneously with the emission of charac- ratory, is concentrated in the Optical
teristic radiation. The fraction of the Physics I aboratoiy. (Excluded from.
incident electroo'g kinetic energy radi- this discussion are lasers used in a.mul-
ated, in a given transitior as the 'pri- .titude of inst;umentation ajplications
mary and, higher order electrlons are throughout AFCRL.) The Laboratory's

stopped in a ga's is defihied as the elec- laser research program is confineA to a
tron-induced luminous efficiency. This limited number of 'studies particularly
latter process is a principal mechanism germane to potential Air Force use.
in aui oral excitation and in the 'produc- Avoided are areas where sigpificant re-
tion of atmospheric luminescence by search is already being done by indus-
detonation- of nuclear weapons. To in- trial labcratories and universities.
terpret both auroral and nuclear-in- '

duced atmospheric emission, electron-
induced luminous efficiencies must be
known.

During the reporting period, the elec-
tron-ipduced luminous efficiency of fopr
important liand systems of nitrogen has
been determined as a functidn of col-

lision frequency. in nitrogen and air.
When the mean time betNeen the col-
lisions approaches the radiative lifetime
of an excited state, the state may' be
depopulated by collision in which neither
colliding partner emerges in the precol
lision states. The effectiveness of this
collisional depopulation process,- called '4 . .
collisional deactivation or quenching, ...
may be expressed in. terms of a cross
section in some cases. , .

Electron-induced lpminous efficiencies
and the collisional deactivation cross
sections of ground states of nitrogen
and oxygen have been, determined for
the first negative and Meinel systems of .
N* and the first and second b-sitive

systems of nitrogen. These four band
systems radiate strongly in the wave-' J
length range of 3000 to 11,000 ang-

stroms and constitute a significant,frac-
tion of the atmospheric emission within A scientist in the Laboratory's Laser

e o IPhysics Branch prepares an experi-
this wavelength interval for excitation ment to- test damage mechanisms in
by energetic particles. laser rods.

it ' .
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The program focuses on high-powered,
pulsed, solid state lasers. One large
study involves laser rod damage as a re-
sult of repeated firings and high laser
beam power operation. The phenom-
enon of ultrashort laser pulses is being
investigated from the standpoint of an
optical radar with extremely high reso-
lution-as low as 0.06 cm. Ultrashort
laser pulses also have the potential for
application in high data rate PCM op-
tical communications systems. More
recently attention has turned to the
prospect of tuning lasers by means of
parametric conversion processes. These
programs are reviewed in the following
sections.

DEGRADATION OF RUBY LASER OUT-
PUT ENERGY: After a ruby laser rod
has been fired several hundred thou- -

sand times (E relatively short opera- AFCRL's mode-locked ruby laser is ca-
tional lifetime), it changes color-usu- pable of producing a pulse train of 25
ally from pink or red to orange or millijoules of energy in a single sub-
brown. With this color change comes a nanosecond pulse. The dye cell and the

apparatus for switching out a single
loss in laser efficiency. The output energy pulse are in the foreground; the Brew-

decreases, and a stronger light pulse ster-angle ruby rod and flashlamps are
must be used to energize the laser rod. at the rear.

The efficiency loss is gradual rather than
sudden or catastrophic. In operational old energ,-a measure of light inten-
ranging systems, long-term sustained sity ne'ded to energize it-also dropped
efficiency is obviously desirable. back to initial vaiues. After grinding,

The Laboratory study indicates that the rod regained most of the pinkish
color changes result largely from trace color typical of a new ruby, although a
impurities in the ruby rod-and, most small residual orange coloration re-
important, from residual impurities on mained throughout the bulk of the rod.
the surface of the rod itself. These im- Electrons associated with trace im-
purities remain on the surface even after purities in the ruby lattice structure,
the rod has been cleaned with great care. when subjected to the energy from the
The contributions of surface impurities pumping lamp, are probably dislodged
to color center formation were demon- from their original positions to fall into
strated most dramatically in tests made minute defects (traps) in the lattice
with one rod that had been seriously framework. This combination of an
degraded by repeated firings. When a electron captured in a trap is called a
thin outer layer 0.5 mm thick was color center. That this might bp the case
ground off the surface of the rod, the was shown by annealing experiments.
energy output of the rod increasid If a degraded ruby rod is heated for 24
" ntyfold. In addition, the rod's thresh- hours at 900 degrees C, the color centers

[- -- ~
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can be annealed out and the rod largely tween the mirrors forming the cavity.
(but not completely) restored to its The time separation between succes-
original efficiency. This would indicate sive pulses leaving the laser cavity is
that the electrons, during the high tern- given by the cavity round-trip time.
perature annealing process, are given Internal modulation of a laser will
sufficient mobility to reassume their tend to produce short pulses when the
original sites in the lattice framework. modulation frequency is near the differ-

The most important result of the ence frequencies between adjacent cav-
study from ai. applications standpoint ity modes. The modulation required to
was the confirmation that color center produce the pulses can be provided by
formation is induced primarily by the a driven modulator which periodically
UV and visible blue radiation from the changes the index of refraction or cavity
xenon light pumps used to energize the length. A saturable-absorber dye in the
rods. By filtering the lamp's UV radia- cavity can also serve as a passive
tion, the efficiency of ruby lasers can be modulator.
maintained for prolonged periods of Predicting theoretically whether one
operation. expects short-pulse formation under

given conditions and what the charac-
MODE-LOCKING AND ULTRASHORT

PULSES: Mode-locking in lasers result-
ing in ultrashort (10-12 second) pulses
were first observed (not at AFCRL) in
1967 and since then several laboratories DYE

have been seeking to exploit the proper-
ties of these pulses. The pulses are con-
tained within the overall envelope of the
main laser pulse. The ultrashort pulse
is a stream of light only about a tenth (o)

of a millimeter long. Pulses occur in
evenly spaced sequences at a rate of
more than 100 million a second.

Such pulses have potential applica- Z
tion to efficient frequency conversion, to DYE

high temperature plasma production, to
high resolution optical radars and to I CAMERA

PCM optical communications system.
In addition they may prove extremely FROM LAER

valuable in scientific instrumentation.
Mode-locking is the situation that ex- (b)

ists when a preponderance of the several
This figure demonstrates the convenient

hundred modes or frequencies compris- two-photon-fluorescence method of dis-
ing the output of a laser become locked playing picosecond pulses. In method a,
with well-defined phase relationships. a pulse train from the laser is reflected
When the energy traveling back and back on itself throuzh a cell containing

a dye which absorbs two photons and
forth in the laser cavity becomes mode- then fluoresces. Method b, employing a
locked the laser pulse is, in effect, re- beam splitter, is similar, but allows oneto look more easily at the correlation ofduced in time width to a very short pulse a pulse with itself rather than with
which propagates back and forth be- other pulses.
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teristics of the pulses will be is a corn- microns. Other techniques for provid-
plex question. The question is being at- ing visible and IR tunable coherent
tacked by computer simulation, which emission are also under investigation.
follows the pulse as it builds up from
the spontaneous-emission noise in the
cavity and approaches a steady state.
An experimental program is underway
to study the temporal behavior of the JOURNAL ARTICLES
power emitted by a ruby laser with an JULY 1967-JUNE 1969
internal passive modulator, as well as BLISS, E. S., 1ST LT., and RAYNE, J. A.
the time-resolved spectra of emission. (Carnegie-Mellon Univ., Pittsburgh, Pa.)

One of the main problems in study- Ultrasonic Attenuation in Normal and
ing picosecond pulse formation is the Superconducting Indium
lack of techniques for making direct Phys. Rev., Vol. 177, No. 2 (10 January 1969)
lakur ecniqs o r make ingh direct C P
measurements of pulse widths and DOLAN, C. P.

shapes since no standard electronic de-c in ul
tectors of terahertz bandwidth exist. The Rev, of Sci. Instr. (July 1968)

The Laboratory is considering several ELLiS, R. E., and SCHURIN, B. D.

measurement approaches. Integrated Iztesity Measurements of Carbon
Dioxide Bands in the 2.0, 1.6, and 1.43
Micron Regions

PARAMETRIC OSCILLATORS: An optical Appl. Optics (March 1968)
parametric oscillator is a device for con- ELTERMAN, L., and WEXLER, R., CHANG, D. T.

verting laser radiation efficiently into (Allied Res. Assoc., Concord, Mass.)
continuously tunable radiation at longer Features of Tropospheric and
wavelengths. The heart of the device is Stratospheric Dust

Appl. Optics, Vol. 8, No. 5 (May 1969)
a nonlinear crystal in which polariza- FENN, R. .

tion currents are quadratic in applied Amsh, N. a.
optical electric field strengths. This Encyc. of Atm. Sci. ;.d Astrogeol., R. W.
polarization radiates at harmonics and Fairbridge, Ed., Reinhold Publishing Corp.
sum and difference frequencies. In gen- (1967)
eral, due to dispersion, radiation from FISCHER, H., and FRANKE, G., PEVERARO, R.
different parts of the crystal interferes (Tech. Hochschule, Darmstadt, Ger.)
destructively and little total radiation is Measuring Nanosecond Time Difference by

Dynamic Storage of Flip-Flop Pulses
produced. By making use of the crystal Proc. of the IEEE, Vol. 56, No. 2
birefringence, applied and generated (February 1968)
radiation can be made to propagate in HOFFMAN, J. E.
phase and efficient conversion obtained. Real Time Fourier Spectroscopy
This procedure is called phase match- Appl. Optics, Vol. 8 (February 1968)
ing. The signal frequency is tuned by HoPe, F. A., and SCULLY, M. 0.
heating, rotating or applying voltages (Univ. of Ariz., Tucson)
to the crystal, all of which change the Theory of an InhomogencoUsly

Broade ned Laser Anplifier
dispersion or birefringence. The Phys. Rev., Vol. 179, No. 2

Proustite (AgnAsS,), a material with (10 March 1969)
a large nonlinearity is used in tlee IzATT, J. R., SAKAI, H., and BENEDICT, W. S.
experiments. This material, pumlj, (Univ. of Md., Coll. Pk.)
with ruby or YAG lasers, should per- Position, Intensitics and Widths of Water
mit tunable lasers to be constructed Vapor Lines bctwen 475-692 cm-1

J. of the Opt. Soc. of Amer., Vol. 59
operating over a range from 0.8 to 11 (January 1969)
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Phys. Ltrs., Vol. 29A, No. 7 (16 June 1969) HoPF, F. A., and SCULLY, M. 0.
SAKAI, H., and STAUFFER, F. R. (Mass. Inst. of Tech., Cambridge, Mass.)
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J. of the Opt. Soc. of Amer., Vol. 8 HORDVIK, A., and COLLINS, R. J. (Univ. of
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STAIR, A. T., JR., and HUPPi, E. R. Time Behavior of Stimulated Raman
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Sunset to Sunrise Variations of the OH IEEE J. of Quan. Electron., Vol. 6, No. 5
Emission of the Night Sky (May 1970)
Proc. of the Aurora and Airglow Conf. of the HUFFMAN, P. J.
Adv. Study Inst., Oslo, Norway,29 July-9 August 1968 (1969) Light Scattering by Ice Crystals

J. of the Atmos. Sci. (September 1969)

STICKLEY, C. M., MILLER, H., HOELL, E. E.,
GALLAGHER, C. C., and BRADBURY, R. A. KING, 3. I. F.
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J. of Appi. Phys., Vol. 40, No. 4 Atmos. Expl. by Rem. Probes, Vol. 2
(15 March 1969) (Pub]. by NAS Comm. on Space Atmos. Sci.)

-1969
VANASSE, G.
Fourier Spectroscopy MCCLATCHEY, R. A.
Phys. Bull., Vol. 19 (1968) A Spectrometric Measurement of theAtmospheric Temperature Above 30 Km Near
VANASSE, G., and SAI:AI, H. Sunrise
Fourier Spectroscopy J. of the Atmos. Sci. (November 1969)
Prog. in Optics, Vol. 6 (October 1967) PICARD, R. H., and SCHWEITZER, P.

VOLz, F. E. Theory of Intensity-Correlation
Stratospheric Dust Striations Measurements on Imperfectly Mode-Locked
Bull. of the Amer. Meteorol. Soc., Vol. 50, Lasers
No. 1 (January 1969) Phys. Rev. A, Vol. 1, No. 6 (June 1970)
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SAKAI, H., and MURPHY, R. E. ELTERMAN, L.
Realization of the High Multiplex Advantage Comparison of Aerosol Measurements Over
in Fourier Spectroscopy Using the Continuous New Mexico with Atmospheric Features
Mirror Drive Method Spring Mtg. of the Opt. Soc. of Amer.,
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A Review of Ruby and Neodymium: YAG Electrode Phenomena in a High Current
Lasers (Invited) 20 Nanosecond Spark
SPIE Sem. on Dev. in Laser Tech., Univ. of AFCRL-67-0446 (July 1967)
Rochester, Rochester, N. Y.
(17 November 1969) FISCHER, H., and SCIHONBACK, K.
The State-of-the-Art in Ruby and Nd: YAG (Tech. Univ. of Darmstadt, Ger.)
Laser Materials Turbulent Eddies in High-Density-Spark
1970 AF MatIs. Symp., Miami Beach, Fla. Channels in Helium
(19-20 May 1970) AFCRL-67-0544 (September 1967)
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HOFFMAN, J. E., JR. TECHNICAL REPORTS
A System to Perform Real-Time Fourier JULY 1969-JUNE 1970
Spectroscopy
AFCRL680401 (Augus 1968) DOAN, L. R., CAPT., and SANDFORD, B. P.

LovETT, J., MARCOTTE, L., and NADILE, R. Solar Elevation, Depression and Azimuth

Gemini V D41/D7 Spectral Measurements of Graphs
Space Objects and Earth-Cloud Backgrounds AFCRL-70-0086 (February 1970)
AFCRL-67-0563 (October 1967)

PICARD, R. H. ELTERMAN, L.
Mean-Field Kinetic Equations for a Laser Vertical-Attenuation Model with Eight
AFCRL-68-0400 (August 1968) Surface Meteorological Ranges 2 to 13

Kilometers
RILEY, G. F. AFCRL-70-0200 (March 1970)
Empirical Determination of Scattered Light
Transport through the Lower Atmosphere
AFCRL-68-0256 (May 1968) SANDFORD, B. P., and DOAN, L. R., CAPT.

Graphs of the Solar Depression Angle from
WALKER, R. G. 0 ° to 820 vs Local Hour Angle for Latitudes
Near Infrared Photometry of Late Type Stars 00 to 900
AFCRL-68-0042 (February 1968) AFCRL-69-0543 (December 1969)
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A basic AFCRL mission is the prepara-
tion of state-of-the-art surveys. Such a
survey, prepared by the Terrestrial Sci-

ences Laboratory and published in 1970,
is "Earth Sciences Applied to MilitaryUse of Terrain," which reviews present

and potential methods for the remote
sensing of terrain features and for
monitoring varying conditions of ter-
rain where military operations may take
place. The author is shown here with ,
a copy of the study.



V Terrestrial Sciences
Laboratory

The Terrestrial Sciences Laboratory
conducts research in seismology, geol-
ogy, geodesy and gravity. An intrinsic
part of the research in each of these five
areas is the design, development and
testing of new sensors and instruments.
Much of the Laboratory's total effort
goes into the collection, correlation and
interpretation of data. This data collec-
tion aspect takes Laboratory scientists
on field expeditions that are sometimes
worldwide in extent. The research pro-
gram also includes the formulation of
mathematical models and a search for a
theoretical understanding of particular

phenomena.

The reporting period saw the comple-
tion of two new Laboratory facilities.
One of these is a lanar-laser observatory
in Arizona, a facility constructed to con-
duct experiments involving reflector
arrays placed on the moon by the Apollo
astronauts. The second new facility
is the Haskell Gravity-Seismic Observa-
tory built at the main AFCRL Labora-
tory complex at L. G. Hanscom Field.
From the heavy concrete piers of this
facility, the Laboratory will test new
seismic and gravity instruments and will
continuously monitor seismic events.

Among the new instruments placed in
operation during the period is a laser-
interferometer apparatus for measuring
the acceleration of gravity. This is per-
haps the most important new gravity
measuring apparatus to be developed
during the past decade. New and more
sophisticated gravimeters for airborne
surveys were also tested.
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... -,0., The period saw several shifts of em-
,,.°oRNEGEO041 ACO€ ,oNo, P*0* I phasis in the Laboratory program. The

... Laboratory's research program on
playas-dry lake beds that can serve as
natural landing areas-was completed.
Under this program, most of the US

T .... playas were surveyed and their charac-
'* ~ teristics catalogued. From playa re-

search, Laboratory geologists turned
their attention increasingly toward geo-
logic remote sensing employing air-
borne and satellite techniques.

Roth seismologists and geologists in
the Laboratory expanded their studies
of the earth's crustal features. These
studies were motivated by problems of[ missile siting and guidance and inertial

,4 7 component testing. One question to be-J, . -- h answered is the extent of damage that
.4 "a particular silo, set in terrain of certain

.... .......... za characteristics, will suffer as the result
of a nuclear explosion of a given yield

at a given distance. In addition to nu-
- clear alterations of terrain, subtle shifts

in the earth's crust can occur which, if
undetected and corrected for in the
missile directional control system, can

The Laboratory acquired during the re- impaii targeting accuracy.
porting period an RC-130A (as a re-
placement for an older JC-130) for air-
borne remote sensing of surface condi-
tions.

SEISMOLOGY
The aircraft used for these gravity

surveys was the Laboratory's JC-130. The Nuclear Test Ban Treaty of 1963
This same aircraft was instrumented moved nuclear testing underground. To
for the Laboratory's airborne geological detect underground nuclear detonations,
surveys. During the period several new techniques were required. The
major geological surveys were made-to technique given most attention was that
Iceland, to Yellowstone National Park, of identifying characteristic seismic
and to Puerto Rico. This particular air- waveforms, the assumption being that
craft has seen service with AFCRL since the waveform of a nuclear detonation
1959 and was first used as a transport to would differ from that of an earthquake.
ferry men and equipment to remote arc- Seismic research at AFCRL, histori-
tic regions. Later it was converted to a cally, has been directed almost exclu-
flying laboratory. During the summer sively at problems of detection, location,
of 1969, it was replaced by an RQ.-130, and identification of underground nu-
an aircraft better suited for AFCRL as clear explosions as part of the Defense
a flying laboratory. Department's Project VELA UNI-
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FORM. But with the decline of the
VELA UNIFORM program, there has
been a corresponding increase in more
general seismological research. The Lab-
oratory's seismic research programs
can be grouped under the headings of:
source characterizations, source identi-
fication, rock mechanics and environ- I
mental seismic noise.

All underground nuclear tests at the

Nevada Test Site nevertheless remain
events of major interest to AFORL seis-
mologists. These periodic tests serve as
a check on the more general theoretical
and analytical studies and the tests
themselvefj point the way to possible
new investigative approaches.

During the reporting period, a new
seismological station was placed in op- Data from an array of acoustic senso'-

eration at the AFCRL main laboratory to detect extremely minute disturbances
near the earth's surface are recorded

complex at L. G. Hanscom Field. In on these instruments.
addition, the Laboratory continued to
maintain, under contract, the Weston
Seismological Observatory in Weston, from each source should be enhanced.
Massachusetts, one of the most complete The Laboratory is pursuing this hypoth-
seismological observatories in the coun- esis through theoretical work with -the
try. goal of developing a theory applicable

Earthquake prediction and control to seismic energy radiating from both
have come more and more to occupy the faults and underground ndclear explo-
attention of the nation's seismologists. sions.
This has presented a need for a more Although little is known about the
general theoretical understanding of actual spatial and t>mporal' distribu-
earthquake mechanisms. In line with tions of displacements along a moving
this need, a growing proportion of the fault, rather plausible assumptions by
total AFCRL effort in seismology is con- AFCRL scientists about certain average
cerned with the development of more properties of the fault motion have been
detailed quantitative theories of the applied in their theoretical work on
earthquake focal mechanism and with source characterization. This has led to*
direct measurement of the deforma- the development of a quantitative focal
tional behavior and strength of minerals mechanism theory for the computation-
of various kinds under extreme pres- ally difficult region very close to the
sure and temperature. source. The accelerations to be expected

near an earthquake for longitudinal
SOURCE CHARACTERIZATION: If the shear faulting have been calculated'and

seismic source (explosion or earth- compare favorably with the limited Qb-
quake) is more thoroughly understood, servational data available from accele-,

success in isolating and identifying rometers. Direct waveform calculations
unique signal characteristics radiating for other types of faulting continue.
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N650E+ an AFCRL seismic modeling program
was initiated to examine the radiation
from explosions detonated in biaxially
prestressed and unstressed static fields

PARKFIELD ACCELERATION under laboratory conditions. The prop-
agating wave, initiated by the explosion
of a length of mild detonating fuze, has
been recorded in the near-source region
by means of the photoelastic effect and
an ultrahigh speed camera, and in the
far field by means of strain gages.
Results to date suggest that the expla-

THEORETICAL ACCELERATION nation may lie in the tectonic stress

release caused by the explosion.

SOURCE IDENTIFICATION: UnderASSUMED SOURCE DISPLACEMENT AFCRL contract, an investigation was

made of the unique characteristics of
One of the many contributions by Dr. short-period (SP) and long-period
Norman Haskell, an internationally
honored AFCRL scientist whose death (LP) seismic waves in an attempt to
occurred during the report period, was use the characteristics to distinguish
a near field longitudinal shear fault between earthquakes and underground
theory permitting the seismic wave-
form of a source displacement to be de- nuclear explosions. The original devel-
rived theoretically. The upper trace opment of a set of SP diagnostics led to
shows an actual recorded seismic wave- the preparation of a computer softwear
form compared to the waveform pro-
duced by theory, assuming a source dis- package capable of near-real-time, rot-
placement of the type shown in the tine, automated seismic event classifica-lower trace. tion. The original SP identification pa-

rameters represent three measurements
Experimental observations of ground of the P-ccda complexity by different

motion measured in a region near under- methods and one measurement of the
ground nuclear explosions in several spectral content of the P wavelet. To
different media (hard rock, soft soil, these SP parameters have been added
etc.) have been fitted quite closely to a LP measurements of the relative exci-
family of analytic functions. By using tation of surface waves. Four pattern
these functions it has been possible to recognition techniques are applied:
calculate the total energy of the elastic class-clustering, class-separativn, linear
wave radiation and its frequency spec- discriminant and adaptive algorithm.
trum. The ealculations provide a useful On-line computer evaluation of this
basis for comparison between the source automated approach to seismic event
energy spectra of underground nuclear classification was in progress at the con-
explosions and earthquakes. clusion of the reporting period.

Horizontally polarized shear waves
(SH) that show up in data recorded ROCK MECHANICS: The extreme pres-
from distant undergrouid nuclear ex- sures and strains (the release of which
plosions greatly complicate the problem induces earthquakes) which minerals
of explosion discrimination. To help deep within the earth undergo are simu-
explain the generation of these waves, lated at AFCRL using a large shear
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press. Deformation equipment employed building and earthquakes, have their
in the AFCRL high-pressure facility origins.
now includes: an opposed anvil shear Shear measurements on Nevada Nu-
apparatus, two Birch-type shear squeez- clear Test site tuffs revealed weakening
ers, and a Griggs-type 20 kilobar solid induced by dehydration of associated hy-
pressure medium apparatus. Maximum drous minerals. The water weakening
pressures of 150 kilobars, temperatures effect occurred at temperatures as low as
to 20000C, and strain rates as low as 3000C and has immediate application to
10 - 8 sec -1 can be achieved providing strength studies in underground nuclear
AFCRL scientists with the capability to explosions at the Nevada site.
simulate earth depths to 450 km. Within In another series of deformation tests,
the region between the earth's surface the shear strength of grossly deformed
and this 450 km depth, most important metals including tungsten, germanium,
tectonophysical phenomena such as vol- nickel, beryllium, uranium, copper, gold,
canism, ocean floor spreading, mountain aluminum, magnesium, bismuth, and tin

was measured in the opposed anvil appa-
ratus up to 150 kilobars at 270C, and for
the noble metals to a maximum tempera-" ture of 9201C. The shear data agree

with independent measurements at low
pressure, but differ significantly from

. . v-high pressure measurements made by

other investigators. The data for the

The extreme pressures and shears to
which earth crustal materials are sub-

To evaluate the effects of stress on vari- jected during tectonic movement are
ous types of materials, the Laboratory simulated in the Laboratory. The above
uses the apparatus shown in the upper pattern was produced in enstatite and
photo. The resultant pattern of one type shows two phases of the minerals under
of stress is shown in the lower photo. strain.
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noble metals fit a simple empirical for-
mula relating the temperature and pres-
sure dependence of shear strength.

A third major study was one in which
the deep earth materials, amphibolite
and hornblende, were deformed on the
shear and the Griggs-type apparatus.
Over 300 tests were run to maximum
test conditions of 80 kb and 12000C.
These hydrous materials exhibit anoma-
lous weakening above 8000C.

The theoretical and experimental -

shear deformation work on both metals
and rocks has led to the derivation of a .
simple empirical formula by which de-
formation of a wide variety of solids
may be predicted. The formula helps
the geophysicist understand the me- Minor artificial seismic noise is char-

acteristic of an urban environment.chanical properties of materials ,t con- Subways, trucks and pedestrian traffic
ditions not obtainable in the laboratory. all contribute to this noise. One Labora-

tory study of urban seismic noise was
conducted in Cambridge, Mass., near

ENVIRONMENTAL SEISMIC NOISE: The MIT and entailed the placement of seis-
earth's environmental seismic noise field mometers at varying depths beneath
consists of all vibrations, however small, the surface of the ground.

detected at the earth's surface. Sources
of these vibrations are many-weather, ruggedness, flexibility of aperture and
heavy surfs, vehicular traffic, and of channel response, transportability, op-
course seismic. Environmental seismic erational simplicity, unattended opera-
noise can degrade the operation, test, tion, and ability to withstand climatic
and calibration of many motion-sensi- extremes.
tive equipments which require a rela- Because noise from jet aircraft is
tively vibration-free environment. Iner- coupled to the earth and registered as a
tial components for guidance systems, seismic noise, the array can be used to
optical benches, and laser beam analyti- monitor noise patterns generated by op-
cal wor: are among these. Seismic erations at Air Force bases and com-
background noise also governs the place- mercial airports. This has led to an
ment of seismic detection equipment and AFCRL program for documenting the
arrays. environmental noise pollution resulting

To test the environmental seismic from the operation of Air Force aircraft
noise levels at particular locations, the at various bases. This program will con-
laboratory developed a highly sensitive tinue for the next few years.
portable seismic array. Associated with
the array is a high-speed data reduction
capability. The data collecting portion GEOLOGY
consists of a 21-element portable seismic
array system developed to measure both During the 1950's the AFCRL geology
, s*)atial and temporal characteristics of program was concentrated in arctic

seismic waves. It is characterized by areas, particularly in Greenland and
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Northern Canada where extensive field surveying an area simultaneously in a
and photographic surveys were made of number of narrow spectral regions in
natural aircraft landing sites. The best the infrared, visible and UV, one can
publicized arctic program however was derive information on rocks and min-
that conducted on the floating ice island, erals, morphology and thermal proper-
T-3, where AFCRL established a semi- ties of the earth below.
permanent field installation. Arctic re- AFCRL's C-130 flying laboratory fig-
search was superseded during most of ures prominently in the remote sensing
the 1960's by a comprehensive study of program. One of the many remote sens-
playas (dry lake beds) in the south- ing instruments aboard the aircraft is a
western U.S., the Middle East, and else- multispectral camera system for taking
where that could serve the Air Force as nine simultaneous aerial photographs at
natural landing areas. The weight- different narrow-band regions from the
bearing properties of broad, flat terrain, near-ultraviolet across the visible and
the geomorphology, and the seasonal into the near infrared. Other instru-
variations, have been catalogued for ments aboard this well-equipped plat-
potential emergency use by the Air form are conventional cartographic
Force. cameras, an infrared scanner, and a

The present reporting period saw only radiometer.
a small residual of the once-extensive The effectiveness of any remote sens-
dry lake bed program still in progress. ing technique depends ultimately upon
Emerging in its place is research in the effectiveness of analysis and inter-
geologic remote sensing instrumenta- pretation. Ideally, a geologic analyst
tion, remote sensing techniques, and the should have extensive feld experience.
evaluation of remote sensor data ob- The analyst must know the reflection,
tained from airborne and satellite sur- absorption, polarization and emission
veys. Also coming into prominence are characteristics of minerals and mate-
studies that relate to missile siting. This rials in all their many forms. This latter
latter work falls under the general knowledge is acquired by field observa-
heading of crustal studies research. The tions and by bringing soil and rock sam-
crustal studies program is focused pri- pIes into the laboratory for measure-
marily on the deformation and plasticity ment under controlled conditions.
of the earth's crust. Only recently have
small-scale movements of the earth's
crust (which vary widely in magnitude C-130 FIELD EXPEDITIONS: Proper
with location, but which usually go un- assessment is also required of the effects
noticed) been fully appreciated. Such of composition and particle geometry
microscale movements can affect the on spectral signatures received by re-
azimuth control systems (and thus tar- mote sensing systems. A theory of re-
geting accuracy) of missiles. flectance, which accounts for particle

size effects, has been developed. A com-
pute- program, based on this theory,

REMOTE SENSING: The Laboratory's allows simulation experiments to be
geologic remote sensing research in- conducted. During the reporting period,
volves photographic and thermal infra- the C-130 flew a number of geologic field
red imaging techniques for use in mak- expeditions to Puerto Rico, Yellowstone
nig airborne or satellite surveys. By National Park, and Iceland.
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Shown here are nine aerial spectro-
photographs acquired of the Middle
Sambo Reef Area, Florida, by AFCRL's
nine-lens multiband camera. The same
scene is recorded simultaneously in
nine discrete narrow bands between
3850 A (upper left) and 8800 A (lower
right). Note the varying water pene-
tration characteristics of Bands 1-6
(Plus-X film) and lack of penetration
in Bands 7-9 (IR film).
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The exceptional transparency of the
water around Puerto Rico makes the
location an outstanding one in studies
of water penetration. The AFCRL study
was undertaken to define optimum spec-
tral regions for achieving maximum
water penetration. Numerous aerial
photographs using color, color IR and
specially filtered black-and-white films
were taken for analysis.

Bottom terrain 30 meters below the
surface is clearly visible in the 4500 to
5500 angstrom wavelength region.
These studies point to the feasibility of
using airborne remote sensing for geo-
morphic mapping of ocean bottoms near
coastal areas.

The C-130 expeditions to Iceland and
to the Yellowstone National Park both
involved geothermal surveys with the
observing instrument being a thermal

IR scanner. The Iceland program was
conducted cooperatively with the US
Geological Survey, the Iceland National
Energy Authority and the University of
Michigan. Iceland surveys were made
in 1967 (field) and 1968 (field and air-
borne) and were a continuation of a
field and airborne program begun in
1966. Iceland is the most active volcanic
and geothermal area in the world, and
is particularly suited for thermal infra-
red research. Thermal IR surveys of the
Yellowstone National Park were made
in 1969 primarily for the purpose of
testing the IR scanner in this active
geothermal region.

Closer to the C-130's home base at
L. G. Hanscom Field, surveys were
made of the New England coast. The
thermal IR scanner aboard the C-130 A thermal IR image of the volcano
and cameras were used to observe Surtsey off the Iceland coast (above)
coastal estuarine and harbor areas. IR is compared to a regular photo of the

volcano (below). The dark areas inimagery clearly presents the thermal the IR image are the cold waters of the
gradients. The AFCRL geological sen- Atlantic Ocean; the large white area
sors not only vividly displayed the dis- denotes the intense heat radiated by

the volcano, while the other white areaspersion of thermal effluents, but chemi- are underground lava channels visible
cal and waste pollution as well. only to IR instruments.
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CRUSTAL STUDIES: Instability of the One study revealed a possible origin
earth's crust has important implications of some earthquakes, one having to do
for Air Force ballistic missile systems. with a polymorphic change that takes
Minute crustal movements can influence place in the crystal lattice structure
the azimuth control networks of missile when a material is subjected to high
installations. The nature and rate of pressures. Of the many materials sub-
deformation of the earth's crust at a jected to the 150 kilobar pressure of the
particular point is not easily specified AFCRL high pressure apparatus, the

..antitatively. Yet measurements of pyroxene mineral, enstatite, was shown
crustal de ormation are needed for opti- to be highly sensitive to shear stress,
mum missile siting and for gauging inverting almost instantaneously to a
possible targeting errors. smaller volume polymorphic form. The

The interests of the Laboratory's inversion is accompanied by a large
seismologists and geologists merge in energy release. Calculations show that
these studies. Much research emphasis an inversion of 0.01 percent of a cubic
is placed on the crustal and mantle kilometer of enstatite could release
rocks. The rate and nature of the defor- energy equivalent to an earthquakc of
mation of these materials are being intermediate magni"ide.
studied, using the high pressure-high AFCRL geologists, however, are less
temperature apparatus discussed earlier concerned with phenomena of earth-
in connection with the Laboratory's quake proportions than with subtle
seismology program. crustal movements-movements only

detected by the most sensitive instru-
ments. Among these movements are the
less violent tectonic forces, and the peri-
odic vertical movements and deforma-
tional strains that result from tidal
forces of the moon and the sun. Local
deformation also results from atmo-
spheric pressure systems, seasonal snow
load, and the filling of reservoirs.

The magnitude of some of these minor
displacements may range up to a few
centimeters per day for solid earth tides.
Geodetic triangulation is being exam-
ined as a possible way to measure the
amount of horizontal displacement in
several areas of the western United
States. Realistic earth models for evalu-
ating the effects of various loads-mov-
ing atmospheric pressure systems, for
example-are being developed. To mea-
sure local instability, a prototype tilt-
meter is being built, which will be

Reflectivity of soils of various types installed in a 30-meter borehole.
and at different angles of the light
source are measured in the Laboratory
using the above experimental appara- DRY LAKE BEDS: Under its highly
tus. productive playa research program,
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most of the dry lake beds in the US that position and the distance and direction
might be suitable for contingency opera- to target area. A part of AFCRL's geo-
tion by Air Force aircraft had been detic program is directed toward elimi-
catalogued with respect to weight bear- nating such uncertainties.
ing properties of soils, the amount of
preparation needed before operation,
and the seasons during which the playa
could be used.

Two studies made during the latter
stages of AFCRL's playa research pro-
gram are noteworthy. One relates to
the monitoring of the playas using
Nimbus satellite TV and infrared pho-

tographs. Playas, when viewed by a
satellite, have good contrast separation
from adjacent terrain. The effects of
rainfall are clearly apparent in satellite
photographs-and this is very impor-
tant because even small amounts of
rainfall can produce profound changes
in the weight bearing properties of a
dry lake bed. A dry lake bed catalogued
as potentially capable of supporting air-
craft could be quickly rendered unsuit-
able.

The other study concerns the rapid
changes that can take place from year
to year in a particular playa. Vegeta-
tion can intrude upon the barren lake
ona~4 uo ea a

bed in a few years time or can rapidly

recede. Giant fissures can develop on
the surface, some being three feet wide
and 15 feet deep, and a vast array of
mounds up to 10 feet high can form over ....
hundreds of acres. Such mounds are
often the results of the root structure
of plants holding the soil while adjacent
soil erodes away. The surprisingly h
rapid changes in playas suggest the
need for periodic surveys to obtain cur-
rent information on their condition.

For many years, the Laboratory has
evaluated for the Air Force use of dry
lake beds as emergency runways for
aircraft. Early studies involved B-52

GEODESY aircraft. In 1970, the Laboratory as-
sisred in similar studies involving the
much heavier C5A. These studies were

Alimiting factor to targeting accu- made at Harper Dry Lake in Cali-
racy is the uncertainty of launch site fornia.
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To an increasing extent, satellites ar,
used for long distance measuremen,
These satellites serve as aerial beacons
for three-dimensional triangulation and
trilateration. Much of AFCRL's current
geodetic research program involves re-
finements in satellite geodesy tech-
niques, a field in which AFCRL pio-
neered.

AFCRL has continued its participa-
tion in the National Geodetic Satellite
Program, together with NASA, ARMY,
NAVY, other USAF agencies and ci-
vilian observatories. This program is

directed toward the positional relation-
ship of a world wide geocentric network
of stations to 10 meter accuracy. Cam-
era observing techniques developed by
AFCRL are now being used by geode-
sists all over the world.

COMPUTER SOFTWARE: Two computer
software programs were developed dur-
ing the period:

1) The Geodetic Analysis Computer
R Program involves geometric error anal-

ysis. It is presently being used by
4AFCRL and other Air Force agencies

for the reduction and analysis of geo-
detic satellite observations from simul-
taneous estimation of positions on the
surface of the earth and the trajectory
of an observed satellite using measure-
ments of topocentric right ascension,
declination and range from the posi-
tions to be estimated.

2) The Short Arc Geodetic Adjust-
ment Computer Program is one of the
most advanced reduction programs yet
developed for precise geodetic position-
ing by means of satellite observations.
The program can handle any combina-
tion of electronic and optical directional

The Laboratory's 600-mm geodetic stel- and/or ranging observations. The pro-
lar camera with moving plate back for gram exploits multishort arc orbital
photographing faint sunlit satellites constraints, dynamic scaling and error
(above) is housed within the smaller of
the two domes at AFCRL's main lab- model recovery in the adjustment of a
oratory complex (below), large-scale geodetic network.
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INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT: An detection by the USAF PC-1000 stellar
electro-optical theodolite has been devel- camera. An image motion compensa-
oped for use in geodetic astronomy and tion system has been developed which,
spatial geometric triangulation. For in effect, permits longer photographic
many years, geodetic astronomy has exposure. With this system, many of
used the tracking micrometer for detect- the smaller satellites can be used for
ing star transits. The tracking is done satellite geodesy. The image motion
manually by the observer and requires compensation (IMC) device drives the
personal judgment. The electro-optical film in the direction and at the angu-
theodolite detects star transits electri- lar speed predicted for the satellite and

cally and has the capability of recording the light intensity integrates over a
the data for direct input to a computer. longer period to form the satellite im-
The basic theodolite is a WILD T-4 age. The IMC has been designed for use
astronomic theodolite. A large telescope with both the normal USAF PC-1000
has been added and the eyepiece mi- and PTHI 600 cameras. The plate drive
crometer has been replaced by vertical is operated by a precise phase lock
and horizontal slits and photo sensors. speed control and runs on air bearings.
The theodolite has increased accuracy The Laboratory is sponsoring re-
and automatic data reduction plus a search at the Environmental Science
capability to observe satellite and air- Services Administration (ESSA) on
craft borne light sources. multiwavelength baseline measuring

Although there are several hundred systems. The principal limitation, at
satellites and pieces of satellite debris present, to the accuracy of distqnce
in space, only a few are bright enough measurements is the uncertainty i': the
and have the proper configuration for average propagation velocity of the

radiation due to influence of the atmo-
sphere. Accuracies to within a few
parts per hundred million are the pres-
ent objectives. Through the use of the
dispersion method, simultaneous mea-
surements of optical path length at two
widely separated wavelengths are used

A. to determine the average refractive

Sindex over the path length thus giving
a bette measure of the true geometrical
distance. Theh use of lasers as light
sources has greatly extended the range,
and recently a micrcwave frequency has
been added to provide data on the water
vapor density of the air. The develop-
ment of a passive receiver for one end
of the baseline eliminates the two way
transmission and extends the range to

Located on the laboratory rooftop is approximately 60 km.
this pulsed laser for measuring satel-
lite ranges. The first successful long- LASER RANGING SYSTEM: Several
range test was a daylight range meas-
urement of a satellite in December years ago, AFCRL first reflected a laser
1967. beam from satellite-borne corner cubes.
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simultaneously, the distance between
the observing sites can be derived by
triangulation.

TIME SYNCHRONIZATION SYSTEM:
AFCRL is working with the National
Bureau of Standards, U.S. Naval Ob-
servatory and Lincoln Laboratory in a
country-wide experiment using synchro-
nous satellites to disseminate and syn-
chronize precise time and time interval

_to widespread geodetic observing sites.
(A requirement for this capability is set

forth in AFLC ROC 4-67.) Tlis tech-
nique will give world-wide geodetic field
teams the precise synchronization of

Tj time and frequency that now require the

A unique dual laser system is employed complicated, time consuming and expen-
by AFCRL scientists in geodetic satel- sive transporting of clocks for the cali-
lite studies. A ranging short pulse bration of time at widespread observing
laser is housed in the lower left side sites.
of the mount while a long pulse pho-
tographic laser is seen in the upper This time dissemination experiment
right. High voltage and receiver corn- uses one-way radio propagation at VHF
ponents are also viewed. or UHF relayed from the master refer-

ence station to user stations by a trans-
To obtain a detectable reflection, the ponder on a geostationary communica-
experiments were conducted at night. tions satellite. Tests are being conducted

AFCRL has developed a technique using the ATS-1, LES-6 and TACSAT-
that permits daytime observation of COM satellites as transponding units.
reflective satellites. The first daytime The reference frequency signal is trans-
observations were made in December mitted from either Lincoln Laboratory
1967. The technique involves the pro- at Bedford, Mass. or Bureau of Stand-
duction of several very short laser ards at Boulder, Colo. to the satellites
pulses, each precisely controlled as to and down to the receiving stations.
length and separating interval. This Throughout the Winter of 1969-70, a
precise control of duration and spac- considerable amount of data has been
ing of pulses greatly enhances the rang- collected by the AFCRL receiving site in
ing accuracy of lasers. this program. By using this technique

With this technique, AFCRL has re- to establish a reference frequency,
corded photomultiplier detections of the AFCRL is maintaining the frequency
reflected image many times, even on and real time of its reference oscillator
bright days. The return is photographed to within one microsecond of the stand-
as a series of spikes on an oscilloscope ard at Boulder, Colo.
presentation, each spike representing If the results from the tests continue
the reflection of one precisely timed as well as they have been to date, this
pulse. technique will be a valuable contribution

When -o such laser systems are used to the NatiGnal Geodetic Satellite Pro-
to reflect light from the corner reflectors gram in that it will offer a very inexpen-
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sive and very simple way for all observ- earth's surface and in its external field.
ing sites to synchronize their time and In addition to its gravity measurement
reference frequency. Another experi- program, the Laboratory develops theo-
ment is also testing the use of commer- ries and mathematical methods for the
cial television as a transfer medium of description of the earth's gravitational
precise frequency to widespread sites. field, for the determination of gravity
If successful, this method has the ad- dependent earth constants and for the
vantage of simple, low cost field equip- prediction and interpolation of gravity
ment. values at locations where no measure-

ments have been made. An intrinsic
part of gravity research is the develop-

GRAVITY ment of gravity instrumentation of
greater sensitivity and efficiency. To

The Laboratory's gravity program is test and calibrate new instruments,
directed toward obtaining more precise AFCRL scientists transport them to
gravity values at all locations on the widely spaced geographical areas. For

........ . ::7" ..... ... . ... : .v... ........... ........ ...... . ... ......... .............. ...... .... ................ ... ..... ........... .............:..
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The Laboratory has been a principal
participant in the development of the
First Order World Gravity Net since
1962 when the international project
was initiated. Lines on the map are
paths along which gravity values have
been carefully measuredl. Status of the
Net in 1970 is shown, with the final
adjustment of all values due to becompleted in early 1971.
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airborne gravity surveys, the Labor,--
tory used its C-130 aircraft. "

Three airborne gravimeters were in-
stalled in this aircraft during the period--
and tested over several different areas
of the U.S. Also placed in operation was
a ncew gravity measuring system em- v.I
ploying modern technological methods.
This is the 'aser interferometer absolute F ,
apparatus, which is discussed in the fol- . ..

lowing section.

THE LASER-INTERFEROMETER APPA- , -

RATUS: A new gravity measuring
apparatus was tested and placed in op- * .0
eration during the reporting period. The
measuring technique, in principle, is
simple. An object is dropped and the
experimenter clocks its rate of fall. In
doing so, he is using the method used by
Galileo whc made the first gravity mea-
surements more than 300 years ago.

Instruments for measuring gravity
(actually the acceleration of gravity is
measured) haven't changed much in
principle since then. The rate of fall of
a free-falling body is timed, or a free-
falling body whose motion is constrained
is timed. In the latter category is the A new absolute gravity measuring ap-
pendulum which was first used to mea- paratus testel in 1969 at AFCRL -. as
sure gravity in the 17th Century. The this laser inte..erometer device in

which a laser beam produces an inter-
pendulum has been greatly refined over ferogram to obtain a precise meas-
the years, and accuracy is approaching urement of the rate of fall of an ob-
theoretical limits. ject within an evacuated chamber.

The new gravity apparatus is a free-
fall instrument and was developed for ing gear plus a seismometer which senses
AFCRL and the National 'Bureau of and corrects vibrations.
Standa,'vs by James E. Faller of Wes- To measure gravity by the interfero-
leyan University. The apparatus, which metric method, one mirror of a Michel-
has a vertical length of nine feet, con- son nterferometer is dropped in free-
sists basically of a Michelson-type inter- fall. This produces a rapidly varying
ferometer, with a helium-neon laser light fringe patt-hrn. To obviate the problem
source. It is called the laae.--interferom- of misalignment of the mirror during
eter apparatus. The heart of the sys- free-fall, a mirrored corner cube is used.
tem is the four foot drop chamber, Light from such a falling cube is always
evacuated to 5 x 10-- tor: to reduce drag reflected in the same direction, een if
on the falling body. Associated with the the cube tilts slightly during its one-
apparatus is an array of electronic tim- meter fall.
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The output from the interferometer and a Pendulus Integrating Gyro Accel-
is a sinusoidally varying intensity which erometer (PIGA). Associated with the
increases in frequency during the free- PIGA meter is an AJN-10 Inertial Ref-

fall of the corner cube. The light and erence Unit. All of these instruments
dark oscillations produced by the rapidly are mounted on highly stabilized plat-
changing fringe pattern are detected by forms.
a photomultiplier and counted by an The instrumentation complex also
electronic timer with a timing accuracy includes an airborne profile recording
of about one nanosecond. The instru- urit for monitoring vertical aircraft
nient is capable of precisions of a few grounl clearances and relative devia-
parts in a hundred million. By compari- tion from planned flight level; a Dop-
son, the accuracies of pendulums are a pler radar; a navigational computer; an
few parts in a million. Astrotracker for navigational purposes;

To establish gravity values for a par- and a T-11 camera system for identif,-
ticular location, many measurements ing landmarks along the flight paths
must be made and an average obtained, which are used for obtaining position
The site then becomes a standard to data.
which relative gravity measurements

are referred. There are only about ten OTHER GRAVIMETER DEVELOPMENTS:
sites in the world where gr .'ity values A cryogenic gravimeter with a sensi-
are known with sufficient accuracy to tivity of 0.025 microgals is under devel-
serve as standards or absolute base opment. The gravimeter will be used to
stations. measure the free modes of the earth but

also has potential for measuring wan-
AIRBORNE GRAVITY INSTRUMENTS: dering of the earth's polar axis and pos-

New, extremely sensitive airborne sible secular variations in gravity.
gravity measuring instruments were A LaCoste and Romberg earth-tidetnstalled in the Laboratory's C-130 air- gravimeter is in continuous operation at
craft. During the reporting period, a AFCRL's new gravitj-seismic observa-
series of flight tests were made to evalu- tory. Variations of the vertical com-
ate these instruments against the known ponent of gravity are measured to an
gravity fields of two different gravity accuracy of one microgal.
test ranges in the United States. A rotating gravitatical gradiometer

From Ellsworth AFB, South Dakota, for measuring gravity gradients has
the C-130 made measurements over the been developed and tested under labora-
North Range covering the states of tory conditions. A gradiometer for mea-
Washington, Oregon, Montana and surement under moving conditions is
South Dakota. Later, the South Rarge now under development.
covering Colorado, Tz'xas, Kansas and
Oklahoma was covered with Forbes THE EXTERNAL GRAVITY FIELD: The
AFB, Topeka, Kansas, serving as the external gravitational field of the earth
staging base. refers to the gravitational attraction of

AFCRL has greatly improved air- the earth at various distances from its
boine gravity instrumentation survey surface. This attraction varies with the
techniques and data reduction programs mass distribution of the earth. If the
since beginning the program in 1958. earth were a smooth sphere of homoge-
The three airborne gravimeters are a neous composition, gravity calculations
La Coste-Romberg, an Askania-Graf, would be relatively easy. Given a few

I
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data points, it would be simple to calcu- with AFCRL's airborne gravimeters can
late gravity fields with great precision. lead to the computation of surface mean
Because the mass distribution is irregu- values from gravity profiles observed at
lar, the gravitational field varies in a various altitudes. Correlation studies
manner not easily predictable. The and development of statistical methods
mascons of the moon (publicized dur- for estimation of gravity anomalies in
ing the Apollo flights) are an example unobserved or inaccessible areas are
of inhomogeneous mass distribution, continuing.

AFCRL hopes to develop techniques The harmonic coefficients (describing
for deriving information on gravity the external potential) derived from
values all over the earth and at all alti- satellite solutions have been evaluated
tudes based on limited measurements. and combined with terrestrial gravity
Several methods are being investigated data resulting in a global gravity model
for doing this. The problems concerning in terms of new coefficients, mean anom-
the "upward" continuation of gravity alies and geoid undulations.
values to high altitudes from the anoma-
lous field observed at the surface have
been solved and various methods, includ- WORLDWIDE GRAVITY SYSTEM:
ing computer programs for handling a AFCRL is a major participant in the In-
large number of points, have been tested ternational Gravity Commission, whose
and results published. Theoretical and principal objective is a worldwide gray-
practical solutions for the "downward" ity standardization program. Until 1962,
continuation problem are also available, when work on the worldwide gravity
This means that measurements made system got underway, the critical prob-

lems were the lack of uniform standards
for calibrating gravity measurement

Z" instrumentation, and the lack of a
worldwide network of base stations
needed to integrate various local gravity
measurements into a single uniform net.

The starting points of the worldwide
.=w..-, gravity system are three north-south

calibration lines, along each of which
are eight or nine primary standardiza-
tion stations. These are the American
calibration line, extending from Point
Barrow, Alaska, to the southern tip of
Argentina; the Euro-African calibra-
tion line, extending from Norway to
South Africa; and the West Pacific cali-
bration line, extending from Fairbanks,

V_ Alaska, to New Zealand.

A basic instrument in the Laboratory's The relative pendulum measurements
new Haskell Gravity Seismic Obser- along the calibration lines and gravim-
vatory in this LaCoAte an' Romberg eter fieldwork were completed in the
earth tide gravimeter whi-h measures fall of 1967. The reduction and analysis
variations in gra.ity rroduced pri-
marily by the attractior of the moon of the new measurements, the analysis
and sun. of pre-1963 measurements for possible
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use, and the data preparation for final mitted at a repetition rate of 12 pulses per
adjustment has been completed. minute. In the normal mode the output

Absolute measurements necessary for energy of the ruby laser is designed for
the establishment of the scale for the
new network and for the new absolute
reference were completed in 1969.

THE LUNAR LASER OBSERVATORY: ,"
On July 20, 1969, when the retroreflec- ' /1
tor array was placed on the moon by the
Apollo 11 crew, there were four observ-
atories in the U.S. equipped with a

laser telescope and associated timing
equipment for reflecting a light signal
from the array. AFCRL's Lunar Laser
Observatory, located 60 km north of
Tucson, Arizona in the Catalina Moun-
tains, was one of these. The others were
the Lick Observatory in California, the

.t t McDonald Observatory in Texas, and
the ARE'A-University of Michigan Ob-
servacory in Hawaii.

-On September 2, 1969, AFCRL re-
ceived return signals from the reflector,
and on the following day the first actual
measurements were made.

Following is a description of the opti-
cal system at the AFCRL Observatory: k
Transmitting-receiving optics of the
telescope consist of 1.5m primary and Partially funded by NASA, this 60-
28 cm secondary mirrors to form an inch Cassegrain telescope is used for

lunar ranging experiments involvingequatorially mounted special purpose retroreflectors placed on the lunar sur-
telescope of Cassegrain design with an face by Apollo astronauts.

f/14 focal ratio. Both mirrors are con-
structed of Tenzaloy aluminum, nickel 21 .0.6
coated by the Kanigen prcrcess, and
aluminized. The primary is an f/2 ':7

sl)herical mirror, and the aspherical see- ,..

ondary mirror is corrected to give the 2 . lo
optical system an on-axis narrow field c , ,
resolution of less than one arc second.

The ruby laser transmitter is placed at , ,,;

the Cassegrain focus of the optical
system.

The ruby laser is of dual-mode design. Signals of interest (arrows) shown on
For ranging experiments it .-- rates in this oscilloscope trace cannot normally

be discerned by visual examination.its Q-switched mode. Here ,, joule Ranige data are therefore derived
pulses of 10 nanoseconds can be trans- through computer processing.

-V
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40-120 joules per millisecond pulse du- ting the required pre-computed offset
ration, which is more suitable for pho- angle and rate required to acquire and
tographic experiments. The transmit- hold a retroreflector target. A guiding
ting optics also serve to receive energy, error of less than I arc second is pos-
Earth-moon distance resolution is about sible with this technique.
1.5 meters. The retroreflector target is comprised

The net divergence at the moon of a of one hundred 3.8 cm aperture, solid,
transmitted ruby laser pulse from the uncoated cube corners. Ten rows of 10
earth depends on collimated laser diver- retroreflectors each form a square panel
gence, telescope optics, and atmospheric (one-half meter on a side) that is affixed
conditions during the event. At the to a metal platform, which rest, on the
moon a transmitted Q-switch pulse from lunar surface.
this system may be visualized as a thin When used for optical ranging with
disc of ruby light, a few meters thick the AFCRL ground station this target
due to pulse length, and a few kilometers provides a scattering cross section of
in radius due to divergence, several hundred km2 within 1 arc second

Because transmitted ruby laser sig- of the center of its far field diffraction
nals from this system have a narrow pattern. With the target array properly
beamwidih, it is difficult to aim such oriented towards the earth and the
signals at pre-selected lunar targets. To ground station ranging signal properly
solve the aiming problem, an offset guid- aimed, each transmitted Q-switched,
ing technique was developed, where ob- ruby pulse will cause a detectable re-
servers can track an identifiable lunar turn of several photoelectrons.
feature by electro-mechanically offset-
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O N A CROONEY, T. P., and HEINEMANN, K.
JOURNAL ARTICLES (Aeronaut. Chart and Info. Ctr., St. Louis,
JULY 1969-JUNE 19/0 Mo.), ARONSON, J. R. (A. D. Little Inc.,

Cambridge, Mass.)
ANTHIONY, Di. Con toviring Scanning Electron
Sn 7othing of Aerial Gravity Measureme;ds Ster-ophotomicrographs
Proc. 1969 DOD God., Cartographic Target Proc. of Amer. Soc. of Photogram.
Matls. Conf. (October 1949) (March 1970)

*1
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ROONEY, T. P., and JONES, B. (U.S. Geolog. Development of a Photoelectric Theodolite
Survey, Wash., D. C.), NEAL, J. T., MAJ. XI Consultation on Cartography, Pan. Amer.
(USAF Acad., Colo.) Inst. of Geography and History, Wash., D. C.
Magadiite from Alkali Lake, Oregon (4-6 June 1969)
Amer. Mineralog., Vol. 54 (July-August 1969) ABBY, D. G., CAPT., and COOK, J. A., MAJ.
SZABO, B. Time Synchronization of Primary Geodetic
AFCRL's Absolute Gravity Measurements and Sites by Artificial Satellites
Their Contributions to System Accuracy XI Consultation on Cartography, Pan Amer.
Proc. 1969 DOD Geod., Cartographic Target Inst. of Geography and History, Wash., D. C.
Matls. Conf. (October 1969) (4-6 June 1969)
TIIOMSON, K. C., and AHRENS, T. J.(Calif. Inst. of Tech., Pasadena) ABBY, D. G., CAPT., WILLIAMS, 0. W., and

O'CoNNoR, D. C., ROBERTSON, K. D. (USA
Dynamic Photoelastic Studies of P and S Engineer Topographic Labs., Alexandria, Va.)
Wave Propagation in Prestressed Media Does Geodesy Require an Improved Value
Geophys., Vol. 34, No. 5 (October 1969) for the Velocity of Light?

TURNER, B. B., CAPT. Ann. DOD Geod./Cartographic/Target
Remote Sensing of Some Adirondack Lakes Materials Conf., Alexandria, Va.

and Ponds (10 October 1968)
Ticonderoga Sentinel (February 1970) ABBY, D. G., CAPT., and WIRTANEN, T. E.

WILLIAMS, R. S., JR. A Use of Photomultipliers in Satellite
Iceland Ridge Geodesy
Ltr. in Geotimes, Vol. 14, No. 7 (July 1969) XI Consultation on Cartography, Pan Amer.

WILLIAMS, R. S., JR., et al Inst. of Geography and History, Wash., D. C.
(4-6 June 1969)

Infrared Surveys in Iceland in 1966
U. S. Geolog. Survey Prof. Paper 650-C, ANTHONY, D.
Geolog. Survey Res. (July 1969) Comparison of Numerical Filters for Airborne

WILLIAMS, R. S., JR., and FRIEDMAN, J. D. Gravity Data
(U. S. Geolog. Survey, Wash., D. C.) XIV Gen. Assembly of the IUGG/IAG,
Comparison of 1968 and 1966 Infrared Lucerne, Switz. (25 September-7 October 1967)
Imagery of Surtsey Achievements in Absolute Gravity Measuring
Surtsey Res. Prog. Rpt., Vol. 5 (The Surtsey Accuracy, 1965 to Present
Res. Soc., Iceland) (March 1970) XI Consultation on Cartography, Pan Amer.
Satellite Observation of Effusive Volcanism Inst. of Geography and History, Wash., D. C.
British Interplanetary Soc. J., Vol. 23, No. 6 (4-6 June 1969)
(June 1970)

CABANiss, G. H.
WILLIAMS, R. S., JR., and STRINGHAM, J. A.
(RADO, Griffis AFB, N. Y.) Earth Strains from Repeated Triangulation

of Isolated Quadrilaterals and
Applications of Reconnaissance Concepts to Temporal Changes in Shallow Seismic
Mapping Problems Velocities, Rogers Playa, California
Proc. 1969 DOD Geod. Cartographic Target Amer. Geophys. Union West. NatI. Mtg.,
Matis. Conf. (October 1969) San Francasco, Calif. (2--1 December 1968)

WIRTANEN, T. E. Degradation of Azimuth Referctnce Control
Laser Multilateration 4th OAR Res. Applications Conf., Off. of
Proc. of the Amer. Soc. of Civil Engrs., Aerospace Res., Arlington, Va.
Vol. 95, No. 50 (October 1969) (13 March 1969)

Earth Strains from Repeated Triangulation-
Topographic Effects
1969 Joint AGU-URSI Mtg., Wash., D. C.

PAPERS PRESENTED AT MEETINGS (21-25 April 1969)

JULY 1967 - JUNE 1969 CABANISS, G.H., and MCCONNELL, R. F., JR.
(A. D. Little, Inc., Cambridge, Mass.)

ABBY, D. G., CAPT. Crustal Tilt
Development of an Electro-Optical Theodolite Third Intl. Symp. on Recent Crustal
1969 Joint AGU-URSI Mtg., Wash., D. C. Movements, Leningraa, USSR
(21-25 April 1969) (22-29 May 1968)
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CooK, J. A., MAJ. Airborne Gravity Reduction and Related

A Concept of USAF Advanced Development Data Reduction Problems
in Geodesy and Gravity 1969 Joint AGU-URSI Mtg., Wash., D. C.
Ann. DOD Geod./Cartographic/ATM Conf., (21-25 April 1969)
Alexandria, Va. (18-27 October 1967) HciS, F. L., MAJ., and ANTHONY, D.

CRONIN, J. F., and BROWN, G. D. (Boston Scope and Problems of Computer
Coll., Mass.) Reduction of Airborne Gravity Data

Multispectral Photographic Studies XI Pan Amer. Consultation on Cartography,
Geol. Soc. Amer. Mtg., Wash, D. C. Pan Amer. Inst. of Geography and History,
(15-17 February 1968) Wash., D. C. (4-6 June 1969)

CRONIN, J. F., WILLIAMS, R. S., JR., IST LT., and HUNT, M. S.

ADAMS, J. B. (Jet Propulsion Lab., Selenodesy and Lunar Laser Experiments
Pasadena, Calif.) 14th Gen. Assembly of the Intl. Union of

Geod. and Geophys., Zurich, Switz.Geologic Sensor Studies in the West Indies (25 September-7 October 1967)

Fifth Caribbean Geol. Conf., St. Thomas,
Vir. Is. (1-5 July 1968) Lunar Laser Experiments

125th Mtg. of the Amer. Astronom. Soc.,

ECKHARDT, D. H. Univ. of Pa., Philadelphia, Pa.

The Nonlinear Theory for the Transient (4-7 December 1967)
tae Nof e theord Pthcal Tratnsn AFCRL Lunar Laser Ground Station StatusState of the Forced Physical Librations Amer. Astronom. Soc. Mtg., Univ of Haw.,in Longitude of the Moon and HnllHw 3 ac- pi 99

The Use of a Digital Computer to Develop Honolulu, Haw. (30 March-2 April 1969)

Solutions of the Forced Physical Librations
of the Moon HUNT, M. S., and MEYERS, W. M.
Intl. Astronom. Union (IAU), XIII Gen. (Gen. Elec. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.)
Assembly, Prague, Czech. Prototype Lunar Optical Cube Corners
(22-31 August 1967) 126th Mtg. of the Amer. Astronom. Soc.,
AFCRL Computer Programs for the Univ. of Va., Charlottesville, Va.
Physical Ephemeris of the Moon (1-4 April 1968)
Symp. on Observation, Analysis and
Space Res. Appl. of the Lunar Motion, ILIFF, R. L.
Boeing Sci. Res. Labs., Seattle, Lasers for Satellite Ranging and Photography
Wash. (19 August 1968) SPIE 13th Ann. Tech. Symp., Wash., D. C.

ECKHARDT, D. H., HUNT, M. S., and ILIFF, R. L. (19-23 August 1968)

AFCRL Lunar Laser Range and MOLINEUX, C. E.
Photography Instrumentation
SPIE Sem. on Laser Range Instrumentation, Remote Determination of Soil and Weather
El Paso, Tex. (16-17 October 1967) Variables

Symp. on Land Evaluation, Commonwealth

HADGIGEORGE, G. Sci. and Industrial Res. Orgn. (CSIRO),
HADGGEORE, . Canberra, Aust. (26-31 '.igust 1968)

Results of a Study of Parameter Estimation

for General Short Arc Geodetic Reduction
Amer. Geophys. Union West. Natl. Mtg., PERRY, R. M.
San Francisco, Calif. (2-4 December 1968) A Review of AFCRL's Aerial Gravity

Measuring Prcgram, 1P65-1968
HADGIGEORGE, G., and TROTTER, J. E. XI Pan Amer. Consultation on Cartography,
(DBA Systems, Inc., Melbourne, Fla.) Pan Amer. Inst. of Geography and History,

Numerical Results from Short Are Wash., D. C. (4-6 June 1969)

Geodetic Adjustments Using Combinations
of Directional and/or Ranging Observations RIECKER, R. E.
from GEOS-1 Satellite Rock Mechanics in the Air Force
1969 Joint AGU-URSI Mtg., Wash., D. C. NSF Advanced Sci. Sem. in Rock Mech.
(21-25 April 1969) for Coll. Teachers of Structural Geol.,'Bedford, Mass. (10 July 1967)
HICKS, F. L., MAJ. Geophysical Implications of Shear Deformation
Data Reduction of Airborne Gravity Data in Rocks
Geodetic Objectives Syr.p., Alexandria, Va. 1967 Conf. on Instrumental Sci. of Instr. Soc.j (18-27 October 1967) of Amer., Geneva, N. Y. (1 August 1967)

I,
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High Pressure Data and Earthquake THOMSON, K. C., and Ton;soz, M. N. (Mass.
Mechanisms Inst. of Tech., Cambridge), and AHRENS, T. J.SAdvanced Res. Projects Agency Mtg. on (Stanford Res. Inst., Menlo Pk., Calif.)

Seismic Coupling, Stanford Res. Inst., Radiation of Seismic Waves from Explosive
Menlo Pk., Calif. (15 January 1968) Sources in Pre-Stressed Media
Earthquakes and Volcanism 14th Gen. Assembly of the Intl. Union of
High School Advanced Studies Pro., Mass. Inst. Geod. and Geophys., Zurich, Switz.
of Tech., Cambridge (16 November 1968) (25 September-7 October 1967)

High Pressure Rock Mechanics
Ceramics Div., Mass. Inst of Tech., WILLIAMs, 0. W.
Cambridge (21 May 1969) The Use of Lasers in Geodesy and

The Development and Management of
ROONEY, T. P. and ARONSON, J. R., Research Programs
EMSLIE, A. G. (A. D. Little, Inc., Technische Hogeschool, Delft, Netherlands
Cambridge, Mass.) (1-2 May 1968)

Infrared Reflectance and Emittance of Research and Development Instrumentation
Natural Surfaces in Geodesy and Geophysics
1969 Joint AGU-URSI Mtg., Wash., D. C. USAF Sci. Advisory Board Ad Hoc Comm. on
(21-25 April 1969) Gravity Instrumentation and Methodology,

Vandenberg AFB, Calif. (18 August 1968)
ROONEY, T. P., and RIECKER, R. E. Post-National Geodetic Satellite Programs

Experimental Deformation of Hornblende for Geodesy and Gcophysics
and Amphibolite DOD-NASA Geodetic Satel. Panel, AACB,
1969 Joint AGU-URSI Mtg., Wash., D. C. Wash., D. C. (13 September 1968)
(21-25 April 1969) Instrumentation in Earth Sciences

Pittsburgh Section, Instr. Soc. of Amer.,
SZABO, B. Pittsburgh, Pa. (25 November 1968)
Airborne Gravimetry
Mtg. of the SAB Wkg. Group on Geodesy and WILLIAMS, R. S., JR., 1sT LT.
Gravity, Wash., D. C. (1 August 1967) Management Problems at the Grass Roots-
Methods of Upward Continuation of Gravity A Scientist's Viewpoint
Anomalies and Armed Forces Mgt. Assoc. Mtg., Bedford,
Recent Developments in Aerial Gravity Mass. (21 September 1967)
Measuring Experiments Geology and Geomorphology of Iceland: Land
XIV Gen. Assembly of the IUGG/IAG, of Fire and Ice and
Lucerne, Switz. t25 September-7 October 1967) Expedition to Surtsey Volcano, Iceland

Status of the First Order World Gravity Net Dickinson Coll., Carlisle, Pa. (26 February
and Absolute Gravity Experiments 1968)
1968 DOD Geod./Cartographic/Target Remote Sensing: Supplement to Conventional
Materials Conf., Alexandria, Va. Aerial Photography and
(10-18 October 1968) Surtsey Volcano, Iceland: Geological and
A Review of the First Order World Geophysical Measurements from the Ground,
Gravity Net Aircraft, and Satellite
XI Pan Amer. Consultation on Cartography, Dept. of Geol. and Geophys., Penn. State Univ.,
Pan Amer. Inst. of Geography and History, Univ. Pk., Pa. (27-28 February 1968)
Wash., D. C. (4-6 June 1969) Expedition to Surtsey Volcano, Iceland

Earth Sci. Technologies Assoc., Mitre Corp.,
THOMsON, K. C. Bedford, Mass. (28 March 1968)
Seismology Today Geologic Applications of Aerial Spectrophotog.
Instr. Soc. of Amer. Res. Conf. on Instru- raphy: Preliminary Findinge from Cvayo
mentation Sci., Geneva, N. Y. Icacos, Puerto Rico and
(30 July-4 August 1967) Effect of the Pleistocene on the Landforms

of Rio de la Plata Area, Puerto Rico
TiO,%isoN, K. C., and AIRENS, T. J. Fifth Caribbean Geol. Conf., St. Thomas,
(Stanford Res. Inst., Menlo Pk., Calif.), Vir. Is. (28 June-6 July 1968)
and Tonsoz, M. N. (Mass. Inst. of Tech.,
Cambridge) WILLIAMS, R. S., JR., 1ST LT., and FRIEDMAN,
A Near Field Study by Optical Techniques of J. D. (U. S. Geolog. Survey, Wash., D. C.)
the Generation and Propagation of Seismic Remote Sensing of Activity Geologic Processes
Waves from Explosions in Prestressed Models Fifth Symp. on Remote Sensing of Environ.,
VESIAC Seisr.ic Coupling Conf., Menlo Pk., Univ. of Mich., Ann Arbor, Mich.
Calif. (16 January 1968) (16-18 April 1968)
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Satellite Observation of Effusive Volcanism HADGIGEORGE, G.
Intl. Summer School on Earth Resources Improvement of the GEOS-I North American
Survey Satellites, Cambridge, Great Britain Tracking Network From Multiple Short Arc
(14-25 July 1969) Geodetic Adjustments

GEOS-11 Rev. Corif., NASA Goddard Space
WILLIAMS, R. S., JR., and FRIEDMAN, J. D. Flight Ctr., Greenbelt, Md. (23-24 June 1970)
(U. S. Geolog. Survey, Wash., D. C.) and
PARKER, D. C. (Univ. of Mich., Ann Arbor, ILIFF, R. L.
Mich.) A FCRL Laser-Satellite Geodesy and Future
Infrared Emission from Hekla Volcano Plans
1969 Joint AGU-URSI Mtg., Wash., D. C. GEOS-II Rev. Conf., NASA Goddard Space
(21-25 April 1969) Flight Ctr., Greenbelt, Md. (23-24 June 1970)

WILLIAMS, R. S., JR., 1ST LT., and FRIEDMAN, RIECKER, R. E.
J. D. (U. S. Geolog. Survey, Wash., D. C.), Rock Mechanics and Earthquake Source
THORARINSSON (Museum of Nat. Hist., Mechanisms
Iceland), SIGURGEIRSSoN, T. (Univ. of Iceland) Air Force Acad., Colo. (16 February 1970);
and PALMASoN, G. (Nati. Energy Authority, and Geol. Dept., Colo. School of Mines,
Iceland) Golden, Colo. (19 February 1970)
Analysis of 1966 Infrared Imagery of Earthquakes, Cause and Cure
Surtsey, Iceland Sigma Xi Initiation Banquet, Boston Coil.,
14th Gen. Assembly of the Intl. Union of Mass. (5 May 1970)
Geod. and Geophys., Zurich, Switz.
(25 September-7 October 1967) RIEcCER, R. E., and ROONEY, T. P.

Amphibole Deformation
South-Central Sect. of the Geolog. Soc. of
Amer. Mtg., Texas A&M Univ., College
Station, Tex. (2-4 April 1970)

ROBINSON, W. G.
PAPERS PRESENTED AT MEETINGS Q-Switched Ruby Laser for Lunar Laser
JULY 1969-JUNE 1970O Ranging ExperimentsLaser Industry Assoc. Ann. Conf.,
ANTHONY, D. Los Angeles, Calif. (20-22 October 1969)

Smoothing of Aerial Gravity Measurements Twin Ruby, Q-Suvitched Laser for Plasna

1969 DOD Geod., Cartographic and Target Production; and Q-Switched Ruby Laser for

4 Matls. Conf.. Alexandria, Va. Lunar Ranging Applications

(29 October-S November 1969) Southeast Sect. of the Amer. Phys. Soc., Univ.

Navigation ReqNirements for Dynamic of Fla., Gainsville, Fla. (6-8 November 1969)

Gravimetry by Means of Gradient ROONEY, T. P., and HEINEMANN, K.
Measurements Aeronaut. Chart and Info. Ctr., St. Louis,
Invitational Symp. on Dynam. Gravim., Mo.), ARONSON, J. R. (A. D. Little, Inc.,
Ft. Worth, Tex. (16-17 March 1970) Cambridge, Mass.)

t7ARTER, W. E. Contouring Scanning Electron
AFcRL Lunar Laser Ranging System Stcreophotornicrographs

1970 Ann. Cony. of the Amer. Soc. of
Ariz. Chap. of the Amer. Soc. of Photogram., Photogram., Wash., D. C. (1-6 March 1970)
Tuson, Ariz. (5 December 1969)

ROONEY, T. P., and RIECKEuR, R. E.
Cr ' UiN, J. F. Strength and Deformation Behavior of
c;la,'acter and Intensity of Terrestrial Hornblende
Radiation Amphibole-Pyroxene Symp., Virginia
NatI. Fall Mtg. of the Amer. Geophys. Union, Polytcch. Inst., Blacksburg, Va.
San Francisco, Calif. (15-18 December 1969) (7-11 September 1969)

CROWLEY, F. A. SZABO, B.
AFCRL Comparison of Seismic and AFCRL's Absolute Gravity Measurements and
Gyrr!ompass Data Their Contributions to System Accuracy
USAF Sci. Adv. Board Ad Hoc Comm. on 1969 DOD Geod., Cartographic and Target

Gyrocompass Stability, Newark AFS, Ohio Matls. Conf., Alexandria, Va.
(14-15 July 1969) (29 October-5 November 1969)
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TnOmSON, K. C. TECHNICAL REPORTS
Model Seismology JULY 1967 - JUNE 1969
ESSA, Rockville, Md. (8 August 1969)
Elastodynaamic Near Field of Finite CRONIN, J. F., ROONEY, T. P., WILLIAMS, R. S.,
Propagating Fault JR., lST LT., MOLINEUX, C. E., and
Univ. of British Columbia, Vancouver, B. C., BLIAMPTIS, E. G.
Can. (23 March 1970) Vltraviolet Radiation and the Terrestrial

Surface
TnOiS0N, K. C., and HASKELL, N. A. AFCRL-68-0572 (November 1968)
Elastodynamic Near Field of a Finite
Propagating Teisile Fault CRONIN, J. F., DOWLNG, R. W., and BROWN,

Natl. Fall Mtg. of the Amer. Geophys. Union, G. D., JR., SKMIIAN, J. W., OLEAny, D. W.

San Francisco, Calif. (15-18 December 1969) (Bost C ogl., Mass.)
Elastodynanic Near Field of a Finite Multispectral Photographic Studies of a Red-

Bel Facies, Minas Basin, Nova Scotia
Propagating Transverse Shear Fault AFCRL-67-0603 (November 1967)
Natl. Ctr. for Earthquake Res. Sem.
(USGS, Menlo Pk., Calif. (19 March 1970) CROWLEY, F. A., and OSSING, H. A.

Portable Seismic Array System
TURNER, B. B., CAPT. AFCRL-68-0398 (August 1968)
Metaolcanic Rocks and Their Origin,
Sonthe Adirondack Mountains, New York NEAL, J. T., CAPT., ED., et al
o, mp. on Volcanoes and Their Roots, Oxford Playa Surface Morphology: Miscellaneous
Unir., Eng. (8-13 September 1969) Investigations
Remote Sensing in Geology (Invited) AFCRL-68-0133 (March 1968)
Dept. of Gcolog. Sci. of Lehigh Univ., RIECKER, R. E., TOWLE, L. C., (Nay. Res. Labs.,
Bethlehem, Pa. (16 February 1970) Wash., D. C.), and ROONEY, T. P.

W:LLIAMS, 9. W. Shear Strength of 12 Grossly Deformed MetalsWILIAMS, w of Gat High Pressures and TemperaturesA Rct'itw of Geophysical Effects an+dACR-745(97

Suggested Testing Conditions Related to AFCRL-67-475 (1967)

Advanced Inertial Components ROONEY, T. P., and RIECKER, R. E.
USAF Sci. Adv. Board Ad Hoc Comm. on Experimental Deformation of Hornblende and
Gyrocompass Stability, Newark AFS, Ohio Amphibolite
(14-15 July 1969) AFCRL-69-0068 (February 1969)

WILLIAMS, R. S., JR. THObiSON, K. C.
Geologic Remote Sensing (Invited) Wave Propagation in Materials Having
Boston Univ., Boston, Mass. Frcquency Dependent Rheological Properties
(19 November 1969) AFCRL.68-0141 (March 1968)

Geological Applications of Aerial
Thermography (Invited) ; and Geologic TECHNICAL REPORTS
Mapping Applications of Coastal Aerial JULY 1969-JUNE 1970
Photography (Invited)
Dept. of Geol., Univ. of Mass., Amherst, CROWLEY, F. A., and OssING, H. A.
Mass. (5 May 1970) On the Application of Air-Coupled Seismic

Waves
WILLIAM',, I. S., JR., and FRIEDMAN, J. D. AFCRL-69-0312 (July 1969)
(USGS, Wash., D. C.) AFC RL93 ( 1
Satellite Observation of Effusive Volcanism HADGIORG., G.
Intl. Summer School on Earth Resources Improvement of the GEOS-I North American
Survey Satellites, Cambridge, Eng. Tracking Network From Multiple Short Arc
(14-25 July 1969) Geodetic Adjustments
Geologic Mapping Applications of Coastal AFCRL-70-0090 (February 1970)
Aerial Photography, Cape Cod, Massachusetts HERRING, J. C., MAJ., ABBY, D. G., CAPT., and
1970 Ann. Cony. of the Amer. Soc. of COOK, J. A., LT. CoL.
Photogram., Wash., D. C. (1-6 March 1970) Time Synchronization of Primary Geodetic

WILLIAMS, R. S., JR., and STRINGI AM, J. A. Sites Through Use of Artificial Satellites

(RADC, Griffiss AFB, N. Y.) AFCRL-70-0333 (June 1970)

Applications of Reconnaissance Concepts to NEEDLEMAN, S. M., ED.
.lapping Problems Earth Science Applied to Military Use of
DOD Fall Mapping, Charting and Geodesy Natural Terrain
Conf., Wash., D. C. (29 October 1969) AFCRL-69-0364 (August 1969)
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V| Ionospheric Physics
Laboratory

The state of the ionosphere at any
given time defines the limits of Air
Force capabilities in communications,
radar surveillance, and navigation.

The ionosphere extends from a lower
boundary of about 50 km outward to
several thousaud km. The charged par-
ticles-the ions and electrons-that
form thp ionosphere are a small minor-
ity among the dominant population of
neutral atoms and molecules of the up-
per atmosphere. Only one particle or
less in a thousand is a charged species,
and typically it will be short-lived.
Within a short time period, it will be-
come neutralized through collision with
another particle. But in its stead, and
just as quickly, another charged par-
ticle will be created by an ionizing x-ray
or ultraviolet photon or by other col-
lisional processes.

Since 1945, the ionosphere has been
a major AFCRL research field. Over-

the-horizon detection is a product of
AFCRL ionospheric research. Other
products have been the definitive models
of the effects of nuclear detonations of
various yields on the ionosphere, and
propagation data basic to the design of

j military and commercial satellite com-
munication systems.

Solar radio astronomy and the sun's
effect on the ionosphere form a large
part of the total Laboratory program.
The Laboratory's Sagamore Hill Radio
Observatory in Hamilton, Mass., is the
most completely equipped observatory
in the country for monitoring the
changing state of the ionosphere and for
interpreting the underlying causes of



these changes. The sun modulates the for observing groi;s changes, motions
ionosphere, and ultimately, the quality and turbulences. For many years it has
of radio propagation. monitored atmospheric transmis-

Several of the radio telescopes at sion properties by means of a worldwide
Sagamore Hill are used exclusively to riometer network.
monitor the radio sun over a range of For in situ measurements of the fine
frequencies. The pattern of the inten- structure of the ionosphere-tempera-
sity of solar radio emissions at various tures, flux and distributions of charged
frequencies, when properly understood, particles-the Laboratory uses rockets
serves as an index to resulting changes and satellites. During the three years
in the ionosl)here. The Air Weather covered in this report, the Ionospheric
Service has established a large corn- Physics Laboratory placed experiments
puter-based system for correlating and aboard 26 rockets and seven different
analyzing such patterns of emissions for satellites. The Laboratory's ionospheric
the purpose of prediction. The Iono- flying laboratory-a 1C-135-is the
spheric Physics Laboratory provides most completely equipped aircraft in the
basic radio data for tm system. Ref- country for making ionospheric
erences to this new AWS forecasting measurements.
system are made in several contexts Atmospheric scientists, beginning
throughout this report, with the most with the International Geophysical Year
complete description given in Chapter (IGY) in the late 1950's, have set for
VII. themselves the goal of understanding

Radio astronomy is one of many the relationship between solar varia-
AFCRL techniques for probing the tions and terrestrial effects. During this
ionosphere. The Laboratory maintains three-year reporting period, marked ad-
other radio facilities all over the world vances in the understanding of solar-

terrestr'l effects were made, with
AFCRL's Ionospheric Physics Labora-
tory contributing in large measure to
this new understanding. In connection

GO with research into solar-terrestrial ef-
,-- -- fects, the Laboratory mounted a large

-- . arctic field expedition during the period
to map the complete anatomy of a
Polar Cap Absorption (PCA) event.
Several AFCRL laboratories partici-
pated in this PCA expedition which was
managed by the Ionospheric Physics
Laboratory.

In past years, the programs reported
in this Chapter were carried out under
the Space Physics Laboratory and the
Upper Atmosphere Physics Laboratory.

The interior of the solar patrol facility Those programs relating to the electri-
at the Sagamore Hill Observatory has cal structure of the upper atmosphere,
an array of equipment for monitoring to VLF propagation and to radio astron-
radio emissions from the sun. AFCRL
operates this facility with the support omy were brought together in March
of the Air Weather Service. 1968 to form the Ionospheric Physics
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Laboratory. The Laboratory title is a
resurrected one. Pr'or to an internal ( N
reorganization that te k place in 1963,
AFCRL had a, )aboratory entity also
known as 'h- Ionospheric Physics
Laboratory.

RADIO ASTRONOMY

The Laboratory's radio astronomy pro- , ,
gram is centered at the Sagamore Hill
Radio Observatory in Hamilton, Mass.,
35 miles from Hanscom Field. Here
is located an alt-azimuth 150 ft an-
tenna, an equatorial 84 ft antenna V-
and three 28 ft antennas plus many
simple dipole antennas. With these
antennas measurements are made over
a spectral range of 19 MHz to 35,000
MHz. The site itself is located at a geo-
magnetic latitude of 54 degrees N, a
location sufficiently far north to permit
auroral observations.

Radio astronomy at AFCRL is heav-
ily weighted toward solar studies, with L .

the goal of this research being the fore-
casting of solar events and their ulti- .

mate effects on the terrestrial environ- ' "*
ment. The Laboratory, through two :
identically calibrated facilities on the I

opposite sides of the earth (one at Saga-
more Hill, the other in Manila in the , .: .,.
Philippines), continuously monitors the
radio sun 24 hours a day during most ,re ---x
of the year.

Another major area of study by
the Laboratory is that of ionospheric *i
effects on radio signals from satellites
including phase delay and radio scintil- - ______-

lations (caused by ionospheric irregu-
larities) which influence the quality of The Sagamore Hill Radio Observatory,
transmissions. AFCRL has developed with its niany large dishes and antenna
models of scintillations as a function of arrays, is one of the most complete fa-
season, time-of-day, and geographic cilities in the country for solar radio

and ionospheric research. The dish in
position. Such scintillation models pro- the lower photo has a diameter of 150
vide both the designers of satellite and feet.
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other communication systems and Air
Force operational personnel with essen-
tial statistics against which to ga,,ge
system performance.

AFCRL radio astronomers conducted
one satellite experiment during this re-
porting pe'iod. This satellite was the
OV1-17 (ORBIS CAL) which carried
an experiment to determine whether
HF signals from the satellite could be-
come trapped between two ionospheric
layers. The satellite, launched March ,,.
18, 1969, carried two beacons-9 and 13
MHz. A worldwide network of 37 sta-
tions was set up to observe the signals.
AFCRL found that the signals could in-
deed become trapped in a duct between
the layers, and transmitted strong and
clear over distances of several thousand
miles. The signals were observed from
Thule to Auckland, New Zealand, and
from the Sagamore Hill Radio Observa-
tory to Calcutta. With the radio solar patrol facility in

the Philippines (above) and the patrol
PREDICTING SOLAR PROTON EVENTS: facility at AFCRL (below) radio emis-

Since January 1966, continuous daily sions from the sun can be monitored 24
hours a day.

observations of the sun have been made
at the following frequencies: 606, 1415,
2695, 4995, and 8800 MHz. As it be-
came evident that the spectra of radio
bursts would serve as a barometer for
the warning of proton events and mag-
netic storms, frequency coverage was
extended to 15,400 and 245 MHz in
1967 and 1968.

From these observations, AFCRL has
uncovered clues for predicting the onset
of major solar proton showers with a
reliability far exceeding that previously
possible. With the AFCRL prediction
criteria, the false alarm rate (the pre-
diction of events that do not occur) and
the "miss" rate (a proton shower not
forecast) have been reduced to a level
approaching assurance-approach-
ing, but not quite reaching.

Of the huge bursts of energy and mat-
ter that erupt from the sun during a
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solar flare, high energy protons have JAN

the most serious terrestrial effect. When MAR
high energy protons reach the earth's
atmosphere (they are guided toward MAY
the poles by the earth's magnetic field), JUL MANIL r -. OnHIL t
they create a condition known as polar -

cap absorption (PCA)-or radio black- SEP ,

out. o

The forecasting of solar proton events NOV

is a high prinrity goal of both radio and JA o  04 08 12 6 20 24
optica. (Chapter II) solar astronomers. UNIVERSALTIME

The apprach to forecasting used by
radio astroiiamers differs from that of The sun is visible to either Sagamore
optical astronomers. The optical astron- Hill or Manila 24 hours a day most of

omerloos fr prdicionclue inthe the year. Only during the times indi-omer looks for prediction clues in the cated by the dark areas on this plot car
size, configuration, age and growth rate neither Sagamore Hill nor Manila ob-

of sunspots and their associated mag- serve the sun.

netic fields. The prediction methods of
the radio astronomer lead to short-term telescopes, has been found to be a sec-
prediction-warnings of three minutes ondary criterion-and may actually lead
to about 14 hours. The AFCRL radio to a high false alarm rate if given undue
prediction scheme is based largely on weight in the ordering of prediction
the analysis of the spectral character- criteria.
istics of the radio bursts associated A possible model that might explain
with a solar flare. how the U-shaped radio spectrum is

Proton-producing flares have a clear produced is one that postulates distinct
spectral signature. When signal ampli- -_0_ ___

tude (or flux) as a function of fre- AUG 28
quency is plotted, the result is a distinct
U-shaped spectrum. The key feature of % It
the spectrum is a null, or a minimum 0,000 \ %
flux, usually at frequencies between 600 , /"
and 1000 MHz. Thus, the plot shows 'SCPTrd %,
strong signal at about 200 MHz, then i; - ', .
decrease in relative strength in the 606 , . ,'

1.000 ,. I --
to 1000 MHz range, followed by an in..

V-x.,\
crease in strength. JL

In addition to the U-shaped spectrum,
AFCRL's prediction criteria call for a ,
radio burst signal exceeding 1000 flux
units (a measure of amplitude or signal
strength). The radio burst itself must
be of the type known as Type IV radio W
emission. Type IV radio emission occurs 0o , ,o~ooo

during the flare eruption across all fre-
quencies within a time span of a few A basic clue to proton shower prediction

was discovered at AFCRL in the U-
minutes. The magnitude of the flare it- shaped spectrum of radio emissions
self, as observed visually with optical from solar flares.
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raio emissions from two different re- The great burst reached a peak dur-
g.ons of the solar atmosphere. One is ing a seven minute interval between
, :,chrotron radiation resulting from 1947 (2:47 p.m. EST) and 1954 UT,.
acceleration of electrons in the region with the higher radio frequencies reach-
just above the chromosphere (15,000 ing maximum intensity before the lower
km above the visible disk of the sun) to ones. The time of occurrence gave
produce large radio fluxes at the higher Western Hemisphere observers a clear
frequencies. The second radiation source, overhead view. In addition, satellites
producing emissions at the lower fre- recorded high energy proton emissions.
quencies, results from the excitation of Few solar events, other than eclipses,
plasma radiation further out in the have been so thoroughly observed. The
corona more than a million km from the burst will surely be referenced in future
visible disk. Between these two radio solar research literature as a standard
energy generating mechanisms, there's of comparison.
a distinct null resulting in the U-shaped AFCRL collected more observational
spectrum. data on the event than any other single

research organization. The optical in-
THE GREAT BURST OF MAY 23, 1967: struments at the AFCRL Sacramento

On May 23, 1967, there occurred one of Peak Observatory in Sunspot, N.M., the
the most violent and spectacular events radio telescopa and other radiometric
ever observed in the solar system. This equipments at the Sagamore Hill Radio
event was an eruption of matter and Observatory in Hamilton, Mass., and
energy from the sun on a lavish scale. the 35 GHz telescope (29 ft dish) at
Intense radio energy over a broad spec- Waltham, Mass., were all trained on the
trum, a dense flux of high energy pro- sun at the time of the burst.
tons, and a solar flare so bright that it At Sagamore Hill, the burst was re-
was seen in white light were the chief corded at five frequencies, 606, 1415,
features of the great burst. In the his- 2695, 4995, and 8800 MHz. No data
tory of solar astronomy dating back to were lost from "off scale" or receiver
1859, there have been only about 20 saturation. Auroras were observed on
flares observed in white light. May 25 as far south as latitude 32 de-

grees N (Georgia). A major magnetic
300 220o~1 1, ko ,91 storm associated with the great event

0 ' took place on May 26. The storm was
one of the largest on record.

PLASAND ECLIPSES: Among the
more general solar observational pro-
grams during the period, programs that
yielded data of interest both to the sci-

/ V entific community and to those engaged

in the space forecasting problem, were
observations of pulsars and the March

The Great Bust of 'ma- 23, 1967, was 7, 1970 solar eclipse.
recorded at a number o" receivers at Using the 150 ft radio telescope of
Saganmore Hill Observaory. In the the Sagamore Hill Radio Observatory,
above plots, the intense radio energy
drove the pen charts to the limits of pulsars were observed as a means of
the scale. deriving electron content of the solar
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corona. The pulsar observing program
was initiated in the summer of 1968.
Observing the pulsar CPO 950, meas-
urements of the difference in pulse ar-
rival time between two widely separated
frequencies (114 MHz and 228 MHz)
were made for i period of many days
before and after CPO 950's closest ap-
proach to the sun (4.7* or 17.5 solar
radii, on August 20, 1969). Increases in
the pulse-arrival-time difference are at-
tributable to the additional solar coronal
electrons in the line-of-sight. From the
earth-sun-pulsar geometry, the radial
distribution of coronal electrons may be
deduced. The difficulty in this measure-
ment is that the coronal electron con-
tribution to the pulse-arrival-time dif-
ference is less than one percent of that
caused by the electrons in the interstellar
medium.

The March 7, 1970 eclipse was ob-serve frm Sag7, e Hil eigt das o Pulsars are exploited to measure the
served from Sagamore Hill at eight dis- electron content of the solar corona. To
crete frequencies between 245 and 3500 use pulsars in this fashion, the sun
MHz. At this site, the eclipse reached must pass along a line between the pul-
96 percent totality but totality was not sar and the ground radio receiver so

that the radio energy from the pulsar
essential for the study. As the moon passes through the solar atmosphere.
moved across the face of the sun, it

shielded each solar active region in
sequence, switching off, in effect, radio communications and navigation sys-
emissions from the shielded regions. In tems must have a knowledge of signal
this way, radio emissions from the sun quality under all possible operating con-
were correlated with a specific active ditions. He wants to know the dB fad-
region. Radio emissions from a given ing that can be expected during quiet
active region cannot otherwise be re- and active magnetic periods, by season,
solved, except at extremely short mil- at a given time of day, and for all geo-
limeter wavelengths, graphic latitudes. With this knowledge,

he can optimize trade-offs between
SCINTILLATIONS AND SATELLITE power and weight of equipment and ac-

PROPAGATION: Scintillation is nothing ceptable periods of systems blackout.
more than increases and decreases in Most scintillation research outside of
the amplitude of a signal that is passed Soviet countries is planned, or coordi-
through the ionosphere. These varia- nated, through the Joint Satellite
tions are caused by irregularities in Studies Group, a voluntary cooperative
ionospheric density. Signal fluctuations American-European effort, which
may be rapid, with a period of a few AFCRL took the initiative in organiz-
seconds or as slow as several minutes. ing in 1958 soon after the launch of the

The designer of satellite and other first Soviet Sputnik. Since then, AFCRL
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scientists have published, or presented, In several papers prepared by AFCRL
scores of papers on various aspects of radio astronomers, simple new models
the subject. have been presented regarding iono-

A practical operational application of spheric scintillations on a global basis
scintillation research was best illustrated These models take into account such
during the flight of Apollo 11. During parameters as sunspot number, mag-
this flight, communications between netic index, latitude, season and time-
NASA's Apollo communications ships of-day. The data providing the basis
in the Pacific and the spacecraft were for these models were drawn from many
severely degraded during the night. sources.
NASA suspected that the reason might Satellites have been indispensable in
be the ionospheric conditions near the scintillation research. VHF signals from
equator where the Apollo ships were many satellites have been used in the
located. This led to consultation with AFCRL studies, with the best data ob-
AFCRL which confirmed the suspicions tained from the LES-5 (228 MHz), the
and suggested that during the Apollo 12 Canary Bird (136 MHz), the ATS-3
flight, the ships be positioned at least (136 MHz) and the LES-6 (254 MHz).
15 degrees north or south of the geo- Most studies of signal fading and scintil-
magnetic equator. This suggestion was lations have concentrated in the arctic
followed and Apollo 12 encountered no regions and this is still the primary
communications problems. Only re- focus of AFCRL's program. More re-
cently has knowledge of ionospheric cently, increasing attention has been
scintillations in equatorial regions been given to equatorial zone scintillations.
refined sufficiently for such operational Ionospheric irregularities giving rise
planning. to scintillations along the geomagiietic

equator during the night from about
2100 hours to 0400 hours are as severe
as those found in the arctic, although
mid-latitude regions are relatively free
of signal degrading scintillations. Here's
a description of a typical record of
equatorial scintillations:

Equatorial scintillations start abrupt-
S SUNRISE ly about three hours after sunset, fre-

quently reaching maximum in a few
minutes. The scintillations extend about
10 to 15 degrees north and south of the
geomagnetic equator. Once the scintil-
lations start, the level is maintained for
several hours. However, the behavior
may be different from night to night.

MIDNIGHT The nighttime irregularities are found
to be in the F layer at a mean height ofUntil Irecently, it was believed that

most intense ionospheric scintillations 306 km. The irregularities themselves
occurred in the arctic regions. Equally are elongated, cigar-shaped electron
intense scintillations occur at night patches, extending only about 22i,
along the geomagnetic equator and de-
grade radar surveillance and radio com- meters in the east-west direction, lut
munications. some 60 times longer in the north-south
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' direction. These irregularities are moved sudden ionospheric disturbances (SID).
by ionospheric winds across the propa- The aurora has been a special subject
gation path of the satellite signal. By for study. It is intimately associated
spaced-receiver methods the velocity with the changing ionospheric densities,
can be measured as a function of time. the magnetic storms and the ionospheric
The F layer drift is eastward at night irregularities that degrade electromag-
with velocities as high as 140 meters a netic propagation. Auroral conditions
second. The drift reverses direction at have been shown to be directly corre-
about 0600 in the morning and again at lated with the performance of over-the-
about 1930 in the evening, horizon radars.

A clear seasonal dependence has been AFCRL over the years has studied
observed, with maximum scintillations PCA more intensely than any other
occurring during September and March laboratory in the country. Usually it is
and minimum during December and possible to measure only selected param-
June. Curiously, while solar activity eters of a given PCA event. Among the
(high sunspot number) tends to in- parameters of interest are electron and
crease the scintillation index, it de- ion densities, temperatures and energy

creases the latitudinal extent of the spectrums, light emissions, ionospheric
scintillation region. heating and composition. During the

period, however, a major expedition
was undertaken to make simultaneous
and coordinated rocket, aircraft, ground-

ARCTIC STUDIES based and satellite measurements of all
the many related parameters. This field

Survival in a nuclear war may well expedition to Ft. Churchill, planned and
depend on how well electromagnetic managed by the Ionospheric Physics
sensors and systems function in the
arctic environment. Knowledge of the £0 Ur

range over which the arctic ionosphere a,
can be modified either naturally or arti-
ficially is fundamental to operational
planning.

The extensive arctic research pro-
grams of AFCRL are based on this con-
sideration. Programs are built around
rocket observations from Ft. Churchill,
Canada, frequent data gathering flights
by AFCRL's ionospheric KC-135 fly-
ing laboratory, ground-based radio
measurements, and a permanent AFCRL -
observing site (operated by AFCRL's - .
Aeronomy Laboratory) near Thule. -"- -

It is in the arctic that the ionosphere '
is most readily disturbed, for it is here
that solar activity most directly inter-
acts with the earth's atmosphere, pro- To observe the PCA event of November
ducing auroras, polar cap absorption 2, 1969, 36 rockets, such as this NIRO,

were fired from Ft. Churchill, Canada,
(PCA) events, auroral absorption and during a 48-hour period.
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Laboratory, was the largest expedition ities. One of AFCRL's 1C-135 aircraft
of its kind since !.ie last atmospheric was prepared to leave Hanscom Field in
nuclear test series in 1962. In addition Massachusetts as soon as the event oc-
to the several AFCRL laboratories that curred, and several satellites already
participated, Canadian scientists, in orbit were prepared to collect data.
DASA, and the Army Ballistic Research All was in readiness by July 1969. But
Laboratory had major roles. The plan- the PCA event did not occur until
ning and effort that went into the ex- November 2, three days before the dead-
pedition was rewarded with the PCA line set to terminate the project. The
event of November 2, 1969. event, when it did occur, was a strong,

powerful one.
THE PCA EVENT OF NOVEMBER 1969: PCA is the direct result of high en-

A polar cap absorption event-a wide- ergy protons which are ejected from the
spread rad:o blackout condition in the sun by certain solar flares. These pro-
arctic-is not predictable. During the tons are directed to the geomagnetic
active period of the 11-year solar cycle, polar regions by the earth's magnetic
four such events on the average may field where they enter the atmosphere
occur a year. During the quiet period, near the geomagnetic poles. The resul-
none may occur during the year. Thus tant effects are similar to those of a nu-
to make a thorough observation of all clear detonation, one of these being the
features associated with PCA, it is intense ionization of the entire meso-
necessary to assemble observing equip- spheric region between 50 and 80 km.
ment and then wait until an event takes A PCA is essentially a simulated nuclear
place. explosion in the atmosphere.

The equipment assembled for the ob- The rockets, launched sequentially
servations included 36 rockets to bp into the PCA event, were instrumented
fired during a two-day period followin6  to measure light emission, ionospheric
the event, ground-based receivers for heating, ionization, atmospheric com-
telemetered rocket data, radiometric position, neutral density, and tempera-
equipment, and radio propagation facil- ture. Measurements included protons

and alpha particles, and other ionizing
sources such as x-rays, Lyman-alpha
radiation, and energetic electrons. Rock-

iPCA 69 ets launched were spaced around the
.I0 . clock in order to observe daylight, night-

time, sunrise and sunset conditions. In
.°0 addition to these 36 rockets-21 of -v hich

' ~ were instrumented by AFCRL scientists
0 VELA 6911. -- -11 certification rockets were launched

-- 25 MEV(10) V prior to the PCA event. There wereCP 32-5MEV 0)-- .46- 88MEVC0) only three rocket failures for the total
- - - -- ... . - - -- rocket program.1200 2000 1 0400 1200 2000 0400 1200 200 04 TIME Z

.. . . . .Satellite support for the program was
an international effort with data being

In the above plot, based on data from a obtained from the VELA and Pioneer
VELA satellite, it is seen that a sudden Satellite series, three European ESRO's,
increase of high energy protons (ex-
ceeding 25 MeV) marked the onset of an AT., the Injun V, and the Air Force
the November 2, 1969 PCA event. OV1-18, 0V2-5, and 0V3-2. Instruments
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In this series of photographs, the loop
prominences associated with the flare
that produced the November 2, 1969
PCA event were recorded optically.

aboard the satellites acquired data on racies to within 10 percent. The primary
magnetic fields and the energy and flux instrument for making the prediction is
of the incoming charged particles. These the riometer, automated to give data in
satellites were in various positions and real time. The riometer is nothing more
orbits, permitting scientists to plot the than a small radio receiver that moni-
distribution and effects of the solar tors normal background galactic radio
particles, emissions. Decreases in the signal

One of the AFCRL KC-135 flying strength of galactic background radia-
laboratories (instrumented by AFCRL's tion are a measure of increased iono-
Optical Physics Laboratory) was spheric absorption; absorption, in turn,
equipped to make optical measurements is a measure of electron density in the
of enhanced sky illumination in the in- ionospheric D region. Increased elec-
frared, visible, and ultraviolet regions. tron density is a basic PCA effect.
Ground instrumentation consisted of Peak PCA effects occur within hours
riometers, ionosondes, photometers, of the onset but then trail off for the
spectrometers, and two partial reflec- next four or five days. The first step in
tion experiments. The results of this the prediction scheme is to make an
highly successful program were first estimate of when peak ionospheric ab-
presented on March 31 and April 1, sorption will occur. This initial estimate
1970 at Boston College at a conference is derived from data provided by solar
sponsored by AFCRL. At this confer- radio telescopes that detect solar radio
ence, 34 papers were presented. A PCA bursts in the centimeter to meter wave-
symposium is planned for the spring of length region. These bursts herald the
1971 where more complete results will onset of the PCA event. Once ionospheric
be presented. absorption sets in, riometer data are

correlated with solar radio burst data
FORECASTING THE MAGNITUDE OF PCA: to obtain the earliest possible estimate

Earlier, under the Radio Astronomy sec- of peak absorption.
tion, a method for predicting the occur- From the peak period of ionospheric
rence of PCA was discussed. Here, the absorp- .on until noon the next day the
discussion, is of a new scheme for fore- predictions are least accurate, primarily
casting the magnitude and duration of because of the changing characteristics
PCA once it has been initiated. The of the incoming solar proton flux. An-
scheme provides short-term predictions other complicating factor is the normal
up to two days, sometimcs with accu- diurnal variation in electron density.
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The prediction scheme requires data flight paths covering most of the arctic
from several high latitude riometer sta- above about 60 degrees latitude. Most
tions. Each riometer operates at 30 of the flights concentrated on the auroral
MHz and looks vertically upward. The oval, the area of most intense auroral
incoming absorption values from each activity.
riometer station are extrapolated ahead The auroral oval .s a belt that con-
in time with negative exponential tains the visible discrete aurora and ex-
weighting of the data according to the tends completely around the earth at
age of a data point, high latitudes. Its position shifts as the

earth rotates but it remains fixed with
FLIGHTS AROUND THE AURORAL OVAL: respect to the sun.

In December of 1967, 1968, and 1969, The inference that the auroral oval
during the deepest part of the arctic is a continuous band had never been
winter, the Laboratory's KC-135 iono- tested until January 1970 when the
spheric flying laboratory departed from KC-135 succeeded in flying completely
Hanscom Field for the arctic to observe around it. The photographic record con-
the auroral oval. The optical auroral firmed the fact that the oval is a con-
measurements require that the sun be tinuous structure consisting of auroral
depressed well below the horizon and curtains which are approximately
that there be an absence of moonlight, aligned along the oval.

The most extensive of these yearly The investigation of the noon sector
series of flights took place between of the oval has shown that D, E, and
December 2, 1969 and January 12, 1970. F region phenomena occur well sepa-
The KC-135 operated out of two differ- rated in latitude in specific relation to
ent air bases-Eielson AFB, Alaska, the discrete auroral oval. Stable discrete
and Keflavik, Iceland. From these bases, aurora occur together with sporadic E
the aircraft made 11 flights which in the while invisible diffuse auroral airglow
aggregate produced a dense web of occurs together with an E layer. The

pattern stability and the detailed reso-
lution of the phenomena observed have
made it possible to infer particle en-
ergies and energy fluxes from ionospheric
and optical parameters.

Studies of the arctic F-layer enhance-
ment showed that it fluctuates according
to universal time (UT) and appears to
be controlled by the daily earth-sun
geometry. The peak of electron density
enhancement in the F layer is found in

a ring encircling the pole located about
80 degrees corrected magnetic latitude.
The enhanced F layer density is 12
hours out of phase for the Northern
and Southern Hemispheres. F layer en-

During the report period, AFCRL's hancement occurs at 0600 hour UT in
ionospheric flying laboratory made four the Southern and at 1800 hour UT in
mid-winter exped'tions, each consisting the Northern Hemisphere. The discov-
of several flights, to the arctic to ob-
serve the auroral oval. ery that the UT control in the arctic F
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layer shows a strong latitudinal effect It appears that the entire auroral oval
in the geomagnetic coordinate system is ionosphere can be specified in real time
an exciting one and has led to a pro- if certain ionospheric observations in
gram for mapping polar F layer elec- the midnight sector are conducted
tron densities in the 1800 to 2200 hour routinely.
UT sector. Tentative results show the
replacemen t of the normal F layer by MANTLE AURORA: During the Decem-
a very irregular F layer which is cor- ber 1967 auroral oval flight to the arctic,
related spatially with a soft electron AFCRL photographed for the first time
precipitation zone. an unusual auroral phenomenon. Al-

though the existence of this auroral
form was first suggested a decade ago,
little was known of its dimensions or
characteristics-and there has been

I ,

' ':'-'--V:i ' "

- Teauroral oval is the region of maxi-
1 mum auroral activity. The earth ro-
Stares underneath it once within 24 By flying east, the KC-135 can encircle

hours. The oval is shown in two ex- the auroral oval in a 12-hour flight. One
treme positions at 0600 UT and 1800 such flight path conducted in January

- UT. The arrow points toward the sun. 1970 is traced in the above map.

+06
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some uncertainty as to whether it is in sating brightness results from a fluc-
fact a distinct auroral form. tuating precipitation of energetic par-

There are several types of aurora, all ticles over an extensive area.
having a marked structure-auroral cur-
tains, rayed bands, and so on. The ELECTRIC FIELDS IN VISUAL AURORA:
novel auroral form observed by AFCRL In the geomagnetic polar region, where
is unstructured and manifests itself as the earth's magnetic field (carrying
a marked brightening of uniform lumi- trapped radiation belt particles) dips
nosity of the entire sky. The luminosity into the atmosphere, plasma theory dic-
occurs as irregular pulsations, with each tates that an electric field should be
pulse lasting a minute or so. The novel created. The electric fields should be very
aurora was too faint to be observed weak-a few tens of millivolts per meter.
with the unaided eye. Until AFCRL did so, the fields had

AFCRL obtained its unusual photo- never been measured directly. Motiva-
graphic record by being in the right ting the AFCRL measurements was the
place at the right time. The KC-135 fact that if a model of arctic ionospheric
was at 30,000 feet within the auroral dynamics sufficiently complete to pro-
oval along a path off the east coast of vide a basis of prediction is to be for-
Greenland. The time was shortly after mulated, that model must include elec-
midnight local time-0600 UT. The KC- tric field parameters.
135 carried an all-sky camera having a The low values of electric fields make
160-degree view angle. For a two-and- measurement difficult and the exact
a-half hour period, from 0600 to 0831 locations of the fields themselves are
UT, 15-second exposures were made at uncertain. Visible auroras, however,
one-minute intervals. Sky brightness give clues as to where to look for them.
variations were most clearly observed Thus electric fields may extend down to
in a period from 0612 to 0652 UT when the regions of auroral displays-as low
the last distinct pulsation was observed, as 100 km.

The photographic data show that after Four Nike-Iroquois payloads, all
a total brightening of the sky occurred, with identical instrumentation, were
the brightness receded toward the north, launched into fairly stable auroral dis-
occasionally disappearing altogether. plays over Ft. Churchill, Canada. One
More often, the northern half of the sky launched on December 10, 1969 served
remained bright after the southern half as a test round. The other three were
darkened. AFCRL believes that the pul- launched in March 1970. The results

0630 0631 0632 0633 0634 0635 0636 0637 0638 0639

On a December 7, 1967 flight in the
arctic, scientists aboard the KC-135 pho-
tographed brightness fluctuations of the
overhead sky. These pulsations, an au-
roral phenomenon, were photographed
with an all-sky (360 degrees) camera.
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confirmed theory. With these instru- sient change induced by solar and mag-
mented rockets, the weak electric fields netic storms and by less violent varia-
associated with aurora were directly tions in solar emissions. Nuclear deto-
measured for the first time. nations can create a sudden and catas-

Detection of the fields required care- trophic change over broad geographical
ful electrical shielding of instruments, areas.
Measurements were made by two solid Scientists in AFCRL's Aeronomy
spheres mounted on diametrically op- Laboratory whose programs are re-
posed booms. Both spheres reach their viewed in Chapter VIII are also con-
respective local plasma potential, due cerned with charged particles in the
to the high plasma conductivity. The upper atmosphere, but from the stand-
potential difference between the sen- point of general atmospheric chemis-
sor pair gives the electric field compo- try. But here the focus is on the for-
nent along the boom direction. A 60-rpm mation and structure of the ionosphere.
spin was imparted to the vehicle about Aircraft, rockets and satellites are
its longitudinal axis to enable the elec- used to acquire electrical structure data.
tric field to be measured anywhere in a 1'hese experimental programs are con-
direction normal to this axis. (For a ducted from a base of theoretical re-
discussion of inferential evidence for a search into the physical cause-and-effect
general electric field corresponding to relationships. The theoretical program
the earth's magnetic field, see Chapter is not only essential in the interpreta-
VII.) tion of experimental results, but also

points the way to further experiments.

ELECTRICAL STRUCTURE

Electrical sructure research is con- -.. -

cerned with ar', charged particles-the :.

ions and electrons-that make up the
ionosphere. Properties of interest are
flux, energy distribution, and directional
vectors of the particles. The research is
also concerned with electric fields, cur-
rents and conductivity in the ionsphere,
the exosphere and the magnetosphere.
Thus the foregoing discussion of electric
fields in auroras could fit logically and F -

comfortably into this section on elec-
trical structure research.

The electrical structure of the upper
atmosphere undergoes a regular cyclicpattern of diurnal and seasonal change The electrical structure of the atmos-

phere can be measured both by rocket-
as different regions of the earth's up- borne instruments and by ground-based
per atmosphere rotate into and out of instruments. How well do the resultant
the direct line of exposure to solar data compare? To find out, AFCRL andthe irec lie ofexpoureto slar the Arecibo Ionospheric Observatory
energy. Onto this predictable rhyth- made a series of simultaneous measure-
mical pattern is superimposed the tran- ments.
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SIMULTANEOUS IN SITU AND REMOTE resolution of backscatter measurements
PROCING: Powerful radars such as the can be improved by using different pulse
1000-foot Arecibo Radio Telescope in widths and changing integration times.
Puerto Rico can probe the ionosphere Overall, the coordinated measure-
remotely by detecting backscatter ments provided a new level of confi-
(Thomson scattering) of radio energy dence in both the rocket electrostatic
from charged particles. By this means probe techniques and in ground-based
electron and ion densities and tempera- scatter systems for ionospheric investi-
tures as a function of altitude can be gations. The many specific experiments
measured. By remote probing, data carried out have contributed to the solu-
gathering costs-compared to in situ
rocket measurements-can be greatly
reduced, and fine features of the iono-
sphere can be monitored continuously
for long periods. But to assure that the 300
data are valid, it is necessary to cali-
brate the radar measurements against 0o
in :,;i. measurements by rockets. Simul-
taneous radar and rocket measurements .o0
must be made.

In October 1967, AFCRL launched
five rockets from Vega Baja, Puerto
Rico, for such simultaneous measure- i 00 06 2 4 18
ments. The launch elevation and azi- LOCAL TIME
muth were set to intercept the back- a
scatter beam of the Arecibo radar.
During the same period, the Labora- I
tory launched four additional rockets
from Vega Baja independently of radar.'6°"
measurements.

300
Among the phenomena investigated

were: daytime Lyman-alpha intensity, 0o
E and lower F region electron and ion
densities and temperatures, small-scale .300

charged particle irregularities, and the
rate of decay of ionization in the iono- 600
sphere following sunset. Another pur-
pose was the determination of the "near 00 06 12 Is

field" correction for the Arec.bo radar. LOCAL TIME
These experiments showed that the b

electron and ion temperature data gath-
ered by the two methods are in very The positions of the equatorial electro-
good agreement. The charged particle jet at two different times of the day are
distributions are also in agreement al- shown. The solid lines represent the

electrical current sy'stem at about 110
though there were differences in detail. km. Two loops join at the Cip equator

Differences may be partly due to the in the sunlit hemisphere ara comprise
large volume (approximately 16 kin) the electrojet. The dashed lines repre-

sent electrical currents induced in the
sampled by the Arecibo radar. Spatial ocean.
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tion of several problems including: day- necessary to fly identical routes during
time ionospheric E-region heating, night- both day and night. In addition to data
time cooling rates, and ionization pro- on magnetic cross sections, data on elec-
duction and decay mechanisms in the tron density are obtained using an air-
lower ionosphere. borne ionospheric sounding system

(type Granger 3900).
EQUATORIAL ELECTROJET: The equa- AFCRL has discovered the following

torial electrojet is an electric current electrojet properties:
of about 90,000 amperes found at about 1) During periods of high geomag-
110 km altitude along the geomagnetic netic activity, the width and shape of
equator during daylight hours. The the electrojet cross section changes from
whole system is stationary with the hour to hour while little change occurs

sun. It has a cross section width of during low geomagnetic activity.
about 600 to 1200 km and a thickness of 2) Striations or bands of higher and
ten to 20 km. The electrojet current lower current density within the elec-
density varies considerably from day trojet spaced several hundred km apart
to day and season to season and de- were found, and during quiet magnetic
creases with increasing magnetic activity these did not change position
activity, for several hours. No striations in E-

The currents are driven by a dynamic layer electron density were found.
I effect involving the earth's magnetic 3) During a solar eclipse in the Pa-

field and resulting from tidal motions cific when the moon's shadow crossed
of the upper atmosphere. Its dynamic the magnetic equator, the electrojet left
behavior-that is, its variations under its normal position along the magnetic
the varying influences of solar radia- equator and temporarily shifted by
tion, solar wind, and so on-is poorly about 300 km. A fast recovery from
understood. To investigate the electro- this anomalous position was made after
jet, AFCRL uses its instrumented KC- the eclipse. This recovery indicates that
135 aircraft. the electric fields associated with the

At an 11 km altitude, this aircraft electrojet are able to reassemble within
can cross the electrojet in about 100 less than two minutes.
minutes to obtain a north-south cross
section. This time is sufficiently short, ATTITUDE CONTROL SENSORS: Several
except during magnetically disturbed years ago, it became apparent to AFCRL
days, to assure that temporal changes scientists that ions at satellite altitudes
are not superimposed on the spatial could be exploited in a satellite attitude
changes. The obtained cross sections control sensor. This attitude sensor
are therefore considered as quasi-instan- would be one that oriented the space-

taneous. craft with respect to the stream of ions
Most flights are made over the Pacific through which it moved. Such a sensor

Ocean. The aircraft carries a magne- was developed and it proved to be simple
tometer which records the magnetic field and highly reliable, requiring a mini-
intensity. The recorded magnetic field mum of power from the spacecraft
intensity will, of course, not only in- power supply. It was flown on Gemini
clude that induced by the electrojet cur- 10 and 12 with outstanding results.
rent, but will include the geomagnetic Since then both NASA and SAMSO
field originating in the earth's interior, have undertaken development programs
To separate these components, it is for operational sensors.
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During tWe present period, the posi- measure the flux, density, energy distri-
tive ion attitude system was flown on bution and temperature of protons and
the OV1-15 satellite I anched in July electrons with cw¢rgies between 0 and
1968. In this case the sei.sor was flown 2 keV. In addition, the payload included
as an operational (rather than as an instruments for the measurement of en-
experimental) device for the first time. ergetic particles between 2 and 50 keV,
The sensing system functioned perfectly, and low frequency electric fields.
as it had during the earlier Gemini From the standpoint of those e:nam-
flights. The system can now be con- ining the electrical structure in the
sidered operational and can be used for near-space region, Injun V proved to
automatic or manual attitude control of be one of the most productive satel-
spacecraft for purposes such as guid- lites launched to date, providing new
ance, docking, rendezvous and reentry. information on: the mechanism of

charged particle injection in the polar
INJUN V SATELLITE: On August 8, regions during auroral and polar cap

1968, the Injun V satellite was launched disturbances; the effect on the ambient
successfully from Vandenberg AFB in- electrical environment of precipitated
to a 666 km by 2526 km orbit with an particles entering the ionosphere; vari-
inclination of 80.8 degrees. It carried ations of charged particle temperatures
two AFCRL plasma probes designed to on a global scale; magnetic storm ef-

fects; global morphology of ambient and
epithermal charged particles in the top-
side ionosphere under quiet and dis-
turbed solar conditions; relations be-
tween neutral particle temperatures and
charged particle temperatures, and the
relation between charged particle ir-
regularities and VLF signals.

RESULTS FROM EARLIER SATELLITE EX-
PERIMENTS: Launched during the pre-
vious reporting period were the OV3-2
and the 0V3-1, both carrying electrical
structure experiments. The analysis of
the data from these satellites was com-

'-. , pleted during the present period. Some
" .~ interesting and unsuspected features

were uncovered.
The 0V3-2, placed in a 330 by 1620

km orbit, carried probes to measure
flux, energy distribution and tempera-
ture of electrons and positive ions in
the 0 to 2 keV energy range. The

The Injun V satellite was launched into experiment was designed to observe
a polar orbit in August 1968 and car- day-to-day variations ir. the pattern
ried two AFCRL plasma probes to of ionization over the satellite orbit.
measure the flux, density, energy dis- o

tribution and temperature of protons It was found that the pattern remains
and electrons between 500 and 2700 kn. relatively unchanged as long as world-
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wide magnetic activity remains low.

Even after a magnetic disturbance, the
pattern is restored rather quickly. A 20

number of persistent local features in
ionization density were identified, but
not fully explained. Examination of
the electron temperature data has shown
that there are sometimes several com-
ponents to the temperature distribution
of the ambient electrons. Normal tem-
perature range is about 1500 to 4000
degrees K. But also present are elec- ,
trons with temperatures of 20,000 de- 15 U 5 55 25
grees K or higher. There is apparently NOON PLASMP A UiDNIGHTAURORA SPEE AURORA

no preference in time or space for the TRAPPING REGON-
distribution of these secondary electron
temperature components.

The oV3-1 was placed in a polar orbit This model of the magnetosphere shows
of 2000 to 5700 km. Unexpected large the strong asymmetry of the day (left)

and the night (right) sides of the mag.irregularities and density gradients netic field. The electrical structure of
were observed in the range L = 2 to this region is of great importance in
L = 4. A marked depletion of the the operation of Air Force radars and

thermal plasma was found between communications systems.

L = 2.5 and 4.0 on about half of the
46 orbits analyzed. This depletion was evening increase in f,,F... Possible rela-
found in the evening sector (15 to 20 tions between these phenomena are a
hours local time) and at no other times. subject for current exploration.

The depleted region may extend from
an inner edge up to the plasmapause or
it may resemble a trough several de-
grees in width with higher densities on MEASURING DENSITY AND MOTION
either side.

Sharp density gradients often occur The earth's ionosphere presents it-
at the boundaries of the depletion re- self to the radio physicist as a medium
gion, similar to those at the plasma- of rather substantial substance that dis-
pause. At 5000 km the density typically torts, attenuates and modulates radio
decreases by a factor of 5 over 2 de- signals and as such sets rigid limits
grees in latitude. The magnitude of on the design and operation of systems
the decrease becomes less pronounced that detect and transmit radio energy.
with decreasing altitude and is not Yet physically, the ionosphere is deli-
always observed below 4000 km. Small- cate and wispy, easily modified and
scale density fluctuations are often ob- easily disturbed. A missile passing
served at the boundaries. Measure- through it, for example, sets off a train
ments obtained near conjugate points of waves that spread out over hundreds
sometimes show the depletion occurring of miles-this being the property that
in only one hemisphere. The anomaly is exploited in over-the-horizon detec-
is observed on the same magnetic field tion systems. Disturbances originating
lines as the evening ring current and the in the arctic are propagated southward
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inducing turbulences over large regions work of 13 riometer sites all over the
of the ionosphere. world at each of which the density of

From the research standpoint, the the ionosphere is continuously observed.
very fact that radio energy interacts so These riometers, operating at 30 MHz,
strongly with the ionosphere provides are simply radio receivers that record
the basis for many techniques for mon- the intensity of normal galactic back-
itoring and mapping the state of the ground radio noise. These noise sources
ionosphere, its wave motions, turbulent are assumed to be constant in radiated
drifts and changing density. Much of power output. Therefore, during pe-
the research discussed under the ear- riods of a quiet sun, any signal ampli-
lier Radio Astronomy section of this tude changes observed in the riometer
Chapter was concerned with the use records can be interpreted as absorp-
of radio telescopes to probe the con- tion due to density changes in the in-
dition of the ionosphere. This section tervening ionosphere.
will touch upon some of the other pro- Solar flares are often preceded by
grams in progress in the Laboratory radio bursts which register on riometers
for studying ionospheric change, as a sudden signal enhancement. This

enhancement is usually follewed min-
RIOMETER NETWORK: The simplest utes to hours later by a decrease in sig-

instrument for monitoring the state of nal strength to below normal as the
the ionosphere is the riometer (relative effects of the flare are manifested in
ionospheric opacity meter). For many increased ionospheric density. It was
years AFCRL has maintained a net- through the analysis of such riometer

data that the PCA prediction scheme
noted earlier in this chapter was
evolved. Data from the 13-station rio-
meter network were used to develop the
scheme.

Riometer data from the 13-station
network are published each quarter in
the Geophysics and Space Data Bul-
letin, a publication issued for many
years by AFCRL's Space Physics Lab-
oratory.

NEW INSTRUMENT FOR ELECTRON CON-
TENT MEASUREMENT: During the pe-
riod AFCRL developed another instru-
Tnent for measuring the total electron
content-a novel polarimeter. This in-
strument was actually developed to
overcome a problem in ranging and
navigation, but has proved to be an im-
portant new ionospheric research tool
as well. Here's the background on the

Motions, turbulences, and variations in problem it was designed to solve: A
the ionosphere can be inferred rather
directly by radio techniques used by radio signal transmitted through the
AFCRL radio physicists. ionosphere is slowed down, with the
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amount of retardation being dependent nal-a phenomenon known as polariza-
on both the signal frequency and the tion rotation. It is possible to determine
density of the ionosphere. This fact the total ionospheric density by measur-
must be taken into account in earth- ing the change in signal polarization.
space radio ranging schemes where dis- The instrument used to make such
tance is derived by timing the signal, measurements is called a polarimeter,

If the ionospheric density is known, which is nothing more than a radio re-
corrections can be made for signal re- ceiver that processes the detected signal
tardation. Such retardation can cause in a special way.
errors of several hundred meters in The polarimeter developed by AFCRL
UHF operational radars and it de- gives the capability for the first time
grades the accuracy of geodetic satellites of measuring the total electron content
using UHF timing pulses. Ionospheric of the ionosphere on a real-time, con-
density is of special concern to the de- tinuous basis. It has many distinctive

capabilities. The polarimeter is linear
over a full 360-degree phase range,

64 N maintains phase accuracy over a long
Y period of time, has excellent sensitivity,1'.___ _. and is reliable, inexpensive and easy to

.5, N GO ooperate and maintain. The polarimeter
0. N- requires no special RF phase locking

,, ~ techniques or mechanically moving
3.,, N , N Darts.
0. The AFCRL polarimeter design is

equivalent to a single rotating antenna
45'S I - - spinning at the modulation frequency.
60's Two orthogonal RF signals are modu-
70's . * lated by two orthogonal audio-frequency

90'E 150 E 1 w 30. -0 o.E voltages and the resultant signals are
combined, amplified, detected and phase
compared with a signal derived from

AFCRL operates, largely under con- the modulating signal. The bandwidth
tract, 13 riometer sites covering most of the modulators extends from 0.2 to
of the regions of the earth. 500 MHz. The modulators have been

used at 30 and 137 MHz with no ap-
signers of aircraft navigation systems preciable difference in results.
in which signals will be transmitted The polarimeter has been used to
from two geostationary satellites to a observe electron enhancements result-
transponder on board the aircraft and ing from solar activity. Results to date
retransmitted to the satellites. From have been exciting. In 1968, several
the measured time delays, the aircraft large centimeter radio bursts occurred
position can be located to within a frac- and an associated abrupt increase in the
tion of a mile, assuming no ionospheric total electron content was observed
effects. If the ionospheric effects are using the polarimete,. Disappearances
present and not corrected, ranging er- of electrons durh',g severe magnetic dis-
rors of ten miles or so may occur. turbances also have been observed. One

The electrons of the ionospheric im- such disturbance occurred on Novem-
part a corkscrew-like twist to the sig- ber 1, 1968 when 60 percent of the
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total number of electrons in the lono- areas, while keeping other influential
sphere disappeared in 15 minutes. variables such as solar zenith angle as

constanit as possible. The experiment
CLOUD REFLECTIONS AND IONOSPHERIC was accomplished by flying across the

DENSITY: The energy that creates and boundary between large areas of adja-
sustains the ionosphere for the most cent cloud cover and clear sky while
part originates directly from the sun operating an ionospheric sounder on
in the form of UV and x-rays. AFCRL fixed frequencies using a pulse ampli-
has demonstrated that solar eaergy in tude digitizer. This equipment was de-
the visible part of the spectrum re- veloped to allow continuous digitizing
flected from clouds or snow can enhance of calibrated pulse amplitudes on six
electron density in the lower ionosphere, frequencies simultaneously.
the D region. This result points to- The observed decrease of echo ampli-
ward the importance of the visible light tudes due to cloud albedo was 6 percent
flux which must play an important role of the amplitude value. This informa-
in the chemistry of ionization in spite tion translated into terms of the iono-
of the fact that visible light is not ener- sphere at the altitude of 55 to 65 km
getic enough to ionize directly. amounted to an increase of electron

With the KC-135 ionospheric labora- density by 20 percent due to cloud
tory, a series of airborne ionospheric albedo.
sounder measurements were conducted
for the purpose of comparing the WAVE MOTIONS AND DISTURBANCES:
D-layer electron density over cloud- Short-term and long-term ionospheric
covered areas with that over cloud-free variations, traveling wave disturbances,

and much else can be measured by

2400 2000 16.00 1200 0800 0400 0000 EST ground-based remote sensing tech-
!ioooo _u niques. Two methods developed by

,oQ J4 J-., L. LLLL AFCRL will be discussed here.

-L . 9 ,, ... - One of these is a rather complex sig-
-A. f . ,--+ 17 11, =1; VT-J ,cl 'T"I"I 'ULnal processing system developed for
1tttli'tF I iIImonitoring signals from Canada's time

CHU 7335 MHz AFCRL I FEB 1969 station, CHU, located 480 km northwest

of A FCRL. CHU transmits 3.330 and

2400 2000 1600 1200 0800 0400 0000 EST. 7.335 MHz ignals with a frequency

I0.00o0, -, , , I stability of about 1 part in 109. To de-
100! j- - - 1rive information on ionospheric wave

motions and turbulences, the AFCRL
o-.- system depends on the detection of dop-

pler frequency shifts, modulation phase
CHU 3330 MHz AFCRL I FEB 1969 and amplitude of the CHU signal. Wave

motions in the ionosphere are seen as
Canada's time standard station (CHU) the periodic recurrences of features in
is monitored at AFCRL as a means of the recorded data. Typically, these pe-
detecting ionospheric change. The above
plots start with geomagnetically quiet riodic intervals, indicative of waves,
conditions. Then at 1633 EST on 3.330 may extend from 15 minutes to three
MW,, a shortwave fadeout is accom- hours.
panied by a sudden frequency devia-
tion. This was produced by a solar Ionospheric waves may have a variety
flare that occurred at 1625 EST. of sources. Certain traveling iono-
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spheric disturbances are clearly asso-
ciated with polar and auroral particle NORTH

precipitation events. For observers PSWCH

at mid- or low latitudes, these waves
are distinguishable by their advance
from the polar regions toward the equa-
tor. Although these waves experience ATENIA
losses possibly due to turbulent damp- SIT -
ing, ion drag or leakage, long waves
are seen to travel over large distances

SAGAMOREperturbing the ionosphere or the jour- HILL

ney.
The other new system for probing of L

the fih. structure of the lower iono- TIMEMINUTES 6

sphere is one in which an HF signal
is reflected from the ionospheric E
region. Wave interference dominats ~ The velocity of ionospheric drift motion
the character of the reflected signal re- can be measured by using spaced re-
ceived at the grou-d station, a new ceivers. Scintillations of the signal from
receiving site in Billerica, Mass. The the ATS-3 satellite were recorded at
computer-performed analytical scheme three stations in a triangular configu-f aration separated by 10.1, 8.6, and 3.8
makes use of a generalization of the kin. Time delays between identifiable
more familiar ordinary correlation and features (arrows) allow ionospheric
spectral analysis, permitting highly drift to be measured.

complex quantities to be handled.
E-layer echoes with wavelike irreg- continuous monitoring of various mo-

ularities, too short-lived to be charac- tions in the upper atmosphere.
terized as proper waves, have been ob-
served. No regular period can be
determined, although an average wave- EARTH-IONOSPHERE CAVITY
length of 6 km was calculated. Oc-
casionally, two separate wavelike mo- The earth's surface and the lower
tions have been observed. It is assumed ionosphere form the boundaries of a
that the irregularities result from wind cavity in which low frequency (30-300
motions of the neutral atmosphere to kHz) and ,cry low frequency (3-30
which the E layer is coupled. kHz) radiation is trapped. The cavity

The character of the irregularities serves as a waveguide within which
suggest a formative stage of turbulence LF and VLF signals can be propagated
introduced by a large-scale atmospheric with minimum losses over thousands
gravity wave. Pr'esently planned are of miles. Most important from the Air
simultaneous recordings over several Force point of view, communications
height strata. This and a three-dimen- within the waveguide are generally im-
sional recording with several fre- mune to the natural and nuclear iono-
quencies planned for the future will spheric disturbances that so profoundly
contribute to the correct physical inter- affect higher frequencies.
pretation of the data. It is expected that
the development will lead to a practical LF AIRCRAFT COMMUNICATIONS: Air-
instrument and analysis technique for to-ground communications at LF pose
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unique antenna problems. An efficient to be conveniently driven by a solid
airborne system at 60 kHz, for exam- state transmitter. Electrical tests
ple, would require a vertical antenna showed that with seven strands of No.
8000 feet in length. It would seem out 18 copper-clad cable-a standard ma-
of the question for an aircraft to sup- terial-the radiation efficiency is about
port such an antenna. Nevertheless, 80 percent. When dropped from 45,000
the Ionospheric Physics Laboratory has feet, transmission times in the order of
tested a system that will provide air- 30 to 45 minutes and a radiated power
craft with an LF transmission capabil- of 3 kW should be obtainable in a pack-
ity. It is known as SCAT (Self-Con- age with aih overall weight of 300
tained Automatic Transmitter). pounds.

AFCRL's idea is for the plane to
carry a battery-powered transmitter EXPLORING THE EARTH-IONOSPHERE
which is dropped from the aircraft with CAVITY: Although the earth-ionosphere
a pre-recorded message. A large para- cavity is a highly efficient waveguide at
chute is deployed to give a long, slow VLF, there is still some leakage of en-
descent to the ground. As the pack- ergy into the ionosphere. But how
age drops, two reels of wire, each con- much and in which geographical re-
taining 4000 feet of wire, are played gions does the greatest leakage occur?
out with an aerodynamic braking de- AFCRL has launched rockets from Eg-
vice controlling the deployment rate. lin AFB, Florida, (60° N geomagnetic
When the reels are unwound, the trans- latitude) and Natal, Brazil, (geomag-
mitter is at the center of a vertical netic equator) which have measured
half-wave dipole, which has a resistive VLF signals at altitudes up to 500 km.
impedance low enough (90-10G ohms) As predicted by theory, it was found

The earth's surface and the lower iono-
sphere form the boundaries of a cav-
ity in which VLF (3-30 kHz) radiation
is trapped. The cavity serves as a
waveguide within which signals can be
propagated with low losses over thou-
sands of miles, and with minimum
effects due to nuclear detonations.
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that less VLF energy leaks into the Hz involves a large portion of the earth-
ionosphere at the geomagnetic equator ionosphere cavity. The two sites have
than at 600 N latitude. identical equipment.

To acquire data on ionospheric reflec- Two large, shielded coils, which
tions at LF and VLF frequencies, measure the H-component of electro-
AFCRL has developed a short-pulse magnetic noise in the ELF range, are
ionosounder capable of measuring re- oriented perpendicularly to each other.
flection coefficients at a number of fre-
quencies simultaneously, from 100 kHz
down to 6 kHz. Short pulses, each
consisting primarily of one cycle of
a 15 kHz wave, are radiated from a
3000-foot vertical, balloon-supported an-
tenna. At the receiving station, the
ground- and sky-waves arrive as dis-
crete pulses separated in time, and
hence can be processed independently.
The vertical antenna has a uniform azi-
muthal radiation pattern which allows .
measurements to be made in any or all
directions. The equipment is mobile
and has been operated aboard ship.

SCHUMANN RESONANCE PHENOME-
NON: When one speaks of a cavity, in-
cluding the earth-ionosphere cavity, it
is assumed that the cavity will resonate
at some frequency proportionate to its
size. The resonance frequency of the
earth-ionosphere cavity is about 8 Hz.
The constant background 8 Hz radia-
tion is known as Schumann resonance.
Schumann resonance could have many
sources, on, of these being EM radia-
tion from lightning discharges from all
over the world. From the broad spec-
trum of EM radiation generated by
lightning strokes and other sources, the
8 Hz waves are extracted because of
the earth-ionosphere cavity dimensions.

During the period, the Laboratory
undertook a program to measure Schu- During the reporting period, the Lab-mann resonances by establishing two oratory measured VLF and LF iono-
c o t d Ospheric reflection properties from a fieldcontractor-operated field sites. One is site in California. To obtain a uniformlocated at Kingston, Rhode Island, the azimuthal radiation pattern, a balloon-
other at Brannenburg, Germany. Widely supported antenna several thousand
spaced observatories were necessary feet long was utilized. The high volt-

age portion of the transmitter, located-because resonance phenomena near 8 in a trailer, is shown in the lower photo.
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Observations of Traveling Ionospheric (1 October 1968)
Disturbances Using Stationary Satellites KLoBucIIAR, J. A., and RAO, N. N. (Univ. of
J. of Atmos. Terr. Phys., Vol. 31, No. 3 KIO.U, LY, G. F . (Univ. of(March 1969) Ill.), LYON, G. F. (Univ. of Western Ontario)

Acoustic Waves in the Ionosphere

GASSMANN, G. J., and CARPENTER, G. B. (SRI), J. of Atmos. Terr. Phys., Vol. 31, No. 4

KUPFERMAN, R. A., and CORONITI, S. C., (April 1969)

(AVCO) LEWIS, E. A., and GANIO, A.
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the South Atlantic Magnetic Anomaly (February 1968)
Radio Sci., Vol. 3, No. 7 (1968) Luwis, E. A., and NEwMAN, M. M.,
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Effect of the Earth's Albedo on the Space Sci. Rev., Vol. 7, No. 5/6
Ionospheric D-Layer (December 1967)
Radio Sci., Vol. 4, No. 6, 1969 A New Technique for Measuring Electric
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Electric Field Measurements (Amer. Sei. & Eng'g., Cambridge, Mass.)
Small Rocket Instrum. Tcch., North Holland Low-Energy Spectra in Three Visible Auroras
Pub. Co., Amsterdam (1969) J. Geophys. Res., Vol. 73, No. 3072 (1968)

POEVERLEIN, H. Low-Energy Auroral Electron Energy Spectra
and Angular Distributions

Ionospheric Wave Theory Using Coupled Annales de Geophysique, Tome 24 (1968)
Vacuum Modes
Radio Sci., Vol. 2, No. 8 (August 1967) ULWiCK, J. C., and BAKER, K. D. (Univ of

Ion-Acoustic Waves Modified by Gravity Utah), HEGBLOM. E. R. (Amer. Sci. and

Annales de Geophys., Vol. 1, T. 24, (1968) Eng'g., Cambridge3, Mass.)
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Proc. Acoustic-Gravity Waves in the Atm. Space Res. IX, North Holland Pub. Co.,
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Space Res. VII, North Holland Pub. Co.,
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Magnetosphere Plasma Properties During a ULWICK, J. C., and REIDY, W. P.
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J. of Spacecraft and Rockets (1969) Amsterdam (1967)

SAGALYN, R. C., SMIDDY, M., and WHITNEY, H. E., and MALIK, C.
SULLIVAN, W. P. A Proposed Index for Measuring

Experimental Investigation of the Ionospheric Scintillations

Nighttime E Region Planetary and Space Sci., Vol. 17, No. 5

Space Res. VII, North Holland Pub. Co., (May 1969)

Amsterdam (1967)

TO.MAN, K.

Ionospheric Phase- and Group-Path
J. Atm. and Terres. Phys. (August 1967)
On the Possible Existence of a 29-Day Period JOURNAL ARTICLES
in the Sunspot Number Serie.q 1940-1964 JULY 1969-JUNE 1970
J. of Geophys. Res. (1967)

AARONS, J.

TOMAN, K., ET AL The Use of Satellite Beacons for

Definitions of Terms for Radio Wave Meteorological Research
Propagation Atmo:. Expl. by Rem. Probes, Vol. 2, Pub. by
IEEE Stds., No. 211 (January 1969) NAS Comm. on Space Atmos. Sci. (1969)

Report of Observatories--Sagamore Hill Radio
ULWICK, J. C. Observatory, Hamilton, Massachusetts
Rocket Measurements of Auroral Parameters Bul. of the Amer. Astronom. Soc., Vol. 1,
Aurora and Airglow (1967) No. 1 (January 1969)
Rocket Measurements of the Energy Report of Observatories-Sagamore Hill Radio
Distribution of Secondary Electrons and Observatory
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Annales de Geophysique, Tome 24 (1968) No. 1 (1970)
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AARONS, J., MULLEN, J. P., and PAPERS PRESENTED AT MEETINGS
ZUCKERMAN, L. JULY 1967 - JUNE 1969
Synchronous Satellite Signals at 187 MHz as
Observed from Thule, Greenland AARONS, J., CASTELLI, J. P., and
ATS Mo. Tech Data Rpt., NASA Goddard KALAGH1AN, P. M.
Space Fit. Ctr., Md. (20 January 1970) Solar Radio Bursts and Activity Centers

IEEE Intl. Cony., N. Y., N. Y.
BUCHAU, J., WHALEN, J., and AKASOFU, S. I. (24-27 March 1969)
(Univ. of Alas., College, Alas.)
Airborne Observations of Midday Aurora AARON, J., and ELKINS, T. J.,

J. of Atmos. and Terres. Phys., Vol. 31 PAPAGIANNIS, M. D., (Boston Univ.)

(July 1969) Studies of Irregular Atmospheric Refraction
Using Stationary Satellites

CASTELLI, J. P., and AARONS, J. Tenth Intl. Mtg. of COSPAR, Imperial Coll.,

Radio Burst Spectra and the Short Term London, Eng. (17-29 July 1967)

Prediction of Solar Proton Events AARONS, J., MULLEN, J. P., and
Ion's. Forecast., AGARD Conf. Proc. No. 49 SILVERMAN, H. M.
(January 1970) Latitudinal Movements in the Auroral

Ionosphere as Shown by Scintillation
ELKINS, T. J., and PAPAGIANNIS, M. D. Measurements

(Boston Univ., Boston, Mass.) Joint Sate]. Stud. Group Mtg., Oslo, Norway
Measurement and Interpretation of Power (1-5 April 1968)

Spectrums of Ionospheric Scintillation at a
Subauroral Location AAONS, J., and WHITNEY, H. E.
J. of Geophys. Res., Vol. 74, No. 16 Diurnal Variations of Scintillation as a
(1 August 1969) Function of Latitude

Dispersive Motions of Ionospheric 1968 USNC/URSI Spring Mtg., NatI. Acad.

Irregularities of Sci., Wash., D. C. (9-12 April 1968)

J. of Atmos. and Terres. Phys., Vol. 32, No. 3 ALLEN, R. S., and AARONS, J.
(1970) Analysis of Special Overhead Observations:

II. Diurnal Variation
KALISGH, R. B., COL. Joint Satel. Stud. Group Mtg., Oslo, Norway
Productivity of Basic Research (1-5 April 1968)
Air Univ. Rev., Vol. 21, No. 1 Midday Ionospheric Scintillations at
(November-December 1969) Mid-Latitude

1968 Fall USNC/URSI Mtg., Northeastern
PASACHOFF, J. M. Univ., Boston, Mass. (9-12 September 1968)
Review of Book, "The Structure of the Quiet
Photosphere and the Low Chromosphere," ALLEN, R. S., and LISEKA, L.
by C. de Jager, Editor (Kiruna Geophys. Obsv., Kiruna, Sweden)

Rev. for AMS Bul., Vol. 50, No. 9 Analysis of Special Overhead Observations:
(September 1969) L Latitude Variation

Joint Satel. Stud. Group Mtg., Oslo, Norway

RING, W. F., and PERKINS, C. M. (1-5 April 1968)

Measurement of the Effective Radiated Power BUCHAU, J., and GASSMANN, G. J.
of Four Synchronous Satellites Amplitude Measurements During the
ATS Mo. Tech. Data Rpt., NASA Goddard 12 November 1966 Eclipse
Space Fit. Ctr., Md. (20 January 1970) Eclipse Symp., CNAE, Sao Jose dos Campos,
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SAGALYN, R. C.
Positive Ion Measurement of Spacecraft BUCHAU, J., WAGNER, R. A., and WHALEN, J. A.
Attitude-Gemini X and XII Auroral Observation by Constant Local
J. of Spacecraft and Rock., Vol. 6, No. 9 Noon Flights
(October 1969) 1969 Joint AGU-URSI Mtg., Wash., D. C.

(21-25 April 1969)

STRAKA, R. M., and BARRON, W. R. BUCIIAU, J., WHALEN, J., and AKASOFU, S. I.
Multifrequancy Solar Radio Bursts as (Univ. of Alaska)
Predictor for Proton Event Airborne Observation of Midday Aurora
Ionos. Forecast., AGARD Conf. Proc. No. 49 1968 Fall USNC/URSI Mtg., Northeastern
(January 1970) Univ., Boston, Mass. (9-12 September 1968)
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CASTEI T.1, J. P., and AARONS, J. ELKINS, T. J., and PAPAGIANNIS, M. D.
Spectra of Microwave Solar Radio Bursts (Boston Univ.)
Amer. Astronom. Soc. Spec. Mtg. on Solar Special Analysis of Ionospheric Scintillation
Astron., Tucson, Ariz. (1-3 February 1968) 1968 USNO/URSI Spring Mtg., Natl. Acad. of

Sci., Wash., D. C. (9-12 April 1968)
CASTELLI, J. P., AARONS, J., andMICHAEL, G. A., CAPT. (AWS) ELKINS, T. J., and SLAcx, P. F.

IhE G A.,st CA. aVIS) °3 9Observations of Traveling Ionospheric
The Great Burst of May 23, 1907 Disturbances Using Stationary Satellites
nt.aeston. Unio Syepember N ) 1968 Fall USNC/URSI Mtg., Northeastern

Univ., Boston, Mass. (9-12 September 1968)

CASTELLI, J. P., AARONS, J., and MICHAEL, GASSMANN, G. J.
G. A., CAPT. (AWS), JONES, C. (Boston Univ.) Ionospheric Research in Support of
Spectral Considerations of Microwave Atmospheric Ionization Effects
Solar Bursts Teca. Cooperation Prog. (TTCP) Mtg.,
Eleventh Plenary Mtg. of COSPAR, Tokyo, Panel N4, London-Whitehall, S.W., Eng.
Jap. (7-21 May 1968) (1-5 April 1968)

CASTELLI, J. P., and BARRON, W. R. GASSMANN, G. J., and PIKE, C. P., JR.

Statistical Considerations of Centimeter (LTI Res. Foundation, Lowell, Mass.)
Wavelength Solar Burst Directivity Observation of Ionospheric Anomalies
AAS Spec. Mfg. on Solar Astron., Pasadena, Related to the Van Allen Belts
Calif. (18-21 February 1969) 14th Gen. Assem. of the Intl. Union of

Geod. and Geophy., Zurich, Switz.
CONLEY, T. D. (25 September-7 October 1967)

An Analysis of Non-Equilibrium Ionization Anomalous F-Layer Enhancements in the
in Expanding Nozzle Flow South Atlantic Anomaly
Specialists Conf. on Rocket Plume Phenom., 1968 Fall USNC/URSI Mtg., Northeastern
San Bernardino, Calif. (11-12 July 1968) Univ., Boston, Mass. (9-12 September 1968)

HARRISON, R. P.
CONLEY, T. D., and DRAPER, J. S. Variation in the Ratio E/H at VLF
(Mithras Inc., Cambridge, Mass.) Frequencies
Turbulent Parameters of Rocket Plumes from VLF Symp., Falls Church, Va. (17 April 1969)
Radar Return Analysis
Specialists Conf. on Rocket Plume Phenom., HARRISON, R. P., HECKSCHER, J. L., and
San Bernardino, Calif. (11-12 July 1968) LEWIS, E. A.

Helicopter Observations of VLF Ground
CONLEY, T. D., and DRAPER, J. S. (MIT), Waves over Certain Mountains and Shorelines
JARVINEN, P. 0. (Mithras Inc., Cambridge, VLF Symp., Falls Church, Va. (17 April 1969)
Mass.)
Radar Return from Turbulent Rocket H oROWITZ, S.

Exhaust Plumes Effects of Medium Irregularities on
AIAA 7th Aerospace Sci. Mtg., N. Y., N. Y. Propagation of 100 kHz
(20 January 1969) XIII Symp. of the EPC/AGARD,

Ankara, Turk. (9-12 October 1967)
CONLEY, T. D., and ULWICK, J. C. HOROWITZ, S., and PITTEWAY, M. L. V.
Ionization in High Altitude Rocket Plumes (Brunel Univ., Eng.)
Ann. Amer. Geophys. Union Mtg., Wash., D. C. Numerical Solution of Differential Equations
(8-11 April 1968) with Slowly Varying Coefficients
Direct Electron Density Measurements in URSI Symp., Stresa, Italy (24-29 July 1968)
High Altitude Rocket Plumes KALAKOWSKY, C. B., and LEWIS, E. A.
OIID Symp., Monterey, Calif.
(23-25 October 1968) VLF Sferics of Very Large Virtual

Source Strength
ELKINS, T. J. Conf. on MF, LF, and VLF Radio Propagation,
Joint Probability Density of Signal Fading London, Eng. (8-10 November 1967)
at Space Receivers KIDD, W. C., and MULLEN, J. P.
XIVth Electromagnetic Wave Propagation The Height Distribution of Ionospheric
Committee Symp. of the Avionics Panel of Irregularities
AGARD on Scatter Propagation of Radio Joint Satel. Studies Group Mtg., Oslo, Norway
Waves, Oslo, Norway (19-23 August 1968) (1-5 April 1968)
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KLOBUCHAR, J. A., and AARoNS, J. MULLEN, J. P., and AARONS, J.
Latitude Dependence of Total Electron Content World-Wide Propagation Studies Using Low,
Joint Satel. Studies Group Mtg., Oslo, Norway Medium, and High Altitude Satellites
(1-5 April 1968) AIAA 6th Aerospace Sci. Mtg., N. Y., N. Y.

KLOBUCHAR, J. A., AARONS, J., and (22-24 January 1968)

HOSSEINIEH, H. H. MULLEN, J. P., AARONS, J., and
Observed Increases in Total Electron Content BANDYOPADIIYAY (In~tituto Geofisico del Peru)
of the Winter Nighttime Ionosphere Equatorial Scintillation Observations
1968 USNC/URSI Spring Mtg., Natl. Acad. of 1969 Joint AGU-URS lMtg., Wash., D. C.
Sci., Wash., D. C. (9-12 April 1968) (21-25 April 1969)
KLOBUCHAR, J. A., and MALIK, C.
Total Electron Content Measurements by the PASACHOFF, J. M., and CASTELLI, J. P.
Two Frequency Doppler Method Radio Spectra and Related Observations of a
Joint Satel. Studies Group Mtg., Oslo, Norway Solar Active Region in July 1968
(1-5 April 1968) AAS Spec. Mtg. on Solar Astron.,

KLOBUCHAR, J. A., and MENDILLO, M. Pasadena, Calif. (18-21 February 1969)

(Boston Univ.), FLAHERTY, B. J., YEH, K. C. PFISTER, W.
(Univ. of Ill.) The Use of Retarding Potential Analyzers for
Mid-Latitude Ionospheric Effelcts Aseociated Electric Field Measurements
with the Oct-Nov 1968 Solar atnd Magnetic Eleventh Plenary Mtg. of COSPAR,
Ewnts Tokyo, Jap. (7-21 May 1968)
1969 Joint AGU-URSI Mtg., Wash., D. C. The Application of the Generalized Correlation
(21-25 April 1969) and Cross Spectral Analysis to the Model of

KLOBUCHAR, J. A., and MENDILLO, M. J., Turbulent Drift in the Ionosphere
PAPAGIANNIS, M. D. (Boston Univ.) 1969 USNC/URSI Spring Mtg., Wash., D. C.
Seasonal Effect in the Ionospheric Slab (21-24 April 1969)

URSI 16th Gen. Assembly, Ottawa, On-t., Can.Thickness During Magnetic Storms(1-8Ags19)
1969 Joint AGU-URSI Mtg., Wash., D. C. (18-28 August 1969)
(21-25 April 1969) PFISTER, W., and BIBL, K. (LTI Res.

KLOBUCHAR, J. A., and RAO, N. N. (Univ. of Foundation, Lowell, Mass.)
Ill.), LYON, G. F. (Univ. of W. Ontario) The Use of Amplitude Fading and Phase
Acoustic Waves in the Ionosphere Fluctuations for the Study of Motions
1968 Fall USNC/URSI Mtg., Northeastern in the Ionosphere
Univ., Boston, Mass. (9-12 September 1968) 1968 USNC/URSI Spring Mtg., Natl. Acad. of

LEWIS, E. A., et al Sci., Wash., D. C. (9-12 April 1968)

Selected Topics in VLF Research POEVERLEIN, H.
IEEE Mtg., Waltham, Mass. (1967) Hydromagnetic Waves in the Ionosphere at

LEWIS, E. A., RASMUSSEN, J. E., and Lowest Frequencies
KossEY, P. A., CAPT. 1968 Fall USNC/URSI Mtg., Northeastern

VLF Ionosounder Experiments Univ., Boston, Mass. (9-12 September 1968)
VLF Symp., Corona, Calif. (March 1968) Motion in the Magnetosphere with

Consideration of the Inclined Magnetic Axis
LEWIS, E. A., SHEEHAN, L. J., CAPT., and Conf. of the Working Assoc. Ionosphere,
RASMUSSEN, J. E. Kleinheubach, Ger. (10-11 October 1968)
A Survey of VLF Phase Coherence Data for
Adjoining Propagation Paths, and Its Implica- RASMUSSEN, J. E., and LEWIS, E. A.
tions for Radio Position Finding Accuracy Phase Comparison of VLF Signals
Conf. on MF, LF, and VLF Radio Propagation, Propagated over Adjacent Paths
London, Eng. (8-10 November 1967) Conf. on MF, LF, and VLF Radio Propagation,
MULLEN, J. London, Eng. (8-10 November 1967)

Activities of the Radio Astronomy Branch, SAGALYN, R. C.
Space Physics Laboratory, Air Force Rocket Borne and Backscatter Measurements
Cambridge Research Laboratories, of Charged Particle Temperatures and
Bedford, Massachusetts Densities in the Lower Ionosphere
Joint Satel. Studies Group Mtg., 0.16, Norway 1968 USNC/URSI Spring Mtg., Natl. Acad of
(1-5 April 1968) Sci., Wash., D. C. (9-12 April 1968)
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The Structure of E-Region Irregularities SANDOCK, J. A., and HEGBLOM, E. R., REIDY,
Produced from Rocket-Borne Electrostatic W. P. (Amer. Sci. & Eng., Cambridge, Mass.)
Probe Experiments Satellite Measurements of Low-Energy
Sec. Conf. on the Cause and Structure of Electrons in the Auroral Regions
Temperate Latitude Sporadic E, Vail, Colo. Ann. Amer. Geophys. Union Mtg., Wash., D. C.
(19-22 June 1968) (8-11 April 1968)

Simultaneous Rocket and Radar Backscatter SANDOCK, J. A., and PFISTER, W.
Studies of the Electrical Structure of the
Lower Ionorphere Electron Density and Temperature
1968 Air Force Sci. and Eng. Symp., Air Force Measurements from the OAR OV 3-2
Acad., Colo. (29 October-1 November 1968) Polar Orbiting Satellite

Ann. Amer. Geophys. Union Mtg., Wash., D. C.
(8-11 April 1968)

SAGALYN, R. C., and BEWERSDORFF, A. B.
(Emmanuel Coll., Boston, Mass.) SMIDDY, M.
Enhancements of Charged Particle Densities Preliminary Results Obtained on the OV 1-15
Above the r)lar Cap and Their Relation to Satellite from the Ion Attitude Sensing System
Geomagnetic Activity Amer. Geophys. Union W. Natl. Mtg.,
Twelfth COSPAR Plenary Mtg., San Francisco, Calif. (2-4 December 1968)
Prague, Czech. (11-24 May 1969) STRAKA, R. M.

Microwave Spectral Observations of the 20
SAGALYN, R. C., and SMIDDY, M. May 1966 and 12 November 1966 Eclipses
Magnetosphere Plasma Properties During a Eclipse Symp., CNAE, Sao Jose dos Campos,
Period of Rising Solar Activity-OGO-III Sao Paulo, Braz. (5-11 February 1968)
Tenth Intl. Mtg. of COSPAR, London, Eng. Eclipse Radio Spectral Measurements
(23-29 July 1967) Amer. Astronom. Soc. Spec. Mtg. on Solar
Preliminary Results of Positive Ion Astron., Tucson, Ariz. (1-3 February 1969)
Experiment ISIS A Microwave Spectral Observations of
Can. Assoc. of Phys., Waterloo, Can. Coronal Condensations
(24-26 June 1969) NATO Adv. Study Inst. on Solar Eclipses

and the Ionosphere, Athens, Greece
SAGALYN, R. C., SMIDDY, M., STUART, R., and (26 May-4 June 1969)

ROMANELLI, A. L. TOMAN, K.
Sunrise and Sunset Effect on Ionizatim Frequency Variations of an Oblique 5 MHz
Processes in the Lower Ionosphere ionospheric Transmission
Eleventh Plenary Mtg. COSPAR, Tokyo, Jap. XIII Symp. of the EPC/AGARD,
(7-21 May 1968) Ankara, Turk. (9-12 October 1967)

TOMAN, K., and LORENTZEN, A. H.
SAGALYN, R. C., SMIDDY, M., and Monitoring the Ionosphere by Means ofSULLIVAN, W. P. HF Frequency Measurements
Diurnal Variations of Electron and Ion 1968 Fall USNC/URSI Mtg., Northeastern
Temperatures in the Lower Ionosphere . Univ., Boston, Mass. (9-12 September 1968)
Eleventh Plenary Mtg. COSPAR, Tokyo, Jap.
(7-21 May 1968) ULWIeK, J. C.

Rocket Measurements cf the Energy
SALES, G. S., and HAYES, D. (Lcwell Tech. Distribution of Secondary Eletrons and
Inst. Res. Foundation, Loweil, Mass.) Electron Temperature in Auroras
D-Region Aeronomical Changes Deduced from Birkeland Symp. on Aurora and Magnetic
Steep Incident Sunrise VLF Propagation Data Storms, Sandcrfjord, Norway
Conf. on Meteorol. and Chem. Factors in (18-22 September 1967)
D-Region Aeron., Urbana, Ill. Coordinated Measurements from Two Multi-
(23-26 September 1968) Experiment Rockets in an Aurora

Eleventh Plenary Mtg. COSPAR, Tokyo, Jap.
SANDOCK, J. A., and HEGBLOM, E. R. (7-21 May 1968)
(Boston Coll., Chestnut Hill, Mass.) ULWXCK, J. C., and BAKER, K. D.
Correlated Satellite and Ground-Based (Univ. of Utah)
Measurements from the OAR OV 3-2 Electron Densities in the D-Region During
Satellite and Churchill Research Range Auroral Events
Amer. Geophys. Union, W. Nati. Mtg., Amer. Geophys. Union West. Natl. Mtg.,
San Francisco, Calif. (2-4 December 1968) San Francisco, Calif. (2-4 December 1968)
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ULWicic, J. C., and BAKER, K. D. (Univ. of WHITNEY, H. E., ALLEN, R. S., and AARoNs, J. .

Utah), HEGBLOM, E. R. (Amer. Sci. and Eng., Scintillation Observations aoitit Foul
Cambridge, Mass.) Synchronous Satellites
Comprehensive Measurements fromt Tibo 1968 Fall USNC/URSI'Mtg., Northeastern'
Rockets Flown Simultaneously into an I Univ.; Boston, Mass. (9-12 September 1968)
Auroral Event
Ann. Amer. Geophys. Union Mtg, Wash., D. 'C. WHITNEY, H. E., and MALIKC, C.
(8-11 April ib6m The Definition and Use ol Scintillation Index

to Describe Ionospheric Effecis
ULwicK, J. C., and t*IaKER, M~ D. (Univ. of Tenth Intl. Mtg. of 'COSPAR, Imperial'Coll.,
Utah), REIDY, W. P. (Amer. Sci. --nd Eng., ,London, Eng. (17-29 July 1967)-
Cambridge, Mass.) . .

Rocket Medsurements in Auroras Above
Fairbanks, AlaskaI
Ann. Amer. Geophys. Union Mtg., Wash., D. C
(8-11 April 1968)

ULWICK, J. C.; and BAKER, K. D,. (Univ. of PAPERS PRESENTED AT MEETINGS
Utah), SELLERS, B. (Panametries, .JULY 1969-JUNE 1970
WNaltham, Mass.)
Rocket Measurements in a PCA: Event AARRNs, J.
Twelfth COSI AR Plenary Mtg., Propagation ('haiactcristics of Synchronous
Prague, Czech. (11-2:4 May 1969) Satq~lites

NATO-TACSATCOM Grou'p M4tg., SAMSO,
ULIVICK, J. C., and HEGBLOM, E. R. Los Angeles, Calif. (10 December 1969)
REIDY, W. P. (Amer. Sci. and Eng., Jonos pheric'Limitations o,) Pqrformance on
Cambridge, Mass.) -rl VHF Navigation and Comntunicatioi. Satellite
Rocket Measurements of Lowo-E-nergy Aurora Systems
Electron Energy Spectrums and Distributions AGARD Lec. Sbr. on Appi. of Prop. Data to
Birkeland Symp. on Aurora and Magnetic VHF Sitel. Comm. and Nay. Sys., The
Storms, Sanderfjord, NorwayNehrad(2-6jn190adOtw,
(18-22 September 1967) 6JetherCan. (2-26 u~e 1970) adOtaa

ULWICK,~at. Can C.,-8 PFISTER 1970)'AER.K.D
U~w~K, . C. PFSTER W. andBAKR 9 K D. AARONS, J., ALLEN, R. S., pnd WHITNEY, H. E.

(Univ. of Utah)I
Rocket Measurements of Bremsstrahlung High and Equatorial Latitude Scintilations
X-Rays and Related Parameters During NT TASTO ypSMO o
Auroral Absorption Events .Angeles, Cilif. (10 Delcember 1969)
Tenth Intl. Mtg. of COSPALR, Imperial Coll., AARoNs, J., and MULLEN, J. P.'
London, Eng. (17-29 July 1967) The Relationchip of High Latitude

ULWICK, J. C., and POUND, E. F. Sbintillatiohs to VHF Slinchronous Satellite
(Univ. of Utah) ' Comnmunications
Plasma Frequency Probe Measurements * 1970 IEEE Intl. Conf. on Comm., San
on OAR Satellite OV 8-6 .,Francisco, Calif. (8-10 June 1910)
Ann. Amer. Geophys. Union Mtg., Wash., D. C. ARN,3,WINY .EadALN .S

(8-1 Apil 168)World-Wide Morphology of Scintillations
VIDEBERG, J. I. AGARD Lee. Ser. on AppI. of Prop. Data to
A Chirp Modulated Plasma Resonance VHF Satel. Comm. and Nay. Sys., The
Anomaly Observed Above the F-Layer PeaM' 'Netherlands (25-26 June 1970) and Ottawa,
1968 USNC/URSI Spring Mtg., NatI. Acad. of Oat., Can., (29-30 J~ne 1970)
Sci., Wash., D. C. (9-12 April 1968)

WAGNR, . A, ad GSSMNNG~ . ' BUjCHAU, J.
WAGNR, . A. an GASMAN, G J.AFCRL Airborne Auroral Expeditions

Ionospheric Absorption and the Albedo, Effect 1969170
1968 Fall USNO/URSI Mtg., Northeastern Ahier. Geophys. Union Mtg., Was~h., D. C.
Univ., Boston, Mass. (9-12 September 1968) . (20-2.4 April 1970)

WHITNEY, H. E. , £ CASTELLI, J. P.
Technical Note on the Measurements and Microwalvc Burst Spectra and PCAs
Scaling of Scintillation Index Conf. on Polar Cap Absorp. Event Results,
Joint Satel. Studies Group Mtg., Oslo, Norway Boston Coll., Chi~stnut Hill, Wass.
(1-5 April 1968) (31 March-i April 1970)
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CASTELLI, J. P., and AARONS, J. HOROWITZ, S., and HAYES, D. P. (Lowell
Radio Burst Spectra and the Short Term Tech. Inst. Res. Fdn., Lowell, Mass.)
Prediction of Solar Proton Events Parameters Affecting the Effectiveness of Ions
15th Electromag. Prop. Comm. Symp. on in VLF Radio Propagation
Ionos. Forecast., Gray Rocks, Ottawa, Ont., Natl. Fall Mtg. of the Amer. Geophys. Union,
Can. (2-5 September 1969) San Francisco, Calif. (15-18 December 1969)

CONLEY, T. D. KALISCH, R. B., COL.
Positive Ion Mobility and Concentration from The Research Programs of AFCRL's
40 to 70 Km Ionospheric Physics Laboratory (invited)
Natl. Fall Mtg. of the Amer. Geophys. Union, Mtg. of the Greater Boston Chap. of the
San Francisco, Calif. (15-18 December 1969) Amer. Metcorol. Soc. (16 April 1970)
Preliminary Gerdien Condenser Measure-
inents from Black Brant Rockets KLOBUCHAR, J. A.
Conf. on Polar Cap Absorp. Event Results, World Wide Morphology of Total Electron
Boston Coll., Chestnut Hill, Mass. Content and Introduction to VHF Stellite
(31 March-1 April 1970) Navigation and Communications Systems

AGARD Lec. Ser. on Appl. of Prop Data to

CORMIER, R. VHF Satel. Comm. and Nay. Sys., The
Netherlands (25-26 June 1970) and Ottawa,

Rionieter Observations During PCAt Ont., Can. (29-30 June 1970)
Conf. on Polar Cap Absorp. Event Results,
Boston Coll., Chestnut Hill, Mass. PAGLIARULO, R. P.
(31 March-i April 1970) Evalation of a Lightning Warning System

4th Natl. Conf. on Aerospace Meteorol.,
CROOM, D. L. Las Vegas, Nev. (4-7 May 1970)
Solar Radio Bursts at X = 4.2 mm (71 GHz) in
the Period July 1967-December 1969 PASACHOFF, J. M.
1970 USNC/URSI-IEEE Spring Mtg., Wash., Structure of the Solar Transition Zone
D. C. (16-19 April 1970) Conf. on the Solar Chromos.-Corona Transition
Solar Radio Bursts at 19 GHz Zone High Alt. Obsv., Boulder, Colo.
132nd Mtg. of the Amer. Astronom. Soc., Univ. (25-29 August 1969)
of Colo., Boulder, Colo. (9-12 June 1970)
19 GHz (1.58 cm) Solar Radio Bursts as PASACHIOFF, J. M., et al
Indicators of Proton Events Search for New Microwave Spectral Lines
Intl. Symp. on Solar-Terres. Phys., Leningrad, from Interstellar Molecules and Atoms
USSR (11-20 May 1970) Amer. Astronom. Soc. Mtg., N. Y., N. Y.

(8-11 December 1969)

GASSMANN, G. J.
Mognetosphcre-Io ,ospher Interactions PFISTER, W.
Gen. Sci. Assem. of the Intl. Assoc. of Internal Gravity 'Waves in the E-Region
Geomag. and Aeron. (IAGA), Madrid, Spain Derived from Drift Experiments with Closely
(1-15 September 1969) Spaced Receivers

Auroral Effects During PCA Events Plenary Wkshp. of the Intl. Symp. on Atmos.
Conf. on Polar Cap Absorp. Results, Boston Waves, Univ. of Ont., Ont., Can.
Coll., Chestnut Hill, Mass. (31 March- (1.9-23 January 1970)
1 April 1970)
Auroral Zone Inn-spheric Mapping PIKE, C. P.
Intl. Symp. on Solar-Terres. Phys., Leningrad, The Magnetic Control of Global Patterns of
USSR (11-20 May 1970) F-Layer Vertical Drift Caused by Neutral

Winds
HOROWITZ, S. Nat. Fall Mtg. of the Amer. Geophys. Union,
VLF Full Wave Calculations San Francisco, Calif. (15-18 December

Long Rad. Wave Prop. Discus. Group Mtg., 1969)

Inst. for Telecomm. Sci. of ESSA, Bouwlder,
Colo. (14-16 January 1970) RuSm, C.
The Effects of Ions on VLF and LF An Approach to Ionospheric Mapping
Propagation (Invited)
Conf. on Appl. of Chem. to Nuc. Effects, AWS, Solar Forecast Facil., Ent AFP Colo.
AFCRL (15-16 April 1970) (16-18 December 1969)
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Preliminary High Latitude Ionograms During STRAKA, R. M.
the 2 November 1969 PCA Event Prediction of Energetic Radio Bursts Intl,
Conf. on Polar Cap. Absorp. Event Results, Symp. on Solar-Terres. Phys., Leningrad,
Boston Coll., Chestnut Hill, Mass. USSR (11-20 May 1970)
(31 March-1 April 1970)
SAGALYN, R. C. STRAKA, R. M., and BARRON, W. R.
S , RMultifrequency Solar Radio Bursts asDiurnal Variation of Electron Temperature Predictor for Proton Event
in the E-Region 15th Electromag. Prop. Comm. Syrp. on
Natl. Fall Mtg. of the Amer. Geophys. Union, lonos. Forecast., Gray Rocks, Ottau -t, Ont,,
San Francisco, Calif. (15-18 December 1969) Can. (2-5 September 1969)
SAGALYN, R. C., and BEWERSDORFr, A. TOMAN, K.
(Regis Coll., Weston, Mass.) The Reflection of Radio Waves front Moving
Thermal Ion and Electron Density Undulating Surfaces
Fluctuations Within the Plasmapause Between 1970 USNC/URSI-IEEE Spring Mtg., Wash.,
2000 and 6000 Km D. C. (16-19 April 1970)
Amer. Geophys. Union Mtg., Wash., D. C. Relationship Between Geomagnetic Index and(20-24 April 1970) HF Doppler Fluctuations
Evidence for an Evening Ionization Anomaly Amer. Geophys. Union Mtg., Wash., D. C.
Within the Plasmapause (20-24 April 1970)
13th Plen. Mtg. of COSPAR, Leningrad,USSR (20-29 May 1970) ULWT';K J. C.

Operation PCA 69 Overview

SAGALYN, R. C., and SMIDDY, M. Project 604 Overview
ISIS-1 Positive Ion Measurements During the Preliminary RF Probe Measurements on Black
Magnetic Storm of February 2-5, 1969 Brant Rockets
Amer. Geophys. Union Mtg., Wash., D. C. Measurements of November 1968 PCA
(20-24 April 1970) Conf. on Polar Cap Absorp. Event Results,

Boston Coll., Chestnut Hill, Mass.
SAGALYN, R. C., SMIDDY, M., and AHMED, M. (31 March-1 April 1970)
(Regis Coll., Weston, Mass.) Proton Flux, Electron and Ion DensityStudy of Thermal Positive Ions Near the Measurements During 19 November 1968
Plasmapause from OGO-1 Data Solar Proton Event, 2 November 1969
Amer. Geophys. Union Mtg., Wash., D. C. DASA Symp. on Phys. and Chem. of the
(20-24 April 1970) Upper Atmos., Philadelphia, Pa.

SAGALYN, R. C., SMIDDY, M., and STUART, R., (24-26 June 1970)
RAO, L. D. V. (Regis Coll., Weston, Mass.) ULWICK, J. C., and DAVEY, J. N., CAPT.
OGO-III Observations of Ions and Electrons Rocket Measurements of Electron and Ionin the Exosphere Densities
Amer. Geophys. Union Mtg., Wash., D. C. Natl. Fall Mtg. of the Amer. Geophys. Union,
(20-24 April 1970) San Francisco, Calif. (15-18 December 1969)
SALES, G. S. ULWICK, J. C., and SELLERS, B.
D-Region Profiles Using LF Pulses (Panametrics Corp., Waltham, Mass.)
Long Rad. Wave Prop. Discus. Group Mtg., Comparison of Rocket Probe Measured and
Inst. for Telecomn. Sci. of ESSA, Boulder, Computed Electron Densities of a PCA Event
Colo. (14-16 January 1970) 13th Plen. Mtg. of COSPAR, Leningrad, USSR
SANDOCK, J. A. (20-29 May 1970)
Preliminary RPA Measurements on Black WHALEN, J. A.
Brant Rockets Noontime Auroral Precipitations Measured
Conf. on Polar Cap Absorp. Event Results, by Airborne Ionospheric Sounder and
Boston Coll., Chestnut Hill, Mass. Photometers
(31 March-1 April 1970) Amer. Geophys. Union Mtg., Wash., D. C.
SANDOCK, J. A., and MCINERNEY, R. E. (Off. (20-24 April 1970)
of Dep. for Res. Serv., AFCRL), HEGBLOM, WILDMAN, P. J. L., and AKERSTEN, S. 1.
E. R. (Boston Coll., Chestnut Hill, Mass.) CAUFPMAN, D. P. (Univ. of 16va, Iowa City,
Auroral Zone Electron Precipitation and Io.)
Thermal Electron Density as Observed by the Injun 5 Charged Particle and DC Electric
OAR OV3-2 Satellite Field Measurements
Amer. Geophys. Union Mtg., Wash., D. C. Amer. Geophys. Union Mtg., Wash., D. C.(20-24 April 1970) (20-24 April 1970)
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WILDMAN, P. J. L., SAGALYN, R. C., and GUIDICE, D. A.
SMIDDY, M. March 1966 Observations of the Galactic Spur
Day to Day World-Wide Stability of the in the 20 to 40 MHz Range
Ionosphere Observed from Air Force Satellite AFCRL-67-0546 (October 1967)
0V3.2 Radio Astronomy: A Revision of Chapter 22,
Amer. Geophys. Union Mtg., Wash., D. C. Handbook of Geophysics and Space
(20-24 April 1970) Environments

AFCRL-67-0621 (November 1967)
WONG, M. S.
Forecasting HF Absorption During Polar Cap GuIDcE, D. A., and CASTELLI, J. P.
Absorption Events The Determination of Antenna Parameters by
15th Electromag. Pr.p. Comm. Symp. on Ionos. the Use of Extraterrestrial Radio Sources
Forecast., Gray Rocks, Ottawa, Ont., Can. AFCRL-68-0231 (April 1968)
(2-5 September 1969) HECKSCHER, J. L.

Tables of Selected Plane Earth Reflection
Coefficients, 5 to 100 kHz
AFCRL-68-0527 (October 1968)

PFISTER, W., and BIBL, K. (Lowell Tech. Inst.
Res. Foundation, Lowell, Mass.)
Pulse Sounding with Closely Spaced Receivers

TECHNICAL REPORTS as a Tool for Measuring Atmospheric Motions
JULY 1967 - JUNE 1969 and Fine Structure in the Ionosphere

AFCRL-68-0662 (December 1968)

AARONS, J., MULLEN, J. P., and SAGALYN, R. C., and SMIDDY, M.
WHITNEY, H. E. Positive Ion Sensing System for the Measure-
The Auroral Oval and the Scintillation ment of Spacecraft Pitch and Yaw, Air Force
Boundary D-10 Experiment Flown on Gemini 10 and 12
AFCRL-68-0380 (July 1968) AFCRL-67-0158 (December 1967)

AARON$, J., WHITNEY, H. E., and ALLEN, R. S. SLAcK, F. F.
Scintillation Observations of Synchronous Scintillation Studies Using the Early Bird
Satellites Synchronous Satellite 136-MHz Signal
AFCRL-69-0011 (January 1969) AFCRL-67-0655 (December 1967)

The Ringing Irregularity in Ionospheric
CASTELLI, J. P. Scintillation
Observation and Forecasting of Solar AFCRL-68-0263 (May 1968)
Proton Events SMIDDY, M., and STUART, R. D.
AFCRL-68-0104 (March 1968) An Analysis of the Behavior of a Multi-Grid

Spherical Sensor in a Drifting Maxwellian
CASTELLI, J. P., AARONS, J., and Plasma
MICHAEL, G. A. (AWS) AFCRL-69-0013 (January 1969)
The Great Burst of May 23, 1967AFCRL-67-0622 (November 1967) WHITNEY, H. E., and MAJUIK, C.

A Proposed Index for Measuring
GASSMANN, G. J. Ioncspheric Scintillation
Ionospheric Research in Support of AFCRL-68-0138 (March 1968)
Atmospheric Ionization Effect:
AFCRL-68-0318 (June 1968)

GOWELL, R. W., BUCHAU, J., and BIBL, K.,
REINIScH, B. W. (Lowell Tech. Inst. Res.
Foundation, Lowell, Mass.)
Digital Data Processing in Ionospheric TECHNICAL REPORTS
Sounding JULY 1969-JUNE 1970
AFCRL-68-0664 (December 1968)

BUCHAU, J., PITTENGER, E. W., MAJ., and
GOWELL, R. W., and WHIDDEN, R. W. Sizoo, A. H., MAJ.
Ionospheric Sounders in Aircraft Arctic Ionosphere and Airborne Investigations
AFCRL-68-0369 (July 1968) AFCRL-70-0280 (May 1970)
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HARvEY, R. B., FIELDS, V. C., CAPT., Generalzed Correlaton and Cross Spectral
HARRISON, R. P., KALAKOWSKY, C. B., and Analysis to the Model of Turbulent Drift
LEwis, E. A. AFCRL-70-0185 (March 1970)
Design and Testing of Aerodynamic Brakes SAGALYN, R. C., and SMIDDY, M.
for Controlled Lowering of Heavy Objects age d M menY M e
Over Long Distances Charged Particle Measurements by Means of
AFCRL-69-0444 (October 1969) Electrostatic Probes

AFCRL-69-0426 (October 1969)
LEwis, E. A., et al
Preliminary Tests of a Center-Fed 8000-Foot SLACK, F. F.
Vertical Half-Wave Transmitting Dipole Using the Ringing Irregularity as an
AFCRL-69-0296 (July 1969) Analytical Tool

PFISTER, W. AFCRL-69-0297 (July 1969)

Pulse Sounding With Closely Spaced SMIDDY, M., and STUART, R.
Receivers as a Tool for Measuring The Characteristics of a Space-Vehicle-Borne
Atmospheric Motions and Fine Structure in Charged Particle Sensor
the Ionosphere. III. The Application of the AFCRL-69-0519 (November 1969)
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During the reporting period the Lab-
oratory's lunar research program was
curtailed and the observatory housing
this 24-inch telescope located in Concord,
Mass., was closed. A by-product of t:e
lunar research program was the de-
velopment of an extremely sensitive in-
frared scanning system (attached to
the telescope) later tested for use in
airborne surveillance.



VII Space Physics
Laboratory

Much of the research of the Space
Physics Laboratory has the purpose of
defining the effects of variable solar
emissions on the earth environment.
Such studies include solar flares and
related energetic particle emissions, the
solar wind, and the magnetosphere
which surrounds the earth. Also in-
volved are studies of electrons and pro-
tons trapped by the earth's magnetic
field and of the precipitation of such
particles into the ionosphere in the
polar regions. Finally, a considerable
amount of effort is devoted to an at-
tempt to develop forecasting programs
to predict solar activity and its effects
on the near-earth space environment
and on the ionosphere.

Also within the scope of the pro-
gram of this Laboratory is the search
for more efficient methods for convert-
ing energy, primarily the sun's radiant
energy, into electrical power, and spec-
troscopic studies of nonstellar celes-
tial background radiation.

This research is conducted through
laboratory experimentation and through
a range of facilities for making direct
observations and measurements. Among
the laboratory facilities available to
Space Physics Laboratory scientists are
shock tubes for studies of plasmas as
related to solar flares and to energy
conversion research; a simulation cham-
ber for studies of materials exposed
to the space environment; and a clean
room for analyses of samples obtained
in the meteor physics research.

The Laboratory operates two observa-
tories, one in Massachusetts and the
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other in Hawaii, both with 24-inch tel-
escopes for infrared studies of the non-
stellar celestial background radiation.
During this reporting period, the Lab-
oratoiy sent instrument packages aloft
on 12 high altitude balloons, 17 rock-
ets and three satellites.

During the latter part of 1969, as
the result of a general cutback in fund-
ing leading to a review of Laboratory
programs to assure that all research is
related to Air Force capabilities, im-

7 ,mediate and projected, three long-stand-
ing AFCRL programs were marked
for termination. A decision was made
to immediately curtail further research
in stellar astronomy. This meant that
no further observations at the Cer-
ro Tololo Inter-American Observatory
by Space Physics Laboratory scientists
would be made. The meteor physics
research was scheduled for support only

" through the end of Fiscal Year 1970,
and lunar and planetary research at

- AFCRL also would terminate at the
end of Fiscal Year 1970.

SPACE FORECASTING SYSTEM

' : - The Space Forecasting System will
.L1,II' ~be placed in operation in the summer

. " of 1970. The system is designed to
predict bursts of radiation and ener-
getic particles from the sun, and the
effects of these bursts on the earth's
atmosphere.

The system draws on most of the en-
vironmental sciences, the product of
which forms a complex matrix of cau-
sal interrelationships involving radio
and optical solar astronomy, astro-

- -. physics, radio propagation physics, and
the physics and chemistry of the upper

The Space Physics Laboratory is a atmosphere. The phenomena that these
large user of satellites, rockets and scientific studies deal with have a di-
balloons. rect and sometimes profound influence
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on a range of Air Force electronic and standing of the relationship between a
optical systems. Radars, delicate sat- particular solar event and a particular
ellite sensors, radio communications, terrestrial effect. At present, these re-
and navigation systems are all influ- lationships are unknown except coarsely
enced by events that originate on the and qualitatively.
sun. Consequences of these events are Two needs must be met if the Space
absorption of radio waves in the polar Forecasting System is to be effective:
regions, geomagnetic disturbances, au- a more thorough knowledge of the dy-
roral activity, enhanced airglow levels, namic processes on the sun, and a better
variations in atmospheric density, and understanding of solar-terrestrial rela-
ionospheric fluctuations and inhomo- tionships. As knowledge and under-
geneities. It is of obvious concern to standing increase, so will the accuracy
the Air Force to know well in advance of predictions.
expected degradation of its electromag- The system is being developed by
netic operational systems. These en- AFCRL and the Air Weather Service
vironmental effects are triggered by (AWS) and will be operated by AWS.
bursts of electromagnetic radiation and
by energetic particles from the sun. THE NATURE OF THE PROBLEM: All

If the magnitude of bursts of parti- bursts of electromagnetic energy and
cles and EM radiation from the sun can high energy particles from the sun are
be predicted, then some ultimate effect associated with solar flares and all solar
on Air Force operations can also be flares (with a few rare exceptions)
predicted. This presupposes an under- are associated with sunspots. But not

all sunspots produce flares and not all
flares produce disruptive solar bursts.
One problem (there are three basic
ones) is that of predicting whether a
given flare will emit an intense flux of
radiation and particles.1'. The second problem is that of pre-
dicting whether these bursts will pro-
duce magnetic storms, auroras, iono-
spheric disturbances, and so on. The
terrestrial effects vary markedly from
flare to flare. High energy protons
reach the earth from a few minutes to' ' l l , a few hours after the flare peak. Other
protons are strung out in time (and
space) and the maximum flux of pro-

tons is usually observed several hours
after the first measurable terrestrial ef-
fect. Low energy particles emitted at

The Space Forecasting Program, a the same time travel much slower. Their
joint AFCRL-Air Weather Service en-
deavor, is one that attempts to predict effects are observed two or three days
changes in the earth's upper atmo- later in the form of magnetic storms
sphere and near-space environment by and ionospheric disturbances on a world-
monitoring by radio and optical means
the changing dynamic features on the wide basis. Low energy electrons mod-
face of the sun. ulate the earth's magnetosphere caus-
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ing magnetic storms. The problem is THE OBSERVATIONAL NETWORK: The
not only that of predicting whether a heart of the Solar Forecasting System
solar flare will produce a terrestrial is the Air Force Global Weather Cen-
effect, but also the kind of effect, its tral Complex of UNIVAC 1108 corn-
onset, and its duration. puters at Offutt AFB in Omaha, Ne-

The first two prediction problems are braska. Linked to these computers is a
only concerned with effects, if any, once world-wide net of optical and radio ob-
a flare is observed. The third problem, servatories which provide real-time
that of forecasting the occurrence of inputs from the radio and optically ob-
the flares, can only be solved by mon- served sun. Every observable feature
itoring the visible features of the sun of the sun is monitored by the system,
and associated magnetic configurations. together with changes in these features
If flares could be predicted, longer range and their rate of change. In addition,
forecasts would be possible. Not known, observations from riometers, neutron
except in a general way, are the char- monitors, magnetometers, and satel-
acteristics on the visible surface that lites are fed directly into the network.
portend a flare. Although clues for pre- From these observations, the AWS-
dicting that a flare will occur are elu- AFCRL system designers hope to define
sive, scientists can presently predict conditions that precede a burst of solar
with great confidence that, given cer- energy and the terrestrial effects that
tain conditions, no disruptive event is follow the burst.
likely to occur during the next three to In the future, the system observa-
five days. tional net will be expanded to include a

more comprehensive array of both solar
-,] and terrestrial monitoring stations. In

addition to optical observations and
centimeter radio observations, milli-

j, meter solar radiations could provide a
< key parameter for prediction. AFCRL

operates such a telescope at its site in
Waltham, Mass. (see Chapter IX).
From millimeter wave emissions, it is
possible to map temperature profiles
just above the visible surface of the
sun in the chromosphere. Activity re-
gions on these radio maps of the sun

, + +, seem to be highly correlated with bursts
of radio, x-ray and particle emissions
from the sun.

Future plans call for observing the
UV and XUV emissions from the sun

In connection with the Space Forecast- with satellite sensors. Almost no work
ing System, AFCRL established this has been done to date in correlating
solar radio observatory in Hamilton,
Mlass., where solar radio emissions over UV data with proton events, but such
several frequencis are continuously observations may prove most valuable.
monitored and data routinely submitted The ultimate system-but not the initial
to the AWS where forecasts of geo-
magnetic and other solar influencss are system that will become operational in
made. 1970-will observe all solar emissions
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across a broad spectrvu.i of radio and - -.

optical wavelengths.

PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT: The 
E

nature of the space forecasting enter-
prise requires close participation by
specialists in a diversity of fields-en-
ergetic particles, ionospheric variabil- .
ity, solar physics, the earth's magneto-
sphere, atmospheric density, and so
on. Specialists are drawn from several
of the AFCRIL laboratories.Technical planning and systems eval-

uation are done through the Space Fore-casting Workshop, which meets every

two months to plan, review schedules,
assign priorities, and to look into spe-
cial problems. Established in 1966, the Several times a year the Space Fore.
Workshop is composed of about 12 casting Workshop, consisting of special.
AFCRL and about six AWS representa- ists in the atmospheric sciences from
tives, plus interested representatives AFCRL and from the Air Weather

Service, meet to review progress in the
from other Government organizations, evolution of the Space Forecasting Sys-
with the composition and number vary- tern.
ing from meeting to meeting.

The Workshop has two primary tasks.
The first is to review, advise and work servatories whose excluive function
out problems associated with the updat- would be to provide data for the sys-
ing of the observational network of tern. These observatories would be lo-
siations and the reduction of data. cated worldwide so as to give continu-
These particular problems have occu- ous coverage of the sun. Observing
pied most of the attention of the Work- sites were selected in Tehran, Puerto
shop to date. The other task is to look Rko, Hawaii, and the Philippines.
at all available scientific knowledge that Others are planned but their exact
might be applied to improve the ac- locations are not yet determined.
curacy of predictions and extend the
warning time. SCIENTIFIC FALLOUT: The Space Fore-

Initially, system planning called for casting System is evolving from knowl-
the use of existing observatories at edge uncovered by astronomy and the
various locations all over the world for environmental sciences-the normal
solar data inputs. It was soon dis- progression in which science precedes
covered that data from existing observ- technology. But through the operation
atories are frequently inconsistent. Be- of the system, the environmental sci-
cause the need for a common data base ences will realize benefits in return.
became a prime system requirement, The standardization of solar and upper
AWS in 1967 decided that the system atmosphere data, and the techniques
could not rely on data from existing ob- for correlating the data on a real-time,
servatories. Accordingly, plans were long-term, continuous basis, all promise
concluded by AWS to establish new ob- to enhance our understanding of solar
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processes and the effects of these pro-
cesses on the terrestrial environment.
From the scientific standpoint, the sys-
tem may prove in the long run to be
more valuable than the huge interna-
tional programs of scientific observa-
tions carried out during the Interna-
tional Geophysical Year in the 1950's
and the International Quiet Sun Year
in the 1960's.

COSMIC RAYS AND
ENERGETIC PARTICLES

A charged particle in the upper at-
mosphere or space having energies in
the BeV range can be assumed to be
a cosmic ray that has originated from INCIDENTPRIMARY

beyond the solar system. All others PARTICLE

have their origin in the sun or are
created by physical processes in the I
atmosphere. The energies, distribu- ,

tions, trajectories and effects of these I

particles are of concern to the Space P N

Physics Laboratory.
Of particular interest to the Labora-

tory are the charged particles from
the sun, particles that make up the N P 0

benign solar wind through which the / I n, "

earth continuously moves, or that are -
accelerated to great energies by per!- e;-- t N

odic solar explosions known as flares. ' nn ,

The high energy protons emitted by
these flares are a radiation hazard to
men in space and to electronic systems - " - -ELECTROMAGNUIC MESON NUCLEONIC COMPONENT

aboard satellites. Both the less ener- OR 'SOFT' OR'HARD! I
getic solar wind particles and the high COMPONENT COMPONENT

energy protons are captured by the ENERGY FEEDS ACROSS FROM SMALL ENERGY FEEDBACK
NUCLEAR TO ELECTROMAGNETIC FROM MESON TO NUCLEONICearth's magnetic field to form the INTERACTIONS ICCMPONENT

earth's radiation belts. But the high
energy protons, when they are captured High energy charged particles my

originate either from deep space or
and channeled into the earth's upper at- from the sun. The most energetic of
mosphere at the geomagnetic poles, can these are galactic cosmic rays from
have profound effects on Air Force com- deep space. When they collide with an

atmospheric molecule they may produce
munications and surveillance systems. a cosmic ray shower of the type de-
They can cause radio blackout over picted in the lower diagram.
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vast areas of the arctic. The develop-
ment of the Space Forecasting System,
discussed earlier, depends upon a thor-
ough knowledge of the origination and
effects of these particles.

SATELLITE STUDIES: During the report-
ing period, the Laboratory instrumented
two satellites for energetic particle
research. These were the OVl-13, .
launched from Vandenberg AFB on
March 30, 1968, and the 0V5-6, launched
on May 23, 1969 from Cape Kennedy.
The OVI-13 was designed to meas-

ure changes in the trapped radiation
flux associated with solar flares. The
satellite had an apogee of 9486 km
and a perigee of 551 km. It carried The 0V5-6 was launched May 23, 1969
seven particle detectors for measuring into a 9100 by 60,300 n.m. orbit. The
electron energy between one keV and 25-lb satellite was designed to measur,
ten MeY and to measure protons be- X-radiation and particulate radiatiote e n omauepoosb- fron. the sun. ""
tween one keV and 100 MeV.

The 0V5-6 was a small, 25-pound,
octahedron-shaped satellite measuring 4800 km when it was ovei the 'magnetic
11 inches on each side. It was placed North Pole, detected a concentrated
in a highly elliptical orbit of about stream of protons flowing upward from
12,000 by 75,000 kin, an orbit that took the atmosphere outward into space. The
it into and out of the magnetosphere. upward-moving protons were traveling
Instrumentation was designed to meas- at more than 60,000 km per second.

ure electrons, protons, and alpha par- To show that the protons emanated
ticles and x-ray and gamma radiation. from some point in the earth' ,atmo-

One scientifically important result sphere, AFCRL scientists carefully ca.l-
obtained under the satellite program culated angular distributions and ei-
was produced by the OV1-9 which was ergies. The average strength of the
placed in orbit by the AFCRL cosmic electric field was calculated to be 0.14
ray group on December 11, 1966, dur- volts per meter.
ing the previous reporting period. In- The modulation of trapped proton
struments aboard this satellite meas- fluxes in the outer Van Allen.Belt dur-
ured for the first time evidence of the ing the same period of high solar activ-
earth's electric field. ity was also studied by using data from

Geophysicists have assumed that the the satellite OV1-9. Four days after
earth has an electric field as well as a the period of maximum solar activity,,
magnetic field, but before the OV1-9, no particle fluxes in the outer belt were
one had ever measured it. Evidence ten times greater than the preflare val-
for the electric field was obtained dur- ues. This increase decayed slowly dur-
ing a period of high solar and magnetic ing a period of relatively stable mag-
activity in late May 1967. The polar- netic activity so that about ten days
orbiting satellite, with an apogee of later the flux had returned to the pre-
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flare value for particles with energies
J, between 240 and 290 keV while the

fluxes of particles with energies be-
tween 320 and 390 keV were still some-
what enhanced.

PROTON EVENT CLASSIFICATION: When
researchers at AFCRL began to plan
the Space Forecasting System (see
above) in 1963, it was assumed that a
historical record of solar activity, if
properly analyzed and interpreted, could
be used to correlate solar features with
subsequent solar flares and high energy
protons.

The assumption was not well founded.
The problem was that observers had

,-i .- 'not reported solar flare "nd proton emis-
sions in a disciplined, standardized man-
ner. The absence of an objective meth-
od for reporting solar proton events led
AFCRL astrophysicists to develop a
uniform classification scheme. They pre-
sented this scheme to members of the
Inter-Union Commission on Solar Ter-
restrial Physics in London in January
of 1969. The favorable reaction by tl ,°
Commission to the scheme indicates that
it may be adopted internationally for
uniform reoorting.

The clazsification method character-
izes proton events by two interrelated
parameters-flux and particle energy.
Five levels of intensities are established.

- -Each of the five i.tensity levels is sep-
arated from the preceding level by two
orders of magnitude in terms of par-
ticle flux. For example, a proton event
classified as an importance 1 event
would have a particle flux exceeding the
threshold of 0.3 particles (20 MeV or
greater) per square centimeter per sec-
ond, while a flux exceeding 30 such par-

Launched from an Atlas rocket on ticles would be rated as an importance
March 30, 1968, was the OVI-13 and its 2 event.
sister satellite, OV1-14. The OV1-13
carried instruments for measuring pro-
tons between .01 and 100 MeV and STATISTICAL PREDICTION OF FLARES:

electrons between .01 and 10 MeV. The larger the sunspot, the more likely
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it is that the sunspot will produce a 200

solar flare. And if that sunspot pro- =
duced a flare on one day, it is more ISO
likely that it will produce another flare 0
the next day. By analyzing past rec- 1 ,
ords of sunspot sizes and their flariness, W
it is possible to derive a set of proba- 5

bility tables for predicting the likeli-

hood that a particular sunspot will pro- YEAR 19 4915253545556!?58596 6264666

duce a flare of a given magnitude with- SEA LVEL - _

in the next 24-hour period. Using daily tIN' R. 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 5 2 000

records of sunspots and flares during ENS

the period 1957 through 1964, the Lab- 6E4E4**S2- 0 , 5 I512 7 13 7 3 # , , 4

oratory has compiled such a set of prob- .IONOSONDE DATA, SOME EVENTS MAY HAVE BEEN MISSED
ability tables.

During the period covered in the This plot shows the annual frequency
study, 13,143 sunspot groups were an- of PCA events as a function of the 11-

alyzed. (A particular sunspot group Year Solar Cycle.

analyzed on seven days would consti-
tute seven observations.) Each sunspot lecting historical statistical data on
group was placed into one of ten size radio brightness temperature and mag-
categories. The largest flare produced netic classification of sunspot groups.
by a sunspot group on a particular day When these two parameters are added
was recorded for each of the 13,143 to the present parameters of sunspot
cases. group si::e and flariness, the probabil-

By way of example of the kinds of ity that a flare of a given magnitude
data yielded by the tables, an average will occur within 24 hours of a given
size sunspot group is observed, one cov- observation can be stated with even
ering an area of about 500 millionths greater assurance.
of the visible solar hemisphere. What
is the probability that a large flare COSMIC RAYS AT SST ALTITUDES: Some
(class 2 or greater) will occur on the people feared, when planning for the
next day? If this sunspot group pro- supersonic transport first got under-
duced no flares on the day of obser- way, that cosmic rays penetrating the
vation, there is a 10 percent probability rarefied atmosphere at the 60,000- to
that it will produce a flare of class 2 70,000-foot altitude of the SST would
importance or greater on the next day. provide a radiation hazard to passen-
If the sunspot group produced a class 1 gers and crews.
flare on one day, there is a 17 percent Fears subsequently abated, but there
probability that it will produce a flare was still residual uncertainty. AFCRL
of class 2 or greater magnitude on the has sent three instrumented balloons
next day. Last, if a flare of class 2 to supersonic flight levels to obtain
magnitude or greater was produced on quantitative data on the energies and
one day, there is a 24 percent probabil- fluxes of heavy cosmic ray nuclei. As
ity that a flare of equal magnitude a result of these tests, there appears
would occur again on the next day. to be negligible cause for concern.

At the conclusion of the reporting The danger, it was thought, would
period, AFCRL investigators were col- arise primarily from heavy cosmic ray
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analyzed in the three emulsion blocks.
The analysis produced some rather

smooth plots of atmospheric penetra-
tion as a function of atmospheric depth
and particle energy. These plots show

, • , '-~- that from the top of the atmosphere to
about 80,000 feet, the absorption of
the cosmic ray energy is very rapid.
The number of heavy nuclei encountered
at the SST flight level of 60,000 to 70,-
000 feet was calculated to be only a
few percent of the v. mber encountered\ !t ,fat the top of the atmosphere.

This strong atmospheric shielding,
coupled with the additional shielding of
the aircraft fuselage metal, serves to
protect, almost completely, the passen-
gers and crew from the ionizing radia-
tion of heavy cosmic ray nuclei.

" '\-- - J GEOMAGNETISM

This balloon, carrying an experiment
to measure ccrmi rays at altitudes up The earth's magnetic field has a pro-
to 100,000 feet was launched from Ft. found effect on the trajectories of the
Churchill, Can., on July 2, 1968. energetic particles discussed in the

foregoing section. These particles in
nuclei-atoms completely stripped of turn distort and alter the character of
electrons and having masses as great the magnetic field itself. The charged
as that of iron. When such a nucleus particles of the solar wind compress
enters the atmosphere, a radiation dos- the magnetic field on the day side of the
age of several thousand rads is depos- earth, while on the night side of the
ited along its entire trajectory. The earth the magnetic field lines expand
encounter between the nucleus and a in a long, tail-like configuration extend-
body cell can destroy the cell. Certain ing out to 10 to 30 earth radii. This
body cells are particularly vulnerable, magnetic envelope surrounding the
Most sensitive are cells in the lens of earth is known as the magnetosphere.
the eye, reproductive cells, and hair The 24-hour cycle of contraction and
follicles, the destruction of which re- expansion of the magnetic field consti-
sults in the graying of the hair. tutes a huge dynamo that induces de-

The three AFCRL balloons were sent tectable currents in the earth's iono-
to SST altitudes, and higher. The ex- sphere and in the near earth movement.
perimental packages consisted of a stack The most dramatic terrestrial effect in
of about 100 emulsion plates, each which the magnetosphere has a role is
measuring about 3 inches square. The polar cap absorption. High energy solar
three balloon flights averaged about 15 protons are channeled by the earth's
hours each. A total of 391 tracks were magnetic field to the geomagnetic poles
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to produce intense aurora, magnetic Canada, because magnetic effects are
storms, and sudden ionospheric disturb- most marked in the polar regions. In
ances. addition to the six rockets, a triaxial

From this it can be seen that studies fluxgate magnetometer was placed
of the earth's magnetic field are an in- aboard the OV2-5 satellite launched on
trinsic part of the Space Forecasting September 26, 1968. This instrument
Program (discussed earlier), the goal was designed to measure the vector
of which is to forecast all natural phe- (about 30,000 kin) altitudes.
nomena likely to affect Air Force op- The six rockets launched by the group
erations. carried such instruments as cesium va-

por magnetometers, three aspect mag-
ROCKET AND SATELLITE MEASURE- netometers and electron-proton detec-

MENTS: During the reporting period, tors. Purpose of the experiments was to
AFCRL launched eight rockets specif- measure particle energies, fluxes and
ically instrumented for measurements pitch angles during magnetic disturb-
of the earth's magnetic field and mag- ances and associated auroras. The group
netic field effects. All were launched is particularly interested in the height,
from Ft. Churchill Research Range, extent and intensity of the current sys-

tem associated with magnetic disturb-
ances.

Four of the eight rockets were
launched in pairs on two different dates
(November 9, 1968, and April 7, 1969)
in order to establish the spatial and
temporal characteristics of such dis-
turbances. The rocket-, in each pair,
launched within a space of a few min-
utes, covered different altitude regimes.
Results of these experiments indicate
that a magnetic disturbance in the au-
roral region may be a very localized
event.

THEORETICAL MODELING: Rocket and
satellite experimentation provide the

- essential inputs for theoretical studies
involving the magnetic field. These
studies take the form of models. The-
oretical modeling is used to study the
interaction of the varying solar wind
with the geomagnetic field, to study

Scheduled for launch - probably in " acceleration and precipitation of
1972- is this Magnetic Storm Space- charged particles into the ionosphere
craft (MSS). The satellite will have
two pairs of E-field antennas, 40 ft tip at high latitudes, and tro study the iono-
to tip along the spin axis, and 100 ft spheric and field-aligned currents. In
transverse. A star sensor is used for addition, geomagnetic variations which
orientation. Fluxgate and search coil
magnetometers are mounted at the ends are measured at the earth's surface are
of the deployable 6-ft beams. compared with theoretical predictions
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ical harmonic analysis of the main geo-
magnetic field, the results of which have
been incorporated in the International
Geomagnetic Reference Field. The Inter-
national Geomagnetic Reference Field
is the culmination of several years of
work under the guidance of the Inter-
national Association of Geomagnetism
and Aeronomy. Scientists from AFCRL,
NASA, the U.S. Coast and Geodetic
Survey, the Royal Greenwich Observa-
tory in Great Britain, and IZMIRAN
in the Soviet Union participated in this
work. This newly established Refer-
ence Field now provides a stable base
line or standard to which a variety of
Air For'e research efforts in geo-
magnebism may be referenced.

One way geomagnetic variations can
be investigated is through a study of
micropulsations. Micropulsations are
short-period fluctuations of the geomag-
netic field, observable at the earth's sur-

h face, and occurring in the frequency
range 0.001 to 50 cycles per second. The
most detailed study to date was based
on the polarization characteristics of
micropulsations and has demonstrated
that at middle latitudes most of the
energy observed at the earth's surface
in the frequency range 0.001 to 0.05
cycles per second represents hydromag-
netic wave activity originating in the
magnetosphere. Larger samples of the
data were reduced to tables of average
field strengths in octave frequency
bandwidths as a function of time, and

The NIRO rocket payload (above) and the results correlated with geophysical
the Javelin rocket payload (below) and solar phenomena.
carried magnetic field and charged par-
ticle experiments. The rockets were
launched during a magnetic auroral MAGNETIC SENSING OF GROUND TAR-
disturbance. GETS: The development of ultrasensi-

tive magnetic field detectors for rocket
and are related to geophysical phenom- and satellite instrumentation has led
ena such as magnetic disturbances, po- to a direct military fallout. These mag-
lar cap absorption, sudden ionospheric netic sensors can be carried aboard air-
disturbances, and so forth. craft to detect trucks, tanks, guns, and

The Laboratory has completed a spher- other military hardware. The Labora-
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tory is conducting an experimental pro-
gram to develop such airborne detec-
tors. The variations of the magnetic
signatures among a group of similar
trucks were measured, and signatures
of vehicles were derived. Next, an air- -"j ,
borne reconnaissance magnetometer
system was tested to determine system
noise, heading error, and general re-
sponse to the terrain itself. Flight tests
were made in areas of the United States
having geological similarity to the ter-
rain of Southeast Asia. These tests have
been highly encouraging.

Magnetic field studies are being ap-
plied to meet another Air Force re-
quirement, a requirement for more pre-
cise prediction of the future position In a joint program with the Navy,

and lifetimes of satellites. Variations Varian cesium magnetometers were
in aerodynamic drag is the fundamental carried in the external boom of this
factor limiting the accuracy of orbit aircraft to determine the feasibility of

detecting ferromagnetic targets on theprediction. There is a high correlation ground.
between the drag experienced by a
satellite and magnetic activity. Drag
increases markedly, for example, dur- orado. Data obtained from these sta-
ing magnetic storms. The reason for tions will be used by the Laboratory as
this drag increase is that the solar a basis for formulating prediction cri-
particles that produce magnetic storms teria for magnetic activity. The pre-
also heat the upper atmosphere, thus diction of such activity is one of the
changing its density. If knowledge of projected functions of the Space Fore-
magnetic activity on a world-wide basis casting System.
is available, and if the level of magnetic
activity is precisely correlated with
densities of the extreme upper atmo-
sphere, appropriate correlation factors ASTROPHYSICS
can be incorporated into the satellite

orbit computations. The astrophysicist attempts to ex-
This problem, together with the need plain the energies and forces of the sun

to monitor magnetic activity for other and stars in terms of physical law. He
purposes, led the Laboratory and the may be an astronomer, a spectroscopist,
Air Weather Service to establish a a cosmologist, or a plasma physicist.
network of stations ail over the world Often he is a combination of all of
to monitor magnetic activity. Stations these.
in this net are in operation 24 how-s In the Space Physics Laboratory, he
a day and report magnetic activity is most likely to be concerned with the
every three hours to the AWS Solar physics of plasmas and with the ii-
Forecast Facility (now called Aerospace teraction of plasmas (again charged
Environmental Support Center) in Col- particles) with magnetic fields. Most
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ous elements. By placing a known gas
in the tube and subjecting this gas to
known pressures and temperatures, a
spectrogram is obtained which can help
the spectroscopist decode the more com-
plex solar spectral record.

In addition to spectral interpretation,
* - other problems of interest to AFCRL

astrophysicists are the solar wind and
o -: '" • its interaction with the earth's geomag-

netic field, stellar radio sources, and
the mechanisms of solar flares. Not all

* of the astrophysics research is con-
-" ' - ducted with laboratory instrumenta-~tion. AFCRL astrophysicists until re-

cently had made observations at the
Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observ-
atory in Chile. Ix'ring the reporting
period, laboratory personnel made sev-

A key to the interpretation of spectro- eral trips to the Chilean Observatory
scopic data is the known radiative life- to make direct measurements of the
times of various heated gases. Precise composition of nebulae. This observ-
measurements of radiative lifetimes are atory is the subject of the following dis-
being carried out in the Laboratory.

cussion.

of the material of the universe is in
the form of ionized gases, and the be-
havior of these gases is modified by
magnetic fields. Ionized gases in turn
modify the geometry of these fields.
The interplay gives rise to electric fields,
to electromagnetic energy, to current
flow, and to much of the observable phe-
nomena in space.

Ionized gas-magnetic field phenom-
ena are sometimes difficult to observe
and measure by ground, rocket, or sat-
ellite instrumentation. But the phe-
nomena can often be approximated in
laboratory experiments. One instru-
ment for simulating the space environ-
ment phenomena is the shock tube. One
of the shock tubes at AFCRL is 20 feet
long and has a 2-inch square cross sec-
tion. Temperatures between 3,000 and To produce the extreme heat needed to
15,000 degrees K can be obtained. This measure the radiative properties of

various elements, AFCRL produces atube is used primarily to derive infor- shock-heated homogeneous gas that
mation on the emission spectra of var- travels down this 20-ft long shock tube.
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THE CERRO TOLOLO OBSERVATORY: For the study, the 36-inch Cerro To-
The Cerro Tololo Inter-American Ob- lolo telescope was used to obtain emis-
servatory in Chile was dedicated in sion spectra. Photometrically calibrated
November 1967. Very quickly, as- spectrograms were interpreted with the
tronomers realized that this observa- aid of spectra of standard stars. Hel-
tory, from the standpoint of seeing, in- ium, oxygen, neon, and sulphur were
strumentation, and geographic location, studied in various ionic states. It was
must be ranked as one of the world's found that the composition of the Great
most important observatories. Located 30 Doradus Nebula is essentially the
300 km north of Santiago at 30 degrees same as that of stars belonging to pop-
south latitude at an altitude of 2200 ulation Type I.
meters, the site has the best location Research at the Cerro Tololo Observ-
of any observatory in the world for atory by AFCRL astronomers was ter-
astronomical seeing. The clear, con- minated as an active AFCRL program
vection-free air permits about five hours during the reporting period. A review
of steady imaging almost nightly. showed it to have only indirect rele-

Soon after the opening, an AFCRL vance to the Air Force mission.
astronomer was accorded the honor of
making the first observations using the FLOW OF IONIZED GASES: Two prob-
largest of the five observing instru- lems relating to the flow of ionized gases
ments. The reason for this honor is encountering obstacles-physical ob-
that in 1958, AFCRL and the Yerkes jects and magnetic fields-were investi-
Observatory originated the Cerro To- gated during the period.
lolo Observatory project, and AFCRL One measurement program was con-
provided the initial funds-the seed cerned with the boundary layer be-
money-to get it started. The observ- tween a high velocity ionized gas and
atory is now managed by the Associa- a smooth surface. A cross section of
tion of Universities for Research in electron density of the gas can be meas-
Astronomy (AURA) and funded by ured very exactly with lasers. These
the National Science Foundation. measurements show under what con-

With so many outstanding questions ditions turbulence exists in the bound-
regarding so many Southern Hemi- ary layer.
sphere astronomical bodies, what then These experiments have turned up
did the AFCRL astronomer give prior- two phenomena for future .examination.
ity to for his first observations? He One relates to the chemistry of a shock
chose to observe the Great 30 Doradus wave by a surface, in which case chemi-
Nebula in the Clouds of Magellan. This cal equilibrium in a shocked gas can be
nebula, a fairly dense gas cloud, has reached much earlier along the surface
no known counterpart in our galactic than it can in the main stream of gas
system. Its mass is estimated to be that flow. The other was the discovery of
of five million suns. It seems to have an instability in the plasma stream that
an intricate system of wisps and fila- developed at the boundary between the
ments indicating density fluctuations. ionizing shock and the driver. Tech-
The question to be resolved was whether nically, this instability is analogous to
or not the chemical composition of this the Raleigh-Taylor instability where
unique object differed from that of the role of gravity is substituted by
bodies in our galaxy, such as the sun, the slowing down of the shock wave
for example. during the period of ionization.
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Major emphasis has been the astro- infrared, visible and UV-derive frc
physical modeling work. In one experi- atomic and molecular properties knowr
ment a plasma is shot from a plasma as oscillator strengths or transition
gun at a magnetic dipole. This ex- probabilities and radiative lifetimes.
periment models the flow of the solar These atomic properties are directly
wind over the earth's magnetosphere, related to the atom's ability to absorb
creating the collisionless shock which and to radiate electromagnetic radia-
occurs at the bou'dary between the mag- tion at a specific wavelength. Knowl-
netosphere and tne solar wind. Scaling edge of these properties is necessary
parameters are such that one could in determining the composition of radi-
not hope to replicate the solar wind ating or emitting bodies. It is neces-
problem in the laboratory, but it should sary, for example, to know how many
be possible to perform a very signifi- atoms of a specific element are radiat-
cant experiment in regard to the col- ing at a particular frequency to pro-
lisionless shock and the mechanism by duce the intensity being observed. Cal-
which this shock converts its energy culations of electron densities and elec-
into heat. tron temperatures in plasmas also de-

Using spectroscopic techniques, meas- pend on a knowledge of transition prob-
urements were made of the magnetic abilities and radiative lifetimes.
and electric field fluctuations in the For several years, AFCRL has used
bow shock. These data are then related shock tubes to generate the high tem-
to the theory of drift instabilities and perature, high density plasma for
help in understanding the generation measuring oscillator strengths, and ra-
and damping of waves in the plasma. diative lifetimes. Daring the reporting

period, a new and more powerful tech-
RADIATIVE LIFETIMES: The optical en- nique was introduced. With this tech-

ergies emitted by the sun and stars- nique, a Van de Graaff accelerator is
used to produce a beam of ions. By
passing the ions through thin foil, they

. are further stripped and excited. The
" - Van de Graaff accelerator used in the

, ' experiments is operated by AFCRL'sSON= Solid State Sciences Laboratory (see
Chapter III). A special port was con-
structed for these radiative lifetime

_- measurements.

-The beam-foil technique marks a siz-
able quantum advance in the spectro-
scopy 'f ions. The technique can pro-
duce e).treme degrees of ionization-
ionization levels otherwise obtainable
only in nuclear fusion reactions or in
combinations of temperatures and den-
sities found in stars. Furthermore,
these levels can be reached at room

This 30-ft arc driven shock tube with temperature and under controlled con-
at driver velocity of 60,000 ft per sec
is used to study shock in low pressure ditions.
gases. Work with the Van de Graaff beam-
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foil technique has resulted in the de-
termination of radiative lifetimes for
the upper excited states of 31 known
and five new lines of singly to quintuply
ionized oxygen. For seven of these
lines it was possible also to determine
their transition probabilities. Radiative
lifetimes were determined in the same
manner for 21 known and three new
lines of singly to quadruply ionized
nitrogen. These experimentally deter-
mined values have been used by the
National Bureau of Standards as an
absolute scale for verification of the-
oretically determined transition prob-
abilities.

From this discharge tube of AFCRL's
Van de Graaff generator is emitted a
beam of ions. A source of such ions

MOON, MARS AND METEORS is essential to beam-foil spectroscopy
which is a powerful new method for
deriving absolute f-values.

The programs discussed in this sec-
tion were marked for termination as a
result of a review of all AFCRL pro- all surfaces with which it came in con-
grams against relevance criteria. Lu- tact.
nar and planetary research is sched- During the present reporting period,
uled for termination at the end of however, lunar research concentrajed
Fiscal Year 1970. Research in meteor on more general geological properties
physics also will terminate at the end and possible internal thermal activity.
of Fiscal Year 1970. Both programs Studies of the surface composition and
have a long history at AFCRL. Man's geology of Mars also received increased
first knowledge of the concentrations of emphasis. The Laboratory's meteor
micrometeorites in space was gained physics program consisted almost en-
through simple acoustic and wire grid tirely of the collection of meteoric dust
detectors which AFCRL placed aboard by rockets and the analysis of this ma-
the first U.S. satellites. terial. Seven rockets were sent to alti-

And long before Surveyor 3 had tudes above 75 km to collect meteoric
sent back to earth the first photos of dust during the 1967-1970 period-
a disturbed lunar soil, or the Apollo 11 four from Natal, Brazil, two from Ft.
and 12 astronauts stepped upon the Churchill, Canada, and one from the
moon, AFCRL scientists had derived White Sands Missile Range in New
what proved to be a fairly valid model Mexico.
of lunar surface material. They con- For its studies of the moon and plan-
cluded that the surface would be coy- ets, AFCRL used two 24-inch telescopes.
ered by a very fire powder, that it One was placed in operation in 1968
would be relatively firm, and that the and is located in Hawaii atop Mauna
lunar powder would tend to adhere to Kea at an altitude of 13,700 feet. At
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separate development program was in-
itiated to apply it to Air Force infra-
red reconnaissance. An airborne ver-
sion was designed by the University of
Michigan under an AFCRL contract.
Flight tests of the equipment under a
variety of weather conditions in June
1968 showed that it is fully workable.
Flight data obtained on a real-time
basis over various targets and under
different conditions showed that this
technique offers significant advantages
in discriminating and displaying small
thermal anomalies.

Another instrument, which like the
infrared sensor was originally developed

In 1968, AFCRL placed in operation
this lunar observatory located in Ha-
waii atop Mauna Kea at an altitude of
13,700 ft.

about the time that this new telescope
went into use, AFCRL's observatory in
Concord, Massachusetts, was closed and
its 24-inch telescope removed for rein-
stallation at the main AFCRL labora-
tory complex at L. G. Hanscom Field.
In addition to ground observations,
measurements were made with a 24-
inch ballcon-borne telescope. Eleven
balloon flights were made during the
period in which the telescope and as-
sociated infrared spectroscopic equip-
ments were carried to altitudes of 70,-
000 feet or so for a clear infrared view
of the moon above most of the earth's
atmosphere.

A by-product of AFCRL's lunar re-
NEW INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENTS: search was a microbalance operating

by light pressure, one of the most sen-
During the course of the lunar obser- zirive weight-measuring devices ever
vational program over the last three constructed. Thin horizontal tungsten
years, an infrared detection and sens- wires extending from either side of the
igechaniquefase develtod b scens- "W" shaped glass spring (black circle)
ing technique was developed by scien- support the microbalance. From the
tists which advanced significantly the balance beam across the "W" the
state of the art in infrared remote sens- weight and counterweight are sus-

pended on thin tungsten wires. When
ing. This thermal enhancement tech- in operation i,. apparatus is enclosed
nique has proved so effective that a in a high vacuum.
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for lunar research but promises to been stored in the lunar surface materi-
have much broader application, is one als. Examination of these hot spots
that uses light pressure to measure during the eclipse, however, uncovered
weight. Laboratory scientists wanted an interesting thermal anomaly in Mare
to know how much weight is added to Humorum in the southwestern portion
soil by the bombardment of soils by of the lunar disk. This anomaly ex-
solar protons. Because no instrument tended along a 100-mile line coinciding
was available for measuring such mi- with a crustal fracture.
nute weight changes, the scientists de- Temperatures along this fracture re-
veloped an extremely delicate microbal- mained warm long after the other hot
ance that can sense weight changes as spots began to cool. There could be
small as 100 millionths of a gram and several explanations for this. The soil
which can be restored to perfect bal- along the fault could have distinctive
ance again by the pressure of light. This heat-absorbing properties, or the exist-
is the first application of light pressure ence of a sharp ridge could expose the
to weight measurement. The instru- material longer and more directly to the
ment was built for operation in a chain- sun. After analysis of these and other
ber evacuated to 10-11 torr. The micro- alternate explanations, the conclusion
balance itself rests on a taut tungsten was reached that the thermal anomaly
wire with known torque properties. is most likely due to the slow leakage
Light pressure is used to restore the of hot gases to the surface along the
balance to equilibrium when weight is fault zone. Confirmation must of course
added to one side of the balance. By await future measurements.
measuring the amount of light pres- Another study related to lunar water,
sure required to do this, a measurement the sinuous rills observed on the moon,
of weight can be derived, are so suggestive of meandering river

beds that many scientists have specu-
lated that these rills are caused by sur-

INTERNAL HEAT AND LUNAR RIVERS: face erosion of water. The water, ac-
Observations made during the April 3, cording to this hypothesis, would have
1968 lunar eclipse using the 24-inch its source in the lunar interior and
telescope in Concord, Mass., strongly could be released by a meteoritic im-
suggested to AFCRL scientists that the pact. Once it reached the surface, evap-
moon may be thermally active. The orative cooling would cause a protec-
evidence supporting this view is a num- tive ice layer to form, protecting the
ber of infrared images in the 8 to 14 water from further evaporation. In this
micron range obtained with the infra- way, an ice-covered river could be
red sensor noted in the preceding sec- formed.
tion. The question of whether the moon AFCRL scientists, after studying the
is a burnt out cinder or is still ther- behavior of water in a vacuum, con-
mally active is a major question await- sidered this concept to be unlikely. They
ing resolution. found that wh-n water is introduced

During the brief hour or so of an into a vacuum, there is an almost iM-
eclipse when the earth shadows the stantaneous explosion of boiling water.
moon, sensitive infrared instruments Although ice quickly forms after the
can record hundreds of hot spots on boiling period, the initial explosion of
the moon. Most of these hot spots are the water when exposed to the lunar
simply reradiated solar heat that has vacuum is so violent as to make im-
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sealed off. Once the collection of par-
ticles has been made and while the
rocket is still in flight, another thin gold
film is diffused over the surface but
from a different direction, which causes
collected particles to show a shadow
effect on the initial coating laid down
earlier.I i When the collection plate reaches the
Laboratory for analysis, additional care

I ,

In AFCRL's Class 100 Laminar Flow
Clean Room, samples of noctilucent
cloud particles and other small aero-
sols cllected in the upper atmosphere
by rockets are brought for examination.

probable the formation of a long ice-
covered river.

METEOR RESEARCH: The AFCRL me-
teor research program has been con- Ore of jeveral electron microscopes at

cerned almost exclusively with meteoric AFCRL is used to examine noctilucent
cloud particles and micrometeorites. Be-

dust-particles of only a few microns- low is an electk,. miciograph of noc-
in the upper atmosphere. The research tilucent cloud particles.
was conducted by rockets. These rock-
ets, when they reached altitude, ex- - __ _.._-

posed a collecting surface. On descent, -

the surface was again sealed to prevent - -" :
contamination by particles in the lower
atmosphere.

Historically, contamination has been -

the primary problem in these rocket L

experiments. But during the past three
years, techniques have been developed
for overcoming background contamina-
tion. The AFCRL anti-contamination --.
technique is one in which, after the - -,

rocket reaches altitude, a thin gold wire
is mel.eO -.nd diffused over the col-
lecting surface. In this way, those con-
taminants already on the surface are
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must be taken. To guard against con- on the various sources of energy as well
tamination during analysis, a special as the techniques by which this energy
clean room was installed at AFCRL. In is converted from one form to another.
addition to other analytical instruments, The main thrust of this program is the
the clean room contains two electron development of novel methods of elec-
microscopes. trical power generation and the im-

These techniques were used for four provement of known energy conversion
rockets launched from Natal, Brazil, in processes.
August 1968 to study meteoroids pres- The research is divided into four
ent in the Perseid meteor shower. One tasks. These tasks concentrate on the
objective of these flights was to ex- utilization of solar, chemical and ther-
plore the latitude variation in meteor mal energy sources which are of major
flux. These were the first rockets ever importance to electrical power genera-
launched in the equatorial region. An- tion. The tasks are: 1)Quantum Proc-
other objective was to measure any esses: The study of photoconduct:ng
increase in particle flux due to the me- and semiconducting materials for con-
teor showers. Two rockets, one launched verting solar energy to electrical en-
before the shower and one launched ergy; 2) Thermal Processes: Analysis
into the peak of the shower, were suc- of techniques such as thermionic energy
cessful. The collection device opened on conversion for obtaining electrical pow-
ascent at about 75 km a,.d remained er from sources of heat; 3) Photochem-
open for approximately two minutes. istry: Studies .Z the photosynthetic
Curioucly, the results indicated that types of fuel cells, and 4) Electrochem-
the Perseid meteor shower contributed istry: A study of electrodes and electro-
only minutely to the amount of micron- lytes for use in new batteries of high
size particles in the upper atmosphere, energy density.

AFCRL supplied collection devices
for three European Scientific Research QUANTUM PROCESSES: The silicon
Organization rockets flown into the n-on-p solar cell used in operational
Arietids and Zeta Perseids meteor show-
ers in June 1968. The rockets were I
launched near Kiruna, Sweden. The
results indicated a particle concentration i
of 10 to 15 particles per square centi-
meter, which is only slightly greater A l
than concentrations normally present.
This value corresponds to those obtained -
by the Laboratory's obuservations in Bra-

ENERGETICS RESEARCH

Energetics research is the study of -- "
the phenomena which control energy
conversion processes. Included in the Energy conversion is essentially a
scope of energetics research are studies problem in physical chemist,-y.
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spacecraft is the most widely known nature of the correlation between the
example of a quantum process device, structure of organic crystals and their
The active electronic component in function as components of electronic
these devices is doped silicon semicon- devices.
ducting material. AFCRL is searching
for alternatives to the silicon cell which THERMAL PROCESSES: AFCRL re-
can be fabricated more economically search in thermal processes emphasizes
and which have improved power-to- two related areas. The first area deals
weight ratios. with the thermionic energy converter

Organic and metal-organic materials in which a heat source provides the
are promising alternatives for reducing energy which is used to "boil off" elec-
the weight and cost of current silicon- trons from a metal emitter. These
cell hardware. The feasibility of the use electrons flow under vacuum to a metal
of organic photocznductors and semi- collector electrode possessing a lower
conductors as photovoltaic generators work function than the emitter. This
has been demonstrated, and prototype electron flow creates a potential which
solar cells have been fabricated repro- can be tapped for useful work through
ducibly in the laboratory. Presently, an outside load. The second research
the efficiency of these cells is lower than area in the thermal processes task is a
that of the silicon cell by approximately study of electrophoretic effects and their
two orders of magnitude, but ameliora- application for new sources of useful
tion of these performance levels is pos- electrical power from any type of high-
sible by several routes. Organic com- temperature gas flow. Measurements of
pounds can be altered by laboratory this effort have been performed on a
synthesis techniques, and the electronic "racetrack" discharge tube and have
behavior of a typical material can be been carried out for the electrophoreti-
changed by rearranging the molecular cally induced gas flows in helium dis-
geometry or components. In addition, charges. A theory is being developed
the bandwidth of optical response can to account for these results.
be shifted by careful selection of sub-
stituent groups, and response of the de- PHOTOCHEMISTRY: The high efficiency
vice to a broader segment of the solar of the natural photosynthetic process
spectrum can be optimized. Low cost has continually drawn the interest of re-
and light weight are possible because search workers in this field of energy
the desirable electrical properties can conversion. Chlorophyll, a major con-
be incorporated into polymer films. stituent of the chloroplast, the green

The research program has focused matter in plants, has been shown to
on several classes of organic compounds produce a photovoltaic effect in the
as the most promising candidates for presence of certain chemical compounds
components of solar cells or other elec- such as the quinones. The efficiency and
tronic devices. Among these are sub- magnitude of such an effect is subject
stituted dibenzothiophenes, pyrazines, to the influence of chemical species such
naphthaquinones and dicyanomethylene as dimethylformamide and triethyla-
derivatives. Crystallographic work on mine. An analysis of the reactions be-
several dicyanomethylene derivatives tween chlorophyll and electron donors
h'-s shed some light on the mechanisms or acceptors has shown that photopo-
of the conduction process in molecular tentials and photocurrents are gener-
crystals and has provided insight on the ated in these electron transfer systems
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and that these reactions are accom- . l
panied by an increase in acidity. A
photoelectrochemical fuel cell based on
these principles has been designed and
is now undergoing engineering develop-
ment.

ELECTROCHEMISTRY: The AFCRL elec- . _ .
trochemistry program is concerned with
the problems of developing new battery
types of improved specific capacity.
Many organic solvents, for example,
dimethylsulfoxide and dimenthylforma-
mide, dissolve a wide range of electro-
lytes to give conducting solutions. Fur-
thermore, they contain no replaceable
hydrogen ions and, hence, are relatively
inert to alkali metals which react
strongly with solvents such as water Plasma electrophoresis is a possible

energy conversion mechanism. As a
and methanol. This stability makes part of such studies in thermionic en-
possible the use of the alkali metals as ergy conversion, the scientist here is
high energetic electrodes in new bat- measuring cathode temperature in a

teries with energy densities possibly high-voltage DC discharge.

more than ten times that of the best
batteries currently available. The re-
search approach is to establish, by ac-
curate physico-chemical measurements,
the solvents which are most suitable for
this type of battery. Among the param-
eters evaluated are the dielectric con-
stant, dipolar relaxation times, and the
viscosity. These parameters establish,
to a good extent, the maximum con-
ductance of the solvent and hence the
maximum useful power density of a
working battery incorporating that sol-vent. I
In addition, two major areas of elec-

trode processes are being studied: elec- !
trode reaction kinetics and equilibrium
properties. The kinetics studies indi-
cate the general potential usefulness of
an electrode material in a working bat- Organic photocells, such as the one be-

ing examined here, potentially offer
tery and the equilibrium studies are much greater efficiency than the con-
closely related to the interface between ventional silicon solar cells presently
an electrode and the solution which sur- used for energy conversion. The thin-

film organic photovoltaic cell was pre-
rounds it--the "electrical double layer." pared by vacuum-sublimation tech-

The direct conversion of solar energy niq'.es.
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in a photo-electrochemical cell has been Chlorophyll-Dioxaane Interaction in the
explored using thin film silver halide Solid Stateexlctrodes.nA devicefincorporatingathisArchives of Biochem. and Biophys., Vol. 130electrodes. A device incorporating this (1969)

principle has been designed and tested

and is now being examined for possible FUJIMORI, E., and TAVLA, M.

advanced development. Chlorophyll Photosensitized Oxidation of
Hydroquinone and p-Phenylene Diamine
Derivatives
Photochem. and Photobiol., Vol. 8 (1968)

FuKuI, K., and LIMt, Y. K. (Emmanuel Coll.,
JOURNAL ARTICLES Boston, Mass.), YOUNG, P. S. (Miss. St. Univ.)
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JULY 1967 - JUNE 1969 Various Atmospheric Depths
ADLER, J. E. M., and SALISBURY, J. W. Nuovo Cimento, Vol. 61B, No. 2

4 ADLER,(11 June 1969)
Circularity of Lunar Craters

Icarus, Vol. 10, No. 1 (1969) GOLUBOVIC, A.
Behavior of Water in Vacuum: Implications Photoconductive Properties of A ceanthra-
for "Lunar Rivers" quinoxaline and Related Pyrazines
Sci. (2 May 1969) J. of Phys. Chem., Vol. 73 (1969)

BEN-YoSEF, N.
Experimental Investigation of the Normal HENDL, R. G., CAPT., and BLIuEN, W.
Modes in a Warm Cylindrical Plasma (Univ. of Colo., Boulder)
J. of Appl. Phys., Vol. 40, No. 9 (August 1969) On the Role of Joule Heating as a Source of

Gravity-Wave Energy About 100 Km
BESSE, A. L. J. of Atm. Sci., Vol. 26, No. 2 (March 1969)
Expansion of Laser Beam in Only One
Dimension HUNT, G. R., and Ross, H. P.
Appl. Optics, Vol. 7 (November 1968) A Bidirectional Reflectance Accessory for

CIIACE, W. G., FISn, C. V., and LEVINE, M. A. Spectroscopic Measurements
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Rev. of Sci. Instr. (December 1967) HUNT, G. R., and SALISBURY, J. W.

CIIATTERJEE, S. Mid-Infrared Spectroscopic Observations
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A New Electron Acceptor Philosoph. Trans. of the Royal Soc. of London,
Sci., Vol. 157 (21 July 1967) Ser. A, Vol. 264 (April 1969)
11, 11, 12, 12-Tetracyano-1, 4-Naphthaquino-
dimethane: A New Electron Acceptor HUNT, G. R., SALISBURY, J. W., and
J. of the Chem. Soc., Sec. B (1967) VINCENT, R. K., 1ST LT.

Studies of the Chargc-Transfer Complexes of Infrared Images of the Eclipsed Moon
-Dicyanoiethylen-Indant-1, 3-dione Sky and Telescope, Vol. 36 (October 1968)
J. of the Chem. Soc. (B), 725, London (1969) Lunar Eclipse: Infrared ImagesSci. (11 October 1968)

FUJIMORI, E. Modification to the Perkin-Elmer Reflectance
Photosynthesis Attachment for Studying Powders
Chapt. in Book, Metal Chelate Compounds, .1. of Sci. Instr., Ser. 2, Vol. 1 (1968)
Nankodo Publishers, Tokyo, Jap. (1967)
Bacteriochlorophyll Pheoph,,tini-ation in HUNT, G. R., and VINCENT, R. K., lST LT.
Chromnatophores and Subchromatophores from The Behavior of Spectral Features in the
Rhodospirillum Rubrum Infrared Emission from Particulate Surfaces
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(15 September 1968)
FUJIMORI, E., and SHERMAN, G.
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KALMAN, G. LEIBY, C. C., JR., and OSKAM, H. J.
Scalar Interaction in Superdense Matter (Univ. of Minn., Minneapolis)
Annalcs d'Astrophysique (May-June 1968) A New Volume Force in Plasmas
Anisotropic Temperature Plasma Instabilities The Phys. of Fluids, Vol. 10 (September 1967)
Phys. of Fluids (July 1968) Volume Forces in Plasmas

Proc. of the Eighth Intl. Conf. on Ionization in
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Acta, Vol. 259 (1970) Changes of Phycoerythrin and Phycocyanin

Biochim. Biophys. Acta, Vol. 188
GALLAGHER, C. C., COMBES, L. S., and (September 1969)
LEVINE, M. A. ROTH WELL, P. L., KATZ, L., and PARSIGNAULT,
Plasma Behavior in a Toroidal High-# Device R., PAOLINI, F. R. (Amer. Sci. and Eng.,
Phys. of Fluids, Vol. 13, No. 6 (June 1970) Cambridge, Mass.)

The Effects of Magnetic Storms on the
HUNT, G. R., and BIRD, G. R. (Polaroid Corp., Electrons and Protons at L -) 2.5
Cambridge, Mass.), GEBBIE, H. A., STONE, Space Res., Vol. 10 (North Holland Pub. Co.,
N. W. B. (Natl. Phys. Labs., Eng.) Amsterdam) (1970)
The Far Infrared Pure Rotational Spectrum ROTIIELL, P. L., WEBB, V. H., CAPT., and
of Nitrogen Dioxide (NO,)
J. of Molec. Spectros., Vol. 33 (February 1970) KATz, L.

Trapped and Polar Particles During the
HUNT, G. R., SALISBURY, J. W., and June 9, 1968 Magnetic Storm
VINCENT, R. K. Proc. of the Sum. Adv. Study Inst.,
Comments on "Lunar Thermal Anomalies and Santa Barbara, Calif., D. Reidel Pub., Co.

Internal Heating" (March 1970)

Astrophys. and Space Sci., Vol. 4, No. 3 (1969) SALISBURY, J. W.

KELLEY, J. G., and HARGREAVES, R. A. Composition of the Moon from Balloon-Borne
Mlid-Inf'ared Observations

A Ragged Inexpensive Shearing Radio Sci., Vol. 5, No. 2 (Febeuary 1970)Interferwmcter

Appl. Opt., Vol. 9 (April 1970) SALISBURY, J. W., et al

Bibliography of Lunar and Planetary Research
LEVINE, M. A. Icarus, Vol. 11, No. 1 (July 1969) and
Electromagnet, Encyc. Britanica (1969) No. 3 (November 1969)
Measurement of the Ion-Electron Collision
Frequency in a Dense Plasma SALISBURY, J. W., VINCENT, R. K., CAPT.,
Thesis, Northeastern Univ. (1970) LoGAN, L. M., and HUNT, G. R.
Turbulent Mixing at the Contact Surface Infrared Emissivity of Lunar Surface
in a Driven Shock Wave Features. Part II: Interpretation
Phys. of Fluids, Vol. 13, No. 5 (May 1970) J. of Geophys. Res., Vol. 75 (10 May 1970)
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SEN, H. K. PAPERS PRESENTED AT MEETINGS
Electric Field in the Ionosphere-A Theory JULY 1967 - JUNE 1969
of Its Origin and Effect
Planet. Electrodyn., Vol. 2 (1969) ALEXANDER, W. E., 1ST LT.

SEN, H. K., and BAKSHI, P. M. Electronic Target Enhancement in Infrared
(Brandeis Univ., Waltham, Mass.) Reconnaissance
NonLinarOf(U), Paper ConfidentialPLa r O1968 Air Force Sci. and Engrg. Symp.,Plasma Air Force Acad., Colo.
Proc. of the 9th Intl. Conf. on Phenom. in (29 October-1 November 1968)
Ionized Gases, Bucharest, Romania
(September 1969) CARNEVALE, R. F., CHREST, S. A.,

SHEA, M. A. SARKESIAN, R. D., and SKRIVANEK, R. A.
Sampling of a 1968 Noctilucent Cloud Display

Reply to J. C. Cain's Comment on the Paper, Over Fort Churchill, Canada
"A Comparison of Theoretical and Twelfth COSPAR Plenary Mtg.,
Experimental Cosmic-Ray Equators" Prague, Czech. (11-24 May 1969)
J. of Geophys. Res. (December 1969)
SHEA, M. A., and CARMTCHAEL, H. CHACE, W. G., LEVINE, M. A., and FISH, C. V.
(Atomic Energy of Can., Ltd., Chalk River, The Application of Exploding Wires to the

Ont., Can.), PETERSON, R. W. (Los Alamos Study of Refractory Metals in the Region
Sci. Lab., N. M.) of the Critical Point

Third Intl. Symp. on High Temp. Tech.,
Cosmic Ray Latitude Survey in Western Asilomar, Calif. (17-20 September 1967)~USA and Hawaii in Summer 1966

USA nd awai inSumer 966Apt "Electrical Equation of State" of Metals~~~~~~~~~C a n . J . of P h y s., V ol. 4 7 , N o . 19A , E c t i a q a io o t t e o e a s(October 1969) Determined by an Exploding Wire Technique
Study of Wire Explosion with Augmented

SHEA, M. A., and SMART, D. F. Plasma Sheath
i Asymptotic Directions of Approach Fourth Conf. on the Explod. Wire Phenom.,

Appropriate for the High Energy Solar Proton Boston, Mass. (18-20 October 1967)
Event of November 18, 1968
Upper Atm. Geophys. Rpt. No. UAG-9 E s i
World Data Ctr. A, 68-80 (April 1970) Energy Parameters in Organic Donor-Acceptor

ComplexesV SHEA, M. A., SMART, D. F., and Fifth Caribbean Chem. Conf.,
CARMICHAEL, H. (Atomic Energy of Can., Univ. of W. Indies (6-11 January 1969)
Ltd., Ont., Can.), MCCALL, J. R. (Lawrence CIIERNosKY, E. J., and MAPLE, E.
Rad. Lab., Livermore, Calif.) Rlatinship Etwee a Three
Geographically Smoothed Geomagnetic Cutoffs Rclationsatips Between a Three-Hour
Canad. J. of Phys., Vol. 47, No. 19 Mieroplsation Index, , and Some
(October 1969) Gomiagnetic and Solar Phenomnena

Ann. Amer. Geophys. Union Mtg., Wash, D. C.

SMART, D. F., and SHEA, M. A. (8-11 April 1968)
Proposed Solar Proton Classification System CIREST, S. A., CARNEVALE, R. F., and
Proc. of the Third ESLAB/ESRIN Symp. on SOnF11MAN, R. K. (Gen. Elec. Co.,
Intercorrelated Satel. Obsv. Related to Solar Philadelphia, Pa.)
Events, V. Manno and D. E. Page, Eds.,
D. Reidel Pub., Co., Dordrecht, Holland (1970) Rocket Sampling of Noctilucent Cloud

Particles During 1964 andi965
WARES, G. W., and WOLNIK, S. J., BERTHEL, Tenth Intl. Mtg. of COSPAR, Imperial Coll..
R. 0. (Panametrics, Inc., Waltham, Mass.) London, Eng. (23-29 July 1967)
Extension of Shock-Tube Measurements of
Absolntc Cr I gf-Values to Higher Excitation DUBS, C., PRASAD, B., and FINN, R.
Potentials Generuilization of Cowling's Conductivity tor
Bull. Amer. Astronom. Soc., Vol. 1, No. 4 Wave Propagation in a Partially lonized Gas
(December 1969) Syip. on Electroinag. Waves, Stresa, Italy

WARES, G. W., and WOLNIK, S. J., BERTIIEL, (24-29June 1968)

R. 0., CARNEVALE, E. H. (Panametrics, Inc., DUBS, C. W.,.PRASAD. B., and SEN, H. K.
Waltham, Mass.) Ileating of the Ionosphere and Attenuation of
Additional Shock-Tube Measurements of the Equatorial Hydrontagnetic Waves
Absolute Cr I gf-Values Third Intl. Synp. on Equatorial Aeron..
Astrophys. J., Vol. 157, No. 2 (August 1969) Abmedabad, India (3-10 February 1969)
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DYBWAD, J. P. FuKuI, K., FILZ, R. C., and BARTHOLOMA, K. P.,

The Effect of Proton Irradiation on the ENGE, W. (Institut fuer Kernphysik, W. Ger.)

Spectra of Silicates Preliminary Results of Measurements on
1969 Joint AGU-URSI Mtg., Wash., D. C. Tracks of Heavy Cosmic Rays in
(21-25 April 1969) Plastic Detectors

Effects of Simulated Solar Wind on Silicate Intl. Topical Conf. on Nuc. Track Registration

Material Expected to Be Present on the in Insulating Solids and Applications,

Lunar Surfact Clermont-Ferrand, France (6-9 May 1969)
Amer. Astronaut. Soc. Mtg., Denver, Colo. FuKui, K., and LIM, Y. K. (Emmanuel Coll.,
(17-20 June 1969) Boston, Mass.), YOUNG, P. S. (Miss. St. Univ.)

FILZ, R. C. Low Energy Cosmic Ray Heavy Nuclei at

Observations of Inner Zone Protons iu Supersonic Flight Level

Nuclear Emulsions, 1961 to 1966 Amer. Phys. Soc. Mtg., Boston, Mass.

NATO Adv. Study Inst. on the Earth's (26-28 February 1968)
Particles and Fields, Freising, Ger. GOLuBovlc, A.(31 July-ll August 1967)GO OWA
Observatios of Inner Zo e Protons in Photoconductive Properties of Aceanthraquin-

Nucleart ions-1ne tons68 oxaline and Related Pyrazines
ntlear EyrulonhPs- . ofeanto sp1155th Nat]. Mtg. of the Amer. Chem. Soc.,
Intl. Symp. on the Phys. of the Magnetosphere, San Francisco, Calif. (31 March-S April 1968)
Wash., D. C. (3-13 September 1968)
Observations of Van Allen Belt Protons in HUTCHINSON, R. 0., and ZAWALICK, E. J.,
Nuclear Emulsions 1951 through 1968 LT. COL.
Fall Mtg. of the Amer. Phys. Soc., Miami Airborne Reconnaissance Magnetometry
Beach, Fla. (25-27 November 1968) CIRADS III Symp., Battelle Mem. Inst.,

FILZ, R. C., and ENGE, W. (Institut fuer Columbus, Ohio (15-17 October 1968)

Kernphysik, W. Ger.), MOMO, L. R. KALMAN, G.
(Emmanuel Coll., Boston, Mass.) Dynamics of a Relativistic Degenerate
Some Recent Advances in Plastic Detectors Electron Gas
Intl. Topical Conf. on Nuc. Track Registration Univ. of Windsor, Windsor, Ont.: Can.
in Insulating Solids and Applications, (26 April 1968)
Clermont-Ferrand, France (6-9 May 1969)

KALMAN, G., and GOLDEN, K. (Brandeis
FOUERE, P.F. Univ., Waltham, Mass.)
Spherical Harmonic Analysis: The IGRF The Electrodynamics of Equilibrium Plasmas
Competition APS Plasma Phys. Div. Ann. Mtg.,
IAGA Symp. on the Description of the Earth's Austin, Tex. (8-11 November 1967)
Magnetic Field, Wash., D. C.
(22-25 October 1968) KALMAN, G., and MONTES, C., QUEMADA, D.
The Free Boundary Problem of a Magnetic (Laboratoire de Physique des Plasmas,
Dipole in a Hot Stationary Plasma Univ. of Paris)
1969 Joint AGU-URSI Mtg., Wash., D. C. Anisotropie Temperature Plasma Instabilities
(21-25 April 1969) APS Plasma Phys. Div. Ann. Mtg.,

FUJIMORI, E. Austin, Tex. (8-11 November 1967)

The Effcct of pH on the Spectral and KATZ, L., KucK, G. A., 1ST LT., ROTHIWELL,

Photophysical Characteristics of P. L., 1ST LT., and FRANKENTHAL, S.,
Photosynthetic Bacteria Chromatophores PAOLINI, F. R., THEODORIDIS, G. C.
5th Intl. Cong. on Photobiol., Dartmouth Coll., (Amer. Sci. and Engrg., Cambridge, Mass.)
Hanover, N. II. (26-31 August 1968) Low Energy Particles Measured by OV1-9
Spectral Photochemical and Aggregation (1966-111A)
Characteristics of Biliproteins in NATO Adv. Study Inst. on the Earth's
Photosynthetic Systems (Invited Talk) Particles and Fields, Freising, Ger.
Harvard Univ., Cambridge, Mass. (31 July-11 August 1967)
(7 January 1969)

KATZ, L., and PAOLINI, F. R., THEODORIDIS,
FUJIMORI, E., and SHERMAN, G. G. C., FR,.NKENTIIAL, S. (Amer. Sci and

Water-Chlorophyll Interactions in the Engrg., Cambridge, Mass.)
Solid State Low Altitude, Outer Belt Measurements:
Intl. Cong. of Photosynthesis Res., Space and Time Variations in Relativistic
Freudenstadt, Ger. (4-8 June 1968) Electron Spectra, and Radial Diffusion

LL- _ _
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NATO Adv. Study Inst. on the Earth's MUKHERJEE, T. K.
Particles and Field, Freising, Ger. Organic Photoconductors
(31 July-11 August 1967) Dept. of Phys., Inst. Venezolano de
KA'z, L., and ROTHWELL, P. L., CAPT. Investigaciones Cientificas, Caracus, Venez.(28 September 1967)
Polar Cap Pontificia Universidad Catolica Del Peru,

Intl. Symp. on the Phys. of the Magnetosphere, Lima, Peru (2 October 1967)

Wash., D. C. (3-13 September 1968) Oharge-Transfer Complexes
Fall Mtg. of the Amer. Phys. Soc., Miami Faculty of Phys. and Math. Sci., Univ. of

Beach, Fla. (25-27 November 1968) Chile, Santiago, Chile (4 October 1967)
Evidence for a Radial Geocleetric Field Electron Transfer and Ion-RadicalsOver the Polar Cap Univ. of Cordoba, Cordoba, Argen.

Conf. on Elec. Fids. in the Magnetosphere, (7 October 1967)
Rice Univ., Houston, Tex. (10-13 March 1969) Semiconduction in Charge-Transfer Complexes

Atomic Energy Comm., Buenos Aires, Argen.
KELLEY, J. G., and HARGREAVES, R. A. (9 October 1967)
A Rugged Inexpensive Schlieren System Electron Acceptors and Their
Amer. Phys. Soc. Mtg., N. Y., N. Y. Photoconductive Properties
(3-6 February 1969) Universidad Nacional de Buenos Aires,
KUCK, G. A., CAPT., and SANDOCK, J. A. Buenos Aires, Argen. (10 October 1967)Kesu emnG s A., C P a AOCbiting JA Electron Affinities of Acceptor Molecules
Measurements from Polar Orbiting OAR Univ. of La Plata, La Plata, Argen.

Satellite V-1 of Low Energy Partides
(10-100 keV) in the Magnetosphere at High (11 October 1967)
Latitudes and Low Satellite Altitudes Electrical Properties of Charge-Transfer
Ann. Amer. Geophys. Union Mtg., Wash., D. C. Solids
(8-11 April 1968) Univ. of Sao Paulo, Braz. (12 October 1967)

Photoelectric and Spectroscopic Properties ofLEIBY, C. C., JR. Dibenzothiophene Donor-Acceptor Complexes

Gravity and Electric Charge Amer. Chem. Soc., Atlantic City, N. J.
Amer. Phys. Soc. Mtg., N. Y., N. Y. (9-13 September 1968)

1 (3-6 February 1969) The Reactivities of Electron Acceptor
MoleculesLEiY, C. C., J., and OSKAM, H. J. F. J. Seiler Res. Lab., USAF Acad., Colo.

(Univ. of Minn., Minneapolis) (1 eebe 98
Volume Forces in Plasmas Electrical Conductivity of Organic Compounds

Eighth Ann. Ionization Conf., Vienna, Aust. Amer. Chem. Soc., Denver, Coo.
!(4-9 September 1967) Amer DCem. o.Dne r, Colo.

LEIDY, C. C., JR., and ROGERS, C. W., 1ST LT. Infrared Photoconductivity in Organic
Anaphoretically Induced Gas Flows in Helium Donor-Acceptor Complexes
DC Discharges 157th Nat]. Mtg. of the Amer. Chem. Soc.,
Eighth Ann. Ionization Conf., Vienna, Aust. Minneapolis, Minn. (13-18 April 1969)
(4-9 September 1967)
Microwave Radiation Temperatures in He, PAYNE, R.

c'c, A, Kr and Xe DC Discharges The Electrical Double Layer in Amide Solvents
20th Ann. Gaseous Elect. Conf., San Amer. Chem. Soc., Atlantic City, N. J.
Francisco, Calif. (18-20 October 1967) (9-13 September 1968)

LEvINE, M. A., BEN-YOsEP, N., and The Electrical Double Layer in Nonaqueous
L N, A. G., B -Solutions
Ru." N, A. G. 19th Mtg. of the CITCE, Detroit, Mich.
Standing Shock in a Dipole Field (22-27 September 1968)
Tenth Ann. Mtg. of Div. of Plasma Phys., The Electrical Double Layer in New
Miami Beach, Fla. (13-16 November 1968) Solvent Systems

MAPLE, E., and FREY, J. H. (Sea Farm Res. Gordon Conf. on Electrochem., Santa Barbara,
Foundation, Newton, Mass.) Calif. (20-26 January 1969)
Observations of Hydromagnetic Waves of 20
Second to 20 Minute Periods at a PECCi, J., and FUJIMORI, E.
Midd , Latitude Studies of Phycocrythrin from an Alga of the
14th Gen. Assembly of the Intl. Union of Genus Hydrocolcum
Geod. and Geophys., Zurich, Switz. Seventh Intl. Cong. of Biochem., Tokyo, Jap.
(25 September-7 October 1967) (19-25 August 1967)I
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Circular Dichroism Studies of Phycocyanin SALISBURY, J. W., and LOGAN, L. M.
and Phycoerythrin The Composition of the Moon: Evidence
13th Ann. Mtg. of the Biophys. Soc., for Heterogeneity
Los Angeles, Calif. Meteoritical Soc., Cambridge, Mass.
(25 February-1 March 1969) (9-11 October 1968)

PRASAD, B., and KALMAN, G. SALISBURY, J. W., VINCENT, R. K., CAPT.,
Screening in a Relativigtic Quantum Plasma HUNT, G. R., and ADLER, J. E. M.
APS Plasma Phys. Div. Ann. Mtg., Dark-Haloed Craters, Thermal Anomalies, and
Austin, Tex. (8-11 Ne-rember 1967) Transient Events
Properties of an Electron Gas at White Douglas Adv. Res. Labs., Huntington Beach,
Dwarf Densities Calif. (17-18 February 1969)
Amer. Astronom. Soc. Mtg., Austin, Tex.(10-13 December 1968) SEN, H. K.

Electric Field in the Ionosphere: A Theory

RADOSKI, H. R., and McCLAY, J. F. of Its Origin and Effect
The Coronal Exospheric Sheath and the

The Hydromuagnetic Resonance Theory of Solar Wind
Geomagnetic Micropulsations7Gemnetic Mis l t.ion o14th Gen. Assembly of the Intl. Union of
17th Gen. Assembly of Intl. Union of Geod. Go.adGohsZrcSizand eophs., t. alle, Swtz.Geod. and Geophys., Zurich, Switz.
and Geophys., St. Gallen, Switz.(2Setm r-Ocor197(23 eptmbe-7 Otobr 167)(25 September-7 October 1967)
(23 September-? October 1967)
A Syncretism of Hydromagnetic Waves SHEA, M. A., SMART, D. F., and GALL, R.,
1969 Joint AGU-URSI M'htg., Wash., D. C. JIMENEZ, J. (Instituto de Geofisica, Mex.)
(21-25 April 1969) Cutoffs and Asymptotic Directions of Cosmic

Rays for High Latitude Stations
ROTHIWELL, P. L., CAPT., and KA'T-r, L. Intl. Symp. on the Phys. of the Magnetosphere,
The Modulation of Trapped Protons P-iring Wash., D. C. (3-13 September 1968)
May 1967
Ann. Amer. Geophys. Union Mtg., Wash, D. C. SILVERMAN, J., et al
(8-11 April 1968) Research at AFCRL on Organic Photo-
Proton Pitch Angle Diffusion in the conductors and Their Possible Application iu
Outer Belt Solar Energy Conversion
The Proton Loss Cone as a Function of L Solar Energy Soc. Unior Mtg., Palo Alto,
in the O:'fer Belt Calif. (21-23 October 1968)
1969 Joint AGU-URSI Mtg., Wash., D. C.
(21-25 April 1969) SILVERMAN, J., KRUKONIS, A. P., and

YANNONi, N. F.
ROTHIWELL, P. L., CAPT., KATZ, L., and The Crystal Structur of 9-Dicyanonuethylenc-
PAOLINI, F. R., PARSIGNAULT, D. R. 2, 7-Dititrofluorene
(Amer. Sci. and Engrg., Cambridge, Mass.) Amer. Crystallog. Summer Mtg., Univ. of
The Effects of Magnetic Storms on Electrons Minn., Minneapolis, Minn.
and Protons at L > 2.5 (20-25 August 1967)
Twelfth COSPAR Plenary Mtg., Prague. The Crystal Structure of 9-Dicyanoinethyleu,-
Czech. (11-24 May 1969) 2, 7-Dibromofluorenc.

ACA Mtg., Buffalo, N. Y. (12-16 August 1968)
RUBIN, A. G.
Sheath Suppression in Wire Explosions SKRIVANEK, R. A.
Amer. Phys. Soc. Mtg., Boston, Mass. Contamination in Cosmic Dust Collections
(26-28 February 1968) COSPAR Mtg., and Mtgs. of COSPAR Wkg.

Groups and Panels, London, Eng.
SALISBURY, J. W., and HUNT, G. R. (17-29 July 1967)
Spectroscopic Remote Sensing of Water- AFCRL Particle Collection Program
Bearing Minerals OART-OSSA Meteoroid Environ. Workshop,
Amer. Astronaut. Soc. Mtg., Las Vegas, Nev. NASA, Wash., D. C. (19-20 Marc!, 1968)
(10-12 April 1960) Collection and Analysis of Noctilucent
Orbital Infrared Experiments Cloud Particles
Amer. Astronaut. Soc. Mtg., Ann Arbor, Mich. Ann. Amer. Geophys. Union Mtg., Wash., D. C.
(16-18 September 1968) (8-11 April 1968)
The Composition of the Martian Surface Particulate Matter in Noctiluccut Clouds
1969 Amer. Geophys. Union Mtg., Wash., D. C. Eleventh Plenary Mtg. of COSPAR,
(21-25 April 1969) Tokyo, Jap. (7-21 May 1968)



SKRIVANEK, R. A., CARNEVALE, R. F., and WAnEs, G. W., and ALLER, L. H.
SARKESIAN, R. D. (Univ. of Calif., Los Angeles)
Results of In-Flight Shadowing Performed on Spectrophotometric Studies of Emission
an ESRO Rocket Flight of 7 June 1968 Nebulosities in the Magellanic Clouds
Twelfth COSPAR Pienary Mtg., 126th Mtg. of the Amer. Astronom. Se.,
Prague, Czech. (11-24 May 1969) Univ. of Va., Charlottesville, Va.

(1-4 April 1968)

SKRIVANEK, R. A., CHRFST, S. A., and
CARN!.7VALE, R. F. WARES, G. W., and ALLER, L. H., (Univ. of
Partice Collection Results from Recent Calif., Los Angeles), WESTON, E. B.
Rocket and Satellite Experiments (Panametrics, Inc., Waltham, Mass.)
Eleventh Plenary Mtg. of COSPAR, Comparison of the Spectrum of the Core of
Tokyo, Jap. (7-21 May 1968) Eta Carinac with Its Nebular Shell

127th Mtg. of the Amer. Astronom. Soc.,
SMART, D. F., SHEA, M. A., and GALL, R. Victoria, B. C., Can. (20-23 August 1968)
(Instituto de Geofisica, Mex.)IHigh Latitude Cutoff Energies
1969 Amer. Geophys. Mtg., Wash., D. C. WEBB, V. H., sT LT., and KATZ, L.

(21-25 April 1969) Preliminary Resud!s from Satellite OVl-13
1969 Joint AGU.LJRSI Mtg., Wash., D. C.

VAN SCHMUS, W. R., 1ST LT., and RIBBE, P. H. (21-25 April 1969)

(Virginia Polytechnic Inst., Blacksburg, Va.)
Composition and Structural State of Feldspars WHITE, M. L.
from Chondritic Meteorites Rossby Waves and the Solar Cycle
30th Ann. Mtg., Meteorol. Soc., NASA Ames Amer. stronom. Soc. Spec. Mtg. on Solar
Res. Ctr., Moffett Fld., Calif. Astronvm., Tucson, Ariz. (1-3 February 1968)
(25-27 October 1967) Origin of the Solar System

Amer. A stronom. Soc. Mtg., Austin, Tex.
WARD, F. W., JR. (10-13 December 1968)
The General Circulation of the Solar Origin of the Solar System I1
Atmosphere: Is Axisymmetry a Amer. Astronom. Soc. Mtg., Univ. of Haw.,
Tenable Assumption? Honolulu (30 March-2 April 1969)
Amer. Astronom. Soc., Spec. Mtg. on Solar
Astkonom., Tucson, Ariz. (1-3 February 1968)
Forecasting Solar Events YANNONI, N. F.
Third Symp. on Long Range Forecasting and Sur la Structure des Photoconductcurs
Planning, Alamogordo, N. M. Organiques
(29-30 April 1969) Sem. at the Centre Nat]. de Recherche

Scientifique, Grenoble, France
WARES, G. W. (18 October 1967)

The AFCRL Van de Graaff Beam-Foil Le Role des Etudes Crystallographiques duns
Excitation Facility and Radiative Lifetimes /a Conversion d'Energie
for C, N, 0, and Ne Ions Sem. at the Centre d'Etudes Nuclcaires,
The AFCRL Optical Shock Tube Facility and Grenoble, France (7 February 1968)
Absolute gf-Values for Cr I
Thirteenth Gen. Assembly, Intl. Astronom.
Union, Comm. 14, Prague, Czech. ZAWALICK, E. J., LT. COL.
(22-31 August 1967) Magnetic Anomaly Detection in Limited
Shock Tube Absolute f-Value and Warfare
Van do Graaff Radiative Lifetime Symp. on Magnetic Anomaly Detection,
Measurements at AFCRL Ottawa, Ont., Can. (19-21 September 1967)
Inst. d'Astrophysique, Sclessin (Liege),
Belgium, France (13 September 1967)
Two-Alode Custom Modification of Bendix 100 ZINNOW, K. P., and DYBWAD, J. P.
kHz Model 1111 TOF Mass Spectrometer for Pressure of Light Used as Restoring Force
3000-15,000°K Shock Tube, with Flexible New on a Microbalancc
Single-Scope Time-Resolved Display Eighth Conf. on Vacuum Microbalance
Tenth Ann. Time-Of-Flight Mass Spectrom. Techniques, Wakefield, Mass
Symp., Cincinnati, Ohio (8-10 October 1968) (12-13 June 1969)
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PAPERS PRESENTED A'r MPETINGS KATZ, L., and ROTHWELL, P. L., CAPT.

JULY 1969 - JUNE 1970 ;o:ar Electric Field at Times of Magnetic
Disturbance

CIIATTERJEE, S. Gen. Sci. Assem. of the Intl. Assoc. of Geomag.
and Aeron. (IAGA), Madrid, Spain"-Studics of the Charge-Transfer Complexes of 11 Spebe 99-:: •(1-15 September 1969)

Napthaquinone Acceptors
7th Cony. of Indian Chem. Soc., indian Inst. LEIBY, C. C., JR., and ROGERS, C. W., CAPT.

* of Tech., Kharagpur, India (28-31 December Gas Flows Generated by Noble Gas DC
1969) Discharges
Electron Spin Resonance Studies of Orqanic 22nd Gaseous Electron. Conf. of the Amer.
Electron Acceptors Phys. Soc., Gatlinberg, Tenn.
57th Indian Sci. Cong., Indian Inst. of Tech., (29-31 October 1969)
Kharagpur, India (3-10 January 1970)
Radical Anion Complexes of 2-Dic;m:,:. -ethy- LEVINE, M. A.
lene-1, 3-Indanedione (Invited Ser. Measurement of Ion Electron Collision
Res. Div., East India Pharmaceut., Calcutta, Frequency in a Strong Shock
India (11 January 1970) Brandeis Univ., Waltham, Mass.

(13 April 1970)
FILZ, R. C. LOGAN, L. M., and HUNT, G. R.
Observation of the Solar Cycle Variation of LOALManHUTG..55eVaInn one Trappe Prton Effect of a Vacuum on the Emission Spectra55MeV Inner Zone Trapped ProtonsofPrcdaeRksndM eas
Amer. Phys. Soc. Mtg., Chicago, Ill. of Particulate Rocks and Minerals
(26A29 January 1970) Amer. Geophys. Union Mtg., Wash., D. C.

(20-24 April 1970)

FILZ, R. C., and BELLEW, W. F. (Emmanuel MUKIIERJEE, T. K.
Coll., Lexington, Mass.) Organic Photoeonductors and Their
Comparison of Trapped Radiation Models with Applications (Inv. Talk)
Nuclcar Emulsion Measurements at Low Eastern Res. Lab., Dow Chem. Co.,
Altitudes Wayland, Mass. (14 November 1969)
Gen. Sci. Assem. of the Intl. Assoc. of
Geomag. and Aeron. (IAGA), Madrid, Spain MUKUERJEE, T. K., and DIMOND, N.
(1-15 September 1969) Photoconduction of Some New Organic

FUJMORI, E., and TAYLA, M. Lumipho-s Derived from Pyrene-8-Aldehyde
159th Natl. Mtg. of the Amer. Chem. Soc.,The Oxidatinn of oChlorophyll a and b Houston, Tex. (27 February 1970)

NATO Adv. Study Inst. on Photochem. and
Photobiol. of Photodyn. Action, Univ. of RADOStU, H. R.
Sassari, Sassari, Italy (4-17 September 1969) The Fc.larization of Hydromagnetic Waves and
FUKUI, K., FILZ, R. C., and ENGE, W., Ion-Ciclotron Coupling
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Preliminary Results of Measurements on (1-15 aetib 1969)

Track of Heavy Cosmic Rays in Plastic mydromagnetic Wave Spectra
Detectors Amer. cophy% Union Mtg., Wash., D. C.

11th Intl. Conf. on Cosmic Rays, Budapest, (20-24 April 1970)
Hung. (25 August-4 September 1969) ROTIWELL, P. L., CAPT., and KATZ, L.

FUKUi, K., and YOUNG, P. (Miss. St. Univ., Response of the Outer Radiation Belt to a
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USSR (20-29 May 1970) (11-20 May 1970)
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Amer. Geophys. Union Mtg., Wash., D. C. 130th Mtg. of the Amer. Astronom. Soc.,
(20-24 April 1970) Albany, N. Y. (12-14 August 1969)
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SALISBURY, J. W., ED.
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The rocket range at Natal, Brazil, is
located on the geomagnetic equator, and
for this reason is ideally situated for
many upper atmospheric studies. The
accompanying data, acquired over Na-
tal by a rocket-borne mass spectrom-
eter, shows positive ions as a func-
tion of altitude.
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VII Aeronomy Laboratory

I

Aeronomy is the study of the physical
and chemical properties of the earth's
upper atmosphere, a region that extends
from the top of the stratosphere at
about 50 km to interplanetary space at
several thousand km. Although this
region comprises only about a tenth of
I percent of the earth's atmosphere,
dramatic physical and chemical proc-
esses take place there that profoundly
affect the earth's environment. Some of
these processes are readily visible to tho
eye such as the brilliant auroral displays
that predominate at the higher latitudes.
Other processes are invisible but no less
dramatic, such as the vast and dy-
namic processes of chemical and physi-
cal change set in motion and sustained
by solar ultraviolet energy.

Much of the research conductcd by
the Aeronomy Laboratory is related
to Air Force missions in surveillance,
missile targeting accuracy, and long-
range environmental prediction. In
some cases the relevance is direct and
readily apparent. For example, atmo-
spheric nuclear tests prior to 1962 pro-
vide the basis for present operational
planning and associated technologies.
Although the nuclear test ban precludes
further tests of nuclear effects, such
effects are simulated in high energy
proton bursts from the sun. The giant
solar proton burst on November 2,
1969 was in effect such a nuclear burst,
and this explains the Laboratory's large
participation in the large Polar Cap
Absorption (PCA) experiment in the
Arctic.
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Project Secede, a multi-agency pro- tory are density, composition and phys-
gram that began in 1968, is even more ical and chemical processes. None of
directly relevant. Project Secede in- these properties can be considered in
volves the release of barium by rocket true isolation. Together they form a
into the upper atmosphere, a technique single vast interrelating system in the
pioneered by the Laboratory. Barium sense that an understanding of any one
forms dense electron clouds creating of the properties depends on an under-
strong electromagnetic interference, standing of the other two. Density vari-
and as such has clear operational po- ation, for example, has its causal ex-
tential. planation in composition and in physi.

The general properties of the upper cal and chemical processes. The rate
atmosphere of interest to the Labora- of these processes is in turn governed

in part by density and composition in
a kind of stabiliziig feedback arrange-
ment. Composition, which is essential to
understanding physical and chemical
processes, consists of many things-the
number of atoms and molecules present
at various altitude regimes, whether
they are electrically charged or neu-
tral, whether they are in the ground
state or excited states and what the
transition probabilities are in going
from one state to another.

The primary source of energy for the
dynamic interplay of these properties is
solar ultraviolet. A large Laboratory
program centers around the rocket and
satellite measurement of solar UV. This
program is supplemented by ultraviolet
spectroscopic studies in the Laboratory.

30 These spectroscopic measurements are
designed to explain theoretically the
physical mechanisms involved in UV

emission and absorption.
2o iThe A.,ronomy Laboratory is AFC-

RL's largest user of satellites and
- - .rockets. During the three years of this

/. ,, report, the Laboratory launched 106
/: ---"- = rockets, placed instruments aboard three

NASA satellites, and completely instru-
- .... ...- I mented and launched three additional

,0 so go ,o $0 go AFCRL satellites. Seldom does a rocket
G""" J A FkE I IC L 109or satellite carry a single experiment.

Auroral displays introduce noise in op- Thus, a particular vehicle may have
tical surveillance systems, masking instruments for measuring density, tern-
targets of interest. The lower plot shows
the relative intensities of auroral emis- perature, charged particles, composi-
sions at several wavelengths. tion, and so on. Space on a partictar
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vehicle is often shared by AFCRL's
Ionospheric Physics Laboratory (Chap-
ter VI). The Aeronomy Laboratory A
receives much instrumentation and en-
gineering help from the Aerospace In-
strumentation Laboratory (Chapter
XII) in the design and launch of its , .
rocket experiments. M: tsr-. ,

On June 13, 1970, the Climatology
Branch of the Aerospace Instrumenta- ...............
tion Laboratory was transferred with- ...... .... I....

out change in function to the Aeronomy
Laboratory. This Branch is concerned
with the analysis of meteorological ex-
tremes as these extremes might affect - -o,,. ,

the design of military equipment and
military operations. Under disturbed conditions atmospheric

density may vary in a wavelike pat-
tern with altitude. The sine wave na-
ture of these density variations is
shown in these rocket measurements

DENSITY AND WINDS made at si)-hour intervals.

Phenomena in the earth's atmosphere Atmospheric density above 100 km or
above the stratopause are perhaps the so is acutely sensitive to solar ultra-
least amenable of all natural phenomena violet emissions and may expand out-
to quantitative prediction. The upper ward by hundreds of km with increased
atmospheric physicist deals with a com- solar activity. This outward swelling
plex multi-dimensional matrix of closely can set off a chain of causally related
interrelated and dynamically varying events. As the density increases at
factors. higher altitudes, particles in the radia-

Through hydrostatic control consid- tion belts that dip down into the atmo-
erations, atmospheric temperatures are sphere near the geomagnetic poles col-
derived through density measurements, lide more frequently with atmosphericwith density itself being largely gov- particles. Radiation belt particles are

erned by temperature. Upper atmo- lost, causing a decrease in the flux of
spheric winds are the product of diverse particles in the radiation belts. At the
factors, of which density variation is same time, collisions with atmospheric
but one. Winds are also the product of particles induce increased auroral ac-
the interaction of neutral particles with tivity.
charged particles whose movements Increased auroral activity in turn in-
come under the laws of hydromagnet- terferes with the perf'rmance of opti-
ics. And the rate of diffusion of at- cal sensors. And when the atmosphere
mospheric particles in time and space expands outward by increased solar
are derived from formulas that take activity, sensor data are increasingly
into account the foregoing properties obscured in cases where satellite sen-
and others. All this is by way of em- sors must scan horizontally through a
phasizing the essential unity of the cross section of the atmosphere. One
problems in aeronomy. would like to know the range of the
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variations of upper atmospheric density
in order to define the limit of sensor
performance. One would like to know
the latitude and diurnal dependence of
the variations. And one would like to
know the causal factors which may lead
to prediction. Quite apart from sensor
and surveillance problems, density vari-
ations would play a more direct role in
the operation of shuttle spacecraft that
reenter on skip-glide paths into the
atmosphere. And atmospheric drag is
also a factor in the targeting of mis-
siles.

The ability to take instruments di-
rectly into the environment with rock-
ets and satellites has brought a revolu-
tionary change in the picture of the
upper atmosphere from that of 15 or
20 years ago. The picture is continu-
ously being refined, and a major part
of these refinements derived from AFC-
RL-acquired data.

Values for atmospheric densities and,
other parameters are periodically com-
piled in "standard atmosphere models"
which are essentially a set of values
formally agreed upon by a committee
of experts and based on the best avail-
able data at the time of compilation.
The current compilation is the U.S.
Standard Atmosphere Supplements,

-;- 1966. Scientists from this Laboratory
serve as chairmen of the basic commit-

- tees that analyze and update the stand-
ard models. AFCRL has contributed
a large proportion of the data on which
this standard atmosphere is based.

DENSITY MEASUREMENT BY SATEILITE:
On July 11, 1968, AFCRL launched

% I from a common booster two satellites
2nstrumented for measuring upper at-
i r aosphere density. Both had unusuallyThe 23inch diameter Cannonball sael- low perigees of about 120 kin, taking

lite weighed 600 pounds and carried a
tri-axial accelerometer to measure at- them deep into the atmosphere. These
mospheric densities. two satellites were the SPADES sat-
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ellite (OVI-15) and the Cannonball
satellite (OV1-16).

The SPADES satellite was a more or
less conventional vehicle. With this ve-
hicle, atmospheric density was meas-
ured by ionization gauges, a triaxial ac-
celerometer and by orbital decay meas-
urement. The Cannonball satellite was
unique. Never before had a satellite
been constructed to obtain the heaviest
possible vehicle in the smallest possible
volume. The satellite weighed 600
pounds and was 23 inches in diameter.
The weight-to-size ratio enabled it to
remain 'n orbit for an extended period
at unusually low altitudes. It had a
planned lifetime of 30 days; its actual
lifetime was 39 days. The Cannonball satellite, OV1-16, and

The Cannonball satellite carried a tri- the SPADES satellite, OVI-15, were
axial accelerometer to measure atmo- packaged in the same nose cone and
spheric drag. And as with the SPN DES simultaneously placed in orbit July

satellite, orbital decay data were ob- 11, 1968.

tained by radar tracking. The radar
data then served as inputs to a very ac- either 7 or 10 inches in diameter are
curate double precision numerical in- ejected at altitude from the rocket. Ac-
tegration program. The large amount celerometers in the free-falling spheres
of data and the use of sliding fit-spans measure drag from which density is
made it possible to obtain density val- deduced. Falling spheres are most ef-
ues for successive perigee passes. fective at altitudes below 100 km.

The atmospheric density data obtained For measuring densities at altitudes
from the Cannonball and SPADES sat- as high as 200 kin, AFCRL has used a
ellites in some cases is in agreement technique based on the Bremsstrahluig
with standard atmosphere model values, effect. An electron gun in the rocket
but in some cases were 10-20 percent sends out an electron beam. The elec-
below model values. Then density pro- trons, interacting with atmospheric
files obtained by SPADES at high lati- atoms, produce X-radiation that is de-
tudes showed a longitudinal variation tected by sensors in the rocket.
and an unsuspected wave structure. For Another density measuring method,
both satellites, the accelerometer drag one used by AFCRL for many years, is
values were in excellent agreement with that of releasing chemicals at high alti-
the radar-detected orbital decay. tude. By simultaneously measuring the

temperature and diffusion rate of per-
DENSITY MEASUREMENT BY ROCKETS: sistence o: the resultant luminous

Atmospheric density up to 200 km can clouds, density can be determined.
be measured by rockets. Many meas- Rocket flights made on a summer night
urement techniques are used. Most fre- over Ft. Churchill, Canada, using this
quently used is the falling sphere meth- technique showed that at altitudes of 110,
od in which small, heavy spheres of 130, 150 and 170 kin, the density values
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OVI- 15 ACCELEROME TER DATA
Four of the five rockets were launched
on November 2 during the event itself.31 JULY 196b

1000 HOURS .T Density and temperature profiles dur-
0 OOWNLEG OATA

UPLE OATA ing the eveit showed large perturba-
415 N a OV D-16 0ECAI 0ATA l
41 ..- USSAS 66S, T, .9S0K tions from normal conditions. Decreases

in density of 40 to 50 percent from the
U.S. Standard Atmosphere at 40 km

-0 _ ,-were observed.
42..*N Combined falling sphere and chemi-

1. '-. cal release (this time the chemical was
NaLi) density measurements were made

, oalso at the Eglin Gulf Test Range in
686 . Florida during the March 7, 1970 solar

eclipse. The purpose was to measure
REV ,274 changes in atmospheric density when

solar radiation is suddenly blocked.
t .Data were obtained over an altitude

693 N range of 30 to 150 km, with a new
10-inch falling sphere (a 7-inch sphere

16 6-N. has been routinely used in the past) pro-
,q0 160 ,7o ISO 190 200 210 22o viding exceptional results. The data

ALTUOE (8mb showed a greater increase in density

This chart, covering three different and decrease in temperature than had
revolutions of the OV1-15, on July 31, been anticipated for the short-term
1968, shows close agreement between transient conditions of a total eclipse.
data and the U.S. Standard Atmo- One of the more interesting results
sphcrc Supplement model indicated by
the straight line. Agreement on other during the period was contained in the
days and at other geographic regions data from four flights from the White
was not so close. Sands Missile Range. The flights were

made during a period when the region
are 1 x 10-10, 1 x 10-11, 2 x 10-11, and 9 x of the upper stratosphere and the lower
10-13 gm cm-3, respectively. These values mesosphere (40 to 50 kin) was quite
are all within 20 percent of those listed disturbed. At that time, White Sands
for the U.S. Standard Atmosphere. was near the boundary of a low pres-

Two density measurement techniques sure system and a weak high pressure
are sometimes employed simultaneously, system. This, according to the AFCRL
The PCA expedition to Ft. Churchill in analysis, triggered the propagation of
1969, one of the largest scientific expe- gravity waves. (Gravity waves can be
ditions of its kind since the last nuclear considered to be wavelike variations in
test series in the Pacific in 1962, is de- atmospheric density.) The wave struc-
scribed in Chapter VI. Many of the ture showed a vertical wavelength of
rocket measurements for this expedi- 60 km and an ainlitude increasing with
tion were made by the Aeronomy Lab- altitude. In other words, density gra-
oratory. Five Aeronomy Laboratory dients were shown to oscillate over a
rockets were launched to obtain density vertical span of 60 kin.
data prior to and during the PCA
event. These rockets carried 7-inch WINDS AND TURBULENCE: By inject-
falling spheres and barium chemicals. ing visible chemicals into the upper at-
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NOT REPRODUCIBLE

mosphere, winds and turbulences can RELEASE

be observed directly. Chemicals can be aL. (LIME)

released in long vertical trails of 100 168-209-

km or so, or they can be released in
intermittent puffs along the rocket tra-
jectory. Chemical rlease techniques 165-226-

that AFCRL originated have now been
widely adopted by researchers all over
the world.

The technique has been most effec- 154 -2W-
tively employed in the measurement of
the neutral wind field in the ionosphere
and the interaction of the neutral wind 143-277-

field and the ionized particle motions. 14 0-28 -

Charged particles are influenced both '34-29o-I 31 293-

by magnetic fields and by the neutral 129--296-
particles with which they are associ-
ated.

From these chemical release measure-
ments, AFCRL has defined the vertical A technique for deriving three-dimen-
wind profile of the ionospheric region. sional motions in the upper atmosphere

is by releasing chemicals in smallThe profile shows a velocity wavelike puffs. The positions of these puffs are
structure with a wavelength of 9 km then determined from the ground by

and an amplitude of 11 meters per triangulation.
second. Small-scale turbulence is al-
most completely absent. The study of the interaction of the

neutral and ionized constituents has
been extended to include space and the

"__ time variations of number density in a
M simplified ionospheric model. Transport
oeffects due to a neutral wind which

varies in altitude but is constant in time
Co were shown to produce large perturba-

tions of the evening E-region ionization
profile, implying that a detailed under-

. . standing of ionospheric ionization pro-
files is impossible without taking trans-
port effects into account.

-. ;- An improved technique was developed
for tracing three-dimensional motions
in the upper atmosphere at twilight
using the puffed release of diborane.
Accurate triangulation on one of the

Atthospheric turbulence is clearly small puffs revealed wave motions of
traced in the smoke trails produced by ten meters per second amplitude and
two rockets launched simultaneously period 300 seconds at 112 km super-
at twilight from Eglin AFB, Florida.
The photograph was taken 2 minutes posed on a long period background
after rocket launch. wind of 57 meters per second.
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When a long chemical trail is released vector fields such as the velocity in
by a rocket, the trail soon forms itself fluid dynamics. Sharpened forms of
into a helix. This means that the upper the Helmholtz theorem have been ob-
atmosphere winds at altitude intervals tained which can be used for the fluid
of 20 km or so reverse direction in a dynamical problems of the upper atmo-
systematic clockwise direction with alti- sphere. New solutions of the fluid dy-
tude. The Laboratory has constructed namical equations have been obtained
theoretical models to explain the heli- which are expected to have applications.
cal pattern assumed by the trails. It has also been possible to set up the

Theoretical work was completed on solution for the propagation of weak
new mathematical procedures to give heated spherical pulses in gases to the
helicity representations for the coor- point where only comparatively simple
dinate, momentum and angular momen- numerical work is needed to complete
turn operators. Although motivated by the work.
considerations rooted in quantum me-
chanics, the main function of this work DIFFUSION AND TEMPERATURE MEAS-
was to provide a new way of treating UREMENTS: Several chemical release ex-

periments were conducted in 1968 and
in 1969 at Ft. Churchill to measure at-

Imospheric diffusion coefficients, density
and temperature in the 120-180 km alti-
tude region. Pairs of rockets, one in the

o.3,Mo$$., morning, the other in the evening, were
.... launched for comparison purposes. Dif-

fusion coefficients were measured from
the rate of growth of glow clouds. The

e. . coefficients cluster along a mean curve

*. ..T... 2.... I -N?-,307 ST and have values of 4 x 107, 1.5 x 108, 3.5
*x ':. ,: :x 10s ard 6 x 108 cm2 sec- 1 at 120, 140, 160

.-.. .........." and 180 km, respectively. However, devi-
f0 uations from the mean by as much as

plus or minus 50 percent have been
observed in morning-evening pairs, both

.0 . to in summer and winter. No great differ-
PERCENT oEPARI S ences have been obained in correspond-

ing summer-winter and latitude pairs.
The U.S. Standard Atmosphere consists Wavelike structures that appeared in
of formally agreed-upon values for at-
mospheric properties. Any paticular some of the diffusion curves are unex-
observation of a property - in this plained and are being further investi-
case, temperatures as a function of gated.
altitude -will depart from these aver-
age values. The 1962 U.S. Standard Aluminum oxide releases provide a
Atmosphere for temperature is repre- means of measuring temperature. Tem-
sented by the vertical center line. The peratures were measured from the vi-
1966 U.S. Standard Atmosphere Sup-
plemcnt added additional models for brational-rotational spectra of sunlit
different latitudes and seasons and one fluorescent aluminum oxide at twilight.
new model is represented by the broken The mean of the temperature measure-
line. Superimposed on these models
are actual temperatures measured by ments at Ft. Churchill in January and
five rockets over a three-day interval. August 1968 can be represented by a
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linear increase in temperature from The mass spectrometer is the primary
400 degrees K at 130 km to 850 de- instrument for measuring atmospheric
grees K at 180 km. Summer and winter composition. Small sophisticated mass
temperatures are quite similar. How- spectrometers, designed by AFCRL, are
ever, morning temperatures are roughly carried aloft on rockets and satellites.
100 degrees K higher than correspond- During the three-year period covered

, ing evening temperatures. by this report, 33 mass spectrometer
Total atmospheric densities have been experiments have been flown on three

obtained from the initial radius of lum- satellites and 27 rockets. Data have been
inous jets released during rocket flights gathered from 60 to 3500 km. The Lab-
and from the simultaneous measure- oratory's basic instrument is the rf
ment of temperature and diffusion rate quadrupole mass spectrometer. The re-
of persistent luminous clouds. On a search efforts have included positive
summer night over Ft. Churchill, the and negative ion studies of the D and
densities are x 1 0- 10, 1 x 10- 11, 2 x E regions of the ionosphere with cryo-
10 - dnsi are x 10-1, t 110 1, 2, pumr. quadrupole mass spectrome-
150 and 170 kin, respectively. These ters. These studies have included an in-
values are all within 20 percent of those vestigation of the sunrise and sunset
listed for the U.S. Standard Atmo- effects, daytime aurora, intense spo-
sphere. radic E layering, a mid-latitude winter

anomaly, the PCA event of November
2, 1969, and a total solar eclipse. The

ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION satellite program has included study of
the neutral and ion composition with

The composition of the atmosphere, as experiments on two satellites (0V3-6
would be expected, changes with alti- and OVI-15) and a study of the posi-
tude. A molecular or atomic species
found in abundance at one altitude re- - j. i
gime may z.cist only in trace amounts,
if at all, at aT. other.

The interactions between solar radia-
tion and the atmosphere can only be
defined if the composition is known.
The formation of the lower part of the
ionosphere is dependent almost entirely
on the interaction of solar radiation
with the neutral constituents. In this
region, the minor neutral constituents
play the major role of forming the sta-
ble ions and controlling the ion concen-
tf tions and distributions. At higher
altitudes, above 100 kin, gravitational
separation of the atmospheric gases,

v photodissociation of molecular gases and The 0V3-6 satellite carried two mass
solar heating of the atmosphere control snectrometers and three density gauges.
the neutral distribution and thus also The magnetometer boom and imped-

ance probe antennas were deployed
strongly influence the distribution of perpendicular to the side3 of the satel-
ion species. lite after launch.
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tive ion composition with a pair of in- 2000 DAYTIME IONOSPHERE

struments on the ISIS-I satellite. ,
Composition can also be measured by 900

the chemical release technique. With 800

this technique, the reaction of the chem- 700

ical with an atmospheric molecular spe- 600
cies produces a luminosity, and the in- E 500 (Solar Mimimum)
tensity of the light is a product of the 5 400 --Orbit 114

abundance of the species being meas- (Solar Maximum)
ured. 300 \

SATELLITE MEASUREMENTS OF ATMO- D:+ 20+

SPHERIC COMPOSITION: The OV3-6 2 N
satellite was built, instrumented, and 150

launched by AFCRL. On December 4, N2

1967, it was placed into a circular polar
orbit af 440 lm. Instruments consisted 100

of two mass spectrometers, three den- 0c 10 10 0
sity gauges, and an impedance probe. IONS/cm
The purpose of the satellite was to This plot compares oxygen and nitro-
study the latitude and diurnal varia- gen ion concentrations during periods
tions of the atmosphere and investigate of minimum and maximum solar ac-

the effects of solar disturbances on the tivity.

neutral and -*n composition and densi-
ties. Good experimental data were ob- jection point through slightly more than
tained from the satellite over the satel- 360 degrees; thus data were obtained
lite's 15-month lifetime. The neutral at all latitudes and in both polar re-
composition studies of tha 0, N2 , and 02 gions. The two mass spectrometer ex-
show much larger latitude variations periments were similar to the instru-
than current atmospheric models pre- ments aboard the 0V3-6 satellite. They
dict. A bulge in the neutral density in were designed to sit on a mass peak
the summer hemisphere was clearly for a spin cycle (initially 10 rpm)
evident. The .on species measured in- and periodically scan the mass range
cluded 0+, N+, NO+, 02+, 0++, He+, from 1 to 46 amu to obtain the diata on
H+, and Ne+. the minor constituents and backgr~uzzd

The OV1-15 (SPADES) satellite, constituents. The masses studied in de-
noted earlier under the discussion of tail in the sit mode include 0, N2, 0,,
densities, was launched July 11, 1968 A, and He, and in the ion mode N+, 0+,
into a polar orbit with a perigee of 160 N2 +, and 02+. Other ion species meas-
km and an apogee of 1820 km. The ured in the scan mode include NO+,
satellite was in orbit for 114 days. It 0 + + , He+, and H+. The data which
was designed to measure the altitude, have been obtained will be used to con-
latitude, and diurnal variations of com- struct more accurate atmospheric mod-
position and density with special em- els, and to correlate physical chemistry
phasis on the effects produced by solar reactions to disturbances originating
and geomagnetic disturbances. from the sun.

The apsidal precession of the orbit The ISIS-I satellite was launched Jan-
caused the perigee to move from the in- uary 29, 1969, into an elliptical orbit 580
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by 3520 km. The satellite was designed to ple charge transfer process in which
study the upper part of the ionosphere a neutral metal specie gives up an elec-
with various probes which can measure tron to either ionized nitric oxide or
electron and ion temperatures and den- molecular oxygen (NO+ or 02+). The
sities. A positive ion mass spectrom- nitric oxide and oxygen then become
eter experiment with two sensors was neutralized. A rocket flight during the
included on the satellite. Some ion annual Leonid meteor shower, when
composition results were obtained early there is a great increase in metal spe-
in the lifetime of the satellite before a cies in the upper atmosphere, supports
high voltage power supply failure oc- this thesis. During the shower there
curred. was a marked decrease in NO+ and

02+ as their charges were transferred
POSITIVE ION PROFILE: A typical pro- to the high influx of metal species.

file based on many rocket observations The separation of metal ions of dif-
of the positive ion composition between ferent types into different altitude
60 and 130 km could be described as strata depends on atmospheric trans-
follows: From 60 km to the mesopause port processes, the ion chemistry, and
at about 85 kin, the water cluster ions the type of meteoroid. A stony type, for
H30+ and H502+ are the principle ion example, would vaporize at a higher
species. Above 85 kin, NO+ becomes altitude than an iron-type meteoroid.
dominant with 02+ second in concen- The layering may be explained as an
tration. effect of ion motions produced by the

On all rocket flights to date, a metal ionospheric neutral wind field. The
ion layer has been found in the vicinity neutral wind induces a motion in the
of 95 km with a width of about 10 km. ions which, being constrained by the
This metal ion layer includes Fe, Mg, geomagnetic field, are forced to move
Ca, Al, Ni, Na, and Cr-the metals vertically with a velocity component
found in meteorites which vaporize at
altitudes between 80 and 120 km. Nor- ' .
mally, this metal ion layer makes up
about 10 to 50 percent of the ionized - O0POSITIVE ION DENSITY

constituents around 95 km. But during ELECTRON DENSITY
a meteor shower the percentage in- ,D . NEGATIVE ION DENSITY

creases. In addflion to the large and F

relatively stable layer of metal ions at
95 kin, often narrow layers of Mg, Fe, 90

and Si occur in the 100 to 140 km
region. so .

In looking at the distributions and /

concentrations of the metallic ions, two 71
questions arise: First, by what process
is the metal element transformed from
a neutral state to an ionized state? Sec- 69o' 0!o to' 1, o to
ond, what is the mechanism that causes

the metal ions to concentrate in layers? Above 80 km at midnight, positive ions
A theoretical model developed by the and electrons - the charged particles

that form the ionosphere- have ap-
Laboratory indicates that the metal ions proximately the same concentrations as
are created and maintained by a sim- a function of altitude.
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perpendicular to the wind and the geo- launched near midday on November 3
magnetic field. Since the ,itral wind during a 6 db absorption, and finally
changes direction at altituu intervals a positive ion payloa(., was fired near
of 10 to 15 kin, alternate increases and sunset on November 4 during a 1 db
decreases of the ion densities result and absorption. These measurements showed
lead to thin layers. This may also be drastic changes in D region ion com-
the mechanism which creates the dense position. Positive water cluster ions
ionized layers known as Sporadic E during the day, night and sunset, in-
and suggests that intense Sporadic L is stead of being predominant up to 86
composed almost entirely of metallic kin, become the major ions only at
ions. lower altitudes below about 70 km. The

major positive ions above 75 km were
NEGATIVE ION COMPOSITION: For NO + and 02+ . The negative ion com-

many years, the negative ion composi- position results showed 0- as a major
tion of the D region was, in the ab- ion at night between 75 and 94 km
sence of a measurement technique, spec- while 02- and also C0 4- became pre-
ulated upon in the scientific literature, dominant during the daytime. These
During 1967, AFCRL developed the first results have already given considerable
rocket-borne negative ion mass spec- insight into disturbed ionospheric chem-
trometer. This instrument was flown istry and electromagnetic absorption
in December 1967. The first experi-
ment suffered from a low instrument
sensitivity, but negative ion species
were observed in the E region with
masses 46 (N0 2-), 16 (0-), 32 (02-),
and 35 and 37 (chlorire isotopes, which
may be simply contaminates).

Following similar inconclusive flights
in 1968, the very first clear-cult meas-
urements of D region negative ions
were made on two rocket flights during
August and October 1969. These meas-
urements indicated that the negative

ions were predominately located below
90 km where large cluster ions, tenta-
tively identified as NO3- (H 20)n with

n =0 to 5, were the major negative
ions. Like the positive water cluster
ions, the negative ion clusters also dis-
appear above 90 km. .

Two negative ion spectrometers were
launched during the PCA event of No-
vember 2, 1969. Both were launched
simultaneously with positive ion spec- In recent years, the Laboratory has

trometers. A positive ion and negative launched increasing numbers of rockets
ion pair was launched near midnight from Ft. Churchill, Canada. Payload

aboard this rocket was designed to
on November 3 when the riometer ab- measure nitric oxide and atomic oxy-
sorption was 2.5 db. A similar pair was gen reactions.
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effects. The results are being used to
derive a disturbed ionospheric model of
the D and E regions.

OZONE AND ATOMIC OXYGEN: Two
constitutents of the upper atmesphere
of particular interest are oxygen and
ozone. Oxygen most readily enters into
interactions with solar energy and with
other atmospheric constituents and
much of the chemistry of the upper
atmosphere involves oxygen in one way
or another. Ozone is important because
of its interaction with solar ultraviolet
radiation and its role in maintaining
the earth's heat balance.

Oxygen atom number density can be
derived by the chemical release tech-
nique in which the chemical-nitric ox- To study nitric oxide and atomic oxy-
ide-interacts with atmospheric oxy- gen reactions, tests were carried out

gen to generate visible light. Oxygen at the Arnold Engineering and Devel-
atom number densities were measured opment Center's Low Density Wind

Tunnel. When supersonic air contain-
in the 90 to 160 km altitude region ing atomic oxygen collides with nitric
in the predawn hours of August 20, oxide molecules, the reaction produces
1968 over Ft. Churchill using the nitric a glow.

oxide headglow. The observed density
profile has a peak at 150 km. This tests supported the hypothesis which is
profile is quite different from those de- this: During the adiabatic expansion of
termined by other techniques. In spite the nitric oxide, the nitric oxide tem-
of the lack of agreement, the technique perature drops rapidly and the con-
appears to be quite promising. densation point of the gas is passed.

Prior to the August 20 flight, when Therefore, part of the gas may form
AFCRL scientists first released nitric molecular clusters, and possibly, con-
oxide from a rocket into the upper densed particles. When a molecular
atmosphere, they were surprised to find cluster collides with an oxygen atom,
that the resultant chemiluminescent an excited NO2 is formed. The excited
glow was much brighter than expected. molecule subsequently radiates light.
When nitric oxide reacts with atomic The formation of excited NO2 is greatly
oxygen in the atmosphere, the photo- facilitated in a cluster-atom encounter
emission rate exceeded by four to five as compared to the molecule-atom en-
orders of magnitude the expected rate counter, because momentum is con-
of NO-O reactions. served, and the excited NO2 does not

A hypothesis for the brightness was fall apart during the cQllision. Hence,
suggested by two scientists outside the higher probability of light emission
AFCRL, and AFCRL undertook to test in the cluster reaction.
the hypothesis by simulation in the During the March 7, 1970 solar
Arnold Engineering and Development eclipse, two rockets were launched from
Center's low density wind tunnel. These Eglin AFB, Florida, instrumented with
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ultraviolet and x-ray photometers to given reaction product (for instance,
measure molecular oxygen and ozone the process whereby a single nitrogen
distributions during and after the solar atom is set free) can be achieved by
eclipse. As the solar radiation is ob- several pathways. One thing that the
scurcd, high altitude ozone (50-80 km) researcher wants to know is the relative
increases. The magnitude of this in- efficiency of the many possible proc-
crease as the result of the brief stop- esses. And this in turn takes him into
page of solar energy provided valuable considerations of the energy states of
inputs to photochemical models of the various atoms and molecules, their rel-
mesosphere and may help to explain ative concentrations, transition prob-
certain features of the ionosphere. abilities, cross sections, and so on.

The primary instrument for these
studies is the spectrograph, of which
the Laboratory has many. Most of

PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROCESSES AFCRL's spectrographic studies are
confined to the vacuum ultraviolet re-

Gross properties such as density and gion, and this research has yielded new
composition discussed in previous sec- knowledge of physical processes that
tions can be fully understood only when has, over the years, become an endur-
the physical and chemical processes that ing part of the literature on the sub-
take place at the microscopic level are ject.
also understood. These processes mod- In the discussion immediately below,
ulate both density variations and com- the emphasis is on certain gross effects
position. of Air Force interest that are the prod-

Airglow, aurora and the atmospheric ucts of physical and chemical processes.
emissions and absorptions that affect Later, physical and chemical processes
the operation of Air Force optical sen- as such are discussed.
sors are produced directly by these chem-
ical and physical -processes. The iono- ARTIFICIAL IONOSPHERES: Many reac-
sphere is another direct product. One tions produce free electrons and posi-
research goal is to mitigate (by pre- tive ions and in this way the ionosphere
dicting intensity levels) the effects of is produced. By releasing certain chem-
these reaction products on Air Force icals in the upper atmosphere, dense ar-
operations. In the course of these tificial ionospheres can be projuced in
atudies, unsuspected effects may be un- localized regions.. Project Secede, noted
covered that could lead to an opera- in the introductory section, is based
tional advantage. Three other AFCRL on this technique. Because dense elec-
Laboratories (Optical Physics, Iono- tron clouds interfere with radar detec-
spheric Physics, and Space Physics) tion and surveillance, the technique has
also conduct research in upper atmo- an important Air Force operational ap-
sphere chemistry, but on a more limited plicntior..
and specialized basis. The research involves barium vapor

Essentially, research on the physical releases by rocket at altitudes of 100
and chemical processes in the upper to 250 km. At these heights barium
atmosphere is concerned with the rate rapidly ionizes, and at twilight, the
of chemical reactions and with the resonance light scatter of both the neu-
mechanisms whereby an atom or a mol- tral and ion clouds is clearly visible.
ecule absorbs and emits radiation. A At the same time, radio frequency scat-
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ter of the ion cloud can be observed by
radar. AFCRL has defined payload
composition and altitude regions for
achieving maximum electron densities
by means of barium release techniques.

Barium vapor is generated by a
thermite reaction between copper
oxide and barium metal ignited in a
rocket-borne canister. At the instant of
release, a mixture of ground-state neu-
tral barium vapor, hot liquid droplets

and particulate by-products is ejected.
A small fraction of thermally produced
ions is also present but becomes invis-
ible during initial expansion of the
vapor. The droplets rapidly evaporate
as they travel radially from the release
point, and within one second of release, Radio frequency waves impinging on a
emission lines appear which indicate barium cloud are scattered in the man-
the production of metastable levels of ner depicted in this computer-generated
neutral barium and of barium ions. It ray tracing.

is believed that the fast production of
ions is due to photoionization out of the two species drift separately under the
metastable levels, for which light of influences of neutral winds and elec-
wavelength 3260 angstroms is needed, tric and magnetic fields. A faint

which is some 50 times more intense in "bridge" is observed to form between
the solar spectrum than the light re- the ion and neutral clouds. It is be-
quired for photoionization out of the lieved that this bridge is formed by
ground state. late-time ionization in the barium oxide

Ion clouds are detected at radio fre- cloud in a three-step process where
quencies. Four clouds released at 106, the BaO must first be dissociated by
108, 110 and 120 km were detected sunlight of wavelength 2640 angstroms.
by ionosonde and coherent radar. Radio Spectra show that the oxide cloud al-
frequency dropout times for the 106 ways contains a small amount of neu-
km release of about 10 kilograms of tral barium, both excited and ground
barium were one minute after release state.
at 15 MHz and five minutes at 9 MHz.
For the 108 km release, dropout times AIRGLOW: Airglow is one of several
were 90 seconds for 20 MHz, 120 sec- sources of natural background "noise"
onds for 15 MHz, and seven minutes that must be taken into account by the
for 9 MHz. It has been found that the designers of optical sensors. Other
altitude dependence of the ionization sources are the aurora, zodiacal light,
time constant is due to the competing stellar emissions and reflected light from
process of oxidation of the metastable the moon and planets. Airglow is read-
barium atoms by atmospheric molecular ily visible on dark, mooinless nights,
oxygen. sharply silhouetting trees and hills

After the barium vapor has been con- against the background of the faintly
verted into ion and oxide clouds, the luminous sky.
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The most pronounced airglow emis- is produced by the process of dis!Jocia-
sions occur at 5577 angstroms and most tive recombination of 02+ and excita-
of the airglow research of the Labora- tion by photoelectrons.
tory during the three years of this re- The other study was a statistical cor-
port was concentrated on this green relation analysis to determine to what
line. Two of several airglow studies extent solar phenomena affect 5577
will be reported here. angstrom emissions. The data of 1129

One of these concerns measurements nights over a period of 80 months from
made from a rocket launched at Natal, 1956 to 1963 obtained at AFCRL's Sac-
Brazil, on November 15, 1968 to obtain ramento Peak Observatory in New
a profile of daytime emissions-day- Mexico were used to determine whether
glow-over an altitude range extending a correlation existed between the daily
from 70 to 220 km. The Natal rocket and monthly 5577 angstrom intensi-
experiments produced the first sharp ties and both the Zurich relative sun-
profile of equatorial dayglow that has spot number and the 10.7 cm solar
been obtained to date. The most pro- radio flux. It was found that 1) a sta-
nounced airglow emissions-both day- tistically significant positive correlation
glow and nightglow-occur at an alti- exists between monthly and nightly av-
tude centered at about 95 km. Such erages of green line activity and both
emissions result from collisional mech- indices of solar activity, 2) the 10.7
anisms involving atomic oxygen. Day- cm flux shows a somewhat higher cor-
glow emissions were also observed in relation with green line activity than
the 110-150 km range and are due to is shown by the Zurich relative sunspot
the photo-dissociation of 02. At alti- number, and 3) the degree of correla-
tudes of 170 and 200 km, where two tion is dependent on the phase of the
additional peaks were observed, airglow solar cycle.

REACTIONS AND THEIR PRODUCTS: Ni-
trogen and oxygen in their many forms
and combinations enter into most upper
atmosphere reactions. The measure-
ment problem is one of defining reac-
tion mechanisms and the internal energy

-.Z -content of the products of such reac-
tiohs. Here is a description of one fairly
typical study:

The oxygen ion, 0+, is one of the
most common of the charged particles
that make up. the ionosphere. Now if it
were possible to isolate just one of these
oxygen ions, it would be seen that it
undergoes a kaleidoscopic pattern of
transfigurations. It may collide with
another atom or molecule to become a
part of a molecular system, or it may

This photo taken by the light of air- simply pick up a random free electron

glow at Thule, Greenland, required a to become a neutral oxygen atom, or it
four-minute exposure at f3.5. may collide with a neutral molecule,
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pick up an electron, and from this en- O- + 02 -) 02- + 0
counter emerge as a neutral atom. 0- + N20 - NO- + NO

Two reactions, both involving O+ , NO- + 02-> 02- + NO
have been widely studied by the Lab- NO- + N20 --> N 20- + NO
oratory. These are 0+ + 02 -> 02+ + 0 02 + C02 -) C03- + 0
and O+ + NO -> NO+ + O. 'Both reac- H- + 0-, 02- + H
tions, in principle, may proceed through 1.0
electron transfer (in which the original
ion simply picks up an electron from 0.9 NO- + CO CO; + NOthe molecule), or by a more complex
mechanism in which the neutral atom .8 O + CO, - CO; + 0 0

that emerges free from molecular con-
strat could be any one of the oxygen "m
atoms in either of the reacting groups.
Until recettly, no one had any quantita- 0._
tive data on which of the two processes 2

occurred more often. o
By using isotopically labeled oxygen

ions, AFCRL has shown that in both 0'
the oxygen molecule or the nitric oxide 4
molecule cases, the reactions occur 0 0.3
largely by simple electron transfer ,
rather than by the more complex ion- w 0.2

molecule reaction.

In the simple electron transfer proc- 0.1

ess, it was found that the probability
of reaction (the cross section) is inde- -__

pendent of the 0+ kinetic energy in the 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

range from 0.7 to 20 eV. When the more REACTANT ION KINETIC ENERGY(eV)

complex ion-molecule reaction takes Considerable Laboratory effort is con-
place, it occurs at the low end of this centrated on the study of reactions tak-
energy range. At energies of about 1.0 ing place among the various atmo-
eV, the probability that the neutral oxy- spheric constituents. Typical reaction

cross section for CO with NO- and 0
gen atom is produced by the ion-mole- is shown.

cule mechanism is about 20 percent of
the probability of its production by the
electron transfer process. Last, it was VACUUM ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROSCOPY:
found that the ion-molecule reaction The ultraviolet spectroscopist seeks in-
cross section decreases with increasing sight into the fundamental energy
0+ kinetic energy. mechanisms of particular molecules.

Among other processes for which the These are the mechanisms that produce
Laboratory has obtained rate coeffi- the emission and absorption lines that
cients are the following: the spectroscopist uses to identify a

0+ + N2 -> NO+ + N particular gas species. The high resolu-
0+ + C02--> 02 + + CO tion spectrographs used by the Aeron-
N+ + 02 --> NO+ + 0 omy Laboratory bring into focus many
N+ + C02 -> C02+ + N new spectral lines. The spectroscopist
N+ + NO -> NO+ + N then attempts to explain the energy
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mechanism that produces each of thete vidual lines. They analyzed the particu-
lines. lar electronic transitions from the ground

The energy mechanisms that produce state that resulted in each of these band
the full spectrum of a particular ga,, are systems, and suggested the energy
so many and complex as to elude full mechanisms for each. This crlergy is
comprehension. For absorption lines, not conipletely the result of electronic
the mechanism is one in which the atom excitation. For example, six vibration
or molecule is raised from a lower levels for argon molecules in the ground
energy state to one of several possible state were identified, as well as lines
higher energy states. For the emission produced by the splitting o' the dia-
lines, the mechanism is reversed. The tomic argon molecule into separate
molecule falls to a lower energy level atoms. (Molecular vibrations are or-
and in doing so emits radiation. The dinarily associated with infrared spec-
particular specie under study will gen- troscopy, but can have a role in UV
erate a great number of lines which absorption and emission as well.)
the spectroscopist groups together into Measurements of the argon molecule
band systems. were made at the partial pressure of

During the reporting period, Labora- less than 0.01 torr with the absorption
tory spectroscopists produced the defi- cell cooled with liquid nitrogen. For
nitive study to date of the argon absorp- analytical purposes, however, measure-
tion spectra. The study covers the TJV ments were also made over a range of
region of 780 to 1080 angstroms. With- temperatures and pressures. The equip-
in this region, the AFCRL spectrosco- ment used for the measurements was
pists observed nine discrete band sys- a 6.65 meter normal-incidence vacuum
tems for the argon molecule, some of spectrograph.
these encompassing 30 or more indi- A detailed analysis of the rotational

structure for 29 bands of N2 in the
vacuum UV region was completed dur-

r ing the reporting period. Improved ab-
Ssorption and photo-ionization cross sec-

tions for N 2 also have been obtained.
These data are a needed improvement
over former values both in accuracy and
resolution. Additional information has
been obtained on thermal and recombi-
nation emissions at visible wavelengths
for nitrogen dioxide (NO 2 ).

New measurements of the absorption
series for atomic oxygen (0) were also
completed using the 6.65 meter vacuum
spectrograph. Not only was the accu-
racy improved, but some new lines were
observed. This work on 0 and atomic
nitrogen (N) served as the basis for

This is one of several large vacuum several critical reviews of solar absorp-
ultraviolet spectrographs operated by tion in the upper atmosphere. Meta-
the Laboratory in studies of the funda-
mental energy mechanisms of mole- stable 02, a1h-and b'.-states, are two
cules. more examples of important atmospheric
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constituents which have been studied. simplify some of the formulas of atomic
Production of these metastable states spectroscopy. Studies have been made
was realized by microwave discharge with the goal of improving the accuracy
and by photolysis of ozone (03) with of calculated atomic energies, and a
the result that previously undetected number of associated spectroscopic co-
bands were observed. Cross sections ob- efficients have been deduced for the
tained for absorption by 02 and the light atoms including nitrogen (N) and
effects of absorption by C02 have been oxygen (0). Improvements in tech-
used in the assessment of photoioni- niques for the determination of vibra-
zation rates of 02 (1Ag) in the iono- tional force constants have been effected
sphere. Calculations based on these for upper atmospheric polyatomic mole-
AFCRL data reveal that this source cules such H20, NO2 and 03, and the
of 0.,+ ions for certain upper atmo- characteristic properties of their vibra-
spheric reactions is less important than tions have been related to certain vi-
previously believed. bration-rotation interactions.

Cross sections for absorption of Os
(the atmospheric ultraviolet shield)
have been obtained using new proced-
ures to handle this reactive gas. Data SOLAR ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
have been reduced to obtain absorption
cross sections for H 20 and D20. Ion cell This section is concerned with X-radia-
calibrations were made to support tion and the extreme ultraviolet (to be
measurements of solar flux and atmo- referred to as XUV) radiation from the
spheric composition during the solar sun and its variability. Relative to the
eclipse of March 1970. intensity of visible sunlight, the inten-

In the theoretical field the method of sity of solar XUV is small-a hundred
quasi-spin has been used to develop and thousand times smaller. Yet solar XUV

41 -10

10 52 16

EXTREME NEAR VISIBLE INFRARED RADIO
U.V. AND U.V.
X RAYS

In terms of watts per square meter,
most of the energy from the sun is in
the form of visible and infrared radia-
tion. Only a small fraction is in the
extreme ultraviolet. But this UV en-
egy sustains most of the chemical proc-
esses of the upper atmosphere.
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radiation contributes a million times grazing-incidence grating monochro-
more energy to the earth's upper at- mator (spectrophotometer) as the pri-
mosphere than does visible radiation. mary experiment to measure solar radi-
The reason is that XUV is absorbed ation in selected regions within a total
almost completely by atoms and mole- range of 30 to 1260 angstroms. '"e
cules in the upper atmosphere while region observed on a particular flight
longer wavelength radiation passes depended on the choice of diffraction
through the upper atmosphere with grating and detector. The monochro-
almost no absorption. mators were designed either as scan-

The absorbed XUV sustains the chem- ners, in which successive scans of the
ical reactions discussed in previous sec- entire spectrum are made only a few
tions, helps form the earth's ionosphere times during flight, or as fixed-wave-
and modulates upper atmospheric densi- length, in which certain strong intensity
ties by its control over atmospheric lines were observed repeatedly, thus
temperatures. During periods of high providing greater resolution for radia-
solar activity when solar XUV emis- tion of special interest.
sion increases in intensity, the daytime Retarding potential analyzers, to
temperature in the upper atmosphere measure ion and electron densities, were
may rise to 1700 degrees K. During usually flown as auxiliary experiments.
quiescent solar periods, the tempera- The rocket flights-12 from White
ture may fall to 900 degrees K. Sands Missile Range, New Mexico, one

For many years, AFORL has been
a major center of solar XUV studies.
Because each specie of atoms, ions and
molecules (as well as the different
energy states of each) absorbs ultra-
violet radiation with characteristic dif-
ferences for different wavelengths, at-
mospheric attenuation measurements of
solar XUV radiation provide a valu- A 7
able means of deriving information on A
the vertical structure of atmospheric
densities and composition.

During the past three years, AFCRL
placed XUV spectrometers aboard 14 ..
rockets and two satellites, principally
to study temporal variations in solar
intensities and atmospheric structure.
The wavelength range of radiation in-
tensities measurable from a rocket ex-
periment was greatly extended during 7
the reporting period, and the accuracy
of absolute photometry at widely differ-
ing wavelengths was improved signifi-
cantly. AFCRL's extreme ultraviolet mono-

chromator is mounted on a biaxial solar
pointing control and is being prepared

ROCKET OBSERVATIONS OF XUV: Each for flight as a nose cone payload of an
of the 14 rocket payloads carried a Aerobee rocket.
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from Wallops Island, Virginia, and one I
from Eglin, Florida-made observa-
tions over an altitude range of from 100
to 250 km. Data acquisition during the
entire flight trajectory was made pos-
sible by the use of a biaxial solar point-
ing control, a servomechanism which
points the sensor in. the nose of the

rocket accurately toward the sun.
The 14 rocket flights, in general, were

spaced in time to obtain a picture of
long-term variations in solar XUV radi-
ation. One flight-from Wallops Island
on September 30, 1967-was made in
conjunction with an overflight of the
AFCRL EUV monochromator onboard
the OSO-III satellite to calibrate the
satellite experiment. The OSO-II carried this grazing inci-

The first flight of a new rocket mon- dence grating monochromator for mneas-
ochromator was performed successfully tiring solar radiation at wavelengths

on an Aerobee 150 from White Sands between 250 and 1300 angstroms.

Missile Range on April 4, 1969. The
instrument incorporated such previ- aboard the OSO-III launched in March
ously untried features as channel elec- 1967 were analyzed during the period.
tron multipliers, and was developed to The OSO-III instrument, a grazing-
combine good resolution with capabili- incidence grating monochromator, mon-
ties of making better use of the short itored solar radiation fluxes at wave-
time of exposure and the recording of lengths ranging from 250 to 1300 ang-
two 'wavelengths spaced too widely stroms, being commanded either to scan
apart for any single-grating instru- the entire range or to observe certain
ment. Good spectral resolution was wavelengths continuously. In addition
achieved over the wide range of wave- to observing time variations of solar
lengths from 50 to 1260 angstroms, EUV radiation (see next subheading),
using two focusing gratings of different the experiment yielded extremely valu-
ruling, each being associated with four able determinations of absorption char-
exit slits at different wavelengths. The acteristics of the upper atmosphere.
instrument provided simultaneous re- The two OGO satellites carried spec-
cording of the radiation from all eight trophotometers utilizing collimator-
exits for any given position in the planar grating optical systems. These
wavelength scan. spectrophotometers monitored the levels

of incident solar radiation in the wave-
SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS OF XUV: Two length range between 170 and 1700

XUV experiments were carried aboard angstroms with a complete spectral scan
satellites during the reporting period, occurring every seven minutes (or by
These satellites were NASA's OGO-IV choice with ground command, a limited
launched in July 1967 and OGO-VI scan every minute). The total wave-
launched in June 1969. In addition, length coverage of the instruments is
data from an AFCRL experiment achieved by combining the outputs
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of six independent spectrophotometers, The measured variations had no single
each contributing a portion of the cause, but emerged from the continuous
total spectral scan. Adjacent sub-ranges shifting convections, the roiling ener-
were designed with considerable spec- .s, the innumerable minor flares and
tral overlap, allowing redundant meas- explosions in random patterns, and
urements of many of the more intense small crescendos of solar activity. Such
solar lines, and providing useful infor- activities, at any given time, may be
mation relative to internal instrument more pronounced on one side of the
stability, sun than the other, and thus 27-day

solar XUV variations are observed.
XUV TEMPORAL VARIATIONS: AFCRL's The spectral character of emissions

solar XUV measurement program has is of particular interest. Increases or
extended over a complete 11-year solar decreases in solar XUV emissions are
cycle. Based on rocket and satellite really the average of many emissions
data acquired during this span, AFCRL at discrete waveleigths from many ion-
has put together a picture of solar XUV ized species. AFCRL considered some
variations over both the solar cycle and 20 emission lines between 270 and 1310

the 27-day solar rotation period. angstroms. The intensities of these lines
AFCRL has found that solar XUV do not increase or decrease in unison.

can vary markedly-by as much as 40 Increases or decreases depend on ioni-
percent-over the period of one solar zation potential of an ion species and
revolution. Variations during the 27- this depends on the thermal environ-
day rotation period compare with those ment at some particular location on
observed over the 11-year solar cycle the sun.
when wide variations would be expected. During one ten-day measurement pe-

The 27-day variation in solar XUV riod, it was found that the ions that
was not the product of large energetic produced the largest flux increases were
flares, although such flares do bring those with the highest ionization poten-
sharp increases in solar UV emissions. tials. However, during large energetic

flares, the largest flux increases come
from those ions in the middle range of
ionization potential.

How do general increases in solar
XUV measured by OSO-III correlate
with flux increases at much longer
wavelengths-say radio wavelengths at
10.7 cm? It was found that while solar
XUV flux increased by 40 percent, the

F 'i-, 10.7 cm flux (measured by ground-based
,rr r.x -i radio monitors) increased by almost 100

S "  -4 percent--from 111 to 201.

I i

DESIGN CLIMATOLOGY

Here is a typical emission spectrum
obtained by the AFCRL EUV spectro- Design climatology deals with atmo-
photometer placed aboard the OSO-Il. spheric and meteorological factors likely
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to affect Air Force operations ar " the -

performance of equipment. A basic cus- J'i.
tomer for climatology studies is the .j
equipment designer who must know the -WE!
environmental limits within which the
equipment will operate.

Often, the basic data for these studies
are historical meteorological records. -

In this connection, the Laboratory car-
ried out several studies during the re-
porting period for a revision of Military
Standard 210A, "Climatic Extremes for
Military Equipment," a basic reference
for establishing specifications for mili- "- - -. -
tary equipment. One of these studies -

examined the extremes of hot weather L _:
all over the world. The study in essence
gives the probabilities at several per- Design climatology is statistical in na-
centage level . that given temperatures ture with a strong focus being on cli-

during a particular month will be matic extremes likely to be encountered

reached or exceeded at any geographical at particular geographical locations.

location. As a matter of interest, this
particular study on extremes of hot cause of excessive clutter caused by
weather showed that El-Azizia, Libya, severe tropical rains. The typical an-
has the distinction of being the location swer might be that the radar would
of the highest temperature ever re- be unable to penetrate the rain clutter
corded by standard meteorological in- 1 percent of the time during the mon-
struments-136 degrees F. A similar soon season.
study on the extremes of cold over the
North American continent showed that STRATOSPHERIC WINDS AND TEMPERA-
the lowest temperature ever recorded TURES: An SST flying between London
in North America was -81 degrees F and New York will use 400 to 600
at Snag, Yukon Territory. pounds oi additional fuel for an increase

Often, data on atmospheric param- of just 1 degree C over the mean route
eters of interest are lacking. This then temperature. For an SST flying at
requires that the Laboratory undertake roughly 20 km altitude over the same
observational programs. Absence of route, 100 pounds of additional fuel are
data on stratospheric humidity, winds needed for each knot above the mean
and temperatures in connection with headwind.
the operation of supersonic military air- While these figures will vary with
craft (and the SST) required that the engine and aircraft design, they won't
Laboratory undertake several such ob- vary all that much. Both the commer-
servational programs. cial SST and operational military air-

But a more typical problem is one in craft will use polar routes and it is in[Lwhich the Air Force might wish to know the polar stratosphere that extreme var-

the percent of the time that a given iability in temperatures and winds take
radar, operating at a specific location place.
in Viet Nam, might be inoperative be- Atmospheric scientists have been es-
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pecially concerned with a feature of few reports of winds of this magnitude.
polar meteorology known as "explosive The reason, AFCRL suggests, may be
warmings." These warmings, which in the measuring instrumentation and
seem to precede the breakdown of the procedures previously used.
strong polar cyclone in winter, some- From one study, a new method for
times increase temperatures sharply. calculating route temperatures for su-
Through studies at AFCRL and else- personic aircraft flying between 60,000
where it was found that although win- and 80,000 feet over the North Ameri-
ter stratospheric warming occasionally can continent was evolved. With this
has been spectacular, 24-hour increases model, the average temperature for
are rarely greater than 10 degrees C any randomly selected route over the
within a 500 nautical mile radius. North American continent can be cal-

The AFCRL study concluded that the culated in a relatively simple manner.
severity of stratospheric winds may not The model is purely statistical. The cal-
be as great as previously renorted. culations do not require a knowledge
Stratospheric winds of 200 to 300 knots of observed upper air temperatures at
have been measured by Canadian me- any specified time. For the study, daily
teorologists and were not uncommon observations from 66 North American
in reports of measurements made before stations for a five-year period were used.
1966. Since that time, there have been The model is one that uses tempera-

ture checkpoints along the route and
knowing not only the individual mean

-I temperature and standard deviations of
each checkpoint, but also the correlation

S coefficients between pairs of checkpoints.
. Several interesting phenomena have

• K- . .' appeared on charts developed for the
",. model. In winter, a belt of warm air

\ * circles the globe around latitude 55
- ' - .5 degrees N, with the most persistently

warm air centering over the Aleutian
tt Basin. In summer, when there is no

1.' " such belt, the air temperatures are-; coldest over the Equator and warmest
.,, over the North Pole. On. the New York-

• " - San Francisco route, the temperatures
I proved to be lower in summer than in

winter, although only slightly.
Still another problem investigated re-

,lated to stratospheric flights of super-
sonic aircraft is one that relates back
to conventional barometric altimeters

This is one of a hundred or so isotherm aboard the aircraft. Such altimeters do
plots taken from the AFCRL study,
"Point and Route Temperatures for not measure absolute altitude, but
Supersonic Aircraft." It indicates that merely the atmospheric pressure which
in the winter months at an altitude of is closely correlated with absolute alti-
100 mb, roughly 53,000 ft, there is a
10 percent chance that the tempera- tude-sufficiently close so as not to be
tures shown will be exceeded. a problem in subsonic flight. Because
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atmospheric pressures vary along an
absolute altitude plane, the pilot actually
ascends or descends in altitude while ,'0' 56

his altimeter reading remains constant. -. .
So gradual are these changes in altitude 6

that the passengers and the pilot in sub- /65
sonic aircraft are seldom aware of them. 70 JN- -jAU j N

.But an SST at speeds approaching J>S -N.
Mach 3 flying at a constant pressure MY

MY M

altitude might, over a given distance, * ,'
ascend or descend sharply. Assuming A%
an absolute altitude change of 272 feet 50 L 14_ N * . ,
within a four-mile distance, the four- ok A UJf-

mile stretch would be covered in about
eight seconds. This change could pro- AU-SE

duce a g-force of 0.25 (an acceleration
of 8 feet/see2). As a geneTal rule, pas-
senger discomfort sets in when a g-force During May over most of the central
of 0.2 is exceeded. U.S., extending from Texas to Minne-

sota, cloud tops may sometimes reach
TURBULENCE AT EXTREME ALTITUDES: as high as 70,000 ft. The chart shows

During the period, the Laboratory con- the month and altitude of maximu
vertical extent of radar echoes from

pleted a study of turbulences at alti- clouds.
tudes up to 70 kn. Such turbulences
could cause structural failures in lifting
boost-glide or reentry vehicles. The 100 to 200 km at levels between 20 and
study involved a field experiment in 70 km. The information was needed
which rockets released four simultane- to determine an optimum distribution
ous and spatially separated smoke trails of sites from which meteorological
between 30 and 70 km altitude. The rocket observations should be taken to
trails presented a three-dimensional pic- support tests conducted at the missile
ture of spatial and temporal variations, ranges. Twelvese, 1'simultaneouswind

This experiment dispelled the concept measurements were obtained. Small-
held by many scientists that the ther- scale oscillations in the observed wind
mally stable stratosphere is quiescent. profiles were traced over horizontal dis-
Smoke trails were found to be good tances of 200 km and horizontal and
sensors of atmospheric motions and in- vertical wave parameters were deter-
dicate that vertical motions are present mined. Oscillation with vertical wave-
at all levels between 30 and 70 kin. Ver- lengths of 3 to 4 km and amplitudes of
tical motions greater than 5 mps and 4 to 12 mps were highly correlated over
probably as great as 15 rapb were found horizontal distances of 200 km and have
to be present below the stratopause. an estimated wavelength of 1200 to

In a somewhat related study, a series 1600 kin. Oscillations with vertical
of ARCAS-ROBIN rockets were wavelengths of less thaii 3 km usually
launched simultaneously from San Nic- had amplitudes of 1 to 2 mps. The spa-
olas Island, Point Mugu and Vanden- tial correlation of these smaller oscilla-
berg AFB to investigate the satial tions decreases rapidly with horizontal
variations of wind over distances of separation.
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CLEAR LINES OF SIGHT FROM AIRCRAFT: from the area. The estimates indicated
What appears to be a clear day to the a 75 percent likelihood of seeing the
ground observer looking up may not be ground at a minus 30 degree angle from
a clear day to the observer in an air- 30:000 feet during the winter months.
craft looking down. This is the basic The actual data accumulated by AFCRL
conclusion reached in an 18-month study indicate the likelihood to be only about
by AFCRL on clear lines of sight from 20 percent. Discrepancies equally as
aircraft. The study which is continuing great occurred in the Seattle area.
has involved more than 100,000 observa-
tions covering much of the Northern
Hemisphere.

Making these observations for
AFCRL were pilots and aircrew mem- JOURNAL ARTICLES
bers of the Strategic Air Command, JULY i;Y 7-JUNE 1969
weather reconnaissance squadrons, theU.S. Navy, and Pan American World BATES, D. R., and MAPLETON, R. A.
Airway The la ofAthee an Ame- On the Classical Theory of Elcetron Capture
Airways. The last of these, Pan Ameri- Proc. Amer. Phys. Soc., Vol. 90 (1967)
can, participated on a no-cost basis.
Special AFCRL forms were supplied to BEST, G. T., and ARMSTRONG, E. B.
each of these organizations and monthly Rocket Measurements of the Altitudes of the

Layers Emitting the 5577A Line of Oxygen
submissions of these completed forms and the Continuum in the Night Airglow

were made to AFCRL. Also supplied Planet. Space Sci., Vol. 16, p. 821 (1968)

was a simple clinometer for making BEST, G. T., and GREE, G. H.

the observations. (Queen's Univ., Belfast, Ireland)

Motivating this study was the n.,ed A Rocket-Borne Investigation of the Oxygen

for precise statistical data on the im- at 5577A and 6800A, the Sodium D-Lines and

pact of cloudiness on optical and infra- the Continuum at 5800A in the Night Airglow

red airborne detection and tracking Planet. Space Sci., Vol. 15, p. 185i (16)

systems. BxAUDOIN, P. E., GOLOMB, D., NOEL, T. M.,

Pilots and aircrew members were ROSENBERG, N. W., and VICKERY, W. K.

asked to make observations at five dif- Observation, of Mesospherc Winds and
Turbulence with Smoke Tiails

ferent angles-minus 90 degrees (di- J. of Geophys. Res., Vol. 72, No. 14

rectly below the aircraft), minus 30 (15 July 1967)

degrees, 0 degrees (the horizon), plus
30 degrees, and plus 90 degrees (di- CHAMPION, K. S. W.
rectly overhead). Observations were Physical Properties of the Lower

made at altitudes ranging from IOOO Thermosphere

feet to above 45,000 fee. Space Res. VIII (1968)Review of the Properties of the
The study contains many surprises. Lower Thermosphere

One of these is the large differences Space Res. IX (1969)

between estimated probability of clear COHEN, H. A.
lines of sight derived from a modeling Free Molecular Flow Through a Moving

technique and those obtained from the Absorbing Cylindrical Tube
observational data. For example, data J. of Vacuum Sci. and Tech., Vol. 5

from 300 observations over the Wash- (November-December 1968)
ington, D.C., area were compared with CUIKAY, R. S.
the line of sight predicted by the model Solid State Temperature Monitoring Circuit

and based on climatological records Elec. Design (23 May 1968)
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Waltham, Mass. (12-13 June 1968) Sao Paulo, Braz. (5-11 February 1968)
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SILVERMAN, S. M., and LLOYD, J., NARDONE, L., TANAKA, Y., and YOSHINo, K.
COCHRUN, B. (Northeastern Univ.), Absorption Spectrum of Ar 2 in the
Boston, Mass. Vacuum-UV Region
Rocket Optical Studies of Daylit Molec. Spectros. Symp., Ohio St. Univ.,
Daytime Auroras Columbus, Ohio (3-7 September 1968)
Tenth Intl. Mtg. of COSPAR, Imperial Coll.,
London, Eng. (23-29 July 1967) WLODYKA, R. A., PHILBRICK, C. R., 1ST LT.,

and NARCISI, R. S.
SILVERMAN, S., and SHARP, W. (Northeastern Mass Spectrometer Experiments on the
Univ., Boston, Mass.), LLOYD, J. W. F. 0V3-6 Satellite
(Northeastern Univ., Boston, Mass.) Ann. Amer. Geophys. Union Mtg., Wash., D. C.
A Review of Sky Brightness Measurements (8-11 April 1968)
During Eclipses of the Sun
Eclipse Symp., CNAE, Sao Jose Dos Campos, YOSHINo, K., and TANAKA, Y.
Sao Paulo, Braz. (5-11 February 1968) Rydberg Series of Molecular Oxygen in the

600-750 Angstrom Region
SWIDER, W., JR. Molec. Spectros. Symp. Ohio St. Univ.,
Production and Loss Processes for Metallic Columbus, Ohio (5-9 September 1967)
Ions in the Ionosphere Absorption Spectrum of He2 Molecules in
Ann. Amer. Geophys. Union Mtg., Wash., D. C. the 600-611 Angstrom Range
(8-11 April 1968) Molec. Spectros. Symp., Ohio St. Univ.,
Alkali Ion Reactions in the E-Region Columbus, Ohio (3-7 September 1968)
Symp. on Phys. and Chem. of the Upper Atm., ZIMMERMAN, S. P.
Waltham, Mass. (12-13 June 1968) The Experimental Techniques for the
Upper Atmospheric Emission Processes Determination of Turbulent Diffusion
1968 Aurora and Airglow Adv. Study inst., Coefficients and Spectra on the
As, Norway (29 July-9 August 1968) Upper Atmosphere
Electron and Positive Ion Densities in the Invited Sem.-Notre Dame Univ., South
Daytime for Various Minor Constituent Models Bend, Ind. (5 December 1968)
Third Aeron. Conf., Univ. of Ill., Urbana, 111. Turbulent Parameters Determined from
(22-27 September 1968) Radio Meteor Trails

1968 Fall USNC-URSI Mtg., Northeastern
SWIDER, W., JR., and KENESHEA, T. J. Univ., Boston, Mass. (9-12 September 1968)
The Role of Nitric Oxide in the Sunrise Experimental Evidence of Turbulence in the
E-Region Upper Atmosphere
Tenth Intl. Mtg. of COSPAR, Imperial Coll., Third Aeron. Conf., Univ. of Ill., Urbana, Ill.
London, Eng. (23-29 July 1967) (22-27 September 1968)

SWIDER, W., JR., NARCiSi, R. S., and ZIMMERMAN, S. P., GARDNER, M., and
KENESHEA, T. J. KENESHEA, T. J.

Auroral Ionic Composition at 100-200 Km Tidal Wind Analysis in the Altitude Region
Amer. Geophys. Union West. Natl. Mtg., of 120 to 160 Km
San Francisco, Calif. (2-4 December 1968) Amer. Geophys. Union West Natl. Mtg.,

San Francisco, Calif. (2-4 December 1968)

TAFFE, W. J. ZIMMERMAN, S. P., and KENESHEA, T. J.
Hydromagnetic Effects on Atmospheric Tides Effect of Vertical Transport Upon Some Minor
Amer. Geophys. Union West. Natl. Mtg., and Major Neutral Species from 70 to 170 Km
San Francisco, Calif. (2-4 December 1968) Amer. Geophys. Union West Natl. Mtg.,

San Francisco, Calif. (2-4 December 1968)
TAKEZAWA, S. Turbulence and Constituents

Absorption Spectra of D2 and HD in the Symp. on Phys. and Chem. of the Upper Atm.,
Vacuum-UV Region Menlo Park, Calif. (24-25 June 1969)
Molec. Spectros. Symp., Ohio St. Univ.,
Columbus, Ohio (3-7 September 1968) ZIMMERMAN, S. P., and TROWBRIDGE, C. A.,

KOFSKY, I. L. (Photometrics, Inc.,
TAKEZAWA, S., and TANAKA, Y. Lexington, Mass.)
Absorption Spectrum of H12 in the Region Measurement of Turbulent Spectra in the
Below 850 Angstroms Upper Atmosphere
Molec. Spectroz. Symp., Ohio St. Univ., Amer. Geophys. Union West. Natl. Mtg.,
Columbus, Ohio (5-9 September 1967) San Francisco, Calif. (2-4 December 1968)
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PAPERS PRESENTED AT MEETINGS FREEMAN, D. E.
JULY 1969-JUNE 1970 Extremal Force and Compliance Constants

for Molecular Vibrations
BEDo, D. E., and H,,TEREGGER, H. E. Intl. Cong. of Pure and Appl. Chem., Univ. of

Some Preliminary Results of XUV Sydney, Aus. (20-27 August 1969)

Spectrophotometry from OGO-VI HALL, L. A., and IIINT-REGGER, H. E.
Amer. Geophys. Union Mtg., Wash., D. C.
(20-24 April 1970) Variations of Incident Solar EUV During a

Solar Rotation
BEST, G. T., andROSENBERG, N. W. 13th Plenary Mtg. of COSPAR, Leningrad,
Spectroscopic Studies of Barium Releases USSR (20-29 May 1970)
IAGA Symp., Madrid, Spain (1-15 September HERoux, L. J., and CoHE, M.
1969) Measurements of Electron Temperature in the

Solar Chromosphere and Corona
CHAMPION, X. S. W. Roy. Soc. Discussion Mtg. on Solar Studies,
Atmospheric Density Measurement at London, Eng. (21-22 April 1970)
Record-Low.Satellite Altitude
Univ. of Conn., Storrs, Conn. HINTEREGGER, H. E.
(20 February 1970) The Extreme Ultraviolet Solar Spectrum and

Its Variation During a Solar Cycle; and EUV
CHAMPION, K. S. W., and McIsAAc, J. P. Absorption Measurements and Their
Ionization Gauge Results From the ATCOS Aeronomical Use
(OV3-6) Satellite Gen. Sci. Assem. of the Intl. Assoc. of Geomag.
13th Plenary Mtg. of COSPAR, Leningrad, and Aeron. (IAGA), Madrid, Spain (1-15
USSR (20-29 May 1970) September 1969)

CuiKAY, R. S. HUFFMAN, R. E., LAFRABEE, J. C., and
PCA Hydroxyl Emission in the 6-4, 5-3 PAULSEN, D. E.
Bands at Sunset .New pct..'.,piA Data for Oxygen with
Conf. on Polar Cap Absorption Event Results, Application to Metastable Oxygen Ionization
Boston Coll., Mass. (31 March-1 April 1970) RatesColR. ., (n 1 March- April 19) Amer. Geophys. Union Mtg., Wash., D. C.
CUIKAY, R. S., and WEEKS, L. H. (20-24 April 1970)

Hydroxyl Emission in the 6-4 and 5-3 Bands

at Sunset HUFFMAN, R. E., O'BRYAN, C. L., CAPT., and
Natl. Fall Mtg. of the Amer. Geophys. Union, LARRABEE, J. C.
San Francisco, Calif. (15-18 December 1969) Absorption Cross-Sections and Oscillator

Strengths of N. Bands in the Vacuum
DANDEKAR, B. S., and TURTLE, J. P. Ultraviolet

Determination of Atomic Oxygen Concentration Opt. Soc. of Amer. Mtg., Chicago, Ill.
From the (01) 5577 A Emission of the (21-24 October 1969)
Nightglow HUFFMAN, R. E., PAULSEN, D. E.,
Nat]. Fall Mtg. of the Amer. Geophys. Union, LARRABEE, J. C., and CAIRNS, R. B. (Boeing
San Francisco, Calif. (15-18 December 1969) Sci. Res. Labs., Seattle, Wash.)

Photoionization of 02 (,) in the Ionosphere
FAIRE, A. C. DASA Symp. on Phys. and Chem. of the Upper
Neutral Density Measurements at Ft. Atmos., Philadelphia, Pa. (24-26 June 1970)
Churchill, Canada, During PCA 69 INNvs, F. R.
Conf. on Polar Cap Absorption Event Results, Generalized Coupling Coeciento and Wave
Boston Coll., Mass. (31 March-April 1970) Functions for Equivalent Particles
FAIRE, A. C., and MURPHY, E. A. First Ann. Mtg. of the Div. of Electron. and
Dependence of Mesospheric Density and Atomic Phys. of the Amer. Phys. Soc., N. Y.,

Depedene o MeosphricDenityandN. Y. (17-19 November 1969)Temperature Structure on Latitude and
Season INNES, F. R, YOSHINO, K., and TANAKA, Y.
Nat]. Fall Mtg. of the Amer. Geophys. Union, Absorption and Emission Spectra Between the
San Francisco, Calif. (15-18 December 1969) Grouhid State and First Excited Singlet of the
Perturbations in Density and Temperature Helium Molecule
Height Profiles Obtained at Eglin, Florida 6th Intl. Conf. on the Phys. of Electron. and
13th Plenary Mtg. of COSPAR, Leningrad, Atomic Collisions, Mass. Inst. of Tech.,
USSR (20-29 May 1970) Cambridge, Mass. (28 July-2 August 1969)
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KENESHFA, T. Dissociation Energies of Silicon Moroxide and
Diurnal Model of the D-Region During a Sodium Monoxide
PCA Event Synup. on Rad. from Metal Oxides, Natl. Bur.
Conf. on Polar Cap Absorption Event Results, of Stds., Boulder, Colo. (6 March 1970)
Boston Coll., Mass. (31 March-1 April 1970) Dissociation Energies and Ionization
Computer Codes and Transport Processes Potentials of NaO(g) and FeO(g)
Conf. on Appl. of Chem. to Nucl. Effects, DASA Syrup. on Phys. and Chem. of the
AFCRL, Bedford, Mass. (15-16 April 1970) Upper Atmos., Philadelphia, Pa.

(24-26 June 1970)
MARCOS, F. A., and BLOEMKER, C. F., CAPT.
Chemical Release Results During PCA 69 NARClSI, R. S.
Conf. on Polar Cap Absorption Event Results, Space Mass Spectrometry at AFCRL
Boston Coll., Mass. (31 March-1 April 1970) (Inv. Colloqs.) ESSA, Boulder, Colo. (20

October 1969); Univ. of Texas at DallasEffect of Atmospheric Density on Low Altitude (22 October 1969); and Ohio State Univ.
Satellites(2Ocoe19)
4th Nat]. Conf. on Aerospace Meteorol., Las (23 October 1969)Vegas, Nev. (4-7 May 1970) A Review of the Composition of the D and E

Regions and Critical Problem Areas
MARCOS, F. A., and CHAMPION, K. S. W. (Inv. Talk) Roy. Soc. British Natl. Comm. on
Measurement of Atmospheric Density by Space Res., London, Eng. (9 December 1969)
Accelerometer on the OVI-15 (SPADES) Measurements of Positive and Negative Ion
Satellite Composition Before and During a PCA
Natl. Fall Mtg. of the Amer. Geophys. Union, Conf. on Polar Cap Absorption Event Results,
San Francisco, Calif. (15-18 December 1969) Boston Coll., Mass. (31 March-1 April 1970)

D- and E-Region Composition During
MARCOS, F. A., CHAMPION, K. S. W., and Disturbed Conditi,ns
SCHWEINFURTH, R. A. Conf. on Appl. of Chem. to Nuc. Effects,'
More Accelerometer and Orbital Drag Results AFCRL, Bedford, Mass. (15-16 April 1970)
From the SPADES (OV1-15) and Cannonball Shock Wave and Electric Field Effects in D
I (OVI-16) Satellites Region Water Cluster Ion Measurements
13th Plenary Mtg. of COSPAR, Leningrad, Amer. Geophys. Union Mtg., Wash., D. C.
USSR (20-29 May 1970) (20-24 April 1970)

Measurements of Positive and Negative Ions in
MosEs, H. E. the Lower Ionosphere
Vertical Shear Vorticity Modes (Inv. Talk) Amer. Phys. Soc. Mtg., Wash.,
Plenary Workshop of the Intl. Symp. on D. C. (27-30 April 1970)
Atmos. Waves, Univ. of Toronto, Can. Composition Studies of the Lower ionosphere
(19-23 January 1970) (Four Inv. Lects) Intl. School of Atmos. Phys.,
The Exact Potential for the Simplest Erice, Sicily, Italy (15-28 June 1970)
Resonance Scattering for the One-Dimensional
Schroedinger Equation NARCISI, R. S., et al
Amer. Phys. Soc. Mtg., Wash., D. C. Measurement of Negative Ions in the Lower
(27-30 April 1970) Ionosphere

DASA Symp. on Phys. and Chem. of the
MURAD, E. Upper Atmos., Philadelphia, Pa. (24-26
Reaction of N, with CO and CO, June 1970)
6th Intl. Conf. on the Phys. of Electron. and
Atomic Collisions, Mass. Inst. of Tech., NARCIsi, R. S., BAILEY, A. D., DELLA LUCCA,
Cambridge, Mass. (23 July-2 August 1969) L. E. and SHERMAN, C.
The Reaction cf N* with CO at Low Energies Measurement of Negative Ions in the Lower
Intl. Conf. on Mass Spectros., Kyoto Intl. Ionosphere
Conf. Hall, Kyoto, Jap. (8-12 September Fall Mtg. of the Amer. Geophys. Union, San
1969) Francisco, Calif. (14-20 December 1969)
Problems in Beam Experiments
Workshop on Ion-Molecule Reactions, JILA, NARCIsI, R. S., THOMAS, D. M., CAPT., and
Boulder, Colo. (5-6 March 1970) BAILEY, A. D.

Positive Ion Composition Measurements by
MURAD, E., and HILDENDRAND, D. L. Quadrupole Alass Spectrometers on ISIS-1
(McDonnell-Douglas Corp., Huntington Amer. Geophys. Union Mltg., Wash., D. C.
Beach, Calif.) (20-24 April 1970)
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NARcIsI, R. S., THOMAS, D. M., CAPT., PHILBRICK, C.. R., WLODYKA, R. A., and
BAILEY, A.D., and DELLA LuccA, L. E. GARDNER, M. E.
Positive Ions in Sporadic E and in a Chemical Neutral Atmospherid Compostion
Release Measurements
Fall Mtg. of the Amer. Geophys. Union, San Amer. Geophys. Union Mtg., Wash,, D. C.
Francisco, Calif. (14-20 December 1969) (20-24 April'1970)'

PAULSON, J. F. SWIDER, W., JR.
Ionic Reactions for Meteoric Elements

Time-of-Flight Analysis in Some Ion-Neutral Gen. Sci. Assem. of the Intl. Assoc. of
Reactions Geomag. and Aeron. (IAGA),'Madrid, Spain
6th Intl. Conf. on the Phys. of Electron. and (1-15 September 1969)
Atomic Collisions, Mass. of Tech., Cambridge,
Mass. (28 July-2 August 1969) SWIDER, W., JR., and KENiSHEA, T. J.
Ion-Neutral Reactions of Aeronomic Interest On the Diurnal Model for PCA E0vents
(Inv.) Conf. on Atom. and Molec. Processes in Natl. Fall Mtg. of the Amer. Geophys. Union,
Space, Univ. of Tokyo, Jap. (5-6 September San Francisco, Calif. (15-18 December 1969)
1969) Processes for Nqrmal and PCA Conditions .
Mechanisms in Some Ion-Neutral Reactions Amer. Geophys. Union Mtg., Wabh., D. C.
(Inv.); and Charge Transfer Between Ar* and (20-24 April 1970)
Ar: Time-of-Flight Analysis of Product Ions
Intl. Conf. on Mass Spectros., Kyoto Intl. Conf. SWIDER, W., Jr., KENESHEA, !T. J.,
Hall, Kyoto, Jap. (8-12 September 1969) NARciSI, R. S., and ULWICK, J. C.
Mechanisms in Reactions of 0 with N, and Comparison of a PCA Model with the
CO, 19 November 1968 R.CA Event
22nd Gaseous Electron. Mtg. of the Amer. DASA Symp. on Phys. and Chem. of the Upper .

Phys. Soc., Gatlinburg, Penn. (29-31 October Atmos., Philadelphia, Pa. (24-26 June 1970)
1969) 1 1 e
Kinetics and Mechanisms of Some Low Energy TAKEZAWA, S.
Ion-Neutral Reactions Rydberg Absorption Series of H, Converging
Westinghouse Res. Labs., Pittsburgh, Pa. to x' 2 , of Hz
(4 December 1969) Symp. on Molec. Structure and Spectros.,
Formation and Reactions of Negative Ions Ohio State Univ., Columbus, Ohio
Symp. on Reactions of Organic Ions in a (2-6 September 1969)
Mass. Spectrom., Amer. Chem. Soc., Houston,
Tex. (22-?7 February 1970) TANAKA, Y.
Ion Source Techniques for Ion-Molecule Absorption Spectrum of the Argon Molecule
Reactions in the Vacuum-UV Region
Workshop on Ion-Molecule Reactions, JILA, Amer. Phys. Soc. Mtg., Dallas, Tex.
Boulder, Colo. (5-6 March 1970) (23-26 March 1970)
Beam Measursments of Ion-Neutral Reactions Absorption Spuctra of Rare Gas Molecules in
Conf. on Appl. of Chem. to Nuc. Effects, the Vacuum-UV Region
AFCRL, Bedford, Mass. (15-16 April 1970) Phys. Dept. Sem., Univ. of Texas, Dallas,
Speculations on the Importance of Associative Tex. (26 March 1970)
Detachment
DASA Synup. on Phys. and Chem. of the Upper TANAKA, Y., and YOSHINO, K.,
Atmos., Philadelphia, Pa. (24-26 June 1970) Absorption Spectrum of Net in the

Vacuum-UV Region
Symp. on Molec. Structure and Spectros., Ohio

PHILBRICK, C.R. State Univ., Columbus, Ohio (2-6;Septomber
Upper Atmospheric Composition Studies 1969)
Phys. Dept. Colloq., No. Carolina State Univ.,
Raleigh, N. C. (20 March 1970) WEEKS, L. H.

Mesospheric Ozone Measurements
PHILBRICK, C. R., et al Conf. on Polar Capt Absorption Event Results
Positive Ion Composition of the Lower Boston Coll., Mass. (31 March-1 April 1970)
Ionosphere During a Polar Cap Absorption High Altitude Ozone Observations Above Fort
Event Churchill, Canada
DASA Symp. on Phys. and Chem. of the AMS Symp. on the Dynam. of the Mesosphere
Upper Atmos., Philadelphia, Pa. (24-26 June and the Lower Thermosphere, Univ. of Colo.,
1970) Boulder, Colo. (14-19 June 1970)
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A Rocket Measurement of Ozone at Fort KLEIN, M. M., and MABEs, R. S.
Churchill Scattering of HF Radio Waves by a Spherical
DASA Symp. on Phys. and Chem. of the Upper Electron Cloud
Atmos., Philadelphia, Pa. (24-26 June 1970) p FCRL-69.0261 (June 1969)

WEEKS, L. H., and SMITH, L. G.
(GCA Corp., Bedford, Mass.) SILVERMAN, S.

Lyman-a Measurements During the Solar Rocket Probes of the Aurora and Airglow
Eclipse of 12 November 1966 AFCRL Special Report (September 1967)
Natl. Fall Mtg. of the Amer. Geophys. Union, SWIDER, W., JR., and GARDNER, M. E.
San Francisco, Calif. (15-18 December 1969) (Boston College, Chestnut Hill, Mass.)

On the Accuracy of Certain Approximations
YoSIIiNO, K. for the Chapman Function
Absorption Spectrum of N, in the Vacuum- AFCRL-67-0468 (August 1967)
UV Region. The b<-X and i<-X Systems
Symp. on Molec. Structure ai,d Spectros., Ohio ZIMMERMAN, S. P.
State Univ., Columbus, Ohio (2-6 September
196') Turbulent Parameters Determined from

Radio Meteor Trails
Ab orption Spectrum of Argon Atom in the AFCRL-69-0162 (April 1969)
Vacuum Ultraviolet Region
Opt. Soc. of Amer., Chicago, Ill.
(21-24 October 1969)

ZIMMERMAN, S. P., and FAIRE, A. C.
Internal Gravity Waves Observed in
Mcsospheric Temperature Measurements
Plenary Workshop of the Intl. Symp. on TECHNICAL REPORTS
Atmos. Wavea, Univ. of Toronto, Can. JULY 1969-JUNE 1970
(19-23 January 1970)

CHAMPION, K. S. W., and MAncos, F. A.
ZIMMERMAN, S. P., and KENESHEA, T. J. Densities From Satellites OV1-15 and OV1-16
The Effect of Mixing Upon Atomic and AFCRL-69-0495 (November 1969)
Molecular Oxygen in the 70-170 Km Region
of the Atmosphere
Intl. Symp. on Solar-Terres. Phys., Leningrad, GROVES, G. V.
USSR (11-20 May 1970) Seasonal and Latitudinal Models of

Atmospheric Temperature, Pressure, and
ZIMMERMAN, S. P., and TROWBRIDGE, C. A. Density, 25 09 110 km
KOFSKY, I. L. (Photometrics, Inc., Lexington, AFCRL-70-0261 (May 1970)
Mass.)
Turbulence Spectra Observed in Passive MOSES, H. E.
Contaminant Gases in the Upper Atmosphere Reduction of the Direct Product of
13th Plenary Mtg. of COSPAR, Leningrad, Representations of the Poincare Group
USSR (20-29 May 1970) AFCRL-69-0295 (July 1969)

Helicity Representations oj the Coordinate,
Momentum, and Angular Momentum
Operators
AFCRL-70-0015 (January 1970)
Vertical Shear Modes in Inertial Waves on a

TECHNICAL REPORTS Rotating Earth
AFCRL-70-0159 (March 1970)

JULY 1967 - JUNE 1969 Eigenfunctions of the Curl Operator,
Rotationally Invariant Helmholtz Theorem and

CUIKAY, R. S. Applications to EM Theory and Fluid
Solid State A-C Electrometer Amplifier Dynamics
AFCRL-68-0663 (December 1968) AFCRL-70-0230 (May 1970)

HIGGINS, J. E. NARCISI, R. S.
The Solar Extreme Ultraviolet Spectrum On Water Cluster Ions in the Ionospheric D
Between 30 March 1966 and 17 January 1967 Region
AFCRL-68-0009 (January 1968) AFCRL-70-0089 (February 1970)
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NARCISI, R. S., BAILEY, A. D., and SILVERMAN, S. M., and BRENTON, J. G.DEzLA LUCCA, L. (Geo-Science, Inc., Alamogordo, N. M.)Positive Ion Composition Measurements in A Study of the Diurnal Variations of thethe Lower Ionosphere During the 12 5577 A (01) Airglow Emission at Selected IGYNovember 1966 Solar Eclipse StationsAFCRL-70-0209 (April 1970) AFCRL-69-042 4 (October 1969)

OLDENBERG,.O. TAPn, W. J.The Variation of the Upper Atmospheric ScaleIntensities in Nitrogen Discharges and Height and Its Effect on Atmospheric TidalAfterglows Wavelengths
AFCRL-69-0311 (July 1969) AFCRL-69-03 0 (August 1969)
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This model of a C-121 was placed at the
highest point atop AFCRL's main lab-
oratory complex for tests of the SAD-
FRAD radar antenna (wavelengths
were scaled correspondingly) prior to
the design of the antenna system.



IX Microwave Physics
Laboratory

The Microwave Physics Laboratory

performs research in electromagnetics.
Within this research category is encom-
passed all of the Laboratory's program
areas-antenna theory, electromagnetic
field theory, microwave scattering and
diffraction, radar sensor design, milli-
meter wave probing and mapping of the
terrestrial and solar atmospheres,
plasma physics and microwave acous-
tics. Each of these research areas is
linked to well-identified Air Force tech-
nological objectives in surveillance, re-
connaissance, communications and nav-
igation.

Many Laboratory programs that were
still in preliminary exploratory stagesIt at the time of the previous report are
now approaching technical feasibility.
For this reason the Laboratory pro-gram has a more applied development
complexion than was the case three
years ago at the time of the previous
report.

For example, in the plasma physics
area, emphasis is more on the curative
than on the diagnostic phase of the re-
entry communications blackout. The
Laboratory is now confident that it will
find solutions for penetrating the dense
plasma shroud and for the severe an-
tenna voltage breakdown problems on
re-entering vehicles.

The ability to map and interpret the
sun's surface and turbulences in the
atmo"; here by millimeter wave flux has
been'vasfly in, proved. This new ability
has bearing on the Air Weather Service
Sphc6 Forecasting Program, on tropo-
spheric scatter communication nets and

Ii
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on ground-based systems for detecting signed to locate stationary military ord-
clear air turbulence. nance in a foliage background.

Resolving targets buried deep in clut- The Laboratory program in micro-
ter taxes the limits of technology. Be- wave acoustics was reinvigorated as em-
cause the problem can be shown to be phasis shifted from bulk propagation
theoretically amenable to solution, sev- studies to surface propagation. Also in
eral possible approaches exist. Some the microwave device area, the Labora-
of the approaches that were in the con- tory has discovered some fundamentally
ceptual stage just three years ago have new and exploitable properties of mag-
now emerged at AFCRL as hardware netic surface waves and nuclear spin
ready for testing. What has emerged resonance. The Laboratory is now in-
are basically new radar concepts. Of vestigating millimeter devices using an-
these, dual harmonic phase signature tiferrimagnetic materials.
radars that exploit resonant region elec- Tested during the period was a new
tromagnetic scattering phenomena are 2 mm antenna Prrny, an antenna at the
the most promising. One airborne ver- very frontir":-s of antenna technology.
sion, known as SADFRAD, is scheduled Interferometric and data restoration
for its first flight test from Hanscom techniques incorporated into this an-
Field in July 1970. SADFRAD is de- tenna system may well represent the

first application of techniques that will
be widely adopted in the future. For
the foregoing research, the Laboratory
operates a 350-acre range in Ipswich,
Mass., the largest single AFCRL off-
base site in terms of acreage.

During the period, two rockets were
launched, one a Nike Cajun launched in
October 1967 to measure antenna volt-

J zage breakdown; the second, launched in
,__, U .June 1969, was a Trailblazer rocket to

measure attenuation of high power sig-
A, \nals passing through a plasma sheath.

The data obtained from this latter flight
supplement low power signal measure-
ments made in the previous reported
Trailblazer flight test of June 1967.

-"- - i "
- RADAR TECHNIQUES

Microwave acoustics witnessed a re- A sizable portion of this section on
newed growth during the period as ena- radar techniques will be devoted to the
phasis shifted to surface wave propa-
gation rather than propagation through SADFRAD radar system. Such promi-
the bulk material. One study under- nence is warranted. This radar prom-
taken by Laboratory scientists was an ises to give the Air Force a capability
analysis of the propagation and atten-
uation properties of all known acoustic that the state-of-the-art has long denied
materials. -the capability of detecting targets
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through foliage and against cluttered
terrain. If tests are favorable, SAD-
FRAD will come to be recognized as a
benchmark in the evolution of radar
technology.

Its evolution can be cited as a classic
example of the progression from theo-
retical research in microwave coherence
and electromagnetic scattering to a .-
fully developed test system. The Micro-
wave Physics Laboratory has been a
national center for such theoretical
studies for well over a decade.

Phase comparison radar systems of-
fer the best known approach to the
detection of targets in clutter. Three
distinct phase comparison systems un-
der study by the Laboratory are re- Phase comparison radars were tested
viewed preparatory to a discussion of using this large VHF antenna aboard

a test aircraft. Several phase compari-the SADFRAD system which is a mem- son radar schemes were evaluated dur-

ber of the same radar family. In addi- ing the period.
tion to radars of this type, AFCRL's
Spectrum Analysis Radar-a radar
based on an entirely new radar princi- information as a display output. The
ple and having potential application in second system, the Dual Harmonic Fre-
range measurement of targets-is dis- quency Radar, is an HF-VHF harmoni-
cussed. Last, tfhis section will cover cally related phase comparison radar
AFCRL studies of a more general na- with a receiver-processing scheme pro-
ture on scattering properties of targets. viding target signature, azimuth, and
Such general studies are ' he essential range presented on a color display. The
foundation for new radar concepts fur- third system is comprised of two loga-
ther on the horizon. rithmic clutter receivers operating at

two different frequencies with the clut-
PHASE COMPARISON RADAR SYSTEMS: ter datt presented on a normal "A-

Phase comparison radars have in com- scope" display. The antenna for this
mon the use of two or more transmitted multipurpose radar system is made up
frequencies. The three separate sys- of two interlaced YAGI-UDA antennas,
tems designed by AFCRL all operate each designed to radiate at two fre-
at HF and VHF. Phase comparison ra- quencies of interest.
dars offer the possibility of revealing Initial ground tests of the Resonant
targets obscured in clutter. The three Region Radar were conducted at the
AFCRL-developed systems each em- AFCRL Ipswich field test site. These
ploys different recei.ver-processing tech- tests verified the theoretical design
niques. .tudies. The encouraging test results

The first of these systems is the showed that the design was capable of
Resonant Region Radar and is an HF enhancing the detection of low flying
monopulse phase comparison radar that airborne targets in a clutter environ-
yields target azimuth versus range ment. The entire radar system and
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associated recording equipment was Many aspects of this radar system,
then installed on a structurally modified such as the use of differential phase sig-
C-121 Super-Constellation aircraft for nature, were new and previously un-
airborne experiments, tried. Targets with appropriate signal-

to-clutter ratios displayed a unique
phase signature, proving this to be a
good parameter for target detection.
The backscatter from various terrain
types was collected, analyzed, and cata-
logued for use in future radar designs.
The system turned out to be quite effi- -

cient in detecting airborne aircraft and
the phase signature of such targets.

The Phase Comparison Radar, then,
proved the feasibility of the new
approach to radar detection. The en-
couraging tests led to the second gen-
eration, higher performance radar sys-
tem that is described belov.

Initial tests of the SADFRAD antenna
system were made using this model of
a C-121 aircraft. Modeling experiments SADFRAD-GENERAL DESCRIPTION: The
were necessary to determine optimum experimental airborne Synthetic Aper-
antenna pattern shape and location on ture Dual Frequency Radar (SAD-
the aircraft. FRAD) may come to be cited as one of

AFCRL's most significant Air Force
The flight test program was accom- contributions during the three years of

plished in four phases and consisted of this report. The radar was designed to
100 hours of airborne time. The first detect, locate, and identify stationary
phase, conducted during the mechanical tactical military targets in a high clut-
air-worthiness trials of the modified air- ter environment. The basic technique
craft, took advantage of targets of op- making this performance possible is a
portunity such as ships at sea, large new signal processing technique devel-
metallic structures and vehicles on the oped at AFCRL.
ground. The second phase involved The SADFRAD system, in contrast
flights over controlled radar targets, to the first generation Phase Compari-
such as vehicles and dipole arrays placed son Radars reviewed above, uses a fo-
in various terrain environments, to pro- cused synthetic aperture to achieve
vide a variety of clutter-target returns, high azimuthal resolution. The signal
The third phase was conducted at the processing technique not only uses tar-
RADC UNDERBRUSH range at Eglin get amplitude data (as do most radars)
AFB, Florida, using a combination of but also dual harmonic differential
controlled and tactical targets immersed phase signature data at HF and VHF
in a pseudo-tropical terrain. The tacti- frequencies with real-time on-board
cal targets included a convoy of military synthetic aperture processing. A dif-
vehicles, single vehicles, and a simulated ferential phase signature characteristic
SAM missile site. The fourth phase cen- of each target type is generated. Real-
tered on the detection of airborne air- time target information from the syn-
craft at various altitudes. thetic aperture processor is used to
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provide both target amplitude and phase
signature strip imagery displayed on
black and white and color TV monitors. .. ..

The SADFRAD system offers several
advantages over existing airborne sen-
sor systems and techniques. These are:
clutter or foliage penetration, resonant
region target detection, and real-time
radar strip imagery. In the first part
of 1970, the system was installed on an
AFSC Avionics Laboratory C-121 flight
test aircraft. Initial tests from Hans-
corn Field will begin in July or August
of 1970. These tests are designed to
(1) determine the operational effec-
tiveness of the system, (2) acquire
resonant region dual harmonic phase
signature data, and (3) collect radar Tests of the SADFRAD radar began
clutter data at frequencies previously in the summer of 1970. These two an-

not investigated. tennas, mounted on a C-121, were
found to be of optimum design.

SADFRAD-DEVELOPMENT AND DETAIL:
SADFRAD's large dual frequency an- down the incoming target data rate by
tennas were designed and fabricated by a factor of 128:1. At this rate, target
AFCRL and consist of two closely in- data can be recorded on tape running
terlaced, asymmetrical, folded dipoles. at 120 inches per second. These records
Extensive experimentation was con- provide radar clutter data at frequen-
ducted on the AFCRL antenna test cies heretofore little explored in radar
range using a 1/10th scale C-121 air- detection systems.
craft model to determine the antenna The heart of the system is the radar
configuration which would yield the re- processor which is a digital, focused,
quired radiation patterns, sidelobe lev- synthetic aperture subsystem with pulse
els, complementary front-to-back ratios compression. Unlike most synthetic
and impedance (bandwidth). aperture devices which are non real-

The dual channel receiver system time and require elaborate ground opti-
consists of both a phase stable limit- cal processing to generate radar strip
ing channel to generate bipolar video imagery, the SADFRAD processor op-
data for the synthetic aperture proc- erates real-time on-board the aircraft.
essor and a linear channel which gen- This is achieved by a sophisticated par-
erates stretched bipolar video. These allel subarray data flow scheme. It pro-
two separate receiver systems are neces- vides simultaneous digital signals pro-
sary because the radar system pro- portional to the amplitude of the target
vides both instantaneous target data at the two frequencies, and in addition,
and background clutter data which is the dual harmonic target differential
recorded on magnetic tape for later phase signature data. These outputs
computer analysis. This latter neces- provide (azimuth versus range) radar

sitated the design and construction of strip imagery to drive the display. The
a data stretcher which effectively slows processor also controls the PRF of the
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radar and is proportional to aircraft tors, while the target differential phase
velocity. Consequently, the individual signature data are presented as one of
elements of the synthetic aperture are the 16 possible colors on the color
equally spaced similar to a linear array monitor.
and the returns can be added and phase The console equipment accumulates
compensated without regard to non- the processed radar data and continu-
constant aircraft velocity along the ously reads through all this stored data
flight path. Motien compensation sig- at the standard television rate of 30
nals from a modih.ed AN/ASN-63 In- frames a second. The data are stored
ertial Navigation System are also pro- in a digital core memory which is large
vided to the processor to correct for enough so that 12,000 range/azimuth
flight path dc:vitions. cells can be displayed at one time. Newly

processed data from the synthetic aper-
SADFRAD-DISPLAY: A unique feature ture radar enters the display at the top

of SADFRAD is the display. Display of of the screen. Previously stored data
the data in a form meaningful to the are shifted downward, line by line. The
operator required a new approach to oldest stored data drop off the lower
radar imagery display design. The dis- edge of the picture and are discarded.
play console provides the operator with In this way, a continuously moving view
three TV monitors presenting radar of the terrain below is obtained.
strip imagery. The real-time target If the airborne tests that will be con-
amplitude data at the two frequencies ducted in 1970 and 1971 are successful,
are displayed on black and white moni- a new detection and display philosophy

will have been proved feasible and the
Air Force given a new capability.

SPECTRUM ANALYSIS RADAR: The spec-
trum analysis radar seemed to promise
too much from such simple componen-
try. What was promised was a radar
that was difficult to jam, having almost
no mutual interference between nearby
radars of the same type, high range res-
olution of closely spaced multiple tar-
gets, high accuracy, and the capability
of measuring range down to zero to
within accuracy of a foot or so. Test
result5 matched optimistic expectations.

T bpctrum analysis radar is based
on a new radar principle. Its key com-
ponent is a spectrum analyzer. AFCRL's
test model, in fact, used a standard spec-

The SADFRAD display system con- trum analyzer of the type found in all
sists of three scopes. The two upper
scopes display target amplitude at two well-equipped microwave laboratories.
separate frequencies. The large third The signal source used in the test model
scope presents differential phase data was a gaseous discharge noise tube
in color. The operator uses all three to
locate targets obscured by foliage and producing a Gaussian noise signal. Ba-
clutter. sically, the radar is a cw noise radar.
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The spectrum of random noise by it-
self gives no meaningful information.
A reference signal is needed. For the

SU. - reference signal, a small part of the
transmitted signal is extracted and de-
layed. This reference signal is then
added to the received signal and their
sum observed on a spectrum analyzer.

SAlthough these two signals are uncor-
related, the power spectrum of their
sum is modulated. The modulation fre-
quency depends only on the range of
the target.

If the signal is put through a peak
detector and a filter and displayed ona second spectrum analyzer, an A-scope

display would result. Pips along the
horizontal line of the scope indicate the

S presence of targets. The location of
.. . these pips is linearly proportional to

the range of the target. It would, if
The spectrum analysis radar uses a desirable, be fairly easy to convert the
dual antenna system. Wide band noise A-scope display to a standard radih or
is transmitted, and the reflected signals PPI display.
are processed by spectrum analyzers. Angular location of a target can be

determined by using two systems (or
But it must not be confused with other one, time-shared between two antennas)
ew noise radars or frequency agile ra- separated by a small distance. The small
dars such as CHIRP or DITHER. Such difference in range to the target as
radars usually require complex delay- seen by each of the antennas will cause
ing and cross-correlation techniques, the location of the nulls oicserved in
The spectrum analysis radar requires the spectrum of one system to shift rela-
neither. tive to the other. If the spacing between

The radar had its origin in partial antennas is known, this shift can be con-
coherence theory, a theory that de- verted into angular position.
scribes the behavior of broadband noise The radar could be used for a wide
signals as they propagate. The theory varicty of short range applications-
predicts that even after all traces of up to about 20 miles or so. Because of
amplitude interaction due to phasing its basic siwplicity and relative immu-
between two signals have vanished, it is nity to m.ual interference, a foremost
still possible for their power spectra to application could be as a collision avoid-
interact. ance radar for military and commercial

The spectrum analysis radar is the aircraft.
direct result of the discovery that when
a noise signal illuminates a target or TARGET SCATTERING PROPERTIES: Fu-
any discontinuity, the power spectrum ture radars will take advantage of the
of the reflected signal, and not its in- scattering properties of the target with
tensity, contains the target information, a view toward extracting detail from
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the scattered waveform. This implies the observable image of the target. The
that the signal will be processed as in image distortion introduced by the lin-
the case of the SADFRAD radar dis- ear system is precisely that due to the
cussed earlier. Usually a broadband radar itself and is characterized by the
signal rather than the conventional dis- appropriate doppler cut of the system's
crete frequency will be transmitted be- ambiguity function.
cause more information is contained in The temporal impulse response is a
the detected signal. The synthetic range function of the target's shape, size, ma-
resolution of the processed signal far terial composition and spatial orienta-
surpasses the resolution capabilities of tion with respect to the radar. It is
the physical radar system itself. Funda- theoretically calculable for a large class
mental to the evolution of these new of shapes. Computer verification of
radars are studies of the electromag- these principles has rrovided the range
netic scattering properties of the target and azimuth images of a flat, metal
and a knowledge of the manner in plate illuminated by a standard rectan-
which the radar itself distorts these sig- gular pulse of energy.
nals. The following paragraphs review A closely related topic is the control of
some of the work at AFCRL. the electromagnetic reflecting properties

The Laboratory has found that the of targets. Detailed knowledge of the
range imaging properties of targets can electromagnetic field structure in the
be completely characterized by two vicinity of the radar target is essential
quantities: the radar system wideband for the design of effective scatter con-
ambiguity function and the target's trol techniques. For this, new test facil-
electromagnetic impulse response. Con- ities not presently available are needed.
ceptually, the range image is generated Such a test range will permit precise
by passing the electromagnetic tern- measurements of the farfield radar cross
poral impulse response of the target section, and at the same time, allow for
through a conventional linear system. an investigation of the properties of
The temporal output of the system is the near-in scattered field. Such com-

plex shapes as cone-spheres and ma-
neuverablc re-entry type vehicle models

S', form an important class of targets for
,_ these measurements. Impedance load-

ing, as a means of radar cross section

G,€ W)control, has been extended to various
G. W) object shapes and over wider frequency

qw , CW)G bands in careful experimental work on
the Ipswich scattering range facilities.

AFCRL has also developed a new
method for describing the reflection of
broadband or partially coherent signals
from arrays of randomly spaced scat-

Among the many radar schemes de- terers. This situation is often encoun-
veloped by the Laboratory is this con-
figuration of a random signal radar tered in the radar signal reflection from
system. A broad bandwidth random rough surfaces or in scatter communi-
signal is scattered by discrete targets, cation links. The technique is based on
and detection depends on the analysis
of the power spectrum density of the the statistics of random variables and
far-zone scattered field, yields results in the form of probability
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density functions for the intensity of reporting period, AFCRL placed in
the reflected signal, operation two experimental antennas

One of the more important conse- based on this principle.
quences of this technique is that it Not all antenna research in the Lab-
shows the heretofore unknown inter- oratory takes the designer into compli-
connection between broadband signals cated processing schemes. The short
that have a discrete spectrum, and those backfire antenna discused below is a
that have a continuous spectrum. For case in point.
the first time, a continuous noise spec-
trum can be replaced by a set of suitably
spaced monochromatic signals. With
this representation one can determine
the physical extent of the scattering
volume by studying the measured char-
acteristics of the scattered signal. These
studies are directly applicable to many
scattering problems and in fact are
being presently appied in-house to the
analysis of a millimeter tropospheric
scatter communications link.

ANTENNA DEVELOPMENT AND THEORY -

All antennas distort the information
they receive. Because antenna perform- .
ance sets fundamental limits to overall vo-
system performance, an antenna Ie-
soarch objective is to reduce this distor-
tion. In a practical sense, the designer
can reduce it just so far because he
must always trade optimum perform-
ance for realizable designs in terms of
size, weigh, and cost.

One novel approach to antenna design
at AFCRL is one in which the number
of radiating elements in an array can
be greatly reduced yet giving the same
performance as antennas with many
more elements. The trade-off in this
case is the sacrifice of technical simplic-
ity. Data processors must be incorpo-
rated into the antenna design to corre- In 1969, AFCRL's backfire antenna,
late the signals detected by each of the first developed in 1962, was chosen as
antenna elements. AFCRL believes this the basic ground terminal antenna of

sacrifice is well worth the benefits and the TACSATCOM System. The an-tenna opens and closes like an umbrella.
that the technique will come to be widely Two designs of the antenna are pre-

used by antenna desigakers. During the sented.
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SHORT BACKFIRE ANTENNA: The per- replacing their feed system by AFCRL's
formance of the short backfire antenna short backfire antenna. A gain of 20 dB
was first demonstrated by AFCRL in can be obtained with an antenna ten
1962. In 1969 it was placed in produc- wavelengths long. A conventional end-
tion as the primary transmitting and fire antenna with the same gain and
receiving antenna for the new Tactical the same pattern quality but without the
Satellite Communications System (TAO- backfire feed, would have to be about
SATCOM). From the accompanying three times as long.
photograph, it can be seen that the
highly portable antenna looks somewhat 6.75 MHz ARRAY: This huge antenna
like a pie plate with a flat rim. A small consists of 103 dipoles arranged in a
reflecting plate is placed at a given circle having a radius of approximately
wavelength distance from the larger re- 1000 feet. By processing and correlating
flecting surface of the antenna. the data from the 103 dipoles, resolu-

In a joint effort of the Army, Navy, tion comparable to that obtained from
Marine Corps and Air Force the system a filled array of more than 600 dipoles
was tested in a net of 13 stations located i . possible. The antenna is located in
on jeeps, ships, and submarines in the Sudbury, Mass., and operates at a fre-
area betwecn Bermuda and Hawaii. quency of 6.75 MHz. During this re-
During the first test of the TACSAT- porting period, various data processing
COM Feasibility Program, all 13 sta- methods for the image reconstruction
tions could be contacted from a control of incoherent source distributions, such
station at Fort Monmouth, N.J., via the as the radio sky, were tested. The in-
22,000 mile high TACSAT I satellite tent of such processing schemes is to
with voice quality equal to a next door account for all known sources of error
telephone call. Although the backfire in a modified antenna transfer func-
antenna provides excellent electrical tion, which is then used to produce a
performance, physically, it is light and more accurate map of the source. All
simple. One of the three types of back- procezsklg is done in a central com-
fire antennas currently being manufac- puting van.
tured can be opened and closed like an Interference, k-th man-made and
umbrella and even packed in a rucksack natural, is a large source of error at
for easy transport. this frequency. One method of inter-

The continuation of in-house research ference reduction makes use of the
on these backfire antennas has resulted fact that the source distribution moves
in another new type of high gain end- in position while (on the average) the
fire antenna, called the cavity endfire interference is stationary. This allows
antenna. The typical gain of conven- the signal and the interference to be
tional optimized endfire antennas like separated and the interference received
Yagis, helical or disk antennas, is no by the whole array can be compared to
mo'e than about 15 dB and is approxi- that received by a single dipole element.
mately proportional to their structural Methods and equipment have been de-
lengths. For higher gains (in the 20 veloped which partially cancel out this
dB range), however, such antei nas be- type of interference.
come impractically long because their The ionosphere introduces a large
gain increases only slowly with length. amount of error at 6.75 MHz. Repre-
Gain limitaticns of such conventional senting as it does a time and spatially
endfire antennas can be overcome by varying redium between the source and
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N tions can be minimized in the data
i4 [processing or image restoration pro-
!o4, cedures. The random effects of the ion-

i I 2 3 osphere pose more of a problem. With
i 3 a partial knowledge of some of thesel~llll 2 I Illlrandom properties, processing schemes

to at least minimize such errors have
been instrumented and tested.

This array was designed to verify
I optimum design principles (for a pla-

nar aperture) that require the antenna
i i transfer function (or spatial frequency

I2 response function) to be flat over a
large part of its passband. The anten-

I-II na's beam can be scanned and mutual
coupling effects between antenna ele-
ments accounted for in the restoration
process. The operating frequencies were
chosen because no high resolution radio

53 telescopes exist in this frequency range
r--- even though there are many radio stel-

41 lar sources which are strong emitters
i in the 5 to 7.5 MHz band. The inter-

ference rejecting mechanisms inherent
- in the data processing may have wide

applicability in long range detection
radars.

THE MILLIMETER WAVE ARRAY: At

the other end of the spectrum-in the
mm wavelength range-the Laboratory:1- - is constructing a 28-foot linear array of
four parabolic reflector Pntennas oper-

.- ating at a wavelength oi 2 mm (140
GHz). Spacing between dishes is such

AFCRL's 6.75 MHz array consists of that the array functions as a seven ele-
103 dipoles arranged in a 2000-ft diam- ment interferometer. To achieve this,
eter circle. It is located at Sudbury,
Mass. By processing signals detected data from the four elements are signal
by each of the dipoles, resolution is processed by a computer which restores
equivalent to that ) an array of 600 the image and enhances it.
dipoles. A new temperature controlled struc-

ture to house the device has been built
the antenna, its effect on the antenna and the array components have been
output or image is partly predictable installed. Such a building poses con-
and partly unknown. The known or struction problems not only because
predictable effects can be included in heat and coc' distort the precision align-
the modified antenna transfer function ment of the array but because minor vi-
and the corresponding image distor- brations can also upset operations. This
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the same way as visible light. The fin-
ished instrument will be used for ex-

4 ( periments at 2 mm, a region of the
spectrum relatively unexplored.

DATA PROCESSING FOR INCREASED
RESOLUTION: The 7Laboratory has dem-
onstrated that the resolving power of

J an antenna can be improved by 50 to
-i 100 percent by signal processing. Di-

rectly applicable to situations like those
around crowded airports where today's
broad-beamed FAA radars are pushed
to their limits, the technique can also
be adapted to airborne radars forced
to use small diameter antennas to fit in
the aircraft nose.

The AFCRL spatial frequency proc-
essing scheme was tested with the Lab-
oratory's 29-foot antenna in Waltham,
Mass. The processing has two major
Shases: first, the spectral components
of the soirce (like the sun) or target
(in radar applications) must be re-
stored. The antenna, because its pat-
tern isn't a single perfect beam but
rather is divided into lobes and nulls,
always gives an incomplete picture of
what it views; so by melding the in-
coming data together with the known
antenna pattern it is possible to recon-
struct the image. The second step is to
retrieve and sharpen detail through
iterative solution of a complex integral

Placed in operation during the period equation.
was AFCRL's 2 mm array shown in the The accurLcy of the technique is only
construction phase in the photo above. as good as the accuracy of the antenna
Inside this temperature-controlled build-
ing are four high precision dishes. Op- pattern, a quantity usually difficult to
tical theory rather than antenna the- obtain with large antennas. But forory dictated the design of this system. small dishes whose patterns are easy

to gauge, or for larger existing dishes
latter necessitates a huge antenna base whose characteristics can be measured
with deep foundations. very accurately-like antennas at major

This antenna incorporates new con- air traffic control centers-the tech-
cepts for feeding the parabolic dishes. nique can be made to work well.
Lenses and mirrors are used for the
transr ission of this extremely high fre- PRESCRIBED NULLS IN RADIATION PAT-
quency; it is in fact treated in much TERNS: Two distinct problem areas in
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antenna array design are maximization for adaptive operations in which the
of directive gain and radiation pattern pattern must be rapidly reconfigured,
beam shaping. In the former, generally often without the possibility of a change
little consideration is given to the radi- in element locations. This constraint
ation pattern structure that results from techi.'que is an attractive way of mak-
the maximization procedure. A high
gain antenna may well have a pattern -unacceptable from other standpoints. W.t1. A"q--
In beam slhaping operations on the -

structure is the prime requirement and

one usually obtains good pattern con- . > -)
trol only with a significant sacrifice
in gain.

There is, however, a class of very
practical problems, intermediate be-
tween these two traditional extremes,
in which one simultaneously seeks max-
imum gain in a prescribed direction and
some degree of pattern control in one
or several other prespecified directions.
For example, in a radic communication

link or in a missile detection radar, the
design goals are maximum gain in the
direction of some distant transmitter
or receiver and the reduction or elimina-
tion of interfererce or jamming from
other directions. in such cases, one
would like to restructure the radiation AMA
pattern-placing nulls or reducing the
radiation level-subject to the con-
straint that the resultant gain be the
largest possible under the conditions
imposed.

A technique has been developed that
maximizes directive gain subject to cer-
tain pattern constraints. The method
is applicable to any number of array
elements, uniformly oi non-uniformly
spaced in any geometric configuration,
and allows the designer to specify ar-
bitrary directions for pattern nulls
and/or sidelobes, while guaranteeing k. :
maximum gain in some prespecified di-
rection. All mutual coupling effects are Historically, the program of the Micro-
accounted for. Only the element cur- wave Physics Laboratory has been

marked by strong emphasis on theory.rents need be varied (in amplitude Theoretical concepts are then trans-
and phase), making the method useful lated :nto test equipments.
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ing corrective alterations to the radia- erties of the parameters of the random
tion pattern structure in a manner medium have been established. Coupled
which, at the same time, assures maxi- to a previously developed relationship
mum gain. between the transcorrelation function

and the antenna parameters, a corn-
ANTENNA DESIGN FOR TURBULENT plete solution linking signal, antenna

MEDIA: Quite often, the medium through and turbulent medium has been derived.
which an electromagnetic wave must
pass on its way from transmitter to
receiver is a turbulent one. The ion-
osphere is one example of such a ran- MM WAVE PROPAGATION
domly varying medium. Such media
tend to decorrelate signals which pass The Laboratory's millimeter wave re-
through them, and since correlation search program has two principhl ob-
represents, in a crude way, the infor- jectives. The first is to investigate the
mation content of a signal, there is a limitations imposed by the atmosphere
loss of information in a turbulent me- on propagation of electromagnetic en-
dium. The Laboratory has developed ergy at millimeter wavelengths. The
antenna design techniques which opti- second is to use the propagated wave as
mize the amplitude and phase taper a diagnostic tool to obtain information
of a receiving array which may be part on lower atmospheric structure and to
of a communications link operating in investigate the gross surface properties
a turbulent medium. Maximum infor- of the sun, moon and near planets.
mation transfer is the objective, and Several radiometric systems are used
this is accomplished by the maximiza- for these studies but the primary in-
tion of the transcorrelation function strument is the Laboratory's 29 ft mm
(a space-time average of the correla- radar in Waltham, Mass.
tion between the input and output sig- Strongly motivating this research is
nals of the communications system). a requirement for high data rate and
The relation between the transcorrela- broadband earth-to-space communica-
tion function and the statistical prop- tion channels. Small wavelengths mean

high gain, high resolution, compact an-
tennas, all of which are obviously de-
sirable in space vehicle instrumenta-
tion. As smaller wavelengths are used,
however, certain antenna problems

- - -arise. One of these is that the ultimate
size of the antenna aperture is lim-

W( -± ited by mechanical tolerance. Contour-
MCCO* P OP, ,? P c-, ing of the collecting surface must ap-

P proach optical tolerances to overcome
aberrations. The system is also "at-

Af,,, UA ,o S,.CNCC .4,TUATO mosphere" limited, in the sense that
n"a there is a strong interaction between

the lower atmosphere and millimeter
Shown here is a block diagram of the waves that degrades antenna perform-
HF ionospheric mapping array. Com-
puter processing restores and enhances ance. It may be possible however to
the image, use this effect to obtain information on
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clear air turbulence, atmospheric tern- 1 ,IF
perature, pressure, water vapor profiles
and cloud composition by using a short
wavelength radar and radiometric sen-
sors.

ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION: Use of
millimeter waves in earth-to-space corn-
munication systems has many attr
tions but one big disadvantage-- tmo-
spheric attenuation. How severe this
disadvantage would be must await the •
accumulation of statistical data on at-
tenuation at various mm wavelengths.
Two methods have been used by the
Laboratory for obtaining such data:
1) Using the sun as a source and ob- -__

serving the change in the received sig-
nal as a function of atmospheric condi-
tions and 2) by assuming the atmo-
sphere is in thermodynamic equilibrium This high precision 29-ft millimeter
and treating it as a black body, the at- wave antenna located in Waltham,
tenuation is determined from a meas- Mass., has been used for n'any years
urement of atmospheric emission. for atmospheric and solar resenrch.

Previous measurements at 15 and
35 GHz using both methods have shown located at a high elevation in a dry
that clear sky attenuations are well cor- climate since atmospheric attenuation
related with absolute humidity and in- decreases with both increasing altitude
crease proportionally with the secant and decreasing humidity. Because heavyi of the zenith angle. This agrees very rainfall is usually quite localized, there
well with theory. Although the atten- is also the possibility of usirg two or
uation is low for clear sky and increases more terminals spaced sufficiently far

slightly for unsettled conditions, it be- apart with the reasoning that heavy
comes quite large for heavy rainfall, rain occurring at all terminals simul-
To gather rainfall statistics, a radio- taneously is quite ui!ikely.
metric system operating at frequencies
of 15 GHz and 35 GHz was installed SOLAR OBSERVATIONS: Observations
in Hilo, Hawaii, a region that has rain of the sun have been conducted for mary
about 300 days per year with a mean years to derive criteria for predicting
annual rainfall of approximately 140 solar events that are translated into
inches. terrestrial effects. (For an expanded

From the data obtained so far, it is discussion o this forecasting problem,
evident that in selected portions of the see Chaptei VII.) Among these ter-
millimeter band the attenuation is suf- restrial effects are aurora, hf communi-
ficiently low to permit wideband earth- cation blackouts, and magnetic storms.
to-satellite communications with mod- The most disruptive solar event trig-
erate reliability. For very high relia- gering these effects are proton flares.
bility, the earth terminal should be The sun can be considered as a
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plasma with a plasma cutoff wavelength SOLAR MAPS

which is a function of solar altitude. TAKEN ON 2,AUARY 1970

This means that the depth from which
electromagnetic radiation is received '00o.K-

from the sun is a function of wave- gig
length. Radiation at optical wavelengths -___-_ ._____---_
originates from the photosphere (the TE ,,,A OUTPUT AFCRLCS 29.1 PROSPECT HILL ANTENNA

apparent solar surface) ; that at centi-
meter wavelengths, from the high chro- 6000.K -

mosphere (8-10,000 km above the pho-
tosphere) and that at the longer wave- 5

lengths from the corona (the outer- EWIAUCEO OUTPUT AFCRL S 291I PROSPECT HILL

most section of the sun). Radiation at
millimeter wavelengths originates from .
a region above the photosphere about -

half way into the chromosphere, the re-
gion in which flares are believed to ANTENA OUTPUT oITS 1201I HAYSTAC ANTENNA

have their origin.
To obtain much needed data for solar

flare forecasting, the Laboratory ob-
served the sun over a long period at The three plots of solar temperatures
8.6 mm, a wavelength at which radi- show that by processing signals from a
ation primarily from the upper and small dish (center plot), resolution

comparable to that obtained with a
middle chromospheric regions origi- much larger dish (lower plot) is pos-
nates. Daily mappings of the black- sible.

body temperature distribution over the
solar disk are conducted with the 29
ft mm antenna. Active centers appear
as local enhancements in the observed hancement and for which there has
intensity distributions; the sizes and been an optical event taking place si-
degrees of enhancement depend mark- multaneously. These burst variations
edly on wavelength. have usually produced an order of mag-

The general features of millimeter nitude increase in the intensity levels,
wavelength observations show that ac- but because of the small size of the
tive regions exhibit blackbody tempera- brightened region, such bursts have in-
tures as high as 25 percent above the creased the total solar flux by only a
quiescent background levels. Of partic- few percent. Exceptions to this situa-
ular interest at 8.6 mm are the tem- tion have been found to occur during
poral variations of the active regions proton producing burst events where
as they pass across the solar disk. They increases comparable to the total flux
exhibit two distinct time scales. The from the sun have been observed to
firs', type, or slow variation, occurs over originate from regions with an area
periods ranging from several hours to less than 1 percent of the total solar
a few days. The second type, or burst disk. In one case. the irtensity of a
variations, have time durations of the burst produced an 82 percent increase
order of a few minutes. Bursts have in the solar flux at a wavelength of
been seen only in those regions exhibit- 8.6 mm.
ing at least a 6 percent level of en- The solar mapping program is being
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extended to provide observations at a function of temperature, humidity
three frequencies-15, 35, and 95 GHz and pressure. Inhomogeneities in the
-simultaneously. Spectral as well as refractive index cause scattering of
temporal variations will be studied for electromagnetic waves. Information
use in improving solar forecasting tech- about composition, organized motion,
niques. and turbulence within the troposphere

may be obtained from the magnitude,
THE VENUS ATMOSPHERE: To point up the doppler shift and the doppler spread

the wealth of information that can be of the scattered signals. Using a mon-
derived from radiometric millimeter ostatic or bistatic radar of sufficient
measurements, the results of a study of spatial resolution, the scattering char-
the Venus atmosphere should be noted acteristics of a small portion of the
in passing. The results of these earth- troposphere can be monitored along
based measurements were in good agree- with the range of doppler shifts occur-

ient with those obtained by the Mar- ring in this region.
iner 5 in its Venus flight. Forward scatter from relatively weak

Measurements of the spectral charac- tropospheric inhomogeneities exceeds
teristics of the Venus radio brightness backscatter by orders of magnitude,
temperature were used to construct the The Laboratory and the Canadian Corn-
following model of the Venus atmos- munications Research Centre in Ottawa
phere: on the Venus surface, one would have established a high resolution, for-
find an intense and perpetual dust storm, ward scatter path length of approxi-
with the wind sweeping across the mately 500 km. Two kilowatts of highly
arid surface picking up dust particles
eroded to fine aerosols. The particles 800 800

are carried to heights of 60 km or so
by strong convection currents created 700 . 700

by the 820 degree K daytime tempera- ILLUMINATED HEMISPHERE
ture. The night-time temperature (Ve- 2 6

nus has a rotation period of 243 days) 600
is about 620 degrees K. During the .a
night when the convection currents cease, M 500 500

dust concentrations at high altitudes
greatly decrease although concentra- o

tions in the lower Venus atmosphere ~ 40-jO

remain heavy. 300

300-30

LOWER ATMOSPHERIC STRUCTURE: The
fine structure and turbulent dynamics I . _ __---..
of the earth's troposphere-the region 8 1o 20 40 60 80 100

from the surface up to heights of 10-18 FREOUENCY (6Hz)

km-often go unrecorded by sensors
carried aloft in balloons, rockets and From this plot of the temperature vari-ations of Planet Venus a model of the
aircraft since these sensors provide Venus atmosphere was postulated. It is

only a fleeting picture of the situation interesting to note that the dark side of

at one instant of time. Tropospheric the planet at a frequency of about 88
GHz appears warmer than the sunlit

structure, however, is closely repre- side. Dust in the Venus atmosphere

sented by its refractive index which is can produce this effect.
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stable cw power are transmitted from the average doppler frequency offset
the AFCRL 29 ft antenna and received and have been successfully correlated
by the Canadian station which has an with radiosonde data.
equivalent antenna. The frequency of Along with this meteorologically ori-
15.73 GHz is the highest ever used for ented work, the beyond-the-horizon
a long-range troposcatter experiment, communication characteristics of the
Both terminals are equipped with syn- medium are investigated. Because tro-
chronous computer-controlled beam- pospheric scattering is a random, fluc-
swinging so that the volume common to tuating phenomenon, at least from a
both antenna beams (beamwidth 0.16*) microscale point of view, careful con-
can be rapidly scanned along arbitrary sideration is being given to bandwidth
tropospheric paths. limitation and correlation between sig-

nals received on discrete frequencies.

I PLASMA ELECTROMAGNETICS

The plasma sheath surrounding a re-
. " entering aerospace vehicle disrupts elec-

tromagnetic radiation to and from the
spacecraft or missile. The problem, in-
sofar as the ballistic re-entry of manned
space vehicles is concerned, presents

I inconveniences but can be lived with.
But in terms of projected Air Force
capabilities, solution to the plasma

-. _. sheath.problem is a goal of considerable
priority. Disruptive effects include sig-
nal attenuation and distortion, antenna

° -- voltage breakdown, radio noise genera-
tion, and channel cross modulation.

Separate from but related to these prob-
lems are those caused by vehicle wakes

Data being examined are signals scat- during re-entry and by rocket exhausts
tered from the troposphere ovei . five-
hour interval. The data show many during the launch phase.
small-scale changes in the scattering Research efforts, which range from
layers during this interval, rocket flight tests to laboratory studies

in simulated plasma media, provide

A large number of tests have been both the necessary practical solutions
performed to analyze tropospheric com- to these problems and a better under-
position, generally in the form of two- standing of the physical nature of the
dimensional cuts through a volume cen- plasma sheath. Plasma alleviation tech-
tered at hwidpath. These cuts are 200 niques (principally the use of chemical
km long, 100 km wide, and rang.. from additives and magnetic fields) and diag-
5-15 km in height. Crosspath wind nostic instruments to measure the in-
measurements in the upper trop.jsphere flight characteristics of the plasma
have been routinely made by recording sheath have received major emphasis.
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For its simulation experiments, the esting conclusions. Test results indi-

Laboratory installed two new plasma cate that the radio blackout effects of
generators during the reporting period the plasma sheath occurred at an alti-
-added to a DC arc-jet facility in op- tude about 10,000 feet lower than the
eration for many years. One of these predicted blackout altitude. This dis-
is a "button-type" discharge (developed crepancy remains unexplained even
by the Aerospace Corporation) by though relatively sophisticated flow field
which means a uniform stable plasma is calculations (using a merged plasma
produced. Another new equipment is a flow rather than separate boundary and
high temperature, high velocity airflow sh&ck layers) were made.
system designed to produce a continu-
ous supersonic airflow in the 2000 de-
grees K region.

Microwave tests on chemical addi-
tives, using the DC arc-jet facility, have
shown that liquid droplets of electro-
philic compounds, such as the fluoro-
carbons, are very effective in reducing
electron density in a high-temperature "
plasma. The measurements indicate .
that the plasma is converted, through
the action of additives, into a nonat-
tenuative type of medium, consisting
primarily of positive and negative ions
rather than electrons. These studies and
related work show that chemical addi- "Y>- 1,

tives are very effective in improving
radio transmission through the rz-entry =

plasma sheath. The arc-jet facility is, ''
therefore, being upgraded to permit ad-
ditional tests on the effects of heat -shield ablatives, contaminants, and high

microwave power levels on the perform-
ance of chemical additive systems. Sev- In June 1969, this Trailblazer II was

launched from Wallops Island to meas-eral theoretical studies have also been ure radio transmission through the
pursued with the goal of selecting op- plasma sheath. After reaching apogee,
timum chemical additives (based on the final stage of the rocket was fired
their chemical and physical properties) downward to achieve reentry velocities.
for specific flight parameters and oper-
ational requirements. Measurements of the in-flight radia-

tion patterns of an S-band slot antenna,
ROCKET PROGRAM: Two rockets were mounted at the stagnation point of the

lamched from Wallops Island, Virginia, nose cone, show that the shape of the
during the period, one in October 1967 antenna pattern is unchanged by the
and one in June 1969. The June 1969 thin plasma sheath. But the signal is
flight of a Trailblazer II was similar to strongly attenuated. Bth effects had
an earlier June 1967 flight. Data from been predicted. The theoretical viria-
these two rockets rroduced some inter- tion of the antenna admittance with the
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TRAILBLZER , NOSE CONE MR discrete steps of 60, 100 and 300 watts.

CHEMICAL ALLEVIATION TEST At those altitudes for which the elec-

LAWJ4 PROIS TEST AXtron density in the plasma sheath was
almost critical but still underdense,

AT WATER nonlinear effects of pulse distortion and

excess signal attenuation were clearly
,.n om ,. s evident at the high and medium but not

&AN' the low, power levels. The altitude at
T LEMETRY which the reflection coefficient of the an-ANTENNAS

tenna increased sharply due to plasma
sheath effects was about 10,000 feet
greater for the high power signals than
for low power. Calculations of the non-
linear interactions of S-band microwave

ELECTROACOIK signals with ionized flow fields have been
-ODUTIT initiated to corroborate these results.

These flight data, taken under relatively
ideal flow conditions, will serve as a

This nose cone contains chemicals which benchmark for both linear and non-
will be released during re-entry to alle- linear plasroa effects against which
viate plasma sheath effects. theoretical speculation and other field

tests may be compared. Two more

plasma sheath profile displays a strong Trailblazer flights are scheduled. One
dependence on only one parameter: the in October 1970 will carry a plama
distance from the missile skin to the re- diagnostics payload; the other in 1971,
gion where the plasma becomes over- a chemical additive experiment.
dense. This distance is defined as the A Nike-Cajun rocket was launched
electromagnetic boundary layer thick- in October 1967 to measure antenna
ness at the operating frequency. The voltage breakdown effects. The flight
S-band signal was strongly attenuated showed a strong correlation between
as altitude decreased, with an almost the e~ac of antenna breakdown and
total radio frequency blackout below the solar illumination of the antenna,
230,000 feet. Measurements of the confirming a theory proposed earlier.
coupling between the transmitting an- The postulated mechanism for this ef-
tenna at the stagnation point and a fect is the photoemission of electrons
similar receiving antenna at the shoul- from the rocket skin, caused by the
der of the nose cone show a slight initial ultraviolet radiation of the sun. A the-
rise in coupling at very high altitudes oretical and experimental analysis of
(which may be indicative of trapped the antenna breakdown problem is
surface waves in the plasma layers) reviewed in the following paragraphs.
followed by a very sharp decrease. This
decoupling at the lower altitudes is al- ANTENNA BREAKDOWN IN THE PLAS-
most entirely caused by power reflec- MA SHEATH: The prediction of the
tion losses in the transmitting antenna, power level at which a plasma-covered
rather than by external coupling losses, antenna will break down is of crucial

In the Trailblazer II rocket flight of importance for ECM vehicles which
June 1969 the pulsed microwave power must operate at high power levels for
to the S-band antenna was varied in jamming purposes. Many factors must
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be considered; the structure of the inho-
mogeneous near fields of the antenna,

the electron density profile, the plasma 0 -UNDERENSE PLASMA

temperature distribution and, finally, OVEROENSE PLASMA

the electron production and loss rate t
coefficients.

The computations are complex be- ,0
cause one mukc solve the Boltzmann o
equation for the electron distribution
function which is then used in Max-
well's equations to determine the elec- o 7

tric and magnetic fields. Since most PULSE WIDTH-p SECinformation needed is either un- HIGH POWER PULSE SHAPE DISTORTIONof the iFROM S-BAND ANTENNA
known or known only to order of mag-
nitude accuracy, an alternate theory
has been developed. This approach uses High power microwave pulses trans-
the continuity equation together with mitted through an S-band antenna on

the Trailblazer II nose cone are dis-
electron production and loss terms. 'n torted by passage through the plasma
this theoretical model the effect of the sheath. The idealized, undistorted pulse
plasma upon the radiation pattern of has a two-level rectangular shape.

the antenna is neglected.
This continuity equation approach, For this reason, the variational for-

although simpler than the Boltzmann- mulation has been extended to provide
Maxwell equation system, is still diffi- a lower bound for the breakdown field
cult to solve when inhomogeneous c-lec- strength. This extension of the theory
tric fields, like those in the near fields has been applied to several problems
of a re-entry antenna, are present. Re- such as the gas breakdown in the uni-
cent studies by AFCRL contractors form field between infinite parallel
have developed a variational method, plates and the brcakdown over both an
suitable for use with the continuity equa- infinite slot and a rectangular aperture
tion, that results in great simplification, in an infinite ground plane. These cal-
In this method, one first selects an elec- culations demonstrate that the theoreti-
tron density trial function which is con- cal extension is mathematically tra-table
strutted to provide computational con- and also provide a cumpariso? vith
venience in matching boundary condi- previous calculations.
tion8. The trial function contains ar-
bitrar., parameters which are used to PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS: Studies of
prod i, an approximate expression for plasma from the standpoint of alleviat-
the breakdown electric field strength. ing transmission effects center around
This method has the drawback that the the electron. Electrons, rather than
resulting value for the breakdown field heavier ions, interact with the EM radi-
strength is merely an upper bound for ation passing through the plasma. Thus
the actual value. For field strengths if the electron concentrations can be
greater than this calculated value, reduced, effects can be alleviated. Tests
breakdown will definitely result. Un- at AFCRL have shown that chemical
fortunately, there is no guarantee that aerosols such as the fluorocarbons in-
breakdown will be avoided if the an- jected into the plasma can be extremely
tenna is operated at lower power levels, effective in reducing electr, n density.
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Another electron-depleting technique quired atomic species, N and 0, are
under study is that of actually elevating produced by using nicrowave cavities
the plasma temperature by rf heating, to dissociate flowing molecular streams

Of the chemistry which occurs about which, when combined, give positive
a re-entry vehicle, the reaction N + 0 + ions and electrons. Electron densities
energy -> NO+ + e- plays the most im- are determined by use of a resonant
portant role in determining the electronic microwave cavity and positive ion den-
properties of the plasma. The atomic sities by means of electrostatic probes,
nitrogen and atomic oxygen, produced by while chemical titration is used to de-
the high temperature dissociation of the termine atomic concentrations. Optical
ambient molecular species, combine to spectra are also monitored during the
produce a nitric oxide positive ion and reaction.
an electron. Although there are other One of the proposals for alleviating
electron producing reactions in the ni- the re-entry blackout problem is to in-
trogen-oxygen system, the above reac- duce the attachment of electrons to
tion requires the lowest energy and is molecules, thereby forming negative
most prevalent. This reaction has been molecular ions. Considerable interest
measured in shock tube experiments by thus exists in determining the rates of
earlier investigators. It is being rede- formation and subsequent disappear-
termined at AFCRL by a different ex- ance of negative ions. Mass spectrom-
perimental technique. Briefly, the re- etry is one method of detection and

analysis of negative ions. However,
q, the probing of negative ions is usually

done outside of the main plasma region
due to practical limitations on mass
spectrometers.

E DlSSOClATo! SE When an electrical discharge is pro-
t *N 0z o duced in certain gases, such as C0 2 and

j 4 SO2, extremely intense electromagnetic
emission is produced over certain fre-

- PROBES (positive ions) quency bands in the microwave region.
This emission would correspond to tem-

E ] MICROaVE. CAVITY (electrons) peratures of over 106 degrees K, but
it is evident that the noise output is not
thermal. Its source is unknown.

M_.MAMR (visible IW) Experiments are being performed to
determine the basic characteristics of

TITRATION POR' (otoms) this unexplained emission. A spectrum
analyzer is used in these experiments

. to scan the noise outprt of various
gases at different pressures and dis-

CHEMICAL REACTIONS charge conditions. In this way, a cata-IN ATMOSPHERIC GASES log of the basic properties can be built
up and eventually used to ex'plain this

Shown here is a diagram o! the ap- noise phenomenon.
paratus for the measurement of the
N + 0 reaction rate. Atomic nitrogen
and oxygen are formed by microwave WAVE PROPAGATION IN HOT MAG-
dissociators in the flowing gas system. NETOPLASMAS: Another aspect of
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plasma work is concerned with deriving One effect that is included in the
dispersion relations for electromagnetic study is termed "transconductance," a
waves Dropagating in plasmas immersed nonlocal effect due to the fact that the
in a magnetic field. These dispersion electrons, because of their thermal mo-
properties as functions of frequency can tion, can move during one period of
be used to predict the distortion and at- oscillation of a wave. Another impor-
tenuatiii of waves propagating in a tant effect involves collisionless wave
plasma as a function of the parameters damping which occurs because of phase
characterizing the medium. The re- mixing and is manifested by the trans-

A suits of such investigations are requircd fer of energy from the wave to a res-
in the design of any radio communica- onant group of particles. Also, energy
tions system in which waves must prop- dependent electron-neutral collisions
agate through an intervening plasma can alter the wave attenuation charac-
medium, such as in re-entry communi- teristics. In addition, the Coulomb
cations systems and in ionospheric prop- forces between the charged particles
agation work. has an effect on the dielectric properties

Conventiii.al dispersion relations, of the plasma. The theoretical disper..
such as the Appleton-Hartree equation, sion relations predict pass bands, or
neglect a number of important prop- resonances, at harmonics of the electron
erties of plasmas affecting wave propa- cyclotron frequency for waves propa-
gation. The Laboratory effort is con- gating across the magnetic field lines.
cerned with deriving dispersion rela- The dispersion relations are obtained by
tions that are much more accurate and solving the Boltzmann kineti'. equation
that are valid over a much wider range using a variety of Fourier transform
of plasma parameters than previous techniques and perturbation methods.
theoretical formulas. Graphs have been prepared of the

propagation constants plotted over a
wide range of normalized plasma pa-
rameters.

IMICROWAVE ACOUSTICS

A renaissance in microwave acoustics,

relatively quiescent for several years,
has occurred with the shift in empha-
sis from transmission through bulk ma-
terial to surface transmission. Many
believe that microwave acouitics will be
a major growth technology over the
next decade, leading to the replacement
of a sizable percentage of electronic
circuitry by electroacoustic components.

This 10-ft coaxial transmission line is Microwave acoustics involve the
used to make measurements of plasma manipulation of slowly propagating
attenuation of EM energy. A moving
ionized front is propagated within the elastic waves in a material. The waves,
test chamber. which may be acoustic or magnetic, can
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research consists of a search for opti-
mum microwave acoustic materials. In
this connection, AFCRL in 1970 pub-
lished a 350-page Mic'owave Acoustics
Handbook (AFCRL-70-0164) which
gives the properties of all presently
known acoustic materials and which
can serve as a basic guide for re-
searchers in this expanding field.

ACOUSTIC SURFACE WAVES: During
the period, the Laboratory developed
a new technique for measuring the
microwave acoustic surface wave losses
in microwave acoustic materials. As the
waves propagate along the surface of
a material, they diminish in strength.

4 The basic measure of merit of a micro-
wave acoustic material is therefore its
loss rate with propagation distance.
Loss rate varies with material. Loss
rates also result from microscopic pits
and defects, thermal scattering, and

Microwave acoustics research at AF- foreign substances on the surface of
CRL involves studies of optimum the material. Measurements at AFCRL
acoustic materials, wave propagation
characteristics of materials and trans- o" the temperature dependence of the
ducers for converting EM energy to attenuation have shown thermal scat-
acoustical energy. tering to bc the dominant loss mech-

anism on carefully polished and cleaned
propagate as a volume wave inside a samples of lithium niobate, currently
single crystal solid or as a surface wave the best performing microwave acoustic
on an optically polished surface of the material.
solid. The AFCRL measurement technique

Emphasis on surface transmission has uses a one-millimeter diameter laser
brought closer to reality a long list of beam directed at the surface of the ma-
electroacoustic components. These mi- terial at roughly a 45 degree angle. The
crowave acoustic devices can perform surface wave acts as a moving diffrac-
most of the functions of purely elec- tion grating which reflects the light into
tronic devices and they can do it in a number of sidelobes a; angles pre-
smaller packages, since the acoustic ve- scribed by scattering the;,.w This de-
locity and wavelength are five orders flected light is detected by a phlhotomulti-
of magnitude smaller than their electro- plier. The technique was used to measure
magnetic counterparts. the surface wave attenuation of lithium

AFCRL started its microwave acous- niobate at various frequencies up to
tics program in 1958 and was then 3.5 GHz by scanning the laser along
almost alone in the field. It has re- the material. The results show that the
tained a strong position of leadership loss per wavelength was very much
since a fundamental part of present lower than for electromagnetic waves
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LASER DFOLECIIOU 37 GHz ACOUSTIC SURFACE WAVE fabrication of any microwave acoustic
IeNe /-... SPECULAR device. The orientation dependence of

LASIER RELECTION the velocity on 22 different anisotropic

SO"ND P.I OTO MMULTIPLIER materials has been computed and as-PRcCEu / TUBE
PR\bC. I GHz senabled in the Microwave Acoustics

IW . /_ oP Handbook noted earlier. A highlight of
this work is the discovery of a new 41.5
degree orientation of lithium niobate
which has higher piezoelectric coupling
than any other previously known orien-

I Ttation and has lower beam steering.,INTF:RDIGITI. TYPE SIIFACEVA,,VE

TRANSDUCER SQAEWV
MAGNETIC SURFACE WAVES: A mag-

netic surface wave is defined as a mag-
• " .netic disturbance along the s, ..ace of

* \ - a saturated ferrimagnetic crystal-such

as yttrium ron garnet (YIG), Energy

Diagrammed here is AFGRL's laser is transferred along the surface from
deflection method for measuring the one lattice site within the crystal to a
..coustic surface wave losses on lithium neighboring one via the quantum me-
niobate at microwave frequencies. chanical exchange force between elec-

tron spins. The characteristics and
in a coaxial cable The AFCRL laser properties of such a mode of propaga-
technique is becoming a standard
method for analyzing the properties of -
microwave acoustic materials.

In addition to propagation loss meas-
urement ., the laser system is bei:g used
to investigate beam steering losses and
nonlinear effects. Beam steering arises
when surface wave transducers are not
properly aligned with the pure mode
crystalline axes of the substrate and
cause all or a significant part of the
acoustic energy to miss the output trans-
ducer. This can be a dominant source
of insertion loss unless understood and
properly corrected for. Nonlinear effects
arise because the acoustic energy is
concentrated within about one acoustic

* wavelength (about 4 microns at 1 GHz)
of the surface. The research on these
nonlinearities has resulted in efficient
harmonic generators, acoustic limiters, AFCRL sponsored the development of
mixers, and has shown the possibility the first YIG crystals grown in this
of parametric amplification, country and since has conducted contin-

uing investigations into the application
The AFCRL research program has of these ferrimagnetic crystals in de-

produced design data necessary for the vices.
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tion were recently predicted by AFCRL pulse. It produces an exponential decay
sci. ntists. pattern and allows more precise atten-

Mucroscopically, the magnetic sur- uation measurements.
face wave shares certain common fea- The detector consists of a resonant
tures with the Rayleigh acoustic surface cavity placed on the sampl' rod in
wave. That is, wave amplitudes decay which the phonons propagate, so that
rapidly within a few wavelengths from the reflectivity of this cavity to micro-
the crystal surface while successive wave electromagnetic energy (photons)
phase fronts lie in the surface plane and can be monitored. When the photon
propagate at a velocity less than that of plus phonon energies add up to the Zee-
the bulk wave velocity, man energy splitting level of paramag-

In a magnetic wave, the magnetiza- netic iron impur.ties in the sample, a
tion vector precesses about a dc mag- change in reflectivity is observed for
netic biasing field with the tip of the each phonon pulse. Thus, a quantum
vector describing an ellipti-al path in of sound plus a quantum of electrornag-
a plane perpendicular to the surface netic energy are required for detec-
and to the biasing field. The relative tion; hence the term "double-quantum."
elastic displacement of a lattice point, This technique has additional advan-
due to a propagating Rayleigh acoustic tages over piezoelectric detection. It
surface wave, undergoes a similar ellip- simplifies fabrication since no trans-
tical motion. Unlike surface acoustic ducer is required. Furthermore, detec-
waves, however, magnetic surface wave tion occurs only for the proper com-
propagation is non-reciprocal, disper- bination of frequencies and magnetic
sive, and tunable via the biasing field. field, so that it is possible to tune the
These properties may be used to advan- detector by varying the field.
tage in constructing microwave signal The "double-quantum" interaction
processing devices such as isolators, cir- also allows amplification of the phonon
culators, switches, variable delay lines pulse with photon energy. Preliminary
and filters. Both magnetic and acoustic evidence indicates that this may be use-
surface. waves are compatible with inte- ful in microwave acoustic device tech-
grated circuit technology. nology by allowing direct acoL.stic am-

plification in a delay line. This effect
MICROWAVE ACOUSTIC "DOUCLE- can be explained by a RamLn I 7pe tran-

QUANTUM" DETECTION: Microwave sition in which a higher frequency
acoustic volume waves (phonons) have photon is absorbed and a lower fre-
usually been detected piezoelectrically. quency phonon is emitted. Phonon de-
The output of a piezoelectric detector tection due to this type of transition oc-
depends on the phase, as well as the curs at a lower magnetic field than that
amplitude, of the wavefront at the de- at which a photon and a phonon are
tector. Since spurious effects, chiefly simultaneously absorbed.
non-parallelism of the end surfaces,
cause the wa-efront to strike the piezo-
electric trar.sducer at an angle and ANTIFERROMAGNETIC AND NUCLEAR
partly cancel itself out, there is an in- SPIN-WAVES: The Laboratory has suc-
herent error in measuring attenuation. ceeded in exciting volume spin waves of
"Double-quantum" detection, on the definite quasi-momentum (k value) by
other hand, yields a signal which de- the parallel pumping technique in anti-
pends only on the energy of the phonon ferromagnetic media. This result can
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that the antiferromagnetic spin waves
precess in highly elliptical orbits. This
is a necessary condition for success of
the parallel pumping technique, which
is really a method of ,3pin wave ampli-
fication. By measuring the amplifica-
tion threshold, the relaxation rates of
the spin waves cau be obtained. These
rates have been measured over wide
temperature and magnetic field rangestH in CsMnFa and RbMnF3.

A further consequence of the lowanisotropy mentioned earlier is that the

nuclear spin system is strongly coupled
When a crystal resonates, thus emit- to the low-lying antiferromagnetic spin
ting EM energy in the microwave re- waves by virtue of the hyperflne in-
gion, the energy does not emanate
uniformly over the flat surface of the teraction. This couplinig induces low
crystal. To measure the pattern of velocity spin waves in the nuclear spin
emissions over the crystal face, liquid system. Such spin waves have been ex-
crystal detectors can be used. Such de-
tectors mirror the areas on the crystal cited for the first time, again by paral-
face with sharp fidelity. lel pumping, in CsMnF3 and their relax-ation rates have been measured and

compared with theory. The low velocity
greatly extend the delay time of delay of these nuclear spin waves implies
lines. that, in a delay line application, long

The experiment was performed using time delays are easily achieved.
the low magnetic anisotropy antiferro-
magnetic compounds ce.ium manganese MAGNETICALLY TUNABLE FILTERS: In
fluoride (CsMnF 3 ) and rubidium man- past reports, two new microwave fil-
ganese fluoride (RbMnF 3). Low ani- ters, developed at AFCRL, have been
sotropy-not usually found in antiferro- described. One used a high dielectric
magnets-means that the resonance fre- material, the other a ferrimagnetic
quencies of the spin system lie in the substance in the resonant struetures.
microwave region rather than in the Although both devices represented im-millimeter wave region. This means provements in microwave filter technol-
that conventional microwave circuitry ogy, each had its limitations. The di-
may be used, which is an advantage electric resonator had only a narrow
when a parallei pump instability must tuning range while the magnetic device
be detec-,!d. Also, when the anisotropy was limited in its power handling ca-
is low, the spin system can be "flopped" pability.
in low mgneftc fields and this means A new hybrid filter has been devel-
that conventioll electromagnets may oped which, partially but significantly,
be employed. In contrast, the observa- removes both of these limitations with-
tion of spin waves by parallel pumping out sacrificing filter performance. Op-
in the more usual antiferromagnetic eration of the device, in the form of a
systems would have required much magnetically tuned band pass filter, is
higher frequencies and magnetic fields, based on the coupling of the electro-

The "flopped" configuration implies magnetic dimensional resonant modes
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of the dielectric resonator with the gy- magnetron's output power. This input-
r,magnetic resonance of YiG. The two output power ratio is 20 dB better (a
materials are bonded together. The ex- hundred fold improvement in the state-
ternal dc magnetic field is used to of-the-art) than ratios previously at-
change the resonant frequency of the tained in injection locked magnetron
hybrid device and the tuning range is systems.
about five times as broad as that ob- Injection locked pulsed magnetrons
tained with the dielectric alone. The date back to the early days of radar so
power handling capability is two watts; the concept as such is not new. The
a significant improvement over the 10 high performance achieved by AFCRL,
mW capability of the YiG alone. Such however, has already led to the reap-
hybrid filters have been built in the praisal of the magnetron as a radar
laboratory, operating in the S, C, X and power source. One manufacturer, Va-
K1, bands, at insertion losses of less rian Associates, soon after the announce-
than 2 dB. Filter materials including ment by AFCRL, began to market the
rutile, strontium titanate and temrora- component.
ture compensated rutile ceramic have The technique of injection locking
been used successfully. consists of injecting input power from

a low power oscillator into the interac-
INJECTION LOCKED MAGNETRONS: The tion circuit of a second, higher power

Laboratory has demonstrated that a oscillator. When the two output fre-
magnetron can be locked in frequency quencies become sufficiently close, the
and phase-with pulse-to-pulse coher- higher power device locks or synchro-
ence-to an external oscillator having nizes to the lower power device and a
an injection power 40 dB below the single output frequency is produced.

Coherence is said to occur when the
phase of the reference signal (injec-

ECHOES MIXER tion signal) is preserved in the trans-
X-AAM P IIER mitter pulse (magnetron pulse).

A second phenomenon, locking band-
CONTROLLED width as a function of injection ratio

SREFERENCE SIGNAL was also studied. Long-term frequency
OUSTIC stability, less than 1 part in 100, was

32 MEDIUM observed. This indicates that the fre-
quency stability of a locked magnetron
is essentially that of the injection
source. Coherence is maintained, with-

JI_ out locking, on a pulse-to-pulse basis,
3 provided the magnetron is initially

started from the injection signal.
BThis work has led to the discovery

GENERATOS Rof two new capabilities of particular
interest to the Air Force. The first con-

Diagrammed here is AFCRL's injec cerns phase pattern control. Changes
tion-locked magnetron. Pulse-to.pulse in the phase of the entire injection
coherence to an external oscillator hbv- pulse or portions of it are preserved in
ng an injection power of 40 dB below

the magnetron output power has been the output of the injection locked mag-
demonstrated. netron. This is in addition to the pulse-
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i to-pulse coherence which is also pre- CARR, P. H.
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Antenna Performance The Effect of the Phase Term in the Mutual
17th Ann. Symp. on USAF Antenna Res. and Coherence Function on Aperture Diffraction
Devel., Univ. of Ill., Monticello, Ill. Patterns
(14-16 November 1967) 1968 USNC/URSI Spring Mtg., Natl. Acad of

Sci., Wash., D. C. (9-12 April 1968)
ROTMAI,, W., and PoIRlER, J. L. STSMEN, C. J.
Electromagnetic Scattering of Wide Band Lkey c o.Rand m Si nalsRan om S atte ersLikely Impact of New Antenna Research on
Random Signals-Random Scatterers Radiating SystemsIEEE P-GAP Mtg., Boston Sec., Waltham, Intl. Elec. Conf., Toronto, Can.Mass. (24 April 1968) (25-27 September 1967)

Requirement for New Antenna TechnologyS HELL, A. C. Related to Recent Advances
Antenna Technology Development for Univ. of New Hampshire, Durham, N. H.
Millimeter Wave Mapping (27 March 1968)
Sec. Mtg. on Ground Identification of Satel. Antenna Technology and Market
(GISAT), MITRE Corp., Bedford, Mass. Baltimore Chapt. of G-AP/MTT,
(2-4 October 1967) Baltimore, Md. (21 February 1969)
Antenna :'fcttern ,Synthesis
So. Dakcta Univ., Brookings, S. D. SLETTEN, C. J.
(9 April 1969) "USAF Cambridge Research Laboratories

Program"
SCHINDLERt, J.X. Sem. on Ra-lar for Foliage Penetration of
Discrete Target Response U. S. Army Elec. Command, Fort Monmouth,
IEEE P-GAP Mtg., Boston See., N. J. (12 November 1967)
Waltham, Mass. (24 April 1968) "Trends i Antenna and Diffraction Research"
The Electromagnetic Scattering of Random Colloq. at .".ise Inst. of Tech., Cleveland, Ohio
Signals by a Discrete Target (19 Decem'Yr 1967)
Fall 1967 URSI and IEEE G-AP Mtgs., SLETTE, C. J., BLACKSMITH, P., and
Univ. of Mich., Ann Arbor, Mich. SOCGrNS, W, JR.,A; .
(16-19 October 1967); and IEEE P-GAP GOINs, W. B., Jn., MA:.
Mtg., Akron See., Ohio (8 October 1968) Dual-Harmonic Frequency Method for Radar

Signature Analysis
SCHINDLER, J. K., and BLACKSMITH, P. Third OAR Res. Appl. Conf., Inst. for Def.
(U) "The AFCRL Dual Harmonic Frequency, Anal., Arlirngion, Va. (21 March 1968)
Phase Comparison Radars." SLOBODN1C, A. J., JR., 1ST LT., and CARR, P. H.
Radar Clutter Conf., Naval Air Dev. Ctr. Microwave Frequency Acoustic Surface Waves
(25-27 February 1969) 1968 IEEE Symp. on Sonics and Ultrasonics,

SETHARES, J. C. N. Y., N. Y. (25-27 September 1968)

Magneto-Acoustic Transmitsion Line Models STIGLITZ, M. P., and SETHABES, J. C.
for Saturated Ferrimagnets Dielectric Res.niators ane Filters
1967 Ultrasonics Symp., Bayshore Ynn, 1968 NEREM Conf., Boston, Mass.
Vancouver, B. C., Can. (4-6 October 1967) (6-8 November 1968)
S=rHAES, J. C., and STIGLITZ, 1T. R. WULFSBERG, K. N., and ALTSHULER, E. E.

Dielctrie Resonators and Filttrs R -. * Attenuation at Millimeter Wavelengths
NEREM Conf., Boston, Mass. fo, L irt-,to-Space Paths.

6-8 November 1968) NE.j l Cwlf ., Boston, Mass.(6-8 November 1968)

SFEY, M. H. WULFSBEC., K., and KALAGHAN, P.
Magnons Phenon Interactions in Thin Radiometric Observations of the Planets
Magnetic FPelds Jupiter, Venus and Mars at a Wavelength
Third Intl. Conf. on Magnetic Films, Amer. of 8.6 Millimeters
Acad. of Arts and Sci., Brookline, Mass. NEREM Conf., Boston, Mass.
(18-20 September 1967) (1-3 November 1967)
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ZucKxE, F. J. CARR, P. H., and SLOBODNIK, A. J., IsT LT.
Wlcizsacker's Approach to Unifted Field Attenuation of Microwave Freqzenc2.ey Surface
Theory; Goethe's Theory of Color and the Waves by Air-Loading (Invited)
Mathematical Representation of Color Signal Gordon Res. Conf. on Phys. Acous., Proctor
Spaces; "The Philosophy of Phenomenon- Acad., Andover, N. H. (8 July 1969)
Oriented Physics
Washington Univ., St. Louis, Mo. CARR, P. H., SLOBODNIK, A. J., 1sT LT., and
(7-9 March 1968) BUDREAU, A. J.

A Calculus for Signal Representation in Acoustic Surface Wave Propagation Loss on
Color Space LiNbO, at Microwave Frequencies (Invited)
Symp. on Perception Space Ctr. for Adv. Stud., Surface Acous. Wave Intl. Symp., IBM,
Wesleyan Univ., Middleton, Conn. T. J. Watson Res. Ctr., Yorktown Heights,
(16 April 1968) N. Y. (23-25 March 1970)
Color Theory, Goethe, and the Alienation of
Scientific Man from Nature CLEVELANb, F. H., MAJ., and SCHELL, A. C.
Polytechnic Inst. of Brooklyn, N. Y. Enhancement of Solar Maps at 8 mm
(24 April 1968) Fall USNC/URSI Mtg., Univ. of Tex., Austin,

Tex. (8-10 December 1969)

FALCONE, V. J.

Boltzmann Theory of Microwave Spectral
Lines

PAPERS PRESENTED AT MEETINGS Fall USNC/URSI Mtg., Univ. of Tex., Austin,
JULY 1969-JUNE 1970 Tex. (8-10 December 1969)

ALTSIIULER, E. E. FALCONE, V. J., and WULFSBERG, K. N.

New Applications at Millimeter Calculations of Rain Attenuation in Hawaii
Wavelengths 1970 USNC/URSI-IEEE Spring Mtg., Wash.,
Mftg. on Millimeter and Submillimeter Waves, D. C. (16-19 April 1970)
U. S. Army Res. Off., Durham, S. C. FALCON, V. J., WULFSBERG, K. N., and
(31 July-1 August 1969) GILSON, S.

ALTSHULER, E. E., and FALCONE, V. J. Atmospheric Emission and Absorption at
The Effect of a Temperature Inversion Layer Millimeter Wavelengths
on Apparent Sky Temperature Symp. on the Appl. of Atmos. Stud. to Satel.
1970 USNC/URSI-IEEE Spring Mtg., Transm., Boston, Mass. (3-5 September 1969)
Wash., D. C. (16-19 April 1970)

MALONEY, L. R., MAJ., ROTMAN, W., POIRIER,
BLACKSMITH, P. L. J., and HAYES, D. T.
Backfire Antennas for Communications Trailblazer I! Reentry Communications
Purposes (Invited) Program
Sig. Res. and Dev. Estab., Christchurch, 19th Ann. Symp. on USAF Ant. Res. and
Hampshire, Eng. (21-24 April 1970) Dev., Univ. of Ill., Urbana, Ill.

BUDREAU, A. J., CARR, P. H., and PITHA, C. A. (14-16 October 1969)
(Solid State Sci. Lab.)

(Sold Stte Si. Lb.)NEWBURGH!, R. G., and Pipu's, T. E., JR.
Frequency-Dependence of the Attenuation of N aB . R. L., White Oak, Jd.MicrwavePhonns i MgO(U. S. Nay. Ord. Lab., White Oak, Md.)
Microwave Phonons in MgO
Mtg. on Ultrason. Atten. and Internal Friction SPT Many-Body Description
in Cryst. Sol., Brown Univ., Providence, R. . Relativistic Time Differentials and the
(3-5 September 1969) Principle of Caratheodory

Amer. Phys. Soc. Mtg., Wash., D. C.
CARR, P. H. (27-30 April 1970)

Multiply-Tapped Surface Wave Delay Lines at
Microwave Frequencies PAPA, R. J.
1969 IEEE Ultrason. Symp., St. Louis, Mo. Hot Plasma Theory and Its Relevance to the
(24-26 September 1969) Reentry Plasma Sheath Problem
Principles and Applications of Pretersonic Conf. on Envmt. Effects on Ant. Perform.,
Surface Waves Boulder, Colo. (7-18 July 1969)
Amer. Assoc. of Phys. Teachers, George Mason Four Models for Describing Wave Propagation
Coll., Univ. of Va., Charlottesville, Va. in Plasmas (Invited)
(25 April 1970) Univ. of Mass., Amherst, Mass. (4 May 1970)
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PoIRIEn, J. L., ROTMAN, W., HAYES, D. T., and TECHNICAL REPORTSLENNON, J.F. JULY 1967 -JUNE 1969
The Trailblazer I Reentry Antenna Test
Program ANTONUCCI, J. C., and KARAS, N. V.
Conf. on Envmt. Effects on Ant. Perform., Application of Plasma Simulation to SlotBoulder, Colo. (7-18 July 1969) and Gap Antennas

AFCRL-69-0170 (April 1969)
POST, E.J. BAKSHI, P. M., HASKELL, R. E., and PAPA, R. J.
Optical Inertia Fffects (Invited) Electrical Conductivity of Magneto-Plasmas
NASA-ERC, Cambridge, Mass. Part I-General Theory of Effective(23, 30 July and 6 August 19CT) Parameters

AFCRL-67-0527 (September 1967)
SCHELL, A . C.C A R P .H

:1 CARE, P. H.Beam Waveguides for Millimeter Wave Harmonic Generation of Microwave Phonons
Antenna Feeds AFCRL-69-0052 (February 1969)
IEEE G-AP/G-MTT Boston Sect. Mtgs.,
Sylvania, Waltham, Mass. (23 October .1969) CLEVELAND, F. H., MAJ., KERNWEiS, N. P., andIEEE G-AP Columbus Sect. Mtg., Ohio State FRANCHI, P. R.Univ., Columbus, Oh. (28 October 1969) A Novel Circular Array Antenna
Survey of Ground Based Phased Array AFCRL-68.0582 (November 1968)
Antennas (Invited)
Phased-Array Ant. Symp., Polytech. Inst. of DRANE, C. J., JR., and MCILVENNA, J. F.Brooklyn, Farmingdale, N. Y. (2-5 June 1970) Gain Maximization and Controlled Null

Placement Simultaneously Achieved inAerial Array Patterns
SCHINDLER, J. K. AFCRL-69-0257 (June 1969)
Summary Status Report on SADFRAD
System EHRENSPECK, H.High Res. Radar Mtg., Inst. for Def. Anal., High-Gain UHF Backfire Antennas forArlington, Va. (21-22 October 1969) Communications, Telemetry, and

Radio Astronomy
SLOBODNIK, A. J., 1ST LT. AFCRL-67-0568 (October 1967)
Nonlinear Effects in Microwave Acoustic GERBES, IV. W., and NAUMANN, S. J.Surface Wave Delay Lines Radar Retur from Targets Hidden by
1969 IEEE Ultrason. Synup., St. Louis, Mo. Ground Clutter
(24-26 September 1969) AFCRL-67-0668 (December 1967)
Microwave Acoustic Surface Wave
Nonlinearities (Invited) GOGGINS, W. B., CAPT.Surface Acous. Wave Intl. Symp., IBM, J. T. A Large Dynamic Range Microwave PowerWatson Res. Ctr., Yorktown Heights, N. Y. Measurement System Employing Feedback
(23-25 March 1970) AFCRL-67-0586 (October.1967)
The Effect of Beam Steering on the Design of GOGGINS, W. B., CAPT., BLACKSMITH, P., andMicrowave Acoustics Surface Wave Devices SLEI-TEN, C. J.IEEE G-MTT 1970 Intl. Microwave Symp., (U) Radar Signature Analysis Based onNewport Beach, Calif. (11-14 May 1970) Measured Differential Phase Shifts of Target

Scattering at Two Harmonic FrequenciesSWAN, P. A., LT. AFCRL-67-0476 (August 1967)
Attenuafion at the Water Vapor Line
1970 USNC/URSI-IEEE Spring Mtg., Wash., HOL , F. S.D. C. (16-19 April 1970) Application of Geometrical Optics to the

Design and Analysis of Microwave AntennasARCRL-67-0501 (September 19q67)
TELFORD, L. E., and KALAGHAN, P. M.

Analysis of Solar Observations at 8.6 mm JACAVANCO, .D1. J.
Wavelength Electron Reduction in the Reentry Plasma1970 USNC/URSI-IEEE Spring Mtg., Wash., Sheath
D. C. (16-19 April 1970) AFCRL-69.0154 (April 1969)
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KALAGIIAN, P. M., and WULFSBERG, K. N. SLOBODNIK, J. A., JR., 1ST LT.
Radiometric Observations of the Planets A Microwave Source Using Ultrasonic
Jupiter, Venus, and Mars, at a Waveletrgth Amplification in Piezoelectric Semiconductors
of 8.6 Millimeters AFCRL-68-0198 (April 1968)
AFCRL-67-0409 (July 1967) STEYSKAL, H.

KARAS, N. V., anic ANTONUCCI, J. D. On the Problem of Equal-Ripple Power
An Experimental Study of Simulated Pattern Synthesis
Plasma-Covered Slots AFCRL-69-0015 (January 1969)
AFCRL-68-0152 (March 1968)

MANO, K.

Green's Functions of the Rytov Equation
AFCRL-68-0029 (January 1968) TECHNICAL REPORTS

JULY 1969-JUNE 1970
PAPA, F. J.
Theory of Electromagnetic Wave Propagation CLEVELAND, F. H., MAJ., and SCHELL, A. C.
in a Hot Magnetoplasma The Enhancement of Antenna Images
AFCRL-69-0193 (May 1969) AFCRL-69-0345 (August 1969)

PAPA, R. J., HASKELL, R. E,. and BAKSHI, P. M. COFFEY, D. I.
Electrical Conductivity of Magneto-Plasma Electron Energy Dependence of the
Part Il-Effective Parameters for Momentum-Transfer Cross Section in Xenon
Non-Maxwellian Distributions by Microwave Interaction Techniques
AFCRL-67-0528 (September 1967) AFCRL-70-0107 (February 1970)
POST, E. J.Posr, E fe n -DICHTL, R. J., CAPT., SCHINDLER, J. K.,
ThTi-Effe07Octondther Red t GOGGINS, W. B., MAT., -4;-s, C. E., GORR, B. B.,
AFCRL6ionary (Octbero 1968) d DoRa, L. S., DENNETT, L. F., and KERR, 0. E.
Nonstationary Hydrodp~amic Flow and Lie's (U) AFCRL Airborne Phase-P hase~ Radar
Theorem on Finite Continuous Groups Sse for Proe Shegha
AFCRL-69-0014 (January 1969) A F r July 1969)AFCRI-69-0300 (July 1969)

ROTMAN, W. DRANE, C. J., JR.
Wide-Band Scattering from Randomly Propagation Through a Random Medium and
Dispersed Discontinuities in a Transmission Its Effects on Antennas that Maximize
Line: Statistical Theory Information Transfer
AFCRL-69-0064 (February 1969) AFCRL-69-0299 (July 1969)

SCHINDLER, J. K.
Optimal Spectrum Filtering for the Radar GORR, B. B., and MACK, R. B.
Detcction of Targets in Clutter The Control of Radar Cross Sections with
AFCRL-69-0028 (January 1969) Voltage-Variable Impedances
The Electromagnetic Scattering of Broad AFCRL-70-0093 (Febcuary 1970)
Bandwidth Random Signals by a
Discrete Target HOLT, F. S.
AFCRL-67-0602 (November 1967) Multiple-Station Doppler Systems

AFCRL-69-0517 (November 1969)
4 SHoaE, R. A.

A Semi-Infinite Dipole Antenna Driven from KALAGHAN, P. M., and TELFORD, L. E.
a Coaxial Guide by a TE1 Mode Solar Observations at 8.6-mam Wavelength
AFCRL-69-0145 (April 1969) AFCRL-70-0052 (January 1970)

SLETEN , C. J. KARAS, N. V., and ANTONUCCI, J. D.
Wide-Looking AMTI for Airborne Radars Application of Plasma Simulation to Slot and
AFCRL-69-0251 (June 1969) Gap Antennas

SLETTEN, C. J., ELLIS, C. E., GOGGINS, W. B., AFCRL-69-0170 (April 1969)
CAPT., BLACKSMITH, P., KERR, 0. E., SCHINDLER,
J. K., POIRIE,, J. L., and LAMMERS, U. H. W. LAMMERS, U. H. W., and SHORT, J. A., JR.

(U) Resonant-Region Radar and Other Investigation of Layered Tropoepheric
Anticlutter Techniques Structures Using Forward-Scatter Techniques
AFCRL-68-0052 (February 1968) AFCRL-70-0073 (January 1970)
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MAVROIVES, W. G. SLOBODNIK, A. J., 1ST LT.

Weather Tracking with the AFCRL Transmission Line Techniques for Description

Experimental 3-D Radar of Microwave Acoustic Resonances in Thin

AFCRL-70-0006 (January 1970) Piezoelectric Disks
AFCRL-69-0477 (November 1969)

NEWBURGi, R. G., and PHiPPs, T. E., JR.
(U. S. Nay. Ord. Lab., White Oak, Md.) SLOBOvNiK, A. J., lST LT., and CONWAY, E. D.

A Space-Proper Time Formulation of (Anal. a?' Comp. Sys., Burlington, Mass.),

Relativistic Geometry Eds.

AFCRL-69-0518 (November 1969) Microwave Acoustics Handbook, Vol. 1,

Po0RIER, J. L., ROTMAN, W., HAYES, D. T., and Surface Wave Velocities

LENNON, J. F. AFCRL-10-0164 (March 1970)

Effects of the Reentry Plasma Sheath on
Microwave Antenna Performance: Trailblazer STROM, J. A.

II Rocket Results of 18 June 1967 A Dielectric-Rod Backfire Antenna

AFCRL-69-0354 (August 1969) AFCRL-69-0347 (August 1969)
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Clouds -their majestic sweep across
the sky, their sometimes explosive
growth to heights above 50,000 ft, the
infinite variety of their shifting pat-
terns- are the most visible and fa-
miliar manifestation of dynamic mete-
orological phenomena.

/N

I!



Meteorology laboratory

Weather res arch for the Air Force is
centered in I .FCRL's Meteorology Lab-
oratory. The program of this Labora-
tory is based upon well-defined Air
Force needs, needs that have histori-
cally involved aircraft operations, but
that extend across the spectrum of Air
Force missions.--missile operations, ra-
dar surveillance, satellite reconnais-
sance, and all other operations where
the state of the lower atmosphere is
a factor. The general goals of this
research are improved weather fore-
casting, limited weather modification,
and detection of clear and cloudy air
turbulence.

More specifically, the program of the
Meteorology Laboratory includes the
form and growth of cloud and precipi-
tation mechanisms; the development of
techniques of contrail suppression; the
development of methods of dissipating
warm fog and modifying the growth of
convective clouds; ftne determination of
the nature of turbulent transport of
heat, momentum, and water vapor to
and from the earth's surface; a search
for methods of detecting and predicting
clear air turbulence; and the determi-
nation of the role of atmospheric ozone
in the heat budget of the upper at-
mosphere and as a tracer of upper air
motions.

The program also includes the con-
struction and testing of numerical
models with which to predict the larger
scales of motion in the troposphere and
stratosphere as well as the investiga-
tions of ways of incorporating data from
meteorological satellites in weather
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analysis and in the prediction of tropi- the period was Project Haven Hop, in
cal systems, particularly those which January and February 1970, a program
are characteristic of Southeast Asia. in which the Air Weather Service,

For this research, Laboratory scien- FAA, NASA, and the Army, joined the
tists often find it necessary to develop Laboratory in an extensive clear air
special instrumentation for probing turbulence observational program. Dur-
the atmosphere as well as methods for ing the six-week observational period
processing and displaying the research several aircraft and a 12-site network
data. Since, in many cases, conven- extending from Delaware to North
tional sources of data are inadequate Carolina was set up, with activities
for research purposes, a substantial centered at the Wallops Island, Virginia
part of the Laboratory effort is de. radar facility. This facility, described
voted to observations. Many of these in the following section, is jointly op-
observations are unique and many re- erated by AFCRL and NASA, and is
quire field programs. one of the Meteorology Laboratory's

Field trips often involve the Labora- most important remote bases of opera-
tory's C-130 instrumented aircraftwhich tions.
is a frequent participant in national
multi-agency weather research pro-
grams. During the summer months,
instrumented trailers are usually taken WEATHER RADAR TECHNIQUES

to the Laboratory's field site at Lib-
eral, Kansas, for micrometeorological The weather radar program at AFCI,
studies of small-scale processes in the is centered at two locations. The pri-
lowest layers of the atmosphere. The mary site is the one at Sudbury, Massa-
largest single field expedition during chusetts, where work is focused on the

observation of precipitation systems and
on the development of better weather
radar" and display systems. Here local
thunderstorms and large convective sys-
tems are observed to learn more about
their structure and dynamics and to

f deduce the fields of vertical and hori-
- -- zontal winds, wind variability, and mois-

- • , . ture content. Five weather radars are in
-. operation at Sudbury. Three of these,

- ,- a 10-cm FPS-6, a 3.2-cm CPS-9, and a
.0.86-cm TPQ-11, are standard radars,

v,V. although experimental n'odifications
- have been made to each. The fourth

radar is an experimental APQ-70 sys-
tem, operating at 1.86 cm. The fifth

_radar is a nonstandard radar, desig-
nated the Porcupine Doppler radar.

The second site is located at Wal-
Micrometeorological research has been lops Island, Virginia. The program at
conducted for many years at a site lo-
cated on a broad, flat wheatfield near this site is sponsored jointly by AFCRL
Liberal, Kansas. and NASA and is carried out with the
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help of the Applied Physics Laboratory, the radar is scanned in azimuth, a dough-
Johns Hopkins University. At the site nut-shaped echo results. The flow within
are three high-resolution radars operat- the convecLive cell is upward in the
ing respectively at wavelengths of 71.5, center; the relative flow around the
10.7, and 3.2 cm. Dish size for the first periphery is outward and possibly down-
two is 60 1eet; for the third, 34 feet. ward.
The very sensitive Wallops Island radars The cells generally originate from a
are used to investigate structures and surface layer several hundred meters
phenomena in the clear atmosphere, the thick which forms over the heated land
most important of these being clear air area. In 20 minutes the cell may de-
turbulence (CAT), velop to a mature stage with tops ex-

tending to a height of 2 km. In thA
CONVECTIVE PATTERNS IN THE CLEAR mature stage the cell domes lose their

ATMOSPHERE: During conditions of connection with the lower environment,
strong surface heating and light winds, their bases tend to close, and the cells
sensitive 10-cm radars reveal thermal- develop into expanding, oblate sphe-
like structures in the clear air, which roids, which later dissipate, breaking
are 1 to 3 km in diameter and several up into fragmentary parts.
hundred meters in height. Echoes from On cccasion, the tops of many of the

convective cells may be associated with
developing cumulus clouds, although evi-
dence of the detailed correspondence is
missing. But the echoes seen in the
photograph are not due to particle scat-
ter, as can be shown by multiwavelength
radar measurements. Presumably, drag
forces around the updraft induce tur-
bulent stirring which results in en-
hanced refractive index variability
where the rising moist air contrasts
markedly from the drier environment.
The refractive index variability is
mainly due to water vapor fluctuations;
temperature differences are essential

Radar echoes from clear air convective only in providing the buoyancy that es-
cells at 10.7 cm are seen in the donut- tablishes the flow.
shaped reflections.

RADAR INVESTIGATION OF CAT: Power-
clear air convective cells in horizontal ful radars at wavelengths of 10 cm or
section are shown in the acc3mpanying longer can detect horizontally stratified
PPI photo. The echoes arise by virtue layers in the clear atmosphere. The
of the scattering from variations in re- backscattering originates from zones of
fractive index. The echo structure dis- enhanced refractive index variability
plays the typical doughnut-type shape created by turbulent mixing of the mean
with circular or elliptical echoes and gradient of potential refractive index.
echo-free centers. The radar outlines When water vapor gradients are strong,
the boundary of the cell, where the re- as in the lower troposphere, modest stir-
fractive index variability is large; when ring results in radar returns, and the
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contributions to the refractive index
Wt II variability are negligible.

-- n-- , ,,Support for this thesis was provided
.. ........ . ................-'-'. by flying aircraft into regions of clear

air radar echoes above 3 km. All clear
air radar echoes were associated with

/ at least some degree of turbulence. Not
all of the turbulence found by the air-

/craft was detected by radar, however,
but strong CAT was consistently more

- -likely to be detected than weak turbu-
lence. The indications are that strong

3 -- CAT at high altitudes is generally asso-
ciated with zones of increased refrac-
tive index variability and enhanced

At the Wallops Island site, expe radar backscattering. Therefore, if
ments frequently involve CAT observa-
tions with ground-based radars while radars of extreme sensitivity are em-
an aircraft flies through the region ployed, an operational ground-based
observed by the radar. CAT detecting radar system may be

feasible.
turbulence may not be very noticeable Radar echoes from regions of CAT
to an aircraft. The stratified layers cor- are generally quite patchy and often of
respond to zones of enhancedstatic sta- a transitory nature, which is coisistent
bility although water vapor fluctuations
may dominate the backscattering in the
lower few kilometers of the atmosphere. W
Presumably, the vertical temperature
structure is significant in providing
stable zones, where moisture contrasts
are accentuated; the stable zones are
then outlined as stratified echoes mainly
from water vapor perturbations due to
small-scale turbulence. X

Evidence is now available that the "'"
stratified echoes at higher altitudes gen-
erally are associated with pronounced
vertical wind shears. Marked turbu-
lence is also present in the vicinity of
these layers, as evidenced by an increas-
ing number of joint radar and aircraft
studies of CAT. These studies were
preceded by the radar detection of the
tropopause and the prediction that these The 10.7 cm radar at Wallops Island
echoes were associated with significant detected at a height of 11.3 km the
CAT. The basis of this prediction was strange clear air structure appearing

mixing is re- as a braided structure. The horizontal
the thesis that strong mireference is 12 kin. The braided struc-
quired for radar returns from tempera- ture occurred at the height of the tropo-

ture perturbations when the water vapor pause.
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with the general character of CAT as vations made by Wallops Island radars

deduced from aircraft probes. Clear air during the HAVEN HOP program, the
radar returns frequently display wave program involved instrumernted RB-57
patterns in regions of significant CAT. aircraft flights into region of CAT to
The range-height indicator photo on this check radar observations against sever-
page shows an example with two, ap- ities measured by the aircraft. T-33
parently intermingling, waves in a clear aircraft made similar penetrations and
air layer above a thick cloud deck. It is also carried instruments to measure
believed that this pattern is represen- temperature, pressure, dew point, and
tative of the final stages of an overturn- wind velocity and gustiness. During
ing gravity wave and is the structure CAT observation periods, rawinsonde

responsible for billow clouds which are balloons were launched at two-hour in-
sometimes observed at the crest of the tervals throughout the six-week obser-
waves. With the Wallops Island radars, vational period from eight stations of a
several similar cases were observed in 12-site network, and at six-hour inter-
the winter of 1968-1969 during joint vals at the other four. This rawinsonde
radar and aircraft studies of CAT. network extended from Delaware on the
When probed with aircraft, these layers north to Cape Hatteras, North Caro-
always outlined regions of sigi.ificant lina, on the south, and from the coast
CAT. Therefore, it appears that radar westward to Huntington, West Virginia.
signatures frowa specific structure in
clear air layers may offer the prospect PLAN SHEAR INDICATOR: A new tech-
of ground-based radar detection of CAT. nique for detecting severe turbulence in

storms and for displaying this turbu-
HAVEN HOP: The most intensive CAT lence on a radar PPI was developed by

obnrvation program carried out to date the Meteorology Laboratory during the
was conducted during a six-week period, reporting period. When used at Large
January 12 through February 21, 1970, air terminals, this technique would en-
when AFCRL was joined by the Air able air traffic controllers to guide air-
Weather Service, FAA, NASA, Army craft around the hazards of severe
and the National Research Council of cloudy-air turbulence during the critical
Canada in a program to observe the letdown and climb phases of the flight.
origins, movements and severity of clear The system is called the Plan Shear
air turbulence. The atmosphere be- Indicator (PSI). It uses a Doppler
tween 10,000 and 45,000 feet was moni- weather radar and a coherent memory
tored. Activites centered at Wallops filter c.: pled with an ordinary PPI
Island, Virginia. scope. The coherent memory filter is the

Purpose of the program, with the key component in the system. Essen-
nickname HAVEN HOP, was to define tially, it is a specialized spectrum ana-
techniques leading to CAT forecasting lyzer having the capability of produc-
and to better methods of CAT detection. ing Doppler spectra at all radar ranges
The Wallops Island radars, instrumented almost simultaneously.
aircraft, and upper air rawinsonde The PPI display from a conventional
soundings served as the basic data weather radar tells little about internal
gatherers. HAVEN HOP represented wind velocities. Only the large silhou-
an extension of the radar investigations ettes of storm systems is seen. More
of CAT discussed in the above section. sophisticated Doppler systems can de-

In addition to the continuous obser- tect wind fields within storms, but they
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in wind direction or velocity, the lines
at the range interval where the change
occurs will be distorted.

The alterations in the lines forming
the picture of the storm are generated
by the spectral analysis of the detected
radar signal. The spectral data are used
to position a particular range are on
the PPI. If the winds are moving away
from the radar at a given velocity, the
line will be displaced inward toward the
radar with an increment depending on
its velocity. If the wind is moving to-

- . ward the radar, the line is displaced
outward. Severe localized turbulence

-results in spectral broadening (because
the radar cannot resolve details in this

* turbulence) and this tends to thicken
I the line.Z

< Wind shear, turbulence, sinks and
vortices can all be interpreted by the
pattern depicted by the lines. A wind

- . -. shift line of the type which might ac-
company a frontal passage is seen as a

AZIMUTH 0 sharp displacement cutting across sev-
eral lines. A vortex is seen as a wave-The Plan Shear Indicator display dis- like structure in: several parallel lines.

tinguishes between the smooth arcs of
the echo to the south and the wavy arcs This structure is produced as the winds
of this storm north of the radar. The move toward the radar at one edge of
smooth arcs indicate relatively homo- the vortex and away from the radar at
geneous flow while wavy arcs just to
the right of the North marker are in- the opposite edge.
dicative of a cyclonic vortex of the type The system has been tested against
diagrammed below, several local storms in the vicinity of

AFCRL's Weather Radar Site at Sud-
sacrifice real-time display capability be- bury, Mass., with excellent results. The
cause of excessive data processing time. Sudbury test radar operates at 5.4 cm

On AFCRL's PSI display is seen the wavelength and has a range of 88 miles.
same cloud system, but instead of the
solid silhouette, the storm is represented CLOUDY AIR TURBULENCE: When Dop-
by discrete lines. The lines are arranged pler radar, more than a decade ago, was
in concentric arcs out from the radar first utilized for observing atmospheric
location. These lines represent range- wind structure, meteorologists were ex-
gated intervals of about a half mile cited by cw-Doppler measurement of 200
separation. But they also represent knot winds in a tornado. With the de-
wind velocity information. In other velopment of accurately ranging pulse
words, range and velocity information Doppler, velocity ambiguity limitations
share the same coordinate on the PSI deflected the trend of research toward
display. Where there is a sharp change the more gentle widespread stratiform
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storms. Recently, however, AFCRL me- Moreover, vertical velocity variances in
teorologists have learned how to inter- excess of 4 m2 sec -2, which occurred in
pret velocity information despite the over 4 percent of the storm, indicated
ambiguity problems, and many thunder- hazards to aircraft in the form of dam-
storms have been studied. aging hail or turbulence, or both.i .In one thunderstorm which passed
over AFCRL's- Sudbury, Mass., radar
site, detailed vertical velocity spectra
were recorded throughout the height CLOUD PHYSICS
and duration of the storm. This particu-
lar storm produced no hail or damaging Cloud, fog, and precipitation have his-
winds at the ground, but the rain was torically been major obstacles to Air
very intense and lightning was fre- Force operations. To the old problem
quent. Some of the velocity spectra, of landing aircraft at fog-bound air-
however, were surprisingly broad. The ports, newer problems have been created
wide spectra were found at middle alti- by sophisticated technology. Penetra-
tudes in the storm (mostly between 6 to tions of cloud and precipitation at high
10 kin) and were concentrated in the speeds cause excessive erosion, solid-
vicinity of the strongest updrafts. Corn- state components are more sensitive to
putations conclusively demonstrated the cloud-created electrical phenomena, and
presence of severe turbulence in more clouds limit the use of certain optical
than one percent of the observations, and radio frequencies.

The AFCRL program in cloud physics
falls in three areas. In the first lies

21 ,the problem of fog. Here the concern is
with the processes of fog formation and
natural dissipation and with techniques

/ for modifying and dissipating fog arti-
ficially. In the second area of investi-

oo 60 0 gation, studies are aimed at determin-7 .. /,,5 ing the evolution of convective clouds,
the precipitation mechanism, and the
feasibility of modifying such clouds and

0] associated precipitation processes. In
5 o the third area are the problems associ-

Sated with static electricity and light-
0 ning. Here the problem is the funda-

........ metalone of understanding the gen-
eration processes and the details sur-

So 1 rounding natural discharges. As our
understanding increases, the identifica-
tion of potentially hazardous flight con-

This chart shows a storm in cross see- ditions will improve.
-tion taken with a radar scanning at an
elevation angle of 3 degrees. Numbers In recent years, much of the research
indicate riial wind speeds relative to in these areas has involved computer
the mean motion of the storm. The two simulation of fog, cloud and precipita-
prominent negative maxima, -9 and
-5 m/see, are suggestive of western tion processes. Instrumented aircraft
branches of moderate vortices, have a prominent role in AFCRL's cloud
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Helicopters were used in two n.ior
series of experiments devoted to warm
air fog clearing. The technique is one
in which drier air from above the fog
layer is forced into the layer by the
downwash of the helicopter blades.

physics program. An Air Force C-130 of cloud seeding. The program, desig-
is extensively instrumented with non- nated Cloud Puff III, was under AFCRL
standard custom-developed devices, field direction. The experimental ap-
Smaller aircraft are also used for spe- proach was to seed certain clouds, while
cial programs, and several large heli- selecting other clouds having compar-
copters have also been called upon in the able characteristics to serve as con-
development of fog dissipation tech- trols. All seeding was done with silver
niques. iodide aerosols. The development of

each cloud was then measured and the
CUMULUS CLOUD MODIFICATION: In effects of seeding evaluated. Another

the summer of 1968, the Meteorology purpose of the test was to evaluate the
Laboratory, together with the Army predictive ability of a numerical cumu-
and Navy, undertook a large field ex- lus cloud model.
periment in the southwest to obtain AFORL's C-130 and another aircraft
quantitative data on the effectiveness in the test fleet were used to measure
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the meteorological variables inside and tool. However, the degree of success
outside of test and control clouds, depended on the representativeness of
Ground-based and airborne radar in- the initial set of conditions for a given
formation, photography and radiosonde day with respect to temperature, winds
data were extensively used. and relative humidity. The computations

A unique feature of-the field trip was showed that on certain days seeding
the use of a computer at the site to evalu- should produce large modification effects
ate quickly the preliminary results of and that when conditions were right, an
the tests and to utilize a numerical explosive growth of clouds should be
cloud .model as a part of the daily opera- noted after seeding. But for most days,
tion. The cloud model, based on the the computations showed no appreciable
early morning balloon sounding, pre- difference between seeded and control
dicted the heights of the tops of modi- clouds. Future efforts will be directed
fled and unmodified clouds as a function toward comparison of the computer re-
of updraft radius. sults with the much less definitive and

Flight operations were conducted on more complex cloud observations.
14 days and cumulus clouds were found
on all days. Results indicate that the WARM FOG RESEARCH: In the fall of
numerical cloud model-that is, the 1967, the Laboratory undertook a re-
computer prediction of cloud develop- evaluation of techniques for dissipating
ment and growth based on an initial set warm fog. The deployment of hygro-
of conditions-is a useful operational scopic materials-such as pulverized

salt-into the fog or stratus appeared

68 to be the most promising technique to
... ........ 66" 6 investigate. Such materials when fall-

S............ ing through the cloud or fog layer ex-

tract water vapor causing the fog drop-
l lets to evaporate. Additional fog water

t . . r is removed through coalescence with the
hygroscopic materials.

X -i0C LEVEL M 3 Before field tests were undertaken, a
0 .numerical model was developed to simu-

12 . 4 late fog modification using hygroscopic
0 particles. With this model, it was pos-

W, sible to determine the quantity and
8- . sizes of various types of hygroscopic

6- seeding material needed to clear fogs
-of different liquid water content and

4/ drop size distributions. The model study
0o 20 30 indicated that considerable success can

NAUTICAL .be achieved with reasonable quantities

of properly sized hygroscopic material.
This sketch shows how observations In general, the smaller the size of hygro-
were made during Project Cloud Puff
III, a cloud seeding study jointly con- scopic particle used, the smaller the
ducted by the Army, Navy, and Air quantity of material required but the
Force in New Mexico in the summer longer the time it takes to accomplish
of 1968. A total of seven aircraft (each
bearing a "Puff" code number) were the clearing.
sometimes used simultaneously. Field experiments to test the numer-
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ical model were conducted in California fog droplets into the seeded area and
in the fall of 1968. The seeding agent the hygroscopic particles outward as
was sodium chloride-salt. Although they fall.
some clearing effects were noted, it be-
came quite evident that the lateral tur- CLEARING GROUND FOG WITH HELI-
bulent diffusion of the surrounding fog COPTERS: Unwanted cloud droplets can
droplets back into the seeded area be eliniinated from the atmosphere if
quickly obscured the cleared area. This means are available to lower the humid-
factor had not been considered in the ity. One way is to add a drying agent
numerical model. as described above. Another is to mix

A more sophisticated model now being drier air with the cloudy air so that the
developed will not only evaluate the humidity of the resultant mixture is
modification effects of hygroscopic mate- lowered permitting the droplets to
rials but also take into account the evaporate. One practical method for ac-
lateral turbulent diffusion of both the complishing this mixing is to fly heli-

These four pictures were taken over a
period of six minutes and illustrate the
rapidity with which a 500-ft fog layer
can be cleared by the helicopter down-
wash technique. Times of the photo-
graph are respectively 0733, 0736, 0738
and 0739 EST. The hole in the lower
right photograph is approxiamtely 2500
feet in diameter.
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copters slowly across the top surface of
a cloud or fog deck an, to utilize the WTI 7
downwash action of the rotors to force t
clear (normally drier) air from above ....
the cloud top deep into the cloud deck.
The wake air, on descending, entrains .
and mixes with the cloudy air and
causes evaporative elimination of the
cloud.

The Meteorology Laboratory first
tested this technique at Eglin AFB,
Florida, in February and March of
1968. Very large, HH-53B, helicopters ..
were used to create holes and trails, sev-
eral hundred feet across, in elevated •
clouds of the stratus and stratocumulus
types.

In later tests conducted at Smith
Mountain Lake, Virginia, in November
1968, medium size, OH-3E, helicopters The physical mechanisms for the for-
were employed to create clearings in mation and concentration of electrical
ground fog 150 to 200 feet thick. The charge centers in convective clouds is
helicopter flew an outward-expanding only dimly understood. The Meteorol-

ogy Laboratory is searching for clues
spiral path at an altitude about 100 feet for predicting lightning discharges to
above the fog top at an airspeed of 25- or near aircraft or to missiles passing
30 knots. The hole was expanded to through the atmosphere.

about a 31 mile diameter after a few
minutes. In contrast to the hygroscopic research in this field, the Meteorology
particle experiments noted above, the Laboratory hopes to uncover clues for
fog didn't reform within the clearing, predicting lightning discharges to or
On another occasion, two CH-3E heli- near aircraft--or to missiles during
copters cleared a 400-foot wide strip ground handling or passage through the
5000 feet long in a 350-foot deep layer atmosphere. Aircraft, with increasing
of fog within 13 minutes. v:mounts of high resistivity materials

The AFCRL experiments demonstrate such as titanium and high strength plas-
that for fog roughly less than 500 feet tic materials in their structure, coupled
thick and characterized by little wind with solid state electronic systems and
and wind shear, clearing can be accom- flight instrumentation, are especially
plished with small to medium sized vulnerable to the effects of static elec-
helicopters. trical discharges and lightning.

The AFCRL program has the objec-
THUNDERSTORM ELECTRICITY: The tive of identifying-as a basis for pre-

physical mechanisms for the formation diction-those conditions likely to pro-
and concentration of electrical charge duce lightning discharges. Basic data
centers in convective clouds is only on the electrical structure of storms
dimly understood in spite of continuing and the characteristics of lightning
studies in many of the world's atmo- strikes to aircraft were obtained by fly-
spheric research centers. Through its ing aircraft into and around large con-
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vective systems. Such experiments were ical and chemical processes. These in.
conducted in Florida and Oklahoma. terrelated dynamically and thermody.
Flight data were correlated with sur- namically varying processes are ex-
face electric field data. tremely complex and subtle. To analyze

One of the significant findings is that the interplay of the key physical fac-
when the aircraft enters a dissipating tors, however, the researcher can simu-
storm it can trigger a sudden field dis- late the condition he wishes to study on
turbance initiating a lightning leader a computer using mathematical models.
and stroke through the aircraft even The design of such models is an intrinsic
though the electrical charge centers in part of studies of atmospheric dynamics
the convective cloud have decayed to the at AFORL and elsewhere.
point where natural lightning activity The models basically are systems of
has ceased. This means that the pilot partial differential equations expressed
flying in clouds and using his radar to in terms of observed meteorological ele.-
avoid the more turbulent cloud cores ments and quantities derived from them.
may find himself subject to unexpected Integration of the equations-some of
discharge encounters as dangerous to which are nonlinear-expressed in finite-
the newer aircraft as the turbulence he difference form requires the use of com-
is trying to avoid. puters. The solutions themselves are

predictions of the state of the atmo-
sphere at various times in the future.
The predictability of atmospheric circu-

ATMOSPHERIC MODELING lation patterns and atendant weather
phenomena in this dynamical approach

Atmospheric circulations and weather is strongly affected by the manner in
result from the interplay of many phys- which key physical factors are incorpo-

rated in the models, the degree to which
the finite-difference equations represent

' the differential equations, and the speed
-and storage characteristics of the com-

puter.

AURORAL HEATING: An auroral dis-
turbance may heat the upper atmosphere
with the effects translated to low atmos-
pheric levels some one to two weeks
later. This means that auroral heating
could have some detectable effect on the
earth's weather.

Because the evidence is indirect and
empirical, there has been a strong re-
lectance on the part of meteorologists to
acc'ept its reality without a corroborat-
ing theoretical foundation. Conse-

Many of the thunderstorm electricity quen.ly, a number of years ago, AFCRL
programs conducted by the Laboratory developed a model based upon the equa-
have involved this F-100 which flies
through thunderstorms to measure their tions of motion, the continuity equation,
interilal electrical structure. the hydrostatic equation and the first law
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of thermodynamics to study the effects f.0 XX-1. " X -x X X---XX , PI

on the large-scale atmospheric circula- %
tion caused by auroral heating.

The equations are solved through a .6
network of about 2000 gridpoints cover- A
ing the region from the North Pole to e .4

30 degrees N latitude in 30-minute time . JAtURY

steps. Since the model extends vertically
from the ground to auroral heights, the
vertical dimension was treated para-
metrically in order to reduce the com- -.2 1 - 24283L

putational effort. A full report of this TIME IN DAYS

work appears in an AFCRL publication Correlations between the computed val-

(Environmental Research Papers, No. ues of the vertically integrated stream
294, November 1968). field for the "heating" and "no-heat-

The results indicated that significant ing" cases of January and April are

changes in the large-scale tropospheric plotted.

circulation of the model can be produced
by the type of upper level heating intro- numerical analysis problem that arises
duced. Furthermore, the changes are in the solution of nonlinear systems of
consistent with what was expected on eqaations is that a spurious growth of
the basis of empirical studies. Never- the short wavelength components may
theless, because the model is only a often arise as a result of the numerical
crude approximation of the real atmo- integrating procedure. In fact, for the
sphere, certain improvements were nec- commonly used centered time and space
essary before it could be concluded that differing scheme, the spurious growth
the response of the model circulation to of the short waves may cause the cal-
auroral heating simulates the real culations to become unstable and "blow
atmosphere. up" after a relatively few time steps.

An improved model developed by the Various procedures have been used to
Laboratory during the reporting period control this gro'wth.
removes the restriction imposed by the A Fourier analysis of the predicted
vertical parameterization and substi- fields is performed and the spectrum is
tutes a multi-level configuration. This truncated at some wave component.
new model not only removes the re- This procedure is effective but costly in
straints inherent in the earlier model, terms of the computational effort in-
but also permits the investigation, in volved. It would probnbly be prefer-
addition to auroral heating, of other able to express the differential equations
important diabatic processes in the at- themselves in spectral form and cir-
mosighere, such as frictional heating, cumvent the problem by considering
radiative heating, end water vapor, only waves longer than a certain limit-

ing size. Another procedure is to build
RESEARCH ON NUMERICAL ANALYSIS: a large internal viscosity into the sys-

Numerical methods of the type described tem of equations. This procedure is
above have become a widely used ana- simple and effective but arbitrarily
lytical tool in recent years. But often alters the physical system under
the results take into account only the investigation.
dominantly large-scale effects. One Considerable effort has been devoted
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to the search for stable finite-difference waves, and leave the amplitude of the
schemes which satisfy certain integral 8 grid-interval wave intact. In the case
constraints. Some of this work was de- where the boundary conditions are
scribed in the previous AFCRL Report periodic, the smoothing operator is well-
on Research. Recently, considerable behaved, without spuriously explosive
success has been obtained with the use results.
of the so-called box method. In this Other work in numerical analysis
method, values for the interior of a box consists of the development of new
are expressed in terms of values on the methods of numerical solution of dif-
surface in such a way as to satisfy the ferential equations. One of these is a
integral requirements. Such methods method for transforming the three-
are relatively simple and have been used dimensional problem to a number of
very successfully in a number of appli- two-dimensional relaxa,,ions. The ad-
cations. However, the procedure itself vantage of this transformation is two-
dotz entail considerable "smoothing" in fold: it allows a theoretical estimate of
that the values in the interior of the the optimal value of the relaxation fac-
box are expressed in terms of values on tor, otherwise inaccessible, and it fur-
the interfaces by averaging between nishes more efficiency, less effort and
adjacent boxes. higher accuracy in the numerical corn-

Other finite-difference schemes which putation.
are subject to instabilities due to the
spurious growth of short-wavelength THE HURRICANE MODEL: Of the several
oscillations have been shown to be very numerical models of atmospheric dy-
satisfactory if some weak smoothing is namic processes under study, the model
performed to limit the amplitude of that has been given most intensive and
such components. It therefore appears complete treatment is a model designed
that some level of smoothing or filtering to investigate the conditions under
is necessary either explicitly or implic- which hurricane-like disturbances will
itly as part of the integration proce- form. Until recently, the model did not
dures. This means that the filtering consider certain small-scale processes.
procedure be designed to suit the appli- The model assumed that certain initial
cation and that the full effects of the conditions prior to hurricane formation
filtering be understood, since some pro- somehow came into existence, possibly
cedures which appear to be "ideal" may due to small-scale effects. Starting from
be completely altered by boundary this initial state, the model predicted
effects. the fori.mtion and motion of a hurri-

AFCRL has developed a simple cane-like disturbance. While many fea-
method for designing smoothing and tures of a rial hurricane were repro-
filtering operatori fou a variety of spe- duced, many, such as- the warm core,
cific applications and purposes and has were not.
pinpointed some of the pitfalls that may t is thought that large groupr of
arise in practice. One involves a smooth- cumuionimbus clouds provide c
ing operator applied over a 24 grid- tively the energy needed for the d.,,l-
interval domain. Assume, for example, opment of the initial state referred to
that the initial data contain waves of above. Furthermore, continuation of
2, 3, 4, and 8 grid-intervals. The opera- sue. convective activity leads to the
tor is designed to remove 2 grid-interval formation of the warm core. Since the
waves, damp the 3 and 4 grid-interval scale of this process is much smaller
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'I'
Hurricanes have for many years been
ithe subject df mathematical models at
AFCRL. The models are designed to
investigate the conditions under which
hurricanes form and develop.

I I

than the scale of the developing hurri- heat released byithese motions in a ver"
can, attempts to incorporate the physics tical column is ,proportional to the ver-
of the convection process in detail lead tical motion at the top of the bourdary
to monum'ental computational problems. layer.
Accordingly, much ttention is being 1AFCRL is currently following this
given to "parAmeterization" of the con- ,line of investigation, and, has incorpo-
vective processes-that is, to the expreg- rated d version of this 'type 1of pararh-
sion of such' proceses in terms of the eterization in order to test whether it
larger-scale motions. Since t#e neces- is possible to compute a storm evolu-
sary energy, comes from the release of tion with more realistic characteristics. ,
latent heat carried: inti the atm6sphere
through the planetary boundary layer, MODEL FOR OZONE CIRCULATIONS:
one way of parameterizing th1e convec- Ozone, of interdst to meteorologists be-
tive motions is to issume that the total cause it is the chief. source of radiative

I I *
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energy in the stratosphere, can also be calculation of the change in ozone con-
used as a tracer of stratospheric circu- tent due to photochemistry and trans-
lations. The total ozone content of the fer, but also for change of temperature
Northern Hemisphere increases by a due to absorption by ozone, by cooling
significant factor during the period due to long-wave radiation, and by heat
November through March. Of this over- transfer. Calculations are made in a
all increase, the most rapid rise in the meridional plane extending from pole to
ozone content occurs in the high-latitude pole, and from the earth's surface to 65
lower stratosphere. This additional km. This model predicts the change of
ozone most certainly does not originate the 24 hour average of ozone in the
by photochemical processes in this re- meridional plane, and reconstructs the
gion. One must postulate then a circu- spring buildup in high latitudes. Calcu-
lation mechanism that transfers ozone lations were made both with and with-
from the middle (or low) latitude upper out effects of diffusion, so that the rela-
stratosphere to the high latitude lower tive importance of transfer by the
stratosphere during the winter months. mean motions and by diffusion may be
In earlier studies of the ozone distribu- assessed.
tion, it was always assumed that the Later in this chapter, the Labora-
ozone content was in photochemical tory's ozone observational program is
equilibrium-that is, no transfer proc- reviewed. Such observations, of coarse,
esses were acting. While such calcula- provide the numerical model builder
tions give the correct vertical distribu- with the essential data for verifying
tion o' ozone, they give r. reversal of the numerical model results and for refin-
horizontal distribution. ing the model itself.

The Meteorology Laboratory has de-
vised a 22-level atmospheric model to
study the interaction and transfer proc-
ess. The model not only allows for the ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY LAYER

CM TOTAL OZONE ADVECTION a EDOy DIFFUSION There are some meteorological processesSTP which by their form and magnitude are

14 - SUMWER characteristic of the first mile or so of
SSOLSTICE the atmosphere, the region which mete-

12 _ : orologists refer to as the boundary layer.
VERNAL For example, the turbulent transport
EOUNOX of kinetic and thermal energy between

the earth's surface and the free atmos-
YNTER phere is of basic physical importance

6 SOLSTICE in the understanding of large-scale
4 - atmospheric motions. In general, these

turbulent transports are effective in
2 AUTUMNAL

EOuIiOX transporting heat to and from the
o 1 '.......j EOUILIBRIUM earth's surface and is transporting mo-

90-S 60 so. 0- 30. 60 90 N mentum towards the earth's surface to
overcome the earth's frictional drag on

The distribution of total ozone by lati- the overlying air motions. It has be-
tude as computed from a model which
includes transfer of ozone by the mean come apparent that incorporation of the
motion and by eddy diffivion is shown. knowledge of the effects of these proc-
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esses 'n numerical weather forecasting
models is an essential ingredient for
improving 24 to 48 hour weather fore-
casts.

THE KANSAS FIELD SITE: Since 1965,
AFCRL's boundary layer research has
centered around a field site in south-
western Kansas. Here, on a broad flat
obstruction-free wheat field, the Mete-

:1a orology Laboratory has installed a vari-
ety of instruments to obtain detailed
microscale information on such param-
eters as winds, temperatures, moisture
and the vertical turbulent transport of The micrometeorological site in Lib-
momentum, heat, and water vapor, eral, Kansas, is diagrammed in this
Three field trips were made to the oite schematic.
in the summers of 1965, 1967 and 1968.

The whole problem of turbulent trans-
port is an extremely complex one. The
most promising approach is to investi-
gate the most simple, yet non-trivial
physical situation in the atmosphere,
the case where the turbulent flow prop-
erties are uniform in the horizontal.
Thus, only vertical gradients are re-
quired for the most part in character-
izing the flow.

Accordingly, the experimental site in
southwestern Kansas was chosen for its
close approximation to a uniform flat
plane. A 32-meter tower was erected
on the site, a semi-permanent fixture
complete with commercial power and
signal cables enclosed in conduits. The
logistics problem of preparing for an
experiment was thus reduced to trans-
porting a trailer carrying a computer-
controlled data acquisition system frcm
Bedford, Mass., to Kansas; mounting
the various wind, temperature, and At intervals along the 32 meter tower
moisture sensors on the tower; and con- at the Kansas field site are located a

necting the appropriate sensor cables. variety of meteorological sensors.

All the sensors are calibrated in the
Laboratory's calibration facility con- THE 1968 EXPEDITION: The 1968 ex-
sisting of a wind tunnel, temperature pedition was particularly successful on
bath, humidity chamber, and associated a number of counts. The sensor inven-
control electronics. tory was much better than in previous
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yiars, and, in fact, exceeded that of any A -'

other known similar experimental pro-
gram. Heat and momentum flux were
mea,'ured with sonic anemometers and
platinum wire thermometers at three 0
levels on the tower, 5.6, 11.3 and 22.6'
meters. An Australian scientist joined '

"

the AFCRL group with two drag plates A
designed to measure the frictional drag
right at the earth's surface. Hot-wire .1 .
anemometers were used at the same •
levels as the sonic anemometers to ob-
tain high-frequency information on the
wind fluctuations and, in particular, to
provide an estimate of the rate of vis- .s
cous dissipation of the turbulent wind
field. Wind and temperature profile
measurements were also made.

With respect to instrumentation, a
surprising discovery was that extreme M
precision in orientation of the sonic
anemometers is required to measure The interior of the trailer showing por-
momentum flux. Tilt of the anemometer tions of the data acquisition system
out of the vertical by more than 0.1 used at the Kansas site is shown in the
degree can cause errors as much as 100 upper photo. Below a scientist is shown

readjusting an instrument used in the
percent in extreme cases and, quite measurement of the earth's drag on the
commonly, as high as 30 to 40 percent. atmosphere.

Of particular interest is the behavior
of momentum and heat flux as a func-
tion of height during all stabilities. For
a uniform flat plane, these fluxes are
assumed to remain constant with height
within the first 30 meters or so. But
dependable experimental verification of
this assumption had not been obtained
prior to these experiments. In general,
fluxes are indeed constant with height
to within the experimental capability to
measure them, which is to an accuracy
of plus or minus 20 percent. Under un-
stable conditions, however, the momen-
tum flux is not so easily characterized.
It sometimes increases with, decreases
with, or is constant with height for in-
dividual, 15-minute averaged estimates
of the flux.

Examination of the characteristics of
the transport processes during these
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periods has revealed the occasional .. ..
presence of large bursts of momentum
and heat transport that last for 30 sec-
onds or so. These tranports are ten to
20 times greater in magnitude than the
transports occurring between the bursts.
They occur at intervals of 10 to 30
minutes. These bursts have a tremen-
dous influence on the temporal and * ,
height variability of the momentum flux,
making it necessary to average the
fluxes over a long time period (an hour IVY ,
or so) before statistically stable esti-
mates of momentum flux can be
obtained.

SATELLITE METEOROLOGY

Since about 1965, the extraction of mete-
orological information from satellite
pictures has become routine and satel-
lite data are now being used in in- The Muirhead 1300-A/i photofacsimile
creasingly sophisticated ways. At Han- recorder is shown with gray-scale sim-
scom Field, the Meteorology Laboratory ulator and image density calibrator in-
routinely receives direct transmissions stalled. The crater current-signal am-

plitude curve can be seen on the scope
from the various weather satellites and of the simulator.
uses them in investigations designed to
enhance their usefulness in forecasting.
During the period, satellite data have AFCRL research is conducted along
been used in conjunction with all other synoptic and statistical lines. The syn-
types of available meteorologic2l data optic work has concentrated on the
in synoptic, dynamic and statistical identification of circulation regimes
studies. antecedent to or associated with clear-

ing weather over target areas. Identifi-
SOUTHEAST ASIA STUDIES: The Air able synoptic features have been found

Weather Service (AWS) in Southeast that give 24 hours or more of advance
Asia (SEA) uses direct satellite trans- notice of clearing. The key to the fore-
missions as part of its weather forecast- casting is the identification of the main
ing mission there. AFCRL is assisting circulation features of this area, such
AWS personnel in SEA through a re- as the subtropical ridge, monsoon
search program designed to obtain max- trough, and the buffer circulations be-
imum value from satellite photos. Dur- tween the Northern and Southern
ing most of the report period, visits Hemispheres.
were made to bases in SEA by AFCRL, Statistical work emphasizes the fore-
contractor and AWS satellite meteorol- casting of comparatively fair periods
ogists to instruct personnel in the appli- as against convectively active periods
cation of their -.!search results. during the southwest monsoon season.
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Significant correlations have been dem- put of different satellites. Lack of con-
onstrated between the location of clouds trast, resulting in a gray, washed-out
on a satellite video or IR picture and appearance, sometimes obscures valu-
the rainfall over the next 24 to 72 hours able detail. AFCRL has completed a
in the vicinity of the radar. study of weather satellite picture qual-

One study that related wind speed ity, has identified the factors involved,
at 1.5 km altitude to the height of con- and has shown this quality can be en-
vective clouds proved of particular hanced at the receiver with a little
value. There appears to be a critical effort.
wind speed for each particular observ- Without equipment redesign or modi-
ing station which separates days of light fication, much can be done to improve
to moderate convection from those of weather satellite pictures from APT
intense convection in which the cloud (Automatic Picture Transmission) re-
tops exceed 40,000 feet. The thicker corders. The Air Weather Service
clouds occur when the wind is less than operates a sizable number of these APT
the critical speed. Forecasts of 18 hours recorders, particularly in Southeast
based on these observations were cor- Asia. Poor picture quality is often the
rect 65 to 85 percent of the time, de- result of imprecise calibration and lack
pending on the station. of understanding on the part of the

operators of the factors affecting pic-
AUTOMATIC PICTURE TRANSMISSION: ture quality.

One problem with weather satellite For example, the operator should
photos is the varying quality of the out- know that aging of the vidicon camera

in the satellite not only changes the
...- T , I .... .... . dynamic range of the video signal but

that the loss of sensitivity is more
NW XL.601 F,, severe at low brightness levels than at

high brightness areas of the picture. To
compensate for vidicon degradation,

.. the quality of pictures can be restored
by proper adjustment of gray scale com-

§pensation circuits in the recorder.
4 Aside from the report of this works TUBE 0 6 XL- C01

',0........ ,115V which can serve as a kind of manual,
training classes have been held atAFCRL and in the field to insure that
AWS personnel understand the .system.

3,o 340o o.O 44. 60 o o 3,o $o .W 0 ,0o "a o It is now routine to have at least one
WAVLY ' AWS officer in Vietnam who has been

at AFCRL to receive training in the
Many factors are involved in obtaining process for obtaining optimum picture
sharp, high resolution photos from quality.
satellites, some requiring only simple To ease the job of calibrating the re-
adjustment and calibration of ground
receiving equipment. For example, it is corder and making adjustments by less
seen in this plot that the spectral re- skilled personnel, AFCRL has designed
sponse of two satellite transmission a special attachment to the APT equip-
tubes is quite different, but this differ-
ence can be reconciled by adjustments ment which allows an oscilloscope dis-
in the ground receivers, play of the relationship between input
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signal and marking current. This equip-
ment was provided to AWS units in /.. 7/.. ./

SEA. The Laboratory has also in- Zv......
structed NASA in its calibration tech- / .......
niques. In addition to optimizing the 0 o~ o, it..IW2

use of existing equipment the Labora- 5 .
tory has provided guidance and assist- / /. 1

ance to the Electronic Systems Division "' o .. . ... , ... 4

(ESD) of the Air Force Systems Corn- nt fc r,,-
mand on the design of future readout
equipment.

Aircraft radiometric measurements

INFRARED STUDIES: An investigation made between Providence, R.I., and
Bangor, Me., are shown here. Althoughinto the radiative characteristics of jet temperatures at the top of the cirrus

stream cirrus using an instrumented layer were about -65 degrees C; the
U-2 aircraft has been completed. The transparency of the cirrus led to erro-neous radiometric temperatures about
conclusions reached were that the radia- 45 degrees C too warm.
tion data in the 8-13 micron "atmo-

spheric window" gave little informationas to absolute cloud height or tempera-
ture. In the accompanying illustration
cloud layers are indicated by hatching t . - cko-
and the radiometric blackbody tempera-
ture by the curved line near 20,000 feet.
As can be seen, the radiometer places
the cloud tops between 14,000 and
25,000 feet, while the observed tops
were between 37,000 and 40,000 feet.
Errors of this size are not uncommon.

In addition, the results indicate a
very wide range of values of emission
and transmission for cirrus clouds in
the 8-13 micron window region. It is
clear that the blackbody assumption in
this region as it pertains to cirrus cloud
regimes must be abandoned.

A technique was formulated to im-
prove cirrus height and temperature This infrared photograph was taken
estimates by categorizing the radiation during a satellite pass over southeast-
measurements and assigning an effec- ern Canada. The whiter the area, the

colder the temperature of the radianttive cirrus emission-transmission factor. surface.

winds, rain, temperature change, cloud
UPPER ATMOSPHERE STUDIES formation and so on-taking place with-

in a narrow shell extending from the
Weather is a tropospheric phenomenon, ground up to the tropopause between
with the major meteorological events- about 12 and 18 km. Above the tropo-
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pause is the relatively stable strato- A copy of the AFCRL computer-
sphere. Defining just how stratospheric controlled radar meteor trail system has
processes influence the earth's weather been built by the Army and is being in-
is a major category of meteorological stalled for environmental support at the
research. White Sands Missile Range. Stanford

Interest is focused on ozone and large- University has designed and is assem-
scale circulations. To the meteorologist, bling for AFCRL a more sophisticated
ozone is one of the atmosphere's impor- system employing recent advances in
tant constituents. It is a highly efficient electronic detection and packaging. This
absorber of solar energy, contributing new, compact prototype system is truck-
more than 80 percent of the heat in the mounted, is less expensive than previ-
atmosphere. It controls the earth's heat ous systems, and will cost less to build,
balance, keeping the earth's temperature operate, and maintain than present
in reasonable equilibrium throughout radiosonde systems.
the year. The Meteorology Laboratory The AFCRL systems at Durham,
is interested in ozone circulations and New Hampshire, and Stanford provide
the photochemistry of ozone formation. data for in-house research. A maximum
Earlier in this chapter, numerical rate of 400 usable observations per day
models of ozone circulations were dis- are obtained by each radar which can
cussed. This section reviews the Labor- operate both day and night, regardless
atory's observational programs. An- of weather, to define the prominent
other upper atmosphere observational tidal wind oscillations and prevailing
program discussed in this section is the wind c3mponents. Observations reveal
detection of winds at altitudes between that the semi-diurnal wind oscillation is
80 and 120 km using meteor trails as stronger and more regular than the
tracers. diurnal oscillations, but there is a large

amount of variation in the individual
METEOR TRAIL ANALYSIS: A typical measurements. No significant correla-

meteor enters the earth's atmosphere at tion has been found between the wind
a speed of 40 km sec -', leaving an ion- variations in the 80 to 100 km altitude
ized trail. Special radar sets detect range and anomalous solar activity. Al-
these trails and use them as tracers to though echo decay rate variations are
investigate the earth's environment in known to be closely related to variations
the 80 to 120 km altitude range. One of atmospheric density and although
of the programs in the Meteorology iguificant decay rate variations have
Laboratory iq fa unified, coordinated been observed, the state of the art does
effort to improve radar observing tech- not permit good estimates of the den-
niques, to automate the data reduction, sity variations. Large density varia-
and to provide a description of the tions are significant for aerospace
neutral atmosphere. operations and might explain some of

The AFCRL meteor trail radar oper- the lower thermosphere satellite obser-
ates at a frequency of 36.8 MHz. An- vations which are at variance with the
tennas consist of Yagi arrays that op- theoretical models.
erate in association with a ground plane The major obstacle in obtaining accu-
-a wire grid suspended about ten feet rate data has been the calibration of the
off the ground and measuring about 40 antenna systems. A small beacon in
by 50 feet. Data are recorded and proc- satellite OV1-17, which was put into
essed automatically by the system. orbit on March 18, 1969, is being used
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to calibrate the antenna systems and
thereby provide greater resolution of
echo heights. Preliminary results are
very encouraging.

RADIATIVE AND CIRCULATION
PROCESSES: Using the wealth of ozone
data gathered in recent years by the
AFCRL ozonesonde network covering
North America, the Laboratory has
attempted to define the radiative and
circulation processes in the upper tropo-

sphere and lower stratosphere. The "
high resolution ozone measurements • "
have enabled the Laboratory to explore ..-
the nature of atmospheric motion sys-
tems in a way not previously possible.

Of particular interest and importance
are the striking fluctuations in the ozone
concentration of the lower stratosphere,
which are characteristic features of
mid-latitude ozonesonde observations in
the cold months of the year. These large
variations occur as wave disturbances
of varying scale and act upon the
strong gradients of ozone that are main-
tained in the stratosphere. Desrriptions
and understanding of ozone-circulation
relationships are obtained through an-
alysis of the distribution of ozone mix-
ing ratio with respect to potential tem-
perature. Ozone mixing ratio is a
conservative parameter following the The OVI-17 satellite launched in March
air motion below about 20 km while 1969 carried a beacon for calibrating
diabatic temperature change processes the AFCRL meteor trail radar systems
are relatively slow in the upper tropo- at Durham, N.H., and Stanford, Calif.

One of these systems is shown in the
sphere and lower stratosphere. Thus, lower photograph.
air parcels conserving ozone are con-
strained essentially to move along: or
move in translation with isentropic sur- ozone vs. potential temperature were
faces for several days or more. Isen- calculated from network observations
tropic excursions of ozone-rich air from made during the years 1963 through
the north and ozone-poor air from the 1967, a data base of over 2000 asce-nts
south into intermediate latitudes, often made with Regener chemiluminescont
in very thin layers, are readily identi- and Brewer-Mast electrochemical
fiable in the winter and spring ozone- ozonesonde instruments. These charts
sonde data. provide a working climatology of ozone

Average meridional cross sections of that may be used to help diagnose syn-
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optic-scale events. The mean meridional tectable, even though the resultant per-
ozone gradient is a minimum near the turbation amplitudes are usually small
650 degrees K potential temperature because of rapid erosion and dilution by
surface (approximately 25 kin). Above mixing processes in the troposphere.
this level, the ozone concentration is Extrusions totally imbedded within the
strongly influenced by photochemical troposphere seldom have ozone amounts
processes, which produce and maintain exceeding 0.3 parts per million, which
the largest amounts near the equator. corresponds to the amount normally
The average meridional ozone gradient found only a few hundred meters above
is reversed at lower atmospheric levels the tropopause. The preferred region
where the distribution is controlled by for transport out of the stratosphere is
transport processes. In the winter and at the base of transient wave troughs
spring months, the largest ozone values on the poleward side of the jet stream.
are invariably found within the cold
polar vortex as it moves about in the OZONE PHOTOCHEMISTRY: From a
arctic region. In the lower stratosphere, seed planted by Sydney Chapman al-
a strong ozone gradient persists between most two decades previously, the "class-
the vortex center and the anticyclonic ical" theory of ozone in the earth's
or equatorward side of the polar jet atmosphere came to full flower in the
stream. Thus, the observed changes in late 1940's. In this view ozone is de-
ozone structure near the tropopause picted as the result of photochemical
provide a close look at circulation reactions involving only allotropes of
mechanisms which lead to broad meri- oxygen. It is in photochemical equilib-
dional excursions of polar and sub- rium in the upper stratosphere, but in
tropical air masses and lead to the inter- the lower stratosphere it is conservative
change of air between the stratosphere for all practical purposes, and its dis-
and troposphere. tribution there is governed by circula-

Invasions of ozone-rich stratospheric tion processes. The intermediate alti-
air into the troposphere are easily de- tudes, where the characteristic times of

photochemistry and circulation are com-
parable in magnitude, are the source
regions for the ozone that percolates

-25 down into the troposphere, where it is
destroyed.

This theory was well received and
b W.o remained essentially free from chal-

40 0 lenge until the early 1960's when it be-
came evident that the theoretical values

" of equilibrium concentration are con-

sistently and significantly higher than
3°0 observed values. Two developments led

- ., to this adverse reappraisal: revised
values for certain of the photochemical

a 003 oo 10 to & 1o rate constants and better observations
of ozone.

This chart shows the average concen- Among various attempts to patch up
tration of ozone vs. potential tempera-
ture for the spring season as calculad the theory, the one that has attracted
from the AFCRL ozonesonde network. principal attention amounts to a major
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overhaul. It postilates that compounds
of hydrogen are present in the reaction
scheme and are the dominant agent for
destroying ozone, thereby lowering
markedly the equilibrium values. Since
these compounds are derived from at-
mospheric water vapor, the new model
has been dubbed the "wet" model.

A consequence of the wet model is a
sizable reduction of the photochemical
relaxation time. This would imply that
the source region of ozone fs much lower
in altitude than previously held and -
would raise some doubt as to whether ..
ozone is truly conservative in the lower
stratosphere.

However, according to recent studiesby Meteorology Laboratory scientists A dense, smoky exhaust is deliberately
created in this J-69 jet engine, pre-

the proponents of the wet model may paratory to tests of methods for sup-
have jumped from the frying pan into pressing the visibility of the exhaust.
the fire. The wet model is found to Tests were conducted at AFCRL.

under-predict the observed values by
even more than the dry model over- carried out under the title "Aerosol In-
predicts. What's more, the lower values teractions" because the approach to the
of relaxation time turn out to be ad- problem is to produce combustion prod-
ventitious and not the result of an ucts-aerosols-sufficiently small in size
instrinsic difference between wet and so as to be invisible. At the corclusion
dry models. When the observed values of the present reporting pcriod, AFCRL
are correctly predicted, the relaxation had again satisfied the new Air Force
time is essentially the same whether the requirement and the program was again
wet or dry model is used. being phased out.

FUEL ADDITIVES: The best--and only
practical-way to mask the contrail of

CONTRAIL SUPPRESSION a jet is to prevent the water produced
by combustion from condensing into

AFCRL's research in contrail suppres- particles above a certain critical size, a
sion dates back well over -cen years. size no larger than 0.25 micron. In
This early rnsearch led directly to the AFCRL's earlier approach, noted above,
development of a suppression system chemicals were injected directly into the
that was incorporated into operational aircraft exhaust where they evaporated
aircraft. With the program successfully to form sulfur trioxide nuclei. The-
concluded, no further work was done present approach is to add chemicals
for several years. Then, during the to the jet fuels. While the earlier tech-
present reporting period, a new Air nique was effective, it required relatively
Force requirement for contrail suptures- complex injection equipment which had
sion arose and AFCRL was asked to re- to be operated in conjunction with
open its program. This program is highly corrosive chemicals.
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During the reporting period, labora- combustion. Because such chemicals are
to'v tests were conducted on the con- corrosive, particular care was taken
version of various types of sulfur com- to evaluate possible damage to engine
pounds to sulfur trioxide during the parts during this test program. The re-

-. --1- - sults of this Jaboratory work have been
verified in a flight test program con-

.ducted at Holloman AFB, N.M., using
" the White Sands Missile Range. Two

BQM34A target drones are flo wn in
each test mission, one with and. one
without the sulfur compound additive.
The tests were successful for the de-

-A velopment of a high altitude suppres-
sion system. At high altitudes, con-
trails suppressed more effectively than

: -" in the earlier exhaust injection system,
but there is no system weight to im-
pose a range penalty on the aircraft.
The heat loss of the fuel due to these
additives is extremely small. Maximum
range penalty to an aircraft is esti-
mated at below 0.5 percent compared to

Aircraft contrails can be suppressed by the 3 percent and higher from conven-
injecting chemicals into the aircraft ex-
haust. One such injection system is tional contrail suppression systems.
shown here. The bottom tank contains For lower altitude contrail suppres-
the suppressing agent. Upper left is sion, an extremely promising technique
the pressurizing tank. is the use of sulfur dioxide-sulfur tri-

oxide gas mixtures injected directly in-
to the exhaust. Because the material

, , is injected as a gas, no complicated
equipment is required for droplet break-

'J up and evaporation.

METHODS OF EXHAUST GAS ANALYSIS:
Contrail suppression depends on the
production of sulfur trioxide in the ex-

" , haust to control the condensation of
Z the water particles. For a given quan-

S , tity of fuel additives, one wishes to
maximize the production of sulfur tri-
oxide in the jet exhaust. In view of the
complexity of the reactions within the
tailpipe and the fact that all reactions
occur at extremely high temperatures,
measurements of the concentration of

This BQM34A drone was flown at Hol- reactive exhaust gas components posed
loman AFB, N. M., to test AFCPL-ut.
veloped methods for suppressing con- a problem.
trails. The problem was solved by installing
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in the laboratory a sm~all jet engine,
equipped with siXlucers and other neces"
sary sou idproofing. With this engine,
tests can be made by introducing sulfur
compounds through injection in the em.
haust or by the use of fuel additives. A
portion of the exhaust gases are passed
through a heated tube into an ultra-
violet spectrometer. The amounts of
sulfur dioxide and sulfur trioxide ar~e
measured by eV absorption techniques.
With this laboratory engine, one can
evaluate the effectiveness of contrail,
suppression materials in the laboratory

and confirm the results with a minimum
of flight testing.

This subsonic wind tunnel As used in'
WIND TUNNEL MEASUREMENTS Not studies of droplet breakup. Rdficing

only does one wish to maximize the pro- the size of exhaust particles is t asic
duction of sulfur dioxide in the jet ex- approach to reducing contr.ii Psi-

haust, one must maximize the breakup
of these materys into small droplets
if one is to achieve an optimum contrail lets in the breakup process. -The windsuppression effectiveness, tunnel has been successfully operated

In normal operation, droplet breakup at densities correspondiAg to altitudes
decreases with an aircraft's altitude of 40,000 to 60,600 feet. Several pre-
because the density in the exhaust of liminary breakup mod~ls have been
the gases which control breakup de- develo~ed as a res'ult of this program.
creases with increased altitude. The
complexity of factors involved in drop-w
let breakup led to the need for a theo-
retical framework, and experimental
chcks on various theoretical models.

To obtain the expernental data, the JOURNAL ARTICLES - t
Laboratory undertook a series of wind JULY 1967 -JUNE 1969,

snnel tests. In this wind tunnel, a
range of denpities and Mach numbers ARMSTRONG, 6. M,, and DONALDsoN', R. JLv
fPlan Shear Indicator for Real-Time Doppler

c~n e siulaed. igh-pee camras Radar Identification of Hazardous Stormn Winds
fhotographed the breakup of the drop- Proc. OAR Res. Appl. Conf. (13 March 1969)
lets. The camera unit consists of five J. Appl. Meteorol., Vol. 8, N\,o. 3 (June 1969)
cameras used in conjunction with high- BARNES, A. A., Jl.
speed light sources to produce exposures Winds and Densities from Radar t Meteor
on the order of 20 nanoseconds. The Trail Returns
time between exposures can be varied Bul. of the Amer. Meteorol. loc.
from approximately 10 and 400 micro- (August 1967)
seconds. All five cameras are focused on Winds and Densities from Radar Meteor

Trail Returns-80 to 120 Kiloneters
the same volume within the test section Meteorol. Investigations Above 70 Ki,
and it is possible to foskwP single drop- Chapt. in AMS Mono. (1968)

c:nb smlte.Hghsed aeas Rdr dnifcto ofHzrosSomWns

(,oorpe h rau ftedo- Poc A eoAp2of 1 ac 9f)
lets Thecamea unt cosist of ive . Apl. MteorL, V][. , No 3 JnI99
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The Effect of Spatial Averaging on Spectrum i Convective Storms
Estimation J. of the Atmos. Sci., Vol. 27, No. 2
J. of Appl. Meteorol. (April 1968) (March 1970)
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DYER, R. M. PLANK, V. G., and SPATOLA, A. A.
Persistence in Snowfall Intensities Measur ed Cloud Modification by Helicopter Wakes
at the Ground J. of Appl. Meteorol., Vol. 8, No. 4
J. of Appl. Met.*orol., Vol. 9, No. 1 (August 1969)
(February 1 9 7 01

SHAPIRO, R.
GLOVER, K. M., BOUCHER, R. J.; OTTERSTEN, H., The Relationship Between Variations of Solar
and HARDY, K. R. Corpuscular and Ultraviolet Radiation and the
Simultaneous Radar, Aircraft, an i Intensity of the Airglow in the 01 Line
Meteorological Investigations of C !ear-Air (X5577 A)
Turbulence Planet. and Space Sci., Vol. 17 (1969)
J. of Appl. Meteorol., Vol. 8, No. 4 Further Investigations of Alleged
(August 1969) Tropospheric Responses to Chromospheric

Flares
HARDY, K. R. J. of Atmos. Sci. (November 1969)
The Significance of Radar Meteorology in
Communications
Proc. of NATO Adv. Study Inst. on Effects of R A .
Atmos. Water on Electromag. Wave Prop., An Appraisal of Warm Fog Modification
Univ. of West. Ont., London, Ont., Can. Bul. of the Amer. Meteorol. Soc., Vol. 51,
(29 August-6 September 1969) No. 5 (May 1970)

HARDY, K. R., and KATZ, I. (Appl. Phys. Lab., WYNGAARD, J. C.
Johns Hopkins Univ., Silver Spring, Md.) Spatial Resoluion of the Vorticity Meter and
Probing the Atmosphere with High Power, Other Hot-Wire Arrays

High Resolution Radars J. of Sci. Instrum., Vol. 2, Ser. 2
Atmos. Expl. by Remote Probes, Vol. 2 (Pub. (November 1969)
by NAS Com. on Atmos. Sci.)-1969

HARDY, K. R., and OrrERSTEN, H.
Radar Investigations of Convective Patterns in
the Clear Atmosp~vre
J. of Atmos. Sci. (Juiy 1969)

KAIMAL, J. C. PAPERS PRESENTED AT MEETINGS
Measurement of Momentum and Heat Flux JULY 1967- JUNE 1969
Variations in the Surface Boundary Layer
Radio Sci., Vol. 4 (December 1969) ARMSTRONG, G. M., and DONALDSON, R. J., JR.

KUNKEL, B. A. A Convenient Indicator of Tangential Shear
in Radial VclocityComments on "A Generalized Equation for the it Radar Mor o M USoluionEffet i DroletGrozth"13th Radar Mateorol. Conf., McGill Univ.,

Solution Effect in Droplet Growth" Montreal, Can. (20-23 August 1968)
J. of the Atmos. Sci., Vol. 26, No. 6
(November 1969)

BARNES, A. A., JR.
LAM KIN, W. E. The Application of Radar Meteor Trail Data
Radar Signature Analysis of Weather to Aerospace Operational Preblems
Phenomena Third Natl. Conf. on Aerospace Meteorol.,
Annals of the N. Y. Acad. of Sci., Vol. 16.1, New Orleans, La. (6-9 May 1968)
Art. 1 (September 1969) Meteor Trail Radars

Eleventh Plenary Mtg. of COSPAR, Tokyo,
OrrE-RSTEN, H. Jap. (20-23 May 1968)

Atmospheric Structure and Radar
Backscattering in Clear Air BERKOFSKY, L.
Radar Backscattering from the Turbulent A Numerical Model for Investigation of
Clear Atmosphere Upper Atmosphere Effects; and
The Mean Vertical Gradient of Potential Some Numerical Res-Its from a Model for
Refractive Index in Turbulent Mixing and Hurricane Prediction
Radar Detection of CAT Intl. Symp. on Numerical Wea. Prediction,
Radio Sci., Vol. 4, No. 12 (December 1969) Tokyo, Jap. (26 November-4 December 1968)
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BERKOFSKY, L., and SHAPIRO, R. DONALDSON, R. J., JR., and CHMELA, A. C.
Numerical Experiments with a Vertically Doppler Radar Estimates of Turbulenc:e in

Parameterized Model Designed to Study the Thunderstorms
Effects of High-Level Heating on the Large- Conf. on Severe Local Storms, St. Louis, Mo.
Scale Circulation of the Lower Atmosphere (19-20 October 1967)
49th Ann. M tg. of the Amer. Meteorol. Soc., Distribution of Vertical Velocity Mean andN. Y., N. Y. (20-23 January 1969) Variance in a Thunderstorm

13 Radar Meteorol. Conf., McGill Univ.,
BOUCHER, R. J. Montreal, Can. (20-23 August 1968)
Some Characteristics of Turbulent Structures DYER, R. M.
Observed by Doppler Radar in Snow
13 Radar Meteorol. Conf., McGill Univ., Doppler Measurements in Stratiform Rain
Montreal, Can. (20-23 August 1968) 13th Radar Meteorol. Conf., McGill Univ.,

Montreal, Can. (20-23 August 1968)

BUNTING, J. T.
Fifteen Day Cycles in Southeast Asia FITZGERALD, D. R.
Radar Data Lightning Strike Experience to Research
Conf. on Summer Monsoon of SEA, Aircraft in Thunderstorms
Honolulu, Haw. (7-9 April 1969) Atm. and Space Elec. Symp., Lucerne, Switz.

(29 September-4 October 1967)

CONOVER, J. H. USAF Flight Lightnivg Research
Studies of Clouds and Weather over Southeast ASD Lightning and Static Electricity Conf.,

Asia Utilizing Satellite Data Miami Beach, Fla. (3-5 December 1968)

Fifth Tech. Conf. on Hurricanes and Tropical GLovER, K. M., and BISOP, A. W.
Meteorol., Caracas, Venezuela
(20-28 November 1967) Wind Measurement by Dual Beam Radar

Summer Monsoon Studies of Clouds and 13th Radar Meteorol. Conf., McGill Univ.,

Weather over SEA Utilizing Satellite Data Montreal, Can. (20-23 August 1968)
Indian Ocean Cloud Patterns from Satellite GLOVER, K. M.. BOUCHER, R. J., OTTERSTEN, H.,
Pictu res and HARDY, K R.
Conf. on Summer Monsoon of SEA, Simultaneous Radar, Aircraft, and Meteoro-
Honolulu, Haw. (7-9 April 1969) logical Investigations of Clear-Air Turbulence

COTE, 0. R. 13th Radar Meteorol. Conf., McGill Univ.,
Montreal, Can. (20-23 August 1968)

1,s. Mixing Processes in a Heated Rotating Natl. Conf. on Atm. Turbulence, Boston, Mass.
Annulus as an Analogue to Large Scale (4-6 September 1968)
Atmospheric Mixing Processes 1968 Fall USNC-URSI Mtg., Northeastern
Ann. Amer. Geophys. Union Mtg., Wash, D. C. Univ., Boston, Mass. (9-12 September 1968)
(8-11 April 1968) 1968 Air Force Sci. and Eng. Symp., Air Force
Eddy Diffusion Coefficients and Mixing Acad., Colo. (29 October-1 November 1968)
Processes
Third Aeronomy Conf., Univ. of Ill., Urbana HARDY, K. R.
(23-26 September 1968) Radar Studies of Clouds and Precipitation; and

Radar Echoes from the Clear Air
DONALDSON, R. J., JR. NATO Adv. Study Inst., Aberystwyth,
Horizontal Wind Measurement by Doppler Wales, Eng. (2-16 September 1967)
Radar in a Severe Squall Line CPS-9 Radar Investigation of Clear-Air
Conf. on Severe Local Storms, St. Louis, Mo. Convection
(19-20 October 1967) 13th Radar Meteorol. Conf., McGill Univ.,
Measurement of Air Motion in a Thunderstorm Montreal, Can. (20-23 .kugust 1968)
Anvil by Doppler Radar Recent Advances in Radar Investigations
48th Ann. Mtg. of the Amer. Meteorol. Soc., of the Clear A ,,,c:ihere
San Francisco, Calif. 49th Ann. Mtg. of the Amer. Meteorol. Soc.,
(29 January-1 February 1968) N. Y., N. Y. (20-23 January 1969)

DONALDSON, R. J., JR., ARMSTRONG, G. M., HARDY, K. R., and KATZ, I. (Appl. Phys. Lab.,
CHmELA, A. C., and KRAUS, M. J. Johns Hopkins Univ. Baltimore, Md.)
Doppler Radar Investigations of Air Flow and Probing the Atmosphere with High Power,
Shear within Severe Thunderstorms High Resolution Radars
Sixth Conf. on' Severe Storms, Univ. of Chicago NAS-CAS Panel .n Remote Atm. Probing,
(8-10 April 1969) Chicago, Ill. (18-20 April 1968)
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HARDY, K. R., and OTTERSTEN, H. KUNKEL, B. A., and SILVERMAN, B. A.
Radar and Aircraft Investigation of Clear-Air A Mathematical Model Simulating the
Turbulence Dissipation of Warm Fog by Hygroscopic
Third Nat'. Conf. on Aerospace Meteorol., Materials
New Orleans, La. (6-9 May 1968) 49th Ann. Mtg. of the Amer. Meteorol. Soc.,
Two Scales of Convection in the Clear N. Y., N. Y. (20-23 January 1969)
Atmosphere
Intl. Conf. on C;loud Phys., Univ. of Toronto,Can. (26-30 August 1968) LAMKIN, W. E.

Radar Signature Analysis of Weather

HARDY, K. R., and WEXLER, R., (Allied Res. Phenomena
Assoc., Concord, Mass.) 2nd Conf. Concerning Planetology and Space
An Analysis of a Cloud Deck Near the Mission Planning, N. Y., N. Y.
Boundary of a Minor Snowstorm (26-27 October 1967)
Intl. Conf. on Cloud Phys., Univ. of Toronto,
Can. (26-30 August 1968) MUENCH, H.

HAUGEN, D. A., KAIMAL, J. C. and On the Structure and Behavior of the
BRADLEY, E. F. Planetary Waves in Winter

Some Characteristics of Turbulent Transport of 7th Sta'.tead Sem. on the Middle Atm.,
Heat and Momentum in the Boundary Layer McG:1 Univ., Stanstead, Quebec
Amer. Meteorol. Soc. Mtg., Washington, D. C. (23 July-4 August 1967)
(21 April 1969)

MYERs, R. F.

HAWKINS, R. S. APT Ground Station-System Operation and
Interpretation and Application of Nimbus High Picture Diagnosis and Optimization
Resolution Infrared Radiometer Data 1st Wea. Wg. APT Satellite Workshop,
Conf. on Summer Monsoon of SEA, Fuchu, Jap. (20-23 May 1968)
Honolulu, Haw. (7-9 April 1A69) APT Picture Optimization Techniques and

Quantitative Data from Nimbus III Ir.
HERING, W. S. 1st Wea. Wg. APT Satellite Workshop,
Ozonesonde Measurements Fuchu, Jap. (12-16 May 1969)
7th Stanstead Sem., Stanstead, Quebec
(23 July-4 August 1967)
Ozonesonde Network Measurements and OTTERSTEN, H.
Stratospheric Circulation and Radiation Theoretical Aspects on CAT Detection
Processes by Radar
14th Gen. Assembly of the Intl. Un'on of 13th Radar Meteorol. Conf., McGill Univ.,
Geod. and Geophys., Zurich, Switz. Montreal, Can. (20-23 August 1968)
(25 September-7 October 1967) Radar Backscattering from the Turbulent

Ozone, Potential Temperature and Clear Atmosphere
Atmospheric Transport Processes The Mean Vertical Gradient of Potential
Intl. Ozone Commission, IUGG, Monaco Refractive Index in Turbulent Mixing and
(2-6 September 1968) Radar Detection of CAT Atmospheric
Ozone Structure and Behavior: A Review Structure and Radar Backscattering in
AMS Conf.. on Composition and Dynamics of Clear Air
the Upper Atm., El Paso, Tex. Colloq. on the Spectra of Meteorol. Variables,
(6-8 November 1968) Stockholm, Sweden (9-19 June 1969)

KAIMAL, J. C. PENN, S., PISINSKI, T. A., and HILL, G. E.
Measurement of Momentum and Heat Flux (Lowell Tech. Inst., Lowell, Mass.)
Variations in the Surface Boundary Layer Prediction of Vertical Wind Shear and Its
Colloq. on the bpectra of Meteorol. Variables, Relationship to Clear-Air Turbulence
Stockholm, Sweden (9-19 June 1969) Third Natl. Conf. on Aerospace Meteorol.,

KEEGAN, T. J. New Orleans, La. (6-9 May 1968)

The Processing, Interpretation and Utilization
of Direct Read-Out Infrared Data PLANK, V. G.

The AFCRL Satellite Meteorology Research Wind Motion Determination from Time-Lapse
Program Cloud Observations
1st Wea. Wg. APT Workshop, Fuchu AS, Jap. Eleventh Plenary Mtg. of COSPAR,
(12-16 May 1969) Tokyo, Jap. (7-21 May 1968)
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SHAPIRO, R., and BFRKOFSKY, L. BROWN, H. A., and GLASS, M.
An Investigation of the Effects of High-Level The Use of a Cumulus Model in a Cloud
Heating on the Large-Scale Circulation Modification Experiment
Conf. on Numerical Prediction, Amer. Meteorol. See. Natl. Conf. on Wea. Mod., Santa Barbara,
Soc., Monterey, Calif. Calif. (6-9 April 1970)
(31 October-2 November 1967)
SHAPIRO, R., and STOLOV H. Co 0VER, J. H.
(Coll. of City of N. Y.) Summer Monsoon Studies of Clouds and

Investigation of Alleged Tropospheric Weather Over SEA Utilizing Saell ue Data
Responses to Solar Flares AMS Symp. on Trop. Meteorol., Honolulu,
49th Ann. Mtg. of Amer. Meteorol. Soc., Haw. (2-11 June 1970)
N. Y., N. Y. (20-23 January 1969)SWEEEY, . ~CUNNINGHAM, R. M .
SWEENEY, H. J. Problems in Evaluating Effects of Seeding
Radar Investigations of Turbulent Wind Cumulus Clouds
Patterns in the Lower Atmosphere Sec. Natl. Conf. on Wea. Mod., Santa Barbara,
13th Radar Meteorol. Conf., McGill Univ., Calif. (6-9 April 1970)
Montreal, Can. (20-23 August 1968)

VALOVCIN, F. R. FITZGERALD, D. R.
Infrared Measurements oJet Electric Field and Precipitation StructureInfraredMeasurmen of JeStream Cirrus Near Convective Cloud Tops
IUGG/WMO Symp. on Radiation, Including Nt.Fl t.o h mr epy.UinSatellite Techniques, Bergin, Norway Natl. Fall Mtg. of the Amer. Geophys. Union,

(22-28 August 1968) San Francisco, Calif. (15-18 December 1969)

An Objective Method of Forecasting Changesin Convective Activity in SEA FITZGERALD, D. R., and STAHMANN, J. R.
Conf. on Summer Monsoon of SEA, (Lightning Trans. Res. Inst., Minneapolis,

j Honolulu, Haw. (7-9 April 1969) Minn.)
Aircraft and Ship Electric Field
Measurements During Rocket-Triggered
Lightning Discharges
Amer. Geophys. Union Mtg., Wash., D. C.
(20-24 April 1970)

PAPERS PRESENTED AT MEETINGS
JULY 1,,6a9-JUNE 1970 HARDY, K. R.

Unusual Radar Echoes (Invited)
BARNES, A. A., JR. Amer. Assoc. for the Adv. of Sci., Gen. Symp.
Radar Meteor Trail Data and the AFCRL on UFOs, Boston, Mass. (27 December 1969)
Program Radar Investigations of Atmospheric Wave
Intl. Symp. and Wkshp. on Waves in the Structures and Clear Air Turbulence
Upper Atmos., Toronto, Ont., Can. (Invited)
(19-23 January 1970) IEEE AMS-PGAP Mtg., Sylvania, Waltham,
Analysis of Radar Meteor Trail Winds Over Mass. (3 March 1970)
the U. S. A.
AMS Symp. on the Dyn. of the Mesosphere KAIMAL, J. C.
and the Lower Thermosphere, Univ. of Colo., Momentun and Heat-Flux Gradients inBoulder, Colo. (14-19 June 1970)MoetmndH t-lxGaitsnConvetive Elements Near the Ground

BERKOFSKY, L. (Invited)

Tropospheric Wave Motions with Baroclinic IUGG-IAMAP-AMS Conf. on Planet Bound.
Basic Flow in Equatorial Latitudes Layer, Boulder, Colo. (17-22 March 1970)
AMS Symp. on Trop. Meteorol., Honolulu,
Haw. (2-11 June 1970) KEEGAN, T. J.

Results and Plans of the AFCRL, University
BERKOSKY, L., and GYOERI, S. of Hawaii, 1 WV Tropical Meteorological
An Atmoispheric Model for the Investigation of Research Program
Interactions Between Ozone and Large-Scale 1969 Meteorol. Tech. Exch. Conf., Colo.
Circulations Springs, Colo. (16 July 1969)
AMS Symp. on the Dyn. of the Mesosphere and Me:corology Research at AFCRL
the Lower Thermosphere, Univ. of Colo., Sino-.mer. Air Forces Tech. Moteorol.
Boulder, Colo. (14-19 June 1970) Wkshp., Taiwan (6-10 Apzil 1970)
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KUNKEL, B. A. WYNGAARD, J. C., and TENNEKES, H.
A Comparison of the Fog Clearing Capabilities (Penn. State Univ., Univ. Pk., Pa.)
of Hygroscopic Materials Measurements of the Small-Scale Structure of
Sec. NatI. Conf. on Wea. Mod., Santa Barbara, Turbulence at Moderate Reynolds Numbers
Calif. (6-9 April 1970) 6th U. S. Natl. Cong. of Appl. Mechan.,

Harvard Univ., Cambridgr' Mass.
NELSON, L. D. (15-19 June 1970)
A Numerical Simulation if the Effects of
Water-Spray Seeding on the Warm-Rain YEE, S. Y. K.

Process A Model Investigation of the Effects of
See. Natl. Conf. on Wea. Mod., Santa High-Level Heating on the Circulation of the
Barbara, Calif. (6-9 April 1970) Lower Atmosphere

AMS Symp. on the Dyn. of the Mesosphere
PENN, S. and the Lower Thermosphere, Univ. of Colo.,PENN, S.Boulder, Colo. (14-19 June 1970)
On the Relationship of Clear-Air Turbulence
with Wind Shear and Wind Shear
Development
4th Nat], Conf. on Aerospace Meteorol.,
Las Vegas, Nev. (4-7 May 1970)

TECHNICAL REPORTS
PLANK, V. G.
Fog Modification by Use of Helicopters JULY 1967 - JUNE 1969
See. Natl. Conf. on Wea. Mod., Santa BARNES, A. A., JR., and PAZNIOKAS, J. J., Eds.
Barbara, Calif. (6-9 April 1970) Proceedings of the Workshop on Methods

of Obtaining Winds and Densities from
SHAPIRO, R. Radar Meteor Trail Returns
Semi-Annual Variation of Geomagnetic AFCRL-68-0228 (April 1968)
Disturbance and Its Modulation of Shorter
Period Variations BERKOFSKY, L., and SHAPIRO, R.
Gen. Sci. Assem. of the Intl. Assoc. of Numerical Experiments with a Vertically
Geomag. an,! Aeron. (IAGA), Madrid, Spain Parameterized Model Designed to Study
(1-15 September 1969) the Effects of High-Level Heating on

the Large-Scale Circulation of the
SILVERMAN, B. A. Lower Atmosphere
An Eulerian Model of Warm Fog Modification AFCRL-68-0571 (November 1968)
Sec. NatI. Conf. on Wea. Mod., Santa Barbara,Calif. (6-9 April 1970) GLOVER, K. M.

On the Measurement of Low Level Hurricane

SILVERMAN, B. A., and SMITH, T. B. Winds by Airborne Dual Beam Radar
(Meteorol. Res., Inc., Altadena, Calif.) AFCRL-69-0169 (April 1969)
A Computational and Experimental Program HERING, W. S., and BORDEN, T. R., JR.
in Warm Fog Modification Ozone Observations over North America,
See. Natl. Conf. on Wea. Mod., Santa Barbara, Volume
Calif. (6-9 April 1970) AFCRL-64-30 (IV) (December 1967)

SILVERMAN, B. A., and SPRAGUE, E. D. MYERS, R. F.
Airborne Measurement of In-Cloud Visibility Factors Affecting the APT Picture Quality
Sec. NatI. Conf. on Wea. Mod., Santa Barbara, AFCRL-68-0517 (October 1968)
Calif. (6-9 April 1970)

WYNGAARD, J. C., and COTE, 0. R.
Budgets of Turbulent Energy and
Temperature Variance in the Amospherie
Surface Layer TECHNICAL REPORTS
IUGG-IAMAP-AMS Conf. on Planet. Bound. JULY 1969-JUNE 1970
Layer, Boulder, Colo. (17-22 March 1970)
Stress and Heat Flux Budgets in the BORDEN, T. R., JR.
Atmospheric Surface Layer Extreme Values of Ozone Observed in the
Amer. Geophys. Union Mtg., Wash., D. C. AFCRL Ozonesonde Network
(20-24 April 1970) AFCRL-70-0072 (January 1970)
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DYER, R. M. High-Resolution Infrared Radiometer Data
The Distribution of Precipitation for Southeast Asia
AFCRL-69-0487 (November 1969) AFCRL-69-0485 (November 1969)
Attenuation and Backscattering in the
Troposphere
AFCRL-70-0007 (January 1970) YE, S. Y. K.

Noniterative Solution of a Boundary Value
HAWKINS, R. S. Problem of the Helmholtz Type
Interpretation and Application of Nimbus AFGRL-69-0478 (November 1969)
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Research in the Data Sciences Labora-
tory ranges across a wide spectrum of
programs - automatic computer recog-
nition of aircraft, speech bandwidth
compression, logic network design, mul-
tisensor signal processing, and error cor-
recting coding.

I



X1 Data Sciences
Laboratory

Broadly defined, the program of the

Data Sciences Laboratory involves the
automatic processing, filtering, interpre-
tation and transmission of information.
These functions are indispensable parts
of practically all Air Force electronic
systems. The task of the Laboratory is
to anticipate the needs of the Air Force
for new and improwd technologies, to
evaluate these needs against current
research in the computer sciences, to
identify important areas insufficiently
emphasized, and to conduct research re-
sponsive to Air Force needs.

Computer software-the languages
and programming procedures that will
make it easier for man .nd machine to
interact and communic.e--forms one
sphere of Laboratory activity. Another
is research in circuit theory and logic
networks that may lead to more efficient
computer designs. Hundreds of circuit
functions can now be incorporated on a
single small chip. These high-density
circuit packages represent a new tech-
nology, one embodied in the term large-
scale integration.

Another division of the Laboratory's
effort is that of using existing computers
for more sophisticated tasks. One such
task is the automatic identification, rec-
ognition, and classification of sensor in-
puts of all kinds. The inputs may be
of great variety-photographs, human
speech, radar, or infrared signals.
Techniques for the real-time extraction
of meaningful data-signatures other-
wise buried in the flood of data from
sensors-are of fundamental Air Force
importance.

Ui _ _ _ _ __.. .. ..
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Apart from research directly related The fourth will be characterized by
to computers, the Laboratory conducts large-scale integration through which
research in speech processing and in computers will be realized capable of
analog and digital data transmission. many times the work and speed of com-
The speech research program has sev- puters of the present generation.
eral goals, among them being the reduc- Software development, the crucial
tion of bandwidth needed to transmit problem in realizing the potential per-
voice messages and mcre secure voice formance of these new computers, has
communications. Analog and digital not kept pace with hardware develop-
data transmission research is limited ments. The lag is relative, not absolute.
primarily to methods for encoding ana- Looking back, it can be seen that much
log and digital data to assure the error- distance has been covered since the
free transmission of data even when 1950's when a computer program had to
circuits are noisy and degraded. be written, step by laborious step, in the

internal instruction code of the machine.
The introduction of the programming
languages-COBOL, LISP, FORTRAN,

COMPUTER LANGUAGES AND and so on-permitted the user to in-
PROGRAMMING struct the machine without the necessity

of first learning the internal code of the
The fourth generation of computers will machine he was using.
be the first big technological event of the Software development has presently
1970's. A new computer generation has reached great heights of sophistication
come along every six years or so, with the and complexity, with some program-
first characterized by vacuum tubes, the ming procedures being beyond the com-
second by transistors, and the third by prehension of any one person. For these
small-scale integration of logic circuits. highly complex programs, there is no

objective method for gauging whether
4 they are optimum, merely efficient, or

inefficient. Part of the problem is due
to the absence of an underlying theo-
retical base. AFCRL is studying meth-
ods for gauging the relative effective-
ness of software programs. In the
distant future is the prospect of pro-
grams framed in a natural language-
a modified version of English, for ex-

V, ample. AFCRL is already looking to-
ward this horizon.

COMPUTER LINGUISTICS: A natural
language computer program must rest

I on the linguistic base of the language,

Diagrammed in the background for dis- taking into account underlying structure
cussion is a possible procedure for and logic. Through the study of the
translating English technical manuals deep underlying constructions of lan-
into Vietnamese, a procedure that com-
bines human and computer transla- guage, linguists believe that it may be
tions. possible to define the very limits of the
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human ability to communicate. Modern used in a given situation, it' would 'be
linguistics is a far journey from simple assumed that the most efficient of the
rules of grammar, but rules of grammar two would be used. An unresolved prob-
are the essential starting point. lem, hewever, is that of judging the

Several years ago, AFCRL took an relative efficiency of algorithms (rules
early initiative in studying the linguistic of procedures). Recent work at AFCRL
requirements for programming a com- attempts to find some answeis: Ques-
puter directly ;n English. This led to the tions which need to be answered are, fbr
formulation of some of the first nota- example, "Does algorithin A always take
tions (rules or algorithms) for helping fewer steps to ilnish its job than algo-
a computer cope with English grammar. rithm B?" Many fine points need t6 be
The study was subsequently summarized pinned down to make this question pre-
in the AFCRL report "Syntactic Analy- cise, such as what operation5 are to
sis" (AFCRL-67-0305). count as "steps," but the flavor of the

Programming in a natural language problem should be evident.
is a multilayered problem. One problem One such question has been succe ss-
is simple ambiguity of the type found, fully attacked in the Data Sciences Labo-
for example, in the sentence "The boy ratory. It is concerned with algorithms
looked over the wall." Did he peer over for parsing context-free languages. 'It
it, or did he examine it? Such simple was shown that for one class of algo-
ambiguities are easily resolved. rithms known as bottom-to-top (BT)

The real problem in constructing a algorithms, the maximum number of
computer grammar is that a sentence steps can be defined, in the sense that
can be constructed in many different parsing steps are never more than a
ways to express the same thought. The constant factor times sentence length.
interchangeable use of the active voice For another class known as top-to-bot-
and the passive voice is an example. The tom (TB), no such relationship is known
key to the AFCRL notation system is and the number of steps may be much
that it readily permits the computer to greater.
transform a particular sentence from Along the same line, work is also be-
active to passive or from passive to ing done on questions of absolute effi-
active without loss of the intended logi- ciency, such as "What is the smallest
cal relationships o!, the words. number of steps required as a function.

Special notations were formulated for of its length to parse a sentence (with
a variety of sentence types. Among these the theoretically best algorithm) ?" Such
are sentences with many embedded corn- problems are being attacked both di-
ponents such as "The girl likes the boy rectly and by looking for possible
that works in the sture that is owned by changes in the grammars of the ]an-
the man." Humans quickly sort out, guages that may improve parsing effi-
categorize and assign relationships ciency without compromising the power
among such strings of words. Comput- of the gramr.ars.
ers, with a very limited capability to
learn or to reinfcrce their performance
through experience, must view each new
sentence presented as a new experience. COGNITIVE PROCESSES

PARSING EFFICIENCY: When two dif- The ability to sense, recognize, ana-
f:rent progranming rules may each be lyze, and assess the environment-the
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cognitive processes-is essential to an
animal's survival. Modern command,
control, and management systems ex-
tend man's sensing capability but at the
same time tax his ability to recognize,
analyze, and assess. A much larger part
of this cognitive activity must be mech-
anizee if man is to cope with increas-
ingly complex situations. Unfortunately,
what man accomplishes with relative
ease-examining his sensory inputs for
invariant characteristic "patterns," put-
ting them in the context of his mental
model of the world, and arriving at an
assessment of a situation as a prelude to
decision-the computer can do only la-
boriously, if at all. Conceptualization of -
the problem as a basis for computer im- . -
plementation demands penetrating and ' .
creative insight.

Objects, situations and physical proc-
esses can be described in a multiplicity
of ways. But most frequently, one seeks
sets of invariant attributes which de-
scribe the pattern or process in the
simplest and most effective way accord-
ing to a set of specified criteria. This is
not a simple task except, perhaps, when
the data have definable statistical prop-
erties. Part of the problem is that the
choice of the attributes most effective
for classification depends not only on the
nature of the input data but also on the
subjective point of view of the classifier.
This choice of proper attributes is not
obvious.
h, complex situations, there are usu-

ally very few clues to attributes that
describe best, from a classification point
of view, a particular pattern. Often it is
necessary to transform the pattern (or
data) into seve-al ridically different
configurations in order to bring out hid-
den features.

One approach to the automatic machine
PROCESSING OF PHOTOGRAPHIC DATA: analysis of reconnaissance photos is to

first simplify the original photoPictures and other visual images are the (above) by edge enhancement, an inter-
raw product of photoreconnaissance, mediate stage of which is shown below.
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weather observations, mapping, and case, the aircraft wings. (The medial
data recording. The sheer volume of axis transform operation whereby this
picture -material that must be viewed extraction is made has been described
and analyzed in many Air Force opera- in the previous Report on Research.)
tions has led AFCRL to investigate pro- The second set of pictures illustrates
cedures whereby at least part of the job the processes of translating human con-
of the human photointerpreter can be cepts of shape into a form suitable for
mechanized. computer manipulation. Four arbitrary
The results expected from such auto- shapes are identified to the computer

mated picture processing systems vary using a special representation that is
widely dependent on the application; easy for a computer to use. Then a sim-
they may range from the task of detect- pie language is used to instruct the com.
ing only the presence of certain objects puter to assemble the shapes in different
in a picture (e.g., are there missile sites sizes and orientations. In one configura-
in this aerial photo? or are there can- tion the shape is that of a jet aircraft.
cerous cells in this microphotograph?) The sentence used by the computer to
to a comprehensive analysis of a photo- construct the silhouette is the ..iachine's
graph through a question-answer dia- "name" for that object. Interestingly,
logue between photointerpreter anid the the concept of "name" in this sense
machine. points up something of the difference

Quite obviously, the computer must
process the "raw" input picture before
it can perform a sophisticated analysis

or answer questions about it. These
processing operations serve a variety of
purposes, among them the removal of
picture noise. This can be done by dis- -
torting contrasts, or by enhancing all
edges to produce a product that looks
like a line drawing. Or the computer
can be instructed to enhai ;nly those
features of a prescribed geometry. In .,--- .---T--
these approaches, the ent,.mous redun- .
dancy characteristic of an unprocessed , .
image is reduced.

Several computer programs have been= °'
developed at AFCRL for transforming
raw pictures into computer-acceptable rv7 , ? 7 7
form and for e -tracting significant fea- 71Ii "
tures. Two f-amples are given in the *

accompanying sequences of pictures. , _
The first series shows how a gray-scale
photograph is converted into a stereo- Part of the research in automatic pho-

tointerpretation involves the manipula-type suitable for computer analysis. This tion of shape information. In this case,
example demonstrates how the auto- the F-4 silhouette, above, was con-
matic processing sequence extracts, from strieted by machine from three simple

shapes appropriately scaled and ori-at, extremely fuzzy and noisy original, ented, as illustrated by the lower scopea particular feature of interest--in this photo.
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between a man's and a machine's cogni- classes. Present work is directed toward
tive processes. The name 707 conjures generalizing the pattern description
up a detailed picture of a specific air- formaliom itself, constructing a more
craft in man. He then can describe it in efficient program, and applying the
an infinite number of ways. The corn- scheme to more "real-life" classes of
puter recognizes the aircraft only if the patterns, by interfacing the analyzer to
image is consistent with a fixed property existing picture preprocessing systems.
list of descriptions in the computer A further area of interest is "grammati-
memory. cal inference" for such picture gram-

mars; that is, a procedure capable of
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF COMPLEX automatically generating a grammar to

PATTERNS: In dealing with complex pat- describe efficiently the structure of a
terns, such as aerial photographs, con- given set of examples of patterns.
ventional pattern classification schemes
are often inadequate. The complexity of AUTOMATIC CHARACTER READING:
the pattern may swamp the fixed prop- Automatic reading of the highly stylized
erty list approach usually employed in letters and numbers on credit cards and
such classifications, or the desired proc- bank checks is now a routine part of
essing may not be a simple classification the business economy. But automated
of the pattern into one of a pre-selected schemes for reading conventional type
set of categories. More complex manipu- fonts and hand lettering are less ad-
lation is often called for, such as finding vanced-although some do a creditable
all instances of a specified sub-pattern job in handling a given type font of uni-
which may be defined in terms of, say, form size and orientation.
certain specified relationships between For several years, AFCRL has worked
pattern constituents. on a character recognition scheme that

A promising approach to such prob- could read a variety of type fonts and
leris developed at AFCRL consist- of sizes even in the presence of smudges,
constructing a "description" of the pat- mutilations and improper registration.
tern in a form convenient for further It should also be capable of accepting
computer manipulation. This descrip- hand lettering with reasonable con-
tion is the result of an analysis of the straints. A basic purpose of this research
pattern in terms of a set of hierarchical is to develop a method whereby textual
definitions specifying sub-patterns and material could be read directly from a
how they are composed to form larger printed page as a computer input. Thi
ones. The process is in some respects AFCRL scheme is one in which the
analogous to the syntactic analysis of character to be identified is inscribed oil
sentences, where the complex pattern a matrix, or an array of cells. It make3
corresponds to a sentence, the set of no difference whether the pattern line-
definitions to a grammar in terms of width extends across one or several cells.
which the analysis is carried out, and Tests of the letter for its characteristic
the resulting "description" of the pat- identifying features are performed by
tern corresponds to the linguist's the background cells-that is, by those
"structural description" of the sentence. cells that do not contain any part of the

A "language" for such definitions has pattern.
been designed and a corresponding Each of the background cells makes,
analysis program implemented (in with the help of its neighbor cells act-
LISP) and tested on a variety of pattern ing as a miniature computer, its
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own measurements from its own par-
ticular perspective. One can visualize
this operation as drawing horizontal and
vertical lines through a particular inter-
rogating cell to form a cross. The cell
then can be considered as having four
arms extending to the left, up, down, and
right. The object is to count how many
lines in the pattern forming the letter
are intersected by each of the four arms.

To take a simple illustration, if the
letter 0 is presented for identification
and the cell called upon to make an inter-
rogation is located anywhere inside the
letter, each of the four arms would
intersect one line. But obviously the
same result would obtain for a point
inside the letter D. Such ambiguities Preprocessing for automatic character
are resolved through tests from other recognition can be demonstrated on this
points (or cells) in the background of light array in which the investigator

can see the imprinting of the letter onthe letter s a matrix and the results of subsequent
Encoding the results of the measure- transformations on the letter.

ments is rather straightforward. Each
of the four arms determines one of four
codt .digits for the particular grid cell with an overall error rate of 2.4 percent.
through which the cross is drawn. If Identification speed is still relatively
the arm intersects the pattern's line slow-50 characters per second-but by
once, the code is 1; if two or more times, means of decision tree schemes and by
the code is 2; and if not at all, the code special hardware implementations, speed
is 0. Thus in the example above the code increases by several orders of magni-
for the point measurement is 1111. The ude are believed possible.
sequence of the digits in the four-digit
code always begins wi t he left arm, MULTI-SENSOR DATA INTERPRETATION:
then the upper arm, the lower arm and To the technically untutored, waveforms
uefinally the right arm. For a point in the seen on an oscilloscope-electromag-
upper cavity of the letter M, for exam- netic, biological (a heartbeat or an eeh-
ple, the code would be 2012. For clean troencephalogram) or acoustical (speech
letters, this particular code, 2012, is in or a seismic disturbance) -all appear
fact unique for the letter . No other similar. Similarities do in fact exist and
letter has it. these can be used to advantage. A majorSTests of the system have been carried Data Sciences Laboratory program is

out by computer simulation. With simu- devoted to the questions: "What are the
lation, not only can characters of vari- common characteristics of all sensor
ous fonts and sizes be tested, but recog- measurement processes?" and "How
nized in the presence of smudges and does one extract only essential attributes
other "noise" as well. Using AFCRL's from the torrential flow of information
7090-7044 computer, tests of a random contained in the waveform produced by
assortment of 21,000 letters were made a particular sensor?"
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mentable through the use of modern
micrologic technology, hold the promise
of achieving high levels of confidence in
interpreting the data from multiple
sensors. In particular, one method de-
veloped at AFCRL, is based on tech-
niques which were originally evolved in
quantum mechanics to describe the in-
teraction between sensing devices and
the process being observed. Basically,
the techniques provide a mechanism for
extracting minimal sets of invariant at-
tributes from the measurement process.
The procedure used is derived from a
small family of principles, the most im-
portant of which are: 1) reproducibility

On the color display of the Experimen- of extracted attributes, 2) mutual exclu-
tal Dynamic Processor, the results oftalDynmicProesortheresltsof siveness of the attributes, and 3) com-
a complex statistical target signature
classification procedure are being exam- pleteness of the set of extracted
ined by scientists who can communi- attributes.
cate interactively with the processor. The power of the technique has been
Anomalies in the performance of the
target classification procedure can be demonstrated in the processing of speech
quickly identified and corrected using signals. From the continuous flow of in-
this interactive capability, formation in the raw speech signal, key

invariant structures were extracted for
While it is commonly argued that the transmission and reconstruction. In

human is very good at pattern recogni- these tests, bandwidth compression by a
tion and data interpretation, this is only factor of five with negligible distortion
true of sensor data corresponding to cer- was demonstrated.
tain optical and acoustical stimuli for Attribute extraction procedures may
which the individual has built up a back- eventually be incorporated into modular-
ground of experience. Even here, the in- ized signal processing devices of relative
dividual usually sees what he "wants to simplicity that could operate with a
see," hence spoofing and deception are variety of Air Force radar or infrared
easily achieved, as many deliberately surveillance and tracking instruments.
ambiguous patterns clearly demonstrate. These modules would reduce the data
For the vast bulk of signal data from a from different sensors to a suitably
growing variety of military s'nsors, standardized or "canonical" format,
such as multi-spectral, phased-array based upon the automatic isolation of
radars and infrared devices, there ex- critical invariants needed to describe the
ists no "human" experience to aid in in- data sources. By systematically con-
terpreting the data. Moreover, the data solidating the data from multiple sen-
must be reduced, interpreted and de- sors, the potential exists for achieving
cisions made on a time scale which is very large savings in the bandwidth
usually too short for human response. needed to both transmit the data and to

Fortunately, advanced signal proc- store it for later reference.
essing methods, based upon abstract Most of the attribute extraction re-
mathematical procedures, and imple- search is performed on AFCRL's Ex-
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The color display on the DX-1 System
provides an excellent tool for use in ex-
amining the performance of various ad-
vanced target signature categorizationi Iprocedures. In particular, by consoli-
dating each signature into a single point

in a complex N-dimensional space, the
behavior of whole families of signatures
from different sources can be studied by
observing the behavior of color-coded
cluste's of points projected on the com-
puter-controlled display. This approach
has proved of exceptional value to sys-
tems analysts and designers, and is being

Acopied at a number of other defense
research laboratories.

SPEECH AND DATA TRANSMISSION1 Noisy time-varying signatures of the
head and tail aspects of four different
aircraft are shown around the periphery The research covered in this section
of this representation. Using a statisti- deals with electronic communications-
cal analysis procedure, these radar tai- with techniques for transferring infor-
get signature data are consolidated into
the format shown in the center. The lo- mation efficiently and reliably. Most of
cation of the resultant traces gives a clue the research involves digital te ,hniques.
to aircraft identity. Speech is the basic informatio,. trans-

fer mechanism. AFCRL has supported

perimental Dynamic Processor DX-1.
The DX-1 Computer is a memory-shar-
ing, polymorphic digital processor with
special microprocessing and on-line dis-
play generating features. Although it is
now eight years old and relatively slow,

it is still a highly versatile instrument,
one in which man and machine have a
good and direct rapport.

During the reporting period, this
machine was used to investigate the sig-
natures of a variety of sources. For ex-
ample, is the radar signal from a B-52
distinguishable from that of a 707, and
to what extent can the radar signatures
of fighters and fighter-bombers be un-
ambiguously distinguished? The same
data reduction and interpretation sys- Speech in'elligibility is a subjective

factor. Tests for intelligibility are con-
tem has been applied to the classification ducted in AFCRL's sound room, part
of acoustic signature data. of the speech research facilities.
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a strong speech research program for transmission. There are several classes
many years. This program has two of vocoders; AFCRL has placed em-
parts. The first involves experimental phasis on channel vocoders. Channel
equipment for the manipulation and vocoders presently provide highly intel-
processing of speech signals for eco- ligible speech and useful speech com-
nomical, reliable and secure transmis- pression factors. But voice quality and
sion. The best known equipment for naturalness are still lacking. During the
achieving this is a class of equipments reporting period, AFCRL's vocoder was
known as vocoders. The second part is subjected to comparative tests for voice
more fundamental, involving basic prop- quality with vocoder systems developed
erties of speech, the physiology of speech by others and was found to be equal and
production, and its perception. Both superior to any in existence.
efforts have common goals: to reduce Although vocoders have been intro-
the bandwith needed to transmit speech duced into operational systems, special
signals, and to lay the groundwork for problems still exist and must be resolved
automatic recognition and identification before they can be more universally
of spoken messages. adopted. One of these is the use of these

Other Laboratory programs relating equipments in a noisy environment-in
to communications are concerned with an aircraft, for example.
the encoding and transmission of digital
data and with information and commu- SPEECH PATTERN MATCHING: The
nications theory. best 2400-bit-per-second channel vocod-

ers available can transform analog
SPEECH PROCESSING: Speech proc- speech signals to digital form with only

essing entails the filtering, encoding and minor losses in intelligibility, speaker
digitizing of speech signals into elec- identity or the tonal nuances that convey
tronically manageable and efficient units much extra-verbal information. The
for transmission. At the receiving ter- fidelity, in fact, approaches telephone
minal the transformed signals are recon- quality.
structed for acoustical reproduction by AFCRL has shown that the output
a voice synthesizer. With processing, the from a channel vocoder can be processed
bandwidth needed to transmit the mes- through another stage, leading to a fur-
sage is reduced. For example, the band- ther bandwidth reduction by a factor of
width used to carry an ordinary tele- three to five. The technique is one of
phone message is about 3000 Hz. With speech pattern matching. A set of ref-
speech processing techniques, the same erence speech signal spectra is stored
message can be carried by a bandwidth and when a speech waveform matches
of less than 600 Hz. Thus with band- one of the stored patterns, a relatively
width compression, five times as many simple code for that pattern is trans-
messages can be carried over a given mitted. The original pattern can then
channel. be reconstructed at the receiver.

Much of the research in speech proc- The intelligibility of words recon-
essing is focused on vocoders, equip- structed from these patterns must in the
ments which perform two basic opera- final analysis be judged subjectively.
tions. They separate the various fre- For this reason, AFCRL arranged
quency components of the basic speech through one of its contractors for list-
signal by filtering, and they convert the ener tests to be made. As guides for
signal to digital form for more efficient scoring, a set of diagnostic criteria was
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adopted. Tested were six fundamental VOICING DENT TENT GOAD CODE VAST FAST

components of intelligibility: voicing, NASALITY NEED - DEED MOSS - BOSS KNOCK - DOCK

nasality, sustention, sibilation, grave- SUSTENTON FIN -PIN VOTE - BOAT THIN - TIN

ness and compactness.
A large number of rhyming word SIBILATION JOT -GOT SEEM- THEME CHAMP - CAMP

pairs were formulated as a means for GRAVENESS BID -DID MODE - ODE POP - TOP

testing how well each component was
replicated. Each rhyming pair differed COACTNESS CASt - PAST ?AWL - WALL SHED - SAID
only by the single component being
tested. An example of a word pair used Shown here are examples of word pairs
to measure sustention is the pair, "fin- used in the Diagnostic Rhyme Test for

pin." The initial consonant of "fin" is measuring intelligibility.

sustained while that of "pin" is abrupt.
Examples of other word pairs in which mean scores for all the tests, the results
the first word is representative of the were: for sibilation, 97.9 percent; for

quality being tested are: for voicing, nasality, 95.1 percent; for conipactness,
"dot-tot"; for nasality, "mend-bend"; 93.0 percent; for voic;:,g, 88.4 percent;

for sibilation, "seem-theme"; for grave- for graveness, 86.7 percent, and for sus-

ness, "weed-reed"; and for compactness, tention, where the listener had to dis-
"kit-pit." Purpose of the tests was to see tinguish between such pairs as "vote"

how often a word was confused with its and "boat," the result was 67.0 percent.

mate. Words were presented individu- The AFCRL group is highly encour-
I ally to the listener, not as parts of aged by these results. Improvements

sentences. are likely in all six intelligibility cate-

A reasonable initial assumption was gories; and data rates can possibly be
that, as the number of stored reference reduced by about 30 percent by a coding
patterns increases, confusion between .
words in a pair would decrease. The
number of stored patterns was varied "
through 12 increments ranging in num- * . "
ber from 497 to 3996. Corresponding -

data rates over this range are 450 to 600
bits per second._

Contrary to expectations, the listener 5
tests showed that the pattern-matching
technique is relatively insensitive to the
precise number of stored voice patterns.

]i ~~~Overall intelligibility scores (the per- .. ...

cent of words identified correctly) . . . .ft I-..
ranged from 82.6 percent for 497 voice
patterns to 91.9 percent for 3996 pat-
terns. But within this overall score, In the upper right of this chart the in-
some of the six intelligibility components telligibility of an analog vocoder (or an

ordinary telephone) is depicted. The
were easily processed to produce words digital vocoder approaches this intelli-
that are immediately clear. Others gibil;ty with a much slower bit rate.
proved more difficult. Sibilation test But th a still slower bit rate, AF-

CRL's pattern-matching vocoder (up.-
pairs-"jest" and ", ;est," for example per left curve) yields exceptionally high
-were rarely confused. Taking the intelligibility.
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scheme that takes into consideration signal-to-noise ratio-an advantageous
pattern probabilities, situation since consonants are the pri-

Looking further ahead, the AFCRL mary conveyers of speech intelligibility.
group believes that data rates can be Second, noise interferes with the per-
furthered lowered-to perhaps 200 bits ception of vowels and consonants in
per second-by reducing redundancies different ways. Also, different parts of
in the time domain. The data flow would the speech spectrum contribute dispro-
be compressed during transmission, and portionately to vowel and consonant
expanded again to normal speech rates perception. Vowel identification is eas-
at the receiver. Last, and perhaps far- ier at the lower frequencies in speech,
thest on the horizon, the pattern-match- the same region that contributes the
ing technique can lead to peripheral most to speech energy, but apparently
equipment for the generation of a voice not to the information transfer. Finally,
output from a computer system.

SPEECH PERCEPTION: An effective
voice communication system must be
capable of transmitting all those attri-
butes of the input utterance that are
necessary to achieve complete intelligi-
bility. Considerable effort has therefore
been placed on attempts to identify in-
variant acoustic patterns for the basic
sounds of speech.

Recent research at AFCRL and else-
where has shown that the task is not
simple. Human speech perception is not . : .-

simply the recognition of a sequence of
sound patterns strung out in time and "
perhaps modified somewhat by indi- "'
vidual human differences. Rather, there
is interaction among the sounds them-
selves, along with overlays due to lin- ......-

guistic and emotional considerations.
Further, the perceptual processing hu-
mans use for speech sounds seems to be ..:- ......
organized differently from the process-
ing of non-speech sounds, such as music.
In particular, consonantal sounds ap-
pear to be perceived as speech, while
vowels have some apparent perceptual
attributes of non-speech. The perception
of consonants and vowels embedded in High-speed motion pictures of the vocal
various noises has been studied in detail cords (a frame of which is shown here)

at AFCRL, with several interesting are later processed by a computer to
results. study the basic parameters of speech

production - glottal opening, the
First, consonants are much more eas- amount of air passing through the

ily perceived than -7owels at the same vocal cords, and vocal cord vibrations.
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not only are there fewer errors in con- ....
sonant perception versus vowel percep-
tion, but the variability is less as well.

An optimized speech filter o.cveloped

by AFCRL takes advantage of these
phenomena and achieves in the order of
50 percent savings in signal power with-
out loss of intelligibility. Curiously, the
filter deliberately distorts the signal to
degrade fidelity to achieve this beneficial
result.

MECHANISMS OF SPEECH PRODUCTION:
Clues to the development of improved
speech processors and synthesizers may
be found in the study of the mechanism
by which speech sounds are produced-
that is, the human vocal cords. For A computer and a voice synthesizer are
voiced sounds, the area of the glottal used to reproduce speech. One of the
opening (the opening between the vocal sets of control signals for a formant
cords) as a function of time, is the de- speech synthesizer is displayed on the

scope of the controlling computer. The
termining factor. Knowing the glottal voice synthesizer is in the center rack
area as a function of time, one can com- in the background. The right-hand rack
pute the volume velocity of the exhaled contains the multiplex D/A converter

that forms the interface between corn-
gas as a function of time with compar- puter and synthesizer.
able accuracy. The volume velocity is
the function of interest, since it consti-
tutes the actual sound source for voiced For data reduction, a computer pro-
speech. High-speed motion pictures of gram was written that determines the
the glottal area provide a. basic data edges by automatic means. Pertinent
for this research. The glottal area is parts of the image of the glottal opening
derived from each frame with computer contained on one frame are scanned and
assistance. Both the photography and digitized. Initially, the operator sets two
data reduction were greatly improved segments of one scan line so that one
during the reporting period, segment spans each of the two glottal

The sharpness of the glottal edge in edges near the middle of the image. The
the photographed image was improved computer locks for the greatest change
by lighting the vocal cords from below in density along each segment by ascer-
rather than from above. The translucent taining positive or negative peaks in the
properties of the skin were used with density derivative. The two selections
light passing through the anterior tra- thus made tell the computer where to
cheal wall below the larynx. To achieve look in the next line above, and the ma-
this has required using the brightest chine continues examining upward, line
and coolest light, the widest lens aper- by line, until the two edges converge.
ture, and the fastest film. Lighted in The edge points are smoothed to a re-
this way the vocal cords are seen in alistic contour. This technique, together
silhouette, and the edges are much more with that for improving the edge sharp-
sharply defined. ness in glottal photographs, is pointed
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toward automatic reduction of glottal
area data at a very rapid rate.

ANALOG DATA TRANSMISSION: Pulse
code modulation (PCM) has long been
used as a method of digitally transmit-
ting analog signals. In this method of
transmission, the analog waveform is
sampled, or measured, many times each
second, and the value of each sample is
then transmitted digitally. It has heen
recognized for some time that tb, value
of the sample at a given time is strongly
constrained by the values which precede
and follow it. This wou'd make it pos-
sible, in principle, to transmit the wave-
form with a smaller number of bits per
second than that dictated by the product
of the number of samples per second and
the number of bits used to represent
each sample.

AFCRL is currently investigating Sophisticated mathematical codes are
techniques for digitizing simultaneously necessary to assure error-free trans-
samples from several data sources such mission of digital data.
as pressure, temperature, and velocity
gauges to achieve minimum data rate. bits followed by a number of code or
This simultaneous digitization would parity check bits. For example, four
permit lower transmitted bit rates be- information bits may be followed by
cause improbable combinations of sam- three parity bits which can detect and
ples could be quantized more coarsely. to some extent correct errors in the four
Furthermore, initial theoretical studies information bits. There can be an infi-
have indicated that, surprisingly, the nite number of codes-and many thou-
design problem of minimum-error quan- sands in several major code classes have,
tizers for multi-sample data may be in fact, been developed. The develop-
easier than for single sample quantizers, ment of a good code, like an exercise in
and further that quantizer operation cryptography, requires mathematical
which changes according to slow varia- logic, patience, and often spontaneous
tions in the source characteristics may and creative insight.
be possible. As a measure of the mathematical

complexity of these codes, it should be
ERROR CORRECTING CODES: When noted that once a good code is discovered,

certain kinds of digital data must be there is no easy way of judging, except
sent over channels that are noisy and in a qualitative way, just how efficient
imperfect, and it is essential that the it is. Nor is there any way of comparing
digits received be precisely those that the efficiency of one good code against
are s-nt, automatic error detecting and that of another good code. (An efficient
correcting codes must be used. Such code is one that can detect and correct
codes consist of a string of information errors using a small number of parity
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bits relative to information bits.) In In the closing years of the 1960's,
this connection, an AFCRL contribution integrated circuits of the third computer
of classic importance was the proof es- generation were marked for replace-
tablished during the period that one ment by devices of high complexity with
family of codes, the Golay codes, are the circuits per chip numbering in the sev-
only perfect codes for their parameters. eral hundreds, an order of magnitude
This result will have great impact on advance over relatively simple integrated
coding theory. circuits. Large-scale integration had

One reason that error correcting or emerged as a key term. The circuitry
detecting codes is not in more wide- designer was suddenly presented with a
spread use is that their use calls for new range of choices-and complexities.
prohibitively complex encoding and de- More and more he sought computer as-
coding equipment. AFCRL has designed sistance in evaluation of circuit design,
and constructed a fail-safe decoding de- giving rise to the term, "computer-aided
vice that can automatically detect vir- design."
tually all errors and correct most of A great variety of circuits can be
them. Large codes can now be used designed to perform a given function.
because the complexity of the AFCRL When a circuit has been designed, with
device increases only linearly with the or without the aid of a computer, how
length of the code word, whereas other does the designer know that his design
coding and decoding techniques increase is the best possible design for a particu-
in complexity exponentially withi the lar function? There are few guidelines

4 length of the code word. that tell the designer his circuit is opti-
Briefly, the principle of the decoding

method is to erase all binary digits
likely to be in error and fill in the result-
ing blanks with digits that satisfy all
the parity check equations, if possible.
If this is not pessible the word is then
rejected. The equipment is presently
under test and has shown excellent per-
formance.

IMPLEMENTATION

Implementation refers to research
that may lead to more efficient and eco-
nomical computer designs. Efficiency is
measured in many dimensions-speed,
versatility, memory, ease of fabrication,
low power requirements, compactness,
and so on. For the Air Force, reliability
is a parameter of special importance.
The machine in an Air Force system
must often operate in environmental ex- Electronic programmable desk calcula-
tremes and in the presence of ionizing tors are ideal tools for examining prob.
radiation. lems in electrical network theories.
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mum. Circuit theory deals with this have been compiled in an AFCRL in-
matter. house report.

Scores of individual network prob-
CIRCUIT THEORY: This research is not lems have been analyzed using these

concerned with specific circuits but with calculators, one of which, by way of
extending circuit theory and deriving example, is the following: The input
new network principles. AFCRL has impedance of a network can be repre-
emphasized, in particular, the problem sented as the quotient of two polynomials

of finding objective methods for select- which differ at most by 1 in their order.
ing the optimum circuit to fill a particu- If they are of the same order, they are
lar requirement. The approach is to referred to as "bi-order functions"; if
express the desired network behavior they differ, a function of order 1 can be
mathematically for computer-assisted split off, leaving a bi-order function. It
analysis. The resultant product is an has been shown that from the general
enumeration of all possible networks bi-order function a specific one can be
having the desired characteristics, derived that has an extremely simple

For this analysis, AFCRL often uses realization in the form of a single ter-
small desk electronic calculators for minated T circuit section.
which it has evolved a number of spe-
cialized programs. The big advantage LOGIC NETWORKS: Large-scale inte-
in the use of these c~culators is that, gration has created a range of problems
unlike the larger computers, they are for the designer. For example, assuming
always available to the designer. Their that a maximum number of functions
use obviates demands for time on larger per chip is in fact desirable, what func-
laboratory computers. The special pro- tions should be integrated into the chip?
grains formulated by AFCRL for net- Another problem has to do with stan-
work analysis by electronic calculators dardization. Because a near-infinite

number of circuit designs can be fabri-
cated, efficiency dictates the need to

-'t4 restrict the inventory of different inte-
grated chips required to build a machine.
Custom designed chips produced in small
numbers are prohibitively expensive,
while chips, even very complex ones,
become quite inexpensive if produced in
large quantities. On the other hand, the
more complex the function of a chip, the
more specialized it becomes. So the de-
signer attempts to achieve maximum
functional flexibility in standardized
chips.

Further problems are: reliability of

Thcse three progressively larger nets arrays consisting of less than perfect
all perform the same function. The ;e- elements; the sequential- behavior of
liability (indicated by the percentage such arrays due to the finite switching
figure) of each improves with the size speed of the constituent elements; the
of the net. By cor:tinuing to enlarge
the nets, any arbitrary degree of relia- restrictions of the chip geometry that
bility can be achieved. dicta,.% which elements in a common
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neighborhood will communicate with -

each other, and finally, the adaptation of
electronic techniques to satisfy the re-
quirements and constraints of the above " _

conditions.AFCRL programs in logic networks _

cover various aspects of all of these
problem areas. Polyfunctional nets have
been given special attention. These arenets that can perform many functions

depending on tt, h set of functions as-
signed to their con.tituent elements.
AFCRL's work is dominated by two
basic que. ;tions. Given an arbitrarily
large net, what is its overall function set
under all possible sets of function as-
signments to the individual elements? Holes in this computer card control the

What happens to the overall set of func- active interconnections between 120' tions if the net is composed of unreliable NOR logic elements contained within a
components? These two questiomj are 120 node eight-neighbor array.

closely reiated; once it has been deter-
mined what the set of functions is that from study of The Two-Valued Systems
a given network performs for all pos- of Mathenzatical Logic by Emil Post.
sible function assignments to its con- The research reported in that book was
stituent elements, one needs only to performed in 1926 and published in
interpret an element failure as one of 1940. Because of its archaic terminology
the function assignments possible to an and difficult style, it has been essentially
element. With known failure probabili- inaccessible to network theorists and
ties, the reliability of the entire net can logic designers. A complete reorganiza-
be computed. tion and rewriting of the book was

The previous Report on Research, in undertaken in the past year by an
a discussion of homogeneous iterated AFCRL scientist. This work is now es-
nets, noted that arbitrarily reliable nets sentially complete. It contains Post's
can be constructed from arbitrarily un- material in modern terminology with
reliable elements. More recently, re- most of the proofs redone to achieve
searchers at AFCRL have discovered the clarity of expression and ease of appli-
existence of polyfunctional nets with cation. In addition, some results of
other, attractive properties: "perfect" AFCRL's research have been included.
nets which, for every function assign- This book will be of particular impor-
ment among the elements, produce a tance to logic designers since it specifies
different output function, thus display- the nature of the building blocks needed
ing the maximum possible in versatility, to realize any of the closed sets of two-
On the other end of the spectrum is an valued functions with an appropriate
"ultrastable" net that, regardless of the network. Applications to the conver-
element function assignment, always gence problem in polyfunctional nets are
produces the s;ame output function- expected to develop since the function
that is, nets that are infinitely reliable, set of such a net is closed whenever the

This research received a new impetus element function sets are closed.
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in large structures. The probability of
faulty circuits occurring in a large chip
is very appreciable and it is economically

I 2 3 4 5 6 f6 9 0 unfeasible to discard all but the perfect
*fl chips. Therefore, faulty circuits have to

2 be located by testing and, by a technique
called discretionary wiring, bypassed.
Thus, each chip created in this manner

6becomes a custom-made component

7 which runs contrary to the basic phi-
, losophy of LSI. Finally, there is the fact
9 9 that a complex integrated module can
10 have only a limited number of input and
11 / output connections to communicate with
IT , the outside world. To transform a given

.o 1/ logic design into an efficient integrated

,19 Cstructure requires, therefore, skillful
T It partitioning of the basic logic structure.
, STAGE R840 OSCILLATR AFCRL is concerned with all three of

..... these problems. To start with the last
one, the partitioning problem, two mod-
ern computer designs, one for a small
machine, the other for a very large ma-

The realization o! a 19-stage binary
counter and a 5-stage ring oscillator
embedded in a 120 node eight-neighbor
NOR network is illustrated. The ar-
rows indicate that a light-controlled ..,*&. u A, agconnection has been made. . ....

REGULAR, MODIFIABLE NETS: The . I.,....
eu s s M to kfls to ilbubl be big bpreceding section dealt with logic net- ,

works as rather abstract theoretical It"-oal 01.lie"is t .h

structures. Before these ideal structures
are applied to the microminiaturized k",,iego. b_ ,".8.,,,, , ,,h!

computer circuitry, some facts of life - !, !, .6!r b!

must be taken into account. a,, its,Ir! Y, t..u

In large-scale integration, a large i -l
number of gate circuits are put on a
single chip of semiconductor material
to form the equivalent of what previ-
ously was a sizable computer module. As This silicon wafer contains hundreds
noted earlier, the larger the integrated of arrays of silicon photodiodes and
module on a single chip, the more spe- p-DIOS transistors. Such arrays canis be diced out to be mounted individ-cialized it becomes, where the goal ually, or the arrays can be intercon-
always flexibility. Specialized chips nected to form a large-scale integrated
sacrifice many of the advantages ex- array. Light impinging upon appropri-from largecaevntaeratio ate locations in the array can be madepected from large-scah integration. to control the circuit function of the
Another problem is that of limited yield array or serve as data input.
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chine, were analyzed to I,,d out how they lated, and studies of the repair or by-
can be partitioned into a 1. "ited number passing of these faulty elements can also
of different module types that can be be made. The goal of this work is that
cealized by large-scale integration. The of specifying a network function to the
results of this study should give signifi- computer and permitting the computer
cant direction to the organization of to formulate a light pattern that changes
future generations of computers. The the interconnections so as to realize this
other problem, that of dealing with chips function.
containing faulty elements, has led to a
study of techniques of fault-detection,
location and repair.

The problem of creating large logic
arrays of maximum flexibility is in the JOURNAL ARTICLES
forefront of AFCRL's research efforts. JUL ARTICLES
The approach is to assume regular logic

arrays containing large numbers of Bovy, R.

identical logic elements arranged on a The One-Stage Deformation Method: An
rectangular grid. It is further assumed Alqo-ithm for Quadratic Programming
that each element in the array can com- Econometrica (January 1968)
municate only with elements located
within its "neighborhood" which may DtewN, E. a.
extend somewhat further than the near- On the Possibility of a Perfected RhythmMethod of Birth Control by Periodic
est neighbor elements. These assump- Light Stimulationtions assure that the array is easily Amer. J. of Obstetrics and Gynecology

manufacturable by integrated circuit (1 December 1967)technique nd avo ierend circuit The P (Programming) Hypothesis for REMtechniques and avoids different circuit Psychophysiology, Vo. 4, No. 3 (March 19'8)
types on the same chip. The overall Nonlinear Cross Spectral Analysis
function of the resulting network is de- Proc. of the Conf. on Pattern Recognition,
termined by the function performed by Teddington, Middlesex, Eng.

(29-31 Jily 1968)
the individual elements and the connec- Rhyth 68

Rhythms
tion pattern linking the elements to- Science and Terimology (January 1969)gether. Asynchronous Quenching of the Van der Pol

One approach taken at AFCRL to Oscillator
IEEE Tra;s. on Automatic Controlflexible networks is the control of the Vol. AC-14, No. 2 (April 1969)

network interconnections using light- Modern Control Theory and Brain
sensitive components in each element. Mechavisms; and Asynchronous Excitation
The network function can then be and the Entrainmcpt and Periodic Pullfng

Effects from a Second Inputchanged by letting different light pat- Proc. 12th Midwest Symp. on Circii: Theory,
terns impinge on the array to change IEEE and Circuit Theory Gp., Univ. of Tex.,
connections among the elements. Inte- Austin, Tex. (21-22 April 1969)
grated logic elements having this fea-ture have been developed under AFORL EvANs, T. G.
contract. A Formalism for the Description of Complex

Objects and Its Implementation
Light-sensitive arrays of this kind Proc. 5th Intl. Cong. on Cybernetics,

can be modeled by a computer. The Namur, BeIg. (September 1967)
Laboratory has developed a number of Descriptive Pattern-Analysis Techniques:

Potentialities and Problems
computer programs for these modeling Proc. Intl. Conf. on Methodologies of Pattern
studies. Faulty elements can be simu- Recognition, Honolulu, Haw. (January 1968)
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Grammnar-Controlled Pattern Analysis LIEBERMAN, P.
Proc. IFIP 68 Cong. on Comp. Sci., Intonation, Perception and Language
Edinburgh, Scot. (5-10 August 1968) MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass. (1967)
Descriptive Pattern Analysis Techniques Direct Comparison of Subglottal and
Proc. Conf. on Automatic Interpretation and Esophageal Pressure During Speech
Classification of Images, Pisa, Italy J. of the Acous. Soc. of Amer., Vol. 43, No. 5
(August-September 1968) (May 1968)

GLUCKISMAN, H. A. PHILBRICK, 0.
Classification of Mixed-Font Alphabeties Shape Recognition ith the edial
by Characteristic Loci Ape renton h
Procfl of 1st Ann. IEEE Cetmp. Conf., Pictorial Pattern Recognition, G. C. Cheng,
Chicago, Ill. (September 1967) ; and R. S. Ledley, D. K. Pollock, and A. Rosenfield,
Proc. of Conf. on Pattern Recognition, Eds., Thompson Book Co. Wash.. D. C.
Ctr. for Nuc. Stud., Grenoble, France (February 1968)

(September 1968)

PIERCE, J. N.
GRIFFITHS, J. D., MAJ. Limit Distributions of the Minimum Distance
Rhyming Minimal Contrasts: A Simplified of Random Linear Codes; and Average
Diagnostic Articulation Test Digit-Error Probability After
J. of the Acoust. Soc. of Amer., Decoding Random Codee
Vol. 42, No. 1 (July 1967) IEEE Trans. on Info. Theory, Vol. IT-13,
An Optimum Linear Filter for Speech No. 4 (October 1967)
Transmission
J. of the Acoust. Soc. of Amer., Vol. 43, No. 1 PIERCE, J. N., and GISH, H. (Signatron, Inc.)

(January 1968) Asymptotically Efficient Quantizing
Transmitter Filter Improves Voice IEEE Trans. on Info. Theory, Vol. IT-14,
Communications No. 5 (September 1968)
Space/Aeronautics, Vol. 51, No. 6, PLESS, V. S.
(June 1969) On the Uniqueness of the Golay Codes

GRIFFITHS, T. V. J. of Combinatorial Theory (November 1968)

Some Remarks on Derivations in General SETHARES, G.
Rewriting Systems r emal P o
Info. and Control (January 1968) The Extremal Property of Certain

The Unsolvability of the Equivalence Teichmuller Mappings

Problem for A-Free Nondeterministic Commentarii Math. Helvetici, Vol. 43, No. 1

Generalized Macines (1968)

J. of the Assoc. for Computing Machinery SETHAREs, G., and PETRICK, S. R.
(July 1968) On the Determination of Complete Sets of

Logical Functions

HAASE, K. t1. IEEE Trans. on Elec. Comp. , l. C-17,

A Note on the Solution of an Equation of No. 3 (March 1968)

the Order Four SFTIIAES, G., and PIERCE, J. N.
Proc. of the IEEE, Vol. 56, No. 2 On the Generation of a Class of
(February 1968) Multi-Threshold Functions
.lodifications of the Methods of Homer IEEE Trans. on Elec. Comp., Vol. C-18,
and Bairstow No. 6 (June 1969)
Proc. of the IEEE, Vol. 56, No. 3
(March 1968) SMITH, C. P.
Novel Realizations of Positive Real and Guest Editorial for Special Issue on Speech
Bi-Order Driving-Point linittances Communications and Processing
Proc. 2d Ann. Conf. on Info. Sci. and Sys., IEE" , Trans. on Audio and Electroacoustics,
Princeton, N. J. (25-26 March 1968) Part I, Vol. AU-16, No. 1 (March 1968)
A Novel Circuit Whose Driving-Point
Iminittance Is a Positive Real Bi-Order SORON, H. I.
Function High Speed Photography in Speech Research
Proc. of Intl. Symp. on Network Tbeory, J. of Speech and Hearing Res., Vol. 10,
Belgrade, Yugoslavia (4-7 Sept. 1968) No. 4 (December 1967)
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j URBANO, R. H. DEwAN, E. M., and MULHOLLAND, T. B.
Structure and Function in Polyfunctional Nets (V. A. Hosp., Bedford, Mass.)
IEEE Trans. on Elec. Comp., Vol. C-17, The Visual Control System and the Occipital
No. 2 (February 1968) Alpha Rhythm: An HypothesiR

RCEG J., Vol. 26 (June 1969)~WALTER, C. M.

A Status Report on Some Applications of PIERCE. J. N.
Processor-Controlled Color Displays in Asymptotic Quantizing Error for Unbounded
Signal Analysis 1957-1967 Random Variables
Proc. of DECUS, Rutgers Univ., N. J. IEEE Trans. on Info. Theory, Vol. IT-16,
(July 1967) No. 1 (January 1970)
Some Comments on Interactive Aids inStatistical Signal Analysis and Interactive PLESS, V. S.
P"'ttern Recognition On a Family of Symmetry Codes Over GF(3)
Proc. of Symp. on Adaptive Processes, and Related New Five-Designs
Univ. of Calif., Los Angeles, Calif. Proc. of the Calgary Intl. Conf. on Combinat.
(December 1968) Struc. and Their Appl., Calgary, Alb., Can.,

WATHE-DUNN W., d. 214 June 1969 (August 1969)WATIEN-DuNN, W., Ed. On a New Family of Symmetry Codes andModels for the Perception of Speech Related Five-Designsand Visual Form Bul. of the Amer. Math. Soc., Vol. 75, Nf.. 6
MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass. (1967) (November 1969)
Limitations of Speech at High PressuresI in a Helium Environment SMITH, C. P.Proc. of 3rd Symp. on Underwater Physiology, SITCP.

Waverly Press, Baltimore, Md. (1967) Perception of Vocoder Speech rocessed by
Pattern-Matching
J. of the Acoust. Soec. of P, ner., Vol. 46, No. 6,ZSCHlnNT, H. H. Part II (December 1969,

Programming Primer (Lutz & Hauff)
Book Review, ACM Computing Reviews
(September-October 1967)

PAPERS P *SENTED AT MEETINGSJULY 1967-JUNE 1969

JOURNAL ARTICLES DEWAN. .. M.
JULY 1969-JUNE 1970 Cyber? ctics and Attcntio i Conference on

Cone' pt of Attention in NeurophysiologyCARDEN, G., CAPT. Natt. Physical Lab., Teddington, Eng.
A Note on Conflicting Idiolects (3- 5 October 1967)
Ling. Inq., Vol. 1, No. 3 (June 1970) Brain Waves and Cyberneties

IEEE Sys. Sci. and Cybernetics Gp.
DEWAN, E. (13 December 1967)
Cybernetics and the Management of Large REM Sleep
Systems Mass. Mental Health Ctr. (9 January 1968);
Proc. of the Sec. Ann. Symp. of the Amer. and Sloan-Kettering Inst., N. Y., *N. Y.
Soc. for Cybernetics (1969) (10 January 1968)
Attention and Con'rol Systems Attention and Control Th.,ory
EEG J., Vol. 26 (June 1969) Mtg. of the Eastern Assoc. of
The Programming (P) Hypothesis for REMS Electroencephalographers, Quebec, Can.
Sleep and Dreaming, Qtr. Mono. Ser., (22 February 1968)
Intl. Psych. Clin. (May 1970) Tests of the Programming (P) Hypothesis

for REM
DEWAN, E. M., and DE VITO, P. A., MAJ. Assoc. for the Psychophysiological Study of
(Microwave Phys. Lab.) Sleep, Denver, Colo. (22 March 1968)
The Almost Phase-Locked Magnetron and the Nonlinear Cross Spectral Analysis
Lashinsky Spectrum Conf. on Pattern Recognition,
Proc. of the IEEE (January 1970) Teddington, Eng. (29-31 July 1968)
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Entrainment of Nonlinear Oscillations and DEWAN, E. M., and NEWBURGi, R. D.

Biological Application: Regulation of Energy Relations in the Lorentz
Human Menstrual Cycle Contracted Spring
Fall Lecture of the Inst. of Fluid Dynamics Fall Mtg. of the N. E. Sec. of the Amer.
and Appl. Math., Univ. of Md., Phys. Sec., Hanover, N. H. (4-5 October 1968)
College Park, Md. (20 November 1968) The Lorentz Contraction and

Phase Locking in Biological Systems, Thermodynamic Work
Theoretical and Practical Significances: Intl. Symp..o:i a Critical Rev. of the
Regulation of Human Menstrual Cycle Foundation, of Relativistic and Classical
Biol. Sem., Univ. of Va., Charlottesville, Va. Thermodynamics, Univ. of Pitts., Pa.
(22 November 1968) (7-8 April 1969)

Dynamic Stabilization of the Van der Pol EVANS, T. G.
Equation
Mtg. of the Statistical Mech., Beler Grad. A Formalism for the Description of Complex

Sch. of Sci., Yeshiva Univ., N. Y. Objects and Its Implementation

(2 December 1968) Assoc. Internationale de Cybernetique,
Namur, Beig. (11-15 September 1967)

Self-Sustained Oscillations and Phase A Formalism for the Analysis of
Locking in Physics and Biology C'nplex Patterns
Boston Coll., Boston, Mass. (4 December 1968) Courant Inst., N. Y. Univ., N. Y.

Applicatios of Modern Control Theory (1 December 1967)
to the Life Sciences Descriptive Pattern-Anlysis Techniques:
OCTA Sem. Series on Control Theory and Potentialities and Problems
Applic., NASA-ERC, Cambridge, Mass. Intl. Conf. on Method. of Pattern Recognition,
(9 December 1968) Univ. of Haw. (24-26 January 1968); and
A Paradox in Relativity Due to Stress IEEE Tutorial on Pattern Recognition, N. Y.

Proved by tAe Ldrentz Contraction Univ., N. Y. (31 March 1969)
Va. Polytecia. Inst. (27 January 1969) A "Syntax-Driven" Pattern Ar-lyzer

Phase Locking of the Human Menstrual Brooklyn Polytechnic Inst., N.'

Cycle by Periodic Stimulation (8 April 1968)

13th Ann. Biophys. Soc. Mtg., Los Angeles, Grammar-Controlled Pattern Analysis
Calif. (25 February-1 March 1969) Univ. of Calif., Berkeley, Calif.

(13 June 1968); and IFIP 68 Cong.,
Basic Concepts of Cybernetics Beyond Edinburgh, Scot. (5-10 August 1968)

Feedback A Grammar-Controlled Pattern Analyzer
N. Y. Univ., N. Y. (15 March 1969) Natl. Inst. of Health, Wash., D. C.

The P-Hypothesis for REMS and Nonlinear (18 June 1968)
Analysis of the EEG by Computer Descriptive Pattern Analysis Techniques
Assoc. Psychophysiological Soc. of Sleep, NATO Summer Sch. on Automatic
Boston, Mass. (21-23 March 1969) Interpretation and Classification of Images,

.llodern Control Theory ana Brain Pisa, Italy (26 August-7 September 1968); and
.lcehanisms; and Asynchronous Excitation and 2nd Intl. Conf. on Computing Methods in
the Entzraincet and Periodic Pulling Effects Optimization Tech., San Remo, Italy
from a Second Input (9-13 September 1968)
12th Midwest Symp. on Circuit Theory, IEEE Pattern Recognition Research at AFCRL
and Circuit Theory Gp., Univ. of Tex., Planning Conf. on Pattern Recognition,
Austin, Tex. (21-22 April 1969) Inst. for the Study of Cognitive Sys.,

Tex. Christian Univ. (December 1968)

DmvAN, E. M. and GRECINBERG, R. GLUCKSMAN, H. A.

Aphasia and Dreaming: A Test of the Classification of Mixed-Font Alphabetics
PI-Hypothesis by Characteristic Loci
Assoc. for the Psychophysiological Study of IEEE Comp. Conf., Chicago, Ill.
Sleep, Denver, Colo. (22 March 1968) (6-8 September 1967); and Conf. on Pattern

Recognition, Grenoble, France

DEWAN, E. M., and MULHOLLAND, T. (11-13 September 1968)
(VA Hosp., Bedford, Mass.) GRIFFITIS, J. D., MAJ.

The Eye Position Control System and A Comparison of Vowel and Consonant
The Occipital Alpha Rhythm: An Hypothesis Perception
Mtg. of East. Assoc. of Electroencepha- Acoust. Soc. of Amer., Ottawa, Can.
lographers, Quebec, Can. (22 February 1968) (21-24 May 1968)
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GRIFFITHS, T. V., and PETRICK, S. R. A Formalization of the Transformation
Top-Down vs. Bottom-Up Analysis Subeomponent of a Class of Transformational
IFIP 1968 Cong., Triennial Intl. Cong. on Grammars
Comp. Sci. Proc., Edinburgh, Scot. Intl. Conf. on Computational Linguistics,
(5-10 August 1968) Grenoble Univ., France (23-25 August 1967)

Some Application of Truth Function
he, Kea o of aSimplification to Phonology
The Realization of a Biquartic 10th Intl. Cong. of Linguists, Bucharest Univ.,Immittanee Function Romania (28 August-2 September 1967)

State Univ. of N. Y. (12 December 1967)
Novel Realizations of Positive and Biorder PHILBRICK, O.
Driving-Point Immittances
2nd Ann. Princeton Conf. on Info. Sci. and Sys., Feature Description of Target Silhouettes
Princeton Univ., N. J. (25-26 March 1968) Auto. Target Recognition Conf., Minneapolis,Minn. (18-21 November 1968)
Computational Routines Applied to Rational
Funztions in Network Design and Analysis
New York Univ. (9 May 1968) PLESS, V. S.

Simplifying Modifications to Perform the Uniqueness of Golay Codes
Homer, the Bairstow, and the Sturm Method Combinatorial Sem., MIT, Cambridge, Mass.
11th Midwest Symp. on Circuit Theory, (1 May 1968)
Univ. of Notre Dame, Ind. (13-14 May 1968) On a Family of Symmetry Codes over GF(3)
A Novel Circuit Whose Driving-Point and Related New Five Designs
Immittance Is a Positive Real Bi-Order Calgary Intl. Conf. on Combinatorial
Function Structures and Their Applic., Calgary, Can.

Intl. Symp. on Network Theory, (2-14 June 1969)
Belgrade Yugo. (4-7 September 1968)

MOTT-SMITH, J. C. RADOY, R. Mf., CAPT., and KABRISKY, M.,

Image Analysis and Coding DAY, C., TALLMAN, 0. (AFIT)
IEEE Gp. on Info. Theory, Philadelphia, Pa. A Theory of Pattern Perception Based
(17 October 1967) on Human Physiology
(17oer Art,) a eNATO Conf., Thessaloniki, GreeceComputer Art, an Exercise in Man-M1achine (26 July 196)

Communication4 Control Theory and Application, NASA-ERC,
Cambridge, Mass. (10 March 1969); and SMITH, C. P.
Spring 1969 Sem. Series, Purdue Univ., Experiments in the Perception of Channel-
Lafayette, Ind. (1 May 1969) Vocoder and Pattern-Matching Vocoder Speech

Distance Transforms Sem. at MIT, Cambridge, Mass.
Psychopictorics Symp., Arlington, Va. (15 April 1969); Joint Speech Res. Unit,
(14-15 April 1969) Ruislip, U. K. (5 May 1969); Speech Comm.

Lab., Roy. Inst. of Tech., Stockholm, Swe.MOTT-SMITH, J. C., and BAER, T. (9 May 1969); Phonetics Inst., Univ. of Bonn,

Area and Volume Coding of Pictures W. Ger. (12 May 1969); Inst. for Satel. Elec.,
Symp. on Picture Bandwidth Compression, Oberpfaffen, W. Ger. (14 May 1969); and
MIT, Cambridge, Mass. (2-4 April 1969) IBM Res. Lab., Zurich, Switz. (16 May 1969)

MOTT-SMITH, J. C., PHILBRICK, F. COOK,
and WILSON, G. D., CAPT. WALTER, C. M.

Analysis of Shape and Picture Processing The Pol-ntial of Computer Controlled Color
Sys. Sci. Sem., IBM, Yorktown Heights, N. Y. Displays for On-Line Data Monitoring
(14 November 1967) and Interpretation

Soc. for Info. Displays, Waltham, Mass.
MOTT-SMITH, J. C., WILSON, G. D., and (16 April 1968)
PHILBRICK, 0. On-Line Mtti-Dimensional Signal Data
Shape Analysis and Image Processing Manipulation, Classification and Interpretation
MIT Sem., Cambridge, Mass. Using Computer-A ided Color Displays
(2 May 1968) Eng. Res. Div. Sera., DuPont de Nemours,

PETRICK, S. R. Wilmington, Del. (22 May 1968)

The Analysis Problem frr Transformation Interactive Systems Applied to the Reduction
Grammars and Interpretation of Scns c, Data
RCA David Sarnoff Labs., Princeton, N. J. DECUS 1968 Fall Symp., Calif.
(12 July 1967) (12-13 December 1968)

: 1
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Some Comments on Interactive Aids in EVANS, T. G.
Statistical Signal Analysis and Ivicractive Grammar-Based Pa.tern Analysis Techniques

Pattern Recognition Joint Conf. on Pattern Ident. by Man and
Symp. on Adaptive Processes, Univ. of Calif. at Machine, Texas Christian Univ., Ft. Worth,
Los Angeles (16-17 December 1968) Tex. (9-10 July 1969)
Interactive Aides in Signal Analysis and
Systems Modelling
Sys. Sci. and Cybernetics Group Mtg., Boston HAASE, K. H.
Univ., Boston, Mass. (3 April 1969) Coded Positive Real Functions

Third Haw. Intl. Conf. on Sys. Sci., Honolulu,

WILSON, G. D., CAPT. Haw. (13-17 January 1970)

A Research Facility for Image Processing A New Look at the Brune Realization of a

Northeastern Univ. Math. Club, Boston, Mass. Positive Real Driving-Point Immittance

(November 1967) 13th Midwest Symp. on Circuit Theory,

A Technique for Extraction of Aircraft Minneapolis, Minn. (7-8 May 1970)
Features from a Noise Environment
Auto. Target Recognition Conf., Minneapolis, PLESS, V. S.
Minn. (18-21 November 1968) The Weight of the Symmetry Code for p=29

and the 5-Designs Contained Therein
WILSON, G. D., CAPT., and PHILBRICK, 0. Intl. Conf. on Combinat. Math., N. Y. Acad.
Shape Extraction from Gray Level of Sci., N. Y., N. Y. (1-4 April 1970)
Photographs
Mass. Inst. of Tech. Sem., Cambridge, Mass. QUICK, R. F.
(13 August 1968) Helium Speech Translation Using

Homomorphic Deconvolution
79th Mtg. of the Aeoust. Soc. of Amer.,
Atlantic City, N. J. (21-24 April 1970)

PAPERS PRESENTED AT MEETINGS SMITH, C. P.
JULY 1969- JUNE 1970 kModels for Predicting Intelligibility of

t£attern-Matching Vocoder
CARDEN, E. G., CAPT. 79th Mtg. of the Acoust. Soc. of Amer.,
On the Deep Structure of "Both" Atlantic City, N. J. (21-24 Ap:'il 1970)
Chic. Ling. Soc., Chicago, Ill. Tradeoff Estimates for Digital Signalling of
(16-19 April 1970) "Canned" Voice Messages

Conf. on Signal Processing Meth. for Radio-

DEWAN, E. telephony, London, Eng. (19-21 May 1970)

Biological Oscillations (Invited) Speech Analysis/Synthesis wvith Stored Tables

IEEE Conf. on Nuc. and Space Rad. Effects, of Voice Patterns (Invited)
Penn. State Univ., Univ. Pk., Pa. IBM Res. Lab., Zurich, Switz. (28 May 1970)

(8-11 July 1969) Some Considerations of the Use of Channel
Modern Control Theory and Brain Mechanisms Vocoders as Computer Peripherals (Invited)

Third Intl. Biophys. Cong. of the Intl. Union 1970 IEEE Intl. Conf. on Comm.,

for Pure and Appl. Biophys., M.I.T., San Francisco, Calif. (8-10 June 1970)

Cambridge, Mass. (29 August-3 September
1969) WALTER, C. M.
A New Technique for the Analysis of EEG Some Comments on Interactive Systems
by Computer Applied to the Reduction and Interpretation
Ann. Mtg. of the East. Assoc. of of Sensor Data
Electroencephalog., Ste. Marguerite, Que., Can. IEEE Conf. on Comp. and Comm.,
(18-22 February 1970) The Beeches, Rome, N. Y.

(30 September-2 October 1969)
DEWAN, E. M., and LASHINSKY, H.
(Univ. of Md., College Pk., Md.) WATIIEN-DUNN, W., SORON, H., and
Asynchronous Quenching of Plasma MICIIAELS, S. B.
Instabilities On the Ability of the Glace-Holmes Synthe-
Symp. on Feedback and Dynamic Control of sizer t& Produce High-Quality Speech
Plasmas, Princeton Plasma Phys. Lab., 79th Mtg. of the Acoust. Soc. of Amer.,
Princeton, N. J. (18-19 June 1970) Atlantic City, N. J. (21-24 April 1970)
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TECHNICAL REPORTS TECHNICAL REPORTS
JULY 1967-JUNE 1969 JULY 1969-JUNE 1970

DEWAN, E.M. CHASE, E. N.
A Note on Asynchronous Quenching An Experimental Display Processor for
AFCRL-67-0453 (August 1967) the DX-1
Nonlinear Cross-Spectral Analysis and AFCRL-70-0044 (January 1970)
Pattern Recognition
AFCRL-69-0026 (January 1969) DEWAN, E. M.

Asynchronous Excitations and the The Programming (P) Hypothesis for REMS
Entrainment and Periodic Pulling Effects AFCRL-69-0298 (July 1969)
from a Second Input
AFCRL-69-0142 (April 1969) GLUCKSMAN, H. A.

GRIFFITHS, J. D., MAJ. Classification of Mixed-Font Alphabeties by

Improved Analog Voice Communications Characteristic Loci
AFCRL-68-0227 (April 1968) AFCRL-69-0349 (August 1969)

GRIFFITHS, T. V. HAASE, K. H.
The Unsolvability of the Equivalence Proble.n A New Idea for Realizing Positive Real
for A-Free Nondeterministic Immittance Functions of Even Rank
Generalized Machines AFCRL-70-0013 (January 1070)
AFCRL-68-0012 (January 1968)

HAASE, K. H. PHILBBICK, 0.
Single Tee and Pi Two-Ports, Resistively SCRIPT-An Executije Program for a
Terminated and Having a Prescribed Rescarch Computer
Driving-Point 1nmittance AFCRL-69-0479 (November 1969)
AFCRL-67-0439 (July 1967)

KING, W. F., III, CAPT., and GIUSTI, A. SMITH, C. P.

The Design of a More Complex Building Tradeoff Estimates for Digital Signalling
Block for Digital Systems of "Canned" Voice Messages
AFCRL-67-0516 (September 1967) AFCRL-70-0094 (February 1970)

WILSON, G. D.. 11Ar. URRANO, R. H.
Modular Computer Programs for Image- The Closed Sets of n-Variable Boolean
Processing and Manipulation Functions
AFCRL-69-0234 (May 1969) AFCRL-69-0494 (November 1969)

WATIIEN-DUNN, W.

(U) Sound Pressure Levels and Spectra ZSCHIRNT, H. H.
from Firing a Class of Soviet Rockets Local Operations in a Parallel Picture
AFCRL-68-0457 (September 1968) Processing Array
Confidential Report AFCRL-70-0208 (April 1970)

I
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XlI Aerospace Instrumentation
Laboratory

In the preceding chapters of this re-port, frequent relerence was made toballoon, rocket and satellite experi-
ments. The Aerospace Instrumentation
Laboratory manages the research ve-
hicle program for AFCRL. It serves as
a consultant to the AFORL users nfthese vehicles, as well as to AFCRL
contractors and to those in other mili-tary and government agencies that callupon AFCRL for balloon and rocket

launch assistance. It organizes the
ground telemetry network associatedwith such launches, selects the appropri-r-te vehicle for the experiment, assists
in the instrumentation and manages the
actual flight and payload recovery.

During the three-year reporting pe-
riod, the Laboratory launched 166 large
research sounding rockets, 277 smallermeteorological sounding rockets and384 large plastic balloons. The Lab-oratory also designed and managed thelaunch of three AFCRL instrumented
satellites. Several new balloon records
with respect to size, altitude and pay-
load we'ght were set by the Laboratory
durung the period. On November 6,
1-',, the Laboratory launched thelargest balloon (34 million cubic feet)
ever sent aloft and it carried the heav-
iest balloon payload package (13,800
pounds). The altitude record was seton Fiptenber 23, 1969, when a bal-loon was sent to 161.000 feet. For its
balloon activities, the Laboratory oper-ates two permanently staffed launch
sites, one at Holloman AFB, N.M., the
other at Chico, California.
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In addition to the research vehicle Aeronomy Laboratory. The research
activities, the Laboratory develops and conducted by the Design Climatology
often procures for the Air Weather Branch is covered in Chapter VIII.
Service new meteorological equipment.
The 277 meteorological sounding rock-
ets noted above carried payloads for
meteorological equipment developers. ROCKET AND SATELLITE PROGRAMS
In recent years, the Laboratory has
placed particular emphasis on the de- The Aerospace Instrumentation Labora-
velopment of lightweight portable tory manages the AFCRL research
weather equipment for use in South- probe program. Management of the
east Asia. The meteorological equipment program has many facets including ve-
development program, in general, is hicle selection, range scheduling, struc-
not confined to any one particular spe- tural design, payload integration and
cialty, but includes every meteorologi- fabrication, and systems for data trans-
cal sensor or equipment that might aug- mission and decoding.
ment the misfion of the Air Weather Most of the rockets launched during
Service. the reporting period were launched

On June 13, 1970, one of the Lab- from three primary ranges-Eglin
oratory's large branches, the Design AFB, Florida; White Sands Missile
Climatology Branch concerned with Range, New Mexico; and Ft. Churchill
global climatology, was transferred with Range in Canada.
no change of function to AFCRL's The largest single rocket program of

the three-year period took place in early
November 1969 when some 19 AFCRL
sounding rockets were launched as
part of a 35 vehicle interagency pro-
gram in a siK-day period from Ft.
Churchill to investigate the terrestrial
effects of a solar proton shower. Much
of the logistical and operational plan-
ning for thF overall program was ac-
complished within the Laboratory, as
wvell ais the engi-.ieering and field serv-
ices for the AFCRL commitment.

Another event of geophysical interest
was the solar eclipse of March 7, 1970.
The Laboratory was instrumental in
the launch of six rockets from a small
auxiliary launch site controlled by Eglin
AFB and of three rockets from Wallops

Island, Virginia. The determination of
launch azimuth and launch time for

AFCRL launches balloons for many each of these rockets was preplanned
agencies. This balloon payload pack- through the computer simulation meth-
age, a NASA cosmic ray experiment ods developed within the Laboratory.
designated CRISP, was the heaviest
payload ever carried aloft by a balloon. Launches were also made from Puerto
It weighed over 6 tons. Rico, Hawaii, and Brazil, emphasizing
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utilize the Barreira do Inferno Range1 in Brazil was its proximity to the geo-
magnetic equator.

.-- : ROCKET FLIGHT DYNAMICS: Two prob-
lem areas of sounding rocket flight dy-
namics have received special attention
from the Laboratory. The first consists
of the erratic and unpredictable roll
rates observed on some flights. The
typical sounding rocket is caused to roll
about its longitudinal axis by canted
fins at the base of the vehicle. On a

-t : nominal flight the roll rate remains
" 4 proportional to the vehicle velocity.

However, on some flights the observed
roll rate has demonstrated almost an

4'T inverse proportionality to velocity, de-

creasing during periods of acceleration
and increasing during deceleration.
Sevral possible explanations of the

'I

The Aerospace Instrumentation Lab-
oratory manages AFCRL's rocket pro-
gram, a responsibility that includes
payload assembly, rocket selection, data
collection, and range scheduling.

the versatility of the rocket probe as a
rezearch tool. Launches made outside
standard missile ranges are sometimes I

necessary because of geographical con-
siderations or because the experiment is
conducted in association with some spe-
cial facility. For instance, the launch-
ing3 in Puerto Rico were conducted in This four-stage Javelin rocket is shov'r
conjunction with ground-based meas- prior to launch from the Ft. Churchiti

Research Range in Canada. It reachedurements by the huge radio telescope an altitude of 500.mile and was instru-
at Arecibo, whereas the instigation to mented to imeasure nagnetic fields.
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anomaly have been explored, but defini- satellite presented a design challenge
tive relationships are not yet complete. to Laboratory engineers. The density
Analytic expressions have been devel- experiment required a very heavy sphere
oped describing the effect on individual with a maximum mass-to-area ratio,
fins of vortices trailing back from the thus greatly restricting volume avail-
nose of the vehicle. The investigation able for satellite subsystems. The final
into the nonlinear aerodynamics is nec- design utilizing microcircuit techniques
essarily complex and involved but will and other advanced methods of pack-
provide a description of what happens aging resulted in a 23-inch sphere
to an unsymmetrical finned vehicie at weighing 600 pounds. The spacecraft
an angle of attack. was launched July 11, 1968, and was

The second problem area manifests operating perfectly on reentry 39 days
itself as a rapid generation of a large later. Approximately 30 percent of the
angle of attack without significant alti- OVI-16 experiment data was collected
tude loss or destruction of the vehicle, by polar stations using AFCRL-pro-
The large angular deviations from pure vided ground equipment since the Na-
rolling motion are obviously undesirable tional Range stations offered no cover-
from an experimenter's point of view. age in this important area of the earth's
As well as investigating analytically surface.
the possible causes of the anomaly, an The 0V5-6, a small satellite to meas-
empirical solution to the effects of the ure solar radiation, was flown piggy-
anomaly is being attempted. A spring- back on a Titan III in May 1969 and
mass-damper installed in the payload achieved an orbit of 10,000 by 60,000
will be despun with respect to the vehi- nautical miles. As of June 30, 1970, all
cle and used to damp out the undesir- systems were working well. The satel-
able transverse oscillations. lite has an expected lifetime of 18

months.
OV SATELLITE SERIES: The last of the

OV (orbiting vehicle) series of low-cost
satellites was launched in May 1969. BALLOON TECHNOLOGY
Fifteen of these satellites were launched
during the preceding two years. The The Laboratory has the primary re-
Aerospace Instrumentation Laboratory sponsibility for Air Force balloon re-
had total responsibility for technical search and development, a responsibility
management and experiment integra- that includes balloon design, balloon
tion of three OV spacecraft during the system engineering and operational
report period. AFCRL experimenters techniques. It launches approximately
provided sensors for an additional nine 140 instrumented balloons each year,
which required a lesser degree of tech- most of these from its permanent sites
nical assistance from Laboratory en- in New Mexico and California. For
gineers. All three of the satellites un- special observations, launches are made
der AFCRL's technical management from temporary sites. (One series of
were successful. five launches for NASA was made from

The 0V3-6 (ATCOS II) was launched Virginia.) The balloon program dur-
in December 1967 and was still opera- ing the past three years was character-

tional on reentry in March 1969, hay- ized by the design and launch of larger
ing greatly exceeded its eight month and larger balloons to reach higher al-
design life. The 0V1-16 (Cannonball) titudes or carry heavier payloads.
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....- New Mexico have proceeded through the
- - phase of determining the equipment

1 required for the next several years, the
layout design of the complex, and the
early stages of construction.

BALLOON MATERIALS: Polyethylene,
historically, has been the balloon ma-
terial of choice. But it is a fragile
material, subject to strain and tear,
particularly at low temperatures. In
recent ystars, Mylar, reinforced with
Dacron threads, has been used for giant
balloons-that is, for balloons having
volumes of more than 25 million cubic
feet. (To an uninitiated observer, the
standard five million cubic feet volume
balloon appears impressively massive.)
Now polyethylene is coming back into
favor. The reason is economy. AFCRL
studies in materials have produced a

Balloons launched by AFCRL's bal- safe launch stress theory and discovery
loon group at Holloman AFB, N.M., of a strength degradation phenomenon
are sent aloft from this runway, which relates low temperature tensile

strength to the strain-time-tempera-
During the past three years a greater ture history of the material.

understanding of polyethylene balloon The useful strength of polyethylene
films and sealing techniques has led to film, like most plastics, is a function of
higher reliability and increased payload ifs stress history and the temperature,
limits for low cost polyethylene bal- rate of loading and duration of loading
loons. for the application under consideration.

AFCRL tethered balloon systems, ex- Engineering design of polyethylene bal-
tending up to altitudes of 10,000 feet loons requirei that these points be con-
over fixed ground locations, have al.. sidered. The new safe launch stress
ready been used for drop tests of NASA theory is an attempt at defining the first
vehicles and to evaluate communica- phase of an acceptable stress history for

tions relay schemes. Soon AFCRL will a polyethylene balloon. The discovered
extend the altitude capability to 15,- strength degradation phenomenon re-
000 feet. Higher altitudes, possibly in lates to the establishment of an accept-
excess of 50,000 ft, appear to be feasible able working stress level for a polyethy-
using a more complex system. A study lene balloon during the phase of ascent
of stranded fiberglas tether cables has through the earth's tropopause. These
resulted in a complete re-evaluation of two phases are, as indicated, interde-
manufacturing techniques for the very pendent, and their relationship is the
long continuous lengths required for the subject of part of AFCRL's present ma-
higher altitudes. Plans fnr the estab- terial research program.
lishment of a permanenf .ethered site The development cf a unique bal-
on the White Sands Missile Range in loon system is now in progras to meet
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detonable gas mixture (Methane/0 2 or
Hydrogen/0 2 ), then detonated at high
altitude to provide a nuclear blast ef-
fects simulant for actual in-flight meas-

A urement of re-entry vehicle structural
vulnerability. Premature detonation of

,/ these gas mixtures by static electrical
' dllJ /, discharge during the balloon infiation

, ,period presents a potential hazard that
must be eliminated. Existing large-

________ ______________volume plastic-material balloons nec-
essary for the execution of this simula-

-__--_---_ tion technique unfortunately provide a
strong source of static electrical gen-
eration and accumulation. As a result
of investigations and tests by the bal-
loon research group, a tri-laminate
(Mylar-Dacron-Scrim-Mylar) with a
printed conductive silver grid on both
sides was developed to satisfy the known
requirements. Through the printed con-
ductive silver grid, continuous paths are
maintained and static electrical buildup
is minimized and continually bled off as
it is generated.

DA.LOON ALTITUDE-PAYLOAD AD-
VANCEMENTS: On September 1, 1968,
AFCRL launched a 28.7 million cubic
foot volume balloon which reached an
altitude of 160,000 feet. This balloon
established two records: it was the
largest single cell balloon ever launched,
and the altitude was the highest ever

Balloon inflation and launch take place reached by a research balloon. On Sep-
in the early morning hours when there tember 23, 1969, AFCRL launched a
is usually an absence of wind. Balloon
flights are controlled from the corn- 30.3 million cubic foot volume balloon
mand control (below) at Holloman which reached an altitude of 161,000
AFB, N.M. feet.

These two flights were made in sup-
a Defense Atomic Support Agency port of the U.S. Army Electronics Com-
(DASA) requirement. In addition to mand's Office of Atmospherics Sciences.
including all of the characteristics for The payloads included instruments pro-
adequate balloon design and fabrication vided by the Army to measure atmo-
to provide the payload-altitude speci- spheric composition, pressure, tempera-
fled, a new material of high electrical ture, density, ozone and wind motion
conductivity was required. The DASA near the stratopause. These balloons
balloon system is to be inflated with a provided a means for obtaining at-
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a tandem balloon system of 34 million
cubic feet was launched from Hollo-
man AFB, New Mexico. These balloons
were made of reinforced mylar ma-
terial. The flight was made in support
of the NASA-Houston Cosmic Ray ion-
ization Spectrograph Program.

On July 18 and September 25, 1969,
two balloon systems were successfully
launched by AFCRL as a part of a

One of the Laboratory's giant balloons
-this fully expanded 28.7 million cu-
bic foot volume balloon- was photo-
graphed from the ground after it had
reached an altitude of 160,000 ft. It
was photographed through a 25-inch
telescope.

mospheric data which could be gathered
by no other means.

The most ambitious launch ever at-
tempted occurred on April 6, 1970, when
AFCRL launched a 47.6 million cubic
foot volume balloon designed to reach
an altitude of 170,000 feet. Although
the launching was a success, the balloon
developed a leak which prevented it
from achieving its design altitude.

These flights represent significant ad-
vances in the thin film balloon technol-
ogy. The largest polyethylene balloon
previously flown was made of 0.75 mil
thick material and had a volume of 13.5
million cubic feet. The 47.6 million cu-
bic foot balloon made of 0.32 mii thickfeasbiliy of The polyethylene balloon must be care-
material demonstrated the feasibility of fully removed from packing cases to
fabricating, handling and launching ex- avoid tearing the material. While the
tremely large single cell balloons, balloon is being layed out for inflation,

a scientist prepares the balloon-borneAFCRL established another balloon experiment, in this case one requiring
size record on November 6, 1969 when cryogenic cooling.
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program to repine the reir,."orced mylar 1969 at El Centro Naval Air Facility,
main balloons of tandem balloon sys- California, successfully demonstrated
tems with lower cost pol" .hylene bal- the suitability of the system and the
loons in the medium-h-,, y payload simplicity of the lau.ching method.
range. The success of these balloons The technique was further developed
meant the realization of a savings of to include a balloon to carry 15 pounds
nearly $100,OOG for a balloon system to 20,000 ft. Tests were conducted dur-
of this size. ing July 1969 demonstrating the success

On December 6, 1969, AFCRL estab- of this development.
lished another first in heavy pay .,ad-
high altitude performance by a single TETHERED BALLOONING: Interest and
celled polyethylene balloons when a 20.6 activity in the tethered balloon field has
million cubic foot volume balloon carry- continued over the past three years.
ing a 4500-pound payload was success- This was evidenced by the attendance
fully launched and attained a float alti- at a Tethered Balloon Workshop spon-
tude of 120,000 ft. sored by AFORL and held in late 1967.

A stable, elevated platform has many
AIR LAUNCHED BALLOONS: During the potential scientific and military uses.

late 1950's AFCRL undertook a pro- Major interest now is in altitudes below
gram to develop methods for launching 30,000 ft. The prospect of placing teth-
balloons from aircraft. This work pro- ered balloons above 50,000 ft is captur-
duced systems for launching small bal- ing increasing interest. The program at
loons from fighter aircraft at 45,000 AFCRL has already established pro-
ft, from bomber or cargo aircraft at cedures for extending the altitude capa-
lower altitudes, and from hovering heli- bility to 20,000 ft.
copters. The components of the systems A study to investigate very high alti-
were relatively complex in that the bal- tudes (in excess of 50,000 ft) was
loons were automatically inflated after completed in 1968. The purpose of the
deployment from the aircraft. study was to determine feasibility, de-

More recently a DOD requirement fine problem areas and provide planning
arose calling for the launch of large and cost estimates. One significant de-
numbers of small balloons from C-130 termination of the study was a require-
type cargo aircraft for limited war ap- ment for a durable cable with a very
plications. In July 1968, AFCRL be- high strength to weight ratio. Such
gan development of a method for launch- a cable would also increase payload ca-
ing fully inflated eight foot diameter pability of low altitude systems. A test
polyethylene balloons from n C-130 air- program has been established and is
craft while flying at an altitude of now underway to identify cables with
10,000 ft. During December 1968, sev- a high value of strength to weight
eral discouraging tests were conducted ratio and to determine their suitability
in which the balloons were damaged by in tethered balloon applihations.
turbulent air conditions that existed As part of this program, a Tethered
near the tail of the aircraft. Subse- Balloon Handbook has been compiled
quently, balloon deployment techniques and provides a complete review of the
were refined and a disposable nylon literature for the past 100 years, as
cover was provided to protect the bal- well as practical and complete up-to-
loon until it was far removed from the date information on balloons, cables
aircraft. Six test flights in February and winches.
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An ad('tional effort was the develop-
ment of a winch specifically for tethered
balloon flying. This winch is capable 'V
of handling glass tethers as well as

steel and can inhaul cable at speeds up
to 1000 ft/min. This winch will be ,
integrated into the AFCRL tethered bal-
loon site along with a winch presently
under development that will be capable
of handling heavier loads. Four large
balloons have been added to the in-
ventory. The new winch and large bal-
loon will provide a load lifting capabil- .
ity of 2000 pounds at ground level and
400 pounds at 15,000 ft. 57 "-

HOVERING FREE BALLOONS: Tethered
balloons of the type discussed above
have potential uses in military surveil-
lance as radio relay stations and as plat-
forms for scientific instruments. But it
is also possible to keep balloons on sta-
tion in free flight, thus accomplishing
the same purpose. By dropping bal-
last and valving gas, it is possible to
adjust balloon altitude up or down in
search of winds that will carry the bal-

loon back toward the station when it
wanders too far. Because high altitude
winds change direction with altitude, _
the balloon can be maintained within
a 50 to 70 mile radius of the ground
station for several days.

To evaluate the operational feasibil..
ity of a station-keeping free balloon,
the characteristic wind patterns as a
function of altitude during a given sea-
son at a given geographical location
must be known. To evaluate the opera-
tional feasibility of hovering free bal-
loons it is necessary to formulate a
set of probability tables of wind speeds
at certain locations.

This is what the Laboratory has done. p
The ideal wind situation for free hov- U1.
ering balloons is when there exists the
combination of westerlies and easterlies Three tethered balloon designs underwith a light wind layer between. This study by AFCRL are shown here.
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n , y An ,,tenance of an accurate nighttime float
,, ,level in regions above 100,000 ft. Until

recently, aneroid devices have been the
, .. accepted standard for establishing a

4 - H 9 1 9 1 - pre-set ballast altitude floor. The sim-
plicity of the aneroid actuated device

(0 ,(Af.... has made it attractive, but its accuracy
is about 1 millibar. This accuracy is

0n entirely unsuitable for ballast floor con-
. otrol at altitudes of 100,000 to 170,000

ft (9 to 0.7 mb). A new ballast floor
A nocontrol has been developed that utilizes

either a hypsometer, heat transfer
-0 " gauge, or capacitance or reactance type

0 o LK of pressure sensor for establishing the
. . .reference altitude ballast level to within, - 30 0 30 2, 0 0

k"? , 1 percent of the indicated pressure
level. This unit can also be programmed
to provide several discrete levels andthereby yield a step function descent

A free balloon can be kept close over-
head for several days by proper ballast- profile when used in conjunction with
ing and valving to take advantage of a gas valve.
winds that will keep it within range.
The trajectory of one such 104-hour
flight from Chico, Calif., is plotted here.
Letters correlate trajectory with time
and altitude shown above.

condition is found at about 60,000 to
65,000 ft during the summer over a
large area of the world and is usually
found the year around in the tropics. I

In tests conducted at the Chico, Cali-
fornia, launch site, a balloon was kept
within a radius of hover of 30 nauti-
cal miles for 25 hours and 70 nautical
miles for over 72 hours.

BALLOON INSTRUMENTATION: Modular
instruments such as programmers,
sensors, data encoders, data transmit-
ters, command receivers, ballasting and
gas valving devices, power sources, pay-
load separation and flight safety devices
saw increasing use during the period. .q

Both designs and techniques for appli-
cations were improved. A basic goal of balloon instrumentation

is to reduce the size and weight of bothLong duration flights at the high the experimental packages and control
altitudes generally require the main- instrumentation.
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For large balloon systems flying at in the program. While AFCRL's Me-
altitudes up to 130,000 ft, the weight of teorology Laboratory (Chapter X) also
the complete flight support instrumen- does a limited amount of meteorological
tation can be from 50 to 150 pounds instrumentation development, the pur-
without lowering the flight altitude by poses are quite different. The Meteorol-
more than a few hundred feet. At higher ogy Laboratory, when it undertakes to
altitudes payload weight becomes a crit- develop new instruments, does so for sci-

:eal factor. Support instrumentation entific instrumentation purposes rather
was reduced to 22 pounds for the 28.7 than for operational purposes.
million cubic foot balloon that reached
160,000 ft in 1968. To achieve the pres-
ent goal of 170,000 ft and possibly
higher, further weight reduction of
modules is required. One example is a
newly developed solid state program- Z-
mer and timer weighing five ounces as
a substitute for a four pound standard4 mechanical unit.

METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTATION -

Of the total AFCRL program, the ac-
tivities reviewed in this section on -
meteorological instrumentation extend
furthest into the development domain
of the R&D spectrum. The prototype
equipments to be discussed are in some
cases only a step away from operational
use, and indeed, the Laboratory occa-
sionally initiates procurement actions
on equipment it has developed on be-Shalf of the Air Weather Service. The The DART upper stage has been

adapted to carry several different con-
Air Weather Service is the primary figurations of meteorological sensors. In
customer for the improved sensors and one model the ROBIN balloon, shown
techniques which are the products of deflated on the desk, is carried aloft

and is ejected for density measure-
this activity. memgts.The AFCRL meteorological instru-
mentation program is made up of lit-
erally scores of individual efforts relat- Many of the development efforts in
ing to ground-based and airborne sens- progress-efforts relating to pressure
ors and new sensing techniques. It also sensors, refractive index sounding, tem-
includes instrument platforms such as perature, density and wind sensors-
balloons and rockets. Telemetry for will not be noted in this report because
acquiring data and even the develop- of space. The discussion whidh follows
ment of hydrogen generators for mete- considers some of the major parts of

I orological balloon inflation are included the meteorological equipment program.
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SOUNDING ROCKETS: A miniaturized .
rocket sounding system for measuring
upper air winds and temperatures de-
veloped by AFCRL to replace the stand-
ard ARCAS system is now in opera-
tional use in the Meteorological Rocket
Network and at all U.S. missile test
ranges to obtain meteorological data
from 60 km down to balloon altitudes
of 30 km. This rocket-bcosted system,
which is in the LOKI class, is officially
known as Meteorological Probe PWN-
8B. It utilizes a new, slow descent,
extremely stable, ram-air inflated re-
tardation device (STARUTE) which
eliminates the excessive fall velocities
and wild oscillations inherent in the old
parachute and results in a dramatic
improvement in the accuracy of the data
obtained from the system. The PWN-
8B costs only about $800 for the com-
plete vehicle, compared to more than
$2000 for the previously-used ARCAS.
Its launch conditions are also less re-
strictive.

A transponder-sonde is currently
under development as a meteorological
rocket payload in order to obviate the ?"- -
need for radar tracking. To accommo-
date this new sonde, the LOKI system _4
is being enlarged somewhat. The new
system, tentatively called the Super The DART upper stage attached to the
LOKI, will have a higher altitude capa- LOKI booster to form the LOKI-DART
bility (70 kin) and wijl provide greater is shown within the rocket launcher.

system reliability and data accuracy.
The varied sensing requirements launch requirements, meteorological bal-

preclude the use of any single vehicle loon systems will continue to be used
for all soundings. To meet these re- to obtain data from the surface to over
quirements, several low cost, high alti- 30 km. Such balloons, a standard mete-
tude meteorological rocket vehicles orological item for decades, have been
are under investigation. One vehicle, improved to obtain more rapid ascent
the SPARROW-ARCAS, has performed rates and better cold temperature per-
well to 150 km and another, the less formance. A joint AFCRL-Army bal-
costly 140 km VIPER-DART, is being loon material investigation over the past
introduced into the field operationally. several years resulted in better balloon

films. Prospects are promising for early
SOUNDING BALLOONS: Because of introduction soon of a balloon that will

their low cost, simplicity and minimal perform in all climatic regimes, includ-
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ing the Arctic and at the extremely cold measuring down to 2 percent relative
tropical tropopause. The goal of a bal- humidity over the complete flight en-
loon with a fast ascent rate has been velope.
reached. A balloon that can achieve an
ascent rate of 1700 ft/min or better ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY MEASUREMENT:
has been developed. Its cost is exces- In Chapter VIII covering the Aeronomy
sive, however, and efforts are now Laboratory, it was seen that two large
aimed at reducing its cost. efforts in that Laboratory involved the

measurement of atmospheric densities.
HUMIDITY MEASUREMENTS: Investiga- One technique involved the release of

tion of the accuracy of radiosonde hu- chemicals by rockets and measuring the
midity measurements has led to the dis- rate of diffusion of the chemical trail.
covery of measurement errors up to The other involved a satellite contain-
40 to 50 percent in both the military ing accelerometers which measured
and Weather Bureau sondes. The sensor densities by detecting atmospheric drag
on these sondes is the carbon element on the satellite.
IviL-476 which is sensitive to rela, ive Uilike the Aeronomy Laboratroy, the
humidity of the air. These errors are Aerospace Instrumentation Laboratory
due to the fact tha' the element is not is not interested in the characteristics
in thermodynamic equilibrium with the of atmospheric density as such, but in
air stream. The evaluation of in-house improving the state of the art of density
designs to correct this deficiency is be- measuring equipment and techniques.
ing carried on in two stages. One is a One technique that has been gradually
temporary fix capable of a field retrofit, improved over the years is the falling
and the other is a permanent fix involv- sphere technique in which a balloun
ing redesign of the element and the containing accelerometers is released
physical configuration of the sonde. by rocket at altitude. Density is cal-

Field testing of AFCRL's balloon- culated from the atmospheric decelera-
borne optical dew-point hygrometer has tion of the sphere. During the report-
led to design changes of this unit to ing period the technique has been re-
incorporate a variable gain servo loop fined and spheres were developed for
which has materially improved the re- use in small meteorological rockets.
sponse characteristics of the device. Another technique that was adapted by
Field experiments carried out in con- the Laborar ry for use in small rockets
junction with the ML-476 carbon ele- is rather elegant technically but is nev-
ments confirmed the errors mentioned ertheless inexpensive. A pitot tube of
in the previous paragraph. the type used to sense aircraft speed

During the last few years this Lab- draws in atmospheric gases which are
oratory has been responsible for the de- passed through a chamber where they
velopment of a dew point hygrometer are ionized by Americium 241. The
which utilizes the absorption of alpha ionized gas sets up a current flow which
particles to detect atmospheric moist- can be interpreted in terms of atmo-
ure. Flight testing of the aircraft alpha spheric density. The system was tested
radiation dew point hygrometer on an during the reporting period and was
Air Weather Service KC-135 was found useful for measuring densities
completed during the period. The in- between 30 and 100 km.
strument has proved itself suitable for Before reviewing a large new ground-
operational purposes and capable of based laser system for measuring densi-
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ties that the Laboratory sponsored in LASER RADAR DENSITY MEASUREMENT:
Jamaica during the period, it would be During the reporting period, AFCRL
well to look at just why atmospheric and the University of the West Indies,
densities are of such interest to the Air Kingston, Jamaica, demonstrated the
Force. There is the obvious connection capability of a laser radar to obtain
with respect to precise missile targeting density profiles of the atmosphere up to
and to the plotting of satellite lifetimes 100 km.
and decay. Not so obvious is the ex- The laser system consists of a laser
treme variability of upper atmospheric with a 12 joule pulsed output. The
density induced by solar and nuclear pulse of light, collimated with a 15-
events. Atmospheric densities must fig- inch parabolic mirror, is transmitted
ure as a parameter in just about every vertically upwards through the atmo-
aspect of upper atmospheric and near sphere. Molecules and aerosols scatter
space physics. Thus to the extent, as the light, and the backscattered signal

is detected by an array of mirrors and
100 ,a photomultiplier adjacent to the trans-I0- ., ; V. er O011.Robin 131Z

, Loki Dor,Dotosofde 43Z mitter. The time between transmission
8O Rowinwide "'15 of the pulse and reception of the scat-
60- tered signals gives the heights from

Altitude w vhich scattering occurs and the re-
Kni 4ceived intensity is a function of at-4... t- -- mospheric density at these particular20 102 ~o h eig h ts.

The receiving mirror array consists
1ENSITY.p,r/mr of an assembly of 30 spherical mirrors,

FIGUREKIDENSITY PROFILE.APOLLOIt LAUNCH SUPPORT each of 30-inch diameter. They are
ET,.CAPE KEN EOY, FL .4J.ULY G arranged in the form of a parabolic dish

and focused onto a photomultiplier as-
Three sensing techniques were used to
provide this smooth, continuous density sembly which is mounted on a rigid
profile from nearly 100 km altitude to platform approximately 80 ft above the
the ground on the day Apollo 11 was
launched. The ROBIN Falling Sphere
covered the highest region, a. rockt-
sonde was used in the mid-region, and
a balloon-borne radiosonde was flown
through the lowest r- :ion.

has been noted throughout this report,
that the Air Force is interested in at-
mospheric transmission and emissions
of optical/infrared radiation (Chapter
IV), that it is interested in environ-
mental forecasting (Chapter VII), that
it is interested in geomagnetic effects
on radio propagation (Chapter VI), AFCRL's laser system for probing the
that it is interested in long-range atmosphere, located in Kingston, Ja-
weather forecasting (Chapter X), then maica, has a receiving array of 30

spherical mirrors each 30 inches in di-
that is the extent to which it is inter- ameter. Part of this 30-mirro- array is

ested in atmospheric densities. shown here.
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ground. The technique itself is not orig- forecasting the lightning probability
inal, but the Kingston system is by far hazard at Cape Kennedy was augmented
the largest and most powerful designed by a similar requirement at most air
to date, and represents the emergence bases in connection with refueling of
of the technique into feasibility for aircraft. The difficulty of logistically
both operational and experimental pur- supporting the off-base stations of a
poses. sferics network prompted the develop-

The detected laser signal, consisting ment ol a lightning ranging and atmo-
of scattered light, is extremely weak, spheric electric field indicator that can
and becomes exponentially weaker with be used singly or in an on-base network
altitude. Furthermore, the signal has to satisfy the needs of all users.
to be detected in the presence of sky- In response to SEAOR 95 for a port-
noise and photomultiplier dark current, able light ceilometer, a model was fab-
Cooling of the photom-iltipiier and the ricated which proved the feasibility of
use of a narrow band optical filter in such a system. The design, based on
the receiving system render these prob- the principles of the standard rotating
lems tractable. The detected photons beam ceilometer, contains several unique
are counted in 64 range-gated inter- features that permitted great reductions
vals, resulting in density measurement in size and weight of comparable com-
at discrete steps of two and a half ponents. The most significant feature
km each. was to use an audio technique to detect

Performance of the system has been the cloud height return. This audio
checked comparatively against density technique permits the replacement of
data obtained by meteorological bal- the standard oscilloscope display with a
loons-or at least up to the altitude simple head phone set. AFSC is pro-
maximum of such balloons which is curing 25 systems based on this work.
about 30 km. Another ceilometer is being investi-

gated that makes use of a switched ruby
LASER CAT DETECTION: A ruby laser laser radar that determines cloud height

optical radar for clear air turbulence by measuring the transit tivne of the
(CAT) detection was developed dfir- light pulse to the cloud base and re-
ing the period, but as of June 30, 1970, turn. This approach avoids the require-
had not yet been flight tested. Tests ment for a measured base line and sep-
will determne if sufficient backscatter aration of the transmitter and receiver.
returns can be obtained from contain- Having the transmitter and receiver
inants of clear air in CAT regions to at the same point greatly simplifies in-
enable their use as tracers of air mo- stallation and maintenance and per-
tion. A parallel development program, mits determination of ceilings at loca-
in cooperation with NASA's Marshall tions where the establishment of a
Space Flight Center, is investigating base line is impractical.
the use of a CO2 gas laser to measure In response to a TAO requirement
the broadening of the very narrow for a covert winds aloft set, a system
transmitted spectral line caused by the was devised that uses an infrared
motion of particle,,: ibat backscatter the source attached to a balloon. The in-
energy to determine air motions. frared source is tracked by a sniper-

scope mounted on a theodolite. Presently
SURFACE OBSERVING INSTRUMENTA- undergoing tests is a miniaturized, solid

TION: The requirement for accurately state, wind set that will significantly
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-- I reduce the weight and logistics prob-
lems associated with existing tactical

,o 11 ." equipment. Operating from only four D
cell batteries, the set will provide wi-d
data to remote indicators, located up
to three miles away from the observa-

SENSORS tion site, over ordinary field telephone
wires.

In the weather radar instrumenta-
tion area, the Laboratory assists AWS

.to.in correcting difficulties associated with
the operational use of the AN/TPQ-11
Cloud Radar and the AN/FPS-77 Se-
vere Storm Radar. Calibration and

OAT"EME alignment procedures have been devel-
.... ,, oped for these sets and analyses of cloud,.o , records from selected sets have been

made to determine techniques for mak-
ing optimum use of the capabilities of

EROWS the radars. A scanning, high frequency
K. band radar is being developed to
aid in evaluating the effectiveness of
seeding operations in fog, and digital in-
tegrators are being tested to determine
their operational unity in improving
the detection of weak weather echoes.

Several efforts that were reported
on during the last reporting period have
either been terminated or are dormant,
pending new advances in technology.
The sonic anemometer has been com-
pleted, as has the development work on
upper air wind detection using meteor
tr.ils as tracers. Visibility measure-
meilts, using light backscattered from
gallium arsenide luminescent diodes,
have been terminated. High power laser
gallium arsenide arrays which offer a
much greater potential are being in-
vestigated.

AIR-DROPPED REMOTE WEATHER STA-

The EROWS (Expendable Yemote Op- TION: In June 1970, AFCRL awarded
crating Weather Station) weighs 55 a contract to Honeywell for the develop-
pounds. Dropped from an aircraft, its ment of an expendable weather station
spear-like tip embeds itself in the
ground and it begins operation auto- designed to be air-dropped in remote,
matically. inaccessible areas.
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Designated EROWS (Expendable Re- %:
mote Operating Weather Station), the
weather station looks like a large ar-
row. It is cylindrical, about eight feet
long and six inches in diameter. It
weigh;1 55 pounds. Dropped from the
aircraft, it is stabilized and descends
to the ground on four rotating blades,
each 2.5 feet long. A spear-like tip im-
beds itself into the ground, and a 5.7
foot vertical dipole antenna is auto- "
matically raised into position.

The four-pound sensor package near .
the top ineasures wind speed and di-
rection, atmospheric pressure, tempera-
ture, humidity, precipitation and cloud An example of tactical weather equip-
cover. Data gathere. by the station is ment is the meteorological balloon

tracking kit (AN/PMQ-10). This kit
transmitted to a mabt,,r control through contains all equipment necessary for
FM telemetry equipment. The battery measuring winds aloft and is suitable
operated station is designed to operate for paradrop operations.

for at least ten days. One mater sta-
tion will be able to handle data fj om 30 away helium c;linders, an extremely
remote stations. The master unit will lightweight theo4olite, and various
include an interrogation module to dis- charts and ancillary equipment.
play the exact status of the EROWS
being interrogated. Remote check out
of the EROWS can also be accomplished
from the master unit. JOURNAL ARTICLES

JULY 1967-JUNE 1969

EQUIPM.NT FOR SOUTHEAST ASIA: BROUSAIDES, F. J., and MoRmssy, J. F.
Several unique items of weather ob- Preliminary Evaluation of an ExpendableBalloon Borne Optical Hygrometer
serving equipment were designed and J. of Appl. Meteorol., Vol. 8: No. 3
fabricated in-house to meet the unusual (June 1969)
requirements of TAC's special opera- GnINGORTEN, I. I.
tions weather teams. The devices de- Verification to Determine and Measure
veloped are small in size, simple to op- Forecasting Skill
erate, and expendable. They are also J. of Appl. Meteorol., Vol. 6, No. 5

enough f(October 1967)
ruggede for paradrops and do Probabilities of Moving Time Averages of a
not restrict jumper efficiency. Most Meteorological Variate
importait. 9mong these items are an Tellus, Vol. 20, No. 3 (1968)
expendable weather observation kit, Estimates of Duration of a Finite Continuous

Variate by Markov Process
weighing approximately three pounds, Proc. of the First Statistical Meteorol. Conf.
and containing all the elements neces- of AMS (27-29 May 1968)
sary for a complete surface weather Test of the Model of Duration on Upper-Air
observation, and a miniaturized winds Windspeeds at Cape Kennedy, Florida, and

Santa Monica, California
aloft observation kit, weighing five Proc. of the Fifth AFCRL Sci. Balloon Symp.

pounds, complete with very small throw- (17-19 June 1968)
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Estimating Finite-Time Maxima and Minima CARTEN, A. S.
of a Stationary Gaussian Ornstein-Uhlenbcck Necessary Elements of an Equipment
Process by Monte Carlo Simulation Development and Test Program
J. of the Amer. Statistical Assoc. Air Univ. Rev. (November-December 1969)
(December 1968) Warning: Wakes

KANTOR, A. J., and GRANTHAM, D. D. Astronaut. and Aeronaut., Vol. 8, No. 4
Effect of Range on Apparent Height and (April 1970)
Frequency of High-Altitude Radar KANTOR, A. J., and GANTHAM, D. D.Precipitation EchoesMonthly Wea. Rev., Vol. 97, No. 6 Effect of Range on Apparent Height and
(June 1969) Frequency of High-Altitude Radar

Precipitation Echoes

LUND, I. A. Mo. Wea. Rev., Vol. 94, No. 6 (June 1969)
Estimating the Date of Onset of the Rainy
Season in Southern South Vietnam
Proc. of OAR Res. Applic. Conf., Inst. for Behavior of Smoke Trails, 30 to 70 Km
Def. Anal., Arlington, Va. (March 1968) J. of Appl. Meteorol., Vol. 8, No. 4
An Experiment in Developing Linear (August 1969)
Prediction Equations
Proc. of the First Natl. Conf. on Statistical MATTHEws, A. J.
Meteorol. (27-29 May 1968) The ARCAS Meteorological Rocket,

Chap. in Book, Stratospheric Circ.,Relationships between Insolation and Other Academic Press (September 1969)
Surface Weather Observations at Blue Hill,
Massachusetts SISSENWINE, N.
Solar Energy, Vol. 12 (May 1968) SSSn WN, N.Standard and Supplemental A tmosplheres
MORRISSEY, J. F., and BROUSAIDES, F. J. Chap. in Book, Climate of the Free Atmos.,
The Aluminum Oxide Hygrometer Elsevier Pub. Co., Amsterdam, Vol. 4
J. of Appl. Meteorol., Vol. 6, No. 5 (World Survey of Climatol.)-1969
(October 1967) SLAviN, R. M.

MORRISSEY, J. F., and CARTEN, A. S. "Balloon Platfo)ms for Environmental
Importance of Thermistor Mount Configuration Research"--A Statement by the Committee
to Meteorological Rocket Temperature on Atmospheric Environment, AIAA
Measurements Astronaut. and Aeronaut. Vol. 7, No. 6
Bul. of the Amer. Meteorol. Soc. (June 1969)
(September 1967) WRIGHT, J. B.

SISSENWINE, N., GRANTHAM, D. D., and The ROBIN Falling Sphere
SAL MELA, H. A. Chap. in Book, Stratospheric Circ.,
Mid-Latitude Humidity to 32 Km Academic Press (September 1969)
J. of Atm. Sci., Vol. 25, No. 6
(November 1968)

SLAVIN, R. M.
"Balloon Platforms for Environmental
Research"-A Statement by the Committee on PAPERS PRESENTED AT MEETINGS
Atmospheric Environment, AIAA
Astronaut. and Aeronaut., Vol. 7, No. 6 JULY 1967 - JUNE 1969
(June 1969) AUBE, A. E., CAPT., and NIccum, R.

(G. T. Schjeldahl Co., Minn.)
Heavy Load Recovery from High Altitude
Balloon Borne Platforms
AIAA See. Aerodynamic Deceleration Sys.

JOURNAL ARTICLES Conf., El Centro, Calif.
JUY A96-JUE (23-25 September 1968)JULY 1969-JUNE 1970

CARTEN, A. S., JR.
BROUSAIDES, F. J., and MoRR!:$EY, J.F. Necessary Elements of an Equipment
Prclinicry Tests of an Expendable Development and Test Program
Balloon-Borne Dew Point Hygrometer AMS Symp. on Metcorol. Obsv. and Instrum.,
J. of Appi. Meteorol., Vol. 8, No. 3 (June 1969) Washington, D. C. (10-14 February 1969)
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COLE, A. E. HARNEY, P. J.

Periodic Oscillations in the Tropical and Gust Structure Analysis-An Example of
Subtropical Atmosphere at Levels between the Influence of Meteorological Parameters
25 and 85 Km. in Aircraft Design
1967 IQSY/COSPAR Assemblies, London, Eng. Sixth Conf. on Severe Storms, Ur.iv. of Chic.
(16-29 July 1967) (8-10 April 1969)
Longitudinal Variations in the Structure
of the Stratosphere and Mesosphere KANTOR, A. J., GRANTHAM, D. D., and
COSPAR 12th Intl. Space Sci. Symp., HARDY, K.
Prague, Czech. (11-24"May 1969) Distributions and Compositions of Clouds at

Supersonic Aircraft Altitudes
COLE, A. E., and KANTOR, A. J. Sec. Meersburg Conf. on Rain Erosion and

Aseoc. Phenom., New Castle, Meersburg,
Spatial Variations in Stratospheric and W. Ger. (16-19 August 1967)
Mesospheric Wind Fields
Third Natl. Conf. on Aerospace Meteorol., KELLY, T. W.
New Orleans, La. (5-10 May 1968) . Balloon Platforms for Scientific Research
Small Scale Variations in Stratospheric and AIAA 7th Aerospace Sci. Mtg., N. Y., N. Y.
Mesospheric Winds (20 January 1969)
Eleventh Plenary Mtg. of COSPAR,
Tokyo, Jap. (7-21 May 1968) LENHARD, R. W.

Detection and Correction of Large Systematic
GEORGIAN, E. J. Errors in Determining Fine-Scale Winds
The Use of Transpondersondes for in the Free Atmosphere
Atmospheric Soundings Third Natl. Conf. on Aerospace Meteorol.,
14th Natl. ISA Aerospace Instr. Symp., New Orleans, La. (5-10 May 1968)
Boston, Mass. (3 June 1968) LEvxroN, R., and HAFFORD, W. W.

GIBSON, F. W., and CLEMENSHA, B. R., General Concepts in Rawin Systems
KENT, G. S., SANDLND, P., WRIGHT, R. W. AMS Symp. on Meteorol. Obsv. and Instrum.,
(Univ. of W. Indies) Wash., D. C. (10-14 February 1969)

Preliminary Measurements of Atmospheric LUND, I. A.
Density Made Using a Large New Lasersondo An Experiment in Developing Linear
AGU Natl. Fall Mtg., San Francisco, Calif. Prediction Equations
(2-5 December 196J8) First Natl. Conf. on Statistical Meteorol.,

GRANTHAM, D. D., and KAiToR, A. J. Hartford, Ct. (27-2 May 1968)
Predicting April Precipitation in the

Climatological Distributions and Range Effects Sacramento and San Joaquin Valleys
on Height Detection of High Altitude of California
(>- 50,000 feet) Radar Echoes 1969 Joint AGU-URSI Mtg., Wash., D. C.
13th Radar Meteorol. Conf., McGill Univ., (21-25 April 1969)
Montreal, Can. (20-211 August 1968)

LUND, I. A., and GRANTHAM, D. D.
GRANTHAM, D. D., and SISSENWiNE, N. Estimating the Retreat of the Rainy Season
Extreme Winds Derived from 6, 12, 24, 48, 72, in Southern South Vietnam
and 96 Hour Interval Sampling from Several 48th Ann. Mtg. of the Amer. Meteorol. Soc.,
Years of Rawinsonde Records San Francisco, Calif.
Third Nat]. Conf. on Aerospace Meteorol., (29 January-1 February 1968)
New Orleans, La. (5-10 May 1968)

GRINGORTEN, I.1. MARSHALL, J. C., MAJ.
Fine Scale Features and Vertica, Motions of the

Estimates of Duration of a Continuous Atmosphere betivee 80 and 65 KM Altitudes
Variate by Markov Process AMS Conf. on Composition and Dynamics of
First Nat]. Conf. on Statistical Meteorol., the Upper Atm., El Paso, Tex.
Hartford, Ct. (27-29 May 1968) (6-8 November 1968)
Test of the Alocksl of Duration on Upper-Air
Windspeeds at Cape Kennedy, Florida, and NOLAN, G. F.
Santa Monica, California Meteorological Considerations for Tethered
Fifth AFCRL Sci. Balloon Symp., and Hovering Free Balloons
Wentworth-by-the-Sea, N. H. Amer. Soc. of Photogram., Wash., D. C.
(17-19 Juiic 1968) (6-7 February 1969)
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PEIRCE, R. M., and BISBERG, A. Interpretation of Dewpoint Data from a
(Cambridge Sys. Inc., Newton, Mass.) Balloon-Borne Optical Hygrometer 0 the
Application of Pulse Techniques to Sonic Range Refractive Index Measuring Problem
Anemometry 4th Natl. Conf. on Aerospace Meteorol.,
14th Natl. ISA Aerospace Instr. Symp., Las Vegas, Nev. (4-7 May 1970)
Boston, Mass. (3 June 1968) CARTEN, A.
SALMELA, H. A. Ground-Based Meteorological Observing
Distribution of Meteorological Rocket Systems in the 1970's (Invited Talk)
Network Wind Shears 1969 Tech. Exch. Conf., USAF Acad., Colo.
AMS Conf. on Composition and Dynamics of (14-17 July 1969)
the Upper Atm., El Paso, Tex.
(6-8 November 1968) COLE, A. E.

SALMIELA, H. A., and SISSENWINE, N. Extreme Temperature, Pressure and Density
SME ,. Pressue-Alttud e Variabiliy .at So to 80 Km
Mesoscale Pressure-Altitude Variability 4th Natl. Conf. on Aerospace Meteorol.,
Below 70,000 Feet Las Vegas, Nev. (4-7 May 1970)
Third Natl. Conf. on Aerospace Meteorol.,
New Orleans, La. (5-10 May 1968) GEORGIAN, E. J.

SLAVIN, R. M. Transponder Rocketsonde Instrumentation
Survey of AFCRL Balloon Borne Experiments and Data Analysis
Colloq. on Sci. Applic. of Balloon Tech., 4th Natl. Conf. on Aerospace Meteorol.,
Paris, France (10-13 July 1967) Las Vegas, Nev. (4-7 May 1970)

TILTON, C. S. GILDENBERG, B. D.
The Balloon Development Program at Air General Philosophy and Techniques of
Force Cambridge Research Laboratories Balloon Control
Colloq. on Sci. Applic. of Balloon Tech., 6th AFCRL Sci. Bal. Symp., Wentworth-By-
Paris, France (10-13 July 1967) The Sea, Portsmouth, N. H. (8-10 June 1970)

TILTON, C. S. and BURNETr, B. B., CAPT. GRASs, L. A., and TURNER, K., Cox, D.

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories (Otis Engrg. Corp., Carroiltn, Tex.)
Balloon Technology and Research Programs Mark II Balloon Tether Winch and the
Aerospace and Aviation Workshop, Granjean Site
Chico St. Coll., Calif. (10-14 June 1968) 6th AFCRL Sci. Bal. Symp., Wentworth-By-

The-Sea, Portsmouth, N. H. (8-10 June 1970)
YOUNG, E. F., CAPT.
Tethered Balloons: Present and Future GRINGORTEN, I. I.
AIAA Sec. Aerodynamic Deceleratinn Sys. A Temperature Atlas for SST Cruise
Conf., El Centro, Calif. Altitudes-Northern, Hemisphere.
(23-25 September 1968); and CIRADS III 4th Natl. Conf. on Aerospace Meteorol.,
Symp., Battelle Mem. Inst., Columbus, Oh. Las Vegas, Nev. (4-7 May 1970)
(15-17 October 1968)
Tethered Balloons KANTOR, A. J.
Helium Applic. Symp., Wash., D. C. Strong Wind and Vertical Wind Shear in the
(23 October 1968) Upper Stratosphere and Mesosphere

4th Natl. Conf. on Aerospace Meteorol.,
Las Vegas, Nev. (4-7 May 1970)

PAPERS PRESENTED AT MEETINGS LEVITON, R.
JULY 1969-JUNE 1970 Recent Developments in the U.S.A. on

Meteorological Rocket Sounding Techniques
BERTONI, F.. A. WMO Tech. Conf. on Upper-Air Instrum. and
Clear Line-of-Sight from Aircraft Observ., Paris, France (8-12 September 1969)
4th NatI. Conf. on Aerospace Meteorol.,
Las Vegas, Nev. (4-7 May 1970) LEMON, R., and P.TERSON, A. (USAECOM,Fort Monmouth, N. J.)
BROUSAIDES, F. J. Recent Developments in the U. S. A. on New

Development in the U. S. of Upper Air Radiosonde and Rawinsonde Systems for
Humidity Sensors Land Use
WMO Tech. Conf. on Upper-air Instrum. and WMO Tech. Conf. on Upper-Air Instrum. and
Observ., Paris, France (8-12 September 1969) Observ., Paris, France (8-12 September 1969)
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LUND, I. A. BROUSAMEs, F. J.
Estimating the Probability of November An Evaluation of the Aluminum Oxide
Rainfall in the Vicinity of Saigon Humidity Element
AMS Syrup. on Trop. Meteorol., Honolulu, AFCRL-68-0547 (October 1968)
Haw. (2-11 June 1970)

MANSFIELD, E. S. BROUSAIDES, F. J., and MORRISSEY, J. F.
Recent Experience in AFCRL Probe Flights Stratospheric Humidity Sensing with theAlpha Radiation Hygrometer
Ann. Gen. Mtg. of the Can. Aeronaut. and AFCRL-67-0604 (Novemb ir 1967)
Space Inst., Ottawa, Ont., Can.
(19-21 May 1970) COLE, A. E.

MORRISSEY, J. F. Recent Meteorological Rocket Daia and an
Rocketsonde/Radiosonde Temperature International Standard Atmosphere to
Compatibility 50 Kilometers
4th Natl. Conf. on Aerospace Meteorol., AFCRL-69-001 (January 1969)
Las Vegas, Nev. (4-7 May 1970)

DOHERTY, F. X., CZEPYHA, C. G. R., LT. COL.,
PAGLIARULO, R. P. and REDDY, R. J., MA:.
An Evaluation of a Lightning Warning The In-Flight Deployment of Heavy Payload
Tcohnique Trains Beneath Ascending High-Altitude
4th Natl. Conf. on Aerospace '14eteorol., Balloons
Las Vegas, Nev. (4-7 May 1970) AFCRL-67-0634 (November 1967)

The "C"-Launch Technique for High-Altitude
POCS, K. Balloons
The Ammonia-Cracking Hydrogen Generator AFCRT.67-0672 (December 1967)
WMO Tech. Conf. on Upper-Air Instrum. and
Observ., Paris, France (3-12 September 1969) GRASS, L. A., Ed.

SALMELA, H. A., LENHARD, R. W., and Proceedings, Fifth AFCRL Scientific
SISSENWINE, N.. Balloon Symposium
Further Attempts to Determine Mesoscale AFCRL-68-0661 (December 1968)
Variations in the Height of Constant
Pressure Surfaces HowARD, C. D., and INNES, D. J. (Computer
4th NatI. Conf. on Aerospace Meteorol., Planning Corp., Calif.), MANSIR, D. (Spectra-
Las Vegas, Nev. (4-7 May 1970) Physics, Inc., Calif.)

Space Vehicle Attitude Studies
STEgEvS, R. G. AFCRL-68-0610 (November 1968)
Design Considerations for Aerospace
Structures (Invited) KANTOR, A. J.
AFROTC Det., Brown Univ., Providence, R. . Winds, Temperatures, and Densities over
(7 April 1970) Thule, Greenland at 25 to 65 Kilometers

WRIGHT, J. B. AFCRL-69-0025 (January 1969)

A Summary of AFCRL Passive Sphere Cloud Detection Capability of Operational
Development Efforts and Experience AN/TPQ-11 Radar Sets During 1966-1967
Symp. on Inflat. Falling Spheres for Obtaining AFCRL-68.0269 (May 1969)
Atmos. Meas. to Alt. of 100 Km., NASA
Langley Res. Ctr., Hampton, Va. KANTOR, A. J. and GRANTHAM, D. D.
(23-24 September 1969) A Climatology of Very High Altitude

Radar Precipitation Echoes
AFCRL-68-630 (December 1968)

KELLY, T. W., Ed.
Proceedings, AFCRL-Tethered Balloon
Workshop, 1967

TECHNICAL REPORTS AFCRL-68.0097 (March 1968)
JULY 1967-JUNE 1969

LUND, I. A., and GRANTHAM, D. D.
BERTONI, E. A. Estimating the Date of Retreat of the Rainy
Clear Lines-of-Sight from Aircraft Season in Southern South Vietnam
AFCRL-67-0485 (August 1967) AFCRL-68-0229 (April 1968)
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NOLAN, G. F. TECHNICAL REPORTS
A Study of Mesoscale Features of Summertime JULY 1969-JUNE 1970
Minimum Wind Fields in the Lower
Stratosphere LUND, I. A., and MEYEa, M. P. (USA Engr.
AFCRL-67-0601 (November 1967) Waterways Exp. Sta., Vicksburg, Miss.)

PAULSEN, W. H. Rainfall, Soil Moisture and Trafficeability in
the Vicinity of Saigon

Use of the AN/FPS-77 for Quantitative AFCRL-70-0276 (May 1970)TWeather Radar Measurements
AFCRL-68-0031 (January 1968) McLEAN, G., and CARCIA, M.

Bibliography of AFCRL Reports on
SALMELA, H. A., and SISSENWINE, N. Meteorological Equipment
Distribution of ROBIN Sensed Wind Shears AFCRL-70-0092 (February 1970)
at 30 to 70 Kilometers PAULSEN, W. H., PETRoccni, P. J., and
AFCRL-69-0053 (February 1969) McLEAN, G. S.
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AFCRL PROJECTS BY PROGRAM ELEMENT

Program Project Number, Title, and Agency I Lab
Element

11321F SPECIAL PURPOSE AFSCi
COMMUNICATIONS : AFSC*"

487M Low Frequency Survival LI**

61101D DEFENSE RESEARCH SCIENCES, ARPA
0627 Bilateral Communications Between Men and

Machines Through Conversation LR
086, Research rn On-Line'Corhliutation n LR
1060 Unconventional Solid State Materials andDevices-Project THEMIS LQ

11434 Laser Damage Studies ' OP

61101F IN-HOUSE LABORATORY INDEPENDENT
RESEARCH

ILIR Iaboratory Director's Fuhid XO

61102F DEFENSE RESEARCH SCIEACES 04R
* 5620 Growth and Characterization of Advanced

Electromagnetic Materials LQ
5621 Physics of Solid State Phenomena LQ
5628 Communications Processe's LR
563; Iopospheric Radio Physics LI
5632 Electronic Information Processing I R
5634 Research in Quantum Electronics ' OP I
5635 Electromagnetic Sensors, Scatterers. Radiators,
5638 dnd Microwave Acoustic Devices , LZ
508 Research on Solid State Eledtronics LQ
7259 Remote Terrestrial Sensor Utilization for

Systems Studies-THEMIS ' LW
7260 Meteorological and Upper Atmospheric

Research-THEMIS. X
8600 Energtib Particle Environment PH
8601' Geomagnetism I I PH
8603 Infrared and Optical'Techniques OP
8604 Mdteorologiclal Research LY
8605 Upper Atmosphere Structure LK
8607 Earth Sciences and Technologks LW
8608 Solar, Plasma Dynamics PH I
8Q17 Electrical Structure of Aerospac, LI
8620 Cloud Physics ' LY
8627 Shectroscopic Studies of Upper Atmosphere
I658 Processes I LK

.8658 IR Non-Equilibrium Radiative Mechanisms OP -
8659 Energetics Processes PH
8694 Research in Iata Processing Micrqwave Devices

I and Optical Devices 'XO
8695 Terrestrial Environment Research LW:
8696 Atmospheric Enironment Research XO
8697 Aerospac6 Research Measurements XO
8698 Aerospace Research Measurement s XO
8699 Space Environment Research XO

61102H NWET
5710 'Nuclear Weapons Effects Test LK/OP/

LI/LQ

I , !

I ]
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AFCRL PROJECTS BY PROGRAM ELEMENT

Program Project Number, Title, and Agency Lab
Element

62101F ENVIRONMENT AFSC-OAR
4062 Electromagnetic Wave Propagation in

Dynamic Situations XO
4063 Generation and Propagation of Low Frequency

Radio Waves LI
4642 Alleviation Techniques for Reentry Plasmas LZ
4643 Aerospace Radio Propagation LI
6670 Atmospheric Sensing Techniques LC
6672 Weather Radar Techniques LY
6682 Test Range Meteorological Support LC
6687 Aerospace Composition Studies LK
6688 Solar Ultraviolet Radiation LK
6690 Aerospace Density LK
6698 Satellite Meteorology LY
7600 Geodesy for Naviguidance LW
7601 Electric and Magnetic Fields PH
7605 Weather Modification LY
7621 Atmospheric Optics OP
762 Terrestrial Geology LW
7635 Upper Atinosphere Chemical Processes LK
7639 Wave Propagation Studies LW
7649 Solar Environmental Effects LM
7655 Micrometeorology LY
7659 Aerospace Research Instrumentation LC
7661 Polar Atmospheric Processes LK
7663 Ionospheric Characteristics LI
7670 IR Properties of the Environment OP
8624 Variability of Meteorological Elements LK
8628 Upper Air Circulations LY
8666 Space Environment Observing and

Forecasting Techniques PH
8682 Millimeter Wave Propagation LZ

62204F AEROSPACE AVIONICS AFSC-AFAL
4608 Radiation Resistant Solid State Materials

and Devices LQ
4645 Coherent Optical Device Physics OP
5042 High Resolution Radar Technology LZ

62301D DEFENDER ARPA
1141 Participation in Secede III Series LK
1364 Anomalous Airglow OP

62403F AEROSPACE AVIONICS
4200 IR Sig..'ltres OP

62701D VELA ARPA
0292 Seismic Research Project Vela Uniform LW
0635 Magnetohydrodynamic Wave Propagation

in the Ionosphere LI
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62702F GROUND ELECTRONICS AFSC-RADC

4600 Electromagnetic Radiation Techniques LZ
4610 Information Processes for Communications LR
4641 Advanced Data Processing Technology LR

62703D ADVANCED SENSORS ARPA

1300 Airborne Launching of Small Pre-Inflated Balloons LC

63404F SABAR

BLNS Balloons LC
RKTS Rockets LC
SATS Satellites LC

64708F OTHER OPERATIONAL EQUIPMENT AFSC
1559 Miniaturized Meteorological Equipment LC

6471OF INTELLIGENCE/RECONNAISSANCE

EQUIPMENT
1085 Have Hue XO

65701H NWET
5710 Nuclear Weapons Effects Test OP/LI/XO

SDenotes Agency Having Management Responsibility
for Program Element.
** See Organization Chart, Appendix C, for Laboratory Title.
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